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nsm-nnti
Ballistic missle

TM

The Whole East [oast
Is Beiag Bombarded Had
Only Voo Can Saue It.

You're at the controls of ABM, the pulse-
pounding anti-ballistic missile game from
MUSE.

It takes a cool head, a hot hand and reflexes
so lightning fast you can zap those babies
right in their tracks. Pulverize em. Atomize
'em. Vaporize 'em.

Oh my God . . . those warheads . . . they're
mirving. There are hundreds of them...
thousands. They're everywhere. No one can
save us now. cexcept you.

Only $24.95

Audiovideo licensed from Atari.

£

IheVoice
TM

Pardon ale. But...

Did Vour Duple
Just-Speak ?
Muse gives your computer the power of
speech with The Voice. Use the vocabulary
provided to create thousands of phrases; or
put your own words in the Apple's—ah

—

mouth.

Add sound effects to your own computer
games. Greet visitors. Leave messages. Use
your imagination. The possibilities are
actually endless.

Each disk stores up to 80 words and phrases,
which can be sorted for quick reference.
And, The Voice allows your Apple to speak
from any Basic Program through your Print

Commands.
Only $39.95

MUSE
SOFTWARE"

347 N. Charles Street- Baltimore, Maryland 21201-(301) 659-7212

The leader In Quality Software
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Hluse Software
Bdds n new Dimension
To Voor Rpple Compoter
Software by Muse is designed to
take your computer to the limit,

so there's no limit to what it cart
do for you.

Think of all you could do with
just these four Muse business
programs.

Super-Tern
TM

page breaks before printing, form
letter generation and mailing list

management add-on modules
plus much more. Only $175.00

TM

You'll learn the basics of text
editing in mere minutes, then turn
your computer into a word proc-
essor with features so advanced
it will continue growing with you
year after year.

What kind of advanced features?
40 or 80 column display, page
headers and footers, split screen
for editing large documents,
math mode for operating
statistical reports, optional file

linking for global search and
print operations, preview mode
for reviewing line endings and

Form Letter
No matter how many form letters

and documents you generate,
each can carry an individual
name and address, refer to your
correspondent by name within
the text, and include a special
paragraph for that person alone.
The program will also format
and print an envelope at the end
of the letter. An add-on module
to Super Text. Only $100.00

The address
Book

TM

No more dog-eared
address files filled with scratch-
outs and erasures. Our Address
Book is an add-on module to

Super Text that lets you add.

or change addresses; list phone
numbers; print labels, sort
addresses; access state and your
category codes. Or use the
Address Book alone as a simple
mailing list. Only $44.95

Data-Plot™
Data Plot converts hard-to-
understand figures into clear-at-
a-glance graphics. And you can
choose the format that works
best: bar chart, line graph, scat-
ter diagram or pie chart—all in

color, of course Only $59.95

For
Business..
For Apple II- or Apple II Plu," w.lh 48K
Apple II it o trademork of Apple Computer Corp

^fw-Pior



Castle Wolfenstein

Vour First Duty
Isfo Escape.
You are a prisoner in Castle Wolfenstein.

A dying fellow prisoner has given you his

long-hoarded revolver—and the information

that somewhere here are the Nazi's secret

war plans. You race through the rooms and

hallways, avoiding—silencing—the guards

on patrol, searching chests for the plans;

finding extra ammo, grenades. The plans!

Hurry, you're almost out! The guards are on

your trail—you turn, fire—you're out. The

plans are in the hands of the Allies! And

you—a hero, naturally; promoted—but wait!

You are a prisoner in Castle Wolfenstein.

And this time escape will be more difficult.

Only $29.95

RobotUlaT

So...Vou Think, m
Vou're Invincible ?
You've programmed your war robot. Tested

it De-bugged. Re-programmed. Tested ...

and you're sure. You have the ultimate

robot. Are you ready to hurl your war-cry

across the nation? There are hundreds ot

robot-lords awaiting your challenge.

RobotWar—an action logic game designed

to sharpen your programming skills. Comes

with five pre-programmed robot opponents.

And, when you've developed a machine

none of the five can destroy, there's a

national network of people like you—each

with an indestructible robot.

Only $39.95

For Pleasure



HOWTO USEYOUR EPSON
WITHOUTWASTING

COMPUTER
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Your computer is capable of sending data

at thousands of characters per second but

the Epson can only print 80 characters per

second.
This means your computer is forced to

wait for the printer to finish one line before it

can send the next. A waste of valuable time.

THE NEW MICROBUFFER
ACCEPTS DATA AS FAST AS

YOUR COMPUTER CAN SEND IT.

Microbuffer stores the data in its own
memory buffer and then takes control of

the printer. This frees your computer for

more productive functions.

PARALLEL OR SERIAL.

Microbuffer model MBP-16K is a

Centronics-compatible parallel interface

with 16,384 bytes of onboard RAM for

data buffering.

The MBS-8K is a full featured RS-232C
serial interface with both hardware and
software (X-On/X-Off) handshaking, baud
rates from 300 to 19,000 and an 8,192 byte

RAM buffer.

SIMPLY PLUG IT IN.

Either model fits the existing auxiliary

interface connector inside the Epson MX-80.

MX-80 F/T or MX-100 without modification,

and is compatible with standard Epson
cables and printer control software,

including GRAFTRAX-80.

JUST $159.00-

When you think how much time Microbuffer

will save, can you afford not to have one?
Call us for your nearest dealer.

PRACTICAL PERIPHERALS. INC.

31245 LA BAYA DRIVE, WESTLAKE VILLAGE, CA 91362 • (213) 991-8200

CIRCLE 221 ON READER SERVICE CARD
I retail price for < r model
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/by Jeff Zinn

Now Available: the Futuristic

my ~i«w
Model 1 AND Model 3 owners may now purchase

the new, exciting, and versatile "TRISSTICK " The
TRISSTICK '" is compatible with all of our games and
comes packaged with complete instructions for use
with your own programs It features the famous
Atari joystick with a molded plastic interface
module that simply "plugs in" to your computer: no
modification or wiring is required.

CIRCLE 1 1 5 ON READER SERVICE CARD

HZ)

(Diaiivvowm
P.O. Box 9078 - 185 • Van Nuys. CA 9MOS • (213) 782 6861

Prices per game TRS-80 16K Lev2 Modi Mod3 Cassette —
TRS-80 32K Lev2 Modi /Mod3 Diskette -
Joystick (specify Modi or Mod3) —

10% discount for 2 items ordered, 1 5% for 3 or more
Please add S1 75 per order for shipping, foreign orders add S6 00
•TlnMJtlT VS-ITM 1*U!*V T T f V M\l;]

$15 95 All products t 1982 by Big Five Software
S1 9 95 Programs are all 100% machine language for high quality graphics Disk
S39 95 version saves high scores to disk & is compatible with TRSDOS Sound

effects are playable through the cassette AUX plug Please call or write for

information on all of our products TRS-80 & TRSDOS are trademarks of
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INTRODUCING PERFECT WRITER:
NOW, GET THE FINEST

WORD PROCESSOR AT ANY PRICE
FOR JUST $289.00

AND GET OUR INCREDIBLE, MONEY-BACK
GUARANTEE!
That's right. If you own an Apple II. Heath/Zenith, TRS-80 model II, North Star,

Osborne 1, Superbrain, Micropolis/Vector. or CP/M 8!' you can now afford the

most advanced, yet easy-to-use, word processor on the market today.

But don't take our word for It See for yourself

We're so sure you'll be omazed by Perfect Writer's easy-to-use features and

capabilities, that we'll let you try it for thirty days and give you your money bock If

you're not completely satisfied!

FEATURES AND FLEXIBILITY YOU
HAVE TO SEE TO BELIEVE
Looking for the

advanced features

you'd expect to find in

the most expensive

word processors?

Perfect Writer has them.

Like ajjtomatc format-

ting of letters, outlines,

reports, memoranda, articles,

books, or other types of

documents

What makes Perfect Writer

unique, ore the features you

wont find in word processors

costing many times its price

Like the incredible sophistication

ot Virtual Memory Architecture, that

lets you edit a full-length novel as easily

as you'd edit a letter

Or a remarkable breakthrough called

Split Screen Editing™ that lets you divide

the screen into two parts, each showing a

different document, and transfer sections of

text between the two!

And that's just the beginning Perfect Writer

offers much, much more
• Automatic numbering of pages, chapters, sections, footnotes, internal poge

references, and automate generation of table of contents and indexes

• Mail merging capability allows generation of form letters and more

• Automatic carriage return, auto-centering, tab setting, and automatic

plocement of footnotes

• Quick and easy cursor commands.
• Easy deleting and inserting procedures

• Safe and convenient storage of materials

• Searches for and replaces words and phrases in a document, including

near misses
• Full range of printing options, including right margin justification, micro-

spacing, super and subscripts, italics, and bold face

• And lots more

Perfect Writer

The remarkable word processor

combining sophistication ond

simplicity

VLUlULMJUlVUMUllit'UMUSJnXIB
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE.

Try Perfect Writer for 30 days at our risk. If you're not completely

satisfied, return it for a prompt, complete refund

?«AwittWriWAtfswi\«f^

PERFECT WRITER IS EASY TO USE.

WE GUARANTEE IT.

When we say that Perfect Writer is easy to use, we mean it That's why we're

not afraid to offer a money back guarantee

You see, Perfect Writer was designed to be simple In fact, you don't even have

to read our crystal-clear manual in order to use Perfect Writer The pictures,

diagrams and illustrations tell you all you need to know, so you're off and running

in no time.

There are no difficult and awkward procedures and commands to learn.

We guarantee it

ORDER NOW. WHAT HAVE YOU GOT TO LOSE?
It you'd like to own the most sophisticated word processor on the market

today at the current, introductory price of just $289 00, we invite you

to order now
Perfect Writer e completely guaranteed, so there's no risk of any

kind Why not see for yourself what this incredible new software

breakthrough can do for you?

TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE: 1-800-221-2486

IN NEW YORK CALL: 1-212-619-4000

/ WRrTE COMPUTER SERVICES CORPORATION OF AMERICA

71 MURRAY STREET

NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10007
' Yes I want to see for myself if Perfect Writer is as great as you say it

/ is So please send it to me, subject to the guarantee printed on this poge

Perfect Writer and Manual $289 00

I
I also want to order, subject to the same guarantee:

/ Perfect Speller $189 00 Perfect Sort $189 00

Perfect Mailer $189 00

Name.

Address.

City, State, Zip.

MasterCard

Visa

Number

American Express En

_Expres_

TRY THESE OTHER PERFECT SOFTWARE PRODUCTS
(THE SAMI MONEY BACK GUARANTEE At*LIB).

Perfect Speller™: The best automatic proofreader

available! Perfect Speller uses its 20.000 word

dictionaiy to proofread your document and catch all

your spelling mistakes (Dctionaty size limited only

by your system's storage capacity) You can add

words to the dictionary, build separate dictionaries,

change the dictionary, and more. $18900 guaranteed

Perfect Mailer™: It's more than a mail merging or

form maintenance system! Perfect Mailer can

organize and sort your correspondence, develop

sophisticated mailing systems, and keep track of

your correspondence Don't miss this remarkable

new software innovation! $189.00 guaranteed

CIRCLE 138 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Perfect Sort™: Here's a sort/merge/extroct program

that operates on all kinds of data! Records can be

fixed or variable, with a variety of variable length

fields Files can be examined using comparison and

logical operators Want speed and efficiency? You've

got to have Perfect Sort! $189.00 guaranteed

C 1982 Computer Services Corporation of Amerca



tices... notices... nctic
Video Artists

Attention video artists and film pro-

ducers.
If you have been reading Creative

Computing lately you know that we are

most enthusiastic about optical laser scan
videodiscs. We are fascinated about the

possibilities when these discs are used
interactively with computers. In the January

issue, for example, we described a game
which uses visual sequences from a video-

disc. The cost of mastering and producing
such disks is coming down dramatically.

Hence, we are looking to produce a

videodisc for several different uses.

1

.

Visual adventure games. The adventure
game we wrote using the commercially
available disc of Rollercoaster was agoniz-

ingly slow because of the time needed to

search for visual sequences, some of which
might have been at the beginning of the

disk and some at the end. If the sequences
are close to each other, the search can be
performed very quickly. Hence, what I

am looking for are l(>-20 second action

sequences over a wide variety of subject

areas. For example, getting on a bus. an
airplane landing, people walking down
the street, opening a door, a ride at an
amusement park, eating a hamburger,
lighting a cigarette, hammering a nail,

opening a cupboard, pouring a cup of

coffee, diving in a pool, digging on a
beach, etc. What I am seeking is hundreds
(maybe thousands) of everyday and not-

so-everyday scenes which can be put on a

videodisc and worked into a wide variety

of adventure games. The material cannot
be copyrighted or covered by Screen Actor
Guild contracts since it will be used in

highly interactive and, perhaps unexpected
ways. Since this will occupy only a small

fraction of the disk, I am also looking for:

2. Computer and video graphics. At
Siggraph. NCC. and other computer con-
ferences frequently one or more computer
graphic artists shows a short film or
videotape of his work. Some of these are

incredibly spectacular. However. I have
rarely seen one long enough to be released

on its own since there is really no appro-
priate format to distribute extremely short

subjects. However, now we have the
appropriate vehicle. Imagine, if you will.

20 or 30 exciting, dynamic video graphic-

sequences which can be viewed individually

or as a group. We would incorporate music
with this to make it an exciting visual and
aural experience.

For previewing the material, we would
prefer that it be submitted on one of the

two home videotape formats. Beta III or

III) or VHS. All tapes will be returned.

The final videodisc will be produced using

professional equipment, however. we*d like

to rough it out with home (read, low-cost)

equipment.
Please address your submissions to

Videodisc Project. Creative Computing.
39 East Hanover Ave.. Morris Plains. NJ
07950.

Down Under
Have you ever thought about going down

under?

Here's a golden opportunity. The Ninth

Australian Computer Conference together

with a Schools Symposium is being held

in Hobart, Tasmania. Australia from August
23-28 1982. Tasmania is an island state in

the southernmost part of Australia and,
despite the unsavory reputation of the not

very pleasant T&smanian Devil, the residents

feel that it is the best and most hospitable

part of Australia.

The theme of the conference is "Native

Technology." The intention is to focus on
the possibilities that exist for encouraging
indigenous technology in countries like

Australia and solving their related problems.

The scope of the conference is broad,

having such diverse streams as auditing,

computer crime, computers in medicine,
robotics and industrial use, databases,
computers in government, networks and
communication, and the software industry.

The concurrent Schools Symposium will

bring together both international and
Australian lectures in presentations and
small discussion groups with students and
teachers.

Tasmania is one of the most advanced
states in Australia in developing computer
education in schools, and can be classed

with world leaders in this respect. Its

statewide network has brought computing
to remote rural areas and participation by
students and their teachers, along with
people from other parts of Australia and
overseas, is sure to make this symposium a

lively event.

Keynote speakers include Dr. Seymour
Papert from the LOGO project at MIT;
ProfessorTom Stonier from the University

of Bradford and author of A Wealth of
Information; Ted Codd of IBM Advanced
Research in San Jose, known internationally

for his work which led to the concept of

relational databases; and yours truly . who
will be talking about videodiscs, computers
in education, and several other topics.

The social events in conjunction with

the conference sound quite spectacular.

A full day excursion will visit Eaglehawk
Neck and Doo Town. Devil's Kitchen and
the Blowhole. It includes a guided tour of

a ruined prison, a visit to a 19th century

steam operated timber mill and a cray-

bake and barbecue. There are bush ventures

which are four-wheel drive tours designed
to show the southwest sections of Tasmania
not usually seen by tourists. Each four-

wheel drive vehicle will have six or fewer
passengers and the itinerary will be set in

accordance with the interests of those on
board. Thursday boasts a "bush ranger

night" with an ox roast on the village green
followed by a country dance in the village

hall in Richmond. There are also several

other cruises, dances, and other social

events.

For more information, write Ninth Aus-
tralian Computer Conference, P.O. Box
216, Sandy Bay 7005. Tasmania. Aus-
tralia.-DHA

Siggraph Correction
Ikonas Graphics Systems has notified

us of a correction for our "Smoothers of

the Lost Arc" report on Siggraph '81 (March
1982).

The Mountain Scene. Photo 2 on page
104, was computed by Loren Carpenter
while he was with the Boeing Company.
The mountain images were first shown at

Siggraph '80 in Seattle.

Siggraph 82
The Ninth Annual Conference on Com-

puter Graphics and Interactive Techniques
will be held in Hynes Auditorium. Boston.

MA on July 26-30. 1982.

This computer graphics conference is

sponsored by the Association for Com-
puting Machinery Special Interest Group
on Computer Graphics (ACM SIG-
GRAPH).
The conference program will feature

display exhibits, courses, technical sessions,

vendor forums, a multi-media computer
graphics art show, and computer-generated
films.

For further information, contact: Con-
ventures. Inc.. 45 Newbury St., Boston.

MA 021 16. (617)267-3456.
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The IBM Personal Computer
Personal, Professional, Technical — or somewhere in between ...

PC-MATE™ makes the IBM Personal Computer a perfect match

expansion series available for Ihe IHM Personal

Computer, rhere are currently more than Iwent) PC-

mati " expansion options available, and new product*

IHM PitsWhen Mm want mure from
( omputtT. lool

You can create a si |'| \< l'l lisos \l

with household li»hts and appliance

output, and give it more memory thai

personal can handle.

Or make it PROI I I VB1 I PRO
SYSTEM with expansion space and a \\ ii

handle more business accounts. Increase

Ihe s\stc

flexible I

informal

iroeess those faster. \dd

\s an INI I I I K.I IN I I VBOH \ HHM IOOI
interfaces to II I I -txx instrumentation, analog si

stepper motors and video signals, \oiir IHM I'ei

( omoutei becomes Ihe perfeel workbench assistant.

Software. Accessories — l'(

quality and the greatest

I

" pro\ ides

e range of

\sk \oiir loeal computer store lor more information on

Ihe l'< -MATI " series from lit MAR, or call for Ihe

name of your nearest authorized PC-MATl dealer.

I'( -M Ml " I \l' \\S|()\ (ll'l IONS

nal ( omputer I vpansion < hassis (see photo)

•>2K and 2s(iK Dynamic Memory with Parity

arallel Medium Speed Input Onlpiil Inlcrl.m

Serial Medium Speed Input Output Interface

Parallel 1 1 i i* ti Speed Input Output Interface

Vnalog to Digital < onverter - X. 12, 14, lt> Bit

Dust ( over Set for IBM P< and Peripherals

High Speed st.itie Memon I l< \ M ROM)
Digital to Vnalog < onverter - x and 12 Hit

Multi-System Printer Sharing I aeilit\

System < link \s ith Batters Backup

HSK \-lii Device ( ontroller

Stepping Motor ( ontroller

\ ideo Image Digitizer

II I I 4XX Interface

Prototy ping Hoard

Music s\ nthesizei

I xtender Hoard

One \ ear \\ arrantj

Ulditional products

.in already under

development, so if

we don't have what

\ on need, chances

are good that we
soon »ill.

Tecmar Inc.
PERSONAL COMPUTER PRODUCTS DIVISION
23600 Mercantile Rd., Cleveland, OH 44122 (216)464 7410



W/izard~&7>0
BUFFERED PRINTER OUTPUT
Allows new-task input while old-task prints out.

STOP WAITING FOR SLOW
PRINTER OPERATION

WIZARD-BPO is a parallel

printer interface that lets you

use your Apple while data

from a previous operation

is being printed. No more
wasting of your precious

time while your printer prints.

The WIZARD-BPO contains a

16K byte "character buffer"

that may be expanded to 32K
bytes of character buffering.

It accepts data at the Apple's

rapid transfer rate, stores

the data and feeds it to your

printer at the rate the printer

can accept it.

Fully compatible with all

Apple II and Apple II Plus*

computers ^—

^

R SLOW Fully compatible with most
ON Apple II expansion boards

parallel Fully compatible with most

at lets you Apple software including

le data Applesoft BASIC* Integer

eration BASIC*, CP/M, Pascal, etc

) more " Low power consumption

icious 'or co °l reliable operation

iter prints. " Leads soldered directly

contains a mto Doard for reliable

• buffer" operation

Jed to 32K Mar|y formatting features

buffering. Two-year factory

he Apple's replacement Warranty

stores Backed by the world

it to your independent manufacturer of

he printer peripheral controllers

Available at all fine

with all
^

Computer Stores $179.00
e II Plus* Telephone (800) 854-8737

•OlllESI-EII ll|ii:illl

Si|sti:ms
SUBSIDIARY OF WESPERCORP

»* '»

NEXT TASK...
WESPERMICRO
SYSTEMS TIME-
SAVING MICRO-
PERIPHERALS ADD
VALUE TO YOUR
APPLE.

input/output

Who's Afraid?

Dear Editor:

The article by Keith Brewster, "Who's Afraid of the Big,

Bad Matrix?" (December 1981 ) deals with a topic difficult for

the neophyte to understand. Brewster's concept of an array

(and a matrix) as a collection of numbered boxes is a useful

one for helping the beginner understand arrays.

For the most part the article is good, but I take exception
to his definitions of the terms array and matrix. These are

incorrect and would lead to confusion as the neophyte graduates
to a learner who wishes to read other sources. The other
sources would not use Brewster's definitions.

Technically, an array is an indexed collection of variables.

Thus, the term array is general and applies not only to the

one-dimensional case, but to the two-, three- and n-

dimensional array as a "list" and a two-dimensional array as

a "table." These two terms give him a visual image of these

two types of arrays. A one-dimensional array is a numbered
list of variables, e.g., A ( 1 ), A (2) A ( 15). A two-dimensional

array is a numbered (i.e., indexed) table of variables:

A(l,l) A(l,2) A(l,3)

A(2,l) A(2,2) A(2,3)

A table has rows and columns.
Where does the term matrix fit in this? A matrix is another

name for a two-dimensional array. It is not two-, three- n-

dimensional as Brewster states. Thus, matrix and table are
synonymous and a matrix has rows and columns. To be
absolutely correct, a matrix is two-dimensional having rows
and columns, but it may have only one row or only one
column. This means that we may properly call a one-dimensional
array a matrix. (Tables can have only one row or one column,
can't they?)

What would I tell the beginner about arrays? An array is a
set of variables, all with the same name, which are numbered,
or indexed, so we can identify each. A list is one type of
array, a list of variables. A matrix is another type of array, a
table of variables.

We can think of each as a set of boxes in which the boxes
are identified by a number or a pair of numbers (to indicate
the row and column in a matrix). We can store either numbers
or strings in these boxes, depending on the type of variable
name we choose, either numeric (A) or string (AS).

I find that this explanation works well with my students in

Basic programming classes.

Dr. Elton Beougher, Chairman
Department of Mathematics
Fort Hays State University

Hays, KS 67601
s. ,
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HE PROWRITER COMETH.
(And It Cometh On Like GangbustersJ

Evolution.

It's inevitable. An eternal

verity.

Just when you think you've

got it knocked, and you're

resting on your laurels, some-
body comes along and makes
a dinosaur out ofyou.

Witness what happened to

the Centronics printer when
the Epson MX-80 came along
in 1981.

And now, witness what's

happening to the MX-80 as

the ProWriter cometh to be
the foremost printer of the

decade.

SPEED
MX-80: 80 cps. for 46 full lines

per minute throughput.

PROWRITER: 120 cps. for

63 full lines per minute
throughput.

GRAPHICS
MX-80: Block graphics

standard, fine for things like

bar graphs.

PROWRITER: High-resolu-

tion graphics features, fine

for bar graphs, smooth curves,

thin lines, intricate details, etc.

PRINTING
MX-80: Dot matrix business

quality.

PROWRITER: Dot matrix
correspondence quality, with
incremental printing capability

standard.

FEED
MX-80: Tractor feed standard:

optional friction-feed kit for

about $75 extra.

PROWRITER: Both tractor

and friction feed standard.

INTERFACE
MX-80: Parallel interface

standard: optional serial

interface for about $75 extra.

PROWRITER: Parallel and
serial interface standard.

PRICE
Heh. heh.

Distributed Exclusively by Leading
Edge Products, Inc., 225 Turnpike

Street. Canton. Massachusetts
02021. Call: toll-free 1-800-343-6833;

or in Massachusetts call collect

16171828-8150. Telex 951-624.

LEADING
EDGE.
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We don't make a Winchester for just

anybody.

We're Corona Data Systems and we've made Starfire, a
Winchester disk just for Apple II*.

Whats in it for you?
5 million characters of storage. And that's not all. You'll get
Corona's Disk Partitioning which allows for up to 16 sep-
arate operating systems such as Apple DOS, CP/M*and
Pascal, all sharing the same disk. Of course, you'll still

be able to use DB Master*and protected software like

VisiCalc*.

Double Size Volumes.
And with our Double Size vblumes, yourApple DOS is trans-
formed into something special that offers larger data files.

And you'll never have to type commands like "catalog"

and "run" or type program
names again. You can even
forget what volumes the pro-

grams are in.

Reliability.
But you'll never forget Star-

fire's reliability. That's be-
cause we built DataGuard,*
the feature that will correct errors, not just report them. And
we also provide a one-year warranty that you can count
on. That's reliability.

So why take chances? With Starfire, you're not just adding
a hard disk to an Apple II, but transforming an Apple II into

a full hard disk business computer.

• corona
data /u/tem/

21541 NordholT Street. Unite Chatsworth. California. 91311 (213)998-0505

Starfire - the Winchester disk made just for Apple II,

CIRCLE 147 ON READER SERVICE CARD
'Storflce ond DataGuard ore trademarks ol Corona Data Systems " Apple M is a registered trademark or Apple Computers Inc

~ P M is a registered trademark ol Digital Research. Inc • DB Master is a trademark of Stoneware
•VHIColc is a trademark ot Personal Software Inc



Osborne 1 Microcomp,

The Little Computer
That Could

Glenn A. Hart

The computer business is very much a

land of opportunity. Major advances in

technology arrive with startling rapidity.

Combined with tremendous demand in

both the consumer and business sectors.

the result is an alluring siren that draws a

large number of new ventures.

There are so many such companies that

there is even a jargon word for them: "start-

ups." There is just the slightest touch of

skepticism implied in the phrase: many, if

not most, such operations announce exciting

new products but ultimately can't deliver

any at all or quickly fail through under-

capitalization, design problems or simple

mismanagement.
When Adam Osborne, a transplanted

Englishman known primarily as a writer

and industry pundit, announced his own
start-up hardware firm to produce a full-

featured portable CP/M computer with

an impressive array of software at an

unbelievable retail price, it is an under-

statement to say that there were a few

doubters.
As we'll see, Osborne has delivered

everything he promised and then some.

The result is an excellent and different

computer, an impressively well-run

company with unique policies and fine

prospects for the future.

The Osborne I doesn't offer any real

revolutionary breakthroughs. It is much
more an evolution and refinement of existing

techniques used elsewhere, packaged in a

very new way.

Glenn A. Harl, SI Church Road. Monsev. NY
10901.
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It employs a standard Z-80 micro-

processor. 64K of dynamic RAM, various

I/O for peripherals, a video monitor, and

two 5 1/4" floppy disk drives. These
specifications could easily describe many
microcomputers, although in each area

there are little wrinkles of sophistication

which we will examine shortly.

The 5" monitor is

clearly the most
controversial aspect of

the machine.

The remarkable thing is that all this is

completely portable! A very sturdy molded
plastic case that is a dead ringer for a

portable sewing machine houses everything

mentioned above. When the case is sealed

it is weather resistant and sized to fit under
an airline seat. Releasing two latches opens
the case, allowing the main unit to sit on
the edge of the keyboard to form a compact
and neal work station.

The full-sized keyboard has a more or

less standard layout with a numeric keypad
and a few extra keys for cursor movement
and other special functions. Feel is quite

good, better than many microcomputers,
although not quite up to some expensive

stand alone terminals.

The Osborne uses what they refer to as

three banks of memory, although these

are not the normal banks used in some S-

100 systems. The first bank is the normal

11

64K of dynamic RAM. The top 4K is used

for memory-mapped video display, leaving

60K for the CP/M BIOS and BDOS/CCP.
Memory mapping provides very fast screen

update and allows direct manipulation of

screen characters with some sacrifice of

memory space.

The second bank holds 4K of ROM
which takes control when the system is

first turned on. The ROM contains disk

booting routines, diagnostics, and I/O.

video, disk, keyboard and porl drivers.

The code in the ROM is something of an

extension toCP/M: some of the code which

would normally be in the CP M software

is stored in ROM instead.

Also in bank 2 is the memory-mapped
I/O area. Almost all normal CP/M systems

use what is called port-mapped I (). meaning

that information is passed to and from
devices through one of the 256 input output

ports supported by an NOKO or Z-HO. The
Osborne uses chips from the hNOO family

(specifically a 6K50 and a 6X21) which
require that data be written to memory
locations instead of to I '( ) ports. This may
seem rather strange to CP/M types, but S-

50 users will feel right at home.
The balance of the second memory bank

mirrors or shadows the base bank and
therefore isn't available for any constructive

use. The third bank is unused except for

the top 4K. One bit of each byte in this

area is used as a video attribute to control

underlining of each character.

Video Display

Video is displayed on the 5" monitor,

which is clearly the most controversial

aspect of the machine. Unlike most serious



Osborne 1 , continued. .

.

monitors, which usually display 24 lines of

80 characters each, the Osborne screen
shows 24 lines of only 52 characters each.

This is thirty-five percent fewer characters

than you would find on a standard screen,

but over 20".. more than the 16 x 64 screens
still used on some computers and much
more than an Apple II and other small

computers which use TV sets as their display

media.

The characters are very sharp and well

defined, with full upper and lower case
with descenders. The only deviation from
a normal font is the lower case m. which is

a smaller version of an uppercase letter to

avoid blurring.

The Osborne 1 actually maintains a much
larger 32 line by 128 character video area

in internal memory: the hardware permits
scrolling around in this area with the cursor

movement keys in some modes of operation.

Full underlining and half intensity are

available, asare 32 block graphics characters

useful in forms design. A connector on the

computer can drive an external video
monitor of any sire, which certainly

eliminates the small screen size problem
but also destroys the portability advantages
which are the Osborne's main claim to

fame. The external monitor displays exactly

the same 24 by 52 format of the built-in

screen.

The two built-in disk drives are another
source of dispute. While they work perfectly

and are quiet and reliable, disk capacity
is limited to only 102 kilobytes each, and
of this only 92K is available for program
and/or data storage under CP/M. This is

sufficient for a surprising amount of serious

work, but many CP/M applications require

far more storage capacity.

Interfacing

The Osborne I really shines in interfacing

provisions. A standard RS-232 serial port
is provided which can run at 300 or 1 200
baud (600 or 2400 with an internal jumper
change I. The supplied software implements
several handshaking protocols if necessary,

including ETX/ACK. XON/XOFF. etc.

This port is fully bi-directional and can
also be used to interface an external console,

transfer programs and data to an external

computer, etc.

A separate modem port, which uses a
nine-pin connector, is provided. Osborne
will be releasing a custom modem designed
to use this port, but it is not difficult to
configure a normal acoustic or direct
connect modem to match the Osborne I.

A full IEEE 488 port is also included,
which is most unusual indeed. This port
can be configured to provide the standard
Centronics parallel printer protocol as well,

so almost any type of printer can be
accommodated. There is a wide variety of
devices which have been interfaced to the
IEEE bus, including hard disks, modems,
printers and laboratory equipment, so the

ability of the Osborne to interface with

the outside world is essentially unlimited.

The final connector is for a forthcoming

battery pack which will allow the computer
to operate up to two hours without any
access to AC power. A car adapter will

also be included to run the unit from an
auto battery.

The combined
hardware/software of

the Osborne I is

a bargain.

Software

The Osborne I is. indeed, supplied with

the wealth of software claimed. It is hard
to believe that such a comprehensive
assortment can be provided at the price of

the total package: the combined list prices

of the software are reasonably close to the

Osborne's retail price of $1795. It isalmost
like getting the computer free! Of course
the software included is available at signifi-

cant discounts, but the combined hardware
software of the Osborne I is. nevertheless,

a bargain.

The computer is supplied with a complete
implementation of CP/M version 2. All

the standard utilities are provided, including

ASM. ED. MOVCPM. PIP. STAT.
FORMAT, etc. Unfortunately. Osborne
does not include a listing of the BIOS, so
user modifications and patches are difficult

or impossible.

Figure 1.

Osborne has announced a technical

manual which will include the BIOS listing.

As partial compensation, an excellent setup

utility is provided which automatically

configures the BIOS for the type of printer

drivers desired, baud rates and other
parameters. The program allows assigning

strings to the number keys through 9

such that a control-1. for example, will

output whatever string the user has pre-

programmed for that key. Thus the Osborne
computer has an even more flexible function

key design than terminals with actual

function keys.

The FORMAT program also serves as a

full disk fast copy utility, and features a

very gtx>d screen display to let the user

know what is happening as formatting or

copying proceeds.

When the CP/M disk is booted, an
excellent help menu appears rather than

CP/M itself (see Figure I). Selecting a

letter displays a screen of explanatory text

describing a machine feature or giving

instructions on the purpose and operation

of software. This is a great help to first

time users.

The commercial programs are the Micro-

soft Basic interpreter, the CBasic pseudo-
compiler. Sorcim's excellent Supercalc
spread sheet program and WordStar with

MailMerge for word processing.

The Basics are the current versions anil

are not customized for the Osborne in any
way.

Supercalc has been partially configured

for the Osborne: some messages don't fit

the screen window.
The WordStar provided is version 2.26

rather than the new 3.0. This is due to a

conflict in the horizontal scrolling provision

of WordStar 3.0 with the routines built in

to the Osborne's hardware. Since the only

Initi al Help Menu

press A.. .CP/M Assembler N. . .MailMerge
B.. .CBASIC 0. ..Osborne Utilities
c. .CP/M Commands P. . .Printers/Printing
D.. .Diskette Handling Q. ..Quitting Each Day
E.. .File Extensions R. ..The RESET Button
F. . .Filenames S. . .SuperCalc
G.. .Graphics T. . .Testing
H.. .Programming Hints U. . .CP/M Utilities
I.. .1/0 Ports V. . .External Video
J.. .Just Starting? w. . .WordStar
K.. .Control Keys X. . .Accessories
L.. .Layout of Memory Y. ..Modem Connection
M.. .Microsoft BASIC Z. ..Self Portrait

Press any LETTER key to receive help on a subject.
Press the ESCAPE key (labeled "ESC") to run CP/M.
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We are dedicated to the achievement of a singular goal . .

.

to market fully supported software that sets standards of excellence.

Standards against which all software will be measured.

Standards which require that we, as well as the OEM's and authors

with whom we labor, constantly offer the state-of-the-art.

Our commitment to being Number One is too strong for

Lifeboat to market anything less.

lifeboat Associates
The standard for fully supported software.

1651 Third Avenue, NY, NY 10028. (212) 860-0300.

TWX 710-581-2524 (LBSOFT NYK).
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Osborne 1, continued...

other important new feature in 3.0 is block

operations on column groups rather than
lines of text, the 3.0 may be provided in

the future after some software modifica-

tions.

All the software is first rate and works
perfectly on the Osborne. With the limited

storage capacity of the floppy disks. Word-
Star consumes most of a disk and some of

the other packages eat up a lot of disk

space as well. All this means is that the

program disks almost always use the left

drive while user files and applications use

the right one. There is ample room for

many applications, although WordStar users

must be quite careful in monitoring the

size of their files.

Company Policies

Any new computer almost certainly has
some design problems and bugs. The
Osborne was no exception, although most
of the problems were relatively minor. What
is exceptional is the approach Osborne
took in the past and continues to take to

solve problems and improve the per-

formance of their system.

When the normal difficulties arose with
early units. Osborne made arrangements
to make /nee upgrades to the keyboard.
ROMs and software. Users merely had to

bring their units to a dealer for no charge
replacement and upgrade.

This is quite unusual, with most com-
panies offering improvements at perhaps
a lower cost than normal, but almost always
charging for such major upgrades. Similarly,

documentation upgrades are being provided
at no charge to all registered owners.

Speaking of documentation, the Osborne
I deserves special commendation in this

area. The computer is supplied with very
comprehensive explanations of its internal

hardware and software design, including

all the pinouts for the interface connectors
and complete software examples on how
to access video and I/O memory addresses,

how to drive the interfaces and many other
useful and informative tidbits of information

.

Complete documentation for all the
applications software is also provided; in

some cases this closely mirrors that provided
by the software authors, while some of the
manuals have been rewritten by Osborne.

While the original documentation was
very good. Osborne wasn't completely
satisfied. They hired one of the best
microcomputer writers around. Thorn
Hogan. to rewrite everything. The new
version is even better and more informative,

and maintains a nicely conversational tone
even while discussing highly technical
subjects. Both tutorial and reference
sections are provided, for a total of more
than over 500 pages.

Osborne's marketing philosophy aims
the Model I at business executives and
other non-technical types. This explains
their omission of the BIOS code in the

documentation provided to all users; they

prefer to produce relatively "turn-key"

systems which can be field configured by

users or. at worst, by their dealers.

Osborne is making arrangements with

various software houses for Osborne itself

to market many desirable software packages

directly, allowing the company to maintain

full control over the hardware/software

Osborne's marketing
philosophy aims the
Model I at business
executives and other
non-technical types.

interface. While outside vendors have
already begun to market software for the

Osborne I. few hardware companies have
made peripherals available as yet.

Osborne will be addressing some of the

shortcomings of the machine in the near
future. A double density upgrade is due
for release around the time you read this

article. This modification will permit 200K
to be stored on each drive at a cost of

around 5200 for the dealer installed retrofit.

There are many 5 1/4" drives which store

much more than this, usually through a
combination of higher track density and ( >r

double sided drives, but Osborne states

that such mechanisms do not yet meet
their standards of reliability, especially with

the jostling a portable unit receives.

"We have a computerized toilet, ami its really

nice— unless you have to no and the computer is

down'...

14

York is also proceeding on a 24 by 80
video presentation. This upgrade will involve

a complete swap of the single board
computer and will also include the double

density option and expanded communica-
tion capabilities at a cost of approximately

$600.

Other new products include the battery

pack/car adapter mentioned earlier and a

full-function 300-baud modem which will

fit in the disk storage compartment and
require some internal modifications. Cost
for the battery pack will be about $225.

including communication software.

Evaluation

I have a bit of a confession to make.
When Creative Computing called to ask

me to review the Osborne I. 1 was rather

reluctant to do so. My personal system
lists for about $30,000 and includes large

capacity hard disk, three printers, plotting,

many sophisticated special purpose boards
and many other goodies.

1 fully expected to feel constrained by
the limitations of the portable unit. I had
heard of the difficulties some users had
with the small screen size and limited disk

capacity and. all in all. I wasn't sure I

could provide an objective evaluation of

the unit.

Well, my actual reaction is just about
completely the opposite. The little Osborne
I has won me over almost completely.
Besides being immensely "cute" and a real

startler to those who see it for the first

time, the unit has worked flawlessly and
done everything it claims to do.

I have lugged i( around to friends' houses,

taken it on weekend trips and. more
important, carried it back and forth to

work. It worked perfectly the first time in

driving several different printers with

differing interface and protocol require-

ments, allowing me to use it for word
processing and spread sheet forecasting.

I am certainly not blind to its limitations,

but I have been able to perform a tremen-
dous amount of useful work on the Osborne
I which would otherwise have been difficult

or impossible under certain circumstances.
It is a very useful extension of my big

system, and will be even more so when
some of the new upgrades and peripherals

become available.

In many respects. I think the Osborne I

is a far more capable computer than many
of the small micros widely used today,
even without color graphics and the other
bells and whistles available on some other
units.

As either the primary computer for
business executives or as a second computer
for CP/M users, the Osborne I is a fine

choice. The only problem I have now is

that Creative thinks I'm giving the Osborne
I back (o them. No way! They'll have to

conic and drag it away from me!

June 1982 c Creative Computing



You haveift lived until youve died in space.
And here's your chance.
Software author Peter Fokos has created Alien

Ambush, a space age nightmare. This hi-res, full-color

arcade game is written completely in assembly
language to give those nasty aliens every advantage.

So if you have access to a 48K Apple* with DOS
3.3, and you're hot for some new thrills, Alien Ambush
was written for you. But be warned: It just got a lot

tougher to survive in space.

Available at finer computer stores everywhere. *Apple is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
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NOWTHATYOU
FIRSTGE

TAKEALOO

Welcome to a tour of the biggest Apple.
The Apple" III Personal Computer— the most

powerful machine in its class.

Because it's the only personal computer that

lets you add up to 256K RAM, hang on a full

complement of peripherals, and stillhave four ex-

pansion slots left for future growth. ( Unlike some
micros which become woefully "slot-bound"
when upgraded to maximum memory.)

Because it's the only machine now using 64K
RAM chips to keep 256K tidy on a single board.

And because it's the only machine that gives

you the help of SOS.

THE MOST SOPHISTICATED OS.

SOS is the Apple Ill's Sophisticated Operating
System, an elegant software interface that frees

you from most system control tasks. It features a
hierarchical file system, device- and user-level

interrupt capabilities, a device-independent file

system and memory management capability.

Since all Apple HI languages use SOS, they
share a common disk format. So Apple III pro-
grams can merge and communicate— a Pascal

application program can directly access a BASIC
text file, for example.

Xerox S20 Hewlett-Packard
125—Model 10

IBM Personal
Computer

Apple HI

Standard Mcmor*

64K 64K 64K 128K

Maximum Memory when fully configured*

64K 64K 192K 256K

Expandability

No expansion

slots

No expansion

slots

No extra expan-

sion slots in tully

configured*

192K system

4 extra expansion

slots m fully

configured 256K
system*

Diskette Storage*per drive)

92K 256K 160K I40K

Mass Storage ' pa dme)

— 4 megabyte

Hard Disk

- 5 megabyte

Hard Disk

Display Graphics Capability

High resolution

B/W
High resolution

B/W
High resolution

B/W or 4-coloc

(color requires

additional cardl

High resolution

B/W or 16-color

Software Aiailable

Word Plowing
Super Cak *

Communications

CP/M' library

Wbfd 1'nvev.ing

VUCA
Business Graphics

Communications

CP/M* library

Ubrd PrtKcssing

Communications

CPA1
programs

Word Privessing

VWCik 111

Business Graphics
Communications
Apple 11 software

library

CP/M" library

lavailahle

Spnng. 19821

tihgurni" mcam *Yswm iTK-ludrv at minimum, morutoi prmirr, 2 disk drive* ami K -
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Apple III

SOS allocates system resources to make the

most ofdynamic memory, simplifies programming
with standard device and file interfaces for all

languages, and speeds software development by

reducing program size and complexity

OUR NEW PROFILE.

ProFile™ is Apples new personal mass storage

system— a quick, quiet 5MB nard disk ideal for

software development or any mass storage applica-

tion. Shown above twixt monitor and console, it

comes with everything you need to get up and
running, including interface card and driver

software.

The Ills standard built-in drive is a 140-K

floppy that can be daisy-chained with three addi-

tional drives through a back panel connector.

Which leaves you plenty of expansion slots for

things like our new Universal Parallel Interface

Card or ourOEM Prototyping Card.

CHANGE KEYS.

The 128-character ASCII-encoded keyboard

happens to be fully-programmable. So you can

(with SOS) do neat things like remap it into

DVORAK. Or create armies of special function

keys. Or teach your Apple to display Chinese.
Its own languages already include Business

BASIC, UCSD Pascal!"Assembly and, soon, a

powerful new COBOL— and, in emulation mode,
most languages available for Apple II.

Look up from the keyboard and you'll see our
standard Monitor III green phosphor display (80

char, x 24 lines, u/1).

It can show you some ofthe highest resolution

graphics available— 280 x 192 in 16 gray scales,

or, with a color monitor, in 16 colors.

HIT LIST.

We have a new edition of that monster hit,

VisiCalc*with more modelingspace than any other
version. Plus Apple Writer III, a powerful new
word processing package. Plus a new Business

Graphics package. Plus a new Mail List Manager.

Plus a Pascal Utility Library that lets you take

full advantage of all UCSD Pascal features.

Plus Access III— sophisticated smart terminal

software to access mainframes with asynchronous
communications up to 9600 bps.

Plus Apple II emulation to access that vast

software library.

Plus, soon, a CP/M* card to access that other

vast library.

Even with all this, the Apple Ill's potential

remains essentially untapped.

So we're offering improved documentation,
new programmer's aids, expert hotline counseling

and an open channel to the industry leader in

software publishing. Us.

See your Apple dealer for more information

and, perhaps, a little comparison shopping.

We're sure you'll find that between our third

generation and their first, there's quite a gap.

The personal computer. ^cippkz
CIRCLE 107 ON READER SERVICE CARD

for the authorized dealer nearest you, call (8001 538-9696. In California, call (800) 662-9238. Or write: Apple Computer Inc. 20525 Manani Ave.. Cupertino. CA 95014.

VlaCJcitiMlwnnl trademark rffcr»oiJSc4r»»i*^ Apffc ha registered traderrurk



ANOTHER TCCIINOLOGICAL ADVANCE I ROM SHARP.

THEAMAZING
POCKETCOMPUTER.
IN LIVING COLOR.

Sharps new P( )-1500 may look like a programmable calculator bin it's really a com-
puter, small enough to lit in your pocket. A computer with specifications that, not long

ago, would have been exciting in a considerably larger personal computer.

The PC-1500 has 2.6K bytes of RAM, expandable by means of plug-in modules
to either 6.6K or 10.6K.

It has 16K bytes ol ROM, which provides a version ofExtended BASIC that handles
two-dimensional arrays, program chaining and other advanced features.

Then there's our optional, incredible, pocket-sized, four-color

printer. It prints out computer-generated curves, graphs, pie charts, draw-,

ings, just about anything, in red. green, blaek and blue and nine select- -

able character sizes.

'ITiafs in addition to the built-in liquid crystal display

(7x156 dot) which can show almost anything, including game
symbols, bar charts and so on.

And there's a dual audio-cassette interface lor loading
and saving programs.

'Hie amazing Sharp P( 1-1500. It has so much
capacity tor such a small size that the definition ol a ^
personal computer may now have to be changed to

a computer you can keep on your person.

See the Sharp PC-1500 perform, in living A
color, at vour local retailer ^

i
*v

\X

v**

.IE SHARP PRODIK



Percom Doubter and DOSPLUS

A Winning Combination
for Double Density
on the TRS-80

The Percom Doubter.

Ronald H. Bobo

Apparently, the amount of software in

one's possession expands to fill the storage

media available. As the proud possessor

of over 70 disks full of software. I recently

decided that the time had come to make
some changes.

As the owner of a TRS-80 Model I, I

had three choices for storage: tape, floppy

disks or hard disk. Since I was already

using a pair of mini-floppies, and hard disk

drives were out of my price range, another
solution was needed.

That solution turned out to be a double-

density disk controller.

Without getting technical. I will say that

double density pertains not to the number
of tracks on a disk but. rather, to the way
those tracks are formatted and the manner
in which information is recorded on them.

Whether you now run a 35, 40, 77 or 80
track drive makes no difference; after

adding double density, the number of tracks

will remain the same, but more data will

be packed into those tracks. Actually, the

disk capacity is not really doubled; an
increase of about 70% is what should be
expected.

After reading advertisements for the

Doubler from the Percom Data Company
of Garland, TX, I bought one from my
local dealer. The cost for the complete
package, which also contains a disk oper-

ating system, was $219.95.

Ronald H. Bobo. .1246 Gravois. Si. Louis. MO
6.11 IK.

The Doubler consists of a small printed

circuit board containing a double-density

controller ami supporting chips, including

an external data separator. The data
separator corrects a design deficiency in

the TRS-80 Model I which leads to CRC
errors and locked out tracks when format-

ting the innermost tracks of disk.

The board also contains one empty 40-

pin IC socket. Installation is simple and
well documented. Simply remove the

bottom cover from the expansion interface

and locate the existing disk controller chip.

Installation is simple
and well documented.

Carefully remove this from its socket and
install it in the empty socket on the Doubler
board, taking care that Pin 1 (on the end
with the notch) faces in the same direction

as the other 40-pin chip. Now, plug the

board into the socket in the interface,

again making sure the orientation is

correct.

A word of caution: if your expansion
interface is still in warranty, opening it will

void that warranty.

On bootup, the controller determines
whether the disk is single or double density

and automatically selects the correct mode.
As with nearly everything, there is an

exception to this, the LDOS operating
system, which will be covered later.

The LNDoubler
LNW Research of Irvine, CA, also

manufactures a double density controller.

The LNDoubler is priced at $175 and
includes a copy of the DOSPLUS 3.3D
operating system from Micro Systems Soft-

ware.
Micro Systems Software has run full-

page ads in most of the computer magazines

offering a reward of $100 to anyone who
finds a bug in the system. I can attest to

the fact that this is a bonafide offer, since I

found one! I reported it by phone, and
several days later received a check. The
bug. of course, has now been fixed.

Reports from owners of two different

systems using the LNDoubler indicate that

it will format some disks which have been
rejected by the Percom unit. The LNW
unit also has an onboard data separator.

Percom Upgrade
Shortly after hearing the good reports

on the LNDoubler, I heard a rumor that

Percom was doing a complete redesign on
their unit. I made a hurried long distance

call to the company, explained that I was
doing an article on double density and
asked about the rumor. I got a quick

denial.

About two weeks later, the person who
had denied knowledge of any redesign

sent me a packet of literature and a press

release on the Percom Doubler II.

Owners of the original version, said

Percom, could receive an upgrade kit by
sending in $30 and proof of purchase. The
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Double Density, continued.

complete unit, at this writing, is selling for

$169.95.

The upgrade kit consists of a complete
circuit board with everything in place except

the disk controller chips, which are removed
from the original board and re-used in the

upgrade.

I must say it is a great improvement.
Since installing it, I have been able to

format many disks which were previously

rejected.

Simply installing a double density con-

troller is not enough to get rolling: you
must also have a disk operating system

capable of operating in double density for

formatting, I/O etc.

DBLDOS
Percom's Doubler comes with a disk

containing DBLDOS. For many months,
DBLDOS and OS-80 (also from Percom)
were the only double-density operating

systems available for the Model 1. Others
are now available.

DBLDOS is a bare-bones system. Appar-
ently similar to both TRSDOS 2.1 and
NEWDOS+. it is adequate for getting

started, but most people will probably wish

to upgrade to a more powerful system.

Although DBLDOS has provisions for

transferring programs between single- and
double-density disks, it cannot read a single-

density directory. When you begin to

transfer your files to double density, you
had better know what is on the disk.

Percom and other sources are now selling

patch programs called Doublezaps which
modify the NEWDOS-80 and VTOS 4.0

operating systems for double density com-
patability. Since I had been almost exclu-

sively a NEWDOS-80 user, I was very much
interested in this patch.

After observing it, I was somewhat
disappointed. While orders of magnitude
better than DBLDOS, the patched NEW-
DOS-80 is not compatible with single-density

disks. It will read a single-density directory,

which is an improvement, but any program
to be run must first be transferred to a
double-density disk. Some of the excellent

copy routines of NEWDOS-80 were lost,

when the original format routine was
disabled and a double-density formatter
substituted.

NEWDOS-80
Later, the opportunity arose to examine

a NEWDOS-80 which had been patched
with Doublezap II. A more expensive patch,

this one includes a utility program called

ADR/CMD for automatic density recog-
nition. This allows you to have either single-

or double-density disks in drives other than
0. which contains the double density system
disk.

This appears to be a great improvement
over the original Doublezap. The special

NEWDOS-80 copy routines appear to be
intact, and transferring files between single-

and double-density disks is much simpli-

fied.

Making a backup, however, has to be

done in two steps. First the disk must be

formatted using a utility called DBLFMT/
CMD. It is then copied using the NFMT
option which, of course, is No Format. At
some point in this operation, another utility,

FIXBOOT/CMD must be run to apply the

proper Boot sector to the backed-up disk.

While these patched programsdo work,
I am sure that NEWDOS-80 Version 2.0,

which should be available by the time you
read this, will be much better. Apparat is

apparently doing a complete rewrite on
the DOS and, as a bonus. Model I and
Model III owners will be able to exchange
files if both are using their respective

versions of NEWDOS-80 2.0.

I have had no chance to observe the

patch VTOS 4.0, so will reserve comment.
Both DBLDOS and the patched NEW-

DOS-80 will abort a format if five tracks

are locked out. Since few of my disks are

certified for double density, this happened
several times.

In particular, the Doublezap II for

NEWDOS-80 would not format anything

One ofmy greatest
objections to LDOS was
its extreme slowness.

in its original configuration. The format
routine used puts a pattern of 6DB6's on
the disk sectors. This is a worst-case pattern

for double density. DBLFMT/CMD would
not format any disk I had, including those
rated for double density, until a zap was
applied which changed the formatting
pattern to the more common E5.

After installing the Doubler II. I tried

again with the 6DB6 pattern. It formatted
and verified 40 tracks on everything but a
very cheap, unbranded diskette. Even this

could be formatted with 35 tracks.

Two of the later entries in the double
density disk operating system field are LDOS
and DOSPLUS.

LDOS
Some purchasers of LDOS were in for a

surprise. Advertising for this close relative

of VTOS 4 claims to support double density,

and perhaps it does if one owns a Lobo
expansion interface. (The DOS was orig-

inally marketed by Lobo Drives Interna-

tional of Goleta, CA. A separate organiza-

tion. Logical Systems, has now been set up
for this purpose.) Owners of the Radio
Shack interface, however, found it necessary

to obtain an additional driver program in
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order to activate the double density mode.
Activation is somewhat cumbersome,

requiring that the system be booted in

single density after which the driver may
be loaded in one of two ways and. after

this ritual is complete, one may switch a

double-density diskette into Drive 0.

Once activated the system will read both

single- and double-density diskettes auto-

matically.

Perhaps it is not entirely fair to call

LDOS a close relative of VTOS, since

many improvements are said to have been
made. With the skimpy VTOS documen-
tation, who knew what capabilities that

system had, anyway? Lobo has corrected

this, issuing a manual of some 250 pages
for LDOS.
One of my greatest objections to LDOS,

whether single or double density, was its

extreme slowness, a carryover from VTOS.
If you called up a directory with the original

version, it helped to have your lunch handy.

A fix for this has now been implemented
and LDOS has become a much better

system.

Otherwise, LDOS appears to be a great

operating system, containing many features

usually found only on larger computers.

Its owners swear by it.

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: DOSPLUS 3.3D

Type: Disk Operating System

System: TRS-80 Model I or III

Format: Disk

Language: Machine Language

Summary: Impressive and useful

Price: $99.95

Manufacturer
Micro Systems Software. Inc.

Hollywood, FL

DOSPLUS
DOSPLUS seems to have been written

with double density in mind from the

beginning, and is the only operating system

evaluated which gave me that impression.

No patches or zaps to apply here, just stick

the disk in the drive and go.

Priced at $99.95, DOSPLUS 3.3D is

available from Micro Systems Software,
Inc. of Hollywood, FL. A version is also

available for the TRS-80 Model III.

DOSPLUS is compatible with all single-

density operating systems for the TRS-80
Model I. What this means is that, as long

as the double-density DOSPLUS disk is in

drive 0, it doesn't care whether the other

drives contain double- or single-density

disks. DOSPLUS will read from or write to

either one.

LDOS and DOSPLUS will also read one
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APPLE ALIOS • ATAPI • MAXELL • DVSAN • EPSON • CCS • SHAPP • CASIO • MP • VERBATIM • MEMOPEX • SOPOC • COPVUS • AODS

/viicno ra PMfcCKAWO SPECIAL OF THE MONTH

BUSINESS WORLD INC.
Information Line (213) 996-2252
TOLl FREE MAIL ORDER LINES
(800) 423-5886 ouimik I

HP 41CV
OUR PRICE

msl $239.00
325.00

*-"'»-ww
86.001

EMWSM NAM
QSTU

16KRAM BOARD

MSL
199.00

OUR PRICE
J 99.00

100.00,

Caj#* COMPARE TO C«e» COMPARE TO

Zlt.00 M>PU D" lvf |m».oo Arnl mm
jimi is a reg m»o; nut of apple compute]

MICRO-SCI

APPLE 11+

OMPATIBLE
DRIVE

HI CONTROLLER W/0 CONTROLLER

MSI OU* PRICE msl OUR PRICE

54900 4»M 44900 37100

LE MONITOR

9* CRN PHS MONITOR
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msl OUR PRICED
18900 $119.00 70.00
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RADI0 SHACK ~^
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MOD III
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IBM PERSONAL
COMPUTER
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Colour Graphic Board

64K Memory

CALL FOR PRICE
'Subject to availability

APPLE II

PLUS
48K
•Subnet to

availability

CALL FOR PRICE
APPLE IS A DEC TRADErJtth OF APPLE COMPUTE!
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Double Density, continued...

another's disks, but are not compatible

with any other double-density system I

have checked.

Some impressive utilities are resident

on the DOSPLUS system disk. CLRF1LE
zeros a disk file without reallocating the

file space. COPY 1 is a file copying routine

for single drive users. CRUNCH is a

compression utility which removes unnec-

essary spaces and REMarks from Basic

programs, the better to conserve memory.
CONVERT modifies TRS-80 Model III

TRSDOS data disks to allow reading by

the Model I. Since Model I and Model III

DOSPLUS data disks are already compat-
ible, no conversion is necessary.

DISKDUMP allows display and modifi-

cation of a disk sector, accessed by disk

file name. DISKZAP is similar in capabilities

to the many zap programs on the market,

but can be toggled to operate in either

single or double density. Access by file

name is not available in DISKZAP— the

desired track and sector numbers must be
specified.

The FORMAT utility allows formatting

a disk with any number of tracks from 35
to 80 in either single or double density.

PURGE is just that, a means of rapidly

deleting unwanted files from a disk. If you
purge too many. RESTORE will recover
them, or any other file which has been
inadvertently killed, so long as it has not

been written over. The exception, files

which have been killed under TRSDOS
are completely expunged from the directory

and no recovery is possible.

RENUM is used for renumbering all or
part of a Basic program.

SCRIPFIX is a patch which modifies
your existing copy of Scripsit or Superscript
to operate under DOSPLUS.
SPOOL is a printer spooler that works.

You can allocate a block of memory to

the printer, and go ahead and do something
else with the computer while it prints out
what is in the reserved block.

TRANSFER copies all non-system files

from one disk to another— very handy when
you are moving files from single- to double-
density diskettes. MAP prints out a listing

of file allocations showing just where each
one is located on the disk.

Library Commands
In addition to the usual Library com-

mands. DOSPLUS contains a few which
may be new to you.

BUILD creates a file composed of a
chain of commands, which is then started

executing by DO. By using DO in conjunc-
tion with AUTO, it is possible to perform
a great many tasks in sequence simply by
booting the disk.

CLEAR zeros memory above 5700H.
CONFIG is used to set disk drive param-
eters, as well as telling the computer whether
or not to send graphic characters to your
printer.

CREATE allocates space on the disk

for a file. Reserving this space in advance

will usually cause your file to be recorded

in one continuous block, rather than being

scattered over the disk.

FORCE letsyou set parameters for printer

drivers. When you print out a LISTing
with this system, it is very neatly divided

into pages.

Typing FREE while running DOSPLUS
does not produce the customary line telling

how many granules are available on each

drive. Instead, a disk map is printed out

showing the status of each granule. "X"
signifies that the granule is in use. a period

indicates a free granule, "L" is a locked

out granule, and "D" shows the directory

granules.

The primary use of PAUSE is to stop

execution of a DO file until the operator

presses Enter, as when a disk must be

changed. By means of the CMD function,

it may also be used from Basic.

RS232 reads the switch settings on the

RS232 serial port if one is installed, and
allows changing them in software.

A global search and
replace feature is

included for ease of
mass editing.

Extended Z-80 Disk Basic

DOSPLUS Extended Z-80 Disk Basic is

compatible with Radio Shack Disk Basic,

but minor syntax changes may have to be
made if the following are used in a program
statement:

PRINT &O for octal conversion is not

supported.

CMD "S" will return an error message.
To return to DOSPLUS, it is only necessary

to type CMD and press Enter.

CMD "I" has been eliminated. To execute
DOS commands from Basic, type CMD,
enclose the desired command in quotes,

and press Enter.

Unlike the Radio Shack system, no file

buffers are reserved automatically upon
entry into Basic. Both number of files and
protected memory must be specified at

the time Basic is called. For instance: Basic

filespec-F:3-M:61000 will load Basic, open
three file buffers, protect memory above
61000. and load and run the specified Basic

program.

DI. when followed by two line numbers,
asDI 10. 100 will delete line 10 and insert it

as line 100. DU is similar, except the first
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line is not deleted, it is duplicated at the

new location.

Several new one- and two-character

abbreviations have been added to make
editing easier.

OPEN "E" opens a sequential disk file

for output and places a pointer at the end
of the file. Data may be added to the file

without having to load it into memory
first.

Variable length records are supported

in the random file mode, up to a maximum
of 256 bytes. Simply use the following

format:

Open "R",l,"filespec",51

Your record length will be 51 bytes. If

you specify a length that is not evenly

divisible into 256, file space is not lost;

records will span across sector and track

boundaries.

The trace function in Basic, turned on
and off by TRON and TROFF, is consid-

erably different from what TRSDOS users

are accustomed to seeing. The DOSPLUS
version is actually a Basic single-stepper.

Statements are executed one at a time by

pressing either ENTER or the space bar.

CMD "REF",K.L.V prints out all refer-

ences in your program to keywords, vari-

ables and line numbers. They may be
referenced either all three at once, as above,

or one or two at a time. Adding a "P"

outputs the display to the line printer.

CMD "M" displays all variables currently

allocated, along with their values.

Would you like chaining capability

between Basic programs? Adding a comma
and "V" will save the variables from your

current program, and carry them over to

the program "TEST/BAS." Variables set

as a literal or through DATA statements

are not saved.

A global search and replace feature is

included for ease of mass editing. Activated

by CMD "SR", it will search the entire

Basic program and display or replace any
string variable or expression. From an
example given in the DOSPLUS manual,

CMD'SRV: '.CHR$(10) + ":" will search

the whole text and insert a line feed in

front of every colon, thus making the

program easier to read.

As if all that were not enough to make a

great system. Micro Systems Software has

also included TBasic on the DOSPLUS
disk. This is a tiny Disk Basic which will

give users approximately 3K of extra

memory space.

While DOSPLUS documentation is not

extensive (it consists of a 48-page manual),

it is written in an easy to understand style

and appears adequate.

If you have the impression by now that I

think double density is great, you are

absolutely right.

Transferring most of my files to double
density allowed recovery of more than

three boxes of disks. Now, if the amount
of software doesn't expand too fast...
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it's Here! The Computer strategy
Came with Bounce!

?»k?G

For:

Apple
Atari
TRS-80

Have you ever
seen an exciting

action game combined
with the intense
strategy of chess,

backgammon or Othello?

Ricochet...the first

abstract strategy game designed
exclusively for the computer owner. .

.

is both. And loads of fun.

You maneuver your blocks, both to

protect your own goal from attack and
to hit your opponent's goal, two launchers

to fire. Your shots ricochet off the
blocks, earning you points on the way
to their targets, it's twice as challenging

because the position changes with both
your own and your opponents moves
and shots.

You don't have to play alone, either.

Play against any one of four different

opponents (each a different personality)

inside your computer, or against
another human.

And Ricochet is truly competitive... if

you want it to be. A "smart clock" lets

you put more pressure on your opponent
by forcing him to play faster than you.
But you've got to win two out of three
(or three out of five) games to claim
victory. Your computer rates you after
each match, so you can compare your
mastery of the game with that of other
players— perfect for tournament play
So perfect that mind toys and Automated
Simulations are sponsoring the first

national Ricochet tournament. See your
local dealer to find out how you can
become a regional or national champion.

Price $19.95

© 1981, AUTOMATED SIMULATIONS, INC.
P.O. Box 4247, Mountain View, CA 94040.Another Mind Toy

From Automated Simulations
•APPLE, ATARI and TRS-80 are trademarks of Apple Computer, inc „ Atari, Inc. and Tandy Corp . respectively
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Introducing
the Sinclair ZX81

If you're ever going to buy
a personal computer, now is the

time to do it.

The new Sinclair ZX81 is the

most powerful, yet easy-to-use

computer ever offered for anywhere
near the price: only $149 95* completely

assembled.

Don't let the price fool you. The
ZX81 has just about everything you
could ask for in a personal computer.

A breakthrough
in personal computer*

The ZX81 is a major advance over

the original Sinclair ZX80— the world's

largest selling personal computer and

the first for under $200.

In fact, the ZX81s new 8K Extended

BASIC offers features found only on com-
puters costing two or three times as much.

Just look at what you get:

Continuous display, including moving
graphics

Multi-dimensional string and numerical
arrays
"Plus shipping and handling Price Includes connectors
for TV end cassette. AC adaptor, and FREE manual

Mathematical and scientific functions

accurate to 8 decimal places

Unique one-touch entry of key words
like PRINT. RUN and LIST

Automatic syntax error detection and
easy editing

Randomize function useful for both

games and serious applications

Built-in interface for ZX Printer

1K of memory expandable to 16K
The ZX81 is also very convenient

to use. It hooks up to any television set

to produce a clear 32-column by 24-line

display. And you can use a regular

cassette recorder to store and recall

programs by name.

If you already own a ZX80
The 8K Extended BASIC

chip used in the ZX81 is available

as a plug-in replacement for your

ZX80 for only $39.95, plus shipping

and handling—complete with new key-

board overlay and the ZX81 manual.

So in just a few minutes, with no

special skills or tools required, you can

upgrade your ZX80 to have all the

powerful features of the ZX81. (You'll

have everything except continuous dis-

play, but you can still use the PAUSE
and SCROLL commands to get moving
graphics.)

With the 8K BASIC chip, your

ZX80 will also be equipped to use the

ZX Printer and Sinclair software.

Order at no risk-

Well give you 10 days to try out

the ZX81. If you're not completely satis-

fied, just return it to Sinclair Research

and we'll give you a full refund.

And if you have a problem with

your ZX81, send it to Sinclair Research

within 90 days and we'll repair or replace

it at no charge.
"Does not apply to 7X81 kits

NEW SOFTWARE:Sinclair has
published pre-recorded pro-
grams on cassettes for your
ZX81, or ZX80 with 8K BASIC
We're constantly coming out
with new programs, so we'll

send you our latest software
catalog with your computer.

ZX PRINTER: The Sinclair ZX
Printer will work with your ZX81,
or ZX80 with 8K BASIC It will

be available in the near future

and will cost less than $100.

16K MEMORY MODULE:
Like any powerful, full fledged
computer, the ZX81 is expand-
able. Sinclair's 16K memory
module plugs right onto the
back of your ZX81 (or ZX80,
with or without 8K BASIC).
Cost is $99.95. plus shipping
and handling.

ZX81 MANUAL: The ZX81
comes with a comprehensive
164 -page programming guide
and operating manual de-
signed for both beginners and
experienced computer users.

A $10 95 value, it's yours free

with the ZX81



Introducing
the ZX81 kit

If you really want to

save money, and you enjoy

building electronic kits, you
can order the ZX81 in kit form

for the incredible price of just

$99.95* It's the same, full-featured

computer, only you put it together

yourself. We'll send complete, easy-

to-follow instructions on how you can
assemble your ZX81 in just a few hours.'

All you have to supply is the soldering ironj

How to order

Sinclair Research is the world's larg-

est manufacturer of personal computers.

The ZX81 represents the latest

technology in microelectronics, and it

picks up right where the ZX80 left off.

Thousands are selling every week.

We urge you to place your order

for the new ZX81 today. The sooner you
order, the sooner you can start enjoying

your own computer.

To order, simply call our toll free

number, and use your MasterCard or VISA.

^\ To order by mail, please use the

Jr Viupon. And send your check or money
\ order. We regret that we cannot accept

> purchase orders or C.O.D.'s.

CALL 800-543-3000. Ask for op-

erator #509. In Ohio call 800-582-1364.

In Canada call 513-729-4300. Ask for

operator H 509. Phones open 24 hours

a day, 7 days a week. Have your Master-

Card or VISA ready.

These numbers are for orders

only. For information, you must write to

Sinclair Research Ltd.. 2 Sinclair Plaza,

Nashua, NH 03061.

^^^^£3)
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Memory Module (for ZX81 or ZX80)

irnczlair
-

PRICEt QTY. AMOUNT

ZX81 $149 95

ZX81 Kit

8K BASIC chip (for ZX80)

Shipping and Handling

9995

39 95

99.95

495

TOTAL

$4 95

MAIL TO: Sinclair Research Ltd.. One Sinclair Plaza. Nashua. NH 03061

NAME !

ADDRESS i

TY/STATE/ZIP I

tUS Dollars
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A GALAXY of makes the LN.W80 a

computer. As you explore the

LNW80. you will find the most complete,

eady to run, feature-packed per-

sonal .uid business computer ever made into

one compact solid unit.

QUALITY CONSTRUCTION - Instrumenta-

tion quality construction sets LNW80 com-

puters apart from all the rest Integrated into

the sleek solid steel case of the LNW80 is a

"professional 74-key expanded keyboard that

includes a twelve key numeric keypad.

HIGH RESOLUTION GRAPHICS* COLOR
The stunning 480 X 1 92 resolution gives you
total display control - in color or black and
white. The choice of display formats is yours;

80. 64, 40 and 32 columns by 24 or 1 6 lines in -

any combination of eight colors.

PERFORMANCE - Lift-off with a 4MHz Z80A
CPU for twice the performance, ihe LNW80
outperforms all computers in its class.

MODEL I COMPATIBILITY - The LNW80 is

fully hardware and software compatible with

the Model I Select from a universe of hardware
accessories and software - from VisiCalC to

space games, your LNW80 will launch you
into a new world of computing.

•

FULLY LOAQED - A full payload includes an
on-board single and double density disk

controller for 5 V and 8" single or double
sided disk drives. RS2-32C communications
port, cassette and parallel printer interfaces

are standard features and ready to go. All

m.'mory is fully installed - 48K RAM, 16K
graphics RAM and 12K ROM complete with

Microsoft BASIC.

Our down to earth price won't send you into

LNW Research Corp.
i i
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The TRS-80 Model II end
Pickles & Trout CP/M

Andrew Klossner

Early in 1981, 1 needed a system on
which to run CP/M version 2. My require-

ments included a fast Z80, a full com-
plement of memory, large memory-map-
ped video display for word processing, a

detachable keyboard with a good feel and
upper and lower case, and an 8" floppy

disk drive.

As a hardware novice, I needed service

facilities. As a regular working bloke, I

needed something inexpensive. My choice:

a Radio Shack TRS-80 Model 1 1 , for which

I paid $3400. After six months of daily

system use, I have yet to regret it.

The Hardware
The design of the Model II is far better

than the Radio Shack reputation led me to

anticipate. It represents an excellent trade-

off between cost and features. It is also one

of the first desktop computers to pay se-

Andrew Klossner. P.O. Box 283. Wilsonville. OR
97070.

rious attention to human engineering and
ergonomics.

In one package, the Model II incorpo-

rates an 80 x 24 character display and an 8"

double density floppy disk drive. Inside

there is a Z80 microprocessor ticking at 4

MHz, 64K of usable RAM, a Centronics

printer parallel port, two RS-232 serial

ports, and two real time clocks. The key-

board connects via cable. Since you pay

for a single cabinet and power supply, you

save a great deal over the cost of separate

components, although you lose the ability

to upgrade your system selectively.

External Organization

The keyboard features upper and lower

case in the standard QWERTY layout.

Special keys include Tab, Esc, Backspace,

Break, Hold, Enter, Fl, F2, and four

cursor control keys. A numeric keypad lies

to the right. The tilde, backslash, vertical

bar, and rubout characters are typed by

holding down the Ctrl key and striking

"6," "9," "0." or "-." There is no way to

type an accent grave; this annoying defi-

ciency means that 1 27 of the 1 28 possible

ASCII codes can be entered.

There are no "typeamatic" keys.

Instead, a Repeat key is provided. Both a

Lock and a Caps key are included; the

former works like a typewriter Shift Lock,

while the latter locks only the letters to

produce all upper case. Both keys glow red

when active, thanks to embedded LEDs.
The display uses a white phosphor.

Warmup of the tube takes less than four

seconds; it comes on before CP/M finishes

booting. The character set is well designed

and is pleasing to look at, with true lower

case descenders. Besides blank and the

standard 94 printable characters (in-

cluding accent grave), there are 33

"business graphics" characters, useful

mostly for margins and bar charts. Each
character can be displayed in normal or re-

verse video.

The disk drive is mounted to the right of

the display, facing the operator. My unit

came with a Shugart 801 which seeks relia-

bility at six milliseconds per track. This

means that there is no meat grinder sound;

head movement is whisper quiet. A disk

expansion unit with up to three additional

drives can be connected at the back.

The Power and Reset switches are

located between the display and the disk

drive. This position of the Reset key is far

superior to a place on the keyboard (where

it can be accidentally struck, to disastrous

results) or on the back of the chassis (where

you have to fumble to find it). To reset the

computer, you must lift the key, so a falling

object will not affect it. This is, unfortu-

nately, not true of the Power switch, which

is On when raised and Off when lowered.

Power status is indicated by a red light be-

tween the two switches.

The Centronics and RS-232 connections

are at the back of the chassis. After

removing two screws and breaking the
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Pickles & Trout, continued.

warranty seal, the cover can be pushed
back and swung up and away. This is

harder than it sounds; in learning the trick,

which is described nowhere in the available

documentation, I broke two of the four

plastic pins which hold the cover flush with
the back chassis wall.

Internal Organization

The system is based around a custom
bus, which is designed to make full use of
the Z80 family of parts. All peripheral

interfaces are interrupt driven, and the

disk controller is capable of performing
direct memory access, so that disk I/O and
computation can be overlapped. Boards
are plugged into an eight-slot backplane,

of which only four are used in an off-the-

shelf unit.

The power supply is not extravagant;

when the disk head is loaded, the display

image contracts. A ventilation fan spins

constantly when power is on.

The CPU board contains a Z80A, along
with a DMA chip, two SIO ports, a
counter/timer chip, and a 2716 ROM. The
ROM is mapped into the lower 2K of
memory upon power up or Reset. The
bootstrap code performs extensive diag-

nostics, then loads the operating system
from disk, which disables the ROM with

an OUT instruction to leave RAM
throughout the memory space.

The floppy disk controller board fea-

tures a Western Digital 1791 controller

chip which can manipulate single or
double density disks. Although Radio
Shack doesn't advertise it, the board con-
tains all the necessary circuitry to run a
double sided drive. It also has a PIO chip
for the Centronics port.

The video/keyboard interface board
holds an additional 2K of RAM, which can

be mapped into the top 2K of memory at

the flip of a bit in an I/O port. Each of the

first 1920 bytes corresponds to a character

position on the screen. A reverse video

(black on white) character is selected by

setting the high bit. A Motorola MC684S
chip drives the display and supports
various sizes and speeds of blinking

cursors.

This board also has a 60 Hz clock and
the keyboard interface, both of which
signal interrupts by pulling on the NMI
(non-maskable interrupt) line.

The fourth board contains either 32K or

64K of dynamic RAM, depending upon
which option you order. Bank select cir-

cuitry is provided, allowing any of up to

fifteen 32K pages to occupy the upper half

of active memory. Further memory boards
can be purchased to expand the system to

as much as 512K, but neither TRSDOS nor

CP/M supports more than 64K RAM.

The Software

The Model II comes with TRSDOS and
a Microsoft Basic interpreter at no extra

charge. However, since I bought my com-
puter to run CP/M, I rarely boot the Radio
Shack disk.

After researching the available imple-

mentations of the CP/M operating system
for the Model II, I bought CP/M version

2.2 from Pickles& Trout . The BIOS (Basic

I/O System, the code which must be cus-

tomized to each new machine) in this

package is well thought out. It includes

several practical features, while eschewing
the expensive flash incorporated into CP/
M by many hardware manufacturers.

.And I always thought she made it over. '

Contrary to published reports in some
usually reliable periodicals, no hardware

modification is necessary to support CP/
M on the Model II, and there is no point in

asking a Radio Shack dealer to install the

CP/M "option."

Perhaps the most useful aspect of this

software is its support of virtual disk

drives. This allows a program on a single-

drive machine to run as though up to four

drives were on-line. When the program
attempts to switch to a new drive, CP/M
displays a message asking the operator to

mount the appropriate disk, then waits for

Enter to be typed.

Another extremely important feature is

a software type-ahead buffer, which allows

keystrokes to accumulate until called for.

Many word processing packages also

incorporate this feature at the application

level, but, unless it is present in the oper-

ating system, keystrokes entered during

disk I/O activity can be lost.

P&T CP/M supports both the standard

single density disk format and its own
double density format which provides

600K bytes per volume. This latter is

implemented with 512-byte physical

sectors, and is a great improvement over

the 480K available on a formatted
TRSDOS diskette. Only a double density

disk can be made bootable.

The operating system allows the baud
rate of the serial ports to be selected inde-

pendently. Any of three different hand-
shaking techniques can be specified, to

allow slow devices to request a pause in the

flow of data while they catch up. I connect

a NEC Spinwriter and let CP/M perform
XON/XOFF handshaking; the printer

sends control-S to stop output, and
control-Q to resume.

The console output routine in the BIOS
emulates a CRT terminal by accepting

characters and placing them into video

memory. Control characters such as car-

riage return, line feed, backspace, and tab

cause the standard display result. Other
control codes are defined to perform func-

tions such as clear screen, line insert/

delete, toggle reverse video mode, toggle

graphics mode, and direct cursor ad-

dressing. A program can also request that

the video RAM be mapped in for access,

allowing near-instantaneous screen update
by word processors.

Besides the standard assembly language
program entry to the BIOS through
location 0, P&T CP/M supports an
alternate entry point at location 40
through which additional services can be
requested. These include configuring the

I/O ports, performing serial or parallel 1/

O, setting and reading the time of day
clock, and selecting display options such as

whether lines wraparound or the cursor
blinks.
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THE MEMORY YOU NEED ATA PRICE YOU CANT FORGET.
A great new machine, the IBM personal computer, just got

better. With RAM+, the new expansion memory from
Seattle Computer.™

RAM+ can change your personal IBM from a
pony to a workhorse by adding up to 256 K of memory.
RAM+ is expandable, reliable and is made by Seattle

Computer, the people who created the operating system
for the IBM personal computer.

To make your IBM work even better, each RAM+
card has a RS-232 serial port which uses IBM supplied

software. And RAM+ comes fully assembled, tested and
with a 90 day guarantee* The RAM+ is available in 64 K,

128 K, 192 K or 256 K, with affordable prices ranging from
$475. to $1 ,075. Expansion kits are also available.

How to order: Call Anna Ford at (206) 575-1830 for the

location of the nearest RAM + dealer.

The RAM + —a great addition to your IBM
personal computer. At a great price.

Dealer inquiries welcome.

&MMTER
1 1 14 Industry Drive, Seattle, Washington 98188

•Extended warranty available. CIRCLE 233 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Pickles & Trout, continued...

In addition to the usual utilities, P&T
CP/M comes with programs to format

and certify diskettes, configure I/O ports,

and select disk seek rate. The IOFREEZE
program allows the operator to set default

attributes, which apply when the system is

booted. AUTOEXEC can be used to select

a command for execution upon every cold

or warm boot. TRS2CPM reads a file from

a TRSDOS disk. FASTCOPY copies one

disk to another, and is optimized to

function well with a single disk machine,

where it fills all of RAM with data before

asking the operator to switch disks.

The major drawback to Pickles & Trout

CP/M is that the source code for the

custom BIOS is not included. Even a

listing would be valuable to the assembly

language programmer trying to make full

use of the hardware. For example, a

program can request that a specific routine

be given control when the counter/timer

ticks, which happens 100 times per second.

This routine must return via the RET
instruction. There is no way to determine

the contents of the user's registers at the

time of the interrupt, or to modify the PC
before returning, as a debugging routine

might need to do.

Another problem, which may be either a

hardware or software fault, is that acti-

vation of the Reset key when the disk is

active does not completely reset the com-
puter. Typically the display screen fills with

garbage, the disk remains active, and sub-

sequent use of Reset is ineffective. In these

cases, the only way to recover is to power

down the machine for fifteen seconds. This

is especially inconvenient when a lengthy,

disk I/O bound program must be halted.

For those who are handy at connecting

different disk drives, P&T offer versions of

CP/M which support double sided drives,

for a capacity of 1.2 megabytes per

volume, and versions which work with

Winchester hard disk units.

Pickles & Trout CP/M
represents one of the

best jobs of
customization in the

CP/M domain.

The Documentation
The TRS-80 Model II comes with an

owner's manual, which contains brief

operating instructions, a TRSDOS
manual, and a Basic manual. For thirty

dollars you can get a technical reference

manual, which is extremely complete and

well written. It includes fully annotated

schematics for every circuit and a separate

chapter for each board and major com-
ponent, as well as the manufacturers' data

sheet for the LSI chips. It could be im-

proved only by the addition of a listing of

the boot ROM.

Pickles & Trout CP/M comes with the

usual five manuals from Digital Research.

In addition, a well written user's manual

introduces the reader to CP/M and details

the additional features provided by the

custom BIOS.

A Personal History

When I first decided to buy a Model II, I

approached the local Radio Shack Com-
puter Center about the possibility of

leasing, which they were pushing in a news-

paper advertising campaign. It turns out

that the lease program is intended only for

businesses, not for consumers; my appli-

cation was turned down.

I then did some shopping around to see

what range of prices was available. All the

stores that I visited which carried the

Model II charged the list price of $3890.

The hobbyist magazines, on the other

hand, were full of ads from mail order

houses with prices as low as $3400. I

selected a dealer who is located within a

comfortable drive of the factory in Texas

and sent him my life's savings; shortly

later, my new computer appeared at the

local airport.

The system worked flawlessly for a

month, but then began to show some flaky

behavior patterns. These were charac-

terized by a failure of the self test upon
power-up or Reset.

In addition, the disk drive head began

squeaking at the six milliseconds step rate.

GLOSSARY
Non-maskable interrupt—An interrupt is a signal that stops

the normal program flow and causes execution of a specific

vectored routine, after which control returns to the original

program. Some interrupts can be disabled by setting a bit

mask. A non-maskable interrupt cannot be stopped.

Controller chip—Any processor dedicated to control of a

peripheral such as a disk drive.

Handshaking—Communication between a computer and
peripheral or other computer, indicating whether a device is

ready to send or receive data.

Wraparound—The continuation of a word from the right

margin of a screen to the left margin of the next line.

Format {verb )—To place output in a predetermined form or

arrangement. Also, to prepare a disk for data storage.

Source code—A program in human-readable form before

compilation or assembly. Source code usually includes comments
and meaningful labels.

Assembly language—A mnemonic representation of machine

language. Assembly language uses op codes such as JMP (for

jump) rather than the actual hex value that represents the

instruction.

Register—A location in a microprocessor that is capable of

holding a value. Used to load and store memory, and for

internal operations.

Port—A hardware location used for input or output of

information.

ASCIIcodes—The American Standard Code for Information

Interchange, which represents alphanumeric characters and

special controls as numbers.

White phosphor—The coating on the inside of a television

picture tube which produces a white dot when exposed to an

electron beam.
Bus—The lines connecting processors, memory, and other

portions of the computer that send or receive data.

Z80/Z80A —One of the more popular microprocessor families,

containing a powerful instruction set.

Interrupt driven—A device or routine that operates during

interrupts.

CPU—Central processing unit. This is the microprocessor

on which the computer is based.

DMA Chip—A chip which can read memory using Direct

Memory Access rather than requiring information to be passed

by the CPU.
Bootstrap —A routine that allows the computer to read

other programs. In essence, the computer is pulling itself up by

its bootstraps.

PIO chip—A chip dedicated to Programmable Input and

Output.

Bank Select Circuitry—A system allowing a CPU to address

more memory than it is designed for by switching between

different banks of RAM.
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They have landed and are taking over the city. Steadily they are making their way across the city, destroying

everything in their paths. The town has been evacuated and your regiment has retreated leaving you, alone in

the city, at the mercy of the aliens.

The aliens have you surrounded, and laser shots fly from all directions. Your movements are confined but you
haven*t given up. If you're going to live, you'll have to concentrate on where the shots are coming from and

where you're going because if you don't, you'll get caught in the CROSS FIRE.

CROSS FIRE is a unique new game by JAY SULLIVAN featuring HI-RES graphics and sound, smooth quick

animation, and some of the best arcade challenge available anywhere. CROSS FIRE runs on any 4-8K APPLE
ll/ll PLUS DOS 3- 2 or 3-3 and is available now for $29-95 on disk from your local computer store or you may
order directly from

NOW \\ Ml AIM I

I OR A I AR1

PI RSON M I OMIT I IKS N-LINE s Ystems

36575 Mudge Ranch Road Coarsegold CA 9361 4 209 683 6858
CIRCLE 212 ON READER SERVICE CARD

ADD Sl.OO FOR DIRECT ORDERS VISA, MASTER CHARGE. C.O.D. or CHECKS ACCEPTED



and I had to increase it to ten and put up
with the meat grinder sound.

Eventually the machine failed so com-
pletely that the power-up sequence ended
with a display of garbage, and I had an
opportunity to investigate Radio Shack's

claim of readily available service. I took

the machine to the local Computer Center

for maintenance under the terms of the

ninety day warranty.

This first experience with the service

department was extremely frustrating. To
begin, they promised to have my computer
ready in 24 hours, or "48 at the outside." A
week came and went while it sat unat-

tended in the back of the repair depot

despite daily telephone calls. In ac-

cordance with Murphy's Law, when they

finally began to run their diagnostic
package, it worked flawlessly, so they

didn't bother to open the box. Eventually I

retrieved it and spent the rest of the war-

ranty period making regular impact ad-

justments with my shoe.

On the day that the warranty expired, a

hardware-wise friend popped the cover

and immediately spotted the problem. The
bar which holds the boards against the

backplane had too much give, and the

boards were working their way out. Also,

many of the socketed chips were not well

seated. A bit of re-seating eliminated the

flakies, and a spot of lubricating oil on the

disk drive ended the squeaks. (The lubri-

cation procedure is described in the P&T
manual.) If the service technician had been

at all experienced with the Model II, he

would have recognized my symptoms and
done this himself.

/ selected a dealer
and sent him my

life's savings.

Several months later I had cause to

return to the service department when the

machine failed again. I was prepared for

another nightmare, but this time I came
away satisfied. There had been a complete

turnover of service personnel, and the new
technician diagnosed a bad disk interface

board, swapped it for a good one, and
made a variety of mechanical adjustments

in less than two hours while I read science

fiction in the front office. He also ran the

P&T disk certification utility to check out

the new board; TRSDOS has no analogous
program. Although the computer was out

of warranty and my bill was over SI 00 (of

which $70 was for the board switch), I was
happy with the experience and will not hes-

itate to return if another problem
develops.

In all honesty, I must shoulder some of
the blame for my computer's failure. For
several months I used it both at home and

at work, and it commuted with me. The
resulting jostling was doubtless the cause

of the loosened boards. The Model II is not

advertised to be portable, and I have no

doubt that if 1 had installed it in one spot

and never moved it, it would not have

failed.

Conclusions

The TRS-80 Model II is an excellent

CP/M system for the person who is not

well versed in hardware. To date, it is alone

among inexpensive all-in-one units in

offering a standard 8" disk drive instead of

5'A" minifloppies.

When purchasing a Model II, the buyer

should ensure that the seller is an autho-

rized Radio Shack dealer, and should get

the dealer's "authorized dealer number"
for presentation when obtaining service

under warranty. If a Model II is bought

from an unauthorized dealer, the warranty

is voided.

Pickles & Trout CP/M represents one of

the best jobs of customization in the CP/
M domain. The resulting programming
environment is head and shoulders above

the more mundane efforts produced by
many hardware manufacturers in support

of their systems.

CP/M version 2.2 is available for $175

from Pickles & Trout, P.O. Box 1206.

Goleta, CA 93017.

Allenbach is putting tomorrow on disks.

The future of the world is written in computer software.
And Allenbach disk duplication is making sure that the
future is faithfully reproduced. We use our own
Allenbach diskettes and state of the art epuipment,
with electronic surface evaluation of each diskette

before use. Copies are 100% verified, track by track,

and carry the Allenbach lifetime warranty against
defects in workmanship or materials.

For information and prices on disks, duplication, and
dealer information, please call (800) 854-1515. In

California, call (714) 438-2258 collect.

Allenbach
Industries Inc.
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IEW HIGHER PRINTING SPEED,
NEW LOWER PRINTER PRICE

High-speed printer

The Heath/Zenith 25 Printer is a heavy-duty, high-speed

dot matrix printer that gives you sharp, clear printouts. It

prints crisp, clear copy at speeds over 150 characters per

second with quiet smoothness.

Baud rates from 1 10 to 9600 are user-selectable.

Versatile printer

The 25 prints the entire 95-character ASCII set in upper
case and lower case with descenders, in a 9x9 matrix. Also,

33 block graphic characters - which are compatible with

the Heath/Zenith 89 All-ln-One Computer and the 19 Smart
Video Terminal - let you create graphs and charts. All func-

tions and timing are microprocessor-controlled.

Plug-in ribbon cartridges make ribbon replacement a
no-mess snap.

The 25 works with most computers and terminals -

using an RS-232C Serial Interface or a 20 mA
current loop with handshaking control signals.

Low-priced printer

The 25 has all the features you've been looking for in a high
quality, high-speed dot matrix printer - for only $1095 in kit

form, or for only $1 595 assembled and tested.

Free demonstration awaits you at

your Heathkit Electronic Center t

Pick the store nearest you from the list below. And stop in

today for a demonstration of the new Heath/Zenith 25 Printer.

If you can't get to a store, send $1 .00 for the latest Zenith

Data Systems Catalog of assembled commercial computers.
We'll also send you a free copy of the latest Heathkit®

catalog. Write to Heath Company, Dept. 355-904, Benton
Harbor, Ml 49022.

HEATH/ZENITH

Your strong partner

*«?COND
OND
AID
D
D

RSECOND
*150 characters per second

Visit your Heathkit Electronic Centert
Where Heath/Zenith Products are displayed, sold and serviced.

phoenix, u
2727 w Indian School Rd
602-279-6247

ANAHEIM. CA
330 E Ball Rd
714-776-9420

Campbell, ca
2150 S Bascom Avf

406-377(920

ELCERRIT0.CA
6000 Potreio Ave
415-236-8870

LA MESA. CA
6363 Center Or
714-461-0110

LOS ANGELES. CA
2309 S Flower SI

213-749-0261

POMONA. CA
1555 N Orange Grove Ave
714-623-3543

REDWOOD CITY CA
2001 Middlelield R0
415-365-6155

SACRAMENTO. CA
I860 Fulton Ave
916-486-1575

WOODLAND HILLI.CA
22504 Ventura Blvd

213-863-0531

DENVER. CO
5940 W 38th Ave
303-422-3406

AVON. CI
395 W Main St <R1 44)

203-6760323

HIALEAH.FL
4705 W 16tn Ave
305823-2280

PLANTATION. FL
7173 W Broward Blvd
305-791-7300

TAMPA. FL
4019 W Hillsborough Ave
813-886-2541

ATLANTA. GA
5285 Roswell Rd
404-252-4341

CHICAG0.IL
3462-66 W Devon Ave
312-583-3920

downersgrove.il
224 Ogden Ave
312-852-1304

INDIANAPOLIS. IN

2112 E 62nd St

317-257-4321

MISSION US
5960 Lamar Ave
913 362 4486

LOUISVILLE. «Y
12401 Shelbyville Rd
502 245-7811

KENNER LA
1900 Veterans Mem Hwy
504-4676321

IALTIM0RE MO
1713 E JoppaRd
301-861-4446

ROCKVILLE.MD
5542 Nicholson Lane
301-881-5420

PEAB00Y.MA
242AndoverSt (Rl 114)

617.531-9330

WELLESLET. MA
165 Worcester Ave (Rt 9)

617-237-1510

0ETR0IT. m
18645 W Eight Mile Rd
313-535-6480

EAST0ETR0IT Ml
16149 E Eight Mile Rd
313-772-0416

HOPKINS. MN
101 Shady Oak Rd
612-938-6371

tT.PMA.IM
1645 White Bear Ave
612-776-1211

IRIDGET0N.M0
3794 McKetvey Rd
314-291-1850

OMAHA. NE
9207 Maple St

402-391-2071

ASBURYPARK NJ
1013 State Hwy 35
201-775-1231

FAIR LAWN. NJ
35-07 Broadway (Rt 4)

201-791-6935

AMHERST. NT
3476 Sheridan Or
716-835-3090

JERICHO. U. NT
15 Jericho Turnpike

516-334-6181

ROCHESTER. NT
937 Jefferson Rd
716-424-2560

N WHITE PLAINS. NT
7 Reseivon Rd
914-761-7690

CLEVELAND OH
28100 Chagrin Blvd

216-292-7553

COLUMBUS. OH
2500 Morse Rd
614-475-7200

TOLEDO. OH
48 S Byrne Rd
419-537-1687

WO0DUWN. OH
10133 Spnnglield Pike

513-771-6650

OKLAHOMA CITY OK
2727 N W Eipiessway
405-648-7593

FRAIER. PR
630 Lancaster Pk (Rt 30)
215-647-5555

PHILADELPHIA, PA
6318 Roosevelt Blvd

215-286-0180

PITTSBURGH. PA
3482 Wm PennHwy
412-824-3564

WARWICK. Rl

558 Greenwich Ave
401738-5150

DALLAS. IX
2715 Ross Ave
214-826-4053

FORT WORTH TX
6825- A Green Oaks Rd
817-737-8822

HOUSTON. TX
1704 W loop*
713 86*5263

tHeathkit is a registered trademark of Heath Company Heath Company and Ventechnology Electionics Corporation

are wholly-owned subsidiaries of Zenith Radio Corporation Heathkit Electronic Centers are operated by Ventechnology Electronics Corporation

SAN ANTONIO. TX
7111 Blanco Rd
512-341-6876

MIOVALE.UT
58 East 7200 South
801-566-4626

ALEXANDRIA. VA
6201 Richmond Hwy
703-765-5515

VIRGINIA BEACH. VA
1055 independence Blvd
804-460-0997

SEATTLE. WA
505 8th Ave N
206-682-2172

TUKWILA.WA
15439 53rd Ave S
206-246-5356

VANCOUVER. WA
516 S E ChjklovDr at
206254 4441

MILWAUKEE. W1
5215 W Fond du Lac
414873-8250

CP-206
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A Hard Disk's Night
An In-Depth Look At Mass Storage Options

Glenn A. Hart

Someone once said that you could always
identify the pioneers in the Old West— they

were the ones with the arrows in their

behinds. I've always disagreed with the

implied philosophy that you are always
better off waiting a while before trying

new things.

There are those who say that a new
technology will be further perfected, a

given format or design might become
obsolete, the price will come down and
many other rationalizations for procrasti-

nation. I feel that while all these things

might happen, I can be deriving much
pleasure from the new device and have a

head start on understanding whatever the

new technology brings.

Of course. I pay a price for this: some-
times the price does come down and
equivalent or superior devices are available

for far less than I paid for my early version.

All in all, however, pioneering pays great

dividends.

Most of my friends and associates in the

microcomputer field very much subscribe

to this point of view. We were real pioneers

in the distant past (only five years ago)

when microcomputers emerged as an almost

science-fiction-like new frontier. We all

knew that micros were something special,

devices that would someday change the

face of our society, and we all wanted a
piece of the action.

All of us spent (and continue to spend)
uncountable hundreds and thousands of

hours tinkering, experimenting, working
and playing, and all of us came away richer

in some way from the investment of capital

and time: some have earned significant

amounts of money, some have made micro-

computers their life's work, all have
expanded their horizons and learned more
about both the equipment and them-
selves.

Glenn A. Han. SI Church Road. Montey, NY
10952.
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If you gather that I enjoy computing.
I've made my point! I was in the game
early and have never regretted it. Over the

years. I have had four major computer
systems (as well as several secondary
systems, programmable calculators, pocket
computers, etc.)

During this period, remarkable changes
have taken place in many areas. A 16K
system was pretty big at the beginning,

now I have 256K. We were excited by the

features offered by 8K Basic interpreters,

now I have well over a dozen high level

languages, some of which occupy tens of

thousands of bytes through sophisticated

overlay techniques.

My video terminal operates at 19,200

baud, a bit faster than my first 300 baud
terminal. My slow and noisy 40-column
printer has been replaced by a combination
of daisywheel and 300 line per minute
high speed printers. Word processing,
financial planning, and other powerful
programs are a far cry from our early

35

delight in checkbook balancing programs.
For all of this, perhaps the greatest

hardware changes have taken place in the
mass storage devices available for micro-
computers. Mass storage affects two main
areas of system operation: the amount of
data which can be stored "on-line," or
readily accessible, and the speed and
convenience of overall system operation.
Both factors are extremely significant in

determining the appropriate uses of a given
system, and the limitations imposed by
mass storage usually have a greater impact
on what a micro can do than which CPU is

used, the system clock speed, the type of

terminal and its speed, what kind of printer

is used. etc.

Each of the four systems I have had has
used increasingly sophisticated mass storage

devices. An examination of each system
will show how far microcomputers have
come in a relatively short time and allow
us to review the main types of mass storage

peripherals currently available.



Written

When your computer worft

speak your language,
you need a basic handbook.
As a matter of fact, everyone who works in BASIC needs The

BASIC Handbook. It is the definitive reference

work on the subject of BASIC.

The BASIC Handbook is an easy-to-

use encyclopedia of nearly 500 words

covering the "dialects" used by virtu-

ally every BASIC-speaking computer

in the world. But more than that, it'sa

simple, step-by-step guide to translat-

ing programs from one computer

to another. So now you can actu-

ally use software printed in

magazines and elsewhere, no

matter what computer you own.

by Dr. David A. Lien, author

of the Tandy TRS-80 Level I User's Manual and
the Learner's Manuals for the Epson

MX printers, this completely revised

Second Edition contains almost twice

as many entries as the best selling

First Edition, making it

by far the most up-to-

date BASIC reference

book you can buy.

Extensively indexed and cross-referenced, The BASIC Hand-

book gives you 480 pages packed with the information you need to

be a better programmer. And if, after 30 days you don't agree it's

indispensable, send it back. We'll return your money.
tf^v The BASICHandbook is available in several

^j "^) languages and accepted throughout the

world. No one who programs in BASIC
should be without it.

Available at better computer and
bookstores, ,___. __ - ,«—«%

or caii (800) 854-6505

In California (714) 588-0996
To order by mail, send check or

money order for $19.95 (California

residents add 6%), plus $1.65

shipping and handling.

Overseas orders send
$19.95 plus $2.38 surface

shipping and handling.

The
BASIC

Handbook

.g&f

1050-E Pioneer Way, Dept. B, El Cajon, CA 92020
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Hard Disk, continued...

The Early Days: Audio Cassettes

My first system was a Southwest Tech-

nical Products 6800. I built it completely

from kits. While I had assembled many

tube kits, including various stereo equip-

ment, oscilloscopes and even a color

television, this was my first experience in

building anything using IC's. I found the

process painstaking and a bit frustrating,

but. as with all kit building, the sense of

satisfaction when the thing worked was

immense. The SWTP mainframe contained

a Motorola 6800 microprocessor running

at 1 MHz. Motorola's excellent MIKBUG
ROM monitor, serial output and a staggering

8K of RAM.
Mass storage was provided by the SWTP

AC-30 audio cassette interface and two

Panasonic portable cassette recorders.

During these pioneering days there were

several incompatible cassette storage

formats and speeds. Eventually a "standard"

emerged. Known as the Kansas City format,

it used the crawlingly slow speed of 300

baud (about 30 characters a second) to

ease the demands on early interfacing

technology and improve the shaky reliability

and reproducibility of audio cassette

transfers.

Loading the SWTP 4K
Basic interpreter

required several
minutes.

The AC-30 used this standard, which

resulted in very slow loading and saving to

the audio cassettes. Loading the SWTP
4K Basic interpreter required several

minutes, and after I had expanded to the

then heady realm of 16K RAM and an 8K
interpreter I frequently turned on the

system, began the loading process and then

left to have a sandwich.

Loading the few application programs

(usually games) then available was an equally

laborious process. Reliability was reasonably

good, although an error in saving or loading

was especially aggravating given the length

of time required to try again. At least the

long time intervals gave me a chance to

soak up all the magazine articles in the

new personal computing magazines!

Audio cassettes can store a large amount
of data, since their storage capacity is limited

only by the length of the cassette tape

itself and the density of the data per linear

distance. Unfortunately, tape storage is

basically sequential nature, meaning that

each bit of data must be read on the way to

the desired information.

While various schemes have been devised

to yet to the target data more quickly, and
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IF YOU'RE WAITING FOR Tl

PRICE OF WORD PROCESSORS
TO FALL WITHIN REASON

Everyone expected it would happen
sooner or later. . .with WordPro PLUS'"
it already has! Now all the marvelous
benefits of expensive and advanced
word processing systems are available

on Commodore computers, America's

largest selling computer line. WordPro
PLUS, when combined with the new 80

column CBM 8032, creates a word pro-

cessing system comparable to virtually

any other top quality word processor

available—but at savings of thousands

of dollars!

New, low cost computer technology is

now available at a fraction of what you
would expect to pay. This technology
allowed Commodore to introduce the

new and revolutionary CBM 8032
Computer.

WordPro PLUS turns this new CBM
8032 Computer into a sophisticated,

time saving word processing tool. With
WordPro PLUS, documents are dis-

played on the computer's screen. Edit-

ing and last minute revisions are simple
and easy. No more lengthy re-typing

sessions. Letters and documents are

easily re-called from memory storage

for editing or printing with final drafts

printed perfectly at over five hundred
words per minute!

CIRCLE 222 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Our nationwide team of professional

dealers will show you how your office

will benefit by using WordPro PLUS. At

a price far less than you realize.

Invest In your office's future. .

.

Invest In WordPro PLUS. .

.

Call us today tor the name of the

WordPro PLUS dealer nearest you.

Professional Software Inc.

166 Crescent Road
Needham, MA 02194
(617)444-5224
TELEX- 95 1579



lass Storage, continued...

data transfer rates have been increased
with the availability of improved interfaces,

better recorders and greatly improved tape

formulations, audio cassettes are still an

intrinsically slow storage method. Combined
with the general lack of random access,

no serious business applications are feasible

with a cassette-based system. Audio cas-

settes are extremely inexpensive, though,

and do offer a viable entry level storage

method for the beginner.

Mini-Floppies Arrive

My patience with cassettes wore thin

almost immediately, as it seems to with

almost everyone I know. At that time there

wasn't much software available for the

6800 compared to the 8080 family, the S-

100 bus was becoming dominant and a

new storage medium was fast gaining

popularity— the 5 1/4" mini-floppy disk.

This was enough for me. and I bought a

system from Computer Data Services in

Maryland. It was an integrated desktop
unit which used the new 8085 processor

My patience with
cassettes wore thin

almost immediately.

and housed a keyboard, video monitor,

32K of high speed static RAM. S-100

motherboard and one single-density mini-

floppy drive in a neat cabinet. The floppy

drive was made by the then infant Micro-
polis, but the system used the popular

North Star controller and the North Star

Basic and DOS disk operating system.

North Star was really the first floppy

disk system to gain wide popularity. It was
(and is) reliable and affordable, and the

free Basic interpreter and DOS were
absolutely state-of-the-art at the time. What
a difference it made. Now the 12K Basic

and applications programs could be loaded
in a few seconds rather than long and
boring minutes. The Basic was powerful
and flexible, allowing full random access.

One of my first activities was to translate

a complete inventory system I had written

for a time-sharing Basic, and my micro
was now handling a multi-million dollar

product inventory.

The mini-floppy itself is a 5 1/4" square
envelope of cardboard which surrounds a

circular piece of polyester coated with

magnetic material. A low friction material

coats the inside of the cardboard so the

magnetic disk can rotate freely. The
magnetic substance is an iron oxide sus-

pended in special binders and lubricants.

Various holes are punched into the sleeve

and the disk itself. The large center hole is

grasped by a spindle in the drive, very

much like a jukebox in its operation, while

another opening allows the read/write tape

head in the drive to contact the disk. Yet
another hole indicates to suitably equipped
drives whether the disk can be written to

or is "write-protected."

There are two main methods of keeping
track of which part of the disk is being

read or written to. In hard sectoring, a

series of either 10 or 16 holes is punched
around the large center hole, while soft

sectoring requires only one of these index

holes. A photoelectric device in the drive

senses the position of the indexing holes.

If soft sectoring is used, the one available

index hole is not sufficient to provide all

the positioning information necessary, so

data written on the disk itself accompanies
the information stored to provide location

clues to the electronics which control the

drive. Hard sectoring doesn't require this

added overhead, but either method works
fine.

The tape head actually comes into full

contact with the disk surface, just as it

does in an audio cassette or open reel

recorder. Because of this, the disk can
spin at only a few hundred RPM. Further-

more, the iron oxide coating is quite

abrasive, so friction eventually wears both
the tape head and the disk surface.

Several variations on the original single-

sided single density mini-floppy are avail-

able, each attempting to cram more data

onto the little disk. If the distance between
concentric data tracks is reduced, more
tracks can be accommodated. The original

mini-floppies used 35 tracks, but now drives

with up to% tracks can be found. Increasing

the number of tracks requires much more
precise design and construction.

Another method of increasing storage

is to use both sides of the disk. A cheap
and easy method of storing more data on
each single disk is to carefully punch an
index hole on both the top and bottom of

the sleeve so when the disk is turned over
the index hole will be in the right place.

Commericial disks which are manufactured

with the two holes already punched are

also available. These "flippies" don't make
any more information available "on-line"

(readily accessible); they just put more
data on a disk.

To get more data storage on-line, special

drives are available which use (no read/

write heads to access each disk. These
double-sided drives double the amount of

information available. They are more
expensive than normal single-sided drives,

are a bit harder on the disks themselves,

and at least when first designed were
somewhat less reliable than standard drives,

but recently the bugs seem to have been
worked out. My North Star-type system
didn't store enough for really large-scale

programs, but the newer double-sided high-

track mini-floppies can be used for many
serious applications.

38

A Step Up
My single drive mini-disk system just

couldn't keep up with my storage needs. I

could have added an additional external

drive, but I was becoming annoyed by the

limited storage capacity of the mini-floppies

and wanted to add microcomputing to the

division of the major corporation I then

ran.

Getting a system for my division was
quite a story in itself. The mainframe
computer department didn't know much
about micros and viewed them as something

of a threat to their control of data processing

(it is a sad commentary that this attitude

still prevails at many companies, although

the situation is rapidly changing), so we
sneaked the system in on a general office

equipment budget.

Once it was in place, we unveiled it for

our senior management and showed them
all the custom programming I had done
and the tremendous time savings we were
achieving. Fortunately, they were pleased

enough to not dismiss me and my immediate

superior.

The extra storage
provided by 8" drives

was wonderful.

I purchased two Imsai VDP-80 com-

puters, one for the company and one for

myself. The VDP-80 used an 8085 processor,

the excellent VIO memory-mapped video,

an intelligent keyboard, a seven slot S-100

bus cardcage and 64K of dynamic RAM
with a ROM monitor as well. Mass storage

was provided by a Persci 277 dual 8" floppy

drive. Double density was available, albeit

in peculiar Imsai format which no one else

used before or since. All this was housed

in an attractive single enclosure, an impor-

tant consideration for business use.

Persci drives are significantly faster than

other 8" drives because they use a voice-

coil positioner for head movement. Most
drives use a stepper motor (a special motor
which moves in discrete distance or revo-

lution increments) connected to the head
by either a turn screw or band actuator.

The voice-coil mechanism is much like

the voice coil found in a speaker; it can
move to any positon based on a voltage.

The extra storage provided by 8" drives

was wonderful. In single density mode each

drive held about 240K of data and double

density more or less doubled this, giving

us about a million characters of storage

on-line. This allowed storage of large

program systems and lots of data as well.

The Persci drives themselves were a

distinctly mixed blessing. The ones I had
in my home system never gave me a bit of
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AN EVEN BETTER IDEA.
Memory — you never seem to have quite

enough ot it.

But if you re one of the thousands of Apple
owners using the SoftCard. there s an economical
new way to expand your memory dramatically

16K ON A PLUG-IN CARD.
Microsoft's new RAMCard simply

plugs into your Apple II;" and adds 16k

bytes of dependable, buffered

read/write storage.

Together with the SoftCard,

the RAMCard gives you a 56k
CP/M" system thats big enough
to take on all kinds of chores that

would never fit before (until now.

the only way to get this much
memory was to have an Apple
Language Card installed).

GREAT SOFTWARE:
YOURS, OURS, OR THEIRS.

With the RAMCard and
SoftCard, you can tackle large-

scale business and scientific

computing with our COBOL and
FORTRAN languages. Or greatly

increase the capability of CP/M

applications like the Peachtree Software account-
ing systems. VisiCalc'" and other Apple software
packages can take advantage of RAMCard too.

And RAMCard gives you the extra capacity to

develop advanced programs of your own, using the

SoftCard and CP/M. Even with the RAMCard in

place, you can still access your ROM BASIC
and monitor routines.

JOIN THE SOFTCARD
FAMILY.

The RAMCard is just the

latest addition to the SoftCard
family — a comprehensive sys-

tem of hardware and software
that can make your Apple more
versatile and powerful than you
ever imagined.

Your Microsoft dealer has all

the exciting details. Visit him
soon, and discover a great idea

that keeps getting better.

Microsoft Consumer
Products. 400 108th Ave. N.E.,

Suite 200, Bellevue, WA 98004.

(206)454-1315.



AN ATARI 800 HOME COMPUTER
ANDA FATHER'S LOVE COMBINED
TO HELPCHILDREN EVERYWHERE.
Fernando Herrera became the first

grand prize winner of the ATARI
Software Acquisition Program
(ASAP) competition because he

believed in computers, his son

and himself.

The story of Herrera's success

began with his son's sight problems.

Young Steve Herrera had been
born with severe cataracts in both

eyes and, naturally, his father

was concerned. Herrera reasoned

that the boy's learning abilities

could be seriously affected by grow-

ing up in a world he could not see.

Having just purchased an
ATARI 800 Home Computer, it

occured to Herrera that this could

be the perfect tool for testing

Steve's vision. So he wrote a pro-

gram simply displaying the letter

"E" in various sizes.

Success! It turned out that

2-year-old Steve could see even
the smaller "E's" without special

lenses. Herrera was first relieved,

and then intrigued when he dis-

covered that not only could his son

see the "E's',' but he would happily

play with the computer-generated

letters for hours. So Herrera added
a picture ofan elephant to go with

the "E',' and then more letters and
pictures. Thus,"My First Alphabet"
was born, a unique teaching program for chil-

dren two-years and older consisting of 36 high

resolution pictures of letters and numbers.
Herrera submitted the program to the

ATARI Program Exchange, where it became
an instant best-seller. ATARI was so im-

pressed with the outstanding design, suit-

ability and graphic appeal of"My First

Alphabet',' that the program is being incorpo-

rated into the ATARI line of software.

*
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MY FIRST ALPHABET

WViM

With Love to My son

In addition to his grand prize winnings

of $25,000 in cash and an ATARI STAR
trophy, Herrera also automatically receives

royalties from sales of his program through

the ATARI Program Exchange.

But Fernando Herrera wasn't the only soft-

ware "star" that ATARI discovered. Three
other ATARI STARS were awarded at the

ASAP awards ceremony for software sub-

mitted to the ATARI Program Exchange and



judged by ATARI to be particu-

larly unique and outstanding.

Ron and Lynn Marcuse of
Freehold, New Jersey, teamed
up to write three winning

entries in the Business and Pro-

fessional category for home
computers: "Data Management
System',' "The Diskette Librar-

ian" and "The Weekly Planner'

Sheldon Leeman ofOak Park,

Michigan, captured an ATARI
STAR for his exceptionally

well-engineered "INSTEDIT"
character set editor.

Greg Christensen of

Anaheim, California, became
our youngest ATARI STAR
winner at the age of 17.

Christensen designed the

clever "Caverns of Mars" game
program, which also will be
incorporated into the ATARI
product line. Greg designed

the program in \Vi months
after owning his ATARI Home
Computer for less than a year.

Every three months, ATARI
awards ATARI STARS to the

writers of software programs

submitted to the ATARI Software

Acquisition Program and judged first,

second and third place in the following

categories: Consumer (including entertain-

ment, personal interest and development);

Education; Business and Professional pro-

grams for the home (personal finance and
record keeping); and System Software.

Quarterly prizes consist of selected ATARI
products worth up to $3,000, as well as an
ATARI STAR, plus royalties from program
sales through the ATARI Program Exchange.

The annual grand prize is the coveted ATARI
STAR trophy and $25,000 in cash.

To be eligible, your software idea must be

accepted by the ATARI Software Acquisition

Program. Your program can have a broad

application or serve a very specific purpose.

MARS

After submittal, consultation

from ATARI is available ifyou
need personal assistance with

sound, graphics, or other tech-

nical aspects of your program.

lb make your job easier,

ATARI provides some 20
software development tools

through the ATARI Program
Exchange. A list and descrip-

tion of the various system

software is published quarterly

in the ATARI Program Ex-

change Catalog. These tools

enable you to utilize all the

ATARI resources and software,

including the six ATARI
programming languages.

Fernando Herrera had a

great idea that made him a star.

ATARI would like to give you
the same opportunity.

Enter the ATARI ASAP competition and you
could win $25,000 in cash, royalties, some great
prizes and an ATARI STAR.
SUBMIT TO: ATARI* Software Acquisition Program

Dept. C3R , P.O. Box 427

155MofTettParkDr.,B-l

Sunnyvale, CA 94086

OR CALLs 800-538-1862; in California, 800-672-1850.

I'm reaching for the stars. Please send me
an entry form today.

Name

Addrcss_

City.

Statc/Zip_

ATARI HOME COMPUTERS
We've BroughtThe ComputerAge Home™

OI982 ATARI lm

CIRCLE 1 10 ON READER SERVICE CARD



THE CENTRONICS 739. IT'S MORE THAN YOU'D
EXPECT FROM AN INEXPENSIVE DESK-TOP PRINTER.

. . . .« • • » ...

Inexpensive doesn't have to

mean incomplete, and the quiet,

dependable Centronics 739 is the

classic example. It's complete
in capability and because it's from
Centronics you can expect it to

perform just like the workhorse
printers that have made Centronics
a leader in the business for more
than a dozen years. So when you
shop for a desk-top printer and
compare features, here's what you
can expect from a 739:

CORRESPONDENCE
QUALITY- Clear, high density

characters plus right justification

and proportional spacing that

produce correspondence, direct

mail, and other important docu-
ments that demand a "custom"
quality appearance.

BUSINESS GRAPHICS-
What good is a printer that can't

print your technical business/
management information? The
739 produces a ranee of graphics—
from bar charts and curves to

illustrative material — almost any-
thing your computer can produce.

£g0gpr*U<MMn«mm

3-WAY PAPER
HANDLING - Cut sheets for

correspondence; roll paper for

day-to-day operations; Tan-folded
forms for normal data printout.

DEPENDABILITY- You
depend on your printer for hard
copy of timely information and
that means it must operate
dependably. With Centronics repu-
tation behind the 739, reliability is

a foregone conclusion. More than
350,000 Centronics printers sold

worldwide is the proof.

CIRCLE 121 ON READER SERVICE CARD

SERVICE — Someday you
may need it. Where do you find it?

With Centronics worldwide
network of service locations it's

not very far. And now, there are

authorized Centronics sales and

service dealers, and "walk-in"

service centers in an expanding
number of key cities throughout
the U.S.

When it comes to printers,

Centronics is the leading

independent printer manufacturer—
chosen by computer professionals

in major industry brand preference

studies. So when you Iook for an

inexpensive printer don't settle

for incomplete. Choose the

Centronics 739. It comes complete
with a commitment— to

performance, dependability and
service. See it at your Centronics

dealer. Or write for information.

CEflTRDniC5
PRIRTER5

See Us at NCC
& Comdex

Centronics Data Computer Corp.
One Wall Street, Hudson, New Hampshire 03051
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trouble and worked flawlessly from the

first day I got the system until I recently

sold it (I am told they continue to operate
perfectly for the new owner).
The CBS machine was a different story.

We exchanged the drives several times,

serviced and adjusted them frequently,

and were never completely satisfied. With
only these two machines to compare, I

can't tell whether I just was lucky or the

much heavier demands placed on the system
in a business environment were too much
for either the drives or the Imsai unit itself.

Cramming all that componentry into one
cabinet made the VDP-80 run rather warm,
and I suspect this may have been part of
the problem.

The same technologies being applied to

mini-floppies are also being used to expand
the storage capacity of 8" drives. Double-
sided drives are becoming much more
common, and the early reliability and media
wear problems have been largely ironed

out. A double-sided drive in double density

mode can store upwards of a million

characters, so these drives have great appeal

to business users.

There hasn't been as much effort

expended on increasing the track density

of 8" units, but Persci recently announced
8" drives which can store as much as eight

megabytes of data on a normal floppy
disk. I haven't seen any such units myself,

but they obviously would be appealing if

they work as claimed and are reliable.

The State-of-the Art

I quickly found the limited card slots

available in the VDP-80 very restricting,

since I wanted to experiment with voice

recognition, speech synthesis, power con-

trol, computer music and many other hobby
applications. My newest system has enough
capacity for this and much more.
An Imsai mainframe (chosen for the

operator switches and LED indicators) was
modified with the excellent Godbout 20-

slot high speed actively terminated mother-

board. Industrial Micro Systems (now IMS
International) S- 100 boards form the nucleus

of the system and provide a Z-80 operating

at 4 MHz, 256K of high speed RAM with

parity detect (a method of detecting certain

kinds of memory errors), six serial and
three parallel I/O ports and a DMA 8"

double density floppy disk controller. Many
other S-100 boards happily share the

mainframe, including Computalker speech

synthesis. Heuristics speech recognition,

Scitronics AC power controller. PMMI
modem. Newtech music synthesizer. Digital

Research of Texas sound effects generator.

Strobe plotter parallel interface. Computime
time-of-day clock, etc. Peripherals include

an IMS WP-2000 video terminal, a Diablo

1650 KSR metal daisy wheel printer, a

Teletype 300 line per minute high quality

line printer, the Strobe drum plotter

reviewed in the September issue of Creative.

Anderson-Jacobson 1 200 baud modem, etc.
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The 8" floppy drives are from a little

known company named Innotronics. Their
8" drives are absolutely marvelous devices
which are essentially hand made and use
many components which are far superior
to those found in normal commercial drives.

For example, the drive spindle is con-
structed completely of precisely machined
and hand polished stainless steel rather
than the cheaper aluminum castings
normally employed. The disk clamping
mechanism uses proprietary material which
is much gentler to the disk center hole
than the gripping teeth on standard drives.

A filtered air positive pressure system
directs heat away from the motor and
electronics and keeps dust and other
damaging particles away from the magnetic
surface. Special circuits write-protect the
data if power deteriorates, while other
circuits control automatic head unload and
stepper power timeouts to reduce media
wear and power consumption.

The magnitude of the
difference between
floppy and hard disk
based systems is as
great as that between
cassette and floppy.

Each drive has six status LEDs which
indicate whether the drive has a disk loaded

or is ready to accept a disk, when a drive is

being accessed, whether reading or writing

is being done and whether the drive is

write-protected, either by a write-protected

disk or with the write-protect switch
included on each drive. My three drives

are housed in an Innotronics enclosure
which is built like a battleship, including a

very large power supply and over-rated

power switches which control the AC power
to my entire system.

The drivesare totally reliable, quiet and
solid. The truly remarkable thing about
them is that they don't cost all that much
more than normal drives. For example.
Innotronics markets a three-drive system
which is totally compatible with the three-

drive system Radio Shack sells for their

TRS-80 Model II business computer and
the price is exactly the same.
Why anyone wouldn't want the

Innotronics is beyond me. but the company
is small, selling most of their production to

medical instrumentation companies and
other industrial users who readily appreciate

their incredibly high quality, so little if any
advertising money is available and the

company just isn't very well known. Every-

one who sees my drives wants them, and I

43

strongly urge anyone who wants the best

to contact the company directly.

Hard Disk

That brings us to the latest development
in mass storage, the hard disk. The hard
disk offers tremendous advantages in two
main areas: huge storage capacity and
extremely high speed. Both of these factors

make a major difference in system opera-
tion: I think it is fair to say that the
magnitude of the difference between floppy

and hard disk based systems is as great as
that between cassette and floppy.

Many of the concepts used in floppy

drives are also employed in hard disk units,

only more so. The performance advantages
of hard disks derive from a combination of
several factors.

The major distinction between hard and
floppy disk systems is that the tape head in

a hard drive does not contact the magnetic
surface. Rather than coating the oxide on
a flexible substrate, a rigid aluminum disk

is used. The combination of the oxide and
the hard disk is extremely uniform and
can rotate at much higher speeds without

deviation in any direction. Most hard disk

drives rotate the disk at 3600 RPM, a full

order of magnitude faster than floppies.

As in audio turntables, either belt drive or
direct drive can be used.

The rapid rotation of the disk creates a
thin layer of air immediately above the

disk surface, similar to the "ground effect"

noted by airplane pilots. The read/write

head takes advantage of this phenomenon;
it is designed to "fly" a very small distance

above the actual magnetic surface, usually

about 1.5 microns.

Various head designs are used, but most
have actual "wings" to insure that the

distance between head and magnetic
coating is maintained. At the high rotation

speeds used, it is imperative that the head
not touch the surface to avoid gouging out
a destructive track (the infamous "head
crash"). There is a designated safe area
for the head to land when power is removed.
The narrow gap physically separates the

head and the oxide but is more than close

enough for the magnetic gap to read or
write to the oxide surface.

It is difficult to envision how small the

1.5 micron gap really is. Almost anything
is bigger than this. A fingerprint, human
hair, dust particle or even a particle of

smoke is much larger and would instantly

clog the gap and gouge the oxide surface,

resulting in loss of data. The answer is to

seal the drive in a chamber into which no
such contaminants can enter. IBM
pioneered this method several years ago.

Their prototype was designated the Model
3030 and was accordingly nicknamed the

"Winchester."

The integrity of the head/surface inter-

face, even with very high speed rotation,

allows for very dense track spacing and
resultant high storage capacity. Most hard
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disk drives use multiple hard platters with

read/write heads for both sides of most of

the platters, further increasing capacity.

The speed of data transfer comes mostly

from the high rotational speed of the disk,

which results in more data coming under

the head in any given amount of time.

Hard disks first appeared with 14" platters

which didn't store all that much considering

the bulk and high technology used. As
with other mass storage technology, tremen-

dous advances have been made in track

spacing density, accuracy of head posi-

tioning and number of magnetic changes
per linear distance. Fourteen-inch drives

can now store well over 100 million bytes

of information, and a few of these monsters

can be used with microcomputers. In fact.

my first exposure to hard disks was an
associate's 96 megabyte Ampex drive sold

by IMS for use with their Series 5000 and
8000 computers. This particular drive uses

a removable 16 megabyte cartridge com-
bined with 80 megabytes of fixed, non-

removable Winchester-type storage. This

allows convenient backup, but more about
this issue later.

The Ampex drive is huge and noisy, so

much so that it had to be installed in a

separate room to keep the operators sane.

But it is fast and powerful and has been
totally reliable to date. Interfacing it to an
existing IMS 8000 was simplicity indeed;

we just plugged it in. booted up the special

software provided by IMS and off it went.

Hard disks are now available in both 5

1/4" and 8" platter sizes. These particular

sizes are obviously chosen so that the

physical dimensions of the drives can match
the size of existing floppy drives so that

manufacturers don't have to make as many
changes to their physical configurations.

A Word of Caution
Both sizes are available in a variety of

capacities and interfaces. Early 8" drives

usually held about 10 megabytes, but now
can accommodate as much as 60 megabytes
or more. Similarly. 5" drives commonly
hold 5 megabytes, with 10-12 megabytes
now appearing as well.

A brief word of caution here: hardly a

day goes by without some company
announcing vastly greater storage capacity

on either of the sizes. Take these pro-

nouncements with a grain of salt. I have
heard of very high storage (on the order of

40 megabytes or more on a 5 1/4" hard
disk and proportionally more on 8" disks)

under laboratory conditions. This is not
the same thing as actually producing at

reasonable yield and cost a reliable drive

which can deliver such density on a day-in

day-out basis. In fact, it is only rather

recently that a few of the drive manu-
facturers have been able to deliver what
has been "available" for quite a while.

Don't let these inflated claims deter you
from acquiring a hard disk now; many of

these announcements come from start-up

companies in need of financing, and the

actual appearance of the drives may be

many months or even years away ( if ever).

Drives are available with several inter-

faces. One of the original interfaces was
and is the SMD (storage module device)

interface developed for 14" minicomputer

drives. The IMS 14" drive and its Model
490 controller use this interface, as do
many other systems. More recently, other

standards have appeared based on Shugart

and Seagate Technology specifications,

and several manufacturers also offer their

own designs.

In any event, by far the easiest way of

adding a hard disk is to purchase a drive

system produced by either the manufacturer

of your system or an independent supplier

who has designed his hard disk to work
directly with your computer. This avoids

many complexities in both hardware and
software and greatly improves the chances
that the hard disk system will interface

painlessly and be up and running quickly

.

Of course, this presupposes that your
manufacturer offers such a hard disk add-

on. Systems are now becoming available

for several of the more popular micro-

computers, especially the various TRS-
80s and Apples. Some of the manufacturer

systems seem rather overpriced, but the

ease of interfacing may more than com-
pensate.

Owners of sophisticated S-100 systems
have a wide choice of options. Some of

the system manufacturers are beginning

to offer hard disk sub-systems compatible
with their board sets and software, and
many independent vendors offer systems

claimed to be compatible with a wide range

of S-100 CP/M computers. Again I would
advise some caution and a great deal of

research. Without mentioning any names.
I am aware of several hard disk systems

"/ picked up that thousand-item multiple regression

analysis that vou've been wttrkinft on for two
months. Here's the output.

"

which cannot be interfaced to all S-100

systems, manufacturers' claims to the

contrary. The problems generally involve

different interrupt architecture, software

incompatibility, conflict with boot ROM
location and operation, etc.

After hearing of such difficulties. I was

a bit reluctant to dive into the hard disk

waters, especially since IMS did not at the

time offer anything other than the large,

noisy and expensive commercial 14" drives

mentioned earlier (they have recently

announced both 5 1/4" and 8" drives in

various capacities).

My investigations led me to Micro
Research, Inc. in Virginia. This company
is the largest IMS dealer in the country

and, unlike most retailers, maintains an

extensive staff of programmers and hard-

ware experts. They are totally familiar

with the IMS 490 SMD controller and had

previously interfaced it toCDC and Fujitsu

high capacity Winchester drives.

The Micro Research Sub-system

Micro Research was offering a complete

hard disk sub-system which used the BASF
24 megabyte hard disk drive. The BASF
drive is made by the same company which

has built such an excellent reputation in

magnetic media for both computer and
consumer applications. It is less well known
that BASF also manufactures both floppy

and hard disk drives.

A study of specifications revealed that

the BASF 24-meg drive operated much
faster than many of the other available 8"

hard drives through use of advanced head
positioning technology. I was further

encouraged to learn that this drive had

been available for some time and was not

a new and untested experiment. My only

surprise was that BASF was so low key,

concentrating their marketing efforts on
large OEMs rather than on the end user.

The ready availability of reliable drives at

a time when many other manufacturers

could not deliver seemed to merit wider

recognition.

The sub-system sold by Micro Research
is normally installed directly in an IBM
8000 mainframe and forms a neat, profes-

sional unit. Since I have a different con-

figuration. I acquired the drive, cables,

boot ROM, power supply and software

and installed it myself in a standard 8"

floppy cabinet with no difficulty.

To say that 1 was a bit apprehensive is a
massive understatement. Micro Research's

documentation was straightforward, all the

hardware went together perfectly and the

special utilities provided by Micro Research
seemed comprehensive, but here I was
several hundred miles from the source

with no experience with my own hard disk.

Would it work, or would I be one of the

pioneers with the arrows?

The incredible happened— everything

worked perfectly the first time! The for-
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Professional Software Introduces

POWER
by Brad Templeton

fO***

I POWER TO YOUR $e9-9
*

COMMODORE COMPUTER
POWER produces a dramatic improvement in the

ease of editing BASIC on Commodore's computers.

POWER is a programmer's utility package (in a 4K
ROM) that contains a series of new commands and

utilities which are added to the Screen Editor and the

BASIC Interpreter. Designed for the CBM BASIC
user, POWER contains special editing, programming,

and software debugging tools not found in any other

microcomputer BASIC. POWER is easy to use and is

sold complete with a full operator's manual written by

Jim Butterfield.

POWER'S special keyboard 'instant action' features

and additional commands make up for, and go beyond

the limitations of CBM BASIC. The added features

include auto line numbering, tracing, single stepping

through programs, line renumbering, and definition

of keys as BASIC keywords. POWER even includes

new "stick-on" keycap labels. The cursor movement
keys are enhanced by the addition of auto-repeat and
text searching functions are added to help ease pro-
gram modification. Cursor UP and cursor DOWN
produce previous and next lines of source code.

COMPLETE BASIC program listings in memory can
be displayed on the screen and scrolled in either direc-

tion. POWER is a must for every serious CBM user.

Call us today, for the name of the Professional

Software dealer nearest you.

Professional Software Inc.

166 Crescent Road
Need ham. MA 02194

Tel: (617) 444-5224 Telex #951579

CIRCLE 222 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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matting of the hard disk surfaces procei

smoothly . and the Micro Research system

booted up without a hitch. I was sitting at

a quiet, click-free computer with more
storage than I had ever dreamed possible

when I had started building my first com-
puter only a few years before.

Besides the tremendous storage capacity,

the performance of the system is startling.

Loading the Microsoft Basic interpreter

takes about a second, compared to about
five seconds with a double density floppy

and ten seconds with single density floppies.

Perhaps a better indication is a typical

application which is heavily dependent on
disk accesses. For example, a DataStar
reorganization of a certain large data file

required only one-fifth the time on hard
disk. The difference on other programs
can be still higher, with the hard disk some-
times performing eight to ten times faster

than floppies. The psychological difference

is even greater; the interaction with the

machine is somehow totally different.

Functions which seemed obtrusively slow
now are comfortable. The entire computer
seems faster, smoother and more pro-

fessional.

Much has been made of the backup
problem with Winchester drives, since fixed

drives like mine don't have any removable
storage. I don't find this much of a difficulty;

I back up only files I have changed onto
the floppy disks. Demanding professional

applications can use various backup
methods, including 3M tape cartridges,

nine-track reel-to-reel tape drives, video-

cassettes, etc.

/ was sitting at a quiet,

click-free computer with
more storage than I had
ever dreamed possible.

The hard disk system has functioned
perfectly since that first day. Amazingly, it

has not dropped a character, complained
about long hours of operation or done
anything other than work exactly as it

should. I rarely use floppies at all except
as a medium of exchange to put in new
software or backup changes. I occasionally

use a friend's floppy-based system, and I

must really watch myself to avoid making
negative comments about how slow and
cumbersome it seems.

I have had several conversations with
both Micro Research and BASF, and have
found both organizations to be extremely
knowledgeable and helpful. I certainly

totally recommend the hardware system I

am using. Micro Research also offers a

similar system using the Konan SMC-100
controller for use with non-IMS S-100

systems. Micro Research sells the complete

BASF 24-megabyte sub-system for $6995
and also offers various hardware and
software elements separately for very

reasonable prices.

Is the hard disk for you? Each of the

mass storage methods I have discussed

offers increasingly more speed, storage

and convenience at higher cost. Note that

the increase in cost is not linear. The cost

per kilobyte of storage for hard disk is

much less than that for 8" floppies, which
in turn are more cost efficient than 5 1/4"

floppies, etc.

If you have a floppy-based system and
are becoming constrained by either the

storage or speed limitations of the medium,
hard disks are probably the answer. Costs
will come down and storage capacities

will go up, but the current state-of-the-art

offers tremendous advantages that can pay

dividends now. Q

Addresses

Micro Research. Inc., 7202 Arlington
Boulevard. Falls Church. VA 22042 (703)

573-9538.

Innotronics Corporation, Brooks Road,
Lincoln. MA 01773 (617) 259-0600.

•Jjrtjif * BLOW YOUR BUCKS ON

Locked-up
Software.

Beagle Bros Apple Utilities

are BACKUPABLE, USTABLE,
CUSTOMIZABLE and fully

compatible with normal DOS.

Alpha Plot
Ki-Res Graphics Text Utility
by Bert Kersey 6> Jack Cauidy
Here are just a few of Alpha Hots easy-to-use features
Compare price 6? functions with others on the market—
HX-RXS DHAWIWG: Create pictures and charts
with text, on both pages of memory; all Images are
appandabla to your programs. Optional Xdraw cursor
(see lines before you draw ) Color mixes and Reverse
(opposite of background). Circles. Boxes, and Ellipses.
fined or outlined Mora biros la 1/ dSak spaoo. Redraw
any portion of your picture on either hi- res screen Also
nporlmpoaa fisgss and convert hires to lo-rea and
back for fascinating colorful abstracts 1

KX-RX8 TXXT: Beautiful upper 6* Lower case with
descenders (no hardware required) Color or reverse
characters positionable anywhere ( no vtab/htab restric-
tions) Attractive proportional peeing with adjustable
height, leading (line spacing), and kerning (letter
spacing) Multidirectional typing too for charts!

$3980 O Alpha Hot on Disk i 48K mm )

O Beagle Bros Apple Tip Book '4
O Peeks, Pokee e> Pointers Chart

UtilityCity
81 Useful Utilities on One Disk
by Bert Kersey
21 programming aids that you can list, customize and
back-up List Formatter makes properly spaced and in-
dented listings with printer page breaks; each statement
on a new line with if then s and loops called out; a great
de-bugger1 Catalog in nmttlpla-ooroano and any page-
width to printer or screen Automatically post run-
number and last-used DATE in your programs Write
lsrleibie functioning commands into your listings
Access program lines in memory for garbage repair and
"illegal alteration Quickly alphabetize and store info on
disk. Run any program while another stays in memory
Renumber to 65536 Save Inverse, trick and Invisible
file names . Convert decimal to hex of binary, or INT to FP
Append programs Dump text to printer . and MORE 1

D «1 Programs on disk (48K mux )

D Beagle Bros Apple

DOS BOSS
DISK COMMAND EDITOR
by Bart Kersey 6* Jack Cassidy

A classic utility you will ENJOY! Rename commands: For
example. "Catalog" can be "CAT" or anything you want!
Save protect your programs: An unauthorized copy at

NOT COPYABLE" message
LIST-protection too andone- key program selection from
catalog Catalog customlzer Change Disk Volume
m—sage to your title. Omit or alter file codes Rewrite
error messages: "Syntax Error" can be "Oops 1 " or "Disk
Pull" can be ' Burp!' or anything! Fascinating educational
documentation included. Hours of good reading 1

Any or all changes may be appended to your
programs, so that anyone using your auks

( booted or not ) on any Apple will be
formatting: DOB the way YOU designed It.

I 1 Dos Boas on Disk ( 32K or 48K

)

Bsagle Bros Apple Tip Book «»
1 1 reeks, Pokes 8- Pointers Chart

$2980 Tip Book *3
& Pointers Chart

$84oo

Visit Your Apple Dealer.
Most Apple Dealers carry our software If yours

doesn't, he can get it for you within Just a few
days through 11AQLI BIOS or SOTTSM.

OR Order by Phone:
BaeaiaBawBBiBBiBBiBBiaBieBiaaie

24 HourTOLLFREE 0rd.rD.sk
Visa. MasterCard or COD* Orders, call:

Nationwide: 800-854-8003 ext.827

California: 800-888-1800 ext.827

Alaska/ Hawaii: 800-884-8688 ext.827
1S3

Or Mail us a check . MC no & exp.

)

All Disks Include: our famous
F1IU • toot Wall Chart, an indispensable tool.

AND a different Beagle Bros AltLI TIP BOOK—
each one a gold mine of tips and Juicy Apple info.

NEW A-
SHAPE*-"
TABU
CREATOR _

MULTiPLi-UTiLrry disk .m »oo« ,
$29S0

CIRCLE 114 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Apple^^
Mechanic

l J Alpha Plot '39.50

n Dot Boss '34.00

a Utility City '19.80

U Apple Mechanic '29.50

Add $1.50 shipping (any size order)

tad 9* tax if California HAIL TO

BSaOT.B BROS, Dept.C
431S Sierra Vlata
San Diego, Ca 98103
Flsaet add H snipping" outexl* US Quad*
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The Grud speaks out
foi Bandits — "Bandits

Is the hottest

fast-action game to
come along since I

was )ust a gmdster. The
object is to protect

the Inventory at your
lunar supply base by
blasting greedy little

space bandits to bits.

But you gotta be quick!
These galactic

pickpockets come
at you with a non-

stop barrage of

heat-seaking bullets,

napalm bombs, and
nerve gas balloons.

Every criminal in
space is after your

supplies — Menaces,
Carriers, Nulsants,

Torrents and Phalenxes
— they're all there.

Take my word for it,

Bandits will deliver

hours of intense video
action or my head's

not pointed!"

Bandits requires a 48K
Apple II 01 II •

computer with one
Apple disk drive and

is playable with
keyboard or Atari-type

joystick with Slrius'

Joyport.

Bandits, coyprlght < 1941 by
Slrius Software. Inc. Slrius and

Joyport are trademarks of

Stilus Software, lnc Apple n u
a trademark of Apple

Computer lnc Atari Is a
trademark of Atari Inc. Slrius

Software. Inc. Is not affiliated

with Alan lnc

Slrius Software, Inc.

Sacramento, California

E 237 ON READER SERVIC

"The Game That'll Steal Your Heart"
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Snake Syfe
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Bandits __
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Lemmings

Your Computer + Our
All software represented in this advertisement copyright 1981 by Sinus Software. Inc.



Jellyfish

i

Cyclod

Bandits

Fly Wars

Games = Video Magic
Sinus Software. Inc . 10364 Rockingham Drive. Sacramento. CA 95827 Dealer inquiries invited (916) 366-1 195
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A

t affordable high
THE MTU- 130
erformance deskto

Standard F

6502 process<

80K bytes m^Hry (address

256K bytes^

Fiber optic light pen with 12"

green screen monitor

CODOS, UNIX-like system

Load from disk and run

32K bytes in 2.6 seconds

Redirectable I O
AATU-BASIC allows dynamic
command extensions

(3 sets standard)

Function keys with CRT legends

Digitized s

Fourier soi

480 X 256

gray level:

Serial andl

h and
generation

40 X 256 with 4

character lines

allel I/O

• Hardwcr.' for software protection

Optional Features:

• MC68000 second or third processor

with IM byte direct addressing

• CP/AA and IBM disk read write

compatibility

' Many other options

1 Larger systems available

Full stan

byte 8"

manuals
(

Call or writi

page brochui

mpwter.

MTU- 130 system with

2999 Complete syst

lus pages): $35 ppd.

)ept. 9 for our 15

Micro Technology Unlimited
P.O- Box 12106. 2806 H sborough Street

Raleigh. N.C. 27605 USA • (919)833-1458

CODOS & MTU-130 are trademarks of Micro Technology Unlimited • UNIX is a trademark of Western Electric

IBM is a trademark of International Business Machines • CP M is a trademark of Digital Research

CIRCLE 199 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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The NEC Spinwriter

Steve Leibson

When I decided that word processing
was going to be a big part of computing for

my system, I started looking for an appro-
priate printer. Several printers had been
reviewed in the computer magazines, but

none seem be be ideal for word process-

ing.

I felt that an impact printer was a must.
Electrostatic and electrosensitive printers

print on aluminized paper, and I really

didn't want to mail my letters out on
aluminum foil. Thermal printer paper fades

with time and is expensive. That leaves

impact printers which use plain paper and
ribbons— typewriters for use with com-
puters.

Dot Matrix Printers

Dot matrix impact printers are fast and
inexpensive but their print quality is not

really correspondence quality. These print-

ers use a group of seven or nine wires

which strike a ribbon leaving a column of
dots on the paper. Five or seven columns
of these dots are used to make a printed

character.

Characters are printed by moving the

head across the paper one column at a

Steve Leibson. 4040 Grecnhriar Blvd.. Boulder.
CO 8030.1.
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time. The appearance of the characters is

similar to that of a CRT display because
the characters have been formed in the

same manner— with a matrix of dots. I felt

that the appearance of the print from a
dot matrix printer was not acceptable for

letters.

Correspondence Quality

The other type of impact printer available

is the "fully-formed character" printer. This
type of printer is similar to a typewriter. A
mechanical hammer strikes a type element,

forcing it against a ribbon and leaving a

mark on the paper. Fully-formed character

printers offer excellent print quality. They
also carry the high prices.

IBM indirectly offered one of the first

fully-formed character printers for micro-

computers. These were the I/O Selectrics,

so named because they were designed to

interface with IBM computers. Many of

these printers found their way to the used
equipment market. The Selectric typewriter

is very common in business offices today.

With the addition of a few solenoids inside,

the typing element will print under computer
control. There are several companies which
offer conversion kits for Selectric type-

writers which will transform them into

printers.
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The I/O Selectric offers many of the
features that are desirable in word pro-
cessing application. Print quality is excellent;

in fact. "Selectric print quality" is the goal
for which all other printers strive. There is

an amazing variety of type fonts available.

Changing the type font is as simple as
snapping in a new print ball.

Selectric Drawbacks
There are only two problems with the

I/O Selectric. First, it is very slow—only
15 characters per second. This might be
satisfactory if you only do one or two
single-page letters a day. but it's far too
slow for computer listings or document
writing.

Second, some of the modified Selectric

typewriters have very sensitive adjustments.
Heavy, continuous use in a computer printer

application can cause the typewriter to go
out of alignment, and the print quality
suffers. The mechanism was designed for
the intermittent use of humans, not the
relentless pace of a computer.

Fully-formed character printers really

became popular with the introduction of a
new product by a new company. Diablo
produced the Hytype I daisywheel printer

in 1972. Instead of the well known IBM
type ball, Diablo took the letters and placed
them on plastic "petals" in a wheel config-
uration.

To select a character, the printer rotates

the wheel until the desired print element is

in front of the print hammer. The hammer
then strikes the element, driving it into the
ribbon and onto the paper. The print wheel
has the appearance of a plastic flower,

hence the name "daisywheel." There are
two types of daisywheels sold today: plastic



Spinwriter, continue

and metal. The metal wheels last longer

but slow the printer down.

Qume introduced its daisywheel printer

in 1974. and since then Qume and Diablo

have held the largest share of the daisywheel

printer market. Other manufacturers

included: NEC Information Systems, Oli-

vetti. Perkin-Elmer and Wang.

Lower Cost Versions

Recently, the price for this type of printer

has been dropping rapidly. Both Xerox/

Diablo and NEC have introduced lower

cost versions of their original products.

Pertec has introduced the Stylist 360 made
in West Germany by their parent company.

Triumph Adler. The Stylist 360 promises

to bring the cost of full-formed character

printing level with the dot matrix printers

at around $1000.

NEC Spinwriter

The printer I decided on is the NEC
Spinwriter. The Spinwriter uses a print

"thimble" as a type element. Looking

The Spinwriter knows
when it has reached
the end of the ribbon.

somewhat like a badminton shuttlecock,

each petal has two characters on it. The
thimble rotates and moves up and down to

position the proper character in front of

the impact hammer, which nestles inside

the thimble. An NEC thimble is essentially

a wilted daisywheel.

Most of the other fully-formed character

printers use daisywheels, each petal of

which has a single character on it. As a

result of having two characters per petal,

the Spinwriter has a higher print speed—a
maximum of 55 characters per second.
The thimble can also carry a larger number
of characters. 128 as opposed to % for

wheels.

Basic Statistics

The Spinwriter is housed in a die-cast

aluminum case making a substantial

machine. It weighs 51 lbs. (23.2 kg) and is

large enough so that one person has trouble

carrying it. The platen is 16" wide. A line

of print may include up to 136 characters

at 10 characters per inch or 163 characters

at 12 characters per inch.

Ribbons
Three ribbons are available for the

Spinwriter: nylon fabric, film, and multi-

strike film. The nylon ribbon can be reused

until the print is too faint to read. The film

ribbon produces very crisp, beautiful print

but can only be used once; when the end is

reached, the ribbon is thrown away.

I usually use the multi-strike film ribbon.

It produces the same high quality print as

the film ribbon but lasts much longer. The
reason for this is that the ribbon advances

only slightly after each character is struck.

Thus, each millimeter of the ribbon is reused

several times. When the end of the ribbon

is reached, it too is thrown away.

One of the very nice features of the

Spinwriter is that it knows when it has

reached the end of the ribbon. At that

point, the printer will stop accepting

characters from the computer and beep.

It will not print again until the ribbon is

changed.

If there is a handshake between the

computer and the printer, no character

will be lost. As soon as the ribbon is replaced

and the covers closed, printing resumes

where it left off.

Changing the ribbon is easy. The top

cover of the Spinwriter lifts to reveal the

print carriage. Two red snaps hold the

ribbon cartridge. Spreading the snaps,

you lift the ribbon out. A replacement

ribbon snaps in. There is no threading and
the operation is not messy, since you never

touch the ribbon.

Interfacing

The Spinwriter connects to the computer

through either a parallel or a serial interface.

I have the serial type. The serial link can

beset at 10, 15. 20. 30. 60 or 120 characters

per second. Corresponding bit (baud) rates

are 1 10, 150. 200. 300. 600 and 1200. Since

the printer can print only 55 characters

per second maximum, the higher data rates

require a handshaking mechanism between

the computer and the printer to prevent

characters from being lost.

Handshaking over "standard" RS-232
connections is nonstandard. NEC has

attempted to provide this capability without

violating the standard by providing a signal

on pin 19 of the interface connector to

indicate that the printer buffer is full.

If the computer checks pin 19 before

sending each character, and only transmits

when the "all clear" is given, no data is

lost. Pin 19 has been connected toa pin on
my computer that can be read by the

processor. A special printer driver, written

in machine code, always checks that signal

before sending a character. Those of you
who do not write machine code can run

the printer slower, use hardware that will

perform the handshake automatically or

find a software specialist to write you a

program.

My neighbor also bought a Spinwriter,

for his Apple. It is connected to a California

Computer Systems serial interface card.

This card is capable of handshaking with

the printer over pin 4 of its serial connector.

No special driver was added to that supplied

with the interface.
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The Spinwriter also supports a character

handshake. When its buffer nears full, the

printer will send either an ETX or XOFF
(DC3) control character to the computer.

Which character is sent is determined by a

switch setting in the printer. This is supposed

to be recognized as a request for a pause

in the transmission until the printer catches

up. When the buffer is empty, an ACK or

XON (DC1) control character is sent to

restart the transmission.

The feature of supporting multiple

handshake protocols is important. Since

there is no standard, being able to support

many protocols in common use gives the

Spinwriter a wider range of computers to

talk to.

Type Fonts

Several type fonts are available for the

Spinwriter. The latest literature lists 34

different print thimbles. Included in this

list are the standard typewriter fonts Courier.

Pica. Elite and Gothic. International thim-

bles include Kana Pica (Japan), German
Elite, Canadian Bilingual. Norwegian Pica

and Russian Pica.

The NEC 5525 has futl

typewriter keyboard so
that the printer may

also be used as
a typewriter

There are special optical character

recognition fonts (OCR-A, OCR-B, Nor-

wegian OCR B and Kana OCR B) and
scientific fonts such as Technical Math/
Times Roman. There are even two APL
computer language thimbles.

Each print thimble costs about S20 and
is rated at a minimum of 30 million impres-

sions. 1 have never worn out or broken

one.

Changing the print thimble is very simple.

First, you pull up on the cover, exposing

the print carriage. Moving a lever causes

the print hammer to lift out of the way,

revealing the print thimble. A soft vinyl

locking bar at the base of the thimble is

slid and rotated. Then the thimble simply

lifts out. Replacement is equally simple:

just reverse the procedure.

Perfect Pitch

Many of the above type fonts are available

in either 10 or 12 pitch. The Spinwriter

can not only print in 10 or 1 2 pitch but has

proportional spacing as well if your software

can take advantage of it.

Using The Spinwriter

Either a rubber friction-feed platen or a

tractor feed mechanism moves paper
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NEC's new letter-quality printer

gets personal with IBM.

The Spinwriter 355(1 lets the IBM PC
get down to business.
NEC's new Spinwriter letter-quality

printer is the only one plug-compatible
with the IBM Personal Computer. So you
get the business applications you've been
wishing for. Letter-quality output for

word and data processing. Multi-language,
scientific, and technical printing. Simple
forms handling. Quiet operation. And the

reliability of the industry's most popular
printer line.

NEC designed the new Spinwriter espe-

cially for the IBM PC. It comes complete
with documentation and training materials

to fit your PC user's handbook. Just plug
the Spinwriter in and your PC instantly

becomes more versatile and flexible.

More than 8 forms handlers and
50 print thimbles boost PC versatility.

NEC designed the Spinwriter's 8 modular
forms handlers to accommodate a wide
range ofpaper and document sizes and
types. The easily mounted handlers let

your computer print out the forms you
need for data processing,word processing,

graphics, accounting or other business

applications.

The Spinwriter's 50 print thimbles
can more than triple your PC's usefulness.

They come in both constant pitch and
proportional-spaced fonts, plus in foreign

language, technical and scientific versions.

They snap in and out in seconds, and let

you print up to 203 columns on 16-inch

paper. They each last for more than 30
million impressions.

This printer's special features make
everything look better on paper.
The Spinwriter's software-invoked
features include automatic proportional

spacing; bidirectional, bold and shadow
printing; justification; centering; under-
scoring; and sub/super scripting, all at

speeds up to 350 words per minute.

That big extra, Spinwriter reliability.

The new 3550 is part ofNEC's renowned
Spinwriter family, the world's most popu-
lar line ofletter-quality printers.

Spinwriters have the industry's best

mean-time-between-failure rating, in ex-
cess of3,000 hours. In terms of average-
personal computer usage, that's more
than five years.

I 1

NEC. Information Systems. Im
5 Militia Drive. Lexington, MA 02173

Send mi- more information on the

Spinwriter 3550.

Name

fitS

Company

Address

City State Zip

I 1

SEC
NECInformationSystems.Inc.

CIRCLE 203 ON READER SERVICE CARD

We're Made for Each Other

i



Spinwriter, continued...

through the Spinwriter. Paper may enter

either from the back or through a bottom

slot. A sensor determines when paper is

out and signals the computer to stop trans-

mitting.

Usually, printing may go on unsupervised.

I have only seen the paper jam when the

machine was misloaded. If the ribbon or

paper runs out, the Spinwriter stops and

beeps to get your attention.

My Spinwriter is the Model 5525, which

is programmed to accept the control

sequences of a Diablo/Xerox printer. My
neighbor's is the 5510 which accepts NEC
control sequences. You need to know which

sequences your software will generate in

order to pick the correct model. Since

both the NEC and Diablo printers are

popular, most word processing software

packages will handle both printers, but it

is best to check before buying.

Even A Keyboard
The NEC 5525 has a full typewriter

keyboard so that the printer may also be

used as a typewriter. Typing on the Spin-

writer takes some getting used to. The
time between hitting a key and hearing

the hammer strike is longer than that for

an electric typewriter. It is possible to

type, however; you just have to find the

right pace. Initially. I did use this keyboard,

but as my experience with the word pro-

cessor grew, my use of the Spinwriter

keyboard diminished.

While the Spinwriter is printing, the paper

is obscured by the print carriage and ribbon.

When no printing is being done, the ribbon

drops down to show all characters printed.

This is most useful in typing directly on

the Spinwriter.

One of the better Spinwriter features is

low susceptibility to static electricity. In

fact, whenever I sit down at my computer,

I discharge static electricity by touching

the printer. It doesn't seem to affect either

the printer or the computer. The alternative

is discharging to the keyboard, which usually

locks the computer up and forces me to

reload the system software.

Features

The Spinwriter can print bi-directionally.

This is somewhat faster than normal printing

Some NEC Type Fonts

Super Courier

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

01234567891 "#$%&' ()— []{}*"\l

Courier 72

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

0123456789 !"#$%&• ()=-[]{ P~\

I

Prestige Elite Legal

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghi jklmnopqrs tuvwxyz

0123456 7 89 I "#$%&'()=-[]$ t
c"M

Technical Math/Times Roman

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdef ghi jklmnopqrs tuvwxyz

0123 4567 89 !n#/%B '()=-[! { } 1^0 I

Prestige Renown

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghi

j

klmnopqrstuvwxyz

0123456789 1 "#$%&' [)»-[] O *
"\

I
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That's the award SSI's COMPUTER

BASEBALL" rece Electronic

Games magazine (a sul

Video n

We appreciate the recogi

but frankly, we're no
Especially when yo
what it took to be the fc

rategy

game* so thorough yet so
easy to use you'd swear
you're manag
teai

It lets you enter exten-

sive player i you can
create any team you lik.

from the neighborhood
hackers to the great 1944
St. Louis Brow

wes you over 25
s to choose

from, options so complete
you have to remember to

warm up relief pitchers in

the bullpen.

Its color Hi-Res graphics display

has enough animation to give you a

"TM good feel for the flow of the game.

n As c Teams Data Disks for 1980

J and 1981 /ou want to use real

AL and NL teams of those seasons.

And the price7 A steal at $39 95 (Data disks

are sold separately from SSI for $15.00 e

As exciting as all this soun< hing

compared to what you'll see when you get your
mitts on the game at your local computer/game

store. Then you'll really understand why people say

Computer Baseball is what
The best.

To order directly from SSJ with your VISA or MC, call toll free 800-227-1617, ext 335
(800-772-3545, ext 335 in California) To order by mail, seno itesic Simula-

tions Inc, 465 Fairchild Drive, Suite 108, Mountain View, CA 94043.

All our games carry a 14-day money back guarantee.

•For the 481

and one fk

Applesoft ROM

Aoplf

A» part M «mr iSt-mandtnn Mandanl*

GOOD DESIGNERS. Were always on the looko

quality games from independent designers If you have game program ,h on
a royalty basis, give us a call at (41 5) 964-1 353 or write to SSI, 4< Drive, Suite 108, Mou
View, CA 94043. CIRCLE 245 ON READER SERVICE CARD



ORANGE MICRO
JUST TURNED
A PAGE
IN PRINTER
IISTOR

OUR PRICES, SELECTION &
SAME-DAY SHIPPING MAKE US COMPETITIVE.

NEC 8023
Outstanding Graphics, Print

Quality & Performance

144 x 160 dots/men • Proportional Spacing
• Lower case descenders • Nx9 dot matrix
• 8 character sizes • 5 unique alphabets
• Greek character set • Graphic symbols
• 100 CPS print speed • Bi-directional logic

seeking • Adjustable tractors • Single-sheet
friction leed • Vertical & horizontal tabbing

NEC 8023 CPoll
Dot Matrix List $795 plrdll

IDS Paper Tiger
560/Prism 80/132

Affordable Color, Speed

Dot Resolution Graphics • 9 wire staggered
pnnthead • Lowercase decenders • Over
150 CPS • Bidirectional logic-seeking
• 8 character sizes • 80 132 columns
• Hires dot graphics • Proportional spacing
• Text justifications

Prism 80 List $899 $700
IDS Paper Tiger 560G List $1395 $1100
Prism 132 (Color) List $1995 S1895

NEC Spinwriter
7700 & 3500

Daisy Wheel Quality Leader

High speed letter quality • 55/33 CPS
• Typewriter quality • Bidirectional plotting

& proportional spacing • Quiet • OCR quality

print • Hires ptottmg/graphmg • Quick change
ribbon • Optional cut sheet feeder, horizontal

or bidirectional tractors • Prints up to 8 copies

NEC Spinwriter RO
Serial Parallel 77xx List $3055 $2575

35xx List $2290 $1975

The Epson Series. High-Quality Printers at a Low Price.

Epson MX70
Super low priced dot resolution graphics
• 5 x 7 dot matrix • User repiacable pnnthead
• Top of form • 80 CPS optional friction feed
• 10" paper width CO OfTt
Epson MX70 List $450 pOSfll

Epson MX80/MX80FT
9x9 dot matrix • Lower case decenders
• 80 CPS • Bi directional • Logic seeking
• 40 66 132 columns per line • 64 special
graphic characters TRS 80 Compatible
• Forms handling • Multipage printing

• Adjustable tractors CPU
Epson MX80 List $645 pLdll

Epson MX80FT List $745 SCall

Epson MX100
Same basic features as the MX80 • Plus
friction feed for single sheets • Plus 15" wide
carriage • Dot Resolution Graphics Cf***ll
MX 100 List $995 p1*3 1

1

Full Line of Epson Accessories

Anadex 9501
High Speed, Commerical Duty

Plus Graphics

Dot graphics • Wide carriage • 1 1 x 9 dot
matrix • Lower case descender • Dot
resolution graphes • Bi directorial logic

seeking • Up to 200 CPS • RS 232 Serial &
Parallel • Forms control • X On/XOff • Up to

6 part copy ClOCfl
Anadex 9501 List $1650 p IODU

INTERFACE EQUIPMENT
Complete stock of options, cables and accessories.

GRAPPLER APPLE INTERFACE $175
CCS APPLE SERIAL Interface & Cable $150
ORANGE INTERFACE for Apple II

Parallel Interface Board and Cable $110
NOVATION D-CAT direct connect modem $180
COMPLETE STOCK OF EPSON ACCESSORIES . $Call
CUSTOM PRINTER CABLES FOR Apple, Atari, IBM,

TRS-80 (all models) SCall
HAYES MICROMODEM $300
PRINTER STANDS: Large $99

Small $25
PRINTER RIBBONS—Most Types $Call



edBaron
COMPUTER PRODUCTS

OUR PEOPLE MAKE US EXPERTS.
Malibu 200

Dot Matrix & Letter Quality
in One Printer

200 CPS standard • Letter quality font
• 1 2 optional fonts • Bidirectional logic
seeking • 19 x 18 dot matrix • Expanded
characters (2x 4x) Optional • Dot resolution
graphics of 144 x 120 • Underlining^
Malibu 200 List $2995 $2600

Okidata 82A
Hi-Res & TRS-80 Block Graphics

1 20 CPS • Bidirectional printing 'Logic
seeking • Double width & condensed printing
• Friction & tractor feed standard • Font
selection, character pitch & line spaonq are
program controlable am
Okidata 82A List $799 Pl/3ll

Centronics 739
Crisp Dot-Matrix Characters

Graphics 4 word processing prmt quality
• N x 9 dot matrix • suitable for word
processing • Underlining • Proportional
spacing • Right margin |ustiticaiton • Serif
typeface • 80/100 CPS • 9 1/?" p>n feed/fnction
• Optional 2 Color Kit Ct***li
Centronics 739-1 List $695 Ql»3ll

Centronics 739-3 List $795 $725

Our People, Our Product: Both Are Specialized.
Because our salespeople are printer specialists, they know the capabilities of each
printer—and how to match one to your exact need. Red Baron's volume stocking
assures a low, low price on a wide array of major brands. Were sure you'll like

the product and services you get from Red Baron, and we know you'll love our
Customer Benefit Package; an exclusive at Red Baron.

Customer Benefit Package
1 . Free Expert Consultation. Before you buy, after you buy. 2. Toil-Free Ordering. There s never a toll charge when
you place your order at Red Baron. 3. Free Catalog. Get your informative catalog with printer comparison chart and
character samples today! 4. Warranty. The manufacturer's warranty applies where applicable. 5. Same-Day Shipping.
Your order is sent the same day when you call before 1 1 :00 a.m. 6. Free/MasterCard & Visa. Call us toll-free and charge
your printer to your credit card. 7. We Stock What We Sell. No bait and switch, no hassle. We make every effort to

keep a large stock of our advertised products.

Televideo CRT's
Price, Performance & Reliability

910C List $699
920C List $995
925C List $995
950 List $1195

$600
$770
$750
$970

Here's how to order.
Phone orders are welcome; same day shpment on
orders placed before 1 1 00 a m Free use of Master-

Card and Visa CODs accepted Personal checks
require 2 weeks clearance Manufacturer s warranty

included on all equipment Prices subject to revision

Orange Micro Retail Stores
Sherman Oaks: 13S04 Ventura Blvd (213) 501 3486

Anaheim. 3150 La Palma. « I (714) 630-3622
Santa Clara: 3216 Scott Blvd (408) 980-1213

=" B KRedBaronCALL FOR
FREE CATALOG

TOLL FREE

COMPUTER PRODUCTS
1100 N TUSTIN
ANAHEIM CA 92806

1-800-854-8275 (714)630-3322
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where a line is printed followed b\ a car

return and linefeed. Many word processor

packages support this feature; it does speed

up the printing.

Blank areas in the text are skipped. It

can be amazing to watch the print carriage

fly around while printing a table of figures.

This definitely speeds up printing. Blank

lines are treated in the same manner. The
printer simply counts consecutive line feeds

until a non-blank line is sent, and then the

paper is rolled up to the proper spot.

Three methods of paper movement are

available with the Spinwriter: friction-feed

platen, pin-feed platen and tractor feed.

The friction-feed platen is the familiar

rubber roller used in typewriters. A pin-

fee platen has drive pins added to the

sides for perforations in paper designed to

be fed. The tractor feed is an attachment

that transforms the friction-feed machine

into a pin-fed version. The advantage of

the tractor over the pin-feed platen is that

the tractor has adjustable width while the

pin-feed platen does not. I have the friction-

feed version with the tractor accessory,

this a combination which has handled any

printing job I have needed to do.

One feature of which I have not yet

been able to take advantage is graphics.

The Spinwriter can be programmed to

move in ! 2()th of an inch increments

horizontally and l/48th of an inch incre-

...nts vertically. Fairly high resolution

graphs are possible if you have the software

to support this feature. WordStar uses this

capability for printing super- and sub-

scripts.

Reliability

The mean time between failures (MTBF)
rating for the Spinwriter is 2000 hours, or

about one year of commercial use. I do

There have been very
few problems with

my Spinwriter.

not use my printer as often as most busi-

nesses and therefore stress the printer less.

The Spinwriter has never failed or missed

a character. If there is a character out of

position on a page, I immediately check
the software or text file. You can rely on
the printer that much.
NEC has recently revised the 5500 family

of printers by incorporating all the elec-

tronics onto a single circuit board to increase

the reliability of the printer. The new

printers are called the 7700 series and are

now replacing the 5500 series.

Problems

There have been very few problems with

my Spinwriter. It uses ribbons at a very

high pace but I run a lot of text through it.

The multi-strike film ribbons eased that

problem somewhat.
Fan-fold paper has a tendency to walk

across the friction-feed platen during long

continuous printing, but using the tractor

cures this problem.

The only feature I have found lacking

in the Spinwriter is the intelligence to skip

over perforations at the end of a page. My
word processor is intelligent enough to do

this without the printer's help, but most

program listers are too dumb. They just

keep printing line after line. A smart lister

program is required to get a good looking

listing. This happens to be a failing of most

printers but not all. With the NECs onboard

microprocessor, this feature could be added.

Conclusion

I can recommend the Spinwriter without

qualification. It produces excellent print,

reliably and quickly. It is adaptable to

almost any computer, micro or otherwise.

For word processing applications, it is

ideal.
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More tips from the authors of Beneath Apple DOS

.

.

.

Bag of Tricks
By Don Worth and Pieter Lechner

Now there is more from the authors of the best selling book Beneath

Apple DOS—four comprehensive utility programs on diskette and

over 100 more pages of valuable information about the Apple Us

disk operating system.

BAG OF TRICKS is useful to beginners and experienced programmers

alike. It includes many "hand holding" tutorials that assist you in

repairing damaged diskettes and allow you to change sector ordering,

reconstruct blown catalogs, etc. etc. etc. At the low price of $39.95.

BAG OF TRICKS is one of the best software values ever.

The four programs and their functions are:

1. TRAX dumps and examines a raw track, either 13-sector or 16-

sector. displays the internal Apple diskette formatting

information, and flags exceptions to standard formats.

2. INIT will reformat one or more tracks, attempting to preserve

the contents of undamaged sectors. It also allows you to change

sector order. This can cut disk access times by40% or morel

3. ZAP is a sector editor like no other! More than 50 commands are

available to assist you to locate, compare, change, or print the

data on your diskettes. ZAP is even programmable! Using

powerful macros, it is possible to transfer and compare DOS.

CP/M, or PASCAL files.

4. FIXCAT automates the process of repairing a damaged diskette

catalog. It operates with or without user intervention, locating

"lost" files and rebuilding the catalog—from scratch if necessary)

DOS removal and VTOC repair are also possible.

Requires Apple II or Apple II Plus $39.95

with 48K RAM and one disk drive _
CIRCLE 225 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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The Guesswork
Is Gone!

Thanks to Strictly Soft Ware.
Consider the care you invested in

buying your computer. We've done the
same for your software.

How many times have you won-
dered: Is the package right? The price?
The service?

We've cleared a course for you to the

best software — guality and price.

Strictly Soft Ware brings you the
best in entertainment, education, per-
formance, and price.

Take a look at the offerings below.
And call now (toll-free) for our free
catalog.

$19.95 SPECIALS $19.95 SPECIALS
• Track Attack
• Red Alert

• Snack Attack
• Midnite Magic

• Space Eggs
• Sneakers
• Beer Run
• Dark Forest

• Raster Blaster
• Jawbreaker
• Crossfire
• Sabotage

Arcade Games
ABM
Appieoids
Apple Panic

Autobahn
Beer Run
Bug Attack

Compucube
Computer Air Combat
Computer Baseball

County Fair

Crosstire

Cyber Strike

Dark Forest

Dogtight

Epoch
Firebird

Flight Stimulator

Gamma Goblins

Genetic Drift

Gobbler

Golden Mountain
Gorgon
Hadron
Hi Res Soccer

Intl Gran Prix

Missle Defense

Mouskattack
Olympic Decathalon
Orbitron

Outpost

Pool 15
Pegasus II

Phantoms Five

Pulsar II

Raster Blaster

Reversal

Robot War
Ruski Duck
Snack Attack

Sneakers
Super Invaders

Star Thief

Space Eggs
Space War
Space Quarks
Thief

Three Mile island

Threshhold

Track Attack

Trick Shot

Warp Attack

Adventures
Adventures 1-12

Alkemstone

Akalabeth

Adventure to Atlantis

Castle Wolfenstein

Crush, Crumble. Chomp
Cyborg
Galactic Empire
Lords of Karma
Creature Venture
Mystery House
Napoleon s Campaigns
Oldorf s Revenge
00 Topos
The Prisoner

Race for Midnight

Southern Command
Space Adventure

Swordthrust
Talawa s Last Redobtd
Stone of Sisyphus

Tartunan
Temple of Apshai

The Terrorist

Time Zone
Ulysses/Golden Fleece

Ultima

Wizard /Princess
Wizardry

Zork

Business
Accounting

BPI

Continental

Peachtree

Broderbund
The Apple Speller

ASCII Express
Creative Financing

Data Capture

Data Factory

DB Master

DB Master Utility

Desk Top Plan II

Easywriter

Eduware
Financial Partner

Graphtrix

Letter Perfect

Magic Spell

Above titles are partial selection. Call for prices and catalog.

•ABM
• Castle Wolfenstein
• Olympic Decathalon
• Ceiling Zero

Magic Window
The Mail Room
The Merger
Menu Generator

Micro Courier

PFS
PFS Report

Real Estate Analyzer

Speilstar

Superscribe II

Super Text II

TASC Compiler

Tax Manager
Tax Preparer

Versaform

Visiblend

Visicalc 3 3

Visidex

Visitactory

Visifiie

Visiterm

Visitrend/Visiplot

Wordstar

Z-80 Cards

Home/Personnel
Decision Master
The Correspondent

Diet Planning

Financial Management System II

Home Money Minder
Mastertype

L
We take Master Card or VISA
(include card # and expiration

date). Ohio residents add
5.5% tax. Include $2.00 for

postage.

Send for free catalog. Prices

subiect to change.

Strictly Soft Ware
Post Office Box 338
Granville, Ohio 43023
order by phone 800-848-5253

in Ohio 614-587-2938

Strictly

Soft Wore

*B—*J-

«
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C. Itoh Starwriter

Reach for
a Star

native
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The Starwriterfrom C. Itoh Electronics.

Gordon Mc Comb

Very few computer systems can be con-

sidered complete without a printer. But no

one would blame you if you didn't have

one or were a little shy about investing

your hard earned cash in one. In many
cases, a good printer can be more
expensive than the computer itself.

At least, that's the way it used to be.

Anyone who wanted good typewriter

quality printing had to either use a type-

writer or invest $3000 or so in a daisy wheel

printer. The Starwriter from C. Itoh Elec-

tronics changes all that. For well under

$2000, you get a well-built, reliable daisy-

wheel printer that is easy to use and has

many "expensive" features thrown in for

free.

Hooking Up
There are actually two models of the

Starwriter. One is called the Starwriter

(good name) and the other Starwriter II.

The only real difference between the two is

speed. Starwriter II prints out at a fast 45

characters per second and costs about $300

turn your printer on and off manually (as

opposed to a central power supply box),

you can't place the machine too close to a

wall or inside a cabinet—unless you have

very small hands.

Other switches include on/off-line,

paper advance and line advance. These are

located right on the front panel along with

three LED indicators for power on, paper/

ribbon out and on-line.

When you activate the machine, the

print head travels over to its "home"
position at the left side of the carriage and

awaits the proper commands from your

computer. The unit is automatically put

on-line, ready to accept data.

Depressing the page advance button and

turning the machine on results in a test

print out. This is good if you are trouble-

shooting the printer or simply want to see

the character set on the print wheel.

Getting Ready
The Starwriter has a friction feed roller

so you can insert either continuous or

single sheet paper. With the optional

tractor mechanism, you can use tractor-

fed forms. The tractor is especially useful

when you want to print labels or bills

which must be positioned exactly on the

page. The tractor-feed mechanism is not

included in the price of the basic machine,

so if you are comparing prices, remember

to take that into consideration.

The printer is capable of both 10 and 12

pitch (pica and elite) as well as propor-

tional spacing. If you select proportional

spacing, the printer will automatically

compensate for the varying widths of

letters— i's will take less space than w's or

m's. Printing is bi-directional in 10 and 12

pitch mode, uni-directional in propor-

tional.

The Starwriter uses print wheels and

ribbons that are Diablo-compatible, so

you will never be far from a supplier if you

find yourself out of ink or in need of

another wheel. You insert the wheel by

first removing the ribbon and cocking the

print mechanism back. The wheel easily

snaps into place, but it is not hard to mis-

align it, which will cause erratic printing

and possible wheel damage.
Snap the ribbon into place, and once

you've got the front cover back on, you
can start work.

more than the Starwriter, which prints at Specifications

25 characters per second.

You can connect the printer to your Print method Static font impact system

computer by either the standard Print rate 25 characters per second

Centronics-style parallel interface con- 45 characters per second (model II)

nection or by an RS-232C serial interface. Print direction Bi-directional 1 uni-directional

The serial costs an additional $100. in proportional print mode)

Most systems will run without any Character set Standard 96-character Diablo-type

internal modifications or changes. But daisy wheel/interchangeable

there are some DIP (dual in-line package) Paper feed Friction or tractor (optional!

switches located inside the printer that will Interfaces Centronics-style 8-bit parallel

allow greater flexibility and control with Standard RS-232C serial interfaces

your particular system. They have been Power requirements 90-127VAC.60HZ. lamp

pre-set at the factory to interface with most Size 625mm x 380mm x 258mm
personal computers. You or your dealer Weight 19.5 Kg.

can readjust the machine to fit your needs. List price 25 cps model -$1895

The on/off switch is located inconveni- 45 cps model - $2195

ently in the back. Therefore, if you need to Optional tractor $300

Serial interface Add $100 (available on 25 cps model

Gordon Mc tomb. 410 Escondido Ave . \ 'isiu. CA only

)

92083
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tarwriter, continut

I
The optional tractor mechanism can accomodate paper up

to 15 1/2" wide and is made hv TEC.

To change the print wheel ribbon cartridge or character space

setting, the entire front cover must be lifted off. A quick glance

inside the machine shows it is well constructed.

Printing Out
The Starwriter is capable of bidi-

rectional, logic-seeking printing. The
logic-seeking function tells the print head

to take the shortest route to the next print

position. In this way, time is not wasted as

the head returns "home," then goes back

to a tab position to resume printing.

Boldface and underlined characters are

standard with the Starwriter, but, of

course, your software must be able to

access these features. The manual gives

some sketchy information on special

function codes. When in doubt, consult

the dealer.

Because the printing platen is stepless,

the Starwriter can produce intricate

graphics. Pictures can be drawn with any
of the % characters found on the print

wheel.

The manual supplied with the machine
covers the operation and programming
details briefly. It has a very nice section on
unpacking the machine from the box, but

nothing on troubleshooting and very little

on advanced operation. It is clearly written

by computer engineers for computer
engineers. It's not that it's hard to

understand—it's just confusing.

The Starwriter is not the quietest of

printers, but it is not the noisiest, either.

The plastic cover helps a bit, but it would
be a good idea to locate the printer on an
outside wall if you are into late-night

work.

The plastic cover is very susceptible to

scratching and breaking. The front of the

cover scrapes against the inside lip of the

well opening and can create an unsightly

smudge across its entire length. But that

won't affect the printing.

A fellow Starwriter user of my
acquaintance is still in a bad mood after

breaking the entire plastic cover off. When
open, it hangs over the front of the

machine, and any reaching over or careless

movements will take it off in a flash.

There is no user adjustment for the

hammer strike mechanism. There is no
way to lighten or darken the print. I have

found that although I was able to match

After printing about
ten pages with an
imitation Diablo

multi-strike ribbon,

it suddenly flew off its

bed.

the type fonts of my IBM Selectric and
with that of the printer, the Starwriter

impression is much darker, and matching

is impossible. Other printers, like the

Radio Shack Daisy Wheel can be adjusted

and matched perfectly.

Fitting the print wheel in place, as I men-
tioned, is not difficult ; getting it back off is

the hard part. It is somewhat difficult to

remove the wheel, and since it is plastic

(the Starwriter will not accept the metal

variety), it is easy to slip and snap off one
of the petals. I have found that gentle talk,

and an even gentler, but persistent tug

works quite well.

62

Disadvantages

There are two problems that I under-

stand are not common to all Starwriters,

but my machine has both problems.

One is that many of the capital letters are

printed slightly lower than the rest of the

text. There is a small adjustment that a

qualified dealer or service center should

be able to make to correct the problem.

The capital and lower case letters are on
opposite sides of the wheel . I f the wheel or

spindle is slightly off, the type may be

uneven.

The other problem apparently occurs

less frequently, but is equally disturbing.

The ribbons come in either cloth or a mylar

type multi-strike version, which is heavier

and bulkier. After printing about ten pages

with an imitation Diablo multi-strike

ribbon, it suddenly flew off its bed. I

placed it back on. It did it again. And
again. Finally, I secured the ribbon in

place with a rubber band.

I contacted a major distributor of the

Starwriter and he too had witnessed this

behavior, also with an imitation Diablo

ribbon. In any case, the problem was cor-

rected by replacing the springs that hold

the clips that hold down the ribbon. This

service was performed free of charge, since

the machine was still under the 90-day

parts and labor warranty.

These two idiosyncrasies aside, the C.

Itoh Starwriter and Starwriter II are defin-

itely well worth the money. The Starwriter

is easy to use, reliable and uses easy to find

Diablo-compatible supplies. Best of all, it

has features found only in more expensive

printers.

C. Itoh Electronics, Inc., 5301
Beethoven St., Los Angeles, CA 90066.
CIRCLE 315 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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VERSAbox
The only intelligent SPOOLER/BUFFER with
an optional REAL TIME CLOCK interlace/
display For use with all Centronics parallel

and RS-232C INPUT/OUTPUT interfaces

VERSAbox s high-speed input combined with

up to 60K buffer (more with character compres-
sion) frees up your computer from the slow job
of printing Modems and other compatible
devices can also be buffered Multiple software-
selectable outputs permit you to choose be-
tween two or more VERSAbox outputs or use
them simultaneously You can buffer multiple

inputs simultaneously too

Add the optional REAL TIME CLOCK to

VERSAbox and you get a six digit LED numeric
time display Your computer can read the time
via the RS-232C port Another useful option is

the SWITCHED 120V SOCKET that can turn

external devices on and off by clock control

VERSAbox is supplied in an attractive, com-
pact 11 wide. 8 deep. 3 high cabinet
Interlace cables are available from your dealer
or Prometheus SPECIAL OFFER for Apple II

owners Buy a VERSAbox this month and you
will receive a free parallel interface and cable

VERSAbox. standard model with Centronics
parallel INPUT/OUTPUT only and 16K
buffer $249.00

VERSAbox. with both Centronics parallel

and RS-232C INPUT/OUTPUT and 16K
buffer $299.00

REAL TIME CLOCK option with

DISPLAY add $150.00

SWITCHED 120V OUTLET
option add $50.00

Additional 16K BUFFER MEMORY KITS
each add $50.00

PLUS VERSAbox
FOR EVERYBODY

I. VERSAcard
Four cards on one for Apple II (1) Serial Input/

(3) Precision Clock Calendar, and (4) BSR
Control All on one card with TRUE SIMULTA-
NEOUS OPERATION
Before you buy Mountain Computer CPS or any
other multifunction card, ask these questions

Can I use CP/M and Apple Pascal with NO disk
modification?

Does it have interrupts 9

Will I be able to read and set the year9

Does it have BSR control 9

Can I use DB Master9 Ascn Express9 VISI Dex 9

Easy Writer9 WORDSTAR 9 Z-TERM PRO 9

VISITERM 9 other software packages9

If the answer is YES to all of the above, then
you re talking about VERSAcard and ONLY
VERSAcard And. the list price has been
reduced by $50 to $199.00

SPECIAL OFFER Buy a VERSAcard and we II

sell you GRAFTRIX. a sophisticated screen
dump graphics package, with $25 off the regu-
lar list price of $65 for only $40.00.

II. AUTO-DOC
An automatic diagnostics system for your Apple
II computer Get a complete check of yourcntical
Apple hardware EVERY time you power-up

AUTO-DOC saves TIME. ENERGY, and
MONEY by identifying problems in your Apple
before they make themselves known by sys-
tem failures And, you don't have to remember
to insert a disk DOC automatically identifies

system problems before you run your pro-
grams by doing extensive system diagnostics
If DOC finds a failure, it indicates the problem
area and. in some cases, the specific chip or
component that's responsible

DOC includes a memory test, processor test,
ROM test, and more In addition, extensive disk
based diagnostics are included for further test-
ing and subsystem checks for many popular
peripheral cards

AUTO-DOC is simple and easy to install And
once installed. DOC will always be there work-
ing AUTOMATICALLY everytime you power-up

Can you afford to be without AUTO-DOC 9

AUTO-DOC List Price $99.00

t I
PROMETHEUS PRODUCTS INCORPORATED
45277 Fremont Blvd. • Fremont, CA 94538 • (415) 490-2370
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Station II by Trace Systems

Put One Over
On Your Apple

David H. AN

The Apple II has been on the market
for several years and looks likely to remain

a strong seller for several years to come.
Given this stability, Apple and several other

hardware manufacturers are marketing a

broad array of plug-in boards for the

computer. Today, it is rare for anyone
who has had an Apple for more than six

months not to have at least one plug-in

board added on to it. More active users

have three or four boards and some people
have the entire computer populated with

boards while others sit on the sidelines

waiting their turn at being plugged in.

I was suffering from the "too many
boards" problem and my Apple was suf-

fering from overheating. Not often, but

just enough to be mildly annoying. Hence,
I was thinking about a fan. I liked the

looks of the Super Fan II from R.H.
Electronics which clamps on the left side

of the Apple and matches the Apple case

in appearance although the one from the

Sup-R people that fits inside on the right

rear also had appeal.

At the same time, I was thinking, "Gee.
maybe I ought to get one of the housings

that holds the disk drives and monitor
since I am always changing boards around
and forever moving the disk drives off the

top and plugging and unplugging things."

So it was with more than passing interest

that I looked over the Station II from
Trace Systems when I was at the Silicon

Gulch Games Faire last November. Here
is an attractive unit that fits over the back
of the Apple on which both the monitor
and one or two disk drives can perch. It

has an optional fan built in the left side of

the unit, and it seemed to have several

other nice features.

Station II is a molded, high impact plastic

case identical in color and style to the

Apple II. It fits over the rear of the Apple
and projects out to each side by about two
inches. Hence, it has more than enough
room on top for a nine or twelve inch

monitor and one or two disk drives

(stacked).

Station II is equipped with three power
outlets, so that cords and cables that

normally clutter the area between the Apple
and monitor and a power outlet are tucked

motive
computing

equipment

evaluation

neatly inside the back of the unit.

The photographs in the Station II instruc-

tion manual which show how this is done
are wonderful in their clarity and neatness.

Unfortunately the reality of folding up
real power cords is not nearly so neat, tidy

and easily done.

Also, although Station II boasts of three

power outlets, one of them is used by the

optional fan so that the Apple and monitor
are the only thing that may be plugged in.

Unfortunately. I was hoping to control the

amplifier I use for the ALF music synthesis

boards from the Station II, but this was
not possible.

Although security was not a factor in

my installation. Station II is designed to

provide security in environments where it

is needed. Station II may be bolted with

four bolts to a desk, the Apple computer
put inside and a keylock turned so that a

clamp grips one of the ventilation slots of

the Apple and prevents it from being moved.
This same keylock turns on the power to

the system. My only minor objection to

this arrangement is that the Apple must
frequently be jiggled back and forth in

order for the clamp lock to be either opened
or closed. However, in an environment
where security is a factor, this objection is

minor indeed.

A very nice feature of Station II is the

line voltage surge suppressor which could
potentially prevent the loss of a program
due to a power surge. Station II also lets

the user move the Apple in or out and
choose the distance from keyboard to

monitor that's right for him or her. I also

found it convenient that Station II positions

the monitor at about a twelve degree angle

64

to the flat surface which is about right for

an adult although not so good for a small

child la cushion will solve that problem,

however).

The Station II literature boasts that "Your
Apple is free to slide in and out which
allows the user to get inside his Apple
without unstacking and restacking per-

ipherals." Strictly speaking, this is true.

However, those cords that I went to so

much trouble to arrange reasonably neatly

when I placed the Station II over my Apple
became a jumble of wire worms after pulling

the Apple in and out a few times to exchange

peripherals.

1 could have lived with this, however
the bigger problem was that several per-

ipherals such as the ALF music boards

and Aurora Videodisc interface have several

cables which had to be snaked through
the back of the Apple and through the

underside of Station II to be hooked up to

other devices. Clearly Station II was not

designed to have boards such as these

interchanged with any regularity. Indeed,

if it were bolted down it would be almost

impossible to change this kind of board
and cable arrangement.

I don't wish to leave a negative impression.

1 like Station II. I find the absence of

cords all over my work area a definite

positive feature and the built-in fan has

completely eliminated any overheating
problems that I had previously.

Station II is available through computer
retailers for approximately $129; the fan
costs an additional $49. For more informa-
tion, contact Trace Systems, 1928 Old
Middlefield Way, Mountain ViewCA 94043.

(415)964-3115.
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You Bet
M \(.l( WINDOW ,M

transforms
youi Apple Computer into .1 so-

phisticated word processor unlike
any other.

Streamlined to meet all profess-

ional needs \ei he easy to understand
and operate. MAGIC WINDOW
can be used hv anyone in minutes.

Simulating a standard typewriter,

ever} one has immediate rapport w ith

the system as no special training is

required. All complexities
operation are eliminated by explicit

instructions and a unique menu
system that simplifies the powerful
l unetions available.

\1 \(,u w indow solves the

Apple's display problem without
expensive hardware additions Using
your \ ideo screen as a "w indow

"

view what you type from any
position selected with a single

keystroke. Centering, justifying and
correcting can all be done on the

screen before printing. Eliminating
Mun problems swiftly, \l \GI<
WINDOW is the finest word pro-

cessor designed for the Apple.

MACK WORDS uses the same
positive teat ures ol MAGIC
WINDOW menu selection

options, simplicity ol use. accuracy
.md speed

Discovering errors aftei it is too
late is not only embarrassing am)
unprolession.il. but cost I) . Don't you
wish you could avoid mistakes
altogether'

You can With \l \OK WORDS,
an entue page is proofread foi

spelling errors and typos in seconds.
When found, you see the words m
context on the screen 01 punt out,

and are given choices ol how
handle each.

\l \OI(" WORDS mam diet,

ary is more than ample with 14,000
words 1 tw ice as many as the average
person) You can also add more
words, specialized terms, 01 clients'

names to the \ ocabulai y ol the "user
"'

dictionary, editing them with
\l \GI( W INDOW

for. let \l \(,l( WORDS CO

documents composed on MAGK
W IN DOW before printing

M \(.l( MAILER™ is a mailing
list merge svstem intended to be used
with MAGIC W INDOW

With both systems you can print as

many personalized letters, invoices,
labels as you elect with minimal
kevsti okes.

Create your mailing list

\l \(.l( \l \ll I R. merge it with the

documents filed in MAGIC
WINDOW and instantaneously
print customized documents with
indi\ idual data inset ted w here you've
speed led it

I hese three programs used
together form the most completeand

I his svstem is so simple and
straightforward to learn it is being
used by universities to teach
electronic word processing.

I he time and monej you'll save IS

magic
Distributed hv

in irtsci company

10432 Rurbank Boulevard • North Hollywood, Californi;
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Make your
Apple ][ shine
with all new
SYSTEM SAVER

LINE SURGE SUPPRESSION

QUIET COOLING FAN

DUAL AUXILIARY OUTLETS

FRONT POWER SWITCH

COLOR MATCHED SIMPLY HANGS ON APPLE

Power input through

SYSTEM SAVER. Line surge

suppression protects programs
and data by smoothing out

dangerous power surges

and spikes.

SYSTEM SAVER contains two

switched power outlets. You can
control your printer and monitor

from the front mounted switch.

SYSTEM SAVER provides

correct cooling. Fresh air is

drawn across the mother board,

over the power supply and out

the ventilation slots.

Convenient front mounted heavy-

duty power switch with pilot light.

Switch controls SYSTEM SAVER,
Apple II, and both rear outlets.

$8995
at your local dealer

or order direct by
phone or mall from:

Dealers inquiries invited.

Kensington Microware Ltd.

300 (East 54 Street

Suite 3L
New York, NY 10022

(212) 490-7691

When ordering by mail include payment of

$89.95 plus $2.50 for handling. New York

State residents add 5 1/<% sales tax.

By phone payment can be charged to

VISA or MASTERCARD.
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SAVE $$

Qgappkz computer

APPLE COMPUTER
SYSTEMS SOLD ONLY
IN STORE. CALL FOR
PRICES.

RAM MEMORY
FOR TRS-80. APPLE II

16K SET 4116s (200 NS) 2495

General Information:

We carry a large selection of

hardware and software by olher

companies Send for our

catalog.

We are an authorized repair

center tor APPLE, ATARI,
NORTH STAR. AND EPSON.

DISCOUNT PRICES
*

400 16K 349 00

800 16K 699 00

410 Recorder 89 00
810 Disk 449.00

822 Printer 359 00
825 Printer 779.00

830 Modem 159 00

850 Interface Module 179.00

CX853 RAM 89 00
CX70 Light Pen 64 00
CX30 Paddle 18 00
CX40 Joystick 18 00

VERBATIM DISKETTES
Box of 10 5%" 29 50
Box of 10 8" 39 50

NortnStar

HRZ-2Q-64K
HRZ-1Q-64K-HD-5
HRZ-1Q-64K-HD-18

5 MB HARD DISK
18 MB HARD DISK

2350 00
4195 00

SAVE $$

PRINTERS

EPSON
MX-70 29900
MX -80 469 00

MX-80 F/T 569 00
GRAFTRAX 90 00
INTERFACE (APPLE) 75.00

CABLE (APPLE) 22 50

IDS
560G 145000
PRISM 1795.00

NEC
3510 35CPS 1995 00
7710 55CPA 2650 00
8023A 59900

OKIDATA
MICROLINE 80 389 00
MICROLINE 82A 549 00
MICROLINE 83A 849 00
MICROLINE 84 1245 00

C.I.T.O.H.

STARWRITER 25CPS 1595 00
STARWRITER 45CPS 2195 00
FORMS TRACTOR 275 00

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. MARYLAND RESIDENTS ADD 5% SALES TAX

FREDERICK
COMPUTER
PRODUCTS, INC.

TO ORDER CALL:
(301) 694-8884

5726 INDUSTRY LANE

Store Hours:

MON. THRU THURS. 9:30 AM-9:00 PM
FRI. AND SAT. 9:30 AM-5:00 PM

FREDERICK, MD. 21701
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The Atari Word Processors

Phillip Good

.

Word processing may not be the appli-
cation of choice for the Atari 800 Home
Computer, but there are many times when
an Atari user would like to set words on
paper in a tidy fashion.

This goal is attainable using any of the
five programs described hercUnfortunatery
none of them offers all the features of the
best of the word processors available for
the Apple or the TRS-80.

Let's have a look at what is available,
and perhaps you will discover the one that
is best for you.

An Unfriendly Keyboard
The looks of the Atari 800 are deceptive.

Superficially, the keyboard resembles that
of the IBM Selectric, but the right shift

key is one silly little centimeter to the right
of where an experienced typist expects to
find it.

The quotation mark, used constantly in
Basic programs, is over the 2 rather than
next to the return key. The clear screen
key is where the underline should be and
is too close to the end parenthesis ")" for
comfort.

Corrections are made with a full-screen
editor using the cursor almost as if it were

Phillip Good is the author of Choosing a Desk-Top
Word Processor. $2 1 .95. from Information Research.
10367 Paw Paw Lake Dr.. Mattawan. Ml 49071.
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a correcting pencil. But the cursor control
keys on the Atari are all in shift mode; you
must depress the control key each time
you use the cursor.

On the other hand, the Atari does offer
upper/lowercase capability without hard-
ware assists, and. unlike the Apple, the
shift key is fully functional as delivered.

Like the Apple, the Atari 800 offers
only a 40-column display. Unlike the Apple,
no one has yet marketed an 80-column
adapter. And none of the three Atari full-

screen word processors makes use of the
Atari high-resolution graphics to generate
a 60+ column character set.

Bare-Bones Word Processors
For less than $20, either of two bare-

bones word processors will allow you to
use the Atari to create and edit messages
for an electronic bulletin board, display
them on the monitor or TV screen, store
and retrieve text and programs, and produce
a hard copy.
With Letter Writer, $19 from CE Soft-

ware, you use the insert key to insert text,
and the delete key to delete text errors.
The program provides only two editing
features of its own to let you indent
paragraphs and skip lines.

The Letter Writer printer formatter allows
you to set the line length (though not the
left margin), insert new pages as required,
and right justify your text. The program

67

will operate with any parallel connected
printer. I used Letter Writer, a $30 interface
cable from Mactronics Inc., and a C. Itoh
printer to prepare some reports recently.
But Letter Writer is still not a best buy.

That honor goes to Bob's Mini Word
Processor, which costs just $15 from Santa
Cruz Educational Software.
The Mini-Processor allows you to create

files, save or load them, modify them, and
create hard copy. While editing, you have
full control over the tab, delete, back space,
clear, insert, and cursor control keys. But
you can also advance through the text a
page at a time or move with a single
command to the beginning or end of the
text. You may interchange "pages" of text,
though you cannot cut and paste any section
smaller than a page.
The Mini-Processor works with serial

but not parallel printers, using an Atari
850 interface.

Inadequate Documentation
Ideally, any software package should

include four types of documentation:
• Tutorials to get you started: the more
examples and the more demonstration files,

the better.

• A quick-reference manual including a
detachable command reference card to
keep near the keyboard.
• A comprehensive reference manual.
• Application notes for programmers.



Word Processors, continued..

Atari's Word Processor has all four, but

the tutorials and reference manual are

completely incomprehensible. The com-

bined manuals are more cumbersome (and

bulky) than any of the more than sixty

manuals 1 recently reviewed. Figure 1 shows

instructions for deleting a block of text

from pages 31-32 of the Atari manual.

Figure I.

Method One: Menus
A block of text can be deleted using the

menu tree.

1. Repeat steps 1-4 under "Delete Next

Character".

2. Recall the page that contains the text to

be deleted.

3. Type E in response to the next menu

prompt.

4. Press return.

5. Type T in response to the next menu
prompt.
6. Press return.

7. Type S in response to the next question.

8. Press return.

9. Position cursor at the beginning of the

block to be deleted.

10. Type G and press return. A right

parenthesis in inverse video will appear in

column one and a blank line will be

inserted.

1 1

.

Position cursor after the last line of

text to be deleted.

12. Type D in response to the next ques-

tion.

The Atari Word
Processor has the best

text-editor of the three

full-screen word
processors.

See, it's as easy as a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h,i,j,k.l.

Don't ask how to move a block of text;

that takes 28 steps (Method 1). Whoever

wrote this Atari manual (I think it was a

committee) also wrote the mainframe

manuals that drove us to using personal

computers in the first place.

All three word processors— Atari's, Letter

Perfect, and Text Wizard—do provide

detachable quick-reference cards. Text

Wizard has only one example, which you

must type in yourself, and no demonstration

files. The Text Wizard tutorials also serve

as the comprehensive reference section—or

is it vice versa? My manual was missing a

page— the page that told how to save the

file I had just created.

Letter Perfect has no demonstration files

and only one example—a form letter. You
must buy a second UK product for another

$150 to make use of the example.

Text-Editors

The Atari Word Processor has the best

text-editor of the three full-screen word

processors, if you can figure out how to

use it. You can display text on the screen

as it will appear in print. You can work

with files much, much larger than memory.

And you will automatically save what you

have edited as you move from page to

page. (Unfortunately , you will destroy the

old text as you do so; back-up is not

automatic.)

Text Wizard is the only one of the three

which lets you edit programs as well as

text, enter insert mode for the rapid insertion

of many paragraphs of text, and move or

copy entire blocks of text simply and

rapidly.

Letter Perfect is the only one of the

three to provide a block delete safeguard,

and to let the user set tabs with a cursor.

There is an extensive list of simple editing

functions that can't be done with any of

the three including:

• Print one file while editing another.

• Display a second file.

• Automatically back-up on file-save.

• Insert key phrases with a single key-

stroke.
• Use wild cards in a search and replace

command.

Printer-Formatters

You will probably have to settle for less

than letter quality with an Atari. None of

More Workhorse Programs

for your computer to play with!

With these Creative Software home programs your Atari® or Vic®

can start playing in the real world

HOUSEHOLD FINANCE LOAN ANALYZER
• IS income & expense categories • Amortization tables

• Budgeting • Compute interest charges

• Monthly & yearly accounting • Compare various loans

• Indicate tax deductible items • Analyze loan terms

• Produce tables & graphs • Manipulate loan parameters

• $34 95 cassette •$14 95 cassette

• $39 95 disk •$t995disk

HOME INVENTORY
• Catalog your possessions

• User -definable categories

• Search catalog tor items

• Record serial «. purchase price

• Compute the value ol items

• $19 95 cassette

• $24 95 disk

CREATIVE
SOFMfVARE 201 San Antonio Circle,* 270

A Division ot ASCI. Inc Mountain View. CA 94040
(4151948-9595

DECISION MAKER CAR COSTS
• Decide between alternatives • Record maintenance costs

• Compute recommended choices • Itemize insurance payments

• Manipulate decision parameters • Track fuel consumption

• Weigh influencing lactors • Summarize all costs to date

• Save decisions on tape or disk • Compute cost ot a trip

• $1995 cassette • S19 95 cassette

• $24 95 disk • $24 95 disk

Ask about our many other recreational and home

typHcatiom! TO ORDER: VISA MasterC ard, check

or money order accepted. II charge, please include

expiration date ot card Add SI.50 lor shipping and

handling. California residents add sales tax.
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Announcing the Printing
Breakthrough of the century:
Smith-Corona TP-1 Text Printer

^ *"•»»£S^
• *. *».»

'

>*>„ >Ou" ** y<*4t

LOW COSt
Daisy Wheel Printer

$845oo

• Microprocessor
Electronics

Serial or Parallel

interface

• Simple, Reliable

Mechanism

ACT NOW: Limited Supply, Low, Low Cost
smith Corona, one of the largest

manufacturers of small printers in

the world, gives a whole new
perspective to printing with their

electronic text printer—TP-1. The
TP-1 is a microprocessor controlled,
high quality daisy wheel printer.
it produces perfectly formed,
executive quality printouts at the
speed of 120 words per minute.
Typewriter quality printing at dot
matrix prices.

Simple, durable and dependable,
TP-1 may be used with word
processing systems, microcom-
puters and most small business
systems. Compact and attractively

Micro
Printer
Marketing

Additional daisy print wneels $4.95

Additional ribbons S2.95

styled, the TP-1 blends well with
any setting.
Now, all your letters, documents

forms and reports can have the
crisp, professional look you
demand—for business or personal
use—at an affordable price. TP-1,
the electronic text printer.

Don't delay. Order your TP-1
today at the low price of $845.

Micro Printer Marketing offers
same day shipping, nationwide ser-

vice and invites dealer inquiries,

catalogues available, no shipping
charges on pre-paid orders.

Call Micro-Printer Marketing
1-800-523-9859 *JT

CALL
TOLL FREE

in PA call collect 215 / 433-3366
CIRCLE 154 ON READER SERVICE CARD

MasterCard and Visa Accepted



Word Processors, continued...

the full-screen Atari word processors
reviewed here supports the special features

of a Qume or a Diablo. Atari owners must
content themselves with one of two dot
matrix printers— the Atari 825 (the Cen-
tronics 737 in disguise) or an Epson MX-
80. The Epson is by far the better buy,
even though it will not support underlining,

superscripts, or subscripts.

You can't alter the number of lines per
inch with any of the three full-screen word
processors. You are limited to a one-line

heading. You can't use soft or phantom
hyphens; that means you will need to spend
time printing and reformatting until you
get it right. You will spend less time with
the Atari word processor perhaps, because
it lets you view your material on the screen
just as it will appear on the printer. But the

screen display is so inefficient and time-

consuming, you may find it faster to use
the print and guess method of Text Wizard
or Letter Perfect.

None of the three lets you interrupt and
resume printing, whether to answer the

telephone or to pause for text entry from
the keyboard. None of the three has mail-

merge capability. You can get mail-merge
capability for Letter Perfect by purchasing
UK's Data Manager. A mail merge option
for Text Wizard is in the works.

A Lost Cause?
I don't think the Atari is a lost cause.

With very little programming effort, one
can correct its keyboard deficiencies. The
cursor control keys can be reprogrammed
for lower case use. This has already been
done by Eastern House Software in their

Atari Monkey Wrench. The Atari high
resolution graphics can be used to create
a 60+ column display without hardware
assists. Both of the bare-bones word pro-

cessors already support letter quality
printers; there is no reason the more
expensive full-screen word processors
cannot provide the same support.

Vendor's List

Bare-Bones

Bob's Mini-Word ($15). Santa Cruz
Educational Software, 155425 Jigger Dr..

Soquel. CA 95073. (408)476-4901.

Letter Writer ($20). CE Software, 238
Exchange St.. Chicopee. MA 01013.
(413)592-4761.

Full-Screen

Letter Perfect ($140), LIK Enterprises.
P.O. Box 10827. St. Louis. MO 63129.

Text Wizard ($99). DataSoft Inc., 19519
Business Center Dr., Northridge, CA 91324.
(800)423-5916.

Word Processor ($150), Atari Inc., 1265
Borregas. Sunnyvale. CA 94086. (800)538-
8543.

These tables were extracted from Choosing a Desk-Top Word Processor.

Table I. Atari Text Editor.

yes

Overall

years on market
back-up

uses Hi-Res graphics

menu driven

can display multiple files

displays text on screen

as it will appear in print

can print one file while

editing another
handles files larger than memory
can edit programs as well as text

control characters can be customized no

Documentation
getting started

tutorials

examples
help menus
reference material

separate reference card

File Control

continuous back-up
save file and continue editing

automatic back-up on file save
file protect safeguard

insert a second file with one command
insert a portion of a second file

display a second file

display file directory

kill file (and create space)
can prepare files for transmission

Scrolling (or cursor movement)
by word
by line

by sentence

by screen

to beginning or end of workspace
to beginning or end of document
horizontal scroll

Delete

by word
by line

by sentence

delete recover

by screen

by block

block delete safeguard

continuous delete

Insert

keyphrases

typeover (fast)

insert mode (for many words)
push ahead (for one or two letters)

split and glue a line at a time

intermediate buffer

block whole sections

delete and restore

Atari Letter Text
WP Perfect Wizard
$150 $140 $99

1/2 1/2 1/2

no $20 by mail $5 by mail

no no no
yes yes no
no no no

no no

no no no
yes no no
no no yes
no no no

slow slow easy

hopeless no no
yes none one
cumbersome no no
cumbersome yes good
yes yes yes

by page no no
yes yes yes
no no no
yes yes no
yes yes yes
no no no
no no no
no yes yes
no yes yes
no no yes

no no no
yes yes yes
no no no
yes no yes
yes yes yes
yes no no
yes no no

yes no no
yes yes yes
no no no
yes no no
yes no no
yes yes yes
no yes no
no yes no

no no no
yes yes yes
no no yes
yes yes yes
no no no
yes yes no
complex no copy yes
yes yes no
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THE SECOND SCENARIO
murr Continues! Barb.

iyn. New*
en reclaimed by

I fast Protected for a

if the wonderous arti-

useless, Llylgamyn is doomed,

nd about the first scenario?

ie> potential to become a classic.

David Lubar, Creative Computing

'/y awaited adventure

Computer Merchandising

perhaps the most advanced adventure program

on the market.
Forest Johnson, The Space Gamer

tail is fantastic

Neil Shapiro, Popular Mechanics

of Diamonds, a challenging scenario for experi-

enced Wizardry players (13th level characters will

barely survive!).

Prouing Grounds o/ the Mad Overlord (shown at

right) and Knight of Diamonds operate on any Apple

Computer* with at least 48K, DOS 3.3. and 1 disk

drive.

Proving Grounds of the Mad Overlord $49.95

Knight of Diamonds $34.95

Join over ten thousand adventurers exploring

the ultimate fantasy experience. Shipping $2 00 in IIS; $5.00 outbid* U.S.

NOW AVAILABLE AT YOUR LOCAL COMPUTER AND HOBBY STORE

APPLE IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF APPLE COMPUTER INC

^
SOFTWARE. INC.

Sir-techl' MAIN STREET. OGDENSBURG.NY 13669

)
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w m MOD II

CP/M®
IQ QUIZ

Does your TRS-80 Mod II:

Yes No

Of) transfer files from
U TRSDOStoCP/M?

On store 596 K bytes on
U a floppy disk?

talk to a Cameo
cartridge disk

system?

talk to a Corvus
Winchester disk

system?

support XON/XOFF,
ETX/ACK and clear-

to-send serial printer

protocols?

talk to double sided
floppy drives?

give you access to

hundreds of applica-

tions programs?

give you a choice of

a dozen or more
languages?

run the best docu-
mented, best sup-
ported CP/M
available?

If you answered no to any of

these questions, raise your
Mod lis IQwith

P&T CP/M® 2
Contact us, and we'll send

you details on how to expand
your Mod ll's horizons.

Price (FOB Goleta)

$185 for standard P4T CP/M" 2
$250 for P&T CP/M» 2 for Corvus

or Cameo hard disk drives.

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

Word Processors, continued...

Table 1. continued

PI
fssof;

PICKLES & TROUT
P.O. BOX 1206. GOLETA. CA 931 16

(805)685-4641
CP/M a a registered trademark or Digital Research

TRS-80 is a trademark oi Tandy Corporation

Atari Letter Text
Search WP Perfect Wizard
find phrase anywhere in document yes * •

find with user option to replace yes yes yes
find and replace n times no no no
find and replace all in document yes no no
find and replace all in memory yes no no
use wild cards no no no
ignore upper/lower case in matching no no no

Screen Format
format entire text yes no no
format different parts differently no no no
set line length yes no no
set tabs with cursor no yes no
set tabs by command yes no no

•Not applicable.

Table 2. Atari Text Formatter.

Atari

WP
Overall

display on screen as it will print yes

print one file while editing another no
mail-merge or file-merge no
letter quality printers supported no

Layout

set from a menu yes

menu may be skipped yes

under user control while printing no
characters per inch yes

lines per inch no
width limitation 80

Page Control

one line heading yes

multi-line heading no
heading and footing no
page numbering yes
odd/even page distinction yes

conditional new page yes

Text Control

justify yes
center yes
phantom hyphen no
conditional formats no
multiple columns yes
reverse line feed no

Printer Control

underline yes
bold face yes
vary bold face intensity no
super- and sub-script yes
change ribbon colors no
kerning no
change control characters no
proportional spacing yes

Output Control

interrupt/resume no
pause for text entry from keyboard no
pause for variable entry no
start/stop at designated page/record yes
print multiple documents no
print multiple copies no

Letter

Perfect

no
no
extra $

no

Text
Wizard

no
no
extra $

no

no no

no no
yes yes

no no
80 80

yes yes

no no
yes yes

yes yes

no no
no no

yes yes

yes yes

no no
no no
no yes

no no

yes yes

yes yes

no no
yes yes

no no
no yes

no no
yes yes

no no
no no
no no
yes yes
no yes

yes no
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DISCSAVERS
VINYL PROTECTIVE DISK SLEEVES
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DISCSAV

at*

fx*»

AW! *1 ^". !«"'>•• r*/

COLOR CODED Multi-color DiscSavers are designed

for easy recognition of individual disks with your own
color-keyed filing system Ideal for office or home use.

PROTECTIVE: Custom grain vinyl provides added
protection for magnetic disks by guarding against

common handling hazards.

ATTRACTIVE: DiscSavers provide a handsome and

professional method of single disk storage and

enhance the look of your hardware while protecting

your valuable software.

DURABLE: Rigid vinyl construction protects against

constant handling to ensure long wear and tear

PORTABLE: DiscSavers are the only portable vinyl

disk sleeves for use with a single diskette that bear tru.'

RockRoy mark of quality.

Contact your Oenl#- Distribulor

Compute Products D

7721 E. Gray Road
Scorrsdale, Arizona 85260
(602) 998-1577
Toll-Free 800-528-2361

DucSavers i'. n UadfrnprV ol IUx.k'1 .
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Gien Fishoi DISCOVER
FORTH

Wfapfl
6502

ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE
SUBROUTINES

LANCE A LEVENTHAL WINTHBOP SAVILLE

A USER OUtDE
TO TUB
UNIX'
SYSTEM

YOUR
rARJ

COMPUTER
a guide to

ATARI' 400/800 "

personal comp.

^^r ^^^^ All

I^F - Introduction
To Microcomputers: Volume 0—

The Beginner's Book, Third Edition
by Adam Osborne and David Bunnell

One of our most popular titles.Volume has been expanded and
revised to include new sections on software and communica-
tions. Written for the complete novice, this book introduces the
construction and operation of microcomputers. Paper $7.95.

6502 Assembly Language Subroutines
by Lance Leventhal and Winthrop Saville

This book includes over 50 indispensible, ready-to-use subrou-
tines. A boon to every 6502 programmer, it will save hours of
programming time. Includes array, bit and string manipulation,
sorting and searching operations, much more. Paper $12.99

Assembly Language Programming for the
Apple 11™

by Robert Mot tola

This comprehensive, easy to understand introduction provides
solid groundwork for getting started in assembly language
programming on the Apple II. Many subroutines written in

assembly language are provided, and most explanations are
shown with equivalent examples in BASIC. Paper $12.95.

Discover FORTH: Learning
And Programming the FORTH Language

by Thorn Hogan
Using a friendly approach, the author explains the history and
uses of FORTH, as well as how to program to an intermediate
level. Includes notes on logical extensions and alterations to the
current standard FORTH syntax. Paper $14.95.

Your
Atari® Computer:

A Guide to Atari* 400/800™
Personal computers

by Lon Poole with Martin McNiff and
Steven Cook

YourAtari* Computer provides invaluable reference material for

Atari* home computer users. This "how-to" guide written for

the novice covers all the common external devices, including

disk drives and printers. The reader can also leam to program in

Atari* BASIC. Paper $15.00.

Trade Secrets:
How to Protect Your Ideas and Assets

by James Pooley

Attorney James Polley provides legal advice on a "hot" topic:

who owns your ideas in today's business world. Employers can

learn to tighten company security systems and protect their intel-

lectual assets. Employees can become familiar with their rights

to take "commercial" ideas to new jobs or start competing busi-

nesses without being sued. Cloth $19.95.

A User Guide to the UNIX™ System
by Rebecca Thomas and Jean Yates

Designed to ease the novice through the difficult learning stages,

this volume is also an excellent reference for those already famil-

iar with the UNIX™ operating system. Computer-side tutorials

teach forty basic commands plus there's a list of UNIX™ system
resources, and a bibilography for further study. Paper $15.99.

VisiCalc®: Home and Office Companion
by David M. Castlewitz and Lawrence

Chisausky with Patricia Kronberg.
Illustrated by L. D. Chukman

Contains 50 models that can be used immediately for personal
and business applications. Provides models for loans and invest-

ments, advertising and sales, inventory control, personnel,

household aids and more. Designed to accomodate most micros

and every version of the VisiCalc* program. Paper $15.99.

Now at your dealer, or write Osbornc/McGraw-Hill, 630 Bancroft Way, Berkeley, CA 94710.
Phone orders: CALL TOLL FREE 800-227-2895. In California call 415-548-2805. Canadian orders

contact L.A. Varah (416) 561-9311, McGraw-Hill-Ryerson (416) 293-1911.

Osborne/McGraw-Hill SU
Alan* 400/800'm are trademarks of Atari

, Inc.PET™ is a trademark of Commodorc Business Machines . 1m CI KS()R'« isa trademark of The Code Works. Unix'* i« a trademark of Bell
Laboratories Apple U» is a registered trademark of Apple Computer. Inc. VisiCalc* is a registered trademark of VisiCorp.
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Grammatik from Aspen Software

I Sing
the Editor

Electric

creative contpafctng
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Grammatik

Type: Prose editor

System: 32K Model I, II or III

TRS-80, Disk drive

Format: Disk

Language: Machine language

Summary: Useful addition to word
processing software

Price: Model I-S49. Model II-S99,

Model III-S59

Manufacturer:

Aspen Software Co.

P.O. Box 339

Tijeras, NM 87059

Since I started reviewing software back

near the dawn of time, I have seen very

few programs that I thought everyone

should have. I have seen many programs

that were just plain bad and many programs

that struggled to be adequate. I have seen

several programs that were good and a

few programs that I thought were extremely

good. I don't get excited about many
programs. The last one was Scripsit.

Stephen Kimmel. 4756 S. Irvington Place. Tulsa.

OK 74135.

May 1982 Creative Computing

I am excited about Grammatik.

A short time ago (March '82) I did an

article reviewing spelling checkers. I said

that the proofreaders were of minimal value.

After all they merely tell you which words

to look up in the dictionary. Alas, spelling

is only the beginning of the story. Even if

all my words were spelled correctly I could

still appear an idiot with my limp word

choice, bad grammar, and terrible typing

skills. So, while spelling is important, what

I really need is something that will take

care of all those other things.

75

What writer wouldn't give anything for

an editor he could turn off? Who doesn't

want a program that will turn out brilliant

text? Or at least words the editor will buy?

An electronic editor who would catch all

the mistakes that make you look like an

idiot would be perfect. Sigh. Such a program

isn't available yet but the pieces are

beginning to appear.

First we had the spelling checkers. Now
we have Grammatik to check style, usage,

punctuation and a little bit of grammar.

In the Beginning

Bruce Wampler, the author of Proof-

reader, sits down one day and says to

himself, "Self, why can't I do the same

thing for grammar and style?"

"The answer is obvious," self says to

Bruce, "spelling is a piece of cake compared

to checking grammar."
"Yeah, but Bell Labs is doing it with the

Writers Workbench."
"Bell Labs has a Megalith 5000 computer

and 800 computer scientists working for

them."

Dr. Wampler, however, is undeterred,

and after long hours of labor brings forth
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.
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QRAMMATlk

Beyond Spelling Checking

THE ONLY COMPLETE
PROOFREADING PACKAGE

FOR ALL CP/M, MS-DOS,
AND TRS-80 WORD PROCESSORS

We*ll match Proofreader with any other

spelling checker on the market. It has a big

38.000 word expandable dictionary, and can

check even your largest documents in under

four minutes. Proofreader looks up every

word, and docs not use less accurate root

word analysis like some others. Full inter-

active correction is standard on CP/M and
TRS-80 Model II systems, and is a low cost

option for the TRS-80 Model I III

Spelling checking alone is not enough! No
one else has anything like Grammatik! It

analyzes your document for common typos,

punctuation errors, misused phrases, and

poor writing style. Grammatik is receiving

rave reviews from both critics and users.

Bob Louden in InfoWorld (12/7/81):

"Grammatik is a surprisingly fast and easy

tool for analyzing writing style and punctu-

ation. If you are currently doing original

writing on a word processor, you should

consider this product." Eric Balkan in

The Computer Consultant: "I'm impressed

with the imagination that went into this

product." A user: "Thanks for making my
life easier!"

Grammatik and Proofreader arc compatible with All

CP'M. MS-DOS (including IBM PC), and TRS-80 word
processors.

Current CP 'M formats

:

standard 8". NorthStar. Omisron TRS80.
Please call or write for details of minimum system
sizes, and availability of additional disk and operating
system formats Shipping costs included.

Please specify your system configuration when
ordering. Dealer inquiries invited.

MS-DOS versions scheduled foe March 19*2 release.

Proofreader Grammatik
CPM.MSDOS J129.00 SI 49 00
TRS-80 Model II S99.00 SW 00
TRSSOMod. I/III SS4.00 JS900
I Model I III interactive correction option $30.00)

Trademarks: CP/M: Digital Research: TRS80: Tandy Corp.
Proofreader. Grammatik Aspen Software Co.

P.O. Box 339-C. Tijeras. NM 87059
(505)281-1634

Grammatik, continued.
Grammatik. a program to check style and
grammar. And. just for laughs, he decides
to let it check for sexist terms as well.

Searching for Offenders
I can hear you now. Grammatik can

check my grammar and style? How?
Grammatik contains a "dictionary" of 500
commonly misused phrases. Figure 1 lists

several phrases, error types and suggestions

used in Grammatik.
The program scans through your ASCII

or normal word processor document in

search of these offenders. Whenever it

finds one it stops and makes a suggestion.

Every time you use the word "hopefully."

it will tell you that you have used a
commonly misused word ("hopefully" means
"in a manner that is full of hope." It doesn't

mean, "it is to be hoped.") and that you
should avoid it.

Every time it finds "I myself" the program
will tell you that it is redundant and that

"I" is sufficient. Unfortunately, the program
won't check for endings that are misused.

The endings "wise," "ize" and "ly" are

horribly overused and can almost always
be eliminated to the benefit of all. I think

the next version will scan for things like

this.

Probably the best way to describe what
Grammatik does is to list the error types

that the program uses. See Figure 2.

Grammatik also checks the number of

sentences and words and the average length

of the sentences and words. It displays the

percentage of short and long sentences.

Using that information, it is a simple task

to calculate your "fog index." And it counts

the occurrences of forms of the verb "to

be" and the common prepositions.

All these are indirect measures of the

readability of the document. Long sentences

and long words are signs that the document
is hard to understand. Too many uses of

the verb "to be" indicate over-use of the

passive voice, which saps the strength from
a document. A high ratio of these and the

prepositions indicate that the work can
probably be improved by rewriting.

So far, we have seen several impressive

implications for Grammatik. Note that

Grammatik doesn't know anything about
the meaning of words. It can't check for

subject-verb agreement, dangling parti-

ciples, or split infinitives.

Figure I. A Sample of Grammatik Phrases.

"Incorrect Phrase" Error Suggestion
a number of Wordy several, many, some
ain't Informal revise

alas Archaic revise

already Misused already=by now
alot Spelling a lot

and/or Awkward revise

hopefully Misused avoid
I myself Redundant I

must of Improper must have
seldom ever Redundant seldom
stick to your guns Trite persevere
through the use of Wordy by. with

very Vague adverb avoid or revise

Xerox Trademark photocopy

Figure 2.

A— archaic usage

B- Unbalanced ( ) or
""

C— Capitalization error (such as "i" or "STePhen")
D— Doubled word or punctuation (and and ..)

E— User defined error

G—Gender specific term ("laborer" instead of "workman")
I — Informal usage ("ain't")

J—Jargon or technical term
K— Awkward Usage ("and/or")

M—Commonly misused word ("eminent." "imminent." and "immanent")
O— Overworked or trite ("stick to your guns")
P— Punctuation error

R— Redundant phrase ("seldom ever" should be "seldom ')

S— Spelling error ("alright" should be two words)
T—Trademark (Xerox is not a verb)
U— Improper Usage ("must of" is wrong)
V— Vague adverb ("very" adds very little)

W— Wordy phrase ("a number of" can be replaced with "several")
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Introducing a New Software Program for the Apple"

That Helps Manage

PROFESSIONAL

TIME »

BILLING TIME,:

2€

A

maxBii

Every Minute Counts.
When you charge for time, every
minute counts. Counting up the

charges, determining accountability

for your services, making billing

decisions—your livelihood depends
on these tasks. Time itself and the

cost you assign to it— are the real

commodities of the professional
practitioner.

Performs Like a Service Bureau.
The Professional Time & Billing

program performs time management
and billing functions as expertly,

efficiently and smoothly as a

prestigious service bureau but at a

fraction of the cost! With the PTB
program, turnaround time is virtually

eliminated. Instant access to

information and the ability to make
quick, effective billing decisions are

virtually at your fingertips. With
delays eliminated, your cash flow will

increase significantly.

Designed by Professionals.
The Professional Time & Billing

program by SOFTWARE
TECHNOLOGY for COMPUTERS
was designed by professionals who
understand that time is money. Their

purpose in creating this program is

to give you the best possible return

on your time.

PTB Will Help Your Firm.
The PTB program will keep accurate
records of WHICH staff member
performed WHAT work for WHICH
client. Up to 120 user-defined rate

codes of time, expenses or fixed fees

can be used. Even nonbillable work
and non-time-related expenses can
be recorded. The program provides
accurate records of monies received
from clients on account or other
receipts you may want to record.
The PTB program will correlate all

this information, assemble a
comprehensive set of internal

reports, and generate statements for

services rendered.

The System Will Pay for Itself.

The PTB program will more than pay
for itself by increasing the speed,
accuracy and efficiency of your
client accounting and billing

procedures.

Who Needs the PTB Package?
CPA firms, law practices, advertising

agencies, architectural firms,

engineering companies, private

consultants, health care centers and
countless others that depend on the

ability to accurately and
meaningfully manage billable

and resources.

All This with Incredible Ease for

S395 (U.S.).
The Professional Time & Billing

program requires no previous
background in computers or

programming. Extensive
documentation and detailed

explanations of how the system
works provide an unparalleled level

of trouble-free, user-oriented
performance. Furthermore, you can
learn to use the program in a
minimal amount of time.

The complete package costs $395
(U.S.) and includes a 3-ring binder,

program diskette and user's manual.
The program will run on an APPLE II

or II Plus computer with 48k, a serial

or parallel printer and 2 disk drives.

No other special hardware add-ons
are required.

For a Personal Demonstration.
For a personal demonstration of this

outstanding program and other fine

products from us. contact your local

dealer Call or write us for the
whereabouts of your local dealer at:

i un nit; gm

SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY
(or COMPUTERS
PO Box 428 Belmont MA 02178
(6171 923-4334

IHE DII-FERENCE LIES
WITH THE SOFTWARE

If your local dealer does not carry the PTB program ask him to give us a call We are committed to providing quality software at reasonable prices

CIRCLE 241 ON READER SERVICE CARD
Apple is a trademark of Apple Computer Company.



Grammatik, continued...
Of course, there are cases in which

Grammatik will call something an error

that is actually correct. This seems to be
particularly true of the sexist analysis of

fiction. There are cases where "his" is the

correct word. Robert picked up his ball.

The document must still be checked by a
regular human.

The advertisement was
a classic example of

undersell.

Turning the Program On
The advertisement had me drooling with

desire. I had to have it. So, I ordered one
on Friday. Astoundingly, it arrived on
Monday. I went directly to my trusty TRS-
80 and began to analyze a short story of

mine, "Snow Before the Summer Sun."
It is difficult to imagine the program

being any easier to use. TypingGMK starts

the program. It is menu driven and most of

the commands take a single keystroke. D
reads in the dictionary. I=SNOW told it

which file to check. F= > told it to ignore
the Scripsit format characters. I told it to

start by typing "//."

The story began to appear on the screen.

When the program found what it considered
a problem, it stopped to call my attention

to it and to give its suggestion. When I hit

Enter, it went on. When it was finished

with the story, it gave me its final analysis

table as shown in Figure 3. It only took a
few minutes.

leaned back, sending my swivel chair

to its farthest back position and closed my
eyes. My fingertips massaged my forehead

as though that would drive away the slowly

creeping headache. Carefully, I glanced
at the screen. The program was good.
Very good. Yet there was this gnawing
ache that bothered me and wouldn't go
away.

Perhaps my initial expectations about
Grammatik had brought me to this: late

night, tired eyes, wishing that I was a smoker
so that I could forcefully snuff out a well

chewed butt. I picked up the magazine
and let it fall open to the page. The
advertisement said that the program would
check capitalization, punctuation, doubled
words and several commonly misused
words. The program did all that and more.
If anything, the advertisement was a classic

example of undersell. I was incredulous:

here was a program that didn't claim to

bring heaven on earth and actually delivered

more than it promised.
I lifted the soda can and found that it

had been empty for hours. A quick toss in

the general direction of the waste paper
basket showed why the Lakers still weren't

interested in me. I settled for covering my
mouth with my hand.

I had expected too much from the

program or perhaps too little of myself.

Although I like to consider myself a

professional class writer I am, in my
heart, still the English student who got a

"C because the teacher was merciful. I

expected the program to tell me a hundred
ways to improve my story. It didn't. It

found six errors and I had committed all

but one of those intentionally. I expected
the program to turn me into Harlan Ellison.

It had told me that I was a pretty good
writer already.

Figure 3. The Grammatik analysisfor "Snow Before the Summer Sun.

'

Summary for SNOW / Problems detected: 5

# sent: 330 ; words: 3000

avg sent length: 9.1 ; avg word len: 4.1

# questions: 2 ; # imperatives: 4

short sent(<14 wds):270 ; long sent(>30 wds ) :

3

longest 36 wds at #76 ; shortest 1 wds at #184

to be's: 20 ; prepositions: 188

User category totals:

NONE

Sitting down once again, I stared at the

glowing white letters. I had decided that

the program would be useful to a profes-

sional writer if only because it checks for

doubled words. Considering the price, a

mere $49 for the TRS-80 Model I, I could
even recommend it on that basis. Don't
sell your kids to get one though.

This program is like

having an English
teacher available to you

all the time.

Who Needs It?

Who needs this program then? Where
does it fit in the cosmology of computer
software? It is such a nifty program that it

has to be perfect somewhere. The con-

nection dawned on me finally. This program
is like having an English teacher available

to you all the time. Running it on a regular

basis would improve your writing skills.

Several people have reported that they

receive fewer problem messages as they

work with it longer. Grammatik would be
a good choice for students and anyone
who feels his writing skills could be
improved. Considering the state of

American literacy, that includes most of

us.

I have a higher enthusiasm threshold

than that. Like the spelling checkers,
Grammatik can also be expanded to include

phrases of particular significance to you.

It can become your personal editor and
English coach. I love to start sentences
with "and." That's not a particularly good
idea. So I loaded the Grammatik phrase
dictionary into Scripsit and I added the

phrase ".And" with the note to be careful

not to overuse it. Now I get a reminder
everytime I do it.

There are other words that I use too
often. My copy of Grammatik checks for

them, too, and gently tells me to watch
out. I am constantly looking up "its" and
"it's." Now the program stops to remind
me which one is which. "Affect" and "effect"

are the same way.

Grammatik has room for 300 additional

phrases. That is more than enough. After
three hours I added only 50 phrases. It is

this utility that turned that initial evening's

frustration into enthusiasm.
I like Grammatik a great deal. At S49, it

is a worthy and useful addition to your
word processing software. Now, if someone
will write a program to detect dangling

participles and split infinitives. ..Or better

yet a program that will turn me into Harlan
Ellison.
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The Ultimate Experience in Alien Invasion .

T OUTSTANDING
ARCADE ENDEAVOR

BY
RORKE WEIGANDT

AND
ERIC HAMMOND

MARAUDER runs on any 48K Apple 11/ II Plus with OOS 3 2 or 3 3 and is

available now (or $34.96 on disk from your local computer store or order

directly from . .

N-LINE *Y*te

36575 MUDGE RANCH HOAD • CUAR
LE 213 ON READER SERVICE CARD

CA 93614 • (209) 683 6858

Add $1.00 for Shipping
MasterCharge. Check. C.O.D.



Special Delivery from Software Concepts

Herb Friedman

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROHLE

Name: Special Delivery

Type: Mailing and form letter system

System: 32K TRS-80 Model I. II, or
III, Disk Drive

Format: Disk

Language: Assembly

Summary: Excellent

Price: $125

Manufacturer:

Software Concepts
169 Preston Valley Shopping
Center

Dallas, TX 75230

Special Delivery is a complete mailing

system designed specifically for single or
multiple disk drive TRS-80 computers.
Unlike other mailing list programs that

simply create one or more files that can be
listed or searched on demand. Special
Delivery provides for multiple coded "mail
files," the printing of merged letters,

conversion of standard Radio Shack soft-

ware mailing lists into the Special Delivery
format, and training. The training consists

of three sample files for practice in preparing

and using a list of names and addresses
(the mailing list), preparation of merged
letters, and preparation of mailing labels.

Before we go any further we'd better
take time out to explain the merge process,

because it is the main reason that Special

Herb Friedman. Tridac Electronics Corp.. 588
Hewletl St.. Franklin Square. NY 11010.

You had to be a dummy
to believe you were
getting a personal

letter.

Delivery is more than just an ordinary
mailing list program.

If you think back to the "junk mail" you
received a few years ago offering once-in-

a-lifetime buys— real estate in the desert

miles from water, "free" trips to vacation
swamplands, and the like—you will recall

that the mailer tried to personalize the

letter as ifyou and your family were personal

friends— the only ones in town to receive

the offer.

Unfortunately, computer software wasn't

all that good a few years ago, so the program
simply dropped yourname into a prewritten

Figure I.

"computerized" format, and the letter might

have looked something like the sample in

Figure 1.

Obviously, with all that open space
around the name and hometown you had
to be a dummy to believe you were getting

a personal letter.

The spaces are caused by the manner in

which the letter is prepared. Because the

software simply drops the name and address

into a prepared text, sufficient space must
be left to accommodate the longest names
and addresses. Whatever space isn't used
by characters appears as empty space in

the final copy.

But now, with improved software, things

are more precise. Word processors can
merge the mailing list into the computerized
letter and eliminate extraneous spaces with

a "pull-up," which simply tightens up the

text to the insert. Today, the same letter

would appear as in Figure 2.

The letter now really looks and reads
like a personal letter. If the printing is

We are pleased to Inform the Joe Ooakes

family of Anywhere, AK, that

you have won a free trip to the moon,

Figure 2.

We are pleated to Inform the Joe Ooakes family of

Anywhere, AK, that you have won a trip to the moon.
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TurnyourApple into theworld's
most versatile personal computer.

The SoftCard™ Solution. SoftCard
turns your Apple into two computers.

A Z-80 and a 6502. By adding a Z-80
microprocessor and CP/M to your
Apple. SoftCard turns your Apple into

a CP/M based machine. That means
you can access the single largest body
of microcomputer software in exist-

ence. Two computers in one. And. the

advantages of both.

Plug and go. The SoftCard system
starts with a Z-80 based circuit card.

Just plug it into any slot (except 0) of

your Apple. No modifications required.

SoftCard supports most of your Apple
peripherals, and. in 6502-mode. your
Apple is still your Apple.

CP/M for your Apple. You get CP/M
on disk with the SoftCard package It's

a powerful and simple-to-use operating

system. It supports more software
than any other microcomputer operat-

ing system. And that's the key to the

versatility of the SoftCard/Apple.

CIRCLE 197 ON READER SERVICE CARD

BASIC included. A powerful tool.

BASIC-80 is included in the SoftCard

package. Running under CP/M. ANSI
Standard BASIC-80 is the most
powerful microcomputer BASIC
available. It includes extensive disk I/O

statements, error trapping, integer

variables. 16-digit precision, exten-

sive EDIT commands and string func-

tions, high and low-res Apple graphics.

PRINT USING. CHAIN and COM-
MON, plus many additional com-
mands. And, it's a BASIC you can
compile with Microsoft's BASIC
Compiler.

More languages. With SoftCard and
CP/M. you can add Microsoft's ANSI
Standard COBOL, and FORTRAN, or

Basic Compiler and Assembly Lan-

guage Development System. All, more
powerful tools for your Apple.

Seeing is believing. See the SoftCard

in operation at your Microsoft or Apple
dealer. We think you'll agree that the

SoftCard turns your Apple into the

world's most versatile personal
computer.
Complete information? It's at your
dealer's now. Or. we'll send it to you
and include a dealer list. Write us. Call

us. Or. circle the reader service card

number below.

SoftCard is a trademark of Microsoft Apple II and

Apple II Plus are registered trademarks of Apple

Computer Z-80 is a registered trademark of Zilog.

Inc CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital

Research. Inc.

/Hicnpsofr
V CONSUMER^ PRODUCTSF

Microsoft Consumer Products. 10700 Northup Way,

Bellevue. WA 98004. (206) 828-8080



Turn your Apple* III into an
Orchard

With software from Quark™ Engineering
Quark Engineering brings you software specially
designed for your Apple III. Easy-to-use products
that dramatically increase your system's capabilities.
And your productivity.

You start with Word luggler™. the most easy-to-use
word processor available for the Apple III. Word
juggler is written in assembly language. And comes
with special keyboard templates to label important
functions.

Word juggler retails for $295. Form letter and simple
mailing list capabilities are included free. If you want
even more capacity, you can interface with Apple's
Mail List Manager for an additional $35.

Need to check your spelling? Add Lexlcheck™ . A
high-performance spelling checker with a
25.000-word dictionary. You can add your own
words. And get more accurate documents, without a
lot of proofreading. The price? Less than a penny a
word. Only $195.

You can even send text from Word juggler to
computerized typesetting equipment. All you need
is TypeFace™. Interface software which cuts your
typesetting costs and eliminates re-keying errors.

$175.

Finally, there's Transcribe™. A spooler designed
especially for hard disk drives. Transcribe lets you
use other computer functions while you're printing.

And it's compatible with most Apple III software.
$125.

There's much more to tell you about Word juggler,

Lexicheck, TypeFace and Transcribe. See them
at your local dealer. Or contact us
today. We'll help you turn your
Apple III into an orchard. And from
then on, you'll find easy picking.

Quark Engineering
1433 Williams. Suite 1 102
Denver. CO 80218
(303)399-1096

•Apple is a registered trademark

of Apple Computer. Inc. Engineering
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Special Delivery, continued...

done on a letter quality printer, no one
could tell for certain whether it is, in fact,

a single, personal letter, or one of several

million letters which are identical except

for the name and address. Keep the merge
in mind as we discuss Special Delivery.

Special Delivery consists of three distinct

programs and three sample files. The
programs are: Mailform, Mailrite, and
Convert (which converts Radio Shack lists

to the Special Delivery format).

Mailform
Mailform is a stand-alone machine lan-

guage program for creation and editing of

name and address files (mailing lists). It

runs in an overwrite mode with full cursor

control that permits selective editing of

data entries. If you make a spelling error

when entering data you can correct only

the error; there is no need to redo the

entire data block.

It supports both the Electric Pencil and

Radio Shack upper-/lower-case hardware,

and supports the Electric Pencil control

key, and the Radio Shack control, which

consists of simultaneous operation of the

Shift and down-arrow keys.

The functions of Mailform are activated

by the control keys. A function menu with

a short description of each function is

displayed at all times at the right side of

the CRT screen, as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3 is an almost identical print of

the CRT screen display made with the

NEWDOS JKL function. The difference

between Figure 3 and the actual CRT
display is the underscore next to the data

entry area on the left side of the screen.

Each space that can be filled with a

character representing data is indicated

on theCRT by an underscore. The printer

shows this as a left-arrow because Radio

Shack has their printers do some weird

things with underscores and up-arrows(the

standard exponentiation symbol).

The left side of the screen is a record,

the individual entry for each person. A
character can be entered only where there

is an underscore; for example, all states

must be identified by a standard Post Office

two-letter abbreviation. You cannot use

more than two letters because the program

will not accept input beyond the end of

the line— the last underscore on the right.

Each record has eight Data Fields, from

NAME at the top through DATA 2 at the

bottom. The list can be searched for

information in any of the eight fields, and

information in selected fields can be printed

out on a list, on labels, or in a letter.

Normally, the DATA fields contain

information about the individual, but they

can also be used for foreign addresses. For

example, assume you want to mail a letter

to Canada. Even the accepted abbreviation

of "CAN" wont fit in the STATE field.

Also, Canada has postal codes that resemble

long distance telephone numbers. You
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Figure .

MAILFORM -V 1.3- <C>1979 BY SPECIAL DELIVERY-WATSON
NAME ««•«-«*««<«•<-<-<•<*<*<•**<-«•<* F - PAGE FORWARD
COMPANY fff«-«-«-<-**ffff«-t*«-ffff<-f«-<- B - PACE BACK
ADDRESS «-f«-«-*tf«-t*«-«-«-«-ftt«-ft*fft«- C - GET RECORD
CITY «-«-<-f«-f<-frtf*ffff<-ff P - PUT RECORD
STATE «•«• D - DELETE RECORD
ZIP fffff S - DEFINE SEARCH
DATA 1 tf«-«-<-t<-f«-*tf*t C - CONT. SEARCH
DATA 2 ffffffffffffff T - SORT RECOROS

R - READ FILE
RECORD • «•«•* LAST 000 MAX 188 H - WRITE FILE
FIL&SPEC frft*«-<-fr«-*f*ft«-*f«-<-ff <•*<-* X EXTRACT FILE

E - EXIT

Figure 4.

MAILFORM -V 1.3- <C>1979 BY SPECIAL DELIVERY-WATSON
NAME Doakes, Joetff ff« «<•*«• «•f f<- F - PAGE FORWARD
COMPANY Wonder Lawn Caraf «-ff ff f f <- B - PAGE BACK
ADDRESS 1000 Pleasant Streetff «-<-<- G - GET RECORD
CITY Anwuhereffffrtfftf* P - PUT RECORD
STATE AK D - DELETE RECORD
ZIP 55555 S - DEFINE SEARCH
DATA 1 three children C - CONT. SEARCH
DATA 2 rocketrwftfff* T - SORT RECORDS

R - READ FILE
RECORD « 029 LAST 028 MAX 188 M - WRITE FILE
FILESPEC Space/B«-<-t*<-ff***«<•<«•<«* X EXTRACT FILE

E - EXIT

Figure 5.

MAILFORM -V 1.3- (01979 BY SPECIAL DELIVERY-WATSON
NAME Doakes. Joeffftff ff<-f«<<•« F - PAC£ FORWARD
COMPANY Wonder Lawn Careft f tf f f «* B - PACE BACK
ADDRESS 1000 Pleasant Streetff <-<-<- G - CET RECOrvO

CITY Anuwnereffffttft-ffr P - PUT RECORD
STATE AK D - DELETE RECORD
ZI? 55555 S - DEFINE SEARCn
DATA 1 three chilorcn c - CONT. SEARCH
DATA 2 rocketr*«-«-«-<-<-+ T - SORT RECORDS

R - READ FILE
RECORD * 029 LAST 109 MAX 188 W - WRITE FILE
FI.-ES^EC *«-<-*<-<-«-f*f *«•**<-« <-<-«-*<<•<« X - EXTRACT FILE

E - EXIT
ACTIVE FI-E = Space/B

handle this situation by simply using the

DATA fields. You can put the special

postal code in the DATA 1 field and the

country in the DATA 2 field.

Directly underDATA 2 is the RECORD
ff line, which contains space for user entry

of the record number for a particular mailing

list, and has displays that read LAST and

MAX.
LAST and MAX are controlled by the

program and cannot be modified by the

user. The three-digit number to the right

of LAST is the Record number of the last

entry. The three-digit number to the right

ofMAX is the maximum number of records

that can be entered for a specific file (mailing

list), which is determined by the amount
of memory in the computer.

The program looks at the topofmemory

—

leaving 100 bytes free for user use if

desired—and calculates how many records

can be included in each specific file.

Under the RECORD ft line is the FILE-

SPEC line. Here, the user enters the "code"

name assigned to a specific mailing list

when creating a file, and enters the file

name when calling in a file from memory.

83

Figure 4 shows a typical entry for a

record. There is the name of a person in

last/first order, the company he works for,

his address, how many children he has,

and the family hobby (rocketry).

The RECORD ft line shows that this is

entry 29 in a list that already contains 28

records out of a possible maximum of 188

(the number of records for 32K of memory).

The FILESPEC line shows that this record

is assigned to a file (mailing list) named
(coded) "Space/B." (Space/A and Space/C.

etc., would be other mailing lists of people

with similar interests, because a file can

contain— in this instance— only 188

records.)

Figure 5 shows how the screen appears

if the Space/B file is loaded from memory.
Note the line at the bottom that reads:

ACTIVE FILE = Space/B. This indicates

you have the Space/B mailing list in

memory.
Notice that we have "paged forward"

from record number one to record number
29, which is the entry we made in Figure 4.

Also notice the figure to the right of LAST;
it shows 109, indicating we have a total of



Special Delivery, continue

109 records in the Space/B file. There is

still a great deal of room left in the file.

Depending on what we would like to do,
we can list or print the entire list from
record number one to the end. or search
for specific information by the record
number, or field. For example, we could
search and list those people in a specific

town, street or postal zone, or by DATA
information.

If flies are too large to fit into the available

memory, they can be segmented, then edited
and saved to disk under a different FILE-
SPEC. Conversely, files can be chained
together for continuous processing as one
list.

Mailrite

The Mailrite program is designed to print

letters, envelopes and labels from a mailing
list created by the Mailform program. It is

supplied in two versions: Mailrite/CMD
and Mailrite/CEN.
The difference between the two is the

type of printer with which it is to be used.

Mailrite/CMD is for printers that support
an underscore. Mailrite/CEN is for Cen-
tronics-type printers, which automatically
linefeed when a carriage return is received,

and do not support underscore.
For letter preparation, the original

Mailrite text is prepared using the Electric

Pencil. Special flags imbedded in the text

tell Mailrite what data from the mailing
list is to be substituted for the flag and
merged into the text. The flags represent
complete name, last name, address, state,

DATA, and so forth. An example of a
merged letter is shown in Figures 6 and 7.

Figure 6 is a print of the original text with

flags, as prepared using Electric Pencil

software.

Starting at the top of the letter we have
two somewhat confusing lines. These are

instructions for the operator and are placed
at the top of the letter where they are

ignored by Mailrite. (Remember, when
you use Mailrite, the top two lines don't

print. If you start your letter at the lop you
will lose the first two lines. This also applies

to envelopes and labels. The top two lines

are provided so specific instructions can
be included with each letter.)

The print of the letter will start with the

normal DATE location, which in our form
letter has the line YOUR LUCKY MONTH,
DAY. AND YEAR. Then come the flags,

which are indicated to the program by the
less than ( < ) symbol. N is for the

complete name, C the address, and so
on. Notice how the flags are imbedded
within the text of the letter.

Figure 6.

One of the millions of recipients of this

form letter will be our friend, Joe Doakes,
who provided the data for record number
29 shown in Figure 5.

Figure 7 shows how the letter appears
when Mailrite merges the mailing list into

the text. There is absolutely no one who
can say with certainty that this is a form
letter from its appearance. Each bit of

information about the Doakes family is

correctly positioned and there are no tell-

tale extraneous spaces to indicate that the

letter is computerized.

After Figure 7 there is nothing more
that can be said of Special Delivery— that

letter says it all. It takes some practice to

become familiar with all of Special Delivery s

features— two to five hours for hassle-free

preparation of files and imbedded flags— but

the results are more than worth the time
spent learning all the ins and outs of this

software package.
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SET TO 60 WORDS PER LINE
Form letter for moon trip. Send to families with children
YOUR LUCKY MONTH, DAY, AND YEAR
Mr. <N
<C
<A
<T, <S <Z

Dear Mr. <L:

CONGRATULATIONS to the <L family of <T, <S. You and your <1,
all active <2 hobbyists, have won a free trip to the moon on
the first NASA passenger space shuttle. We share the
excitement of the <L family and want to make the trip of you
<2 hobbyists as enjoyable as possible.

If you will forward $1000 as a "good faith" deposit (non-
refundable), we will Insure that the <L family, of <T, <S,
wl 11 be on the first flight.

Best regards.

Bill Skybound, President

Figure 7.

"Believe me— you're making a big mistake.

YOUR LUCKY MONTH, DAY, AND YEAR

Mr. Joe Doakes
Wonder Lawn Care
1000 Pleasant Street
Anywhere, AK 55S5S

Dear Mr. Doakes:

CONGRATULATIONS to the Doakes family of Anywhere, AK.
You and your three children, all active rocketry hobbyists,
have won a free trip to the moon on the first NASA passenger
space shuttle. We share the excitement of the Ooakes
family and want to make the trip of you rocketry hobbyists
as enjoyable as possible.

If you will forward $1000 as a "good faith" deposit
(non- refundable), we will Insure that the Doakes family,
of Anywhere, AK, will be on the first flight.

Best regards.

Bill Skybound, President
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NEW SUBSCRIBERS ONLY

Send me one year of

creative
computing

at 20% off!

I want 12 issues of Creative Computing for

only $19.97! (The full one-year subscription
price is $24.97 )

I prefer two years for $36.97.

D Make that three years for $49.97.

Mr.

Mrs.
Ms

(please print lull name)

Address-

5S076

-Apt

City-

State- -Zip-

CHECK ONE: D Payment enclosed. D Bill me later

59550 Send me one year of Popular
Electronics for $11.97.

(Full subscription price $15.)

Otter valid in US and possessions only. Please allow 30 to 60
days for delivery ol first issue.
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C.O.R.P. ~ writes software. Perhaps you should
read that again. Not "simplifies programming" or

"makes debugging easier." C.O.R.P. writes

APPLESOFT BASIC—complete, stand-alone

programs which run, bug-free, the very first time. You
need not type a single character of basic code—ever.
C.O.R.P. does that. Your answers to questions in simple
English "design" the program. In minutes, C.O.R.P. wntes
all the program code, scrolls it to the screen and automatically

saves it to your disk. Your program because you designed it

Once written, your program runs without C.O.R.P. You may list

your program, examine it, modify it further or even sell it—as you
wish,royalty free. No mere"data base manager,"at any price, does that\

The applications are almost limitless. Your C.O.R.P. Program Generation

System will: • handle nearly as much data as your disks will hold (1 13K
per disk!) • find any record in less than a second • let you design your

own screens as quickly as you can move the curser around • sort, re-sort

and update your data for you • examine and re-examine your data and
then print reports, checks, invoices, statements, mailing labels, lists, memos—
you name it. C.O.R.P. allows you to use your Apple II plus as the working tool it

really is Isn't that why you bought one?

Computers should write code. You should design programs. Now you have the power.

C.O.R.P. I features: • a data entry program generator • a full sort sub-
system • an update sub-system • a full diagnostic package • a print prograi

generator $235

C.O.R.P. II features: • all of C.O.R.P. I plus: • a system menu generator* a

complete forms letter generator • a full files editor • a system demo
package • an Applesoft tutorial $425.

CtaRTECHS
*W CORPORATION

SOO North Franklin, Chicago, Illinois 6O810

See your dealer today or
call toll-free 1-800-621-4109
(In Illinois, call (31 2) 943-0700)

Dealer inquiries welcome.

C.O.R.P.

C.O.D. welcome.
CORP. <* a trademark 01

Maromaty Scotto Software Corporation
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Project Planning,
Scheduling, and Control

John M. Nevison

Jack Nevison is well known to Basic programmers for his

earlier book, the excellent Little Book ofBasic Style: How
to Write a Program You Can Read. He presently makes his

living as a consultant to corporations on executive computing
needs.

Executive Computing is an introduction to using a small
computer and the Basic language to meet the information
processing needs of people in management. Very little

knowledge of Basic is needed , and the examples in the book
build on one another so that the reader moves easily from
one level of complexity to the next.

Other selections of the book provide case studies and
programs in inflation analysis, graphing sales, long range
planning, budgeting, cost and risk analysis, information
retrieval, inventory control, complex scheduling, decision
analysis, and forecasting.

Appendices are provided that give an introduction to
Basic programming, a number of useful utility programs, a
discussion of buying a computer, and an introduction to
VisiCalc.

Executive Computing is an excellent book, the material
presented here is representative of the rest of the chapters.

Excerpted from Chapter 6 of Executive Computing by John
M. Nevison, copyright © 1982, by permission of Addison-
Wesley Publishing Company, Inc., Reading MA 01867. All
rights reserved.

Ifone advances confidently

in the direction ofhis dreams, andendeavors

to live the life which he has imagined, he will

meet a success unexpected in common hours.

—Henry David Thoreau

The three product managers of Deer Division, Jean Grant,
Robert Grasso, and Martin Graves, had all come up from the

sales force. The general manager of the division, Eileen Randall,

appreciated their marketing talent but was frustrated by their

inability to plan, schedule, and control projects. At the suggestion

of Steve Cauldwell, she had arranged for George Lee from the
Wolf Division to come over and give a one-day seminar to her
three product managers.
Lee had worked hard to prepare his presentation. He knew

he would be talking to three senior managers and he wanted
his material to flow smoothly. The group met in a small
conference room.
"We are going to go over a technique for planning projects

that are composed of several parts. I'm going to use a simple

example for the sake of illustration, but together we are going
to build some methods that can be used on much larger
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DOGFIGHT II.
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game for one to
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each piloting a
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computor.

PEEPING TOM.
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acting arcade
thriller. Shoot
various aliens
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through win-
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perception, luck
and skill to
defeat the
invaders.
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and another
player battle real-

istic, animated
monsters for the

crown. Skill and
excitement for

youngsters under
thirteen.

ROACH HOTEL.
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action, arcade
game. Stamp out
roaches before
they take over.

Points, bonuses,
and additional

rounds are
earned as your
skill increases.

48K • APPLESOFT IN ROM • DISK DRIVE

• For Apple II & 48K
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Project Planning, continued.
projects. Let's keep this informal. Please interrupt at any L-_
with questions. Our first example is the guest-cook problem.

Help with Dinner
"Suppose company is coming to dinner on Saturday night

and that one guest always insists on helping in the kitchen. The
guest cook retards the schedule rather than advancing it. The
problem is how to use the help without delaying dinner.
"A good place to begin is with a graphic representation of

the project of preparing dinner. The chart that follows is

known as a Gantt chart. It's named for Henry Gantt who did
quite a bit of work early in this century on how to prepare
diagrams that help with project planning and control.

and PREP. PREP precedes COOK, and COOK and SALAD
precede SERVE.
"To get a computer program to draw this picture we need to

provide it with some information."

"Excuse me," said Grant, "but why do we need a computer
to do this? It looks simple enough to do by hand."

"Sure, of course it is," agreed Lee. "But if we can do this

small example, then we may apply the same technique to a
much larger one later."

"Okay, let's give it a try," Grant shrugged.
"Here's our initial information," said Lee.

JOB

SHOP
PREP
SALAD
COOK
SERVE

50
TIME (MINUTES)
100 150— + +

—

200

IXXXXXXXXXXXX
xxxxxx
xxxxxxx

xxxxxxxx

330 DATA BEGIN. 1,

340 DATA SHOP. 12. 1

350 OATA PREP. 6. 13
360 DATA SALAD. 7. 13
370 DATA COOK. 8. 19

380 DATA SERVE. 2. 27
390 DATA END. 0. 29
400 •

XX

LEGEND: XXX PLANNED

"The chart shows five jobs, their lengths and when they
happen. The jobs are: shopping for the meal, preparing the
meat and vegetables, making the salad, cooking the meat and
vegetables, and serving the meal. The longest job is SHOP;
the shortest is SERVE. The earliest is SHOP; the latest is

SERVE. (Only by coincidence are they also the longest and
the shortest.) Two jobs can go on concurrently: SALAD and
PREP for example. While nothing explicitly says which job
follows which job, we may guess that SHOP precedes SALAD

"The first number is the length of time in five-minute units.

The second number is the time at which the job can start. To
print out the first line of the Gantt chart we would write the
following:

480
500
510
530
540

PRINT J$(J); TAB(11);T':
FOR K - S(J) TO (S(J) + LU1-1)

PRINT TAB01+K); "X";

NEXTK

This would print out:
SHOP IXXXXXXXXXXXX
where each X equals a five-minute unit of time."
"The full program that printed out our complete Gantt

chart looks like this:

COPIES WITHOUT PROBLEMS:
PAST: Turnaround time in hours and days, not
weeks. You get your disks when you need them.
ACCURATE: Each copied track is checked bit
by bit. If it doesn't match your original, it isn't
shipped.

FLEXIBLE: Standard, double-boot, and copy-
resistant formats. 50 copies minimum, no
maximum.
REASONABLE: Set-up as low as $10 per disk.
Copying only from 30$, copying and 3M disk
from $2.00. Other disks and services also
available.

RELIABLE: Years of disk duplication experience
insures a problem-free shipment on time — time
after time.

For all your Apple® compatible copying needs.

THE ALF COPY SERVICE.

100 REM
110 '

1 20 REM

130 '

140 REM

150 REM
160 '

1 70 REM
180 REM
190 REM
200 REM
210 REM

GANTT 30 MAY 1 981 GEORGE LEE

•COPYRIGHT 1980 JOHN M. NEVISON
ASSOCIATES

THIS PROGRAM PRINTS A GANTT
CHART OF A SET
OF JOBS IN A PROJECT

VARIABLES:
J.K INDEX VARIABLES
JS0 NAMES OF JOBS
L(l LENGTH OF JOBS
N NUMBER OF JOBS

ALF 1*UJB Estes Denver. CO EMD215 |303| 234-OB71
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How to chart your company's fortune

without spending one
It's a fact. A single chart or graph can tell you instantly what it

takes hours to interpret from printouts or other raw data.

Now, with the Strobe 100 Graphics Plotter and Software

package, you can create superb hardcopy graphics directly

from your computer. And you can do it for an investment of

only $995.

The Strobe System transforms complex data into

dynamic, colorful visuals with a

few simple commands from your

computer. Charts and transparen-

cies that once took hours to pro-

duce are plotted within minutes.

Information can be presented as

bar charts, pie charts, curves or

isometrics in a variety of colors.

And with a resolution of 500

points per inch, the Strobe 100

matches or surpasses the quality

of plotters costing thousands of

dollars more.

You can also save and modify your graphics through

Strobe's menu-driven programs. A broad selection of

software—including a VisiCalc* -compatible program

—

is now available.

When the Strobe Graphics System is interfaced to your

computer, an 8-1/2 x 11 inch sheet of paper can speak any-

one's language—visually. Visit your local dealer and learn

how to start charting your for-

tunes today. Because a perspective

on the present can also be your

window on the future.

The Strobe Graphics System
Seeing is believing

CIRCLE 247 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Strobe Inc.

897-5A Independence Avenue

Mountain View, CA 9*043

Telephone 415/969-5130

• VisiCalc is a trademartt of VisiCorp
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GANTT. continued..

220 REM
230 '

240 REM
250 REM
260 '

270
280
290 '

300
310
320
322
325 REM
330
340
350
360
370
360
390
400 '

410 REM
420 '

430
440
445
450
455
460 '

470
460
500
510
530
542
560
570
560
590
660 '

670

SO STARTING TIMES

REAO IN THE JOB NAME. JSO. THE JOB LENGTH.
LO, AND THE JOB STARTING TIME. SO.

REAON
DATA 7

FOR J - 1 TO N
READ JS(J). LIJI. SIJ)

NEXT J

TIME IS IN 5-MINUTE UNITS
DATA BEGIN.
DATA SHOP,
DATA PREP.
DATA SALAD.
DATA COOK.
DATA SERVE.
DATA END.

1

13

13

19
27
29

PRINT A GANTT CHART

PRINT TABI30); 'TIME (MINUTES)"

PRINT •JOB"; TABU 1); "0 50
PRINT " 200"

PRINT TABO 1); "+ *—
PRINT " +

100 150";

-+";

FORJ-2TON-1
PRINT J$(J);TAB(11);"r:

FOR K - SIJ) TO (SIJ) + LIJ) -1

PRINT TABU 1+K);"X";

NEXTK
PRINT

NEXT J

PRINT
PRINT
PRINT "LEGEND: XXX PLANNED-

END

"In our case, this Gantt chart is a way of showing someone
how to make dinner."

"It doesn't show that," said Grasso. "You don't learn how to

cook by looking at it."

"Good point," said Lee. "I was wrong. What the chart shows

is how to plan making dinner. It shows the tasks that someone
must do. It shows how the components of the project are

arranged in time. The shopping must be done first and will

take an hour. The salad and the main course may be prepared

concurrently. After everything is ready, the meal is served.

"We can also use our chart to track the project, to control it.

As each job is done we tick it off the chart. Or we could draw a

second line that represents the actual task, start to finish. We
could alter the chart to reflect changes in the plan. New
progress could be charted on the revised plan.

"Finally, because an old chart provides a history of the plan

and its fulfillment, we can use the chart to improve estimates

for the next project. One person takes longer than anticipated

to complete a job. Certain supplies arrive sooner than antici-

pated. Another person does a job in half the estimated time.

All these lessons can be incorporated in the next plan to

make it better.

"In fact, by adding the actual start and finish of each task

to our table of data, and revising our program slightly, we can

get a chart that looks like this:

JOB

SHOP

PREP

SALAD

COOK

SERVE

50
TIME (MINUTES)
100 150—+ +

—

200
—

+

ixxxxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxx

xxxxxxx

xxxxxxxx

XX

• Yes. I did receive your computer billing -I gave it to my computer to pay..

LEGEND: XXX PLANNED
• • • ACTUAL

"Looking at the chart, we see that dinner was ready a little

early because it did not take as long to cook as was anticipated.

Our chart also has given us one part of the answer to our guest-

cook question. Because only two jobs go on concurrently, the

guest must help with one of them. So the question becomes
which one?"

The Program Gantt

(Program appears earlier in text.)

Exercises

1. Revise GANTT to print the actual jobs.

From Jobs To Networks of Jobs

"To answer this question we need to know exactly how each

job relates to the others. We need to sketch a network of jobs.

We can draw this network for our dinner" (Figure 6.1).

"Why are the BEGIN and the END JOB on the drawing?"

asked Graves.

"Because it's possible for projects to blossom into several

jobs at the beginning or conclude with several jobs running in

parallel. In order to begin and end the network cleanly, it is

convenient to have a single entry point and a single exit point.

For example, if we were to add a task called POUR-DRINKS,
the task might have no predecessor but BEGIN and no successor

but END.
"Looking at the network diagram you can figure out how

long it will take to go from start to finish. For each job we will
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set down tv

earliest start:

lumbers, the length of the job and the job's

Prep 6

I

Cook 8

BEGIN (1,0)

SHOP (12,1)

PREP (6,13) SALAD (7,13)
COOK (8,19)

SERVE (2.27)

END (0,29)

Begin 1

I

Shop 12

Sjui ;

Serve 2

Fig. 6-1 A Network ot Jobs

"Computing the early start is straightforward if you know
the length of each job. Notice that SERVE must wait until the
last of it predecessors. COOK is completed. SERVE waits to
start until time 27. Again, time is in five-minute intervals."

"Does that mean the whole dinner took 28 units to complete
and that everyone can start eating at time 29?" asked Grant.

"Yes, that's exactly right," said Lee. "Thanks for pointing
that out."

"Why does BEGIN have a length of one?" asked Grasso.
"It's a trick to make all the first jobs start in interval number

one. It doesn't affect anything, Good question."
"Now our example is simple enough," continued Lee, "that

the next calculation may look silly, but bear with me. I'm going
to start at the end and walk backwards through the network
and calculate the latest possible starting time for each task. I'm
going to list it as the third number inside the parentheses:

END (0,29.29)

SERVE (2.27,27)

COOK (8,19.19)

PREP (6.13,13)0 SALAD (7,13.20) 7

SHOP (12.1,1)0
BEGIN (1,0,0)

"In all but one case the early and the late starts are the same.
Only the SALAD has two different starts. Because the other
jobs that precede SERVE take so long, SALAD could delay its

start until time 20. It could start as early as time 13. The
difference in the starting times is called 'slack.' SALAD has
seven units of slack. The number indicating the slack is printed
to the right of the parentheses.

"All the other jobs have no slack. Notice the zeros on the
right of their parentheses. When a job has no slack it is on the
slow path of the project. The slow path is the 'critical path'
because any job delay on that path delays the whole project.
The critical path for our project is SHOP. PREP, COOK, and
SERVE.

*

The Investor's

Edge

If you are a serious investor, you need to be able to
know how well you are doing, how well your past strategies
have worked, the potential success of future actions, and
even the present state of your portfolio to make intelligent
decisions. A computer with the right program can signif-
icantly reduce the amount of effort necessary to determine
this information.

Stock and Options Analysis, by Dr. Alfred Adler. contains
four programs that can justify the purchase of a computer
by the serious investor. With these programs, you can
easily graph the possible returns from different investment
strategies You can intelligently use puts and calls in
combination with stock purchases and sales to minimize
risk, maximize returns, or even limit risk at the same time
you increase returns. Another program allows you to
quickly produce a listing, item by item, of the cost, current
value per share, total current value and capital gain of a
portfolio that may mix long and short stock and long and
short option positions.

Stock and Options Analysis is available for two popular
microcomputer systems, the Apple II and the TRS-80. It

comes with a 25 page instruction manual that thoroughly
discusses the use of computer generated charts and
tables generated by these programs to analyze your own
investment strategy. The manual is available separately
for $2 and we recommend that you purchase it first if you
have any hesitation about purchasing this outstanding
package.

STOCK AND OPTIONS ANALYSIS
CS 3801 TRS-80 Diskette (32K of memory) $99.95
CS 4801 Apple II Diskette (32K of memory) $99.95
RP-03 Instruction booklet (separately) $2.00
Also available for the TRS-80 computer
Advanced Statistics

CS 3303 16K Cassette $24.95
CS 3505 32K Diskette $24.95
Graphing Package
CS3301 16K Cassette $19.95
CS 3803 32K Diskette $24.95

Investment Analysis (6 programs)
CS 3305 4K Cassette $24.95

Onter Today
To order software packages, send payment'

indicated plus $3.00 postage and handling to

Creative Computing, Dept C062C. One Park
Avenue. Room 458. New York, NY 10016. __^_^_^_
Orders may also be charged to your Visa.

MasterCard or American Express account —
by mail include credit card name, number and
expiration date or it you prefer, use our 24-hour
toll-free number. 800-631-8112. In NJ only

201-540-0445

'NJ residents add 5% sales tax.

creative
COIRpatiRg
software

92
ettkj
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SIGGRAPH '82
Plan now to attend SIGGRAPH '82, The
Ninth Annual Conference on Computer
Graphics and Interactive Techniques, July

26-30 in Boston.

SIGGRAPH '82 is a complete technical conference
covering every phase of computer graphics. The
conference features:
— Exhibits by more than 140 companies

displaying the latest graphics hardware,
software, peripherals, and services

— 24 diversified courses including introductory

tutorials and advanced seminars

— Technical sessions featuring the latest in

research and innovative applications

— Detailed vendor forum presentations

— Computer-generated film and art shows

The premier national event in computer graphics.
SIGGRAPH '82 is the only conference where you
can get a well-focused and in-depth perspective on
both the present and future directions of this

challenging aspect of computer technology.

For registration information, call or wi
SIGGRAPH '82

Convention Services Department
111 East Wacker Drive '

Chicago. Illinois 60601 USA
312/644-6610

acm

;T\Or

Technical Committee on Computer Graphics Eurographics. Harvard Graphics Week, and the Summer Institute ol Media Art<,
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Project Planning, continued

"If the network of jobs were larger than in our simple
example, say several hundred elements, then it would be
difficult to keep an eye on all the pieces. The prudent manager
pays the most attention to those jobs on the critical path. By
making sure they are going well, the manager is making sure
the project as a whole is staying on schedule. Of course if

another job slips more than its planned slack, it may end upon
the critical path also."

"Watching all this," said Graves, "could be tricky with a big
project. Things could be all over the place."

The Gantt Chart Revisited

"Thank you, Marty," said Lee. "That problem leads us back
to our Gantt chart.

"Can we change it somehow to pick up the necessary details
of slack time and the critical path? Of course I wouldn't ask the
question if the answer were not 'yes.'"

Lee showed them an enhanced Gantt chart:

JOB

SHOP
PREP
SALAD
COOK
SERVE

50
+ +
I cccccccccccc

TIME (MINUTES)
100 ISO—

+

+—
200
—

+

cccccc
xxxxxxx

cccccccc
cc

TIME OF COMPLETION - 29

"Notice how we get this chart to tell us about how our tasks
are ordered. We turn any job on the critical path into 'C's. If a
job is not critical, it will have some dots after the 'X's to
indicate the available slack when it starts as early as possible."
"How did the computer know what was on the critical

path?" asked Grasso. "Did we give it some additional informa-
tion?"

"We gave it some new information and we took out some old
information," said Lee. "Most importantly, we wrote a new
part of the program to have the computer figure out several
things.

ets's begin at the end. The Gantt chart reveals each job's

name, its length, its early start, and its slack."

"That means," said Graves, "that the program has to know
the late start as well, because the slack is the early start minus
the late start."

"That's right," agreed Lee. "But all we really need to see is

the slack. The slack also gives us a clue about the sequence of
jobs. The slack extends until it's time for the next job to begin,

so we may infer most of the network from the diagram as it

stands. We don't need anything else to manage the project. We
print the numbers in a table that follows the Gantt chart:

JOB LENGTH
STARTS

EARLY LATE

SHOP 12
PREP 6
SALAD 7

COOK 8
SERVE 2

1

13

13
19
27

1

13

20
19
27

SLACK

7

"The part of the program that prints out the table and the

chart will be reviewed later. A more interesting thing to

explore is the initial data that the program requires."

The Predecessor Table
"We must tell the program which jobs are connected to

which other jobs. One way to do this is to announce the new
job's predecessors when we introduce a new job. So the

information for our dinner project might look like this:"

2200 DATA BEGIN. NO-MORE
2205 DATA SHOP. BEGIN. NO-MORE
2210 DATA PREP. SHOP. NO-MORE
2215 DATA SALAD. SHOP. NO-MORE
2220 DATA COOK. PREP. NO-MORE
2225 DATA SERVE. COOK. SALAD. NO-MORE
2230 DATA END. SERVE. NO-MORE
2255

"What's that NO-MORE mean? asked Grant. "There is no
job called that."

"It's a way to tell the program that there are no more
predecessors for a given job. Because we do not know in

advance how many predecessors a job will have, we let the
program keep reading predecessors until it finds a NO-MORE,
a roadblock that says 'end of the line."

"

"A question ."said Grasso, "Look at PREP. It has only SHOP
for a predecessor. Why isn't BEGIN there too? It precedes
PREP."
"Good question," said Lee. "Notice that BEGIN is not an

immediate predecessor. You can travel back from PREP to
SHOP and from SHOP to BEGIN, so immediate predecessors
are all we really require to compose the network of the project.

"The program takes this information and creates a table that

looks like this:

Job number J *

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1

2 1

3 1

4 1

5 1

6 1 1

7 1

94

Fig. 6-2 A Predecessor Table

"AT indicates that for a job. I . the job J comes before it. So
if the table is called Pi I. the program can look at all the Js for a
given and find the P(U)s that are T and know that job J

precedes job I."

"I don't think I understood that." said Graves, "Would you
go over that again?"
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Your IBM personal computer deserves
an Amdek Color-ll monitor

i

To take maximum advantage of all your

new IBM Personal Computer can do
you ni Dmpatible monitor with

extei ibihties of its own And
forth • i er choice

than Color II from Amdek
Color M's high resolution colors can

help you visualise and analyze the most
complex data Whether you need your
IBM for word processing, grapl

business analogy or scientific api

Don;. has the display technol
/our IBM to the

st

Color-ll features include:

• RGB input for high resolution graph
ind more vibrant colors

• 80 x 24 character display
• (iO(H) x 260(V) resolutr
• |nt • ion modulation for 16

color capability to match IBM's
high resolution colors

• IBM plug compatible cable and
connector

• Molded in carrying handle for easy
portability

• Front-mounted controls for quick

adjustments
• Complete with one-year warranty
covering all parts and labor, two
warranty on picture tube

So for the most efficient, effective

use of your IBM computer, ask your
dealer about the remarkable Color 1

1

1 i phosphor and black & white .

monitors Then match Coloi

formance and price against any i

high resolution monitor I ; and
value, you'll choose Ant

:

TO
Amdek Corporation, 2420 E Oakton St., Suite E. Arlington Heights, IL 60005 (312) 364-1180 • TLX 25-4786
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Turn To The Future
With COMPUTE! Publications

The Beginner's
Guide To Buying
A Personal
Computer
A Novice's handbook of
useful, helpful informa-
tion designed to teach
you the basics of
evaluating and selecting a
personal computer. Written
in plain English for the
interested beginner. Complete
with personal computer specifica-
tion charts and buyer's guide.
Applicable to home, educational,
and small business buyers.
ISBN 0-942386-03-5. Paperback. $3.95

COMPUTERS First Book Of Atari
192 pages of useful, informative applications and
programs from COMPUTE! magazine issues now out of
print. Includes previously unpublished information
including Memory Map. Contents include such articles
and programs as "Adding A Voice Track to Atari
Programs," "Designing Your Own Atari Graphics Modes,"
and "Inside Atari BASIC" Spiral bound for ease of access
to listings. For Beginner level to Advanced Atari users.
ISBN 0-942386-00-0. Paperback. $12.95.

Inside Atari DOS
From the authors of the

Atari Disk Operating
System, an exciting step-

by-step guide to the
DOS software. Complete

with listings of com-
'mented source code and
detailed explanations of
each module of code.

Author: Bill Wilkinson, Opti-
mized Systems Software, Inc.

iral bound for ease ofaccess
to listings. For Intermediate to

Advanced Atari Users. ISBN
0-942386-02-7. Paperback $19.95

COMPUTED
First Book Of PET/CBM

256 pages of Commodore PET and CBM articles from
COMPUTE! magazine issues now out of print. Includes
such classic articles and programs as "Feed Your PET

Some Applesoft," "Disk Lister A Disk Cataloging Program."
and "Cross Reference For The PET." Spiral bound for

ease of access. ISBN 0-942386-01-9. Paperback. $12.95.

COMPUTE! Books invites dealer inquiries. Call the Toll

Free Number below for Dealer Information.

ATARI is a registered trademark of AJort mc
PET and CBM ore trademarks of Commodore Business Machines, mc.

To Order COMPUTE! Books
Send coupon to

COMPUTE! Books. PO. Box 5406. Greensboro, NC 27403 USA
For fastest service, in the US call

Toll Free 800-334-0868
In NC COM 919-275-9809.

All orders must be prepaid (money order, check or charge) All payments
must be in US funds. (Outside the US add $4.00 shipping ond handling for
air moil. $2.00 for surfoce mail.) NC residents odd 4% sales tax

Payment Enclosed
Please charge my nvtSA

Account No

MasterCard D American Express

Expires /_

Pleose send me

Flnt took of Atari

First Book of KTCMl

$ 3.95 ea.

12.95 ea.

19.95 ea.

1295ea

SnlpplnQ/HQndllnQ

$1.00 ea
200ea.
2.00 ea
2.00 ea.

Total

Nome

Address

City State

Country

Allow 4-6 weeks for delrvery foreign surfoce dekverv allow 2 3 months Dept 11
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Project Planning, continued...

"Sure." said Lee. "If you start with a row. a job. then you can

look across the row and find which columns have Is and know
what the immediate predecessors of the job are."

"Okay, if that's all there is to it. then I understand." said

Graves. "But let me check. Does what you just said mean that

if I pick a column. I can search down it and find the jobs that

follow?"

"Took the words right out of my mouth." said Lee. "That's

right. So what this table gives you is an easy way. if you are a

computer program, to crawl around the network.

"One advantage of having the network in the program is that

we can let the program figure out the starting times. We no

longer need to provide that information. The only other necessary

information besides the predecessors is the length of each job.

We can enter that on one line of data like this:

2085 FOR J = 1 TO N
2090 READ UJ)
2095 NEXT J

2100 DATA 1. 12. 6. 7. 8. 2.0

2105

"The program itself then does what we did by hand. It

computes the early starts, the late starts, and the slack . When it

has this information in hand, it prints out the enhanced Gantt

chart and the table."

"That program," asked Grasso, "can we get a copy of it?"

"Sure." said Lee. "As a matter of fact, we're going to spend a

little while with this program right now. Each of you should

sketch out a project by jobs, with the network of predecessors

and the length of each job. After you get it roughed out on

paper we will type it into the program and see what the results

look like.

"By the way, our enhanced Gantt chart solves the guest-

cook problem: we want dinner on time so we keep the guest

off the critical path. Our guest cook will help by making the

salad."

The Program CPM-1.

1000 REM
1002 REM
1003 '

1004 REM
1005

'

1006 REM
1007 REM
1008 REM
1009

'

1010 REM
1015 REM
1020 REM
1025 REM
1026 REM
1030

•

1035 REM
1040 REM
1042 REM
1045 REM
1050 REM
1055 REM
1060 REM
1065 REM
1070 REM
1075 REM
1080 REM
1085 REM
1090 REM
1095 REM
1100 '

1105 REM
1110
1115

'

1120 '

1 1 25 REM
1130 '

1135
1140
1142
1144

'

CPM-I 5 JUNE 1981 GEORGE LEE

CRITICAL PATH METHOD (I)

COPYRIGHT 1980 BY JOHN M NEVISON ASSOCIATES

THIS PROGRAM MAY BE USED TO FIND THE CRITICAL

PATH AND THE EARLIEST POSSIBLE STARTING TIMES FOR

A NETWORK OF JOBS

GIVEN A LIST OF JOBS. THEIR LENGTHS. AND THEIR

PREDECESSORS. PRINT A GANTT CHART THAT SHOWS
EACH JOB. "XXX"S. ANY SLACK. ". "S. AND WHETHER
THE JOB IS ON THE CRITICAL PATH. • CCC S. OF THE
PROJECT

VARIABLES:
C COMPLETION TIME FOR THE WHOLE

PROJECT
E GREATEST (LATEST) END TIME

E() END TIME FOR JOBS
ES ERROR FLAG
I.J.K INDEX VARIABLES
J$() NAMES OF JOBS
L LITTLEST (EARLIEST) LATE START

LO LENGTH OF JOBS
N. NUMBER OF JOBS
PS NAME OF PREDECESSOR
P0 PREDECESSOR TABLE
SO STARTING TIMES

DIMENSIONS:
DIM E(1 2). JS(1 2). L(1 2). P(1 2.1 2). SO 2.2)

MAIN PROGRAM

GOSUB 2000
IF ES <> OKAY 1

GOTO 1180
IFEND

READ IN DATA
THEN 11 42 ELSE 1144

STOP

GOSUB 3000
LETC-S(N.I)
GOSUB 4000
GOSUB 7000
GOSUB 8000

COMPUTE EARLY STARTS
LIN)

•COMPUTE LATE STARTS
PRINT GANTT CHART
PRINT TABLE OF VALUES

STOP

SUBROUTINE: READ IN DATA
IN: --

OUT: J$(). LO. N. P0

READ IN THE NUMBER OF JOBS. C. THE JOB LENGTHS.
LO). AND THE JOB NAMES WITH THE NAMES OF IMMED-
IATELY PRECEDING JOBS. MARK THE PREDECESSOR
TABLE WITH A 1 FOR EVERY COLUMN JOB. K. THAT
PRECEDES A GIVEN ROW JOB. I.

THE READER MIGHT TRY AND FILL IN THE TABLE
PO FOR THE FEW CASES TO SEE HOW IT LOOKS

LET ES =

READN
DATA 7

OKAY"

1145
1150
1155
1160
1165
1170
1175
1180
1185 '

1190 '

2000 REM
2005 REM
2010 REM
2015 '

2020 REM
2025 REM
2030 REM
2035 REM
2040 REM
2045 '

2050 REM
2055 REM
2060 '

2065
2070
2075
2080
2085
2090
2095
2096

'

2097 REM TIME IN 5-MINUTE UNITS
2100 DATA 1. 12. 6. 7. 8. 2.0
2105 '

2110
2115
2120
2125
2130
2135
2140
2145
2150
2155
2160
2165
2170
2175
2180
2185
2190
2195
2200
2205
2210
2215
2220
2225
2230
2255 '

2260 '

2265 RETURN
2270 '

2275 •

2280 REM SUBROUTINE: CHECK NAME
2285 REM IN: J, JS0. PS
2290 REM OUT: ES. K
2295

'

LET ES - "OKAY"
FOR K - 1 TO J - 1

IF PS - JS(K) THEN 2330
NEXTK
PRINT PS:

LET ES -

FOR J - 1 TO N
REAO L(J)

NEXT J

FOR J - 1 TO N
READ JS(J). PS
IF PS - "NO-MORE" THEN 21 60 LOOP

GOSUB 2280 CHECK NAME
IFES <> "OKAY" THEN 2135 ELSE 2140
GOTO 2265 RETURN

IFEND
LET PU.K) - 1

READ PS
GOTO 21 20 LOOP

NEXT J

IF JS(N) < > "END" THEN 2180 ELSE 2190
PRINT "NO END JOB"
LET ES - "NOT-OKAY"

IFEND

DATA BEGIN. NO-MORE
DATA SHOP. BEGIN. NO-MORE
DATA PREP. SHOP. NO-MORE
DATA SALAD. SHOP. NO-MORE
DATA COOK. PREP. NO-MORE
DATA SERVE. COOK. SALAO. NO-MORE
DATA END. SERVE. NO-MORE

2300
2305
2310
2315
2320
2325
2330 '

2335 RETURN
2340 •

2345 '

3000 REM
3005 REM
3010 REM
3015
3020 REM
3025 REM
3030 REM
3035 '

LOOP EXIT

DOES NOT PRECEDE
NOT-OKAY"

; JS(K)

SUBROUTINE COMPUTE EARLY STARTS
IN: LO. N. PO

OUT: S(J.I)

THE JOBS EARLIEST START. SU.1) IS JUST AFTER
THE SLOWEST OF ITS PREDECESSORS HAS BEEN
COMPLETED
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CPM I, continued..

3040 REM L(J) LENGTH OF JOB J
3045 REM S(J. 1 ) EARLY START TIME
3050 REM E(J) END TIME
3055 REM E GREATEST (LATEST) END TIME
3060 '

3065 FOR J - 1 TO N
3070 LET E -
3075 FOR K - 1 TO N
3080 IF P(J.K) - 1 AND E < E(K) THEN 3090 ELSE 3095
3090 LET E - E(KI

3095 IFEND
3100 NEXTK
3105 LETS(J.I) -E
3110 LET E(J) - E + L(J)

3115 NEXT J

3120 '

3125 RETURN
3130 '

3135 •

4000 REM SUBROUTINE: COMPUTE LATE STARTS
4005 REM IN: L(>. N. PO. C
4010 REM OUT: SU.2I
4015 •

4020 •

4025 REM THE LATEST A JOB CAN BE COMPLETED IS JUST BEFORE
4030 REM ITS SUCCESSOR MUST
4035 '

4040 REM SIJ.2) LATE START OF JOB J
4045 REM L EARLIEST LATE START
4050 •

4055 FOR K = N TO 1 STEP -1
4060 LET L - C
4065 FOR J - 1 TO N
4070 IF P(J.K) <> AND L > SIJ.2) THEN 4080 ELSE 4085
4080 LET L = SIJ.2)

4085 •

IFEND
4090 NEXT J

4095 LET SIK.2) - L -L(K)
4100 NEXTK
4105 •

4110 RETURN
4115 '

4120 '

7000 REM SUBROUTINE: PRINT GANTT CHART
7005 REM IN JSO. LO. N. SO
7010 REM OUT: --

7015
7020 REM PRINT OUT A GANTT CHART THAT SHOWS REGULAR JOBS
7025 REM AS "X'S. CRITICAL JOBS AS "C"S. ANO SLACK ON
7026 REM REGULAR JOBS AS " "S
7030

•

7035 PRINT TABI35); "TIME (MINUTES) "

7040 PRINT
7045 PRINT •JOB": TABU 1); "0 50 100":
7046 PRINT '

1 50 200"
7050
7052
7055 FOR J = 2 TO N - 1

7060 PRINT JS(J): TAB(11): "I" ;

7065 LETK - SIJ.1)

7070 IF S(J.I) - SIJ.2) <> THEN 7075 ELSE 7130
7075 IF K > SIJ.1) LIJ) - 1 THEN 7095 LOOP
7080 PRINT TABU 1+K): "X";
7085 LET K - K * 1

7090 GOTO 7075 LOOP
7095 '

7100 IF K > SU.2) LU) - 1 THEN 7120 LOOP
7105 PRINT TABU H-K): ".";

7110 LET K - K + 1

7115 GOTO 7100 LOOP
7120
7125 GOTO 7160 'IFEND
7130 '

ELSE
7135 IF K > SIJ.1) LIJ) - 1 THEN 7155 LOOP
7140 PRINT TABU 1 *K); "C".
7145 LET K = K + 1

7150 GOTO 7135 LOOP
7155 '

7160 IFEND
7165 PRINT
7170 NEXT J
7175 PRINT
7180 PRINT
7185 RETURN

7190
8000
8005
8010
8015
8020

8025
8030
8034
8035
8036
8040
8045
8050
8052
8055
8060
8065
8070
8075
8080

REM SUBROUTINE: PRINT TABLE OF VALUES
REM IN: C. JSO. LI). N. SI)

REM OUT -

PRINT "TIME OF COMPLETION - "
; C*5

PRINT
PRINT

"

STARTS"
PRINT "JOB LENGTH EARLY ";

PRINT "LATE SLACK"
PRINT
FOR J - 2 TO N - 1

PRINT J$(J); TAB(10);L(J): TABI25);S(J.1>;

PRINT TABOO); SIJ.2): TABI40); SIJ.2) - SIJ.1)

NEXT J

RETURN

END

The gross outline of the program is revealed by the subroutines

that the main routine invokes. Each subroutine performs a

task in a fashion similar to the discussion in the text. To
discover the details of how any piece of code works, the reader
must finally take a close look at it one line at a time. Anyone
who wishes to explore the workings of these subroutines should
get a piece of scrap paper and do just that: work through the

code and take notes.

Exercises

1

.

Run CPM-I on your computer and verify that the results are

the same as in the example in text.

2. Draw up a network for a project of your own and enter the

predecessor table and job lengths in CPM-I. Try a run.

Scheduling with a Scarce Resource
By lunch time everyone had successfully used the computer

to produce an enhanced Gantt chart of a project for a Deer
Division product line. All three product managers were
enthusiastic about their new plans. After lunch they reassembled
in the conference room.

"This afternoon." began George Lee, "we are going to help
two trolls named Tread and Truss build a bridge to live under.
Their problem is the same one we had this morning but with
one extra feature: they have a scarce resource. The enhanced
Gantt chart for their project looks like this:

JOB

RIGHT PIER

LEFT PIER

DAM
CENTER PIER
BEAMS
PLANKS
REMOVE DAM

10 20
TIME-DAYS

30 40

I XXX
I XXX
ICCCCCCCC

CCCCCCC
CC

ccccc

"So far the project looks feasible. But here's the problem. It

takes two trolls to dam the stream. It takes only one troll to
build a bridge pier. It takes two trolls to lay the log beams on
the piers and it takes two trolls to plank the log beams. One
•roll can remove the dam. Their scarce resource is trolls. All of
what has been said can be summed up in the following data:

JOB LENGTH OF JOB RESOURCE USED START SLA(

RIGHT PIER 3 1 9 4
LEFT PIER 3 1 12 1

DAM 8 2 1

CENTER PIER 7 1 9
BEAMS 2 2 16
PLANKS 5 2 18
REMOVE DAM 1 1 23
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Software for APPLE II
®

CLEARANCE SPECIAL-50% OFF
ON THE FOLLOWING APPLE PROGRAMS

APEX—The assembly language operat-

ing system for the Apple 1 1—Total control

of your Apple—fast program loading and

execution—Flexibility— Efficiency.

Now only $50.00

XPLO—A Block Structured—Pascal type

high level language operating under

APEX
Now only $40.00

HANDY DISK— Utility programs and de-

vice handlers for the APEX operating

system—A powerful alternative to Apple

DOS.
Now Only $20.00

MORE APPLE SPECIALS
PASCAL GENERAL LEDGER—Menu
driven general ledger program based on

the Osborne System. Customized utility

for a true turn-key general ledger system.

Reg $149.00

NOW SALE
PRICED AT

$79.00

PROM BLASTER—Programs all 1K to

4K PROMS of 25XX & 27XX single or

multi-voltage types—With all personality

modules and read/write software.

$149.00

THE EXTENDER by Scott Knaster With Apparatus new Apple

software package. The Extender, you can use the full power of

PRINT USING from Applesoft, determine the amount of free

space remaining on a diskette from within your programs,

generate automatic line numbers, and much more.

The Extender provides 15 powerful statements and functions

to make Applesoft programming easier. These commands add

to your capability in business applications, graphics, debug-

ging, disk management, and advanced programming.

Here is a brief description of some of the commands provided:

• PRINT USNG • Easily formats output in columns, with

automatic rounding, floating dollar sign, asterisk fill, preced-

ing or trailing sign, and more features than any other similar

system.
• AUT - Provides computer-generated automatic line numbers.

• DEC and HE X - Provide built-in conversion between hex and

decimal. These functions can be used with POKE, PEEK.

and CALL statements for easy programming.

• DISKFR - Instantly computes the amount of disk space free

on any standard DOS 3.2 or 3.3 diskette.

• EDIT - Allows easier editing of Applesoft program lines by

providing full-widths listing Eliminates typing POKE 33.33

to eliminate spaces.

The Extender works with your Applesoft programs by using the

•&• command. Just boot with the Extender disk, then run, edit, or

change your programs as usual, with all the power of these 1

5

additions at your fingertips.

The Extender comes on a 3.2 diskette and is fully compatible

with both DOS versions 3.2 and 3 3. The Extender requires an

Apple II or Apple II Plus with at least 32K. Applesoft in ROM or

Language System, and a minimum of one disk drive.

Complete documentation is included with examples of usage

for clarity and ease of implementation.

NOW HALF PRICE! only $25.00

MISCELLANEOUS SUPPLIES
DISKETTES

Double density, soft sectored, replacement guaranteed. Spindle/Hub

protected (5V only)

Verbatim Oatalife 5'V 40 track $24 95

PAPER
8Vx1 1" blank white, tractor teed paper, tull box $24 95

8Vi"x11" blank white, tractor feed paper, halt box $14 95

14V4"x1 1" green bar. tractor teed paper, full box $34 95
3Vx15/16" tractor leed mailing labels $1995

OTHER
5V plastic library case $ 1 .95

5V Flip-son $2195
1 6K memory kits * 1 9-95

SPECIAL - FREE GRAFTRAX
(Adds dot addressable graphics)

with EPSON MX-80 Printers

I MX 80 $499.00

I MX-80 F/T 57500

I MX-100 775.00

1 Apple Interface Card
1 w/Cable $99

li^L A k!

ApparatlncAALJLJ^JI V-J I / II lv^. On-going Support for Microcomputers'

101 S Tamarac Pkwy . Denver CO 80237 . (303) 741 1778 . (800) 525 7674

APPLE IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF APPLE COMPUTER
call to' snipping Foreiqn O'dfs shipped A'
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Project Planning, continued.

"The resource histogram that accompanies the above data
looks like this:

RESOURCE USED
I
...

TIME OF COMPLETION - 24

EACH ASTERISK IS 1 UNITS OF RESOURCE

"The present plan requires four trolls for times 1 to 3, Only-
two trolls exist. They are the scarce resource. Trend and Truss
looked at this situation and they delayed the start of their left
and right piers to 9 and 12.

"When they ran CPM-ll a second time they saw they had
solved their problem:

JOB

RIGHT PIER
LEFT PIER
OAM
CENTER PIER
BEAMS
PLANKS
REMOVE OAM

RESOURCE USEO

10 20
TIME-DAYS

30 40

XXX
XXX.

CCCCCCCC
CCCCCCC

CC
CCCCC

EACH ASTERISK IS 1 UNITS OF RESOURCE

NEW
From R€LIAnC€l

END VQUn
mMPHTER CLUTTER

Floppy

Duk
Stong*

LooMLaai
Binders

LoomLuI
Binder J with 1 •"• -• 1 —

•

•-• 1
or without

Camtt*
Tray* 1 .*'

' M
(Many itylei

oif«r»d) 1 '"' •* i H

Folder* for

Floppy Disks

& Literature

|
Available from Stock or Custom Imprinted

For complete catalog write or phone:

RGUHOOE Packaging Drvision
225 Bellevilla Avenue
Bloomttetd. N.J. 07003 (201) n&.'rm J
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JOB LENGTH OF JOB RESOURCE USED START SLA(

RIGHT PIER 3 1 9 4
LEFT PIER 3 t 12 1

DAM 8 2 1

CENTER PIER 7 1 9 o
BEAMS 2 2 16
PLANKS 5 2 18
REMOVE OAM 1 1 23

"This time their resource requirements stayed within their
limits. At no time did the plan require more than the two trolls
they had available. The plan was a workable solution given
their scarce resource. They set to work."
"What happens." asked Grant. "If part of a job takes two

trolls and part of a job takes only one troll?"

"There are two ways to handle that contingency." said Lee.
"First, you can say the job takes 1.5 people. If you don't like
that approach, you break the job into two jobs, one with two
people and one with one person."

"Is it correct to say." asked Grasso. "that you plan to run the
program several times before you get it right?"

"Yes," nodded Lee.

"Then why don't you have the program do the adjusting?"
Grasso continued.

"It's possible." agreed Lee. "but the program is more flexible
when you stay in charge. You lose a few minutes juggling jobs,
but you gain a solution that is exactly the one you want. The
trolls might have a friend and decide to invite her over if they
wanted to speed up the project. If she could come, they might
want to shorten the length of some jobs and increase their
resources to three. For example, the planking could be finished
faster. The point is that the trolls retain a great deal of flexibility

by using a program that keeps them in control."

"I think I hear you saying. Stay loose.' " said Grasso. "I'm
willing to give it a try. Maybe it's not such a bad idea. I know
my plans are always a balancing act. I can see how I would
cycle around several times before I had just the right solution."
"We are going to do that right now." said Lee. "Each of the

plans we made this morning has to be revised to include a
resource. It can be dollars per week, man-days, man-hours, or
anything else you wish. You have to tie some resource to each
job. put in the length and start time, and look at the results. If

you exceed some reasonable resource limits, reschedule some
jobs and rerun CPM-II until things work."

The Program CPM-II.

1000 REM
1010 REM
1020 "

1021 REM
1022

1030 REM
1040 REM
1050 REM
1060 '

1070 REM
1080 REM
1090 REM
1100 REM
1110 REM
1140 "

1150 REM
1160 REM
1 1 70 REM
1175 REM
1180 REM
1190 REM
1200 REM

100

CPM-II 5 JUNE 1981 GEORGE LEE
CRITICAL PATH METHOD (II)

c COPYRIGHT 1980 BY JOHN M NEVISON ASSOCIATES

THIS PROGRAM MAY BE USEO TO
BALANCE RESOURCE USE OF A CRITICAL PATH NETWORK
BY A0JUSTING THE STARTING TIMES.

GIVEN A LIST OF JOBS. THEIR LENGTHS. THEIR
STARTING TIMES. THEIR REQUIRED RESOURCES. AND
THEIR PREDECESSORS. PRINT A GANTT CHART. A
RESOURCE HISTOGRAM. AN0 A TABLE OF VALUES FOR
THE NETWORK

VARIABLES:
A VALUE OF EACH ASTERISK IN HISTOGRAM
C COMPLETION TIME FOR THE WHOLE

PROJECT
E GREATEST (LATEST) END TIME
El) END TIME FOR JOBS
E$ ERROR FLAG
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NEECO

WHY BUY FROM THE BEST?
Service. . . Support. .

.

Software . .

.

MULTI-CLUSTER
For Commodore Systems allows 3

CPUs (Expandable to 81 to acc»

single Commodce I

MULTI-CLUSTER (3 CPU's) S995

Each Additional CPU (up to 8) . .
. . S258

$ 645

$745
S 945

$459

EPSON PRINTERS
MX-80 PRINTER

MX-80 FT

MX-100
MX-70
INTERFACE CARDS . _
8141 (RS-232) * «
8150 (2K Buflered RS-232) * 1?0

8161 (IEEE 488) » »
8131 (Apple Card) * »
8230 (Apple Card) * »
8220 (TRS-80 Cable) * »

DIARLO 630 PRINTER
DIABLO 630 -Serial -RS-232 $2710

Tractor Option $ 250

AMDEK MONITORS INTERTEC COMPUTERS

O
16KBO6KRAM-40 Column) -Lim.Qty

JJg5
32K B (32K RAM-40 Clm.) - Lim. Qty »'f»
4016(16KRAM4 0Basic-40Clm.) » 8»
4032 (32K RAM 4.0 Basic-40 Clm.) »J2>
8032 (32K RAM 4 Basic-80 Clm.) »]«*>

8050 Dual Disk (1 Meg Storage) »]'»
4040 Dual Disk (343K Storage) *'295

8010 IEEE Modem J
280

C2N Cassette Drive » *
CBM - IEEE Interlace Cable » *
IEEE - IEEE Interlace Cable » 50

VIC 20 Home/Personal Computer $ 295

ALTOS
Call NEECO for any

of your
Commodore Computer needs.

NEC SPINWRITER PRINTERS
5530 (Parallel) J?j>55
5510 (Serial) »*5
5520 (KSR-Serial) »415

Tractor Option * <Z5

APPLE
16K APPLE II* $1330

32K APPLE II* $1430

48K APPLE II* $1530

APPLE DISK w/3 3 DOS .$ 650

APPLE DRIVE Only $ 490

APPLE III 128K - In Stock!

w/ Monitor *

Info Analystpak $4740

Video 100 12' B*W $ 179

Video 300 12" Green $ 249

Color 1
13" Low Res $ 449

Color I1
13" High Res $ 999

64K Superbrain

(360 Disk Storage). CP/M™ . . . $3495

64K OD Superbrain

(700K Disk Storage). CP/M™. . $3995

•CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research

Q Aiwa ^a^'
F=\

--_-.---.-."---"---"»

ATARI COMPUTERS
Atari 400 (16K RAM) } 399

Atari 800 (32K RAM) - good thru 8/31 $1080

Atari 410 RECORDER * 89 95

Atari 810 DISK DRIVE $ 599.95

NEECO carries all available ATARI Software and Peripherals

PROFESSIONAL
SOFTWARE

WordPro 1 8K $ 29.95

WordPro 3 (40 Clm.)16K ....$ 199 95

WordPro 3* $ 295

WordPro 4 (80 Clm.) 32K . . . . $ 375

WordPro 4* $ 450

JUST A SAMPLE OF THE MANY PRODUCTS WE CARRY, CALL US FOR OUR NEW 60-PAGE CATALOG.

WE WILL MATCH ANY ADVERTISED PRICE ON PRODUCTS LISTED UNDER SIMILAR "IN STOCK"

NEECO
679 HIGHLAND AVE.
NEEDHAM. MA 02194

(617) 449-1760
Telex: 951021

MON-FRI 9:00 - 5:00

M»«t«rCh»rge and VISA Accepted
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CPMII
, continued

1210 REM GS<) GRAPH FOR HISTOGRAM
1 220 REM H() HISTOGRAM STFPS IF ES <> "OKAY" THEN 2135 ELSE 2140
1230 RE
1240 RE

1250 RE
1260 RE

;m UK INDEX VARIABLES
;M J»0 NAMES OF JOBS

2135
2140 -

2145
2150

GOTO 2265 RETURN
IFEND
LET P(J.K) - 1

READ PS

I ll~ 2f
M " MAXIMUM HISTOGRAM STEP

2155
2160 '

GOTO 2120 LOOP

1 290 REM P$ NAME 0F pREDEcESSOR
2165
2170 '

NEXT J

1 300 REM P() PREDECESSOR TABLE
1310 REM R() RESOURCE REQUIRED

2175 IF J$(N) < > "END" THEN 2180 ELSE 2190
1 320 REM SO STARTING TIMES

2180 PRINT "NO END JOB-
1330 RE
1340 '

2185
2190 '

LET ES - "NOT-OKAY"
IFEND

1350 REM CONSTANTS- 2195 '

1360 LET H9 - 4 HEIGHT OF RESOURCE HISTOGRAM
2200 DATA BEGIN, NO-MORE

1370 LET S9 - 1 1 SPACES TO LEFT EDGE OF CHARTS
2205 DATA RIGHT PIER, BEGIN, NO-MORE

1380
1390

LET T9 - 40 SPACES ACROSS CHARTS (TIME UNITS!
LET T$ - "DAYS" TIME LABEL

2210
2215

DATA LEFT PIER, BEGIN, NO-MORE
DATA DAM, BEGIN, NO-MORE

1400 ' 2220 DATA CENTER PIER. DAM, NO-MORE
1410 REM DIMENSIONS' 2225 DATA BEAMS. LEFT PIER. RIGHT PIER. CENTER PIER. NO-MORE
1420 DIM E(25). HMO). G$(10.40). JSI25)

2230 DATA PLANKS. BEAMS. NO-MORE
1430 OIM L(25). PI25.25). R(25). SI25.2)

2235 DATA REMOVE DAM. PLANKS. NO-MORE
1440 ' 2240 DATA END. PLANKS. NO-MORE
1450 REM MAIN PROGRAM 2255 •

1460 ' 2260 '

1470 GOSUB 2000 READ IN DATA 2265 RETURN
1480 IF ES <> "OKAY" THEN 1482 ELSE 1484

2270 -

1482 GOTO 1580 STOP 2275 "

1484 '

IFEND 2280 REM SUBROUTINE: CHECK NAME AND FIND PREDECESSOR
1490 GOSUB 3000 COMPUTE EARLY STARTS

2285 REM IN: ES. J. JS(). P$
1500 IF E$ <> "OKAY" THEN 1502 ELSE 1504

2290 REM OUT: ES. K
1502 GOTO 1580 STOP 2295 '

1504 '

IFEND 2305 FOR K - 1 TO J - 1

1510 LETC-S(N,1) + L(N)
2310 IF J$(KI = P$ THEN 2330 LOOP EXIT

1520 GOSUB 4000 COMPUTE LATE STARTS
2315 NEXTK

1530 GOSUB 7000 PRINT GANTT CHART
2320 PRINT PS: " DOES NOT PRECEDE " J$(K)

1540 GOSUB 7200 PRINT RESOURCE HISTOGRAM
2325 LET ES - "NOT-OKAY-

1550
1560

GOSUB 8000 PRINTTABLE OF VALUES
2330 '

2335 RETURN
1570 ' 2340 '

1580 STOP 2345 '

1590 - 3000 REM SUBROUTINE: CHECK STARTS
1600 • 3005 REM IN: ES. LO. N. PO. S(J.I)
2000 REM

1 SUBROUTINE: READ IN OATA 3010 REM OUT: ES
2005 REM 1 IN: -- 3015 •

2010 REM 1 OUT: ES, J$(). LO. N. RO, PO. SO 3020 REM THE JOBS START, 0(J,1). MUST BE AFTER THE
2015 3025 REM SLOWEST OF ITS PREDECESSORS HAS BEEN
2020 REM

1 READ IN THE NUMBER OF JOBS. N. THE JOB LENGTHS
3030 REM
3035 '

COMPLETED
2025 REM

1
L(J). AND THE JOB NAMES WITH THE NAMES OF IMMED-

2030 REM
1

IATELY PRECEDING JOBS MARK THE PREDECESSOR
3040 REM L(J) LENGTH OF JOB J

2035 REM
1

TABLE WITH A 1 FOR EVERY COLUMN JOB. K THAT
1 PRECEDES A GIVEN ROW JOB. 1.

3045 REM S(J,1) EARLY START TIMF
2040 REM 3050 REM E<J> END TIME
2045 ' 3055 REM
2050 REM THE READER MIGHT TRY AND FILL IN THE TABLE

3060 '

2055 REM
2060 '

PO FOR THE FEW CASES TO SEE HOW IT LOOKS
3065 1

3070

cOR J - 1 TO N
LETE-0

2065 LET ES - "OKAY" 3075 FOR K - 1 TO N
2070 REAON 3085 IF P(J.K) - 1 AND E < E(K) THEN 3090 ELSE 3095
2075 DATA 9 3090 LET E - E(K)

2080 ' 3095 '

IFEND

2085 FOR J - 1 TO N 3100 NEXTK
2087 REAOXS. S(J.I), L(J). R(J)

3102 IF S(J.I) < E THEN 3103 ELSE 3109
2088 NEXT J

3103 PRINT "STARTING TIME": S(J.I); " OF JOB #"
2090 DATA BEGIN. 0. 1.0

3104 PRINT J, " MUST BE LATER THAN "; E; " "

2091 OATA RIGHT PIER. 9, 3. 1
3105 PRINT "PLEASE RETYPE THE STARTING TIMES."

2092 DATA LEFT PIER. 12. 3. 1
3106 PRINT

2093 DATA DAM. 1.8. 2
3107 LET ES - "NOT-OKAY"

2094 DATA CENTER PIER. 9. 7. 1
3108 GOTO 3125 RETURN

2095 DATA BEAMS. 18. 2. 2
3109 '

IFEND

2096 DATA PLANKS. 18. 5. 2
3110 LETE(J)-S(J,1) +LIJ)

2097 DATA REMOVE DAM. 23. 1. 1

3115 NEXT J

2098 DATA END. 24. 0.
3120 '

2101 ' 3125 RETURN
2102 READX 3130 '

2103 DATA -.9999 3135 '

2104 IF X <> - 9999 THEN 2105 ELSE 2109
4000 REM SUBROUTINE: COMPUTE LATE STARTS

2105
2108
2107

PRINT "WRONG NUMBER OF DATA FOR STARTING DATA "

PRINT "BE SURE TO INCLUDE STARTING OATA FOR THE"
PRINT "BEGIN- JOB AND THE END' JOB "

4005 REM
4010 REM
4015 '

IN: LO. N. PO. C
OUT: SU.2)

2108 LET ES - "NOT-OKAY" 4020 '

2109 '

IFEND 4025 REM THE LATEST A JOB CAN BE COMPLETED IS JUST BEFORE
2110 FOR J - 1 TO N 4030 REM ITS SUCCESSOR MUST START.
2115 READ J$(J). P$ 4035 '

2120 IF PS ."NO-MORE" THEN 2160 LOOP
4040 REM S(J,2I LATE START OF JOB J

2125 GOSUB 2280 CHECK NAME
4045 REM
4050 '

102
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FOR K - N TO 1 STEP -14055'
4060 LET L - C
4065 FOR J - 1 TO N
4070 IF P(J.K) - 1 ANO L > SU.2) THEN 4080 ELSE 4085
4060 LET L - SIJ.2)

4065 ' IFEND
4090 NEXT J

4095 LET S(K,2) - L -L(K»

4100 NEXTK
4105 '

4110 RETURN
4115 '

4120 '

7000 REM SUBROUTINE: PRINT GANTT CHART
7005 REM IN: JSO. L<>. N. SO
7010 REM OUT: --

7016 '

7020 REM PRINT OUT A QANTT CHART THAT SHOWS REGULAR JOBS
7025 REM AS "X"S. CRITICAL JOBS AS "C"S. AND SLACK ON
7026 REM REGULAR JOBS AS "."3. FOR EACH TIME. K.

7027 REM ACCUMULATE THE JOB'S RESOURCE. R(J). IN THE
7028 REM HISTOGRAM STEP. HIK).

7029 '

7030 FOR K - 1 TO T9
7031 LET H(K) -
7032 NEXTK
7033 •

7035 PRINT TABI35); "TIME-"; T$
7045 PRINT "JOB": TAB(S9): "0 10 20":

7046 PRINT " 30 40"

7050
7051 PRINT " + +"

7052 '

7055 FOR J - 2 TO N - 1

7060 PRINT J$(J); TABIS9); "1";

7065 LETK-SU.1)
7070 IF SU.1) - SIJ.2) <> THEN 7075 ELSE 7130
7075 IF K > SU.1) + L(J) - 1 THEN 7095 LOOP
7080 PRINT TABIS9+K): "X":

7083 LET H(K) - H(K) + R(J)

7085 LET K - K + 1

7090 GOTO 7075 LOOP
7095

'

7100 IF K > S(J.2) +LU) - 1 THEN 7120 LOOP
7105 PRINT TAB(S9+K); ".";

7110 LET K - K + 1

7115 GOTO 7100 LOOP
7120 '

7125 GOTO 7160 IFEND
7130 - ELSE
7135 IF K > SU.1) + LIJ) - 1 THEN 7155 LOOP
7140 PRINT TAB(S9+K): "C":

7143 LET H(K) - H(K) + R(J)

7145 LET K - K + 1

7150 GOTO 7135 LOOP
7155 -

7160 ' IFEND
7165 PRINT
7170 NEXT J

7175 PRINT
7180 PRINT
7185 RETURN
7190 '

7200 REM SUBROUTINE: PRINT RESOURCE HISTOGRAM
7202 REM IN: HO
7204 REM OUT: --

7205 '

7206 REM PRINT OUT A HISTOGRAM THAT IS T9 TIME UNITS
7208 REM ACROSS AND H9 UNITS HIGH
7210 -

FOR 1 - 1 TO H97211
7212 FOR K - 1 TO T9
7213 LET G$(I.K) - " "

7214 NEXTK
7215 NEXTI
7216 •

7218 REM FIND MAXIMUM. M. OF THE HISTOGRAM STEPS. H(K).

7220 LET M- HO)
7225 FOR K - 2 TO T9

IF H(K) > H9 THEN 7235 ELSE 72407230
7235 LET M - H(K)

7240 ' IFEND
7245 NEXTK
7247 '

7250 REM SCALE HISTOGRAM IF MAXIMUM IS LARGER THAN H9.

7251 LET A - 1

'*Sfc*rl

FOCUS ON THE GALAXY OF APPLE II

'

SOFTWARE WITH PEELINGS II

With a galaxy of A p

|

j I » II software now available it is

comforting to know there is a magazine dedicated entirely

to aoftware evaluation Pecllnoell

Peelings II provides In-depth, critical hut fair review* of the

broad spec triiin of Apple II aoftware: business scientific

and educational aoftware; word processor*, games and

utililv, programs yon name it

The truth c oni erning Apple II software is what Peelings II is

all about. ..can you afford to be without It?

PEELINGS II
1 1 IX MAGAZINE OF APPl l SOFTWARI [VALUATION

(Now in its third year of publication)

PEELINGS II

POB 188. Dept. CC
Las Cruxes. New Mexico 88004

(505)526-8364
Dealer Inquires Invited

One Year (° Issues'

$21 00 I S

S44.00 Foreign
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M PtRRAMII
$16K Language Card

With ROM SOCKET

4 o c ?yr Wa,,ar"y

COMPUTER PRODUCTS

DESIGNING

MANUFACTURING

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING

R. H. Electronics
566 Irelan, BinCC
Buellton, CA 93427

(805) 688-2047

SUPER FAN II
FOR YOUR APPLE II COMPUTER -

• CLIPS ON-NO HOLES OR SCREWS • REPLACEABLE SWITCH
• AVAILABLE IN 120V OR 240V AND r

.i) bilHZ • DURABI E MOTOR
• REDUCES HEAT CAUSED BY EXTRA PLUG IN CARDS
• INCREASED RELIABILITY -SAVES DOWN TIME AND REPAIR CHARGES
• TAN OR BLACK COLOR
• LOW NOISE DUE TO DRAWING EFFECT OF AIR THROUGH YOUR
COMPUTER AND SPECIAL FAN AND MOTOR In

• "QUIETEST FAN ON THE MARKET
• EXTRA 120V OUTLET FOR MONITOR OR ACCESSORIES TURNS ON WHEN
YOU TURN ON YOUR FAN (NOT AVAILABLE ON 240V MODEL)

• SOLD WORLD WIDE • UNIQUE 1 YEAR WARRANTY

HOW TO HOOK IT UP: 1 1 Qp » on your APPLE 2) Unplug your 120V cable (you won't
need it) 3) Plug short 120V cable from Super Fan II to the back ol your computer 4) Plug the
supply cable from Super Fan II to your 120V power source S) Turn on the rocker switch and
a bu* in. red. ready light comes on 6) You are at set to "COOL IT.' Thh swach also turns

your computer "off' and

"Plus 61 Cakfomka Sales Tax and $2 50 shipping charge rx-r
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Riverbank Software Inc.

PROUDLY INTRODUCES

INTERNATIONAL GRAN PRIX
an arcade nke race car simulation

by RICHARD ORBAN
author of THREE MILE ISLAND*

REQUIRES
APPLE II * * OR
APPLE H PLUS* *

4MC. 13 OR It

SECTOR DISK.

PADDLE CONTROL

VWA/MASTfRCMAPtGt
iNOmmcsANo
ONCERS J01 -4I» 1312
•MTH-S LANO.NG ROAO
TOST OFFICE •OX 11*
DENTON. MO 2*3*

• SPECIAL FEATURES •

Five GRAND PRIX style road circuits, including: Oulton Park, War-
wick Farm, Karlskoga. and Monaco • Five speed manual or
automatic transmission (with or without cruise control) • Eight
levels of difficulty.

• ADDITIONAL FEATURES •

Speed* to 198 MPH • controlled skids • spinouts • spectacular crashes • hair pin turni •
narrow corners • obstacles • identified circuit features • number of laps selection •
flashing last lap Indicator • 'Christmas tree' controlled start • switch lor silent operation •
blue post marks 300' intervals • best lap/best race time* posted • fully Instrumented control
panel: lap timer • race timer • indicator lights • edge detectors • positron indicator •
steering indicator • moving speed tap* • lap counter • gear and RPM indicators • operating
fuel QauQf

rWtmAMK WN.L WPl*cr DAMAOCO DISKS WITHIN 1 YEAH OF PURCHASE WT jftN CMS* WTTM *NOOF Of
eURCHAM PUIS HVE DOtLAMS POSTAM ANDHANMlTMPOnMauCOUTE NE*VAC«W«NT
(TIN OOLLAnSOVCnSCAS,

CPM II, continued.

7252
7253
7254
7255
7258
7260
7265
7270
7275
7280
7283
7285
7287
7288
7290
7295
7300
7305
7310
7315
7317
7320
7325
7326
7330
7335
7340
7345
7350
7355
8000
8005
8010
8015
8020
8025
8030
8035
8036
8040
8045
8050
8052
8055
8060
8065
8070
8075
8080

IF M > H9 THEN 7253 ELSE 7254
LET A = M/H9

IFEND
REM MARK OUTPUT GRAPH GS(). WITH ASTERISKS.

FOR K - 1 TO T9
FOR I » 1 TO H9

IF l*A < - H(K) THEN 7270 ELSE 7275
LET GSO.K) -

IFEND
NEXT I

NEXTK

REM PRINT OUT THE ACTUAL HISTOGRAM ON THE GRAPH. GSO
PRINT "RESOURCE USED"
FOR I - H9 TO 1 STEP -1

PRINT TAB(S9); "I";

FOR K - 1 TO T9
PRINT TABIS9+K); GS(I.K);

NEXTK
PRINT

NEXT I

PRINT TABIS9I; "+ +";

PRINT " + +"

PRINT "EACH ASTERISK IS "; A; UNITS OF RESOURCE."
PRINT

RETURN

REM SUBROUTINE: PRINT TABLE OF VALUES
REM IN: C. JSO. L<>. N. SO
REM OUT: --

:CPRINT "TIME OF COMPLETION
PRINT
PRINT "JOB LENGTH OF JOB RESOURCE USED"
PRINT " START SLACK-
PRINT
FOR J - 2 TO N - 1

PRINT J$(J): TAB(15):L(J): TABOO); R(J):

PRINT TABU7); SU.1); TAB(58); SU.2) - SU.1)
NEXT J

RETURN

END

The second critical-path program works very much like the

first program in its various subroutines. It does differ, however,
in some ways from the first program. The most obvious difference

is that a resource is associated with each job. This addition
leads to a little new programming logic. The program still

figures out the Gantt chart as before. But now, after the chart
is drawn, the program adds down the page in each time unit to

see what the total resource being used at a given time is. The
results of this calculation are graphed in the resource histogram,

sometimes called a resource density chart, which appears right

below the Gantt chart.

The second way this program differs from its predecessor is

that the user enters the starting times. Starting times must be
under the user's control if he or she is to be able to delay select

projects to make the resource histogram stay within bounds.
The portion of the program that computed starting times in

CPM-I has been converted to checking starting times in CPM-
II. The program checks starts now because a user can make a
mistake and start a new job before its predecessors have
finished.

Exercises

1

.

Modify your project from CPM-I to include both a resource
and a starting time for each job. Try it with CPM-II.
2. Sometimes it is interesting to see how the resources
accumulate as the project proceeds. Write an additional
subroutine to print the cummulative resource used. Try to
make the graph square— from to 100 percent of the resource
on the vertical axis.
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Seeing NCC
Will Fastie

* *
€ *4mm

I

It's NCC time again.

Right about now. many journalists and

their editors will begin the annual ritual of

complaining about the National Computer

Conference. This ritual is a long one.

beginning just before the show and lasting

several months, giving everyone enough

time to get into print.

The complaints? The show is too big.

The original purpose of the gathering has

been lost; the exhibits overwhelm. The

show is too big to fit in any one place. How
about a return to the past— an East and

West show? The show is too expensive for

the exhibitors for what they gel out of it.

The show belongs to the bigger exhibitors.

And so on.

Each of the complaints has a following,

and substantial evidence to support it. I'm

not too concerned with these kinds of

issues, though. It's more important to decide

if the NCC is of value . and if so. how to tap

it for your own purposes.

A Personal Perspective

In my opinion, the show (exhibit area)

has enormous value and the conference

has little. For the past five years. I have

sent a representative from my department

to the conference and attended the exhibits

personally. The unanimous opinion o! the

conference attendees has been that the

time was not well spent. (We have gotten

considerably more value from specialized

technical conferences.) We have returned

the NCC Proceedings to our Technical

Library, where they are seldom read.

On the other hand, we have usually gotten

our money's worth from the show. The

opportunity to speak with suppliers whom
we have not met. the chance to see new

products "in the flesh." and the ability to

do these things many times in the space of

one or two days has convinced me that the

NCC plays an important role.

Curiously, we usually do not learn of

new products at the show. As a development

group, charged with the responsibility of

keeping our knowledge current, we typically

leam of most "new" products well in advance

of the show. If anything, the NCC lets us

see. touch, and feel the things -it's a reality

test.

There are surprises, though, and things

to learn. I've found most of these in the

small booths, off the beaten path. Last

year they were in the basement. The year

before, they were at the Disneyland Hotel,

at the Personal Computing exhibits. They

are not likely to catch your eye. and they

might even be hard to find. But do find

them. They're where the action is.

w. H. FaMie.7 1 10 Sheffield Road. Baltimore, Ml>

21212.
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Ifyou haven't made
arrangements for

the trip,

it's too late.

Deciding To Go
There are usually two people involved

in determining whether you attend the

NCC: you and your boss.

If your company is going to send you to

the NCC. they should get a reasonable

return on their investment. Sure, you'll get

a chance to fool around and eat a couple

of great meals, but it's so easy to bring the

value back that there is really no excuse

for an empty trip report. What you must

do is consider in advance, before you set

foot on the plane, what it is you want to

105

learn. What is the mission? Think it out

carefully, take notes, and prepare to justify.

If you are the boss, deciding who and

how many to send is the problem. Some of

the decisions are pre-ordained if the trip is

part of a reward system. The rest should

be based on protecting your investment,

on accomplishing something of value to

your company.

Making the Arrangements

If you haven't made arrangements for

the trip, it's too late. Oh you can stand in

line to register for the NCC all right, but

you'll have to sleep at Biffs Deluxe Motel

& All Night Taxi Stand— it'll be the only

thing left. The time to make your plans is

in June, right after you get back from this

one.

By January next year you should have

your plastics from AFIPS, your hotel form

in the mail, your plane reservations, and

your itinerary cast in concrete. Then you

can breeze past the lines, see the exhibits,

attend the conference, and relax in a nice

hotel each night.

If you are dying to try a particular restaur-

ant, don't wait until you get there to make

the reservation. Call a week or two in

advance. There will be between 10 and 15

thousand people competing for those

reservations each day of the show.

If you can avoid renting a car. do so.

However, don't count on the NCC shuttle

bus service. Plan on using taxicabs. Cabs

are usually a good deal if you grab two

other people to ride with you and split the

fare. If you must rent a car, give someone

else a ride.

Seeing the Show
Once you are there and ready to work,

accomplish your mission first. This show

is big. and if you've never been before.



-sector disks in less

M last:

a copy program that doesn't.

Doesn't make bad copies. PenultiCopys duplication proc
eludes a bit by bit comparison of the original and the copied disk.

Doesn't take all day. PenultiCopy copjgs-ii-cor-tr.r Hioi^ ir, i«™
than 40 seconds. 16-sector in less tharfi
all with one
program.

Doesn't leave
you wondering.
Are your
backup copies
good? Can your /£
other drive read
them? Penulti-

Copy gives ym
an independen
verify modi
double check

Doesn't choke on bad
disks. PenultiCopy signals
you immediately if it finds a
defect.

$34.95 at your local Apple dealer. For an Apple" II with 48K.

A.LF

NCC, continued.
you'll be surprised to find out how long it

takes to see.

It can't be done effectively in one day.
In order to do that, you must not speak to
anyone and you must not stop walking.
Don't even think about using the restrooms.
And for heaven's sake, don't pick up any
literature.

On the other hand, if you have two
days, you may do all of the above, although
you should avoid getting too interested in

any one thing. Three days is fat city —you
can even dawdle at a few booths.

Finally, the literature. If there is a
brochure you can't live without, or some-
thing your boss has to see the second you
get back, pick it up. Otherwise, hand the
boothperson your badge and have the
information sent to you.

If you do pick up anything, a bag is a
must. The Datamation ones are the best.
They are paper and must be cared for, but
the handles are nicer and won't cut your
hand to shreds. Take a handkerchief to
wrap around them, just in case.
Think I'm kidding? Well, how much do

75 1/2-ounce brochures weigh? At 5:00
p.m., the answer is 50 pounds. And pick
up the NCC Proceedings late in the day,
so you don't have to carry it around. It

weighs at least 50 pounds all by itself! Best
hint of all: take a bigger suitcase than you
need, so you'll have room for all your junk
on the return trip.

See you there. Good luck!

LET YOUR APPLE SEE THE WORLD!
The DS-65 Digisector opens up a whole new world for your Apple II. Your computer
can now be a part of the action, taking pictures to amuse your friends, watching your
house while you re away, taking computer portraits ... the applications abound! The
ps-65 is a random access video digitizer. It converts a TV camera's output into digital
information your computer can process. The DS-65 features:

• High Resolution — a 256 x 256 picture element scan
• Precision — 64 levels of grey scale

• Versatility — Accepts either NTSC or industrial video input
Economy — A professional tool priced for the hobbyist

The DS-65 is an intelligent peripheral card with onboard software in 2708 EPROM
Check these software features:

• Full screen scans directly to Apple Hi-Res screen
• Easy random access digitizing by Basic programs
• Line-scan digitizing for reading charts or tracking objects
• Utility functions for clearing and copying the Hi-Res screen hi-res picture using the ds-65

AND PICTURE SCANNER SOFTWARE

^rtlnn ul^ rS^S'
m'S

i
9n

.f
ecuri,y s

y?,
,ems; computer portraiture; robotics; fast to slow scan conversion; moving target indicators

C^era^S^^S^SSX^SSS^^^™* ™* Y°W APPLE™E^ °F S'GHT! °SS5*~«M6
!
rSS

_.„. „ ADDITIONAL SOFTWARE FOR THE DS-65

•In^vKeVlT^ di,herin9 a '9°ri,hmS f°r ">"*<***"* "» "O'Mzed image into the Hi-Res

.7??r
erST : Enables y°" to enhance the DS-65's Hi-Res pictures with colors! Choose from 21 different colors and assian themto grey scale values, mod.fy p.ctures, zoom, enhance contrast, etc. Print routines for the Anadex andI Paper Ttaer' are rXidldComes on a 13-sector disk. Written for The Micro Works by Magna Soft. Price: $79.95

Mnaaex ana KaDer
' '9er are Provided.

ZHZmtl
1 sys,em

,

So
|
,ware

:
This program includes captions and a credit line, reverse printing for T-shirt aDDlication and theopt.on to save portraits on disk. Specifically for use with a Malibu 165 printer. Call or write forWe intomSton™ E/V\ fl (7^ I D") /r^\

'Paper Tiger is a trademark ol Integral Data Systems, Inc.

MasterCharge/Visa Accepted

714-942-2400W©!^^ P.O. BOX 1110 DEL MAR, CA 92014
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How to Solve It — With the Computer

Prime Time

Donald T. Piele

Of all the problems that have been posed in this column since

it began back in September of 1980, none has generated more

reader interest than the super fast prime generating program

that appeared in December, 1981. I have received letters from

doctors, lawyers, teachers, students, and hobbyists. The letters

carried postmarks from all over the United States and a few

foreign countries. I feel fortunate to be the recipient of this

mail, because I can always count on picking up a new idea or

two for looking at a problem in a slightly different way.

Generating prime numbers is probably one of the most

familiar problems around. In 1959 when I first encountered this

problem in a college computer course, the programming had to

be done in machine language on the IBM 650.

As I recall, it was very tedious. The program had to be en-

tered via punched cards, and completing a session was slow

work.

There was little concern at that time about the efficiency of

the program. We just hoped the thing would run.

The students in the class were well prepared mathematically,

but when it came to communicating with the computer, we were

all just beginners. It was an interesting experience, but much
too frustrating and laborious to be taken seriously. All but

the most patient among us returned to the comfort of our

respective disciplines confident that someone who hadn't

worked with the computer hadn't missed much. That was in

1958.

Today the picture has changed completely. A prime gener-

ating programming problem is one a good junior high school

student can write in Basic. In fact it is becoming increasingly

easy to assign programming problems that examine a wide

variety of mathematical concepts to younger and younger stu-

dents. The following discussion is designed to be under-

standable to a rank beginner.

Prime Factorization

Factoring a number into its unique product of prime

numbers is something every school child learns how to do by the

Donald T. Piele. Depi. of Mathematics. University of Wisconsin-Parkside.

Box 2000. Kenosha. Wl 53141.

seventh grade:

21 = 7 x 3

100 = 5x5x2x2.
What Basic programming skills are necessary to program a

computer to automate this process?

1

.

How to input a number into a program.

INPUT

N

2. How to use the integer value function (INT(X)) to check

for divisibility of one integer by another. Recall INT (X) equals

the largest integer less than or equal to X.

INT(2) = 2, INT(2.5) = 2, INT(2.9) = 2, INT(3) = 3.

Thus, we can check whether a factor F divides evenly into an

integer N by comparing the quotient N/F with INT(N/F).

IFN/F = INT(N/F)THEN(FisafactorofN).
3. How to generate a sequence of numbers 2, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11

... to serve as possible factors.

1 F = 1

2 F = F + 1

3 IF F > 3 THEN F = F + 1

4 GOTO 2

4. How to print out a factor and replace the original number
with the quotient.

PRINT F,

N = N/F
5. How to test when there are no factors remaining.

IF N = 1 THEN done.
Putting these skills together, we have the following bare

bones program for prime factorization:

mi, | ,'AI ION"

I "J .. I --I ., *•*• l t 1 v-
4(> F - 1

. 1

ill I THEN F - F + 1

70 RFM
It N/l INTtN
PR INI 1 I

100 n/l

110 IF N - 1 THEN PRINT I KNLi

Ml " "I

00 Ti i 4o

Run this program with numbers such as 100, 195, and 1001,

where all the prime factors are relatively small
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...Everything from
Apple II to Zork II at the
lowest possible prices.

But low prices are
only one feature of our
new catalog. We think

you'll find it to be a very

well-organized, well-

written reference tool.

When you receive our
catalog, you get with it

our commitment to help
you keep it up to date.

Unlike most catalogs
that are obsolete the
moment they're printed,

ours was specifically

designed to deal with
the rapid-fire changes in

microcomputer hard and
software. Its loose-leaf

binder format makes it a
snap to add the new
pages we'll send out on
a regular basis.

Our catalog was
developed on exactly
the same principles as
our business — to offer

you the lowest possible
prices combined with
the highest quality of

service.

tPlASTIC LIBRARY CASC 3 SO

PLASTIC STORAGE BINDER "' Inserts 9 95

PROTECTOR SVI50 Disk Capacity) 23 95
PROTECTOR 8 150 Orek Capacity) 29 95

DISK BANK 5V 5 95
DISK BANK 8 6 95

NEC PERSONAL
COMPUTERS
PC 8001A CPU 899 00

PC8012AI/0 559 00

PC8033ADISM/0 125 00

PC 803IA DUAL DISK 899 00

ALTOS COMPUTER
SYSTEMS
Can Alpha Byte (or our low Altos prices

ATARI COMPUTERS
ATARI 800

ATARI 400 (16K)

ATARI 810 DISK DRIVE

ATARI 850 INTERFACE

ATARI 410 PROGRAM RECORDER
EPSON CABLE

MEMORY MODULE |I6K|

JOYSTICK CONTROLLERS
PADDLE CONTROLLERS
STAR RAIDERS

MISSILE COMMAND
ASTEROIDS

699 00

339 00

449 00

449 00

79 00

35 00

89 95

10 00

19 95

35 00

35 00

35 00

INTEC PERIPHERALS
RAM MODULES
48K FOR ATARI 400 279 00
32K FOR ATAPI 800 135 00

ACTIVISION ATARI
CARTRIDGES
l AMR BLAST
SKIING

DRAGSTER
BOXING

CHECKERS
BRIDGE

KAB00M

HP GRAPHIC PRESENTATIONS

HPVISICALCPLUS
HP ROM DRAWER
HP PRINTER/PLOTTER ROM
HP MASS STORAGE ROM
HP RS 232 INTERFACE

PRINTERS
ANADEX DP 9500

ANADEX DP 9501

C IT0H F 10 40 CPS PARALLEL

C IT0H 45 CPS PARALLEL

C IT0H 40 CPS SERIAL

C-IT0H PROWRITER PARALLEL

C IT0H PROWRITER SERIAL

C IT0H COMET I

EPSON MX 80

EPSON MX 80 F/T

EPSON MX 100 GRAPHIC

EPSON GRAFTRAX
IDS 445G PAPER TIGER

IDS 460G PAPER TIGER

IDS 560G PAPER TIGER

IDS PRISM 80 W/0 COLOR
IDS PRISM 132 W/C010R
NEC SPINWRITER 3510 S R0
NEC SPINWRITER 3530 P R0

NEC SPINWRITER 7710 S R0

NEC SPINWRITER 7730 P R0

NEC SPINWRITER 7700 D SELLUM
NEC SPINWRITER 3500 SELLUM
OKIDATAMICROLINE80
0KIDATA MICROLINE 82A

0KI0ATAMICR0LINE83A
0KI0ATA MICROLINE 84

0UME 9/45

CORVUS
FORS 100. AP
MOD I. Ill

Conitgui Case/

5 ^BEIVTIS,
io^Bbvte

159 00

159 00

39 00

116 00
116 00

329 00

1295 00

1295 00

1595 00

1770 00

1870 00

549 00

695 00

289 00

tCALL

tCALL

SCALE

90 00

779 00
945 00

1195 00
1099 00

1799 00

1995 00

1995 00

2545 00

2545 00

2795 00

2295 00

389 00

549 00

799 00

1199 00

2149 00

: 13 COLOR MONiti

SANYO 12 MONITOR IB A W| 249 00

SANYO 12 MONITOR (GREEN) 269 00

SANYO 13 COLOR MONITOR 469 00

ZENITH 13 HI RES GREEN MON 139 00

AMDEK COLOR l 389 00

AMOEK RGB COLOR 859 00

AMDEK RGB INTERFACE 169 00

MOUNTAIN
HARDWARE
CPS MULTIFUNCTION BOARD 199 00

SUPERTALKER S0200 259 00
ROMPLUS W/ KEYBOARD FILTER 179 00

ROMPLUS W/0 KEYBOARD FILTER 130 00
KEYBOARD FILTER ROM 49 00
COPYROM 49 00

MUSIC SYSTEM 369 00
ROMWRITER 149 00
APPLE CLOCK 252 00
A/D D/A 299 00
EXPANSION CHASSIS 625 00

CALIF. COMPUTER
SYSTEMS
S-100 BOARDS
2200A MAINFRAME 459 00

2065C 64K DYNAMIC RAM 539 00

2422 FLOPPY DISK CONT &CP/M* 359 00

2710 FOUR SERIAL I/O 279 00

2718 TWO SERIAL/TWO PARALLEL I/O 269

2720 FOUR PARALLEL I/O

2810 Z 80 CPU

16K RAM KITS 13.95
Set IX 8 NEC 4 1 16 200 ns Guaranteed one lull

yeai

BOXING

CHECKERS
BRI

INTERFACE 149 00
INTERFACE 159 00

CLOCK 99 00
ENTRONlCS INTERFACE 105 00

VISTA COMPUTER CO.
APPLE VISION 80 80 COL CARD 329 00

APPLE 8 DISK DRIVE CONTROLLER 549 00

DISKETTES
ALPHA DISKS i^^

Ail mmM
B^KD SClUr™ IC

mo APPLE HARDWARE MODEMS
Single sided certified Double Density"

115 95

VERSA WRITER DIGITIZER

ABT APPLE KEYPAD
259 00
119 00 NOVATION CAT ACOUSTIC MODEM 145 00

with Hup nng Bo* Of tO GuarjnleeC^^p ^MHRd BUSINESS 128 95 MICROSOFT 2 80 SOFTCARO 299 00 NOVATION CAT DIRECT CONNECT 165 00
year |

PBrtttebusiness 64 95 MICROSOFT RAMCARO 159 00
NOVATION AUTO CAT AUTO ANS 219 00

VERBATIM DATALIFE HP 32E SCIENTIFIC w/ STATS 46 95 VIOEX 80 > 24 VIDEO CARD 299 00 NOVATION APPLE CAT 349 00

MD525 0I 10 16 26 50
HP 33C Programmable Scientific 76 95 VIOEX KEYBOARD ENHANCER II 129 00 UDS 103 LP DIRECT CONNECT

UOS 103 JLP AUTO ANS
175 00

MO 550 01 10 16 44 50 HP-41C Advanced Programmable 211 95 VIDEX ENHANCER REV 6 99 00 209 00

MD557 01 10 16

MO 57701 10 16

FD 32 or 34-9000

54 95

34 80

36 00

44 95

48 60

HP 41CV Advanced Prog ?K mem

HP-41 PERIPHERALS
274 95 VIDEX SOFT SWITCH

MtR SUPERTERM 80 « 24 VIDEO BD
SSM AIO BOARD 1 INTERFACE 1 A & T

29 00
315 00
165 00

HAYES MlCROMODEM II (APPLEl

HAYES 100 MODEM (S 1001

HAVES SMART MODEM IRS 2321

299 00

325 00
249 00

FO 32 or 34-8000 HP 82106A MEMORY MODULE 27 95 SSM AIO BOARD (INTERFACE! KIT 135 00 HAYES CHRONOGRAPH 225 00

FD 34-4001 HP 82170A OuM Memory Module

HP82143A PRINTER/PLOTTER
89 00

324 95

APPLE FAN
T/G JOYSTICK

44 95

54 95

LEXICON LX 11 MODEM
RACAL VADIC 1200 BAU0/212A

109 00
795 00

HP 82160A IL INTERFACE 119 00 T/G PADDLE 34 95
ALPHA DISKS 21.95 HP 82161A DIGITAL CASSETTE 419 00 VERSA E Z PORT 21 95 TERMINALS
Single sided certiiied Double Density 40 Tracks HP MATH PAC 29 00 MICRO SCI A2 W/0 CONTROLLER 419 00
with Hub-ring Boi ol 10 Guaranteed one lull HP STATISTICS PAC 29 00 MICRO SCI A40 W/CONTROLLER 479 00 TELL VIDEO 910 639 00

year HP REAL ESTATE PAC 39 00 MICRO SCI A40 W/0 CONTROLLER 409 00 TELEVIOEO 912C 745 00

VERBATIM DATALIFE
HP SURVEYING PAC

HP STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS PAC
29 00

39 00

MICRO SCI A70 W/CONTROLLER
MICRO SCI A70 W/0 CONTROLLER

629 00

549 00

TELEVIDEO 920C

TELEVIOEO 950C

830 00

995 00

MD 525-01. 10. 16 26 50 THE MILL PASCAL SPEEDUP 329 00 ZENITH Z 19 799 00

MD 550-01. 10. 16 44 50 HP COMPUTERS PROMETHEUS VERSACARO 229 00
MD55. 31. 10 16 54 95 HP-85A PERSONAL COMPUTER 21 95 SUPERCLOCK II 129 00 TRS-80 MOD 1

MO 57701. 10. 16 34 80 HP SINGLE 5 v. DISK DRIVE 1295 LfcAR LOWER CASE . 59 00 HARDWAREFO 32 or 34-9000 36 00 HP DUAL DISK DRIVE 19 95 MICROBUFFER II 16K W/GRAPHICS 259 00
FD32or 34 8000 44 95 HP-8SA 16K MEMORY MOOULE 239 00 MICROBUFFER II 32K W/GRAPHICS 299 00 PERCOM DATA SEPARATOR 27 00
FD 34-4001 48 60 HP-7225B GRAPHICS PLOTTER 21 95 WIZARD 80 COL VIDEO 279 00 PERCOM DOUBLER II 159 00

HP PLOTER MOOULE 605 00 TANDON 80 TRACK DISK ORIVE 429 00

DISKETTE STORAGE HP HP IB INTERFACE
HP STD APPLICATIONS PAC

329 00

83 00
MONITORS TANDON 40 TRACK DISK DRIVE

LNW DOUBLER W/ OOSPLUS 3 40
289 00

159 00
»»" PLASTIC LIBRARY CASE 250 HP GENERAL STATISTICS PAC 83 00 NEC 12 GREEN MONITOR 199 00 MOD III ORIVE KIT 649 00



MORROW DESIGNS I TERM*

Z TERM PRO*

89 96

129 95

TRACKCESS MOO 1

OMNITERM SMART TERM MODI III

24 95

89 95
EDU-WARE
PERCEPTION PKG 19 96

FLOPPY DISK SYSTEMS ASCII EXPRESS 63 95 MICROSOFT BASIC COMP FOR MOO 1 165 00 COMPU READ 24 95

Controller P S Microsoft Basic CP/M" HAYOEN APPLESOFT COMPILER 149 00 LOOS 5 1 MODI." 159 00 STORY TELLER 18 95

A4 T
EASY WRITER PRO 199 00 COMPU MATH ARITHMETIC 39 95

DISCUS 2D (Single Drive - 500KI

DISCUS 20 (Dual Drive - 1 MEG)

DISCUS 2 2 (Single Drive - 1 MEG)

DISCUS 7*7 (Dual Drive - 2 MEG)

869 00 EASY MAILER PRO 79 00 APPLE GAMES COMPU MATH FRACTIONS 34 95

1499 00

1099 00

EXPEDITER II APPLESOFT COMPILER

ASTATCOMP STATISTICS PKG

73 95

129 00 PERSONAL SOFTWARE COMPU MATH DECIMALS
COMPU SPELL (REO DATA DISK)

34 95

24 95

1999 00 SUPER TEXT II

FINANCIAL PARTNER

129 00

199 00

CHECKER KING

GAMMON GAMBLER
21 95

21 95
COMPU SPELL DATA DISKS 14 ea 1795

HARD DISK SYSTEMS LISA 2 5 59 95 BRIDGE PARTNER ^^Atk MORE GREAT APPLE
Controller P S Microsoft Basic CP/M* SUPERSCRIBE II 99 95 MONTY PLAYS MONOPOLY A mSAMES
A*T CONTINENTAL SOFTWARE

ZORK 1 ^^**A ^^^^^ MU
ZORK l^^L ^f^fl ^^MS |32 95^

ApMPUTER OUARTERBACK
^WPEfifBFIRE

32 95
49 95

DISCUS M10 (10 Megabytes) 3099 00
G/L 199 00 MONTY^^LsC^^^F**'*tfl Im95 J ^K^^HRED ALLIANCE 49 95

DISCUS M26 126 Megabytes) 3749 00 A/R
•*

199 00
9900 VjAre ^01ISOLATORS PAYROLL V

J9 95
PROPERTY MGMT J W ^ataiiiim^l ^^BMMMBW

ISO 1 3 SOCKET S3 95 THE HOME ACCOUNTANJ^^tagH K ™ P>OMPU REAJdfl

ISO-2 6-SOCKET 53 95

PERSONAL S*aW^7» •* A
.^*e*e**jW ^^K^ "**"^

BARE DRIVES DiS>t|fH ^^t^aj^l
IviSI^H/VISIPLOT^^f _^k

FFT ^
COMPU mI jIMAI^^r^eS "34 95

TANDON 5'/4 INCH •^FRSONALSOF^J^^ cOMPUiTHH BlSK) 24 95

1001 SINGLE HEAD 40 IRK
f•*fe9 0jfl

IviSr^H ^*^^La^BIPworj^ CHECKER KINGj^l^k^^V ^KMPUj^pinMllRIS 14 ea 1795

100 2 DUAL HEAD 40 TRK^fV 1. ^^L ^^^^^^r 79 0O*flLGAMMONgfHSp^H ^L V IKreat apple
100 3 SINGLEHUU^^k 1 visiu^B ^m VLiiVteA ^Lb ^H Lik

I GAMES
100-4 DUAL H^fl ^^] IviSIFILESiJaill^P^ 2O90oJ Hv pl^H[onopooB ^k w

Lh' ^I^L. .aiiV^B 1 32 95 COMPUTER OUARTERBACK 32 95

H9 00^BcONTIN ENTALSOF^
32 95

34 95

TORPEDO FIRE

THE SHATTERED ALLIANCE

49 95

49 95

^^b ^B ~^^B ^P n
A/R .^jf^^^e^^^l \,A Im ^pbI^b

POOL 1 5
ULTIMA

29 96

33 95

^^L 3 SOCKET ^ ^^^95

KalAXY WARS ^"*^
Al IEN RAIN (AKA GALAXIAN)

ALIEN TYPHOON

20 95

20 95

20 95

RASTER BLASTER
FLIGHT SIMULATOR
INTERNATIONAL GRAND PRIX

24 95

27 95

25 95

HT! 6 SOCKET ^^^k APPLE PANIC 24 95
SARGONII 28 95pBA Sf^'-mARE MIDNIGHT MAGIC 29 95
SHUFFLE BOARD 29 95

bar^drVJI 199 00

179 00

239 00

199 00

SPACE OUARKS 24 95
FIREBIRD

SNACK ATTACK

24 95

24 95

219 00eJfJ

/ISjJ^KviSIPlOT
AUTOMATED SIMULATIONS
INVASION ORION 20 95

THIEF

ROACH HOTEL

24 95

29 95

^^^lOol^B ^K • Hik^I i 299 00^*m§r^RM 79 00 STAR WARRIOR 32 95 JABBERTALKY 24 95

1 100 3^| ^fejafl ^P *""
299 00 VISICALC 199 00 TUES MORNING QUARTERBACK 25 95 THE WARP FACTOR 32 95

^^k '00 4^B1^^^F^ 429 00 VISIFILES 209 00 CRUSH CRUMBLE AND CHOMP
THE DRAGON S EYE

24 95

20 95

COSMO MISSION 24 95

«pDN THINLINE 8 INCH
CP/M' SOFTWARE MUSE SOFTWARE SUPPLIES

848 7 DUAL SIDE 549 00 THE WORD-SPELL CHECK 75 00 ROBOT WARS 32 95 AVERY TABULABLES
d BASE II 599 00 THREE MILE ISLAND 32 95 1 000 3V. > 15/16 8 49

MICRO PRO SUPER CALC
SPELLGUARO

229 00

239 00

ABM
GLOBAL WAR

20 95

20 95
3 0O0 3Y, « 15/16

6 000 3V) i 16/16

14 95

19 95

APPLE CP/M

'

P til CP/M* MOD II IRS 80 175 00 CASTLE WOLFENSTEIN 24 95

WORDSTAR "' ••

SUPERSORT »• "
MAILMERGE" - "
DATASTAR "• "
SPELLSTAR ''•

249 00
145 00

90 00
215 00

169 00

COMMX TERMINAL PROG

C BASIC 7

PASCAL Z

PASCAL MT
PASCAL/M

82 50

115 00

349 00

439 00

205 00

ONLINE SYSTEMS
WIZARD AND PRINCES

MISSILE DEFENSE

SABOTAGE

29 95

25 95

20 95

FAN FOLD PAPER
(Prices FOB. S P )

9*4 K 11 1810 WHITE 3 OOOct

14 7/8 < 11 IBID WHITE 3 000 CI

29 00

39 00

CALCSTAR"- •" 169 00 SYSTEMS PLUS

G/L A/R A/P P/R 1799 00

SOFT PORN ADVENTURE

THRESHOLD

24 95

3195

CP/M- CONDOR 1 579 00 JAW BREAKER 24 95 A * —
WORDSTAR 310 00 CONDOR II 849 00 CROSSFIRE 16 45 AH^M1^
SUPERSORT
MAILMERGE

195 00

110 00 DIGITAL RESEARCH
TIME ZONE
H/R FOOTBALL

69 95

32 95 MIIJIid
DATASTAR 245 00 MAC 89 00 H/R CRIBBAGE 20 95 ^j^l'r1 m
SPELLSTAR 195 00 SID 69 00 PEGASUS II 25 95 L^%- iLjr.,
CALCSTAR 239 00 am

PL/ 1 80

97 00
439 00 SIRIUS SOFTWARE KVefF^B

MICROSOFT SUPERSOFT
SPACE EGGS
GORGON

24 95

32 95 Ljytiwin
APPLE DIAGNOSTIC 1 69 00 SNEAKERS 24 95 /Va«\fall *aaj rTI

ER
re

FORTRAN*

BASIC COMPILER*

COBOL*

166 00
315 00

595 00

DIAGNOSTIC II

C COMPILER
UTILITIES 1

89 00

179 00

59 00

EPOCK
BEER RUN
HADRON

29 95

24 95

29 95 SSSnur
Z-80 S0FTCARD

RAMCARD

299 00

159 00

UTILITIES II

RATFOR

59 00

89 00

PULSAR II

EPOCK

24 95

29 95 rrlUUUUlo
TYPING TUTOR 17 95 FORTRAN 239 00

OLYMPIC DECATHLON
TASC APPLESOFT COMPILER

24 95
159 00 TRS-80 GAMES lb order, or for information, call:

CP/M 1 TEMPLE OF APSHAI 34 95 /jjTMQI tPlr^,*r* r^r*r*<*3
BASIC 80 299 00 HELLFIRE WARRIOR 34 95 1 J\ «-C 1 am ^1 1_ ,K_K . <C
BASIC COMPILER 319 00 STAR WARRIOR 34 95 1 at |«3# m vj11 V^%3%J f^j
FORTRAN 80 369 00 RESCUE AT RIGEL 24 95 % w^tw* m ^*w ^^ ^^^^^^
COBOL BO

MACRO 80

595 00

189 00

CRUSH CRUMBLE ANO CHOMP
INVADERS FROM SPACE

24 95
17 95 To use our 24-hour modem order line, call: (213) 883-8978.

mu MATH/mu SIMP

mu LISP/mu STAR

219 00
175 00

PINBALL

STAR TREK 3 5

1795
1795 We guarantee everything tor 30 days It anything is wrong, return the item

MISSILE ATTACK 1895
24 95

and we'll make it right And . ot course, we'll pay the shipping charges

APPLE SOFTWARE STAR FIGHTER
We accept Visa and Master Card on all orders. COD up to $300.00.

MAGIC WINDOW 79 00 TRS-80 SOFTWARE Add $2.00 for standard UPS shipping and handling on orders under_50 lbs.

MAGIC SPELL 59 00
rlv Uw %*r **»•' W» r~*9 *

delivered in continental U.S. Call lor shipping charges over bo lbs horeign,

BASIC MAILER 59 00

99 00

179 00

NEWOOS/8O2 0MOOI. II

LAZY WRITER MODI. II

PROSOFT NEWSCRIPT MOD 1 III

139 00
165 00 FPO and APO orders, add 15% tor shipping. Californians add 6% sales tax

APPLE PIE

DB MASTER 99 00 Prices quoted are tor stock on hand and subject to change without notice

PFS PERSONAL FILING SYSTEM

PFS REPORT

79 00

79 00

SPECIAL DELIVERY MOO 1. Ill

X IRA SPECIAL DELIVERY MOD 1 III

119 00
199 00 31245 LA BAYA DRIVE, WESTLAKE VILLAGE, CALIFORNIA 91362

CP/M is a reg trademark ol Digital Research -Requires Z-80 Softcard "Reg trademark ol Micro Pro International Corp
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(1001 = 7x11x13), and this program is fast. Try a number
like 1234567 and see what happens. It takes three minutes
on an Apple II to find the prime factorization:
1234567 = 127x9721.
Albert Nijenhuis, a reader from Philadelphia, saw this

program in the January 1982 issue of Creative Computing
(page 161) and suggested a one line addition which cut the time
for the above factorization to three seconds—a speed-up factor
of 60. This idea is often found in prime factorization programs
and is based upon a simple mathematical observation: If N is

not prime, then it can be factored, N = F x G, and one of the
factors F or G must be less than or equal to the square root of N.
(If both F and G are greater than the square root of N then
F x G would be greater than N, a contradiction.)
How is this fact used to cut the speed of this program drasti-

cally? Simply stop looking for prime factors of N once the can-
didates F are larger than the square root of N. This is done by
adding line

70 IF F*F > N THEN F = N: GOTO 90
Improving the speed of a computer program requires the

same type of insight that we often associate with problem
solving in mathematics. As a skill, it is difficult to teach; the
best way I know is to study lots of examples. Let's continue.

Generating Prime Numbers
I learned two facts about the problem of writing a fast Basic

program to generate the prime numbers between 2 and 1000:
everyone has a favorite program, and every program can be
improved.

One way to generate the prime numbers between 2 and 1000
would be to check every odd number between 3 and 999 for its

prime factors using the program listed above and to print out
those that had only one factor, themselves. This will do the job,
but it is very slow—especially toward the end of the list. A much
faster procedure uses the Sieve of Eratosthenes [ 1 ]

.

To see how the sieve produces the primes from 2 to 999, begin
with the top row in Table 1 . This row contains all of the integers
from 2 to 1000. Each succeeding row results from crossing out
numbers from the row above it according to the following rule:

Start from the left and circle the first non-circled number.
Now cross out all multiples ofthe circled number.
The bottom line is the set of prime numbers.

Listing I.

1<> PR INI
Rl M

. lr.Ni..

Row
1: 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

2: (2) 3 x 5 x 7 x 9 x II x 13 x 15 x 17

3: (2) (3) x 5 x 7 x x x 11 x 13 x x x 17

12: (2) (3) x (5) x (7) x x x (11) x (13) x x x (17)

4c I

FilM KM...

FOR 1-1 TO :

X < I > - ]

NFKI t

FUR I_2»p TO 100
XII)-ri

ui n i

[f K ..I I 1HI
I .1

Table 1. Sieve ofEratosthenes
What Basic programming skills are needed to program a

computer to automate this process?
1

.

How to initialize an array.

DIMX(IOOO)
FOR I = 2 TO 1000

X(I) = I

NEXT I

2. How to delete multiples of P.
FORI = 2*P TO 1000 STEP P

X(I) =
NEXT I

3. How to find the next available prime.
FOR J = P+1TO1000
IFX(J)>0THENP = J: (go to step 2.)

NEXT I

Putting these skills together, we have in Listing 1, the
standard sieve program for finding the primes between 2 and
1000.

June 1982 c Creative Computing

PRINT P:

i 10

140

I NO
This program takes 25 seconds to generate the primes

between 2 and 1000 on an Apple II. How much time can be
saved by using insight?

First let's look at the mathematics:
1

.

In the sieve algorithm it was indicated that, once a number
is circled, its multiples are to be deleted. But in reality, many of
those multiples have already been deleted; the first multiple of
P that has not been deleted already is P*P. Test it out with
paper and pencil.

2. Stepping by P in line 120 is also a duplication of effort,
since it stops at P*P + P = P (P + 1 ), which is an even number
(odd x even = even). The same is true for 3*P, 5«P and so
forth. Thus it is to our advantage to step by 2*P.
To implement these two ideas, change lines 1 10 and 120 as

follows:

HOIFP'P > 1000THEN 160
120 FOR I = P»P TO 1000 STEP 2*P

3. Finally, since 2 is the only even prime, we can eliminate the
even numbers in the initialization phase, line 40.
40FORI = 1 to999STEP2
With these modifications, the time for this program on the

Apple II drops to 16 seconds.
To make a quantum leap in time savings we need a real break-

through. If we reverse the way we keep track of the numbers in
the sieve, we can skip the initialization process (lines 40-60). In
most systems, an array is automatically initialized with zeros
once it is dimensioned—Atari is the exception. Thus, if we let

the in the array X(I) mean that I is prime and design the
algorithm to place a 1 in the location X(I) when I is not prime,
we can eliminate the time for initialization.

Other factors help in little ways:
1

.

Use of an integer valued array XVo(1000).
2. Use of IF XVo(P) THEN ... in place of IF X% (P) = 1

THEN . .

.

3. Use of STEP P + Pin place of STEP 2*P.
4. Slight rearrangement of the branching in the program.

Putting these suggestions all together in one program results in
the truly super-fast algorithm shown in Listing 2.

Listing 2.

-

50 II- XX<P) i Hi N !..

PRINI Pt
.1

100 Ml

II- X%<P> THI N n
II PI

Any program can be speeded up by deleting the REMs and
putting multiple statements on one line. When this is done with
the program in Listing 2, the time of execution on the Apple
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Softligl ..

By Fred Huntington

We re sorry to have kept allyou nice people

waiting for your catalogs but they re finally

done If somehow we have missed you.

please call or write and we II send one right

out to you.
The new catalog is in a new format and

larger than ever. Best of all. it's actually di-

vided according to subject and in alphabetical

order.

You may notice that a couple of lines we
used to carry are no longer in the catalog

When we get a lot of complaints, we refuse to

sell the line anymore Please let me know if

you get programs that aren't worth the

money. I'll personally either complain to the

manufacturer, drop the line, or both.

We try to preview most of the software we
carry, but we have over 2.000 programs in

stock, so it sometimes becomes difficult.

Advanced Operating Systems
Here s a new line we picked up recently

thai we think has a lot of class, Advanced

Operating Systems Their Voyage of the

Valkyrie is a combination adventure, arcade

game that will keep you occupied for hours

They also have a slick group of utilities called

Apple-Aids.
Do people actually read this column (which

is really an advertisement)? Let s find out. If

you order Voyage of the Valkyrie, |ust say

you saw it in "Softllghts" and you can have it

for $M.*9 instead of the regular list price of

S39 95. Offer absolutely ends July 30. 1982.

We also have ADS s new PROGRAMMER
for the Apple" and IBM This is a great new
program that will actually program for you.

Looks fantastic.

Great Grandma Huntinton Contest

Don t forget the Great Grandma Hunting-

ton contest See full details in last month s

Softlights The prize is a genuine Epson

watch.
A Zeitgeist?

Here s a new company, Zeitgeist, that is

near us (almost in the cotton fields but not

quite) that makes a very nice series of educa-

tional programs. They list for S49.50 each

and our price is $43.*« each. All need AS
48K They are:

INVADER ATTACK (addition/subtraction of

fractions)

INVADER ROUNDUP (addition/subtraction

of whole numbers)
SPACE MOUSE (multiplication/division of

fractions)

SPACE SCANNER (multiplication/division of

whole numbers)

AURORA
• 1801 I ..•. ut.'.e '*•< >fUr,
• 4804 Hebrewll
•4805 Qurcktrace
• 4810 Versacatc3 3

iti.se
seee
al.ee

• 3250
•3251
• 3252
• 3253
• 3254
•3256

• 7360
• 7367
• 7362
• 7368
• 7364
• 7365

•3104
• 3106
•3101
•3102
• 3105
•3103

• 1514
• 1513
• 1509
• 1516
• 1505
• 1504
• 1507
• 1506
• 1515

• 1120
• 1104
• 1126
• 1119
• 1128
• 1109
• 1103
• 1123
• 1129
• 1125
• 1113
#1111
• 1149
• 1121
• 1124
• 1122
• 1127
• 1112
• 1100

• 1068
• 1073
• 1074
• 1065
• 1067
• 1062
• 1061
• 1069
• 1070
• 1055
• 1071
• 1056
• 1072

#1014
• 1012
• 1002
• 1016
• 1015
• 1007

Doss Boss 3 3
GamePack •!
Game Pack a2
Game Pack #3
Game Pack »4
Uti'ity Cry
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Algebra Onl 6 Practice I

Demo-Graphics
Group Velocity

SAMP Survey Sample
Satellite Orbits

Scatter - Nuclear Scatter

DAMNS
Alkemstono
The Depreciation Planner
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Kaves oi Kerkhan
Neutrons
Rmgsol Saturn

EPVX
Crush Crumble 4 Chomp
Dragons Eye
HetltrreWamor
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Rescue at Rrget
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Tues Morrwvg Quarterback
Upper Reaches ot Apsh*.

Cranston Manor
Cossii'rr

The Dictionary

Er.ped.ter n Compeer
General Manager
HrResCrrbbage
Jaw Breaker

UM
Lisa Educational Pkg
MMSll
Mrssrle Defense

ll.ie
Sis as

Pegasus II

Soft Pom Adventure
Speed ASM
Threshold
Time Zone

!.«
n.ie

Beer Run
Borg
Computer Foosbaii

Copt* Rowers
Dark Forest
Epoch
Gorgon
Hadron
JOyport
Phantoms Five

Snake Byte
Space Eggs
Twerps

STRATEGIC SIMULATIONS
Battle OI Shioh
Computer Baseball
Computer Quarterback
Napoleon s Campargn
Tigers In The Snow
The Warplar-ior

suae
ii.ae
is ee
u.ee
11.ae
u.ae

Computer Stocks a Bonds < Avaton HiH i

Star f3U/er (Broderbundi
Tar. Beater lOatamosti
REAP iDatamostl
Time Manager iMcrotohl
Audea (Srrrusi

Auto Anas (CPU)
Worm Hole i0akin5l
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Wordstar T raining Guide IBook I

Marauder lOn-Lme)
Snerwood Forest ( Phoenri i

7Oom Gratia (PhoeniMi
The Queen ot Phooos iPhoenir. i

GBSlQuaMyl
CompucuOe (Stoneware)
DB Utility e2 ,

Stoneware i

D8 Master Stat (Stoneware)
Planetary Guide i Synergistic)

Atlantis i Synergistic I

Son Seventy i Synergistic i

Castles ot Darkness ILoqrcal Choicer
Ceiling Zero (Tumkeyl
The Gauntlet I Tumaey
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rime Time, continu

drops to an incredibly low six seconds
do?

I thought it was until I received a letter from Donald Malm, a
professor of Mathematics at Oakland University in Rochester,
MI. Unlike the majority of the programs I received, which were
slight variations of the program in Listing 1, Dr. Malm's
approach was quite different and had the definite stamp of a
mathematician. Before commenting on his approach let's take
a look at a cleaned up version of his program. See Listing 3.

Listing .?.

N»<J)-"t"

•

Mi.
1

"
1 HI N

I NO

With the remark statement and all unnecessary spaces taken
out, this program takes about 5.3 seconds to run on the Apple
How does it do it? It substitutes cunning for brute force and
cheats a little bit in the process. Here is how it works.

This program gains all of its time in lines 1 10-140 where it

steps by 6 instead of 2. Since P starts at 37 (which is equal to 1MOD 6), P will always be equal to 1 MOD 6 and P-2 will always
be equal to 5 MOD 6. As a result, all multiples of 2 and all
multiples of 3 are skipped in the sieve. This can be seen in Table

Column
a b c d e f

1 2 3 4 5 6
7 8 9 10 11 12
13 14 15 16 17 18
19 20 21 22 23 24
25 26 27 28 29 30

Table 2.

Notice that columns b, c, d, and f contain all the numbers
that are multiples of 2 or 3. If we can skip over these numbers,
we can significantly reduce the amount of checking that must be
done in the sieve. The remaining rows, a and e, contain the
numbers congruent to 1 MOD 6 and 5 MOD 6, respectively.
The trouble with this program is that it gains valuable tenths

of a second by knowing ahead of time that 3 is a prime. Under
the rules of challenge [2J, one could only know ahead of time
that 2 is a prime. One has to stop somewhere or else the problem
quickly generates into a triviality: compute all the primes ahead
of time and print them out in one print statement.

So, where does that leave us? Under the conditions of the
problem, The Super Fast program listed above is still the
fastest. But the experience from this problem proves, once
again, that any program can be improved.

Know Thy System
People who know their systems well took one look at the

times reported in the December 1981 article and suggested ways
to improve them, for their particular system, without changing
the algorithm at all. Lane Lester suggested the following: "For

the most favorable comparison of the speed of the Radio Shack
Color Computer with other machines it is necessary to POKE
65495,0 before running the test. This sets the microprocessor to
a higher speed than the one that is initialized when the unit is

first turned on. " I tried this and it did speed up the time from 10
to 6.3 seconds.

Walter Lee was able to take 3 seconds off the time reported
for the Atari by turning off the display processor. Antic: "The
display processor steals time from the 6502. By turning it off,
we can increase the execution speed. The operating system eats
up time during the vertical blank interrupts, so by poking 1 into
the CRITIC flag (location = 66 decimal), we can shorten the
vertical blank interrupt but still operate the real-time clock
(location = 20,19). The CRITIC flag is disabled by POKE
66,0 and the screen immediately reappears with all the prime
numbers." (See Listing 4.)

Listing 4.

N l i

Primes Larger Than 1000
Donald Tucker submitted an interesting extension of the

sieve program to print out the primes between any two limits no
more than 10,000 apart with an upper limit not to exceed
1 00,000,000. His program was written for the Atari. Listing 5 is
an Apple version for primes no more than 8,000 apart.

Listing 5.

p

1 1*1

i ND
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Many ate the doors thai
lead to the underground.

The top prose adventure bestsellers, ZORK I and ZORK D.

Now available for
Apple II. ATARI*400/B00. IBM Personal Computer.

NEC PC -8000. CP/Mrand PDP-11.

Few are theywho come bach alive.

Your greatest challenges lie ahead—and below
ZORK I: The Great Underground Empire, and

ZORK II: The Wizard of Frobozz will transcend

any computer age adventure you've ever

encountered

Those who live to tell the tale ofZORK s

mysteries speak of becoming immersed in a

dimension where the extraordinary is common-
place, and the dangers are as real as any in

human experience. It is said that once you have
known the forbidden realm, you are changed—
and that he who dares ZORK's depths twice will

never be the same again.

Apple is .1 registered trademark i 't Apple Ci mputer Inc ATAPI is a registered

trademark of Atari Inc C1VM is.i registered trademarbofDigital Research.

Inc 1>I>1' is -i trademark . >t I Mcjltal Equipment Corpi rath m

inFocom
55 Wheeler Street Cambridge MA 02138

Now your door to ZORK has opened to

beckon you below The journey begins where
Infocom's new worlds of INTERLOGIC™ prose

adventure—including the new mystery thriller

DEADLINE™ —await you. at fine computer
stores everywhere.

Open your door to the underground—
here's $2 for openers!
T< ) Stjet y< Hir $2 ZORK rebate by mail, just send Infocom
this d "upon with your completed warranty card and
sales slip from ZORK in their original form No repro-

ductions will be accepted Limit 1 rebate lor household,
address or organization Offer good only In USA Void
where prohibited taxed or otherwise restricted Rebate
request must be postmarked before midnight 7/51/82
Infocom is not responsible tor lost late or misdirected

mail Allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery

Infocom, 55 Wheeler St., Cambridge, MA 02138
OFFER EXPIRES IULY 31, 1982



What does the computer market need to

get going?

From a recent trip of several computer

specialty shops in a major metropolitan

area, we think the market needs someone
who knows how to sell merchandise and

we think retailers involved in this busi-

ness need to get a handle on what market

segments they are after.

We want to buy a personal computer

and we want it for business reasons and

personal reasons. We are willing to

spend money even to the point of going

into hock for a few thousand dollars. But

we haven 't purchased one yet because no

one has sat down with us and explained

the benefits and taught us how to get

hands-on experience with a unit.

Here 's what happened on the mystery

shopping trip.

Computer store number one is in a

relatively high rent district. There is a

good amount of rental space in the store,

and it is stocked full of sales people—or

should we say people on the payroll.

The store carries a full line of mer-

chandise from the low-end video game
type computers to the more sophisticated

and more expensive equipment.

We went into the store in the after-

noon, after lunch, when only a few cus-

tomers were present. We walked around

the shop once just looking. No one ap-

proached us. We stood around maybe 10

minutes. No one approached us. Finally

we asked someone if he worked there.

"Yea I work here," he replied, not

looking up from his reading.

"I'd like to look at one of your com-
puters." we said.

"Which one." he asked, finally look-

ing up.

"I don't know," we confessed. "I'd

like a unit I can use in my business and

Reprinted from Sight * Sound Marketing
with permission from Drorbaugh Publishing

Inc.

one from which 1 can derive some per-

sonal enjoyment."

The employee said to wait a minute.

He walked over to another employee
who was busily playing with a computer.

The person working the computer was

visibly annoyed to be bothered. Our man
returned and said that he would help us.

What did we want?

We explained we were in the writing

business and wondered whether or not it

was possible to have a computer from his

vast selection which would have some
word processing capabilities, some ac-

counting capabilities, and which, during

offhours, could play blackjack orchess.

Maybe we'll wait to buy
a personal computer.
Maybe we'll wait until

some ofthe bigaudio or
video specialists get
into the business who
know what a customer
looks like and how to

treat him.

Our man disappeared for about five

minutes and returned with a floppy disc.

"This enables you to have word pro-

cessing capabilities." he said, and

placed it in a drive mechanism.
He typed a few words, but his full

attention wasn't on the demonstration.

"How do you correct misspellings."

we asked. He showed us.

"Can you insert or delete full para-

graphs." we asked. He said to wait a

minute and he disappeared into the back.

We played with the computer for a

while. The screen filled up with words.

e began pushing keys to try and erase

what we had typed. We couldn't. We
looked around for our man. We couldn't

find him. We waited 15 minutes for him

to return. He did not come back. We left.

We won't return there ever.

A second computer shop was smaller.

Here we were more specific what we
wanted. We'd like a several thousand

dollar computer but we need a really

good printer, we told the man. We dis-

covered it would cost about $3,000 for

such a printer. That is kind of expensive,

we said, but maybe we could swing it.

Could we have a demonstration?

"No," replied the employee, "the

machine is on the road."

"When will it be back in the store?"

"Can't say," he replied. "Why don't

you give us a call in a week or so."

"Sure buddy." we thought to our-

selves. "But don't hold your breath."

Then there was the third computer

store. We'd seen this one written up in

trade journals. It must be good . . . We
again entered the store in the afternoon

when it was not busy.

There was a youngish looking man sit-

ting in front of a computer with another

man. They pushed keys, things came on

the screen which they cursed. They
pushed more keys, more things came on

the screen, more curses.

We walked around and looked at some
of the computers which were featured.

One was on special. We turned it on but

there was no power. We looked at anoth-

er which also was not plugged in. We
waited. This time 20 minutes passed.

Finally a second man came into the

store and one of the employees on the

computer finally look notice. He got up

and walked over to the latest arrival. This

man was obviously a salesman and nerv-

ously said to the employee that we were

there ahead ofhim. The employee finally

took notice of us and came over to see

what we wanted. We explained. He
handed us some literature, and walked

back to the newly arrived salesman.

We stood around and waited until they

were finished talking. As the employee

was walking back to his computer, we
blocked his way and told him we'd like a

demonstration.

"Can't do it now." he said. "I'm too

busy. Why don't you drop in between 10

a.m. and 12 noon sometime. That's the

slow time and I'll give you a demonstra-

tion."

Maybe we'll wait to buy a personal

computer. Maybe we'll wait until some
of the big audio and video specialists get

into the business who know what a cus-

tomer looks like and how to treat him.D
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WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD
CP/M- Software
Digital Research
PL/1-80
BT-80
Mac
Sid
Z-Sid
Tex
DeSpool
Micropro
WordStar
Customization Notes
Mail-Merge
WordStar/Mail-Merge
DataStar
WordMaster
SuperSort I

Spell Star
Microsoft
Basic 80
Basic Compiler
Fortran-80
Cobol-80
M-Sort
Macro-80
Edit-80
MuSimp/MuMath
MuLisp-80
Organic Software
Milestone
Supersoft
Diagnostic I

Diagnostic II

Disk Doctor
Forth (8080 or Z80)
Fortran
Fortran w/Ratfor

Unicom
Mince
Scribble
Both
Data Base
FMS-80
dBASE II

Access/80
Pascal
Pascal/MT+
Pascal/M
Miscellaneous
SpellGuard
SuperCalc
CBASIC2
MicroStat
StatPak
Micro B +
Apple Software (Business)

Micropro
Wordstar
MailMerge
Wordstar/MailMerge
SuperSort I

Spellstar

Personal Software
Visicalc 3.3

CCA Data Mgr
Desktop/Plan II

Visiterm
Visidex
Visiplot
Visitrend/Visiplot

Zork
Miscellaneous
Micro Courier
Super-Text II

ASCII Express

Software/Manual only

$459/$35
$179/$30
$ 85/$ 15
$ 65/$15
$ 90/515
$ 90/$15
$ 50/S10

Apple Software (Entertainment)
Wizard & Princess

S319/S60
$489/$na
$109/$25
$4 19/$85
$249/$60
$119/$40
$199/$40
$175/$40

$289/$na
$329/$na
$349/$na
$574/$na
$124/$na
$144/$na
$ 84/$na
$224/$na
$174/$na

$269/$30

$ 49/$20
$ 84/S20
$ 84/$20
$149/$30
$219/$30
$289/$35

$149/$25
$149/$25
$249/$50

$649/$45
$595/$50
$699/$50

$429/$30
$189/$20

$299/$25
$269/$50
$ 98/$20
$224/$25
$449/$40
$229/$20

$289
$119
$389
$189
$139

$229
$ 84
$229
$139
$229
$185
$275
$ 34

28
24
32
29
26
29
22
26
28
32
27
32
45

Mystery House
Flight Simulator
Raster Blaster

Space Eggs
Sargon II

ABM
Pool 1.5

Beer Run
Epoch
Sneakers
Midnight Magic
Wizardry
Apple Accessories
Z 80 Softcard by Microsoft

Keyboard Enhancer
T & G Joystick
Sup-r Mod
CPS Multifunction Card
Videoterm by Videx
16K Card by Microsoft

Sup-r Fan
ALF9 Voice Board
CCS Cards
CCS Parallel Model 7720
CCS Serial Model 7710D
CCS Centronics Model 7728
Disk Drives For TRS 80* Model 1

CCI-100 5V4-, 40 Track

^_ Add-ons for Zenith Z 89
CCM89 5V4", 40 Track

I Z-87 Dual 5'/4" system
I Drives for Z 90

External card edge and power supply

PH included 90 day warranty/one year on^^^^
power supply

Corvus 5M
Corvus 10M
Corvus 20M
Corvus Mirror

Shugart 8" 801R Raw Drive

TANDON 5V4' Raw Drive

Power Supplies
Diskettes— Box of 10

Maxell 5 '/«"

Maxell 8"

BASF/Verbatim 5 1/.'

BASF/Verbatim 8"

Plastic File Box— Molds so s v.

Plastic Library Case 5V4"

Plastic Library Case 8"

Head Cleaning Diskette

Floppy Saver
Floppy Saver Rings
16K RAM Kits

One Kit

Two Kits

200ns for TRS-80", Apple II,

(specify): Jumpers $

Computer Systems
Atari 400
Atari 800
Call for other Atari products
Zenith Z89, 48K
Zenith Z90, 64K
Call for other Zenith products

$299
$119
$ 49
$ 25
$199
$249
$159
$ 39
$149
$Call
$Call
$Call
$Call

$299

$455
$995
SCall

$3089
$4489
$5429

699
399
Call

Call

40
45

$2695

$

$
$
$

$
$

$
$
$
$
$

36
19
3
4

25
$10.95
$ 6.95

$19.00
$37.00

$219
$127
$ 59

Terminals
ADDS Viewpoint
Zenith Z-19
Televideo 910
Televideo 920C
Televideo 950
S 100 California Computer Systems
Mainframe
Z80 CPU
64K RAM
Floppy Disc Cntrl

Integrated Sys. w/int. cables, tstd.

2P + 2S I/O

4 Port Serial I/O

4 Port Parallel I/O

Casio Calculators
Pocket Comp. FX702
Desk Printr/Calc. FR100

For fast delivery, send certified checks,

money orders or call to arrange direct

bank wire transfers. Personal or company
checks require one to three weeks to clear

All prices are mail order only and are

subiect to change without notice Call for

shipping charges.

$ 349
$ 239
$ 569
$ 339
$1975
$ 269
$ 249
$ 179

$185.00

Scientific Calc.

Game Watch
Game Watch
Calendar Watch
Printers

79 95
4995
4995
69.95
59.95

FX8100
CA90 Plastic

CA901 Steel

AX210
NEC Spinwriter
7710 R.O. Ser $2395
7710 Ser w/tr. $2595
7720 KSR w/tr. $2795
7730 R.O. Par $2395
7730 R.O. Par w/tr.$2595

NEW 3500 Series $ Call

Epson MX-70 $ Call

Epson MX-80 $ Call

Epson MX SOFT $ Call

Epson MX 100 $ Call

Epson Graftrax $ Call

PaperTiger 560 Gr. & 2K $ Call

IDS Prism 80 $ Call

IDS Prism 132 $ Call

PaperTiger Access. $ Call

Anadex DP-8000 $ 949

Anadex DP 9500/01 $1465

Okidata Microline 80 fnc & pm leed $ Call

Okidata Microline 82A Fnc & pm feed $ Call

Okidata Microline 83A 120 cps $ Call

Okidata 84 200 cps $ Call

Centronics 739 $ 739

Data South 180 cps $ Call

Monitors
Leedex 12" B&W $ 119

Leedex 12 " Green Screen $ 1 29
Leedex 13" Color $ 329
Sanyo 9" B&W $ 149

Sanyo 9" Green Screen $ 189

Sanyo 12" Green Screen $ 249

Sanyo 12" B&W $ 239
Sanyo 13" Color $ 449

Zenith 12" Green Screen $ 129

Zenith 13" Color $ 349

2.50

359
699

Call
Call

• *•••• special of the Month * * * *

Olivetti DY 211 Daisy Wheel
$Call

Telecommunications
Prentice Star Modem 1-yr. guar. $
Univ. Data System UDS103LP $
Univ. Data System UDS103JP $
Novation Cat $
Novation D Cat $
Novation Auto-Cat $
Novation Apple Cat II $
Hayes Smart Modem™ $
Hayes Micro-Modem II™ $
Hayes Chronograph™ $

CCI Telnet Com. Package $

125
135
189
139
149
199
299
249
310
225
135

dealer (national/international) inquiries invited Send for I E Catalogue

The
TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-343-6522

TWX: 710-348-1796 Massachusetts Residents call 617/242-3361

420-438 Rutherford Ave., Dept CC06M
Charlestown, Massachusetts 02129

Hours 9 AM- 9 PM (EST) Mon.-Fri. (Sat. till 6)

Technical Information call 617/242-3361

Massachusetts Residents add 5% Sales Tax

Tandy Corporation Trademark/* Digital Research
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Osmo A. Who

iDon
Understand

a

iroblem with the logic illustrated above is that two TMS 9940s could simultaneously read kju tind n ..,
to P31 then output competing data on TD While the chances ot two microcomputers e»ecutmg ,de
ions at exactly the same time are very small a well designed microcomputer system must account (or
I error In Figure 18 22 we resolve our problem by using a 74148 8 to 3 decoder The P31 output (rom eu
is connected to a different 74148 input The 74148 outputs via 00 01 and 02 the line number for thi
V active input This three line output is connected to the P28 P29 and P30 pins ol every TMS 9940 w<
>ese three pins are inputs at every TMS 9940 Now every TMS 9940 that wishes to transmit data v.a TO rr

1 to P3
1

It must then input the contents of P30 P29 and P28 Upon detecting us own ID on these three
I data transmission If a TMS 9940 outputs 1 via P3 1 and then reads in some other ID via P30 P29 and
t wait Here is an appropriate instruction sequence
other TMS 9940. The logic illustrated in Figure 18 22 is more complex than the logic you would need
^m — for example a two microcomputer system or a system where there are dedicated transmitters ant,

le Figure 18 22 shows TMS 9940s communicating with each other you will in fact use TMS 9940s
illy with other microprocessors — such as a TMS 9900 Nevertheless the concepts embodied in Fig
Id apply from the viewpoint of the TMS 9940 in any other configuration

a look at how the logic In Figure 18-22 works

first problem we must resolve is the problem ol transmission contentions How will we make sure tha
" does not try to transmit data while another TMS 9940 is already transmitting data' A simple scheme «
side a particular CRU pin to serve as a Busy line For example every TMS 9940 could use P31 as a "Bui
nd P30 as a Sense input pin We could wire OR together all P31 Busy outputs and input this wire OR
inputs Now any TMS 9940 that wishes to transmit data will read its P30 CRU bit If this bit is then

[I toP31 Outputting 1 toP31 causes all other TMS 9940s to receive 1 at their P30 inputs Thus no other
"wgin transmitting data if another TMS 9940 was in the process of transmitting data This logic may be

rj

Of II
Have you ever had trouble understanding

a microcomputer sales brochure, instruc-
tion manual, and other documentation'.'
Join the club; I have had a lot of trouble.

For example. I needed more memory.
So I ordered Bitbyte XI6KR memory
board. The price seemed fair and somebody
recommended it for my S-100 system.

After a long wait the package finally

arrived. I inspected the board and every-
thing seemed to be in order. So I went to
the manual to find out about addressing.
I didn't understand a word. It looked like

this: "The MSB's of the data sent out to
the addressed port control the selection
of the banks to receive the command. A
logic zero in bit position 7 will direct the
command to bank X. and a logic in bit

position 6 will direct the command to
bank Y."

I did not have the slightest idea what or
who the MSBs were, where banks X or Y
were supposed to be (I use Bank Z) not to
mention their addressed ports. I guess it

helps to have an address on the port,
though.

Bad Documentation
With some expert help I finally managed

to get the DIP switches set correctly. The
fact that I was never able to get the board
to work properly is another story. This
story is about the lack of communication
between the hardware and software pro-
ducers and their novice customers.
The producers still seem to be speaking

to computer engineers when, perhaps, the
majority of personal computer users today
are nontechnical enthusiasts: computer
amateurs like me.

I assume that I am not the first to
complain about this. Certainly I will not

Osmo A. Wiio. Oriaaieatte 4 K. 00840 Helsinki
84. Finland.

Iside, AM the DM A IN machine cycle illustrated in Figure 12-8. As DMA IN would imply data ,sIxterna device to memory The external device is implicitly ,dent,l.ed ,1 ,s the device which drove the t,_(signal low ,n the previous machine cycle The memory locatron to be accessed ,s addressed by Register IInachine cycle therefore consists ol a data input machine cycle superimposed on a memory write mac h,hy microprocessors superimposing these two operations w.th.n a single machine cycle would be imposi[Address Bus ,s used to identify memory locations and 1/0 devices, also memory and 1/0 accesses occurx» part of a machine cycle In the case of COSMAC the two operations can occur within a single maq
I memory location to be accessed ,s identified m the usual way by ou.puttmg a memory address on thl

fs Bus Memory interface logic selects a memory location and writes into it as ,t would lor any meth.necycle Timing ,s illustrated m Figure 12 5 The external dev.ee which requested the DTOTTR can us

I rT^R
3
I
9

, tda
56

L
096'™ 'h SC° ,OW SC

'
h'»h and ***> h '9" » 3 c°"»°' «'9nal forcing da

J
Bus By the ,me TPA I,.high MTO will have been , data out machine evele Th. DMA „

, itsell identilied by SCO low and SC 1 high

be the last. This matter has bothered me
in several ways. First, as a buyer and user
of computer equipment. Then as a "pro-
fessional in comprehension." I am a uni-
versity professor of communication
(behavior) and I did my doctoral work on
readability.

And to me, most of the documentation
in the field of personal computing is poor.
There are a few exceptions, but very few.
Documentation is, however, an integral

part of a computer system. And docu-
mentation must be designed for the
intended user, not for the producers them-
selves.

Most of the
documentation in

the field of
personal computing

is poor.

Elements of Comprehension
Readability studies and research into

the human information process have shown
that there are at least the following main
factors of linguistic comprehension: lan-
guage, level of abstraction, identification,
and interest.

The first point deals with the form of
the message and the others with the
content. All the elements interact. It is

seldom possible to blame only one of them
or to improve difficult text by changing
only the language form.
The message may reach the receiver in

a communication situation. It may even

116

be accepted by the receiver. However, it

may not be understood or it may be
understood in a different way from that

intended by the sender.

Comprehension is a process in the
receiver. However, the message and the
communication situation also influence
the information process of the receiver.
Thus, the total understanding of the
message is influenced by the communica-
tion situation, the message, and the
receiver.

Human Information Processing
Detailed articles about human infor-

mation processing have appeared in micro-
computer magazines in the past. I must
return to the subject, however, to make it

easier to understand why we do or do not
understand.

In a human, the brain, the nervous
system, and the senses constitute the
control system. This system controls our
actions in a rather complex way. Energy
changes from the environment activate
the sensory system which transfers the
input impulses in an electrochemical
process into the short term memory, which,
perhaps, is also our "consciousness."
The short term memory (STM) is a

temporary working memory with a limited
information handling capacity. According
to psycholinguist George A. Miller it can
process "seven plus and minus two words"
simultaneously. A word here is to a human
approximately the same as it is to a com-
puter.

If the incoming signals are accepted,
they can cause action in the body functions
and/or be transferred to the long term
memory (LTM). Electronic pulses induce
permanent chemical changes in neural
systems, and permanent (we hope) memory
images are formed.
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Making small printers for people who think big.

OKIGRAPH
Dot Addressable Graphics
Prints Circles
Around The Competition
Or squares. Or charts Or graphs. Or illustrations.

Or any graphic data your computer tells it to

print. All with superb clarity and resolution.

OKIGRAPH'" is standard equipment on the Microline

84 and the Model 2350 It's an easily added option

to the Microline 82A and 83A. So don't settle for the

plain old text you get with other printers. Be creative.

With Okigraph.

Interested? Contact us at 111 Gaither Drive, Mount
Laurel, N.J. 08054, or call (800) 257-7768 for the name
of your local authorized Okidata distributor

Okidata is a subsidiary of

Oki Electric industry Company Ltd

> OKIGRAPH" I includes

two plug-in PROMs and
an instruction manual

on Assembly language

programming.

• OKIGRAPH'" n includes

a floppy disk for addi-

tional graphics printing

features and an instruc-

tion manual.
Microline 84
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Documentation, continued.

Figure J. The human control system.

INFORMATION
PROCESSING

Memories in Brain and Computer
We might say that the STM is a very

small and short term RAM while LTM is

our main memory system: ROM. RAM
and floppies. The functions of the STM
can be compared with the CPU registers.

STM is very much like a small dynamic
computer memory. It has to be constantly
refreshed for the images to stay there and
even then it cannot hold memories for
more than a few seconds. Our long term
memory is more like a static computer
memory.

Understanding and Information
Processing

The function of STM and LTM are
essential for understanding language. Let
us see how you would probably process
the following sentence: Here we have a
boy with a large, red ball.

There are ten words in the sentence. It

seems likely that your STM divides the
sentence in two parts. You read first:

Here we have a boy. Then your short
term memory stops to process that piece
of information. STM seems to take in as
many words as conveniently fit into this
small storage - usually between five and
ten words.
Now follows a discussion between your

STM and LTM. Your "monitor system"
(in ROM) seeks structure (syntax) in the
message and also searches for meaning in
the words (semantics).

The result of the discussion is an image
of a boy: you understood the message,
you gave meaning to the signals received
by your control system.

After being understood the first part of
the sentence starts to fade into LTM and
your STM is ready to take in the second
part of the sentence: with a lame, red
ball.

You have no difficulty understanding
this, and the image of a large and red ball

is transferred to LTM.
Now suppose the sentence had been:

Here we have a cluster with the relevant
factory redundancy.
Your STM takes in "here we have a

cluster" and tries to process that, then it

tries to understand the meaning of this

piece of information. Let us assume that
you don't know what "cluster" means.

The more familiar
the message, the better

the understanding.

You are not able to form a meaningful
thought of words. You just have an image:
Here we have ?. Then you continue the
rest of the sentence: with the relevant
factor redundancy.
You may not know the word

"redundancy" or "relevant" or what the
combination of these words means. You
are not able to construct a meaningful
thought unit of the words. So the electric
pulses circulating in your STM disappear
without leaving any image in your LTM.

We Store Meanings, Not Words
It seems that we do not transfer the

individual words of a sentence but the
meaning of the sentence. STM has to
construct a meaningful whole from the
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separate words. If this process is successful,
then the meaningful whole (the meaning
of the sentence) is transferred to LTM.
Mind you, we don't transfer individual
words but "meaningful chunks" to quote
Miller.

Thus, it seems that when we process
linguistic information (in our left brain
half), we chop the strings of words into
chunks of five to ten words. These chunks
are processed and their meanings stored—
not necessarily their words.
And if we misunderstand the meanings,

then wrong meanings are stored. Spoken
or written language has to be actively
processed— understood

.

Difficult, unfamiliar words contaminate
the whole text. They make it impossible
or very difficult for the STM to form the
meaningful thought units (chunks) which
are necessary for understanding.

Readability studies in different languages
have shown that the wordfactor, selection
of words, is the most important linguistic

element of comprehension. The more unfa-
miliar and difficult words the text contains,
the more difficult it is perceived to be.

Again we can compare the process with
a computer. If you give a wrong command
to the computer you get an error message
or wrong performance. The wrong com-
mand is not understood or it is misunder-
stood. In your control system unfamiliar
and difficult words are "wrong commands."

Difficult words are like wrong pieces in
a puzzle: they make it impossible to
assemble a meaningful whole.

Complexity and Understanding
We all know from experience that it

can be difficult to understand long, complex
sentences. Legal text is a very good
example.

Complexity overloads the short term
memory. If sentences are long and complex,
the chopping action of the information
process divides the sentence into too many
chunks. The information span of the STM
is too short to enable it to handle complex
linguistic structures.

It seems that we can. somehow, manage
two thought chunks simultaneously. One
is processed in the STM while one is

fading into the LTM. Thus, sentences up
to about 18-20 words can be processed.
Comprehension decreases rapidly when

the length of the sentence exceeds these
18-20 words. Also, the more complex the
grammatical structure of the sentence,
(he more difficult it is for the limited
capacity of the STM to process the struc-
ture.

Readability studies have shown that
messages are perceived as difficult if they
contain a large proportion of long, difficult
and unfamiliar words and/or the sentences
are long and complex.
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DISCOUNT DATA PRODUCTS
FOR THE BEST SERVICE
AND PRICE YOUR $ CAN BUY

30% DISCOUNT t MONTHLY SPECIALS

GAMES* UTILITIES * BUSINESS

LIST OUR
PRICE PRICE

APPLE
* ADVENTURE INTERNATIONAL

* APPLIED SOFTWARE
* ASTAR INTERNATIONAL COMPANY
* ASHTON TATE

ARTSCI
Magic Window D 99 95 79 95

Basic Mailer O 69 96 55 95

Magic Spall 55 95 44 75

* AUTOMATED SIMULATIONS

* AVALON HILL GAME COMPANY

AVANT-GARDE CREATIONS
Hi-Ra» Secrets D 125 95 99 95

H.-Res Qoll D 29 95 23 95

Zero Gravity Pinball D 21 95 15 95

BEAGLE BROTHERS
DOS Boss. D 24 00 19 95

Utilily City D 29 50 23 95

Alpha Plot D 39 50 31 95

* BEZ

BRODERBUND SOFTWARE
Star Blazer D 31 95 25 50

Space Quarks D 29 95 23 95

Genetic Dnlt 29 95 20.(5)

David's Midnight Magic D 34 95 27 95

Arcade Machine D 44 95 35 95

D 29 95 23 95

D 29 95 23 95

O 34 95 23 95

BUDGECO
Raster Blaster

CALIFORNIA PACIFIC
Appie-oids .

Aklabeth

CAVALIER COMPUTER
Aster Field D 24 95 19 95

Bug Attack . D 29 95 20 65)

Micro Wave O 34 95 27 95

Star Thiel D 29 95 23 95

* CONTEXT * CPU.

* CONTINENTAL SOFTWARE

DAKIN 5/LEVEL 10

Programming Aids 90 00 7195
Dragon Fire D 39 95 31 95

Kaves ot Karkhan D 39 95 31 95

Alkemstone D 39 95 27.9S)

M I R V O 29 95 23 95

DATAMOST
County Fair D 29 95 23 95

Thiel D 2995 23 95

Casino D 39 95 31 95

* DATASOFT * DELTA SOFTWARE

DENVER SOFTWARE
Financial Partner

LIST OUR
PRICE PRICE

* HIGHLANDS COMPUTER SERVICES

HOWARD SOFTWARE
Tax Preparer D 150 00 119 95

Real Estate Analyzer D 150 00 104 95

1

INNOVATIVE DESIGN SOFTWARE
Pool 15 D 34 95

Trick Shot D 39 95

INFOCOM
Zork II

24451
3195

D 175 00 139 95

D 39 95 3195

I.S.M.

Mathemagic D 89 95 7195

* ISA * LAZER SYSTEMS * IU8

* LJK ENTERPRISES * MICRO LAB

* MICRO PRO INTERNATIONAL

MICROSOFT
TASC Compiler D 175 00 139 95

AL DS D 125 0O 99 95

Time Manager D 15000 11995

* MICROSOFTWARE SYSTEMS * MAR

* MUSE
ON-LINE SYSTEMS
Ultima II D 54 95 43 95

Frogger D 34 95 27 95

EPF D 79 95 63 95

•4 Ulysess & Golden Fleece D 34 95 27 95

Superscribe II 129 95 103 20

Expeditor II Applesoft Com . D 99 95 79 95

Jawbreaker D 29 95 20 95)

Road Work D 39 95 31 95
Marauder D 34 95 27 95

PERSONAL BUSINESS SYSTEM
Exec Secretary D 250 00 174.95)

* PERSONAL SOFTWARE
PICCADILLY
Falcons . D 29 95 23 95

Suicide D 29 95 20 651

Star Blaster D 29 95 23 95

Ribbit D 29 95 23 95

* PROFESSIONAL SOFTWARE

* PHOENIX SOFTWARE

* QUALITY SOFTWARE

* RIVERBANK SOFTWARE

SENSIBLE SOFTWARE
Super Disk Copy III D 30 00 23 95

Multi Disk Cata III D 25 00 19 95

Disk Recovery D 30 00 23 95

Applesoft-Plus D 25 00 19 95

Applesoft Pro Opl D 20 00 15 95

Disk Org II D 30 00 23 95

DOS Plus D 25 00 19 95

Ouickloader D 25 00 19 95

Apple Speller D 75 00 59 95

Image Printer D 40 00 3195

SENTIENT SOFTWARE
Oo-TOPOS D 32 95 25 95

* SIERRA SOFTWARE
SIRIUS SOFTWARE
Foosball D 29 95 23 95

Twerps D 29 95 23 95

LIST OUR
PRICE PRICE

29 95 23 95
29 95 23 95

29 95 2395
34 95 27 95
29 95 20.95)

34 95 27 95
29 95 20.95)

34 95 27 95
74 95 S9 95

Snake Byte D
Audex D 2

Sneakers ... O
Epoch D
Outpost D
Beer Run D
Borg . D
Hadron D
Joyport A

SIR-TECH SOFTWARE
Wizardy D 49 95 39 95

* SOFTAPE * SOFTWARE EMPORIUM

SOFTWARE PUBLISHING CORP.
PFS 125 00 99 95
PFS Report D 95 00 7195

SOUTHEASTERN
Data Capture D 64 95 52 95

Superterm 60 col O 90 00 69 96
Smart Term 80 col D 90 00 69 95

Videx 80 col D 90 00 69 95

SOUTHWESTERN DATA SYSTEMS
Ascu Express II D 79 95 55.95)

Doubietime Printer D 149 95 1 19 95

Financial Mngmnt Sys II D 59 95 47 95

Listmaster D 39 95 31 95

Merlin D 64 95 51 95

The Routine Machine D 64 95 51 95

Speed Star 134 95 107 95

The Correspondent D 59 95 47 95

Z-Term D 99 95 79 95

Z-Term The Pro" D 150 00 104.95)

STONEWARE PRODUCTS
D B Master D 229 00
D B Mas Utly Pak I D 9900
D B Mas Utly Pak 2 D 9900
O B Master Stat Pak D 99 00

* STRATEGIC SIMULATIONS
* SUBLOGIC
SYNERGISTIC SOFTWARE
Higher Text II D 40 00
Higher Graphics II D 35 00

TG PRODUCTS
Game Paddles A 39 95

Joystick A 59 95
Expand-a-Port A 59 95

TURNKEY SOFTWARE
The Gauntlet O 34 95
Amoeba Man O 34 95

UNITED SOFTWARE OF AMERICA
Appleworld D 59 95 47 95

3-D supergraphics D 39 95 3195
Super KRAM 17500 13995
Conquest . D 225 00 1 79 95

VERSA COMPUTING
VeftaWrit Exp Pac-1 O 39 95 32 95
VeraaWrit Gra Tab A 299 00 249 95

EZ Port D 24 95 20 95

* VIDEX INC. * VOYAGER SOFTWARE

LARGE SELECTION OF
ATARI AND TRS 80 SOFTWARE

182 95
79 95
7995
79 95

27 95)
27 95

31 95
4795
47 95

27 95
27 95

* EOU-WARE

GEBELLI SOFTWARE
Firebird D 29 95 23 95

Russki Duck D 34 95 29 95

Horizon V D 34 95 27 95

HAYOEN SOFTWARE
Sargon II D 34 95 27 95

Applesoft Compiler D 200 00 1 59 95

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-854-29141^^^,?^^)
FOR INSIDE CALIFORNIA AND OTHER INQUIRIES CALL 1-714-287-0190

* SEND FOR OUR PRICE SHEET FOR SPECIFIC PROGRAMS AND PRICES • CALL FOR WEEKLY SPECIALS

PLEASE CHECK FOR SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS BEFORE ORDERING INCLUDE PUBLISHER AND PRODUCT NAME
FOREIGN INQUIRIES INVITED - ADD 10S SHIPPING

All Orders Prepaid by Personal Check. Money Order. Cashier Check For Faster Delivery Service COD- Master Charge - Visa

Mastercharge - Visa add 3%. and include expiration dale on card California Residents Add 6% Sales Tax Prices Subieci to Change Without Nonce

Please Add S2 50 lor Shipping Prices Valid Through This Month's Issue Please Specify Tape or Disk

DISCOUNT DATA PRODUCTS . P.O. BOX 19674-CF . S/lN DIEGO. CALIFORNIA 921 19
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Don't Understand, continued.

i>e>

LTM

SYNTAX PROGRAM
FOR
LINGUISTIC
STRUCTURESTM >

<
Here
we
have
a

cluster

SEMANTIC PROGRAM
FOR WORD
MEANING
(DICTIONARY)

Here we have
a(?)

Here (we know it)

we (we know it)

have (we know it)

a (we know it)

cluster (never heard)

Figure 2. Text processing in the human control system.

Level of Abstraction and Identification

Language structure is not the only ele-

ment of comprehension. The content of
the message is also important.

If you try to explain nuclear physics to
a small child, he or she may not understand
even if you use very easy language. The
subject of the message is too difficult.

It is often said that it is easier for a rich

person to become richer than for a poor
person to become rich. If you already
have money, it is relatively easy to generate
more money. If you have very little money,
it is difficult to start any activity which
might generate new money.

It is the same with knowledge. The
more you already know, the easier it is to

learn more. I speak five languages and
understand some five or six more. To me
this is nothing extraordinary, because lan-

guages come in groups. If you know one
foreign language the next comes much
more easily.

The same principle applies to any infor-

mation processing. The more you already
know about a specific subject, the easier
it is to understand new information about
it.

The level of abstraction refers to the
relationship between the message content
and reality. Abstraction is measured in

the concrete-abstract dimension. Concrete
things you can see. touch, hear and smell:
a dog, a house, a girl, money, etc. Abstract
things are conceptual, such as freedom,
religion, democracy, beauty, etc. Usually
the more concrete the message, the easier
it is to understand.
A frequent finding in communications

research is that the more education a
person has. the easier it is for him to
understand abstract language.

This is not necessarily related to intelli-

gence: apparently formal education trains

us to process conceptual (abstract) infor-

mation. This is a very important factor to
consider in mass communication because
there are usually many levels of education
in the audience of the media.

The most famous of
these formulas for

English, the Reading
Ease Formula, was
developed by Rudolf
Flesch during the
1940's and 1950's.

Identification, which is the ability to
relate oneself to the subject matter is

closely related to the level of abstraction:
the more familiar the message, the better
the understanding.

Thus, if you have to explain difficult

technical material to non-experts, you
should start with familiar, concrete things.

Use them to introduce new things, and
new concepts.

Interest

Strangely enough, interest in the message
is a comprehension factor. The more
interested you are in the subject matter,
the more mental work you are willing to
do to understand the message.

120

In mass communication, interest, how-
ever, has another crucial function. It deter-

mines whether the receiver is willing to

receive the message at all. I am sure that

the editor of this magazine thinks about
this all the time: do we reach the readers?

How To Measure Readability

How do you know whether a particular

text is easy or difficult to comprehend?
Professionals in the media develop a

"feel" for it. They can "smell" difficult

language. If you don't have that sense,

you can use something called a "readability

formula." These are mathematical models
based on statistical analyses of written
material ranked for difficulty in experi-
ments.

The most famous of these formulas for

English, the Reading Ease Formula, was
developed by Rudolf Flesch during the
1940's and 1950's.

There already exist several programs
available to compute readability using
microcomputers. (Programs to determine
readability may be found in the following
issues of Creative Computing: April 1980,

March 1981 and April 1981.) The next
step is to combine this computation with
word processing programs. When you have
written a document, you immediately
obtain a readability quotient for your
text.

What Makes Writing Difficult to

Understand?

If we apply the principles we discussed
here, we can make the following generali-

zations:

Difficult writing has the following char-
acteristics:

• Many words which are longer than
average, unfamiliar and specialized, often
of Latin or Greek origin.

• Long, complex sentences— the average
sentence length exceeds 18-20 words.

• Presentation based on abstract con-
cepts with very little relation to "perceived
reality."

• Subject matter strange and distant

for the receiver.

• Subject matter not interesting to the
receiver.

What Makes Writing Easy to

Understand?
Avoiding the points listed above is likely

to produce writing that is easy to under-
stand. It will have the following char-
acteristics:

• Many words which are short and
familiar, mostly of Anglo-Saxon origin.

• Simply structured and relatively short

sentences— the average sentence length
is 10-20 words.

• Presentation based on concrete ideas
which can be perceived by the receiver.

• Subject matter familiar— orapproached
through familiar concepts.

• Subject matter of interest to the
receiver.
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CRC PUBLISHING BRINGS YOU AN EXCLUSIVE

SOFTWARE
REVIEWS

HARDWARE
REVIEWS

NEW PRODUCT
ANNOUNCEMENTS

TECHNICAL
ARTICLES

PROBLEM
REPORTING

FORUM

VENDOR
DIRECTORY

CLASSIFIED
ADS

OWNER INFORMATION
EXCHANGE

Subscriptions S18 (or 12 issues. Sample copy S2
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<rm: Publishing

10057 Commerce Avenue. Dept. C . Tujunga. CA 91042
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ATARI
CM

CM

800 ("K > 649
400 (16 K) 319
410 Recorder 74
810 Disk Drive 439
822 Printer (THERMAL) 269
825 Printer (80 COLUMN) 589
830 Modem 149
850 Interface 164

853 Memory ( 16 K) 79
ATARI SOFTWARE

4002
4003
4006
4007
4008
4009
4011
4012
4013

BASIC CARTRIDGE
ASSEMBLER EDIT
SUPER BREAKOUT
MUSIC COMPOSER
SPACE INVADERS
COMPUTER CHESS
STAR RAIDERS
MISSILE COMMAND
ASTEROIDS

45
45
33
45
33
33
37
33
33

483
484
404
405
4106
4117
8126
8121
813

THE PROGRAMMER
THE COMMUNCATOR
WORD PROCESSOR
PILOT (EDUC)
PROGRAMMING 2
PROGRAMMING 3
MICROSOFT BASIC
MACRO ASSEM4EDIT
CAVERNS OF MARS

52
299
110
99
21
21
66
66
29

CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG

COSMIC COMPUTERS
228 N. PROSPECTORS RD
DIAMOND BAR. CA.
91765

UNLIMITED

SHIPPING EXTRA $2 MINIMUM
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE
CALIF RESIDENTS ADD TAX

: (714) 861-1265
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NEW FOR ATARI
O Action Quest iDiskAi Cassi 2995

D Bishop Square (Diski 2995

D Raster Blaster I Disk I 29 95

D Apple Pani. (Dak) 2995

O Bug Aii.k k (Disk & CaMl
D Crossfire I Disk & L ..s^.

'

29 95

GAMES AND ACCESSORY S

Adventures I 12 from Adventure Int'l (Cassl

D Adventures I 12 Limited Gold Edition

Ghost Hunter IDiskl

D Ghost Hunter (Cass

D Word Processor (2 Disk I Cassl 149 95

D Basketball (Needs Joy St

D Asteroids (Needs Joy StK . 44 95

CI Slat Raiders (Needs Joy Sticksl (Cartl

O Space Invaders (Needs Joy Stickl (Cartl

Paddle Controller (Pair I

D Joy Slick Controller (Pair I 2 1 85

O Slates A Capitals ICass) 14 95

O Centipede (Needs Joy StK kill .it
•

O Temple of Apshai IDisk & Cassl

D Star Warnor (Disk & Cassl

D Rescue at Rigel (Disk & Cassl

D Crush. Crumble & Chomp (Disk & Cassi

D Invasion Orion (Disk & Caul
O Mouse Attack (Disk I

Q K Razy Shootout (Cartl

O Wizard Pnncess IDiskl

D Jawbreaker (Diskl 29 95

Starbase Hyperion (Disk

I

22 95

O Ah Baba and the Forty Thieves IDiskl

D The Shattered Alliance (Diskl

NOW
NOW
NOW
NOW
NOW
N<M

NOW
NOW
NOW
NOW

NOW

NOW
NOW
NOW
NOW
NOW
NOW
NOW
SOU
NOW
NOW
NOW
NOW
NOW
NOW
NOW
NOW
NOW

25 50
25 50

25 50
25 50
25 50
25 50

1650
87 50

28 50

24 50
129 50

29.50

38 50
42 50
38.50

19.50

19 50

1250
38.50

33.50

33 SO
25 50
25 50
1950
28 50

41.50

29.50

24.50

1850
27.50

33.50

NOW 24.50

NOW 33 50
NOW 24 50
NOW 31.50

NOW 24 50
NOW 51.50

NOW 51 50
NOW 51 50

EDUCATIONAL
D Compu Read (Disk

)

29 95

D Compu Math Fractions (Diskl 199S

D Compu Math Fractions (Cassl 29 95

D Compu Math Decimals (Diskl

D Compu Math Decimals IOssi

D French (5 Cassl

D German IS Cass)

D Spanish (5 Cassl 59*3

RAM For ATARI
Gel (he most (rom your ATARI 400. Memory expansion loa

full 48K is now possible with our 48K Board. Expand your

ATARI 800 with our 32K Board

48K Board $299 Now $279

32K Board $199 Now $179

I

I

SEND FOR FREE PRICE LIST
Include $2 00 tor Shipping and Handling California Reside

Ta* All orders Shipped horn BlOCk *i!hin 4H h

and VISA. COD i add 15 oo 1

NAME

tiMh-- SafcM
- Mattercard 1

I

I

3515 Bryce Way. Riverside. CA 92506 • (714) 787-7002
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#25 SOFTWARE
ULTIMATE SOFTWARE PLAN

We II match any advertised price on any
item that we carry And it you find a lower
price on what you bought within 30 days of

buying it. just show us the ad and we'll

refund the difference
It's that simple

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

'

Medical PAS-31 $849 $40
['AS 3 $849 $40

ASYST DESIGN'
Prof Time Accounting $ 549/ $40
General Subroutine $269 $40
Application Utilities $439 $40

COMPLETE BUS SYSTEMS

'

•Creator $199 $25
•Reporter $129/$20
"Bom $299»45
COMPUTER CONTROL

'

•Fabs B tree $119 $20
•UluaSortll $ 119/125

COMPUTER PATHWAYS'

Combine our price protection with the
availability of full professional support and
our automatic update service and you have
the Ultimate Software Plan

It s a convenient, uncomplicated, logical
way to get your software

<s (New items or new prices)
* Special price of the month.
CP/M users
specify disk systems and formats Most formats available

ORGANIC SOFTWARE'
TextWriter III $111 $25
DateBook II

Mifejatont
$269 $25
$269 $30

Magic Spell
Spell Binder
Select
rr». IrVbrt

$269 $25
$349/145
$495 $na
$ 65/Sna

Pearl i level 1 ]

Pearl ll

Pearl i level 3)

DIGITAL RESEARCH
CP/M 2 2

NorthStar
TRS-80 Model II

P-T
Micropolis

PL 1-80

BT-80
Mac
Sid
Z-Sid
TeK
DeSpool
CB-80
CBasic-2

DMA
Ascom
Formula

GRAHAM-DORIAN'
General Ledger
Acct Receivable
Accl Payable
Job Costing
Payroll II

Inventory II

Payroll
Inventory
Cash Register
Apartment Mgt
MICRO AP
S Basic
Selector IV

Selector V

99 $25
$299 $4(1

$549 (SO

$149 $25

$!59/$35
$169 $25
$459/$35
$1/9 $30
$ 85 $15
$ 65/$ 15
$ 907$ 15
$ 90 $15
$ 50 $10
$459 $35
$ 98 $20

$149 $15
$539 $4 5

$ 729/$40
$729- $40
$729 $40
$729/$40
$729 $40
$729/$40
$493 $40
$493 $40
$493 $40
$493 $40

$269 $25
$295 $35
$495 $50

OSBORNE*
General Ledger
Acct Rec/Acct Pay
Payroll w/Cost
All 3
All 3 * CBASIC-2
Enhanced Osborne

PEACHTREE'
General Ledger
Acct Receivable
Acct Payable
Payroll
Inventory
Surveyor
Property Mgt
CPA Client Write-up
P5 Version
MagiCalc
Other

$ 59 $20
$ 59 $20
$ 59/$20
$129 $60
$199,$75
$269/$60

$399'$40
$399 $40
$399 $40
$399 $40
$399 $40
$399 $40
$799<$40
$799 $40
Add $ 1 29
$269 $25
|*M 10

MICRO DATA BASE SYSTEMS'
HDBS
MOBS
ORS or ORS or RTL
MOBS PKG
MICROPRO'
WordStar
Customization Notes
Mail-Merge

$269/$35
$795/$40
$269/$ 10

$1295 $60

$319 $60
$429 $n.i

$109 $25
WordStar / Mail-Merge $419 $85
OataStar
WordMaster
SuperSort I

Spell Star
CalcStai

MICROSOFT*
Basic-80
Basic Compiler
Forlran-80
Cobol-80

s M-Sort
•*• Macro-80

Edit-80

MuSimp/MuMath
MuLisp-80
Multi Plan
Manager Series

S249/S60
$119 $40
$199 $40
$175 $40
$259 $na

$298
$329
$349
$829
$175
$144
$ 84
$224
1174
Call

Call

SOFTWARE WORKS
•Adapt;COOS to CP/M) S 49/»na
•Ratfor $ 68 $na

SOHO GROUP
MatchMaker S 89 $20
•Worksheet $159/120

STRUCTURED SYSTEMS *

Business Packages.
Call for Price

SORCIM'
SuperCalc $269 $na
ItransM $115
Act $157
TCS'
GLorARorAPorPay $ 79/$25
All 4 $269 $99
Compiled each $ 99 $25
Inventory $ 99/$25

SUPERSOFT -

Diagnostic I $ 49 $20
Diagnostic II $ 84/$20
Disk Doctor $ 84 $20
Forth 18O8O or Z801 $149/$30
Fortran $219/$30
Fortran w/Ratfor $289 $35
C Compiler $ \ 74/$20
Star Edit $189/$30
Other less 10%

UNICORN

'

Mince
Scribble
Both

WHITESMITHS'
C Compiler
Pascal lincl C )

PASCAL
Pascal MT * Pkg
COfflpUti
Sp Prog
Pascal Z
Pascal UCSD 4
Pascal M

DATA BASE
FMS-80
dBASE II

Condor II

OTHER GOODIES
Micro Plan
Plan BO
Target
BSTAM
BSTMS
Tiny C
Tiny C Compiler
Nevada Cobol
MicroStat
Vedit
MmiModel
SlatPak
Micro B
Raid
Siring 80
Siring 80 : source
ISIS CP/M Utility

Lynx
Supervyz

x CP/M Power
•* Mathe Magic

INFO UNLIMITED'
EasyWnter
D.it.i

EasyMailer
Other

MICROSOFT*
SoltcardlZ-80CP/Mi
Fortran
Cobol
Tasc

MICROPRO'
WufdSt.lt
MailMerge
Wordstar MailMerge
SuperSort I

Spellslar

$419 Sna
$269 $30
$189 $30
$149 $na
$149 $na
$ 89 $50
$229 $50
$t79/$25
$224 $25
$130 $15
$449 $50
$449 $40
$229 $20
$224 $35
$ 84 $20
$279/$na
$I99$50
$199 $20
$ 95 $na
$ 75/$na
$ 95 $na

$199
$249
$128
less 15;

$298
$179
$499
$139

$269
$ 99
$349
$159
$129

$149/$25
$149/$25
$249 $50

$600 $30
$850 $45

$429 $30
$315
$175
$349/$30
$670'$50
$355'$20

PERSONAL SOFTWARE/
VISICORP*
Visicalc 3 3 $225
Desktop. Plan II $225
Visilerm $ 90
Visidex $225
Visiplol $180
Visitrend/Visiplot $300
Visitile $225

PEACHTREE*
G/L A.R.A/R Payor
Inventory leach) $224/1

OTHER GOODIES
•VU «3R

(usew/Visicalc) $ 49
•Context Connector

(usew/Visicalcl $ 99
Micro Courier $219
Super-Text II $127
Data Factory $134
DB Master $184

IBM PC SOFTWARE
$649 $45
$595/$50
$899 $50

* Business Med/WP
Call lor Price

SOS6 SOFTWARE
s CBASIC 86
e« Pascal MT 86 Pkg
-• Pascal UCSD 86
•* Macro 86

$300/$na
$730 $na
$700/$na
$259/$na

WORD PROCESSING
WordSearch $ 1 79/$50
SpellGuard $229 $25
VTS/80 $259/$65
Magic Wand $289/$45

ORDERS ONLY-CALL TOLL FREE VISA • MASTERCHARGE
1 800-854 2003 ext 823 • Calif. 1-800 522-1500 ext 823

rL,'?^ n
C
^
n"n

S
n,a

.'
UJr.ad<l

,10 plus A" Parcel Post " Add »3 SO postage and handling per each item
. California residents add 6% sales tax • Allow 2 weeks on checks. C O D $3 00 extra • Prices subject tochangewithout notice All items subiect to availability • « -Mfgs Trademark Blue Label »3 00 additional per item

THE DISCOUNT SOFTWARE GROUP
6520 Selma Ave Suite 309 • Los Angeles. Ca 90028 • (213) 837-5141
Int I TELEX 499-0446 DISCSOFT LSA . USA TELEX 194-634 (Attn 499-0446)

TWX 910-321-3597 (Attn 499-0446)
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Don't Understand, continued.

Almost all subject matters can be made
easy to understand (just read a writer like

Isaac Asimov). It also very seldom happens
that clear writing turns away readers. The
opposite is almost always true.

Examples
To illustrate my point I shall name a

few concrete examples of difficult and
easy to understand writing (as I perceive
them) in the field of personal computing.
To start with the bad news. I found the

Processor Technology (SOL) hardware
documentation just about impossible to

understand. It was written by engineers
for other engineers.

If you are not a software expert you get
very little out of the CP/M manuals. I

have learned most of my CP/M from more
knowledgeable friends and magazine
articles. Even so 1 don't think I am able to

use more than a fraction of its potential.

I think CP/M is a very good example of
a first class product which is spoiled by
documentation which is too specialized.

/ don't think
manufacturers realize
how many personal
computers have

reached novice users.

Another example is Thinker Toys. I have
several of their fine boards, but I always
have trouble with their documentation.
And the fault may not be completely
mine.

I don't think manufacturers realize how
many personal computers have reached
novice users. They still write their specs
for fellow engineers.

Now the good news. I have found some
excellent documentation in which most
of the principles of "popularization" have
been observed. It may not come as a
great surprise that one of these is Heathkit.
They have a long tradition of making
difficult technical material easy to under-
stand. Their courses "Basic Programming"
and "Assembly Language Programming"
should be used as models by writers of
documentation.

I may not be the only one who thinks
that a large part of the success of the
TRS-80 systems is due to the fine docu-
mentation produced by Radio Shack.

Let me conclude by saying that I don't
have anything against experts using expert
language when they speak to each other.
But when experts speak to non-experts
using expert language, the communication
process is abused.
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Takeyourpickofthe litter.

'4

When you're ready to let your computer out and

introduce it to the rest of the world, one of the Cat

family of Modems is the way to do it.

Take your pick You can't go wrong. They're all

purebreds—from Novation, the recognized world

leader in personal communications

GatAcousticModem
Fast, accurate, reliable originate/answer modem-

with built-in diagnostics Just add your computer

and phone Then dial up the world $189**

SuperMike
Replace your phone's

carbon mike with Super

Mike No more carbon

granule problems. Making
things perfectly clear has

never been so easy.

$14.95**

Auto-Cat
Answers automatically and stores data in your

computer until you're ready. The world's first LSI 103

modem. State-of-the-art, all digital, crystal controlled

direct connect

You're off the hook for under $250**

Apple-Cat II

Major breakthrough—the intelligent modem.
Slips into your Apple. All auto functions, selectable

baud rates, Serial RS-232 port, BSR X-10 controller***

easy-to-use self-prompting format. Other options

available.

From $389** including software

D-Cat
Get the performance and reliability of a direct

connect modem (up to 20dB improvement) with the

portability and price of an acoustic Use it at home
Use it at work. Truly unique. So's the price. $199**

Novation MM
Call for details:(800)423-5410
In California (213) 996-5060
Available from Avnet Electronics, Hamilton Electro, Hamilton Avnct,

Kierulff Electronics, Byte Shops, Computerland, and your local

computer store.

Novation, Inc., 18664 Oxnard Street, Tarzana, California 91356

*Applc is a registered trademark of Apple Computer Inc Cat is a trademark of Novation, Inc which does not make Apple computers

"Suggested retail price ***BSR is a trademark of BSR Corporation
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Machine Intelligence:

A Function of Human Ingenuity
Christos J. Georgiou

In the late 50 s. linear programming
was very much in vogue. Linear pro-
gramming does not mean programming
in a straight line, hut rather is an
exhaustive approach to solving large

sets ofsimultaneous equations ultimately

to reach a perfect solution to aproblem.
Unfortunately the method took vast

amounts ofcomputer time. Forexample,
to schedule a railroad train of mixed
loads for the most efficient route took
upwards of 100 hours of computer
time— not very practical considering
that scores of trains leave hundreds of
yards every day.

"But wait. " said the computer
scientists. When the computers get bigger
andfaster, they 'II be able to solve these

problems.

Lost amid the legions of linear pro-

gramming advocates was a smallgroup

ofpeople at Carnegie-Mellon University

led by Drs. Alfred Kuehn and Tim
McGuire. These people, and others,

pursued the notion of a heuristic

approach. In other words, start with

some rule ofthumb and then try shifting

things around to approach a better
solution. This doesn 't necessarily reach
the best or perfect solution, but rather

an acceptable onefrom the standpoint

of solving the problem in a reasonable

amount of time.

Now, some 20years later, people are
"discovering "that these principles apply

to small computers too. Surprise! That,

in no way, is meant as a put-down of
this article. Quite the contrary. The
lessons one can learn from this article

demonstrate in the author's words, "that

the ultimate solution to a problem is

more likely to befound in a combination

of machine power and programmer
resourcefulness than in machine 'brute

force' alone. "Bravo.

Not only that, but the Knight s Tour
program willallow anyone with a Basic

speaking computer to experiment with

somefacets ofartificial intelligence.

- DHA

Programming computers to play board
games such as chess or checkers, or to

solve various puzzles can be an enjoyable

but frustrating experience. The fun part

comes when the computer, whether it is

an IBM 370 located at some multi-million

Christos J Georgiou, P.O. Box -1««. Golcla. CA
M.1II6.

dollar data processing center or a personal

computer on your desk at home, comes to

life and starts to think.

Frustration can quickly dampen the

initial excitement, though, when some time

later the machine fails to see the correct

move— a move that should have been
obvious to even the average human player.

Attempts to increase program intelligence

by implementing deeper next move look-

ahead or more sophisticated position

evaluation routines, usually result in endless

waiting for the machine to make its next

move— again taking all the fun away. In

intelligent computer games, therefore, the

problem of machine intelligence vs. speed

is the single most important consideration

that must be dealt with.

In the first part of this article, the question

of how to improve the intelligence of

computers without paying a high price in

program execution time is addressed. Then,
an example is shown which attests to the

fact that the ultimate solution to this problem
is more likely to be found in a combination

of machine power and programmer
resourcefulness than in machine "brute

force" alone.

Game Complexity and Machine Limitations

Game playing and puzzle solving by com-
puters fall under the broader heading of

artificial intelligence. The performance of

artificial intelligence programs and algo-

rithms is critical not only in terms of

producing meaningful results but also in

producing them quickly enough to satisfy

time requirements imposed by humans.
Programs that fail to do so are. for all

practical purposes, useless. Unfortunately

it turns out that, in most cases, the time of

program execution increases proportionally

to any increase in intelligence. Furthermore,

this relationship is not linear but exponential.
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COLLEGE BOARD SAT* PREP SERIES
TRS-80, APPLE, PET, OSI, ATARI, CP/M, PDP-1

1

Each program confronts the user with a virtually limitless series of questions and answers. Each is based on past exams and presents material on the

same level of difficulty and in the same form used in the S.A.T. Scoring is provided in accordance with the formula used by College Boards.

S.A.T., P.S.A.T., N.M.S.Q.T. — Educator Edition set includes 25 programs covering Vocabulary. Word Relationships, Reading Comprehension,

Sentence Completion, and Mathematics. Independent tests of S.A.T. series performance show a mean total increase of 70 points in students'

scores. Price $229.95

GRADUATE RECORD EXAM Series - Educator Edition includes 29 programs covering Vocabulary, Word Relationships, Reading Comprehension,

Sentence Completion, Mathematics, Analytical Reasoning and Logical Diagrams. Price $289.95

COMPETENCY PROFICIENCY EXAM PREP SERIES
This comprehensive set of programs consists of simulated exam modules, a thorough diagnostic package, and a complete set of instructional

programs. It is designed to teach concepts and operations, provide drill and practice and assess achievement levels through pre and post testing.

The Competency Exam Preparation Series provides a structured, sequential, curriculum encompassing mathematical, reading and writing instruction.

This program is designed for individual student use or use in a classroom setting. Programs provide optional printer capability covering worksheet

generation and performance monitoring. C.E.P.S. are available in three software formats.

Special editions available for California Proficiency Assesment Test and New York Regents Competency Tests. Call for Price*.

Krell's M.I.T. Logo for Apple* $179.95
Complete 4 disk set includes Library Disk, 20 program Tutorial Disk, Alice In Logoland and 2 COPIES OF
M.I.T. LOGO FOR APPLE*

Odyssey In Time
This spectacular adventure game adds a

new dimension of excitement and complex-

ity to Time Traveler.

Odyssey In Time includes all the chal-

lenges of Time Traveler plus 10 additional

eras. Each game is different and may be In-

terrupted and saved at any point for later

play. $39.95

Time Traveler
The best of the adventure games. Confronts

the player with complex decision situations

and the demand for real time action. Using

the Time Machine, players face a challeng-

ing series of historical environments. To

succeed you must build alliances and

struggle with the ruling power. Each game
is unique. $24.95

Isaac Newton +
Perhaps the most fascinating and valuable

educational game ever devised - ISAAC
NEWTON challenges the players (1-4) to

assemble evidence and discern the under-

lying "Laws of Nature" that have produced

this evidence. ISAAC NEWTON is an induc-

tive game that allows players to intervene

actively by proposing experiments to deter-

mine if new data conform to the "Laws of

Nature" In question. Players may set the

level of difficulty from simple to fiendishly

complex.

F.G. Newton
Full Graphics Newton. This

version of Isaac Newton pre-

sents all data in graphic form.

Because data is graphic rather

than symbolic, this game is

suitable for very young child-

ren. Players may select diffi-

culty levels challenging to the

most skilled adults.
$49.95

J

&MICRO-DEUTSCH*
Mkro-Deutsch set includes 24 grammar les-

sons, covering all material of an introductory

German course. Four test units also included.

Grammar lessons use substitution transformation

drills, item ordering, translations and verb drills.

Drill vocabulary based on frequency lists. Suit-

able for use with any high school or college text-

book. Extensively field tested at SUNY Stony

Brook. Available lor Apple II and PET/CBM. (PET version

includes a special foreign language character chip.) Also

available soon: MICRO-FRANCAIS, MICRO-ESPANOL.

MICRO-IVRIT. MICRO-YIDDISH. MICRO-CHINESE. MICRO-

JAPANESE. $179.95

"fa NEW ft
^Pythagoras and The Dragoirfr
Mathematics in a fantasy game context. Based

on The Sword of Zedek. Pythagoras and The
Dragon introduces Pythagoras as a mentor to

the player. When called on for aid, Pythagoras

poses math questions, and depending on the

speed and accuracy of the player response, con-

fers secret information. With Pythagoras as an

ally, the quest to overthrow Ra, The Master of

Evil, assumes a new dimension of complexity.

Depending on the level chosen, problems range

from arithmetic through plane geometry.

32K $39.95

Free Bonus with purchase of $300.00 or more: Applesoft Tutor Series

Krelt Software Corp. has no official lies with the

College Entrance Examination Board or the

Educational Testing Service. Krell is. however, a

supplier ofproducts to the E.T.S.

PROGRAMS AVAILABLE FOR
TRS-M. APPLE II. PET * ATARI

N.Y.S. resident* add uln In.

Alt programs require UK • TRS*X> programs require

LEVEL II BASIC • APPLE programs require Apple

soft BASIC

•Trademark Apple Computer Corp.

•BpmL JBjJLHL SS% ifflWWA\M ffi tiffOAJ

"The State of the Art in Educational Computing"

21 Millbrook Drive, Stony Brook, N.Y. 11790 (516) 751-5139
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Sick of the same TRS-80 software?

Here's a CHEAP CURE!

The prescription for the Model I and III:

CLOAD Magazine!

A CASSETTE TAPE with 6 to 8 programs • month I

Some past sensational medications

Game — Caterpillar, Suns, CIA Adventure, Reversi

Practical — Securities, Energy, Tape Directory, Checkbook
Utility - Variable Dump, Display, Edit, Code It

Tutorial — Plarets, Spell Egg, Atomic Table, Geometry

At about 75 cents a program, a subscription to CLOAD
Magazine is ,ust what the doctor ordered

The 10*10111 Line: The Fine Print

1 year (12 issues) $4200 All issues from Oct 78 on available

6 months (6 issues) $23 00 — ask for list (24 Level I issues also)

Single copies Programs are lor 16K Level II, 16K

Back issues $ 4 50 Model III, and occasionally for disks

Good Games #1 $ 1 2 00 TRS-M is a trademark of Tandy Corp
Adventures tfl $1 3 00 MasterCard/Visa welcome'

'Temperature and prices nsing July 1, 1988

Californiaresidentsadd696tosingle copies |^l y^,***,^
North America — First Class Postage Included wLwHU Magazine inc.

Overseas — add $10 to subscriptions, and PO. Box 1448, Santa Barbara.
$1 to single copies Sent AO rate CA 93102 (80S) 962-6271
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For the Extended BASIC COLOR COMPUTER

POCKETBOOK SURGERY NOT REQUIRED

The lottom Line:

1 year (12 issues) $4500
6 months (6 issues) $25 00
Single copies $ 5 00

Calif residents add 6% to single

copies

North America — First Class Postage

Included

Overseas — add $10 to subscriptions.

and $1 to single :opies Sent AO rate

MasterCard/Visa welcomei

Is your CoCo table ridden, drinking

up electrical juice but not getting any
software solids' A prescription of

CHROMASETTE Magazine will stop
the hardening of the ribbon cables

The doctor explained that

CHROMASETTE Magazine is a cas

sette tape with 6 to 8 quality programs
on it A healthy mixture of games, tuto

rials, utilities, and practical programs to

nurture your computer every month
No finger exercises necessary Just load

and run

Keep CoCo's health costs low A
subscription to CHROMASETTE
Magazine is good, cheap medication
(under 75 cents a program)

The Fine Print:

All issues from July 8 1 on available

ask for list Programs are for the

Extended BASIC model only

MasterCard/Visa welcome 1

PO Box 1087 Santa Barbara,

CA 93108 (805) 963-1066

Magazine
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Intelligence, continued...

This is due to the fact that artificial

intelligence problems almost always involve

tree-searches.

To demonstrate the dramatic increase

in computational power required to obtain

a relatively small increase in intelligence,

let's look at an example: In the middle of a

chess game it is estimated that a player

can make an average of 50 legal moves
from a given board position. If the chess

program has only one level of next move
look-ahead, then only 50 positions need
be evaluated. As expected, the result of

such shallow board examination will be

very poor.

To make the program smarter, let's

assume that two levels of look-ahead are

implemented. This means that for each
one of the 50 positions possible on the first

move, another 50 positions must be evalu-

ated. This amounts to 50*50= 2500 positions.

A third level of look-ahead will require

2,500*50=125,000 position evaluations,

while a fourth will require 6,250.000. And,
of course, if all the possible opponent
responses from each position are examined.

The basic processor
speed ratio between a
personal computer and
a multi-million dollar

supercomputer is only
about 1:100!

the number of evaluations becomes astro-

nomical.

It has been shown in practice that the

best chess programs are those with the

most levels of next move look-ahead. It

has also been shown that chess programs
running in the world's fastest computer
can afford only five or six levels of look-

ahead for a real time 2 1/2 hour chess

game. As a result, no chess program has

yet achieved the distinction of being
"unbeaten by humans." The question that

may arise, then, is whether it may ever be
possible to create the perfect machine that

will beat any human challenger, and what
specifications such a machine should have.

The first idea that comes to mind to

improve computer performance is, of

course, to increase speed. How fast, then,

can computers run, and what is their

absolute limit, if any?
Computer speed depends on both the

basic processor speed (the time it takes to

execute a simple instruction, such as

transferring data from one register to

another) and on its internal architectural
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CONSOLIDATOR
FOR VISICALC HUES

NOW YOU CAN USE ALL THE
POWER OFYOUR APPLE AND

ALLTHE POWER OF YOUR VlSlCALC.

If you use VisiCalc, you must have The

Consolidator. It's that simple. The Consolidator

will save you hours of Keyboard time— adding

any number of VisiCalc files together, virtually

automatically.

F'or example, say you need to add the results of

four weekly reports to get the monthly total

—

or add three months for the quarter,

twelve for the year, etc. Until now,

you had to key-in all the

individual sub-totals and

recalculate. Now, The

Consolidator will do it

for you.

The Consolidator

will also print

out Visit .alc commands
formulas, and the locations

to which they apply. In

the past, programs that

did ONLY that have sold

for as much as The

Consolidator alone.
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options and formats all carefully spelled out. If

you can use VisiCalc, you can use The Consolidator.
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columns accommodated by VisiCalc. It will handle

any matrix size which you are able to save with

VisiCalc. And it will give you back hours of
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on need The Consolidator

to use ALL the power you've

got with VisiCalc. It's a bargain

at the introductory
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your local dealer

or direct. Visa and
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order toll-free,
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Intelligence, continued.

features. To break it down even further,

basic processor speed is a function of the

technology used to make the processor

components such as registers. ALU (Arith-

metic Logic Unit), gates, memories, etc.

Personal computers using n-MOS micro-

processors (such as Z-80. 6502, etc.) can
execute a register transfer in one or two
microseconds. Large machines of the IBM
370. CDC 7600 orCRAY! type use faster

basic components (bipolar TTL or ECL-
Emitter Coupled Logic) and have speeds

ranging from 10 to 100 nsecs for executing

similar instructions. So the basic processor

speed ratio between a personal computer
and a multi-million dollar supercomputer
is only about 1 : 100!

Computers that will operate in the sub-

nanosecond region ( using Josephson junc-

tion technology) are currently under
development. In any case, even though
the processor speed frontiers are being
pushed back, there are physical limitations

on the ultimate speed of a processor. The
limiting factor is the speed of light ( 1 foot

per nanosecond).

Hardware Improvements
If there are physical bounds to the basic-

processor speed, what else could be done
to make programs run faster? To answer
this question, let's think of the following:

"Is a CRAY- 1 just lOO times more powerful

than a Z-80 based personal computer, and
if so. why does it cost millions of dollars

instead of just. say. $100,000?"

The answer is that the architectural

features of the "large" machines, such as

bigger and more powerful instruction sets,

longer words, special hardware floating

point units and other hardware features

(such as "pipelines." cache memories, dual
CPUs, etc.) that make the flow of instruc-

tions easier and faster through the machine,
can significantly enhance their computa-
tional power.

Even with all this architectural innovation,

however, chess programs have achieved
only an "expert" rating. Have we reached
the end of the computational capabilities

of computers until solid-state researchers

come up with the next generation of super-

fast components? Well, not yet.

The advances in microelectronics have
resulted in more and more powerful com-
puters being put on silicon chips every day
(IntePs 8086. Zilog's Z-8000. Motorola's
MC68000). Since microcomputers have
started approaching the capabilities of large

computers, the potential exists to inter-

connect a large number of those (in the

hundreds or even in the thousands) to

form a multi-computer or multi-processor
system. Then a program could be parti-

tioned in smaller sub-programs lor

processes) which would be distributed
throughout this system, each one assigned
to a single processor and each one running
concurrently with every other one.

The introduction of parallelism in the

execution of the program could produce

additional savings in the overall program
run-time and allow greater depth of position

evaluation. The problems of efficiently

interconnecting all these processors, the

partitioning of the program in concurrently

running processes and the synchronization

of all these processors and processes is the

subject of on-going research.

Finally, the game board itself could be

represented by special hardware, instead

of the more traditional representation by

a data structure stored in the computer
memory. That way. certain evaluations

which would have been performed by the

program could be carried out at the speed
levels of the hardware gate, producing
further time savings. The hardware board,

for example, could automatically eliminate

all illegal moves and moves that are

obviously bad (allowing the king to be
captured, etc.) significantly reducing the

options that must be examined by the

program, and. thus, playing the role of a

hardware tree-pruner! (In fact, BELLE
(designed at Bell Labs) the computer chess

There is a class of
problems for which no
efficient algorithms

may exist.

world champion which won the tournament
at Linz, Austria in September 1980, uses
such hardware. Even though the program
runs on an inexpensive minicomputer, it

was able to beat other programs running
on more powerful computers.)

So, we have seen several ways of speeding

up the game by improving the computer
hardware. Is this approach going to accom-
plish the ultimate result, though? Again,
we must consider the astronomical number
of computations needed as we introduce
more steps of next move look-ahead. (All

permutations of a chess game from start

to end can be as many as 10''", a number
that exceeds the number of atoms found
in the universe.) It seems, therefore, that

making the program run faster by using

the "brute force" approach alone is not
going to bring the desired results, even
though speed improvements of many orders

of magnitude could be achieved.

Software Improvements
A way of helping things out is to make

the programs smarter and the algorithms

more efficient, so that their computation

time is reduced. First of all, the program

must be written in a language that executes

quickly in the machine. Interpreted lan-

guages such as Basic are very slow, since

they usually require several milliseconds

for the execution of a single statement.

The best choice of language in terms of

speed of execution is, without doubt,

machine language that is executed directly

by the hardware and can be tailored to the

requirements of the problem. Machine
language poses an additional problem in

that it requires more time for program

development and debugging than higher

level languages. In spite of this drawback,

however, almost all championship caliber

chess programs have been written in

machine language for the sake of speed.

Second, all searches for the best move
must be carefully evaluated before being

carried too deeply. Tree-pruning techniques

(alpha-beta searching, etc.), if applied

properly, can improve program run-time

by many orders of magnitude. The basic

idea behind tree-pruning is that, if you
know a certain path will lead to a dead-

end, there is no point in following it. A
problem that may arise in its application,

however, is the choice of criteria upon
which the decision "to take or not to take"

a path will be based. It is quite possible

that a truly innovative move, such as

sacrificing a queen and a rook to checkmate
five moves later, may be bypassed by a

tree-pruning algorithm.

Third, efficient algorithms must be
devised and implemented. "Efficient" are

those algorithms which can be executed
in "polynomial" time, as opposed to ineffi-

cient" algorithms which usually need
"exponential" time to execute.

For example, if the size of a problem is

tripled, a polynomial time algorithm may
require three times as much time (linear

time algorithm) or nine times as much
time (quadratic time algorithm), etc. In

contrast, the next move generation example
mentioned earlier uses an exponential time

algorithm.

Efficient algorithms may represent the

optimum in software design, however, it is

sometimes very difficult to design them
for certain problems. Theoreticians in

computer science have come to the con-

clusion that there is a class of problems for

which no efficient algorithms may exist,

although no formal proof to the contrary
has been produced. (An excellent discussion

on the complexity of algorithms and intract-

able problems can be found in Ref. 3.)

And fourth, heuristic methods may be
used when no rigorous algorithms can be
found. Heuristics encompass all those trial

methods that, even though they have not

been proven mathematically and don't

always work, can reduce the size of a big

computational problem to a manageable
size.
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DB MASTER.
THE TOP SELLING
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JUSTGOT BETTER.
In less than a year, DB MASTER has become the top selling data

base manager for the Apple II. And for good reason. DB MASTER has the

features that make information management easy and efficient. But we
didn't stop there. You asked for more features. We listened—and made
DB MASTER even better.

MORE FEATURES IN
DB MASTER VERSION THREE.
Computed Fields. Perfect for accounts receivable,

inventory control and similar applications. Each
record may now include up to 10 computed fields.

And field values are automatically re-computed
and displayed each time a record is edited.

Totaling in the Search Mode. Tell DB MASTER
which field to total and which records to use. A
running summary of records found and the field's

sum, average and standard deviation are displayed

on the screen.

Audit Trail. Option to automatically print each new
record as it is entered.

NEW REPORT GENERATOR
OPTION CAPABILITIES:

d Number Formatting with commas.
d Auto-Date Record Selection for printing daily,

monthly or annual reports.

d Printing of averages and standard deviation

when printing column totals,

a Ability to make last minute changes in printer

and report parameters.

PLUS THE FEATURES
THAT MADE DB MASTER NUMBER 1.

Dynamic Prompting". User designed screen forms.

Short form capability. Powerful report generator.

Custom DOS for faster retrieval and program
chaining. Automatic data compaction. Password
file protection. Multiple sort keys for fast, conven-
ient records retrieval. And much, much more.

< 1981 STONEWARE INCORPORATED
•DB MASTER is a registered trademark of DB MASTER Associates

Data Interchange Format and DIF are registered trademarks ol Software Arts Inc

Visicalc and Visiplot are registered trademarks of Personal Software Inc

Executive Secretary is a registered trademark of Personal Business Systems Inc

Apple II is a registered trademark of Apple Computer

MORE POWER WITH
DB MASTER UTILITY PAK #1.
Restructure. Modify a file format without re-

entering your records. Add, delete, move, modify
or re-name fields—even add new computed fields

to existing files.

Interface. Move data back and forth between your
DB MASTER files and Data Interchange Format
(DIF)* text files. Exchange data with Visicalc*, Visi-

plot*, Executive Secretary*, etc., or your own pro-

grams.

Replicate. Duplicate everything in your DB MASTER
files except the records. Use the replicates for

monthly or yearly files, or send them for data entry

at multiple locations.

Merge. Combine data from two or more files with

the same format (such as Replicates) into one file.

Special "Selective Merge" and "Merge and Delete"

options can maintain separate active and inactive

files, build subfiles, and many similar tasks.

UPDATE YOUR DATA BASE MANAGEMENT
WITH DB MASTER VERSION THREE.

See the new DB MASTER Version Three at your
local computer store. Put it through its paces. Then
add the power of Utility Pak #1 , the first in a planned
series of Utility Paks.

If you're a registered owner of an earlier version of

DB MASTER, send one or both of your program
diskettes, plus $15.00, to STONEWARE for an
update to Version Three.

TELEX II 910 384 2016 STONEWARE SRFL
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Intelligence, continued...

Is This Enough?
What we have seen so far, is that innova-

tion in machine hardware design along
with the use of software speed-up techniques

could bring computers closer to the ultimate

goal in machine game playing and introduce

better tools for the development of artificial

intelligence.

How close can we expect to get to the S§
perfect machine? Will the existing gap Kg
between a computer being rated chess :•:•:;

expert and being rated world champion :•:•:

be easily bridged? Unfortunately, in solving :•:?:;

an "exponential" difficulty problem such •:•:•:

as this, small steps forward require tremen- •:•:•:

dous amounts of effort. This has been the |:j:|:

case with computer chess ever since com- :::•:•

puers became available in the early 50's. A :•:•:;

breakthrough in this area could happen :j:£

any moment or could take years or even
decades to occur.

What cannot be ignored is the contrast

between the capabilities of the human brain,

which seem so limited in terms of performing
repetitive operations (how many floating The "Knight's Tour"
point multiplications can a person do per The "Knight*s Tour" problem can be
second?), but are so immense and unchal- defined as follows: Given a board of n x n
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^mm^^mmm^^m dimensions with n' squares, a knight—which

must move according to the rules of

chess— is placed on a particular square.
The problem is to find a tour of n' -1

moves, if one exists, such that every square
of the board is visited exactly once. Solutions

for the "Knight's Tour" exist for boards 5

x 5 or larger. Boards with an even number
of squares have tours starting from any
square of the board, while boards with an
odd number have tours from only those

squares whose coordinates add up to an
even number— (1,1), (5,3), etc.

This can be explained as follows: The
squares on a board are alternately colored
black and white. If the knight is on a white
square, its next move must be made to a
black square and vice versa. Also, on an
odd-size board, the last step must be made
on the same color square as the first step.

Let's take a look at the 5 x 5 board with
12 black squares and 13 white squares. If

the first step is to be made on a white
square, the knight will alternately step on
12 white squares and 12 black squares
before it ends up in the 13th white square
for a complete tour. If, however, its first

move is on a black square, the last move
can be made only on a black square, leaving

at least one white square unvisited.

Solving the "Knight's Tour" problem
was one of the favorite pastimes of the

mathematicians of the 18th and 19th
centuries. Euler. De Moivre, De Montmont.
Vandermonde, Roget, and Warnsdorff,
among others, tackled with the "Knight's
Tour" and produced their own solutions.

Some of them used trial and error tech-

niques. Others, like Euler. attempted to

introduce mathematical analysis to come
up with more sophisticated solutions. The
complexity of the problem limited most of

How close can we
expect to get to the
perfect machine?

lenged where creativity, recognition and
imagination are concerned. This leads to

the conclusion that the answer is more
likely to be found through a combination
of human ingenuity and computer versatility

than through unbounded machine power
alone.

An example which demonstrates the
difficulty of devising efficient algorithms
for certain problems and also shows the

fantastic savings in computation time if

the right algorithm is used, is an algorithm
that solves the century old "Knight's Tour"
problem. I selected this particular algorithm
because it can be easily programmed and,
also, because of the recently renewed
interest in it (Ref. 5 and Ref. 6).

This algorithm was first devised in 1823
by J.C. Warnsdorff. a German mathema-
tician, and has been admired for its elegance
and simplicity ever since.

The interest recently has been to imple-
ment it in program form so that certain
ambiguities that may arise in its execution
will be eliminated. The refinements
proposed ( Ref. 5, Ref. 6) apply only to an 8
x 8 board. In the discussion that follows a
refinement that works for any size board
is introduced along with its implementation
in Basic.

their algorithms to board sizes up to 10 x

10.

The advent of computers made it appeal-

ing to attempt to solve this centuries-old

problem by using raw machine power. Trial

and error techniques, such as backtracking,
presented a less formidable task for

machines than they did for humans.
Backtracking is a trial and error algorithm

that can be easily translated into program
form. When applied to the "Knight's Tour"
problem, it works in the following way:
The knight follows a path, each step of

which is selected on the basis of a simple

rule. If there are two or more squares to

choose from, take the first one clockwise
and move on to the next step. If this path
comes to a dead-end. backtrack one step
and follow the second available square in

the same clockwise fashion. Repeat this

procedure until a solution is found or all

possible moves are exhausted.

Obviously, such an algorithm does not
take into account the nature of the problem
at all. A solution can be produced quickly

only if it happens that the path chosen at

the beginning is the correct path. In the

worst case, all possible paths must be
examined before a solution is found , while
on the average, half of the paths must be
examined.

An implementation of such a back-
tracking algorithm in Pascal and its subse-
quent execution on a PDP 1 1/70 showed
that a solution could be found for a 5 x 5
board in 52.5 seconds, and for a 6 x 6
board in 2.5 minutes. Likewise, a 7 x 7
board would require 1/2 hour, an 8 x 8
board would take three hours, and for a 20
x 20 board exclusive use of the PDP 1 1/70
for days would be necessary!

It is obvious that this algorithm is useless

for large boards, as is the case for expo-
nential time algorithms when the problem
size increases.
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Intelligence, continue
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Figure I.

A knight's

possible moves.

A Simple Bui Ingenious Algorithm
The algorithm proposed by Warnsdorff

in 1823 recognizes the need for a deeper
examination of each board position. Before

taking a step from a given square, all squares

that are potential candidates for the next

move (those within the range of the knight

that have not been visited) are evaluated.

This evaluation is based on the number of

free squares that are available for a subse-

quent move from each of the candidate
squares. The square that has the fewest

accesses open to it is selected.

This first order-weighting algorithm has
not. as yet, been proven mathematically,

but has not been shown to fail either.

Intuitively it seems, however, that by moving
to the square with the least degree of

freedom, the chances of leaving squares
isolated at a corner of the board, or finding

the knight cornered at a dead-end, are

reduced.

Warnsdorff's algorithm, though hailed

for its ingenuity, has been criticized on
two accounts: first, because it is difficult

to implement in practice on an actual chess
board and. second, and most importantly,

because it may fail if there are two or
more squares with the same minimum
weight— a first-order tie— and the wrong
square is selected.

Interestingly, Warnsdorff thought it did

not really matter which path was selected

in case of such a tie. Later on. however, a
handful of examples were constructed, after

Figure 2. First order weight of each square

after knight was placed on square (23).

of an 8x8 board

-2 -3 -4 -4 -4 -4 -3 -2

-3 -4 -6 -6 -6 -6 -4 -3

-4 -6 -8 -8 -8 -8 -6 -4

-3 -6 -7 -8 -8 -8 -6 -4

-4 -6 -8 -7 -8 -8 -6 -4

-4 1 -8 -8 -8 -8 -6 -4

-3 -4 -6 -5 -6 -6 -4 -3

-1 -3 -3 -4 -4 -4 -3 -2

"much effort and ingenuity" (Ref. 7), that

showed the tour to fail if the wrong square

was chosen. Since Warnsdorff and the other

mathematicians of that time did not have
computers to aid them in their analysis, it

was extremely difficult to test all tours

from every square of a board and exhaus-

tively examine all possibilities resulting

from a given tie. Nowadays, this task is

much easier, of course. It must be noted
here, again, that those failing cases are not

due to a problem in the original algorithm

itself, but rather to the lack of a suitable

second order tiebreaker.

The board representation difficulty cited

in the past can be easily eliminated using

the "poker-chip" method. The whole board
is evaluated at the very beginning. Each
square is examined to find how many free

squares it connects to, and the corres-

ponding number in poker chips is placed

on it. During the knight's tour a chip is

removed from all of the affected squares

after a step is taken. A square found with

zero chips on other than the n '- 1 step shows
that that square was left isolated and the

board can never be totally visited (a nice

program terminating condition). In an actual

program, the poker chips can be represented

by negative numbers, and positive numbers
used to show the step number. Figure 2

shows the 8x8 board after the first step to

square (2,3).

The second difficulty with Warnsdorff's

algorithm is due to lack of a suitable tie-

breaker for a first-order tie. This problem
is addressed in Refs. 5 and 6. but the

proposed tie-breakers can only apply for

boards of size 8x8.
One of these tie-breakers (Ref. 5) employs

an arbitrary clockwise selection rule on
the squares with equal weight. If that rule

fails to produce a solution, the tour is

repeated from the beginning using a counter-

clockwise selection rule. The other tie-

breaker (Ref. 6) takes into account the

second order weight of each square, defined

as the sum of the first order weights of all

squares accessible to it at the beginning of

the tour (the second order weights do not

change during the course of the tour as

happens with the first order weights).

Since these tie-breakers may fail for any
size board. I started looking for a more
universal tie-breaker. Several different tie-

breakers were tried, such as minimum
second order weight (but adjustable during

the course of the tour), maximum second
order weight, the square closest to the

edge of the board, the square farthest away
from the edge of the board, etc.. but did

not produce the desired result. It was
possible, however, to use a combination
of two such tie-breakers (if the one failed,

then the tour was restarted using the second

one) that has always produced a solution,

when one existed, for any square board of

5 x 5 to 20 x 20. (Exhaustive tests were not

Figure 3a. Figure 3b. Figure 3c. Figure 3d. Figure 3e.

-2 2-4 8 -2 -2 2-4 8 -2 15 2-2 8 13 -2 2-4 8 -2 21 2 17 8 19

-3 7-4 3 -3 -3 7-4 3 -3 -3 7 14 3 -3 -3 7-4 3 -3 12 7 20 3 16

1 -4 -4 -4 9 1 -4 -4 -4 9 1 16 -4 12 9 1 -4 -3 -4 9 1 22 13 18 9

6 -4 -2 -4 4 6 -4 10 -4 4 6 -2 10 -2 4 6 -3 -2 -4 4 6 11 24 15 4

-2 -2 5 -2 -2 -1 -2 5 -2 -1 17 -2 5 -2 11 -2 -2 5 10 -2 23 14 5 10 25

Figure 3. The difference between the two tie-breaker rules is

shown on a 5x 5 boardand tour starting coordinates at square
(1.3). Both rules follow the same path up to the ninth step
(Figure 3a). where a first order tie is encountered. The "min-
max" tie-breaker examines the squares with the minimum
weight tie tofind the next step square available to each ofthem
with the maximum weight. Then it selects that first order
square having the second order square with the minimum

weight among all maximum weights. Thus square (3.2) (Figure
3b) is selected with a weight of2 over square (4. 1) which has a
weight of 4. This path leads to no solution. (Figure 3c). The
"max-min " tie-breaker (the maximum of the minimum of the
second order square weights) is then tried, and selects square
(4. 1) (Figure 3d). This path does produce a solution as shown
in Figure 3e.
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pinball flippers
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Intelligence, continued.

ENTER SIZE OF BOARD ? 20
ENTER STARTING LOCATION, X-COORDINATE
? 15
ENTER STARTING LOCATION, Y-COORDINATE ? 12

SOLUTION

29

32

27

190

337

34

393

360

339

36

341

350

347

38

265

308

263

40

215

254

26

189

30

33

394

359

338

35

400

361

348

37

342

321

346

39

266

255

262

41

31

28

191

336

295

396

399

392

373

340

351

362

349

324

309

264

307

216

253

214

188

25

296

395

358

391

378

397

384

389

374

343

322

345

320

267

256

261

42

217

297

192

335

294

381

398

385

390

379

372

363

352

325

310

323

306

219

252

213

222

24

187

368

357

386

377

380

383

388

375

326

311

344

319

268

257

260

221

218

43

193

298

293

334

369

382

387

376

371

364

353

318

281

258

305

220

251

212

223

168

186

23

332

367

356

315

370

365

354

317

312

327

304

269

250

259

224

169

44

155

289

194

299

292

333

366

355

316

313

328

303

280

249

282

225

246

211

154

167

152

22

185

290

331

300

277

314

329

302

279

238

283

270

247

236

165

170

151

156

45

183

288

195

276

291

330

301

278

231

284

271

248

237

226

245

210

163

166

153

150

130

21

184

287

196

275

204

285

272

239

232

227

244

235

164

171

148

157

46

99

125

182

131

128

179

286

273

240

203

230

243

234

201

228

209

162

139

100

149

78

20

129

126

181

274

197

178

205

242

233

202

229

208

161

172

147

158

79

98

47

13

124

115

132

127

180

241

198

1

176

207

200

173

146

159

138

101

140

77

80

114

19

14

123

116

133

2

177

206

199

174

145

160

137

102

141

88

97

48

85

15

12

113

58

3

122

117

134

175

144

119

136

105

142

89

96

103

86

81

76

6

9

18

61

112

59

64

121

118

135

106

143

108

95

104

87

92

73

84

49

11

16

7

4

57

62

111

66

55

120

109

68

53

90

93

70

51

82

75

72

8

5

10

17

60

65

56

63

110

67

54

107

94

69

52

91

74

71

50

83

run for boards of size greater than 20 x 20;

however, the nature of the problem suggests

that this algorithm may apply on any size

board).

The first of these two tie-breakers, "min-
max," examines the squares with the
minimum weight tie to find the next step
square available to each of them with the
maximum weight. Then it selects that first

order square having the second order square
with the minimum weight among all maxi-
mum weights. The second tie-breaker,

"maximum," selects the square with the
maximum among the minimum weights of

the second order squares (Figure 3).

This tie-breaker is implemented in the
Basic program shown. Its execution time
increases linearly with the number of squares
to be visited on the board, as it involves no
backtracking. In the worst case, when both
tie-breakers are used, the execution time
is proportional to twice the number of
squares. This means that if an 8 x 8 board
takes four seconds of CPU time, a 20 x 20
board will take only 25 seconds while a 50
x 50 board will take about seven minutes.

Figure 4.

Execution times vary, depending on the
computer it is run on.

So, this combination of tie-breakers can
be successfully used in conjunction with

Warnsdorff's algorithm to solve the
"Knight's Tour" problem for any size board
in reasonable program run times. Has this

problem, then, been completely solved?
Well, not quite yet. There is still the question
of whether a single universal tie-breaker

exists that can be implemented on any
square or rectangular board, and. if that

tie-breaker does exit, can Warnsdorff's
algorithm be used to solve similar problems?

Whatever the answer to these questions
may be, I hope that the "Knight's Tour"
problem and Warnsdorff's algorithm have
demonstrated, that ingenuity in algorithm
design and computer programming in

general, can be the most effective approach
to computer game playing and the solution

of complex problems. This is emphasized,
of course, without overlooking the fact

that generating a "Knight's Tour" with the
above algorithm on a PDP 1 1 /70 computer
for a board of size 20 x 20 (Figure 4) takes

less than one minute— a time that Warns-
dorff could have never imagined, even in

his wildest of dreams!
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10 REM "THE KNIGHT 'S TOUR
20 REM BY
30 REM CHRISTOS J. GEORGIOU
40 REM
50 REM
80 REM 920 FOR 11-1 TO 8
90 REM PARAMETER INITIALIZATION 930 U-X+A(I1): V-Y+B(I1)
100 REM 940 IF (U>0) AND (U<-N) GOTO 960
110 DIM H(25.25), A(8), B(8>, P0(8), Pl(8) 950 GOTO 990
120 A(l)-1: B(l)-2: A(2)-2: B(2)-l 960 IF (V>0) AND (N<-N) GOTO 980
130 A(3)»2: B(3)--l: A(4)-l: B(4)--2 970 GOTO 990
140 A(5)--l: B(5)--2: A(6)--2: B(6)--l 980 H(U,V)-H(U,V)-1
150 A(7)»-2: B<7)»1: A(8)--l: B{8)-2 990 NEXT 11: RETURN
160 INPUT "ENTER SIZE OF BOARD",

N

1000 REM
170 INPUT "ENTER STARTING LOCATION, X -COORDINATE" ,X] 1010 REM BOARD UPDATING ROUTINE
180 INPUT "ENTER STARTING LOCATION, Y -COORDINATE" ,Y] 1020 REM
190 Al-1: N1»N*N 1030 B-l
200 REM CLEAR BOARD 1040 FOR 11-1 TO 8
210 REM 1050 U-X+A(I1): V-Y+B(I1)
220 FOR I"l TO N 1060 IF (U>0) AND (U<»N) GOTO 1080
230 FOR J-l TO N 1070 GOTO 1130
240 H(I,J)-0 1080 IF (V>0) AND (V<-N) GOTO 1100
250 NEXT J: NEXT I 1090 GOTO 1130
260 FOR 1-1 TO N 1100 IF H(U,V)<-0 GOTO 1120
270 FOR J-l TO N 1110 GOTO 1130
280 X-I: Y-J: GOSUB 900 1120 H(U,V)-H(U,V)+1: B-0
290 NEXT J: NEXT I 1130 NEXT 11
300 REM 1140 IF Bl-1 THEN Ql-0
310 REM MAKE FIRST MOVE 1150 RETURN
320 REM
330 X-Xl: Y-Yl 1200 REM
340 H(X,Y)-1: L-2 1210 REM ROUTINE
350 GOSUB 1000 1220 REM
360 Ql-1: Q2-1 1230 M1--9l| R0-1
370 REM 1240 FOR W-l TO 8

380 REM ROUTINE THAT FINDS NEXT MOVE 1250 U-Z1+A(W)

:

V-Z2+B(W)
390 REM 1260 IF ((U>0) AND (U<-N)) AND ( (V>0) AND (V<-N) ) GOTO 1280
400 IF (Ql-0) OR (Q2-0) GOTO 730 1270 GOTO 1360
410 Ql-0: Zl-X: Z2-Y: GOSUB 1200 1280 IF ((H(U,V) <-0) AND (H(U,V)>-M1) ) GOTO 1300
420 IF (R0>1) GOTO 450 1290 GOTO 1360
430 Cl-Tl: C2-T2 1300 IF (H(U,V)-Ml) GOTO 1350
440 GOTO 640 1310 Ml-H(U.V)

:

Ql-1
4 50 REM EXAMINE ALL TIES 1320 Tl-U: T2-V
460 FOR K-l TO R0 1330 R0-1: P0(1) -W

470 P1(K)-P0(K) 1340 GOTO 1360

480 NEXT K 1350 R0-R0 1: P0(R0)«W
490 R1-R0 1360 NEXT W
500 IF Al-1 GOTO 520 1370 RETURN
510 M2»0: GOTO 530 1400 REM

520 M2--9 1410 REM ROUTINE

530 FOR K-l TO Rl 1420 REM

540 Fl-Pl(K): Z1-X+A(F1): Z2-Y+B(F1) 1430 Ml-0: R0-1

550 IF (Al-1) GOTO 590 1440 FOR W1 TO 8

560 GOSUB 1200 1450 U-Z1+A(W)

:

V»Z2+B(W)

570 IF (Ml>-M2) GOTO 620 1460 IF ((U>0) AND (U<-N)) AND ( (V>0) AND (V<»N) ) GOTO 1480
580 GOTO 610 1470 GOTO 1560

590 GOSUB 1400 1480 IF ((H(U,V) <-0) AND (H(U,V)<"M1)) GOTO 1500

600 IF (Ml<-M2) GOTO 620
610 M2-M1: Cl-Zl: C2-Z2
620 NEXT K

1490
1500
1510

GOTO 1560
IF (H(U,V)-M1) GOTO 1550
M1-H(U,V) : Ql-1

630 REM 1520 Tl-U: T2-V
640 REM NEXT MOVE IS FOUND; UPDATE BOARD 1530 R0-1: P0(1)-W
650 REM 1540 GOTO 1560
660 IF (Ql-0) GOTO 710 1550 R0-R0+1: P0(R0)»W
670 X-Cl: Y-C2 1560 NEXT W
680 H(X,Y)-L 1570 RETURN
690 GOSUB 1000 1600 REM
700 IF (L-Nl) THEN Q2-0 1610 REM ROUTINE THAT PRINTS -OUT BOARD
710 L-L+l 1620 L2-N
720 GOTO 400 1630 FOR 12-1 TO N
730 REM 1640 PRINT: PRINT
740 REM KNIGHT'S TOUR IS OVER; PRINT RESULTS 1650 FOR Ll-1 TO N
750 REM 1660 S1-H(L1,L2)
760 IF (Q2-1) GOTO 810 1670 IF SK10 GOTO 1710
770 PRINT: PRINT "SOLUTION" 1680 IF SK100 GOTO 1700

1690 Dl-0: GOTO 1720
790 GOSUB 1600 1700 Dl-lz GOTO 1720
800 GOTO 1800 1710 Dl-2
810 IF (Al-0) GOTO 830 1720 PRINT SPACE$(D1); Sl>
820 Al-0: GOTO 200 1730 NEXT LI
830 PRINT: PRINT "NO SOLUTION" 1740 L2-L2-1
840 GOTO 1800 1750 NEXT 12
890 REM 1760 RETURN
900 REM BOARD INITIALIZATION ROUTINE 1800 PRINT
910 REM 1810 END
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ATARI HOME COMPUTERS

ATARr

ATARI 800

16K . . . $679
32K . . . $749
48K... $819

410 Recorder
810 Disc Drive

822 Primer

825 Printer

830 Modem
820 Printer

850 Interlace

New DOS 2 System

PACKAGES

$76 00
$449 00

$269 00

$629 00
$159 00
$269 00
$169 00
$29 00

$83 00
$130 00
$57 00
$344 00

481 Entertains:

482 Educator
483 Programmer
484 Communicator

ATARI HOME COMPUTER PROGRAMS
Home Ollice
CX404 ATARI Word Processor $119 00
CX8102 Calculator $2900
CX412 Dow Jones Investment Evalualor $99 00

CX4109 Graph It. Joystick optional $1 7 00
CX4104 Mailing List $2000
CX41 15 Mortgage a Loan Analysis $13 00
CX406 Personal Financial Management System $59 00

CX4103 Statistics 1 $2000
CX8107 Stock Analysis $2000
CXL4015 TeleLink 1 $2300
Home Study
CX4 101 An Invitation to Programming I $2000
CX4106 An Invitation to Programming 2 $23 00
CX4107 Biorhythm $1300
Conversational Languages (ea ) $4600

CX4121 Energy C/ar $1300
CX4 1 14 European Countries & Capitals $13 00
CX4108 Hangman. Joystick optional $1300
CX4102 Kingdom $13 00

CXL4O07 Music Composer $47 00
CX4123 Scram, uses loystick $2000
CX41 12 Stales i Capitals $13 00
CX41 10 Touch Typing $20 00

Home Entertainment

PAC MAN
Centipede
Caverns of Mars
CXL4013 Asteroids

CXL4004 Basketball

CX4105 Blackiack

CXL4009 Computer Chess
CXL4012 Missile Command
CXL400B Space Invaders

CXL4011 Star Raiders

CXL4006 Super Breakout

CXL4010 3D Tic Tac Toe
CXL4005 Video Easel

Programming Languages and Aids
XL4003 Assembler Editor

CXL4002 ATARI BASIC
CX8126 ATARI Microsoft BASIC
CXL4018 PILOT
CX405 PILOT

$35.00
$35.00
$32.00

$35 00
$27 00
$1300
$33 00
$35 00

$35 00
$42 00

$3300
$27 00
$24 00

$4700
$47 00

$7000
$72 00
$105 00

ATARI 400

16K. ... $329
32K. . . . $478
48K. . . . $555

PRINTERS

CX30 Paddle

CX40 Joy Stick

CX853 16K RAM
Microtek 16K RAM
Microtek 32K RAM
Ramdisk H28KI
Inteck 48K Board
One year attended warranty .

$1800
$1800
$89 00

$7500
$159 00
$539 00
$249 00
$50 00

THIRD PARTY PROGRAMS
ATARI Program Exchange:
Eastern Front 41

Avalanche
Outlaw
747 Landing Simulation

Babel

Dog Daze
Downhill

Attack>

Blackiack Casino

Reversi II

Domination
Solitare

Disk Finer

Supersort

Data Management
Chameleon
Instedit

Insomnia
My First Alphabet

Mapware
Number Blast

Family Cash Flow

Weekly Planner

Bowler s Data Base
Banner Generator

$25 50

$15 50
$1550
$1550
$15 50
$15 50

$15 50

$1550
$1550
$1550
$1550
$1550
$1550
$15 50

$1550
$1550
$1550
$15 51'

$25 50

$1800
$11 50

$1550
$1550
$1300
$11 50

Crystal Software

Bermuda Fantasy

Beneath Pyramids

Galactic Quest
House of Usher
Forgotten Island

Haunted Palace
Compumax (Acct. Rec . Gen. Ledger.

(Inventory. Payroll, ea.)

Visicalc

Letterperfect (Word Processor!

Ricochet

Crush Crumble » Chomp (cassette or disk)

Star Warrior (cassette or disk)

Rescue at Riaei (cassette or disk)

Datestones (cassette or disk)

Invasion Orion (cassette or disk)

Mission Astenod
MouskATTACK
The Next Step
Softporn

Wiuard a Princess

K BYTE Krazv Shoot Out (ROM)
Protector (Disk 32K)

Jaw Breaker (on line disk)

Ghost Hunter (cassette)

Ghost Hunter (disk)

$2600
$20.00

$2600
$20 00
$2600
$33.00

$110 00
$16900
$10900
$14 50
$24 00
$2900
$24 00

$16 00
$1850
$22 00

$3100
$34 00

$27 00
$29 00

$3900
$32 00
$27 00

$24 00
$30 00

Centronics 739-3

Centronics 739 1

Diablo 630 Special

Epson
MX70
MX80
MX80FT
MX100

NEC
8023
7730
7720
7710

Okidaia
82A
83A
84

CitohStarwriler

F10 40CPS
F 10-55 CPS

Paper Tiger

445G
460G
5800

Taney
8024 7

8024 L

MPC Apple Parallel Board & Cable

$619 00

$519 00
$179900

$359 00
$469 00

Can
Can

$549 00
Call

Call

Can

$769 00
$1129 00

$1469 00
Call

$699 00
$H4S

I

K

$1129 00

$1399 00
$1629 00
$69 00

XEROX «
Xerox 820
System 15'.

System II 8

CPM 5'.

Word Processing

Super Calc

$2450 00

$2950 00
$169 00

$429 00

$269 00

Texas Instruments

TI-99/4A s299
PHA2'00RF Modulate
PHP 1600 Telephone Coupler
PHP 1700 RS 232 Accessories wie'iace
PhP 1800 Disk Drive Controne'
PHP 1L50 Disk Memory D"«e
PHP 2200 Memory ExpanS'0" iJ2K RAMi
PhP i 100 Wired Remote Contro»e'SiPa"

32K Expansion
php Printer Solid State

PHM 3006 Home F.nanc.ai Decisions
PHM 3013 Personal Record Keeping
PHD 5001 Mailing List

PHD 5021 Checkbook Manager
PHM 3008 Video Chess
PHM 3010 Physical F.tness
PHM 3009 Football
PHM 3018 Video Games i

PHM 3024 indoor Soccer
PHM 3025 Mind Challengers
PHM 3031 The Attack
PHM 3032 Biasto
PHM 3033 Blackiack and Poker
PHM 3034 Husne
PHM.3036 Zero Zap
PHM 3037 Hangman
PHM 3038 Connect Four
PHM 3039Vant.,ee
Tombstone City 21st Century
Munch Man
T I INVADERS
CAR WARS

$43 00
$179 00
$179 00
$239 00
$389 00
$31900
$3100
$329 00

$319 00

$26 00
$43 00
$60 00
$1800
$60 00
$26 00
$26 00
$26 00
$26 00
$22 00
$35 00
$22 00
$22 00
$22 00
$1800
$18 00
$13 00
$22 00
$34 00
$3400

.. $34 00
$34 00

All items subject to availability and price change.

computer mail order west
CALL TOLL FREE

Franco
Habla
Espanol

800648-3351
IN NEVADA. CALL (702) 588-5654

P.O. BOX 6689, STATE LINE, NEVADA 89449
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PACKARD

HP*85 s1999
80 Column Printer $799 00
HP -125 $199900
HP«83 $1699 00
HP«85 16K Memory Module $169 00
5'. Dual Master Disc Drive $1929 00
NEW' HP«87 $1999 00
Mara Disk w/Fioppy $4349 00
HarrJ Disk $3440 00
Sweet Lips Plotter $1149 00

HP-41CV Calculator .... $249.00
41 C $189 00

11C $11900
12C $12900
34C $11700
36C $11900
HP. 41 Printer $340 00

HPIL CALCULATOR PkRIPHERALS
IL MoOual $104 00
Digital Cassette $449 00
PrintenPiotter $419 00
Card Reader $164 00

Ootica^an^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^$9900

NEC
8001 A $66900

8031 $669 00

8012 $54900

Disks
Maxell

MD I (box of 10) $3600
MD II (box ol 10) $4600
MFD I IB') $44 00

MFD II (8* Double Density)

.

$54 00
Syncom (box of 10) $29 00

C*commodore
BUSINESS MACHINES

SOFTWARE
Word Pro 5 Plus $31900
WordPro4 Plus $299 00
WofdPro3 Plus $199 00
Commodore Tax Package $589 00
Visicaic $169 00
Medical Billing $449 00
The Source $89 00
OZZ Information System $289 00
Dow Jones Portfolio $129 00
Pascal $239 00
Legal Time Accounting $449 00
Word Craft 80 $289 00
Power $79 00
Sockel2Me $20 00
Jmsam SCail

MAGIS $Caii
The Manager $209 00
Soltrom $12900
Real Estate Package $799 00
BPI Inventory Control $319 00
BPI Job Costing $319 00
BPI Payroll $319 00
BPi Ge^e'a La $329 00
Creative I SAM $79 00

$22900
Creative Accounts Receivable $229 00
Creative Inventory $229 00

CBM 8032
$1069

VIC 20 $259

COMPLETE

VIC 6 Pack Program $44 00

VIC 1530 Commodore Datassette $69 00

VIC 1540 Disk Drive $499 00

VIC 1515 VIC Graphic Printer $339 00
VIC 1210 3K Memory Expander $32 00

VIC 1 10 8K Memory Expander $53 00
VIC 101 1 RS232C Terminal Interface $43 00

VIC 1 1 12 VIC IEEE-488 Interface $86 00
VIC 1211 VIC 20 Super Expander. $5300
VT 232 VICTerm I Terminal Emulator $900
VIC 1212 Programmers Aid Cartridge $45 00
VIC 1213 VICMON Machine Language Monitor $45 00
VIC 1901 VIC AVENGERS $2300
VIC 1904 SUPERSLOT $2300
VIC 1906 SUPER ALIEN $19.00

VIC 1907 SUPER LANDER $23 00

VIC 1908 DRAW POKER $23.00

VIC 1909 MIDNIGHT DRIVE $23 00

4032 $969 00
4016 $769 00
8096 Upgrade Kit $399 00
Super Pet $1599 00
2031 $529 00
8050 $1299 00
4040 $969 00
8300 (Letter Quality. $1799 00
8023 $769 00
4022 $599 00
Pt- to IEEE Cable $37 00
IEEE to IEEE Cable $46 00
Tractor Feed lor 8300 $240 00
8010 Modem $229 00

/O—— MO20

/fl^uT 1*1 I tll i .

^SSr^HM W \

Terminal . $13.00

Un Word $13.00

Graflx Menagerie $11.00

VIC PICS $15.00

Ticker Tape $13.00

Banner Headliner $13.00

RS 232 $39.00

VT 106A Recreation Pack A $44 00

VT 107A Home Calculation Pack A $44.00

VT 164 Programmable Character/Gramegraphics $12.00

Household Finance $27 00

VIC Games $19.00

VIC Home Inventory $13.00

VIC Rec/Ed II $13.00

VL101 Introduction to Computing $19.00

VL 102 Introduction to BASIC Programming $19.00

VM1 10 VIC 20 Programmers Reference Guide. $15.00

Apple
Call tor availability and prices

on all Apple computers and peripherals

In-stock items shipped same day you call.

No risk, no deposit on C.O.D. credit card or phone orders. No waiting period
for certified checks or money orders. All prices shown are cash prices,

add 3% for Master card and Visa. Pre-paid orders receive free shipping
in the continental United States.

Monitors Terminals
Amdei 12 B»W

12 Green
13 ColO'

NEC
12" B&W
12" Color

Tl 10 Color

$129 00
$13900
$349 00

$169.00

$33900
$349 00

Televideo
910
9I2C
920C
950

Call tor computers
Zenith 219
Adds

Modems
$57900 Novation Auto
$699 00 D Cat
$749 00 Cat
$939 00 Hayes

Smart
$749 00 Star
$549 00

Si- 19 U0
$169 00
$159 00

$239 00
$11900

Nev. & Pa. residents add sales tax.

computer mail order east
CALLTOLLFBEE800"233"89BO

INTERNATIONAL CALLS AND IN PA. CALL (717) 327-9575

477 E. THIRD ST., WILLIAMSPORT, PA 17701

Patricio

Habla
Espanol
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Upper and Lower Case for Your Model-I

You've just received your TRS-80 with

its new lower-case modification. You
decided to go for it and get the good one
from Radio Shack with the true descenders.

You plug everything back in and decide to

experiment with your new capability before

doing anything serious.

Just load the lower-case driver in (what
a strange filename), and you're in business.

Look at those letters in lower case. How
did you ever get along without it? All is

well, correct? Maybe not.

While the lower-case kit on the whole is

excellent (though a bit over-priced), the

driver that Radio Shack supplies has some
inherent problems. First, it eats up several

hundred bytes of memory which means
that if you want to type in an adventure or
other long program using lower case, there

may not be room.
Also, what about shifting between all-

caps and the upper/lower case mode? I

find it extremely awkward to hit the shift

and "0" keys at the same time. These are

but a few of the discoveries that you make
the first time you load this little utility.

You shrug off the disadvantages and
decide to type in a program from Creative

Computing. So you load the driver, then
TSHORT, and get down to business. Wait
a minute. Why don't the keywords appear
when you type a shift-letter, even when
you're in the all-caps mode? This new driver

seems to be shutting off TSHORT. So you
load TSHORT without the driver.

But wait. You wanted this program in

lower case. So you just have to type in the

program without using TSHORT. but then
you've wasted money on an extremely
helpful utility that you can't use any more.

David Yon. R.D. #1-168. Richmond. VT 05477.

David Yon

A close look reveals that the driver has

also shut off the control characters available

with the "new-ROM" Level-IIs (shift-down

arrow-C enters a control-C from the key-

board.)

Well, now you can forget about that

uncooperative driver. The driver that

frustration forced me to write eliminates

all of those problems.

First, it takes no memory (that's right, it

resides in low memory below your program
space), which means that you have given

up none of your precious memory space,

and also means that it will run on any size

system, won't clash with any high-memory
printer drivers, etc., and won't interfere

with other programs such as TSHORT.
Second, it toggles the shift-lock with the

shift-right arrow, which is much easier on
the fingers and prevents accidentally going

into double width. (However, it does mean
you will lose the TAB keyword from
TSHORT. Also you can still run TSHORT,
and turn it off and on with a single keystroke.

Lastly, any other special feature that your
particular keyboard has will still be there.

To use the driver, merely type and
assemble the source code, and put it on
tape. Now, everytime you want to power-
up in Basic, simply make it a habit to load

the lower-case driver first.

All you have to do is type SYSTEM,
then the filename that you specified when
you assembled the driver. When the driver

is loaded, simply hit Break to enter Basic.

138

When you first load the driver, you are

locked into all-caps (actually, all-caps is

the normal mode for the TRS-KO keyboard,

where you press shift to get lower-case).

To shift between all-caps and upper/lower

(typewriter) keyboard, hit shift-right arrow.

Notice that you don't enter double-width,

a feature I consider more of a blessing

than a fault. Notice, too. that if you have

the new ROM, you will still be able to

enter control characters.

I seriously doubt that the driver will

work on disk as-is, you will probably have

to relocate it somewhere else if you want
to use it with a disk system.

Things become a bit more complicated

if you want to use TSHORT with the driver,

however. To make it easier, I put a copy
of TSHORT directly after a copy of the

driver (an example of a legal use for System

Copy).

To power-up with lower case and
TSHORT. just type SYSTEM and the

filename of the driver, and let the driver

load. After it loads, type TS and let

TSHORT load. Now start TSHORT as

before.

Notice that TSHORT functions exactly

as before when first loaded. However, when
you hit the shift-down arrow, you enter

the lower-case keyboard mode, and
TSHORT is effectively shut off. To return

to the TSHORT keyboard, hit the toggling

keystroke again; you can have lower case

and TSHORT running at the same time.

June 1982 c Creative Computing
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• THE ULTIMATE PERSONAL CHECK REGISTER

• A PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTING SYSTFM

• A PERSONAL FINANCIAL MANAGER

• A SMALL BUSINESS ACCOUNTING SYSTEM

• A COMPLETE GENERAL LEDGER

w mm® (goRHPODiniB • mm. do • o.&m. • mam • mmMummm mm wsmm
HCW IT wccrs

YERSALEPGER is a complete accounting system that grows as you or your business grows. To
start, your VERSALEDGER acts as a simple method of keeping track of your checkbook. Just
enter your check number, date and to whom the check is made out to. As you or your business
grows, you may add more details to your transactions .... account number, detailed account
explanations, etc.

VERSALEDGER
• VERSALEDGER can give you an instant cash

balance at anytime. (IF YOU WANT IT TO)

• VERSALEDGER can be used as a small per-
sonal checkbook register (IF YOU WANT IT
TO)

• VERSALEDGER can be used to run your
million dollar corporation. (IF YOU WANT IT
TO)

• VERSALEDGER prints checks. (IF YOU WANT
IT TO)

• VERSALEDGER stores all check information
forever (IF YOU WANT IT TO)

• VERSALEDGER can handle more than one
checkbook. (IF YOU WANT IT TO)

• VERSALEDGER can be used to replace a
general ledger (IF YOU WANT IT TO)

• VERSALEDGER HAS AN ALMOST UNLIMITED CAPACITY
(300 checks per month on single density 5W disk drives such as the TRS-80 Model-I)
(500 checks per month on the Apple II)

(2400 checks per month on the TRS-80 Model III)

(6000 checks per month on the TRS-80 Model II)

(3000 checks per month on single density 8" CP/M)

• VERSALEDGER will soon have an add-on payroll package. (IF YOU NEED IT)

— CAN BE USED WITH 1 or MORE DISK DRIVES —

INTRODUCTORY PRICE
$99.95

VERSALEDGER HAS BEEN CREATED
WITH THE FIRST TIME COMPUTER USER IN MIND

•CQMPlJTRQNICSiIVMn^M^A ***» * »• 9* .-* • » t

SO N. PASCACK ROAD
SPRING VALLEY. NEW YORK 10977

* ADD $3.00 FOR SHIPPING IN UPS AREAS
* ADD $4.00 FOR C.O.D. OR NON-UPS AREAS
* ADD $5.00 TO CANADA AND MEXICO
* ADD PROPER POSTAGE OUTSIDE U.S.. CANADA A MEXICO

HOUR
24 ORDER

LINE

(914) 425-1535

NEW TOLL-FREE

ORDER LINE
(OUTSIDE OF NY STATE)

(800) 431-2818

ALL PRICES A SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE —
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The world is full

of intriguing problems

that never got into

a textbook.

Problems for Computer Solution

by Steve Rogowski

Ninety intriguing and fascinating prob-

lems, each thoroughly discussed and ref-

erenced, make an excellent source of

exercises in research and preliminary

investigation. Eleven types of problems
are provided in the following areas: arith-

metic, algebra, geometry, trigonometry,

number theory, probability, statistics, cal-

culus and science. Author Stephen
Rogowski of SUNY-Albany has included
several problems which have never been
solved. He feels that some research and
an attempt to solve these will sharpen
students' insight and awareness.
Some of the problems are not new like

the one asking how much the $24 the
Indians were paid for Manhattan would be
worth today had it been deposited in a
bank. However, this problem was revised
to have a variable interest rate so it would
be a challenge to program. Of course,
many of the problems are new and have
never been in print before.

The student edition has 106 pages and
includes all 90 problems (with variations),

7 appendices and a complete bibliog-

raphy. Cost is $4.95.

The 182-page teacher edition contains
solutions to the problems, each with a
complete listing in Basic, sample runs, and
in-depth analyses explaining the
algorithms and theory involved. Cost is

$9.95
To order send payment' plus $2.00 postage

and handling to Creative Computing, Dept.

C062E, One Park Avenue, Room 458, New
York, NY 10016. Orders may also be charged
to your Visa, Mastercard or American Express
account— by mail include credit card name,
number and expiration date, or if you prefer,

use our 24-hour toll-free number, 800-631-
8112. In N.J. only 201-540-0445.
•N.J. Residents add 5% tax.

creative
computing

Upper/Lower Case, continued...

and toggle between them with a single

keystroke. Note that you must load the

driver first, or TSHORT will not work. As

a matter of fact, if you load anything that

taps into the keyboard or video routines in

the ROM, you should load the driver first

if you plan to use it.

The Program
Referring to the listing, lines 120-140

contain the pointers to direct Basic to our

routine, they load directly into memory
with the rest of the program.

Lines 160-280 contain the video routine

which is almost identical to the one found

in ROM, except that it doesn't test for and

screen out lower-case characters, as it

displays any size letter.

The remaining lines function as follows:

Line 290 calls the ROM keyboard routine.

Line 300 tests for no keystroke.

Line 320 loads HL with the location of

the flag byte (0=shift lock. 255=typewriter).

Line 330 tests for the shift-down arrow,

and activates the shift-lock.

Line 360 gets the flag byte, tests for

shift-lock, and returns the keystroke "as-

If the program gets as far as lines 400 to

430 these lines check to see if we are

dealing with a letter.

If we have a letter, line 440 will change

an upper-case letter to lower-case and vice

versa.

The routine beginning with line 460, the

shift-lock routine, toggles the flag byte

between (all-caps) and 255 ( upper/lower

case).

There are several possibilities for indirect

control over my routine. First, you can

change the shift-lock keystroke by changing

the value in line 330 to the value of your

new keystroke. Or, to allow program control

over the mode the keyboard is in. change

memory location 16408 to for upper

case only (for answering "Y" or "N" for

example), and to 255 for the typewriter

mode (for typing in a person's name, etc.).

To lock the keyboard into either mode,

set 16408 (as described above), then set

16485 to 0. To allow the user to control

the mode again, return 16485 to 25. As a

final short-cut, to lock the computer into

lower case without changing 16485 and

doing two POKEs, set 16408 to any number

between 254 and I

.

D

00100 SLOWER I.,',:. I DRIVI I,' .'.il

1016 1 1 ORG 101 All

101A 5C40 n n i
•.- 111. I w KYBD iKI rliiAKH kill il INI

0006 0130 Dl I .

1 (I ] I 3E10 00110 Ol I w Villi 11 ivioi ii Rom ini

103E 00150 ORG 4031 H

10 3t DD6E03 001A0 '.
; 10l il ID I ,(ixi:n ;vil)l n DRIVER"**

101) DO6A01 00170 I II II, (1X4-4) ; CURSOR ins ro iu.

1011 DA9A01 II III 110 JP C49AH (HOUSI Kl 1 1

1017 DD7E05 ooivo LO A, (IXV..1 JGI 1 CURSOR CHAR
101A 1:7 OIK'OO OR •1 (TES1 I OR mil l

11111: 2801 1! II .- 1 dk <!,V1 ;<;u ii null
101D 77 OOIVO I I) (III ) ,A ill 11 CHAR IN II

1CI1F 79 00230 VI LD ,,,i. I CI 1 Nl XI CHAR
1011 II I'll 00240 II' .oil ICNTRI '

1051 DA060S Oil ."..II JP C, 50611 ; i.N 1 I.'l KIWI INI

1051 II CO 00260 ir 0C0H I8PACI COMPRESSION?
1056 Di'AAOl JP fli , 4AAH
1059 C37D04 JP 1/nil 1 PRIN1 J 1

403C COE303 do: "ii i
i CALL 03I !KI YB0AR0 DRIVI R»»

403I B7 mi. inn OR A i II SI 1 III.' Nlll 1

1060 C8 0031 l.l I INO ki rsTROKE
10A1 ?11II10 00320 II) III ,-liillih ;i 1 Al. BYTI POINTI R

10A1 I I 17 l|U III! i P iSIIJI 1 LD
10AA 2B0F 110 JR 2 , 1.

1

;i III i: ROU1 INI

4068 17 on: itio LO B,A ISAVI
10AV 71. on i.'.o LD A, (HI ) !l IIWI RCASI 1 1 AG BYTI
10AA v./ 00371 OR A ; n si I OR I nwi RCASI
406G 70 mi mil I . .1 IRESTORI BYri
10AC r.a 00390 Rl I Z :i i avi ir ii Al iiNi

10AD 1 [ All II 11100 CP , I.IIWI RCASI ?

10AF 30 03 II '1 1 JR NCK2
1071 ino 01.' II (LEI ILK"-'

10/'.) DO (111 '130 RE1 i. ;i.i I'URN il niii

10/1 Hollo i:;' XOR .'Oil ICOHPI NUAII
107A C9 00430 Rl I IRI ruRH
10 '/ II 1 1 0O1A0 111 1 U Aa . 55 ; INVI 1. Ill, BYTE
107V AE 00470 xur< (Ml ) ; I NVI Rl 11

407A 7/ 00480 LO (III ) ,A IPU1 BACK
407B (IF II (I 'I VII XOR c ;/i ro
107C C9 I) IK, Rl 1 IRI IIIKN
oacc: 00510 I NO 06CCH
000 TOTAL I RRORS

KZ 1071
Kl 1077
VI 101E
Villi!) 103E
ICYBD 10 5C

Al.'l
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CQIYIPJTRQNICSS
EVERYTHING FOR YOUR TRS-80* • ATARI* • APPLE* • PET* •
•TIS-M k a tiadetrmli ol rtw (alio Shatl Df.mon of Tandy Corp. - 'ATARI •> a trademark oi Atari Inc. -Apple k a trademark o4 Apple Corp. - -ret h a trademark o) Commodore

BUSINESS PAC 100
100 Ready-To-Run
Business Programs

.,.edu*hin
24-Hour.

(ON CASSETTE OR DISKETTE).....Includes 1 1 Page Users Manual 5 Cassettes (Or Diskettes)

Inventory Control Payroll.....Bookkeeping System Stock Calculations.....

Checkbook Maintenance....Accounts Receivable....Accounts Payable

BUSINESS 100 PROGRAM LIST

1 RULE7B Interest Apportionment by Rule of the 78s
2 AJVKJ1 Annuity computation program

3 DATE Time between dates

4 DAWEAR Day of year a particular date falls on

5 LEASEJMT Interest rate on lease

6 BREAKEVM Breakeven analysis

7 DEPRSL Straightline depreciation

8 DEPRSY Sum of the digits depreciation

9 DEPRDB Declining balance depreciation

10 DEPRDDB Double declining balance depreciation

1

1

TAXDEP Cash flow vs. depreciation tables

12 CHECK2 Prints NEBS checks along with daily register

1

3

CHECKBK I Checkbook maintenance program

14 MORTGAGE/A Mortgage amortization table

15 MULTMON Computes time needed for money to double, triple.

16 SALVAGE Determines salvage value of an investment

1

7

RRVARJN Rate of return on investment with variable inflows

18 RRCONST Rate of return on investment with constant inflows

1

9

EFFECT Effective interest rate of a loan

20 FVAL Future value of an investment (compound interest)

21 PVAL Present value of a future amount

22 LOAftPAY Amount of payment on a loan

23 REGWTTH Equal withdrawals from investment to leave over

24 SWPDISK Simple discount analysis

25 DATEVAL Equivalent & nonequrvalent dated values for oMig

26 ANNUDEF Present value of deferred annuities

27 MARKUP X Markup analysis for item
28 SffiKFUrO Sinking fund amortuation program

29 BONDVAL Value of a bond

30 DEPLETE Depletion analysis

31 BLACKSH Black Schoies options analysis

32 STOCVAL1 Expected return on stock via discounts dividends

33 WARVAL Value of a warrant

34 BONDVAL2 Value of a bond

35 EPSEST Estimate of future earnings per share for company

36 BETAALPH Computes alpha and beta variables for stock

37 SHARPEI Portfolio selection modeKe. what stocks to hold

38 OPrwRTTE Option writing computations

39 RTVAL Value of a right

40 EXPVAL Expected value analysis

41 BAYES Bayesian decisions

42 VALPRHF Value of perfect information

43 VALADtflF Value of additional information

44 UTLTTY Derives utility function

45 SIMPLEX Linear programming solution by simplex method

46 TRANS Transportation method for linear programming

47 ECU Economic order quantity inventory model

48 QUEUE 1 Single server queueing (waiting line) model

49 CVP Costvokimeprofrt analysis

50 CONDPROF CondWonal profit tables

51 OPTLOSS Opportunity loss tables

52 FQUOQ Fared quantity economic order quantity model

NAME DESCRIPTION

53 FQEOWSH As above but with shortages permitted

54 FQEOQPB As above but with quantity price breaks

55 CxJEUECB Cost-benefit waiting line analysis

56 NCFAMAL Net cash-flow analysis for simple investment

57 PROF1ND rVofltabilty index of a project

58 CAP1 Cap. Asset Pr. Model analysis of project

59 WACC Weighted average cost of capital

60 COMPBAL True rate on loan with compensating bal required

61 DtSCBAL True rate on discounted loan

62 MERGANAL Merger analysts computations

63 FTHRAT Financial ratios for a firm

64 NPV Net present value of project

65 PRJNDLAS Laspeyres price index

66 PRINDPA Paasche price Index

67 SEASIND Constructs seasonal quantity indices for company
68 T1METR Time series analysis linear trend

69 TIMEMOV Time series analysis moving average trend

70 FUPRMF Future price estimation with inflation

71 MAILPAC Meting list system

72 LETWRT Letter writing system-links with MAILPAC
73 SORT3 Sorts list of names
74 LABEL1 Shipping label maker

75 LABEL2 Name label maker

76 BUSBUD DOME business bookkeeping system

77 TWECLCK Computes weeks total hours from bmeclock info

78 ACCTPAY In memory accounts payable system storage permitted

79 INVOICE Generate invoice on screen and print on printer

80 INVENT2 In memory inventory control system

81 TELDtR Computeriied telephone directory

82 T1MUSAN Time use analysis

83 ASSIGN Use of assignment algorithm for optimal job assign.

84 ACCTREC h memory accounts receivable system storage ok

85 TERMSPAY Compares 3 methods of repayment of loans

86 PAYNET Computes gross pay required for given net

87 SELLPR Computes selling price for given after tax amount

88 ARBCOMP Arbitrage computations

89 DEPRSF Sinking fund depreciation

90 UPSZONE Finds UPS tones from tip code

91 ENVELOPE Types envelope including return address

92 AUTOEXP Automobile expense analysis

93 INSOLE Insurance policy We
94 PAYROLL2 ki memory payroll system

95 DILANAL Dilution analysis

96 LOANAFFD Loan amount a borrower can afford

97 RENTPRCH Purchase price for rental property

98 SALELEAS Saleleaseback analysis

99 RRCONVBD Investor s rate of return on convertible bond

100 PORTVAL9 Stock market portfolio storagevaluation program

CASSETTE VERSION »99.93
O DISKETTE VERSION »99.95
D TR8 80* MODEL U. VERSION $149.95

ADO S2.00 FOR SHIPPING IN UPS AREAS
ADO $ LOO FOR COD. OR NON-UPS AREAS

ADD KM OUTSIDE U.S.A. CANADA & MEXICO

CQMFUTflQNICSJ
<wmv»«svvktc** ai^rj'CT* «**/«

50 N. PASCACK ROAD
SPRING VALLEY, NEW YORK 10977
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Printer Control Codes
From Within Apple Writer

To Apple II owners whose machines
are equipped with a Dan Paymar Lower
Case Adapter and use Apple Writer. I

highly recommend modifying the program
to display lower case directly on the screen
as described by John E. Stith in the February

1981 issue of Creative Computing. 1 have
used the modified version for over a year
and have had no problems whatever.

If your printer has the capability of varied

print fonts, as mine does, you may have
wondered how to send the printer the

necessary control codes from within Apple
Writer texts. The difficulty with direct

entry of these control codes (usually ASCII
control characters) is that the Apple Writer

TEDITOR program uses control codes
entered from the keyboard to maneuver
the cursor during editing, thus effectively

preventing the user from entering them
into the body of the text.

I use a prehistoric IDS IP-225. which
can produce enhanced (double-width) or
normal characters in four different print

densities under software control. The printer

will also perform a carriage return without
linefeed, which can be used for double-
striking for emphasis, and a 1/3 linefeed,

which can be used for underlining with
the hyphen.

To embed these control codes in texts,

you must place the necessary ASCII
hexadecimal codes directly into the portion

of the memory of your computer that the
Apple Writer program uses for the text.

The easiest way to do this is as follows:

1 . Boot your system with the Apple Writer
disk modified as directed in Mr. Stith's

article. (The unmodified program will not
work using this technique because of the

way both the TEDITOR and PRINTER
programs interpret and display the text

memory.)

J. Michael Rik-y. 614 N. Cucade Ave.. Suite 3.
Colorado Springs. CONNII.V

J. Michael Riley

2. Exit the program by pressing Return.

3. Enter the Apple system monitor by
typing CALL -151 Return.

4. Type 1900:83 0102 1C ID IE IF OB
09 4B 0D 60 Return. This builds a short

text in memory where Apple Writer expects
to find it. Hex 83 is the beginning marker,
and hex 60 is the end marker of the file. In

between are the hex equivalents of the

appropriate printer control codes for my
printer (and many others) as follows:

01 = Control A = Enhanced Mode
02 = Control B = Normal Mode
1C = Control / = 8.3 Characters/inch
ID = Control |

= 10 Characters/inch
IE = Control

|
= 12 Characters/inch

IF = Control < = 16.5 Characters/inch
0B = Control K = Vertical Tab ( 1/3 line

feed)

09 4B turns off the Apple Parallel Card
automatic linefeed

0D = Control M = Carriage Return

These control codes may not be appli-

cable to your printer or printer controller

card: check your manual.
5. Type 3D0G Return to re-enter Basic.

6. Type BRUN TEDITOR Return.

7. After the editor program is loaded,
and the menu appears, type E Return.
The text on the screen will consist of a

block of inverse characters, and one flashing

one (a K). Using the normal Apple Writer
editing techniques, you may now add a
brief explanation of each code for easier

reading and use. Return to the Apple Writer
menu and type S Return. Save the control

codes as you would any other Apple Writer
file. I saved mine right on the working
master diskette under the imaginative name
CONTROL CODES.

142

8. You may now insert any of these

desired control codes within your own
text by parking the cursor where you want
the code, and using the Apple Writer "insert"

command (Control 1). When the editor

asks which file to insert, respond with

CONTROL CODES (or whatever name
you have chosen). Then simply delete the

control codes you do not want.

(Editor's Note— Readers may wish to

make a series of files, with one for each
control function. This way. no deletions

will be required when a control file is

inserted.)

I have used these codes with great success,

although several of them required some
experimentation before I got predictable

results. For example, my printer is set up
so that the controller card issues the linefeed

automatically with every carriage return.

This is defeated as directed in the docu-
mentation for the card, and as noted above.

Turning off the linefeed is useful for

over-striking and forming composite char-

acters. However, unless the automatic
linefeed is turned back on again, the entire

remainder of the text is printed with no
paper advance— not too legibly, I might

add. The card documentation does not

specify how to restore automatic linefeed,

but it happens to be with the same code as

is used to turn it off.

Another subtlety of an embedded char-

acter for carriage return is that the print

head returns completely to the left margin
regardless of the Apple Writer margin
setting. The spaces used for margin setting

must be accounted for when setting up
underlines or over-strikes.

This simple technique will allow you to

access many of the special capabilities of

your printer from within Apple Writer. It

also has one unique and exciting advantage
over commercially available software— it's

free!

June 1982 c Creative Computing
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DYNACOMP
Quality software for*:

DYNACOMP OFFERS THE FOLLOWING

• Widest variety

• Guaranteed quality

• Fastest delivery

• Friendly service

• Fret catalog

• Toll free order phone

ATARI
PET/CBM
APPLE II Plus

OSBORNE-1

ALTAIR****

TRS-80 (Level II)**
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Underltning for Apple Writer

Apple Writer is a versatile, general-

purpose text processor for the Apple II.

With the addition of on-screen, lower-case

display, (see "Lower-Case Display for Apple

Writer," Creative Computing, Feb. 1981 1.

it offers most of the features required for

rapid, convenient text manipulation. The
one feature I most wanted, and had not

yet found in Apple Writer, was under-

lining.

This article describes the program I wrote

to add the underlining capability to Apple

Writer and to fix an existing right-justifica-

tion error which I noticed while testing

the program. The two modifications are

independent, so you can make one or both

changes.

Approach
Underlining is admittedly a low-priority

feature when compared to abilities such

as margin justification. The fact that this

was my highest-priority addition is an

indication of the completeness of Apple
Writer. Underlining in typewritten docu-

ments is useful for emphasis. The main
requirement for underlining in typescripts

is to tell the typesetter to use italics, like

this.

The method required for underlining

on a printer varies by type of printer. The
main limitation of this program is that it is

John I
'. Slith. P.O. Box 746.1. Colorado Springs.

CO NN.1.1.

John E. Stith

tailored to the Epson MX-80 printer. The
program is still useful for other printers

because it provides the entry points and

information required for someone else to

tailor that small portion of the program
without having to pry into the Apple Writer

The main requirement
for underlining in

typescripts is to tell

the typesetter to use
italics.

program. (Apple Computer. Inc. does not

provide the source code.)

There are two obvious ways to command
a printer to underline. First, every character

to be underlined can be followed with a

backspace and an underline character.

146

Second, at the end of a normal line, the

computer can send a carriage return,

suppress the line feed, and send another

line consisting solely of blanks and under-

lines. Neither of these alternatives works
with the Apple MX-80 controller. The first

method doesn*t work because the printer

can't respond to backspaces. The second

doesn"t work because the controller always

performs a linefeed after a carriage

return.

Fortunately, there are two less-obvious

ways to tell the MX-80 to underline. First,

the computer can send a regular line

followed by as many blanks as it takes to

fill the MX-80 print buffer (nominally 80).

The printer then performs an automatic

carriage return without linefeed and is

ready to print the underline buffer which

follows. (Switch 1-3 in the MX-80 must be

on for this to happen — that is the factory

default setting.

I

The second way is to manipulate the

distance a linefeed moves the paper. By
setting the linefeed distance to 1/72". a

second line of underlines can be printed

very close to the original line. Moving the

next line feed 11/72" and then restoring

the default of 1/6" resumes normal opera-

tion.

I chose the first approach (buffer over-

flow! because the linefeed adjustments

effectively change the top-of-form position.

(The MX-80 counts carriage returns, not

distance.)
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This 1 s a sample of text, as it would ap

pear Mhll e using the Appl e Writer text •

ditor, Mi th one <underlined> word. <Thi

s second sentence is all under 1 ned. >

This is a sample o-f text, as it Mould appear while using the

Apple Writer text formatter, mi th one underlined Hard. ItJis

Second sentence I.S all. underlined.

Figure I. Example of underline control char-

acters while editing.

Figure 2. Example of underline printout after formatting.

The underlining
capability is

implemented by adding
characters to the text.

Implementation

The underlining capability is imple-

mented by adding characters to the text.

Two characters control the current under-

lining status-, the less-than character and

the greater-than character. You can modify

the characters used, but you should pick

ones you seldom use. The less-than char-

acter turns on underlining; the greater-

than character turns it off.

When underlining is active, all non-blank

characters in the body of the text are

underlined. Characters in the page header

will not be underlined.

Figures 1 and 2 show before and after

examples of how the characters are used.

An offshoot of these modifications may
be useful to people who need to send

embedded control characters to their

printers. In the lower-case version described

in my February 1981 article, and in this

new version, control characters (e.g. Escape)

found in the text buffer will be sent

correctly.

Getting these characters into the buffer

requires some effort, however. One way is

first to prepare a small, canned menage
with the editor. Then go into the Apple

monitor and use it to modify locations in

the text buffer to be the desired control

characters (with the most significant bits

set on). Finally, use the editor to save that

message to disk. Then, at any time, do a

control-] insert of the canned message into

a larger text file.

Modifications

Figure 3, Source Program for Modifica-

tions, shows the program which performs

the underlining and corrects the right-

justification error. All the changes are

applied to the AppU- Writer PRINTER
program. Figure 3 is divided into two general

areas: changes and additions.

All lines between the DSECT and DEND
lines are changes to existing code. The

June 1982 c Creative Computing

remainder of the program is a series of

subroutines which are called as appropriate.

All of the additions fit between addresses

S139D and $1544. This area is normally

used for an undocumented capability of

using the built-in game interface for the

printer communications. I don't know
whether it works or not. but since most

people don't know about it. the feature

probably isn't widely used. (That section

of the program was enabled by typing

"SERIAL" in response to the initial

prompt.)

The subroutine PATCH corrects the

right-justification error which causes partial

and full lines not to match up evenly. The
reason they don't is that the original program

counts the trailing carriage return as a

character for which to leave space. PATCH
also corrects a second problem which is

annoying for owners of low-speed printers:

blank lines in the center and right-justified

modes cause half or full lines of blanks,

respectively, to be printed. Adding this

subroutine and its corresponding JMP
corrects the error.

The underline changes which follow all

depend on having the lower-case modifi-

cations performed. The error correction

above is independent of the lower-case

modifications and the underline modifica-

tions.

ULINIT establishes initial values for

critical parameters.

ULMOVE intercepts each character

moved to the PRINTER output buffer. If

a character is to be underlined. ULMOVE
turns off the characters most significant

bit (MSB)of the character. ULMOVE also

removes the underline start and stop

characters from the output buffer so they

are not printed.

ULPRCR is executed just after a print

line has been transmitted, but before the

carriage return has been sent. It sends

enough blanks to fill the print buffer of the

MX-KOand therefore causes an automatic

print without linefeed. Then it transmits

the underline buffer, a buffer loaded with

blanks and underline characters as appro-

priate. ULPRCR is the subroutine which

must be tailored for other printers.

Figure .?. Source Program for Modification.

OOOO:
OOOO:
OOOO:
OOOO:

OOOO:
OOOO:

OOOO:
OOOO:

OOOO:

OOOO:
FDED:
OOOO:
OOOO:
OOOO:
OA37:
(il 73l
1162:
12FB:
OOOO:
OOOO:
OOOO:
OOll:
0014:
0062:
9BOO:
OOOO:
OOOO:
OOOO:
OOAO:
OOSD:
OODF:

1 ItlllllllllllllUlllll II111I1K
? 5 UNDERLINING PROGRAM FOR
3 :FOR APPLE WRITER
4 ; TED I TOR PROGRAM
5 ;AND EPSON MX -80 PRINTER
6 «*•»»«*»»««««***«*»««*»**«»•««»*»*«»*•»*««*»*•*»•«
7 :DATE: 4 APRIL 19B1
8 (AUTHOR: JOHN E. STITH
9 *»»«*»»««*»««*»««*»«»«»«t«»»««»t»»«t*»«««»«t«t««»*
10 (

it ;

12 MltlUtllXMl lUIIUIMMMIttMilMlIMM
13 (EXTERNALS AND EQUATES
14 ««»»«*»»•»«*««»»»«»»«««*»««««»•»•»«»««»»««««*««*•«
15 (APPLE MONITOR ENTRY POINT
16 COUT EQU •FDED (OUTPUT CHARAC
17 (

18 (

19 (APPLE WRITER PRINTER ENTRY POINTS
20 PRTINI EQU SOA37 (INIT CODE
21 PRMOVE EQU SOF75 (MOVE TEXT
22 PRCONT EQU SI 162 (CONTINUE AFTER JUSTIFICATION
23 PRTCNV EQU S12FB (CONVERT OUTPUT
24 |

25 "

26 (APPLE WRITER DATA LOCATIONS
(CHARACTER COUNT
(BUFFER POINTER
(LINE WIDTH
(PRINT BUFFER

27 PRCCNT EQU •OOll
2B PRPTR EQU •0014
29 PRWIDE EQU •0062
SO TXBUFF EQU •9BOO
31 5

Z2 :

53 (EQUATES
54 BLANK EQU •AO
SB CR EQU •80
M UL EQU •DF

(RETURN
(UNDERLINE

37 »««*««•»»«*«*«*«««*»««*«»*•«•*«»«•«»«••»«**««»*«««
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NCC 6 DIABLO PRINTERS
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Can for catalog
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Underlining, continue

OOOOl
OOOOt
OOOO:
OOOO:
OOOO:
OB03:
0803: 4C
O806:
OF6F:
OF6F:4C
OF72s
OFCll
0FC1I20
OFC4I
114E:
114EI20
1151:
115F:
115F:4C
1162:
116F:
116F:20
1172:
11B2:
1 1B2:EA
11B3:EA
11B4:C9
11B6:
1215:
1215:20
1218:
12D8:
1208:20
12DB:4C
12DE:
OOOO:
OOOO:

39 *«*»»»»*«*»»*»»»»»»««»««««««»«»«««»«»»•••«««»»««»•
40 ;

41 ; PATCHES TO APPLE WRITER PRINTER
42 »

43
44 J

45
B2 13 46

47 ;

48
C2 13 49

50 ;

51
FO 13 52

S3 ;

54
55
56 |

57
58
59 j

60
61
62 ;

63
64
65

AO 66
67 ,

68
FB 12 69

70 ;

71
3F 14 72
FB 12 73

74 ,

75
76 »

77 ti:itii>»t::iMii)t>«iiMi<:itiiMiiiiMMMitii>

29 14

9E 13

29 14

DSECT

ORG
JMP

ORG
JMP

ORG
JSR

ORG
JSR

ORG
JMP

ORG
JSR

ORG
NOP
NOP
CMP

ORG
JSR

ORG
JSR
JMP

DEND

»OB03
ULINIT

•OF6F
ULMOVE

•OFC1
ULPRCR

• 114E
ULBLNK

115F
PATCH

• 116F
ULBLNK

• 11B2

• hi (\m

• 1215
PRTCNV

S12D8
ULPRNT
PRTCNV

; INSERT NEW INIT CODE

; CHECK FOR UNDERLINED CHARAC

; READY TO PRINT UNDERLINES

; INSERT LM BLANKS

; CORRECT • RJ AND ' CJ ERRORS

; INSERT 'RJ AND • CJ BLANKS

5PATCH FOR JUSTIFICATION CODE

; DISABLE U/L IN HEADERS

jPRINT TEXT LINE CHAR
; NORMAL PROCESSING

OOOO:
NEXT

139D:
139D:60
139E:
139E:

139E:
139E:
139E:
139E:
139E:
139E:BD OO
13A1:C9 8D
13A3:DO 06
13AS:EO OO
13A7:F0 08
13A9:C6 11
13AB:AS 62
13AD:38
13AE:4C 62
13B1:60
13B2:

13B2:
13B2:
13B2:
13B2:A9 FF
13B4:BD 6E
13B7:A9 OO
13B9:8D 6F
13BC:BD 70
13BF:4C 37
13C2:

79 *************** ft*************************** (****«
80 ;

OBJECT FILE NAME IS UNDERLINE REV 13.0BJ0
81 ORG «139D
82 RTS :ELIMINATE "SERIAL" OPTION
83 | AND FREE SPACE FROM «139E THROUGH «1544
84 ;

85*t***t****(«ttt*»***t*>»»««<»<«t«<tt*<«<*«»<»tt«tt
86 ;

87 ; CORRECT ' RJ AND 'CJ ERRORS:
B8 ; A. FULL AND PARTIAL LINES DO NOT LINE UP EVENLY
89 s B. EMPTY LINES CAUSE MULTIPLE BLANKS TO BE PRINTED
90 ;

9B 91 PATCH LDA TXBUFF, X j IS A C/R AT THE END"?
92 CMP OCR

BNE PTCHDN
CPX #0
BEQ PTCHFN
DEC PRCCNT
LDA PRWIDE
SEC
JMP PRCONT
RTS

14

14
14
OO

93
94
95
96
97 PTCHDN
98
99
100 PTCHFN
101 ;

102 *****••*•<<******<«**(**•«**(>******(********(*(«(
103 ;

104 j INITIALIZATION CODE
105 |

106 ULINIT LDA «»FF
107 STA ULSTAT
108 LDA »»O0
109 STA ULLINE
110 STA ULCOLM
111 JMP PRTINI
112 ;

113 ************************* tt*ttt*tttt***»t t «**«t t t t

»NO - ALL OK
; IS THE C/R THE ONLY CHARACTER''
;YES - DON'T PRINT THE BLANKS
»NO - DON'T SAVE SPACE FOR C/R
;CODE DISPLACED BY JMP

f BACK TO ! CJ , ! RJ CODE
J DON'T FINISH PRINTING BLANKS

;NO UNDERLINING
; IN PROGRESS

I NO U/L BFFR READY
: ZERO COLUMN COUNT
(REGULAR PRINTER INIT
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1 SOFTWARE
FOR YOUR I6K TRS-80
COLOR. MODEL 1, III

1 ATARI 400 800, APPLE II

NOW YOUR COMPUTER
CAN ACT LIKE A aoo^tree

"

115 ****** «*«ttt **>«*<« t*tt***tM**««****tt«**t«**«tt*
13C2:
13C2:

116 ;

117 .READY TO INSERT CHARACTER INTO
118 (PRINTER OUTPUT BUFFER
119 .TURN OFF THE MSB IF IT'S TO BE UNDERLINED
120 (AND DO NOT MOVE ULSTRT AND ULDONE CHARACTERS
121 : (DO NOT STRIP MSB FROM C/R)
122 ;

WITHOUR
13C2:
13C2i
13C2t
13C2:
13C2:

MAGAZINES. [MASAJARI

WILL ENTERTAIN. ST*HVH&—
EDUCATE. AND. HpS
CHALLENGE YOU.

**»*-+-

1
13C2:E8 123 ULMOVE INX
13C3tBl 14 124 ULMV LDA <PRPTR>,Y On GHMM of diskelie". yt>u will receive 6-10 programs every
13C5:CD 6B 14 125 CMP ULSTRT ; START UNDERLINING^ month ranging Irom games, home entertainment, and personal

13C8.FO 14 126 BEO ULMVOl i YES
finance, lo more ol our unique "leaching" programs

13CAICD 6C 14
13CDiF0 IB
ISCFi

127 CMP ULDONE (FINISHED UNDERLINING''
128 BEO ULMV02 ; YES
129 ;

130 .COME HERE FOR NORMAL CHARACTERS

Our next issue Mill include:

1. ALIEN INVASION with Graphic*
2. Pharoah's Curse (Adventure)

1
13CF: 3. Itemized Deductions (Schedule A)
ISCFi 131 :

4. Sine, Cosine, Tangent with Graphics
13CFsC9 Al 132 CMP 4BLANK*1 ; IS IT PRINTABLE''

Plus (wo of our leaching programs:
13D1:90 03 133 BLT ULMVDN : NO 5. Using Strings
13D3:20 &E 14 134 AND ULSTAT : NO - SET U/L STATUS 6. Utility of the Month (1)

13D6:9D OO 9B 135 ULMVDN STA TXBUFF.X : MOVE TO BUFFER You've already missed Slock Market Analysis, f. oncentratHm.
13D9:B1 14 136 LDA <PRPTR),V Checkers. Golf. Algebra and (geometry tests and f-ootball

13DB:4C 75 OF
13DCI

137 JMP PRMOVE ; DONE
138 ;

later issue will include Backgammon. ( hess. all lax Nche
dules, Baseball, and many more. So don't let another issue

pavs you by! Subscription price for cassette is $50 per year.
13DE: 139 i $30 per ' i year and $10 for a trial issue, for diskette $62 per
13DESA9 7F 140 ULMVOl LDA »«7F l START U/L year. $36 per 1 1 year, and $11 for a trial issue

13E0s80 6E 14
13E31C8
13E4.4C C3 13

1*1 STA ULSTAT iSET STATUS
1*2 INY .SKIP MOVE
143 JMP ULMV ; REPEAT FOR NEXT CHAR

.. (Back issues available on request)

THE COLOR ACCOUNTANT
13E7i
13E7tA9 FF

144 I

145 ULMV02 LDA »«FF jSTOP U/L Will our cnmpfelr home accounting stslrm. keeping track of

13E9:8D 6E 14 146 STA ULSTAT jSET STATUS
147 INY ;SKIP MOVE

your finances can be as easy as PI.

13ECiC8 1. Chart or Accounts Maintenance
13ED:4C C3 13 148 JMP ULMV sREPEAT FOR NEXT CHAR 2. Complete Checkbook Maintenance
13FOI 149 i

150 *******•******••******«*«******•*************«••«(

152 ft************************************************

3. Tax Deduction Haas
4. Net Worth Statement
5. Income Less Expense Statement
6. Complete Graph Package igrapa. any tarsi

7. Payments and Appointments Calendar
8. Home Budget Analysis
9. Mailing List

13F0I 153 | 10. Schedule 1040 (Long Form)
13FOI 154 .READY TO PRINT LINE OF TEXT All programs arc menu-driven and allow add/changc/ddcle.
13F0: 155 ; (ALL CHARACTERS EXCEPT C/R HAVE BEEN SENT) Also, all files and statements can be listed in screen m primer.

13F0: lhjfS ;
and saved to cassette or diskette The cost ol 1 HI (.1)1 OK

13F0:AD 6F 14 157 ULPRCR LDA ULLINE ;U/L'S TO PRINT?
ACCOUNTANT is 175 (or cassette and Mil for diskette 1 Ins

package requires 16k except to Ihe ATARI Mi) 8011 which re13F3.F0 28 158 BEQ ULPRDN ;N0 quires 24k lor casselie and iiK lot diskelie IHT COLO*
13F5s
13F5:

159 ;

160 ;NEED TO SEND FULL ULCLMX CHARACTERS
ACCOUNTANT also comes with 40 pages of documentation.

programmer's ^gg''/
13F5t 161 ; TO CAUSE A PRINT ON BUFFER FULL
13F5t 162 5 AND THEN SEND THE UNDERLINE BUFFER
13F5: 163 ; program C3
13F5:AE 70 14 164 LDX ULCOLM iBET COUNT OF CHARACTERS SENT Do you know all Ihe innovative ways of using BASK, com-

13F8:A9 AO
13FA:EC 6D 14

165 ULPROl LDA ttBLANK (SEND BLANKS UNTIL ULCLMX
166 CPX ULCLMX ;FULL LINE SENT?

mands? The sull al Ihe Programmer's Inslilule have designed a
set of programs explaining everything ihe manuals otiui

The Programmer's Program leads sou siep by slep through the
13FD.BO 07 167 BGE ULPR02 l YES fundamentals of programming your computer. Then you explore

13FFtE8
14<X>:20 ED FD

168 INX ;NO
169 JSR COUT

Ihe finer points mgga-k; tow.. sarnan. Hacks, game arogram-
rning. sorb. mn. bourrari loak. aad rarmors «ver». AfTthese
mellHvds make your programming tasks easier and more etficient

.

1403I4C F8 13 170 JMP ULPROl : CONTINUE 1 Mlicult (and very useful) programs are created before your eyes.

1406: 171 |
and designed so you learn al your own speed! Thr Programmer's

1406:
1406t

172 :MAX CHARACTERS HAVE NOW BEEN SENT
173 :AND AN AUTOMATIC C/R SHOULD HAVE OCCURRED.

Program ks a must for every owner of a rairXDrompulrr.

Oder both Thr Programmer's Program and 1 sear's sunvlnp
1406: 174 ;NOW TRANSMIT THE U/L BUFFER (BLANKS AND U/L'S) don. and Ike total coal ks oary SK cassette. W7 dksketle. If you
1406: 175 « ordrr ram. yoa wfl receive a loothaa Program and ( ompulrr

1406: A? OO
140B:BD 72 14

176 ULPR02 LDX «*O0
177 ULPR03 LDA ULBUFF.X

bed Irtrawoar INm-lors AlhOIITHi nt'F wiih —. o<
ordrr. So dual wan . . . ordrr indav!

140B:BE 71 14 178 STX ULSAVE : SAVE X REG THE PROGRAMMER'S liNSTTTIJTE
140E:2O FB 12 179 JSR PRTCNV {CONVERT CHARACTER _ A f ulurrhoasr ( oaapaay

MlliAE 71 14 ISO LDX ULSAVE {RESTORE X ^^ P.O. Box 3191 Urpt. A
1414s20 ED FD
1417. E8
1418.EC 70 14
141B:90 EB
14101

181 JSR COUT {SEND CHARACTER
182 INX
183 CPX ULCOLM {DONE?
184 BLT ULPR03 {NO
185 {

gM^I^BV Chapel Hill. N.C. 27JI4

sat (9I9)4S9-2I9< MC 4 Visa Welcome
1 gW N'mr

^^^F Addressa^^
Programmer's Program Year Subscription

141D.A9 OO
141F:8D 6F 14
1422: 8D 70 14

186 ULPRDN LDA 44O0 {RESET INDICATORS
187 STA ULLINE
188 STA ULCOLM

1 ( .4or Accoumani : «, Year Sucaxjiption" •* Type of Computer: Trial Issue

M) nn»«. nnii
ATARI. TRS-80. and APPLE are (rademarks of Ihe Alan.

1425: B9 OO 9B 189 LDA TXBUFF.Y Tandy, and Apple Corp. The Programmer's Program, TRC.
1428160 190 RTS (DONE

191 ;

192 **************(***(***(*********************«**«**

Applelree. Magalan. and The Color Accoununl are trademarks

1429s of Ihe Programmer's Institute.

•All software available on cassette fix ATARI 400 800. APPI fc 1

II t.MODII 1. III. COIOR ()n diskette fix ATARI 400/800. 1
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BOOKS
SOFTWARE

Underlining, continued...

For ATARI - PET - OSI - APPLE II - 6502

ATARI BASIC - Leernme by The Third Book of Ohio Scientific

ium it now available!

Very important information for

the OSI system experimenter.

Interface technique*, system ex

pensions, accessories and much
more (EPROM Burner. 6522 I/O

card with IK RAM, Soundboard.
EPROM/RAM board).

Order -No. IBS S7.S5

The Fourth Book of OHIO
VIP Book - Very Important

Programs. Many interesting pro-

grams for OSI computers. Sorting

(Binary Tree) Differential Equi-

tation. Statistics, Astrology, Gas
Consumption, Games a. s. o.

1 st.ss

This new book is an "Action"-

Book. You do more than reed it.

Learn the intricacy of ATARI-
BASIC thorugh the short programs

which are provided. The
suggestions challenge you
change and write

routines. Yes, it's exciting -

Many of the programs are

appropriate tor beginners at well

at experienced computer users.

(Screen Drawings. Special Sounds.

Keys, Paddle* Joystick*

Specialized Screen Routines.

Graphics and Sound. Peaks and
Pukes and special stuff I.

Order No 1M SS.S6

Games for the ATARI-Coroewtor
How to program your own games
on the ATARI. Complete listings

in BASIC and Machine Language
of exciting garnet. Tricks and
hints.

Order-No. 162 «4.95

ATMONA-1
Machine Language Monitor for

the ATARI 400/800.
This powerful monitor provides

you with the firmware support

that you need to get the most

out of your powerful system.

ATMONA-i comes on a bootable

cassette. No cartridges required.

Disassemble. Memory Dump HEX
ASCII. (Change Memory

Locations. Blocktrantter. till

memory Mock, save and load

machine language programs, start

mach Lang Progr (Printer

optional).

Comet with introductionerv

article on how to program the

ATARI computer in machine
language. (Available etto in ROM)
Order-No. 7023 ft 19 #5

ATMONA-2 8oe)erste>»per

A very powerful Tracer to explore

the ATARI ROM/RAM aree Stop

at previously selected address.

Opcode or operand (cassette).

Order No 7049

EDITOR/ASSEMBLER few

ATARI BOO. 32K RAM
Extremely fast and powerful

Editor/Assembler (8K Source

code in about 5 seconds) Includes

ATMONA 1

Order No TOSS) S4S.S6

VIP full eat - Above book plus

a cassette with the programs.

Order-No. 1B0 A 819 96

The F.fth book of 01

Many exciting programs program
ming hints and tricks, Textwriter

Debugger for CI P. Games. Utilities

and much more (polled keyboard)

.1*1 S7.S6

fetting Proerem tor OSI
C1PMF C4P Disk and Cassette.

8K RAM.
34 82900

Meiling Liet tor C1PMF or

C4PMF 24K RAM
2S0 addresses Incl. phone number
and parameters on one 5 t/4disk)

BK

Authoritative reference tor the

original Microsoft 4K 8K
BASIC developed for ALTAIR
and later computers including

OSI. PET. TRS-B0 and VIC.
Order-No. 141 SB .SB

S 44 Card Manual describes all of

the 4.6 x 6.5 44 pin S44 cards

incl. schematics A MUST for

every 6502 system user (KIM.
SYM. AIM. VIC. PET. OSI!

. 1S2 SS.S6

for ATARI 800. 48K RAM
Please specify your system. RAM.
disc or cassette.

Order-No. 7099 SSB.OO

Ownfkjht - For ATARI 400/800
16K RAM. needs two joysticks.

animation and sound (8K machine

07 S1B.B6

EPROM BURNER tor ATARI
400/800 Bare boards only with

description, schematic * software

(2716.2732)
7041 »99.00

Invoice Writing tor very small

business with ATARI 400/800
16K RAM.
Order No. 7022. case. »29.S5
Order-No. 7200. disc. ffJB.BS

Woi dpi o oattor for ATARI BOO.

48KRAM
Order No. 7210 S2S.B6

How to connect your EPSON
Primer to the ATARI 400/SOO
Construction article with printed

circuit board and software.

(Screenprini and variable charac-

ters per line).

.. 7210 ft 19 96

Reprint of Intel's most important
application notes including 2708.
8085. 8255. 6251 chips. Very
necessary for the hardware butt.

Order-No. 1S3 SB.SS

New revised applications manual
for the Texas Instruments SN
76477 Complex Sound Genera
tor.

Order-No. 154 S6.SB

Complete linings tor the business

user. Inventory, Invoice Writing.

Mailing List and much more.
Introduction to Business Appli

cations.

• S14.S0

OS^OS^OS^OS^OSI
TlIe^SiBoot^Wnefclenrtf!?
Introduction to OSI computers.

Diagrams, hardware and software

information not prevtousty

available in one compact source.

192 pages
S7.se

Deacrltions. pinouts and specili

cations of the most popular

microprocessor and support chips.

A MUST tor the hardware butt

Order-No. 29 S 14 96

Care and Feeding of the
CWMIWdflfl rcT
Eight chapter* exploring PET
hardware. Includes repair and
interlacing information. Pro-
gramming trick* and schematics.
OrderNo. ISO (9.96

Prototype-Expansion Board for

VIC 20 IS-U-Bus).
OrderNo. 4(44 (19.96

16K RAM/BOM board for (44-
bus. Any combination of RAM
and ROM on one board.

(SY2128 or 27161
1. 613 (39.95

The Second Book of OMo
your APPLE II. Bare board comes
with extensive description i

software

Very valuable Information about
OSI microcomputer systems.

Introduction to OS-65 and
OS-65U networking. Hardware
and software hints and tips.

Systems specifications. Business

applications.

Order No. 1SB I7.B5

ELCOM.P Publishing, Inc.. 53 Redrock Lam
Pomona. CA 91766. Phone: (714) 6234314

Payment Chock. Money Order. VISA. Master charge. Eurocheck.

POSTPAID on PREPAID in USA (500 handling fee for C.0.0 All

orders outside USA Add 16 % shipping CA add 6.5 % sales tax

ATARI Is a registered trademark of ATARI Inc.

APPLE II is a registered trademark of APPLE Inc.

Order No 904 (29.00
•522 VI A-l/O Exp.

OrderNo. 906
2716 EPROM Burner
OrderNo 607 (49.00
(K EPROM/RAM Card
Order-No. 909 (29.00

1429:
1427:
M29:BD 71 14
M2C:8A
142D:48
142E:20 5F 14
1431 I A9 AO
1433: 9D 72 14
1436:68
1437: AA
1438:AD 71 14
143B120 ED FD
143EI60

143F:
143F:
143F:
143F:8D 71 14
1442:20 5F 14
1445: C9 80
1447:90 08
1449:A9 AO
144B:9D 72 14
144E:4C 5B 14
1451:
1451:
14SllA9 DF
1453: 9D 72 14
1436: A9 Ol
14S8:8D 6F 14
MSB:
MSB: AD 71 14
M5E:60

145F:
145F:
M5F:AE 70 14
1462: EC 6D 14
1 465: BO 03
1467-.EE
M6A:60

70 14

194
195
196
197
19d
199
200
201
202
203
204
20S
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
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146B:
146B:
146B:
M6B:BC
146C-.BE
146D:
146D:
146D:
146D:
146D:
146D:SO
146E:
M6E:FF
M6F:
146F:
146F:
146F:
146F:
146F:
M6F:00
1470:
1470:
1470:
1470:00
1471:00
1472:
14F6:
14F6:
14F6:
14F6:
14F6:

14F6:

•*»*t»***t«*«*«t««*»»t**t««»«»»*»*»»»«»*»«»*»*»*»*
( PUT BLANKS IN U/L BUFFER
• A REG 6AO ON ENTRY

(SAVE A REG
•SAVE X REG

ULBLNK ULSAVE

ULNEXT
•BLANK
ULBUFF.X

ULSAVE
COUT

(SET X TO COLUMN

;PUT BLANK
; RESTORE X

IN U/L BUFFER

(RESTORE A
;SEND CHARACTER

STA
TXA
PHA
JSR
LDA
STA
PLA
TAX
LDA
JSR
RTS

(((((((((((((((((((((•MM************************
; HANDLE PRINTABLE CHARACTERS
: IN BODY OF TEXT

INTO U/L BUFFER)
-.SAVE A REG
;SET X TO COLUMN
(U/L CHARACTER?
(YES
5 PUT BLANK IN BUFFER

: (PUT BLANKS OR U/L
ULPRNT STA ULSAVE

JSR ULNEXT
CMP -6BO
BLT ULPRUL
LDA OBLANK
STA ULBUFF.X
JMP ULTERM

I

;U/L CHARACTER TO BUFFER
ULPRUL LDA 9)UL

STA ULBUFF.X
LDA »«01
STA ULLINE

1

ULTERM LDA ULSAVE
RTS

I SET FLAG TO PRINT LATER

; RESTORE A REG
I DOME

((((•((•••••((•••(•••(MM**********************
-.INTERNAL SUBROUTINE TO BUMP COLUMN NUMBER

; WITHIN LIMITS
; POINT TO COLUMN
(TOO HIGH?
J YES
;N0, BUMP IT
-.DONE

ULNEXT

ULNX

LDX
CPX
BGE
INC
RTS

ULCOLM
ULCLMX
ULNX
ULCOLM

((«(*«»*•**»»*(»»«»»«»»*««*(«»(»»*(»»«»*»»*»*«»»•»

238 «*•«»(«»•«*«»»*»»»»*»»****»*•*********************
239 ;

240 (LOCAL DATA AREA FOR PATCHES
241 ;

242 ULSTRT ASC '<• (START U/L CHARACTER
243 ULDONE ASC » >• I END U/L CHARACTER
244 ( THE TWO ABOVE CHARACTERS CAN BE ANY
245 (LEGAL ASCII CHARACTERS WITH THE
246 (MOST SIGNIFICANT BIT (MSB) SET ON
247 j BUT CHOOSE TWO THAT AREN'T USED REGULARLY
248 :

249 ULCLMX DFB 80 |MAX COLUMNS (40, 66, SO, OR 132>

250 "

251 ULSTAT DFB »FF (U/L STATUS - DEFAULT
252 ( FF-NO ACTION
253 ( 7F-SET MSB OFF
254 ( ULSTAT IS ANDED WITH MOVED CHARACTERS
255 ( CHARACTERS WITH MSB OFF
256 ( WILL LATER BE UNDERLINED
257 (

258 ULLINE DFB 600 (U/L LINE CONTENTS
259 ( 00=N0 ACTION
260 ( 01 -PR INT LINE WHEN READY
261 J

262 ULCOLM DFB 9)00 (COLUMN NO (RANGE 0-131)

263 ULSAVE DFB *00 (SAVE AREA
264 ULBUFF DS 132 (BUFFER FOR U/L CHARACTERS
265 (THE INITIAL CONTENTS OF ULBUFF ARE ARBITRARY
266 (

267 (FROM HERE THROUGH 61544 SHOULD BE
268 (AVAILABLE FOR EXPANSION
269 {

270 *t*******«********************************* *******
271 (END OF SOURCE
272 t***tt**««***»************ *•*•*•*****••***********

*»» SUCCESSFUL ASSEMBLY: NO ERRORS
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C ALSOFT
Personal— Entertainment— Business

SOFTWARE
Low Discount Prices / 15 to 25% Discount ott List Price
Fast Convenient Service / We ship same or next day
Large Selection of Software / Call or Write tor our FREE Catalog'

r
Cali Toll Free: (800) 423-5290 In California: (213) 991-9641

All products below are on Disk unless otherwise noted

We have all the latest

software-ASK US!

TRS-80,PET,ATARI:

send for

FREE catalog!

^ Also available on cassette

Retail

Price

125.00
NEW 2995

AVANT-GARDE
* Hi-Res Secrets

Hi-Res Computer Golf

BRODERBUND
Space Warrior 24.95
Apple Panic 29.95
* Space Quarks 29 95
Genetic Drift 29 95
Red Alert 29.95
David's Midnight Magic 34.95
The Arcade Machine 44.95

* Track Attack 29.95
Star Blazer NEW 31 95

CAL PACIFIC
• Bill Budge's 30 Graphics 39.95
Apple-oids 29.95

Akalabeth 34 95
Ultima 39 95

Our
Price

93.75
25.45

21.20
25.45
22.45
25.45
25.45
29.70
38.20
22.45
27.15

29.95

25.45
29.70
33.95

CAVALIER
21.20
25.45
22.45

55.20
29.70
29.70
21.20

33.95

42.4S
33.95

296.25
335.75

The Asteroid Field 24.95

Star Thief 29.95

* Bug Attack 29.95

CONTINENTAL
* Horn* Accountant 74.95
Home Money Minder 34 95
Mailroom 34.95

3-D Skiing 24.95

DAKIN5
Alkemstone 39.95

Dragon Fire 49.95
Kaves of Karkhan ... 39.95
* Butin#t. Bookkeeping System NEW 395.00
Depreciation Planner NEW 395 00

EDU-WARE
The Prisoner 29.95 25.45
Empire I World Builders 32 95 28.00
Empire II Interstellar Sharks 32.95 28.00
Empire III Armageddon 32.95 28.00

GEBELLI
* Firebird 29.95 22.45
Russki Duck NEW . 34 95 29.70
Horizon V NEW . 34.95 2».70

HAYDEN
Sargonll. 34.95 29.70
Reversal l 34.95 29.70
Assembly Lang Dev Sya 39.95 33.95
Applesoft Compiler 33 17500 148.75
* Pie Writer NEW 129.95 97.45

INNOVATIVE DESIGN
Pool 15 34.95 29.70
Shuftleboard 29.95 25.45
* Trick Shot 39.95 29.95

MICRO LAB £".'

* Data Factory 300.00
The Asset Manager 200 00
Roach Hotel NEW 34.95

MICROSOFT
Adventure ...... 29.95
Typing Tutor II 24.95
Olympic Decathalon 29.95
TASC Compiler 17500

MUSE
ABM 24.95

* Super Text H 150.00
Three Mile Island 39.95
Robot War 39.95

Castle Wolfenstein 29.95

ON-LINE SYSTEMS
HI RES Adv-0 Mission Asteroid 1995
HIRES Adv. 1 Mystery House 24 95
* HI-RES Ad»-2 Wizard • Princ.ss 32 95
HIRES Adv-3 Cranston Manor 34.95
HI-RES Adv-4 Ulysses 34 95
HI RES Adv-5 Time Zone 99 95
* HI RES Football 39.95
HI-RES Soccer 2995
Cross Fire . 29.95

LISA 79 95
* USA Educational System 1 1 9.95
The Dictionary 99.95

* General Manager 99.95
Pegasus H ... 29.95

Threshold 3995
Superscribe II Word Processor 1 29 95
Expediter 11+ NEW 139 95
Jawbreaker 29.95

Mouskattack 34.95

Marauder 34.95

Ultima II NEW . 54.95

EPF IV NEW 79.95

VISICORP
Desktop Plan II 250 00
Vlsiplot 200 00
Visitrend/Visiplot 300 00
Vlsidex 250.00

Vlsiterm 100.00

Visicalc 33 250.00

Vlsifile 250.00

* Monty Plays Monopoly 34.95

Bridge Partner 24.95
Checker King 24.95

Gammon Gambler 24.95

Monty Plays Scrabble 34.95

SOFTWARE PUBLISHING
PFS
• PFS: Report

125 00
95.00

TG PRODUCTS

Our
Price

225.00
170.00
29.70

25.45
21.20
25.45

14a. 75

21 20
112.50
33.95
33.95

25.45

18.95

21.20
24.70
29.70
29.70
84.95
29.95
25.45
25.45
87.95
89.95
84.95
74.95
25.45
33.95

110.45
118.95
25.45
29.70
29.70
48.70
87.95

Game Paddles 39.95

* Joystick 59.95
Seiect-a-Port 59.95

212.50
170.00
255.00
212.50
85.00

212.50
212.90
28.20
21 20
21.20
21.20
29.70

108.25
71.25

33.95
44.95
50.95

SI RIUS SOFTWARE 1SS £.
Space Eggs 29.95 25.4s
Autobahn 29.95 25.45
Gamma Goblins 29 95 25.45
* Gorgon 39.95 29.95
Sneakers 29 95 25.45
Epoch 3495 29.70
* Copts 4 Robbers 34.95 25.20
Outpost 2995 25.45
* Beer Run 29.95 22.45
Hadron 34 95 29.70
Oark Forest 29 95 25.45
Borg 2995 25.45
TheJoyport 74 95 83.70
Twerps NEW 29 95 25.45
* Snake Byte NEW 29.95 22.45
Computer Foosball NEW 29 95 25.45

STONEWARE
* DB Master 229.00 171.75
D6 Master Utility Pak a 1 99 00 84.15
DB Master Utility Pak a2 99.00 84.15
DB Master Stat Pak 99 00 84. 1

5

STRATEGIC SIMULATIONS
The Warp Factor

Cartels 5 Cutthroats

Computer Ouarterback (2nd Ed.)

* The Shattered Alliance

Computer Baseball

President Elect

The Battle of Shiloh

Tigers in the Snow
* Southern Command
Napoleon's Campaigns
Road to Gettysburg NEW
Pursuit of the Graf Spee NEW

3995
3995
39.95

59.95
39.95

3995
39.95

3995
59.95
5995
5995
5995

33.95
33.95
33.95
44.95
33.95
33.95
33.95
33.93
44.95
50.95
50.95
50.95

We also carry complete lines from the follow-

ing companies:

ADVENTURE INTERNATIONAL
ARTSCI • AUTOMATED

AVALON HILL • BUDGECO
DATAMOST • DATASOFT
HIGHLANDS • HOWARD
INFOCOM • MICRO PRO
PHOENIX • PICCADILLY
QUALITY • RIVERBANK
SENSIBLE e SIERRA
SIR-TECH • SOFTAPE

SUBLOGIC • SYNERGISTIC
UNITED • VERSA

If you don t see it. Ask Us!

CALSOFT
6610 Tamarind St.

Agoura, CA 91301

Call Toll Free: (800) 423-5290 In California: (2 13)991 -964

1

We accept Mastercard & Visa (include No. and Expiration Date.) California residents add 6%
sales tax. Include $2.00 tor shipping. ($3.00 tor UPS Blue Label.) Checks, COD ($1.50 extra) or

Money Order.

* Sale prices are through June only! Prices subject to change without notice.
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Underlining, continued.

Modification Checklist

1

.

Perform all modifications to the Apple Writer TEDITOR
and PRINTER programs, as described in "Lower-Case Display

for Apple Writer'' Figure 5, Modification Checklist. (The

changes require a lower-case adapter, such as the Paymar
adapter.)

2. Save a copy of the lower-case version of PRINTER.
3. Perform the following steps on a copy of the lower-case

version of PRINTER.
4. Reboot the system from the working disk copy. [Apple

Writer runs under DOS 3.2 and DOS 3.3.)

5. In response to the editor menu prompt, type:

6. Type
BLOAD PRINTER

7. After PRINTER is loaded, enter the Apple monitor by

typing:

CALL -151

8. Use the monitor to enter all instructions and data shown
in Figure 3. To do this, make sure that for every line in the

figure having one, two, or three bytes specified between the

address on the far left and the source program line number ten

columns to the right, you enter that byte at the correct address.

Do this step very carefully. If you make any errors that are

uncorrectable, start over at step 4.

9. To go back to Basic, type:

3D0G
10. To save the new version to disk, type:

BSAVE PRINTER. AS803, LS10FB
1 1. To protect your efforts, type:

LOCK PRINTER
12. Your working copy is now complete. To try it out,

reboot the system using the new copy. Create a text file that

includes the start-underlining character and the stop-underlining

character (as in Figure 1 ).

13. Now print the text. Your MX-80 should print underlined

words (as in Figure 2).

14. Once you are satisified that your new version is working

properly, copy it to a backup disk, using the same procedure as

in the Apple Writer manual. Just remember that the*'L" field

on the BSAVE commands for TEDITOR and PRINTER is

now S410FB rather than $1040.

ULBLNK inserts blanks, as required,

into the underline buffer. ULBLNK is

needed because not all blanks to be printed

are sent from the same routine in PRINTER.
When the left margin (!lm command) is

not zero or when centering or right justifi-

cation are commanded, blanks are sent

from two other routines in PRINTER.
ULPRNT inserts blanks and underline

characters into the underline buffer as

individual print-line characters are trans-

mitted to the printer.

ULNEXT is an internal subroutine which

increments the column number for the

next blank or underline character. It also

prevents buffer overflow.

The data section includes several user-

changeable parameters and the underline

buffer. ULSTRT and ULDONE may be
replaced with any ASCII printable char-

acters. ULCLMX tells the current print-

line length for the MX-80 so the software

knows how many blanks to send to cause a

print on buffer overflow. This is not the

difference between the left and right

margins.

Limitations

The changes described in this article

have a few limitations. First, except for

the right-justification correction, the

changes described will work only with a

copy of the Apple Writer Version 1.0

PRINTER program which has been modi-
fied for on-screen, lower-case display, per
my earlier article. This is because the

modified version uses true ASCII.

Second, these changes eliminate the

undocumented "SERIAL" option. Third,

these changes are tailored for the Epson
MX-80 printer and probably won't work
with any other printer. The following

paragraphs give ground rules for adapting

the changes for other printers.

Tailoring for Other Printers

Should you want to use underlining with

other printers, almost all of the changes
here will be directly applicable. The
subroutine ULPRCR will probably be the

only one requiring modification. Following

is a description of the conditions the new
ULPRCR must meet.

Upon entry, ULLINE will be non-zero if

any underlines are necessary for the current

line. ULCOLM will equal the number of

characters sent in the regular line, minus
one. ULBUFF will contain ASCII blanks

and underline characters in the correct

order for the line most recently trans-

mitted.

If your printer will accept backspaces.

you can backspace to the start of the line

and then print ULBUFF. If your printer

can be sent a command to inhibit line feed

carriage return, you can do so, send the

carriage return, send ULBUFF, and then

command the printer back into automatic-

linefeed mode. The new ULPRCR must
save the Y register and execute the code
at ULPRDN when it is finished.

If your printer alv\<ay v performs a linefeed

following a carriage return and provides

no alternatives for backspacing or short

line feeds, you probably won't be able to

152

do underlining at all— at least it won't be

any more convenient than using a pen. or

lining up dashes in the next row.

Installation

Figure 4, Modification Checklist, provides

a list of steps necessary when performing

the modifications. Do not make any changes

to your original disks. Make the changes
only on copies.

Summary
If you follow the steps in Figure 4, you

will have a composite, lower-case display,

underlining Apple Writer. Your right-hand

margins will also be correctly justified. D

"Lately, we've been having a lot of trouble with

the computer guidance system.
"
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"WORD
HANDLER

IS SIMPLYTHE
BESTWORD

PROCESSING
SOFTWARE

I COULD FIND
ANYWHERE
BY FAR.I

William R. Moronev. President

Electronics Funds Transfer Association

The WORD HANDLER M
displays:

lower and upper case • underlining • superscript

bold face • unlimited tabs • even justification

all on the screen as they will appear on paper

without any additional hardware
or hidden costs!

muni tj
Silicon Valley Systems

1625 El Camino Real • Suite 4
Belmont, California 94002 - (415) 5934344
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Preview for Apple Writer

When the Apple Writer text processor
program was introduced, it lacked a few
features which make general purpose text

handling even easier. I described the

addition of on-screen, lower-case display

in my article "Lower-Case Display for Apple
Writer" in the February 1981 issue of

Creative Computing, and an article on
adding the underlining capability, is found
on page 146 of this issue.

This article describes the addition of

one more function: variable-speed, on-
screen preview. The program described
here allows you to modify your Apple
Writer to view the formatted text on the

monitor screen, without having to print it.

The only catch is that you must incorporate

the modifications outlined in the other
articles.

Approach
It is easy to perform an on-screen preview

with Apple Writer. By changing the
PRINTER constant menu item J. printer

address, to SFDFO instead of your regular

printer address, all text will be directed
only to the monitor screen. The problem,
however, is that the text will be written

quite fast, making it nearly impossible to

read.

The approach I chose was to modify the

section of Apple Writer PRINTER that

checks to see if the operator typed an
ESCAPE, land therefore wanted to termi-

nate printing.) Slowing down the display
gives the operator time to read the text.

Implementation
The preview mode is controlled by

characters typed at the keyboard, as shown
in Figure 1. Variable-Speed Scroll Com-
mands. ESCAPE works as normal: it

terminates printing. Typing a "P" pauses
the printing process until a different

character is typed. Typing a "V" causes

John E. Stith. P.O. Box 746.1. Colorado Springs.
CO 80<).V1.

John E. Stith

Figure I. Variable Speed Preview Commands.

Key Function

Escape Terminate Printing

P Pause
V Variable-Speed Scroll

(Speed Set Via Paddle Zero.)
Any Other Continue Printing At Full Speed

NOTE: Setting the PRINTER CONSTANT
J (Printer Address) to SFDFO will cause
output to be directed only to the monitor.

Figure 2. Source Program for Modifications.

SOURCE FILE: PREVIEW REV 4

:

:

FCA8:

.

i

'•'.'D6:

1 IHlIIIIIIH>tllUltltlllmniiiiii...iiillM.II.
2 ; PREVIEW PROGRAM TOR

:KOR APPLE WRITER
SPRINTER PROGRAM
t«*t*tM*«**a*«*«t«t**«**tt**ttts**tt***t**t»ts»*4
;DATE: 1 AU6UST 1981
; AUTHOR: JOHN E. STI1H
llltltilllllttltllttttltllttlKIIIKIIKKIMMHI
; EXTERNALS AND EOUArES
**«•*•*•*ixintiininiiti iiiunitii ittiMittii i

S APPLE LEY&OARD LOCATIONS
EQU «C .BOARD DATA

IB ECU •! I : /I. !..(•;

J APPLE MONITOR LOCATIONS

.-.

7

1.

<^

10
1

1

ir

14

Id WAIT

18
.iTES

CHARP EOU
CHARV EOU
DELAY EOU

19
20
21

EOU *FB1E
i *FCA8

LE WR I TER PR I

:

PRNTCT EOU %

•06
86

(READ FA!
: DELAY ROUTINE

ENTRY POINTS
:C0NTINUC PRIMT

. ,.

F...

. ...
v
,..

:20 M3 DELAY .

lllllllllltlHIIIIIIIIIMIK.t.KClMM.IilllllM,
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Figure .?. Modification Checklist.

the program to enter the variable-speed

scroll mode. Game paddle zero controls a

pause between lines of from zero to approxi-

mately five seconds.

Typing any other character will cause

the output to resume at full speed. You
can go directly from any mode to any

other.

Setting the PRINTER constants menu
item J. printer address, to SFDFO will disable

output to your printer.

Modifications

Figure 2. Source Program for Modifica-

tions, shows the program which performs

the variable-speed preview. All the changes

are applied to the Apple Writer PRINTER
program. The speed range can be changed

by altering the value of "DELAY."

Installation

Figure 3, Modification Checklist, provides

a list of steps necessary when performing

the modifications. Do not make any changes

to your original disks. Make the changes

only on copies.

Summary
By following the steps in Figure 3, you

will have a composite, lower-case display,

underlining, previewing Apple Writer. D

1. Perform all modifications to the Apple Writer TED1TOR and PRINTER
programs as described in Reference 1, Figure 5. Modification Checklist, and

Reference 2. Figure 4. Modification Checklist. (The changes described require a

lower-case adapter, such as the Paymar adapter.)

2. Save a copy of the underlining version of PRINTER.
3. Perform the following stepson Acopyol the underlining version of PRINTER

4. Reboot the system from the working disk copy. iApple Writer runs under

DOS 3.2 and DOS XX)
5. In response to the editor menu prompt, type:

6. Type
BLOAD PRINTER

7. After PRINTER is loaded, enter the Apple monitor by typing:

CALL -151

8. Use the monitor to enter all instructions and data shown in Figure 2. To do

this, make sure that for every line in the figure having one. two. or three bytes

specified between the address on the far left and the source program line number

ten columns to the right, you enter that byte as the correct address. (An example

of how to do this is in Figure 5 of Reference 1 .) Do this step very carefully. If you

make any errors that are uncorrectable, start over at step 4.

9. To go back to Basic, type:

3D0G
10. To save the new version to disk, type:

BSAVE PRINTER. AS803. LSIOFB

1 1. To protect your efforts, type:

LOCK PRINTER
1 2. Once you are satisfied that your new version is working properly, copy it to

a backup disk, using the same procedure as in the Apple Writer manual. Just

remember that the "L" field on the BSAVE commands for TEDITOR and

PRINTER is now SIOFB rather than S1040.

NEXT
1689:
1689:

:fA
:CA

. 4C F6

168F:
NEXT

14F6:
141 , :

14F9:C9 DO
14FB:'

: l:9 D6
14FF::

15"6:8C

; AD IF
1SOC:'

: CE
I ' , 1 1 : A9 56
1

•
. I I

1516: 4C 09
13191 80 It'

151C:4C

1S1F:

1520:

25 ****«««»* *t**t*********««»«***********************
26 : PATCHES TO APPLE WRITER PRINTER

OBJECT FILE NAME IS PREVIEW REV 4.0BJ0
ORG * 1 689

28 ; PATCH EXISTING CODE
29 NOP

NOP
NOP

1

4

JMP CHECK

ADDITIONAL CODE FOR PRINTER
OBJECT FILE NAME IS PREVIEW REV 4.0BJ1

»14F6
1BD
IICHARP

HCHARV
DONE!

CO

ELIMINATE
; STROBE
» CLEAR
;SEE IF PAUSE

lfc FB

IS

SA <>l

36

38
39
40
41

42

44
45
46
47
48
49
SO
51

54

CHCCI
ORG
LDA
CMP
BED
CMF
BNE

;GET I BD INPUT
: IS IT A "P"
:YES - WAIT UNTIL NOT

;N0 - EXIT
* DETERMINE PADDLE VALUE
: FOR VARIABLE SCROLL RATE

LDX *" ; PADDLE NUMBER
JSR F-READ •, READ VALUE
STY COUNT

: DELAY APPROPRIATE NO.
I 001

DOM 1

[MINI .

LDA
BEQ
DEC
LDA
JSR
JMP
STA
JMP

COUNT
DONE2
COUNT
•DELAY
WAIT
LOOP
1 BDSTRB
CRNTCT

; YES

:WAIT

TERMINATE

; CLEAR STROBE
PRINTING

: VARIABLE DELAY
56 : DATA VA1

57 COUNt DH< »00

59 ;FR0M HERE THROUGH «1544 SHOULD BE
: AVAILABLE FOR EXPANSION

61 *»»«»*»«»««*******»*«*»»«*«»«•»»««*»»*»**»«»*»»*»
62 :END OF SOURCE
63 ****»***» *****************************************

•«» SUCCESSFUL ASSEMBLY: NO ERRORS

All about
L0G0-
how it was
invented and
how it works
"Changes the learning experience

from a matter of discipline into

one of discovery."

— Marvin Minsky, MIT
"A revolutionary book . . . required

reading for anyone with an interest

in computers, children, education, or

the future." — 80 Microcomputing

MINDSTORMS
L5hllJFtM,3CMt>lTEF8,ANa

POWERFUL IDEAS
SEYMOURPARERT
Now in paperback, $6.95

BASIC BOOKS, INC.
10 East 53rd Street, New York, NY 10022
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TESTSRCH was written to test feasibility

of a needlesort algorithm. It is also an
exercise in modularized programming la

form of structured programming) in Basic.

Although written in NorthStar Basic, it

can be converted to other Basics.

The Needlesort/Search System
The needlesort system usually uses a

large file of cards, each of which has a
series of holes prepunched around its

perimeter. Each hole has a particular
significance in a prearranged code. A
notching tool is used to cut a hole to the
edge of the card, and a needlelike sorting
device is inserted into the stack of cards at

the hole location desired and then lifted

so that the notched cards drop out.

Several sorters can be inserted at the
same time on the same edge for a multi-
hole sort. On the other hand, not inserting
a sorter needle into a particular hole simply
means "don't care" and the card will drop
at sort time. This is equivalent to skipping
that field when using a computer.

Printed or written data is usually placed
on the card to further identify or describe
the subject. This system once enjoyed wide

J.D. Armstrong 8035 I . Cole St.. Dowries C \

90242.

use in library and personnel files, and much
has been written about the system and the
coding techniques used to enhance selec-

tions.

One of the goals of
structuredprogramming
is the elimination of the
GOTO statement.

An example of an application to which
a needlesort system might be applicable is

the selection of real estate listings based
on computer preferences. Coding of the
holes could contain information such as.

number of bedrooms, number of baths,
number of garages, swimming pool, patio,
corner lot. forced air heat, air conditioning,

carpets, draperies. 220 volt service, etc.

These could all be sorted on a one hole
basis. Price information and other quantified
data such as size of the lot. and size of the
house would probably require more than
one hole to provide an adequate search
field.

156

Further, on this type of data, the buyer
is usually interested in "less than" a certain
price while the salesperson not only desires

this but perhaps that price plus 10 percent
to add to the possible universe of listings

that are selected.

TESTSRCH and its data file TEST-
DATA embodies only a skeletal sample of
the real estate application but I think it is

adequate to demonstrate the computerized
needlesort system.

A record is limited to essentially one
line (75 bytes) and includes a sort selection
on four simple real estate descriptors and
price. The text portion was written as a

representative brief format of a full blown
listing card.

It was with these thoughts in mind that

TESTSRCH was written to test the capa-
bility of a computer program to simulate
this system. Table 1 shows a conceptual
comparison of the two systems.

Hardware/Software
The computer system I used is a North-

Star Horizon II with 56K of RAM and two
double-density disk drives. NorthStar DOS
and Release 5.0 NorthStar Basic. Peripherals
consist of a SOROC IQ 120 Terminal and
a TI 810 printer.
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Structured Programming
According to many writers. Basic is not

a good language candidate for structured
programming. In writing this program I

referred to a book titled Techniques of
Program Structure and Design by Edward
Yourdon. I consider it quite lucid and
complete.

Building Blocks

There are three basic building blocks
and one extension of these blocks that are
used in structured design. They are:

The process box. The process box can
be as simple as one statement or consist of

a group of statements having only one
entry and one exit. See Figure 1.1

The generalized loop mechanism. The
loop mechanism is usually referred to as

the DO-WHILE statement. The FOR-
NEXT loop in Basic is one form of this

loop that is satisfactory. A DO-WHILE
loop can be written but requires the use of

a GOTO statement. See Figure 1.2

The binary decision mechanism. This is

referred to as the IF-THEN-ELSE statement

and NorthStar Basic does support this

statement although some care must be
used if line numbers are referenced to

preserve the one entry/one exit concept.

See Figure 1 .3

The CASE mechanism. This is called

an extension mechanism by Yourdon. It is

referred to as the CASE-OF statement.

This is supported by Basic with either the

ON-GOTO statement or by a series of IF-

THEN statements. See Figure 1.4

Yourdon points out that all these mech-
anisms have but one entry and one exit.

All of these in turn may be successively

transformed to a single process box. On
the other hand, the reverse sequence of

these transformations can be used to design

a program in top down fashion, i.e.. starting

with a single process box and expanding it

to a complex structure made of the basic

mechanisms.

One of the goals of structured program-

ming was the elimination of the GOTO
statement. However, with the desire to

use structured programming with such
languages as Cobol and Fortran a set of

rules for its use was formulated. They are

roughly as follows:

1. Limit the GOTO statement to internal

use within a module or subroutine. The
thought here, is to limit the mischief of

which the GOTO statement is capable.

2. A GOTO statment shall not branch
to a statement outside of the module or

subroutine containing the GOTO. This

reinforces the idea thai no more than one
entry and one exit shall exist for each
module/subroutine.

3. A GOTO statement may branch to

the exit of the mcxlule containing the GOTO
statement.

4. A GOTO statement may branch to a

line with a greater line number.

System Comparison.

Needlesort Computer

Card file

Card
Hole

Notched hole

Unnotched hole

A number requires

several groups of holes

Disk file

Record
One byte field

(Y)es/(T)rue/l
i N io 1 1 ialse/0

A number requires a

field of bytes equal to

the length of the number
(if a string). Requires
five bytes if a non-string.

Figure 1.0. Structure Mechanisms.

Figure 1. 1. The Process Box.

Figure 1.2. The Loop Mechanism.

Figure 1.3. The Binary-Decision Mechanism.

Figure 1.4. The C 'ase Mechanism.
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Jeedlesort, continu

Figure 2.0. Field Assignment for a Record.

TEXT DATA (65 BYTES)-*'

Z*

2 3 4

Figure J. I. Main Program Module.

TEST PROGRAM
TO SIMULATE NEEDLESORT
DISK FILE - TESTSRCH
FILE NAME = TEST DATA

Implementing a Structured Program

Top down design requires careful

thought. It's OK to jot down a few notes

and make an assignment of the fields in a

record. Figure 2.0 depicts the assignments

made for the example program.

The rest of this article describes the

steps 1 followed in writing TESTSRCH.
Step One. Write a descriptive title for

the program. This becomes the first process

box. In our example:

Test Program
to simulate needlesort

( Program and disk

file name TESTSRCH)
(Data file name TESTDATA)

Step Two. The next series of thoughts

should be directed towards the steps/

modules/subroutines required to make up
the total program. TESTSRCH would
require a data base system and use a menu-

driven main program to provide the facilities

for:

A main program module
Creating records

Updating records

Examining records

Listing records

Deleting a record

DOWHILEMK7

CASE

INITIALIZE

DIMENSION VARS
NAME DATA FILE
SET CONSTANTS

PRINT MENU
MAKE A SELECTION

TEST SELECTION

GOSUB TO
SELECTED
MODULE

CLOSE FILE & END

Sorting the records

Printing the sort results

Note: The gap in the list is where other

requirements can be added later. At this

stage we are in an interactive thought

process developing the overall structure

of the program. This list contains the

statements to be pulled out of the first

process box and they in turn are process

boxes.

Step Three. It is now time to commit
these thoughts to paper. I use 11" x 17"

sheets held horizontally so that room is

too
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330
340
350
360
370

••» TESTSRCH •*«"\'\'\'
DIM A* (75) .B»<75>.Z»I65) .K*( 10),K1»< 10) . E»< 75) . E 1* ( 75)
DIM C»<1>, Yl*( 1 ) , Y2»< 1 >,Y3*< 1 ) . Y4»< 1 ) , Y5»<6)
INPUT "DATA FILE NAME ?"

. D*\ !
\

'

S1=75*2\REM A* 'S LENGTH IS 75, +2 FOR OVERHEAD
X1»="C0RNER LOT "\X2»="2 CAR GAR. "\X3»»"P00L
B«="
REM
REM •••MAIN BODY NODULE***
REM
REM
REM

\X4*="3 BDRM "\X5»="PRICE

REM
REM
GOSUB 1980
•VWNPUT "SELECT MODULE ",M1
IF MKO OR Ml>7 THEN 250
IF Ml-1 THEN GOSUB 430NREM
IF Ml»2 THEN GOSUB 640\REM
IF Ml -3 THEN GOSUB 900SREM
IF Ml«4 THEN GOSUB 1100\REM
IF Ml=5 THEN GOSUB 1320\REM
IF Ml»6 THEN GOSUB 1700\REM
IF Ml-7 THEN 350 ELSE 240NREM
REM
CLOSE#0
ENDSREM END OF MAIN BODY MODULE —
REM

This Module, altho not 1 on». const ltutes
th* main body of the prosram. The MENU
SELECT technique is used and is the
backbone of this modulo.

ENTER NEW RECORD MODULE
UPDATE A RECORD
EXAMINE A RECORD
LIST THE RECORDS
DELETE A RECORD
SORT /SEARCH THE RECORDS
ESCAPE FROM PROGRAM IF SELECTED
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Now Selling Atari®, PET®, TRS-80® Software i
Atari

$31.14
$3*.7*
$14.44
$14.14
$3*74
$14.7*

$34.34
$l*.»4
$11.14
$31.1*
$11.74
11 4.44
$14.44
$11.44
$11 *4
$11.44
*11.14
$14.44
$11.74
$14.44
tlO.44
$11.14
$14.44

Compu-Math Decimals (disk)
Comp Magic Kayos idiski . ,4 ',-, no.
An B.IU 4 4U Ihiovei 533 ,., „„.
Arcade • Gnost Hunter tcass i -^ 95 „.™
Arcade • Ghost Hunter Idiski S34 95 no.
Comp Magic Kayos tcass ) S34 as «o-
Epyx Crush Crumple Chomp

(cassette or disk) £29 ij-, n^.
Creative ATC icass i >1 1 SS aa.
Mouskattack 539 95 no.
The Next Step QJ 96 ^^
Poker Solitaire tcass j SI 4 95 now
Gomoku(cass) S19 95no»
Reversi (cass I 519 95 no.
Cypher Bowl icass i BS M „<*,
Rescue at Rigei tcass > $29 95 no.
Star Warrior icass ) S39 95 no.
Invasion Orion icass ) S24 95 no.
Datestones ot Ryn icass ) S 1 9 95 •»
Contlict 2500 icass I S 1 5 00 no.
Empire of tneOvermmd (disk i $35 00 no.
Tanktics (cass ) $24 00 no.
Atari - Mailing List (disk) $24 95 no.
Atari - Character Generator (disk) St9 95 no.
Text Wizard la.sk) jM »S no-
Atari ' Character Gen , 4$ no.
Le Stick 539 95 ..
Checker King tcass ) $19 95 no.
MicroChess (cass ) $19 95 no.
Survival/Adventure (disk) $24 95 no.
3-D Supergraph.cs (disk) $39 95 no.
3-D Supergraphies Icass ) $39 95 no.
Mind Boggters I (disk) Sl9 95no.
Mind Boggiers I icass i Sis 95 no.
VersaWnter Graphics Tablet $300 00 no.
Hidden Words S 1 7 50 no.
Spatial Relations St 7 50 no.
Word-Scramble $15 00 no.
Preschool Fun $15 00 no.
Fastgammon (cass ) $19 95 no.
Assembler (cass ) S24 95 no.
6502 Disassembler (cass i S1 1 95 no.
6502 Disassembler (disk) $14 95 no.
Tank Trap (cass ) Si i 95 no.
Tank Trap (disk) S14 95no»
Tan Trek (cass ) St 1 95 no.
OS Forth (disk

) S79 95 no.
Slarbase Hyperion (disk) $22 95 no.
Name That Song (cass l St4 95no.
Jaw Breaker (disk) $29 95 no.
Pornopoly (disk) S29 95 no.
The Broker (CCI) (disk) $99 95 no.
Super Modem Pak ICCI) (disk) $49 95 no.
Atari- Snutl (CCI) Idiski $29 95 no.
Utility Man (CCI) Idiski $99 95 no.
Tanktics (cass) $24 00 no.
Fantasyland Idisk) $59 95 no.
Empire ot the Overmmd (cass ) $30 00 no.
Bridge 2 (cass) $1795 no. » 15.14
Nominoes Jigsaw icass) SI? 95 no. $11.7*
Intruder Alert (cass) $16 95 no. $14.44
Alpha Fighter (drsk) $18 95 no. $14.44)
Compu-read (disk) $29 95 no. $11.44
Letter Perlect (drsk) SI 50 00 no- $11».44
Sammy Sea Serpent (cass )POI $16 95 no. (14.34
Criboage (Thesis) (cass f 515 00 no. $13.14
Kross N Ouotes PDI (cass ) $16 95 no. $14.34
Star Raiders (can i $39 95 no. $33.44
Stock Charting S24 95 no. $11.14
321 Atari- Safari (CDS) (disk) $33.44
322 Alan - Satan (CDS) Icass i $11.44
Computation (Thesis) icass 1 SIS 00 no. $13.44

Order by Phone
800-344-5109

Calif. 800-692-4146
Foreign

(209)992-5411

$13.14
$33.44
$14.44
$14.44
•11.141
$33.44
$33.44
$14.44
$13.14

$114.44
111.44
$11.44
$13.14
$13.14
$14.44
$11.14
$14.14
$13.44
$14.14
f 11.44
$14.14
$47.44
$14.44
$11.44
$11.44
$11.44

$11.44
$44.44

B 1 Nuclear Bomber icass

Conflict 2500 icass 1

Plane! Miners icass I

Computer Acquire icass 1

Lords oik

Pet
AVALON HILL GAME COMPANY

UMIKiOdieC'
UMI Star Wars
UMI AMOK
UMI Gloobler

Teachers Per
Vaults of Zurich idiSk)

VIC SOFTWARE

ARTWORX

-1500i
5I500«

SlSOOn
St5 00ri
SISOOn
S20 00n
520 OOn
E
S7 95n

516 95 n
SIB 95 •
329 95 n

518 96i
S14 95r
S25 95r

$11.44
$11.44
$11.44
$11.44
$11.44
$11.44
$14.44
$14.44

$4.44
$14.44
$14.44
$11.44

$14.44
$11.44
$14.34

S49 95 no. $14.47

$11.47
$11.14
$33.44
$11.14
$11.14
$14.44
114 47

$14.44
$14 44

epvx
Introductory 3Pack (disk)

(Rescue Morloc s and Datestones)
Rescue at Rigei icass 1 $29 95 no.

e ol Apshai icass I S39 95 no.
.Varnor icass ) $39 95 no.
• Orion icass I $24 95 no.
Orion icass I 324 96 no.
Tower icass ) S19 9Snow

m ines ol Ryn (cass I S19 95no.
PERSONAL SOFTWARE

Checker King icass 1 519 95 no.
Gammon Gambler icass ) 519 95 no.
Bridge Partner icass 1 S19 95 no.
Time Trek ic. 519 95 no.

UNITED SOFTWARE OF AMERICA
KRAM 599 95 IKm
Super KRAM SI 75 00 no. ,.

3225 00 no. $1*1.11
$495 00 no. $414.71
$19 95 no. $14.44

Ail MICRO ED 14-.OHLI.,
VIC SOFTWARE

Addcom Missile Commander $ 14.44
Channel Vic Data Logger 11.14MMA Star Command $4.44
TlS Basic P' $17.44

$14.44

$44.47
$113.44

Apple
See lull page of Apple ;-.:..

i^ine
Gorgon
Word '

Mail Merge
Super Son

xi. $33.44
S3 75 00 no. $144.44
5125 00 no. $144.1*
3200 00 no. $14*.**

Ill'Zm Wurit ol Huntington Computing $ 1* 444*w.»^ N.nr»u» C.r.#ac« iNibble Express
Soft Porn Ad. 1

Time Lord
French Hangman
AHcia-Sp bilingual reader
H4H Slock Trader
GrowiClAi

Ware
Calc

H4bT4W
All Serendipity
All Sinus

Races
Dis« Pr4p
PLE Chip

$!.**
$31.3*
$11.1*
$11.1*
$11.1*

$12 $9
329 95
529 95 no.
$29 95 no.
$29 95 no.
519000 no. $1*1.4*
335 00 no. $11.4*

M%4HUi«
5100 00 no. $44.**
560 00 no. $14.**

l44hOMUat
14% Off 111)

$49 95 no. $44.4*
525 00 no. $11.1*
$60 00 no. $14.**

W* maintain a hug* inventory ot software lor Apple and
1
i'e Can us toll tree lor the latest programs We also

stock a large supply ot computer books Visit us m person at
our new J300-square loot store at 1945 South Dairy m Cor-
coran. Calif

Great Grandma Huntington
Great Grandma Huntington always said to

try harder - and we do We will soon have tee
shirts for sale with Great Grandma Hunting-
ton s picture on them Watch for Granny 1

TRS-80
BIG FIVE SOFTWARE

Super Nova 11

' .aSKXI ICaSS ) 515 95 no.
Attack Force (cass ) St5 95no.
Cosmic Fighter (Cass 1 S15 95 no.
M44401 Mr,.,:,.!, n cass I S15 95 no.

ADVENTURE INTERNATIONAL
Adv 4 5 6(d.sk| $39 95 no.
Adv 12 3idisk| 5J9 95no.
Adv 7-8-9tdtsk| $39 95 no.

ARTWORX
Teacher s Pet is 95 „„
Nominoes Jigsaw (disk) color S21 95 no.
Nominoes Jigsaw icass ) color St 7 95 no.
Bridge 2 (cass 1 St 7 95 no.

S19 95no.
BRODERBUND SOFTWARE

Galactic Trilogy idiski

Galactic Emptit
Galactic Tradei

' iiactic Revolution (cass 1

wala s Last Redoubt
OATASOFT

lago (disk)

Football Classics idisk 1

Arcade 80 .

-

lago i!

Football Classics icass 1

Arcade-80 icass 1

Sigrnon 1COLOR1 ICJ
SECS iCOLOR

ACORN SOFTWARE
Invaders From Space 520 95
Duel N Drowjv

Quad 1 disk 1

Basketball 1 :

Gammon Challenger idiski

Everest Exploit
SuperScripl

Duel-N Droids

Pigskin

Ouad |C4
Basketball (Ci
Gammon Challenger icass

All Automated Simulations

1. ilen

All Microsoft

-

314 95 no.
31995 no.

$24 95 no.
$24 95 no.
324 95 no.
il$96 no.
S199S "O.
11999 no.
329 95 no.
J.' • •-, no.

V<) I', no.
320 95 no.
$20 95 no.
320 95 no.
$20 95 no.
320 95 no.
520 95 no.
329 95 no.

-

514 95 no.
514 95 no.

514 95 no.

14%
144.

14%

$11.14
$11.44
$11.14
$11.14
$11.1*

$11.44
$11.44
$11.44

$14.14
$l*.14
$11.74
$11.74
$17.44

$11.44
$11.44
$11.44
$11.44
$!*.»*

$11.14
$11.14
$11.14
$14.44
$14.*4
$14.4*
$11.14
$11.14

$17.74
$17.74
$17.74
$ 1 7.74
$17.74
$17.74
$17.74
$17.74
$31.3*
$11.44
$11.44
$11.44
$13.44
$11.44
$11.44
$11.44
$11.44
$11.44
Off List
OH LI.

I

OMl.,.1
OH LI.

I

FOREIGN ORDERS
We regret that we can no longer accept
checks (dank charges were sometimes
greater than the amount of the check; We
will gladly accept US currency. VISA.
MasterCard or American Express at no
extra charge, or you may make direct wire
transfers fo our bank. Security Pacific.

Corcoran. CA 93212. for a S6.00 charge.
All overseas orders are shipped by air

VSSCALC
Special for Pet " , Atari & Apple -

Regular $250.00 List

New $199.00

HUNTINGTON COMPUTING
Post Office Box 1235
Corcoran. California 93212

Order by Phone 800-344-5109
In California 800-692-4146

Apple • is a registered trademark ot Appki Computer. Inc
Pet - is a regrster4d trademark of Commodore
TRS 80 ' is a registered trademark ot Tandy Corp
Alan * is a registered trademark of Atari. Inc

(209)992-5411

We lake MasterCard. American Express or
VISA (Include card and expiration date)
California residents add 6% tax Include
$2 00 tor postage Foreign and hardware
extra Send for free catalog Prices sub|ect to
change

a
o
B
SI

S
a
9
SI

B
9
B
il

B

B

B
»
B

B
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B
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»
B
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Needlesort, continued...

available for three areas of information:

the structured flow diagram, the process

statements, and the coding of the module.

I title each page with the name of one of

the above process boxes, including the

first one which is the main program module.

With the statement process box named

and placed in the upper left corner. I start

a little below the top center of the page

and list the things this process box should

accomplish in order. A good eraser is just

as necessary at this stage as a pencil.

This process of writing statements down
stimulates the thought processes and even-

tually I decide that I have finished the list

of statements that make up the module.

As progress is made, however, into the

other modules 1 often find that other process

boxes should have been listed/deleted. So

I add to it and feel no chagrin that I didn't

think of it in the first place.

I also remind myself that paper isn't all

that expensive; if my work sheet gets so

messy that I can't think progressively, I

get another sheet and rewrite it in an orderly

manner. I place notes to the right of this

list that are my thoughts on implementing

these statements. These notes may. in some

cases, be actual Basic coding statements. I

continue this process for all of the modules

identified in Step Two.
Step Four. On the right side of the paper

I write the code using Basic statements

that will implement the structure statements

starting with the main program module.

DIMension statements will be added as

they become known. REM statements are

proper to describe the path and substance

of the program.

Step Five. In a logical manner, I proceed

to code the rest of the subroutines and

modules identified in the main program.

As each is finished, where practical, it

should be exercised and debugged. Each
will become a building block upon which

the balance of the modules can depend.

Step Six. At this time, or perhaps even

before, I make up structure-type flow

diagrams. The emphasis is on depicting

structure mechanisms and proving them

of legal status. I use line numbers in the

flow diagram boxes to keep the diagram

uncluttered. If a structural problem exists,

the diagram should be of assistance. I

rearrange, recode and rerun until it becomes

clear that I have a valid running module.

Another goal to be kept in mind is the

minimal use of the GOTO statement and
then only as the GOTO rules allow. I

continue until all modules are structured

and running.

I hope that the above procedures haven't

discouraged anyone. The success of coding

a well formed program, with good docu-

mentation, within the structured regimen

is a reward in itself.

Step Seven. I make a listing of each

module and place it on the right side of the

work sheet. I line up the structured state-

ments with the listing and then add on the

Figure.12. New Data Module.

TESTSRCH
RE «270 MAIN PROGRAM
IFMI=1THEN430

NOTE

Ct WILL BE USED
THROUGHOUT THE PROGRAM
TO HOLD IY/NI ANSWERS

OPEN FILE SET LAST I D«
TEST tRECORDS IN FILE

INITIALIZEAJ-T0 SPACES
GOSUB DATA ENTRY MODULE
PUT IT INTO THE FILE
INCREMENT IDS
INPUT. C$

TEST IF Y THEN LOOP
PRINT FULL STATEMENT
WRITE NEW I.D.f INTO FILE

CLOSE FILE & RETURN

330
390
400
410
420
430
440
450
460
470
480
4<?0

500
510
520

540
550
560
570

»•» NEW DATA MODULE »»*
This Module

REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
OPEN#O.D»\READ #0,N
IF N :i50 THEN 450 ELSE 510
A*=B«*B*
COSUB 2230
WF; I TEtOXNeS 1 +5 . A» NOENDMARt
N=N+1
INPUT "ADD ANOTHER ? ".C»
IF C*="Y" THEN 450 ELSE 520
•"FILE FULL"
MR I TE#0'/.0 . N NOENDMARK
CLOSE #0
RETURN
REM END NEU DATA MODULE
REM
REM

installs all th« n«w records

to * named file. Random Access files are
used. It calls the Data Entry Subroutine

structured flow diagram on the far left

side of the work sheet. Figures 3.1 to 3.9

were generated using this procedure.

Figure 4 is the listing of the records of

the TESTDATA file. Each line is equivalent

to one record (75 bytes). The first four

bytes are the "Y" and "N" descriptors.

The next six bytes are reserved for the

price field and the balance (65 bytes) is

allocated for the text of a foreshortened

Real Estate listing.

Figure 5 is an example of a typical prompt

and answer session. This printed output

160

from the computer can now be reviewed

and checked for accuracy of selection.

Remember that the price should be less

than or equal to 1 10% of the price selected.

The test program has served its purpose.

We have written it in structured form and

it has shown that the basic sort/search

algorithm is practical and predictable. With

expansion of the number of descriptors

and parameters and the addition of input

error testing and implementing of a suitable

output format a finished Real Estate listings

program would result. D
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How To Save On Software And Hardware Without Really Trying

Call Micro Post TOLL FREEH!
Now— Buying The Most Popular Apple Computer Software And Hardware

Products Is As Close As Your Telephone . . . EASY, CONVENIENT, And FREE! — Call Us.

Games

SIRIUS

Bandits

Fly Wars
Lemmings
Cyclod

Beer Run

$29 70
$2545
$2545
$25 45

$25 45

Borg $23.45

Dark Forest $25 45

Epoch $29 70

Foosball $25 45

Gamma Goblins $25 45

Gorgon $33 95

Hadron $29 70

Jellyfish $25 45

Kabul Spy $25 45

Minotaur $25 45

Orbitron $25 45

Outpost $23.45

Snake Byte $25 45

Sneakers $25 45

Space Eggs $25 45

Twerps $25 45

BR0DERBUND
Apple Panic $25 45

Davids Midnight Magic $29 70

Galactic Empire $2120
Galactic Revolution $2120
Galactic Trader $2120
Galaxy Wars $2120
Red Alert $25 45

Space Quarks $23.45

ON-LINE SYSTEMS
Cranston Manor
Crossfire

Hi-Res Cribbage
Hi-Res Football

Hi-Res Soccer
Jawbreaker
Marauder
Missile Defense
Mouskattack
Mystery House
Pegasus II

Sabotage
Threshold

The Wizard and the Princess

BUDGECO
Raster Blaster

$29 70

$2545
$21 20
$33 95
$25 45
$25 45
$29 70
$25 45
$31.95
$21 20
$25 45
$21 20
$33 95
$28 00

$25 45

MUSE
ABM $21 20

Castle Wolfenstein $25 45

Robotwar $33 95

DAKIN5
Dragon Fire $50 95

Kaves of Karkham $42 45

Rings of Saturn $33 95

Alkemstone $33 95

Neutrons $25 45

Apple is a trademark ot Apple computer Alan is a

trademark oi Alan Inc IBM is a trademark ot international

Business Machines TRS 80 is a trademark ot the Tandy

Corporation

Prices Subject To Change

New Products!!!

The JOYPORT is an input device for the

Apple computer by Sinus Software. Inc It

allows selection of two Apple compatible

paddles or two Atari-type joysticks without

opening the Apple case A complimentary

copy of Foosball is included.

Now available from VISUAL PRODUCTION
SYSTEMS a system to create color slides

in minutes for less than $3,500 This total

package for an existing 48K Apple com
puter with two disk drives and a graphics

tablet includes software and a reproduction

module (motor-driven camera included!)

Write to us for additional information and
brochure

VISICORP
VistCalc

VisiDex

VisiFile

VistPlot

VisiTerm

VisiTrend/VisiPlot

DeskTop/Planll

$200 00
$200 00
$200 00
$160 00
$ 80 00
$240 00
$200 00

Utilities

DISK SPECIAL 5.25 single side, single

density soft sector in quantities of 10 —
$2.50 each

ON-LINE SYSTEMS
Expediter II $84 95
Lisa 2 5 $67 95
Lisa Educational Pak $101 95
MMSIl $42 45
Speed/ASM $33 95

SIRIUS
Audex $25 45

E-Z Draw $42 45

Pascal Graphics Editor (PGE) $84 95

Business Hardware

HOWARD SOFTWARE
Creative Financing

Real Estate Analyzer

Tax Preparer

ARTSCI
Magic Window
Basic Mailer

Magic Spell

STONEWARE
D B Master

$127 50
$127 50
$127 50

$84 95
$59 45
$59 45

$19545

T G PRODUCTS
T G Joystick $50 00
T G Paddles $33 00

ATARI
Atari Joysticks $ 8 40

THE KEYBOARD COMPANY
Joystick II $42 45

Hand Controllers $25 45

SIRIUS
The JOYPORT $63 00

To Order Call 24 Hours A Day Toll Free

Outside California: 800-227-1617 Ask For Ext. "637"

Inside California: 800-772-3545 Ask For Ext. "637"

Write for information concerning our Atari, IBM, and TRS-80 product lines

r ORDER/REQUEST FORM CO

Name-

Address .

City

Phone I_

State

.

Zip.

Product Qty Cost

Sub Total

CA Residents Add 6V*% Tax

Shipping/Handling $2 00

TOTAL

PAYMENT

Personal Check

D Cashiers Check/Money Order

Visa ] Mastercard

Card #

Exp Date

Signature .

D Add my name to your mailing list

NOTE Cashier s Check or Money Order will

greatly expedite your order Please add a

$10 00 handling charge lor foreign orders

MAIL TO: MICRO POST • RO_BOX_1989j_ORjNDA, CAj 94563__
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Pr omptine
This module

Needlesort, continued...
580 REM ••• UPDATE MODULE «••
*?? *E" The UPDATE module Provides » f»cilit,
*«0 REM t0 ch4n„ reCord5 „ f i)t .
6
i° ^" i* used to auide the user.

620 REM c*lls DATA ENTRY subroutine.
630 REM
640 0PEN»0,D»\READ #0,N
650 !\INPUT"IDt> fir THE RECORD TO BE UPDATED " , J\ '

660 IF J>N THEN "THERE ARE " ,N-1 , "ENTRIES ON FILE." ELSE 680
670 GOTO 780
680 READ tO%J*Sl+3,A«
690 'A*..

J

700 INPUT "UPDATE THIS RECORD" "
. C»

710 IF C»="N" THEN 780
720 GOSUB 2230
730 !\'"THIS IS THE UPDATED ENTRY. "\>
740 'A».J
750 INPUT "IS THIS CORRECT? ",C»
760 IF C««"N" THEN 720
770 WRITE#0V.J»S1+5.A»,N0ENDMARK
780 INPUT "TRY ANOTHER"* ".C»
790 IF C» -"Y" THEN 650
800 CLOSE «0 TESTSRCH"
810 RETURN RE «280 MAIN PROGRAM
820 REM END UPDATE MODULE
830 REM

Figure.3.3. Update Module.

Blank Cassettes
The quality o( cassette tape used to

save and load programs is an important
factor in getting the programs to run.
Tape quality tor computers is measured
differently from quality for audio tape.
The tape must be capable of sending to
the computer the electronic signals of
the program without transmitting extra-

neous noises that could interfere with the
ability of the computer to load the tape.
Our blank cassettes are tested and

recommended for computer use. C-10
cassette, 5 min per side, blank label on
each side in a Norelco hard plastic box
10010) $1.25 each

Head Cleaner
After hours of use. the read write head in

a cassette recorder will pick up minute
particles of tape oxide This dirt will hardly
be noticable in dictation or music But it is

very noticable in computer use One dropped
bit in 16.000. and the program won t load
Help keep your recorder in top shape

with our non-abrasive head cleaner It consists
of 18 inches of stiff cleansing fabric in a
standard cassette sheii One 10-second pass
every 40 hours of use will keep your heads
as good as new [0011] $2 00 Send pay-
ment plus $1 00 Shipping per order to:

One Park Ave., Rm. 458, Dept. C062D
New York, NY 10016

OPEN FILE & READ LAST I D *
GET UPDATE I.Dt
TEST IT. IF TOO BIG-PRINT
AND GOTO 780 (GET ANOTHER)

IF NOT TOO BIG-READ A RECORD
PRINT IT

CHECK TO SEE IF RIGHT ONE
IF NOT. GO GET ANOTHER

GO SUB DATA ENTRY
PRINT HEADER
PRINT RECORD
ASK IF CORRECT
IF NOT. THEN REDO
IF OK. WRITE IT INTO FILE

WANT ANOTHER?
IF YES. LOOP BACK
IF NOT. CLOSE FILE

RETURN
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Why do unnecessary surgery
on your Apple?

Sooner or later, you're going to need a 16K
memory-expansion for your Apple. When you

do, we suggest you buy it on the card that doesn't
require poking about on the motherboard— nor
removing a RAM chip, installing a strap, etc.

T'he Ramex 16™RAM Board just plugs in. It's

simple, reliable, and does its own memory
refresh, with no additional connections.

Run Pascal, Fortran, FP, INT and
other alternate languages, 56K

CPM with a Z80 Softcard, increase

usable memory for Visicalc by 16K.

The possibilities are endless. Do
it with the finest, closed-track

engraved, epoxy sealed, 16K

..<<**.

*e H tf CJm DH. MUnlc r> • inml .radnmrTnl

"MAk n0»irr|kim4ira<lnnir<io(zil«!tor
Sfltard b K0MH4 mdrmaitt <rf Miaow*

board available— the Ramex 16. And do
it without unnecessary surgery on your Apple.

In spite of its quality, the Ramex 16 costs less

than most other expansion boards— just

$139 95. And it comes with a oneyear limited

warranty, instead of the usual 90 days.

et the Ramex 16 from your local dealer,

or order direct. Visa and Mastercard
holders call toll-free, 1-800-835-2246.

CWVEGA AWCROWAREJNC
222 SO. RIVERSIDE PLAZA

CHICAGO. IL 60606
312-648-4844

"^ Look, ma,
no straps!

AND
Why you need The Manager.

If you've invested money in one or more
Apple memory-expansion cards, The Manager

will make them work for you.

The Manager will set up a complete turnkey
memory management system for you, using

either one or two 16K cards (including your old
firmware card— no need to sell it for a song)

.

T'he Manager's first utility, HIDOS™ will hand
you back 10.5K of your Apple's memory

space by loading DOS onto a RAM card at boot.

HIDOS will automatically load an alternate

language onto an available 16K card. And it will

amend a copy of your System Master so that

the utilities (FID, RENUMBER, etc.) make
full use of the extra available memory.

Tne Manager's second utility

SOUDOS™willturna
16Kcard into a 45-sector

disk-drive emulator that gives you instantaneous
access to a large "disk" file for incredibly fast

sorts, searches and calculations.

In short, The Manager makes using memory-
expansion cards for your Apple into a simple,

no-hassle pleasure. Available at your local dealer
or direct for an introductory price of just $34.95.

If you have not yet invested in a 16K card, but

are thinking about it, may we suggest the

Ramex 16.™ Even though the Ramex 16 is top
quality, its low price ($13995) will save you
more than enough to get The Manager, too!

Mastercard and Visa holders order toll-free,

1-800-835-2246.

CVNAEGA AMCROWARE,INC
222 SO RIVERSIDE PLAZA

CHICAGO. IL 60606
312-648-4844
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Needlesort, continued
EXAMINE MODULE •»•

The EXAMINE MODULE allows the user to print

on the terminal a record selected bv the ID».

No chan»in9 of the records can be accomplished
By selecting this module.

340 REM
830 REM
860 REM
870 REM
880 REM
890 REM
900 OPEN #O.D»\READ »0.N
910 INPUT "EXAMINE WHICH RECORD^IID #) ".J

920 IF J>N-1 THEN 960
930 READ »0V.J»S1+3.A»
940 !\'\!A».J
930 GOTO 970
960 '"THERE ARE".N-1." RECORDS IN FILE."
970 'WWNPUT "EXAMINE ANOTHER RECORD"* (Y/N) ".C»

980 IF C»(1.1)="Y" THEN 910
990 CLOSE «0
1000 RETURN
1010 REM END EXAMINE MODULE
1020 REM
1030 REM

Figure.1.4. Examine Module.

TESTSRCH
RE « 290 MAIN PROGRAM

(ELSE

r^^

^IHll-S©*

930

940

950

GOTO

"This machine is guaranteed for ten thousand

operations or until it malfunctions, whichewr comes

first.
"

THEN

OPEN FILE. READ LAST ID«

PROMPT FOR WHICH RECORD
TEST IF TOO BIG
IF NOT. READ A RECORD

PRINT IT

GOTO SEE IF ANOTHER
PRINT- TOO BIG MSG
PROMPT FOR ANOTHER RECORD
TEST ANSWER. IF YES. LOOP BACK
IF NO. CLOSE FILE
RETURN

(ELSE)

1000

The Graphics Family.
the most versatile, easiest-to-use

graphics available for your Apple II.

The A2-3D1 3D2 with A2-GE1 Graphics Editor package lets you

put simultaneous multiple images on your screen where you

want, in the size you want, in your choice ot orientation, complete

with upper and lower case text. Because the most important part

of your computer system is you. $1 1 9.85

©mLqUOGIC
Communications Corp
713 Edgebrook Drive

Champaign, IL 61820 —
^ ,, L

(217)359-8482
L JA_

T OilCQQC
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GetOmni quality

for as little as $1-99. .

.

even if all you
want is a

10 pack,

Call toll-free for great savings on Omni's

complete line of 514" premium disks. Each is

certified error-free at a minimum of twice

the error threshold of your system. Each is

rated for more than 12 million passes without

disk-related errors or significant wear.

And each is precision fabricated to exceed

all ANSI specifications with such standard

features as reinforced hub rings and Tyvec

sleeves. Get same day shipment and an

unconditional, no hassle money-back guarantee.

ARCHIVE
2} AlvaraJo Ave,Worcester, MA 01604

(800) 343-0314; In Mass:

(617) 756-2960

Call toll free

(800) 343-0314

In Mass: (617) 756-2960
Call if you're not sure which disk is compatible with your

system. Call for prices on % tpi and special formats. We offer an

unconditional money-back warranty. We're here to help.

Be sure to indicate system name and model # at right.

f of Price Per

10 Packs 5'/4" Disks 10 Pack

% V^T**>irmle side/single density

Single side/double density

Double side/double density

Hip/Floppy reversible

Double side/double density

Protective plastic library case

(in lieu of soft storage box)

Shipping and handling

5% sales tax (Mass. only)

$19.90

$23.90

$39.90

$39.90

Total

Price

Check

cod
JoMastcr Card

'visa

Card

/OZ6 CV& ttSf*?

, T220 IQ<& tip *!!*' <X--*3

System and model I

Name

$ 2.99 J

$ 1.50

Address

$

Total $81.10 Tci.
36l-^?2
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Make Your Dreams
Come True With
Computer Shopper
Now you can expand your system or

get a new one at prices you had never
dreamed possible by taking advantage
of the thousands ot bargains each
month in COMPUTER SHOPPER.
COMPUTER SHOPPER is THE

publication for buying, selling and
trading new and used micro and mini-
computer equipment, accessories and
software.
• Buy, Sell or Trade

• Over 60 Big (11" x 14") pages
• Over 20,000 readers nationwide
• Classified ad only 12c a word
• Hundreds of ads from individuals
• Money back guarantee

New subscribers are entitled to a FREE
50 word classified ad to use for soft-

ware or used equipment plus a FREE
ISSUE all for the low subscription price
of ONLY $10.00.

SAVE OVER 50% OFF the single copy
price of $1.50, Add it up:

12 issues <a $1.50 $18.00
One free issue $1.50
Free 50 word classified ad$5.00

TOTAL VALUE $24.50

NOW ONLY $10.00. You save $14.50.

MasterCard or VISA subscription orders only
Call toll FREE i-800-327-9920

camnuTBR shoppbr
P.O. Box H4 • Titusville. FL 32780

305-269-3211

Yes. I want to save money with Computer
Shopper if 1 m not 100% satisfied with my
first issue my money will be refunded in full

and I get to keep the first issue FREE
1 yr (3rd class) $10 00

I am a new subscriber • send me a
certificate for a free classified ad

ALHIHIV..

_»—______ _0FFER EXPIRES 8 31'8?
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Needlesort, continued.

Figure 3.5. List Module.

TESTSRCH
RE f 300 MAIN PROGRAM

1100

1110

1120

1130

THEN ><VSw ELSE

\S
P=1 P=0

TTHENA ELSE

TOP-OF
FORM

~ -1

*T*
1160

< s

1170

1180

1190

1200

1210

1220

OPEN FILE READ LAST ID »
INIT P
PRINT HEADING
PROMPT FOR PRINTER
TEST FOR IT

IF IT IS. PRINT TOP OF FORM MSG
PROMT FOR ENTRY *

SET FOR LOOP (Jl

READ A RECORD
PRINT IT

INCREMENT CNTR 4 LOOP
AFTER LOOP (Jl CLOSE FILE
RETURN

T
1040
1030
1060
1070
1 090
1090
I 1 00
1110
1 1 20
1130
1140
1150
1 1 60
1 1 70

*»* LIST RECORD(S) MODULE »»•
This module print* the records contained in
the named file on either the terminal or
printer. The besinnin* of this printing is
selectable bi ID*.

>C«

REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
OPEN «O.D*\READ #0.N
P=0
! TAB! 20). "THIS MODULE PRINTS THE FILE"\'
INPUT 'PRINTER ON FOR THIS LIST ING?< Y/N>
IF C»""V" THEN P=l ELSE
IF P=l THEN '"SET TOP -OF -FORM"V
INPUT "START WITH ENTRY NUMBER ",L\'

_ TO N-l
READ »OXJ»Sl+3. A»
' »P A*.

J

IE<T J
CLOSE #0
K R I URN

END LIST RECORDIS) MODULE
REM
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Figure 3.6. Delete Module.

TESTSRCH
RE 310 MAIN PROGRAM

OPEN FILE & READ LAST I D *

PROMPT- DELETION I D f>
IF TOO BIG. PRINT MSG
GOTO CLOSE OUT
IF NOT SET J TO ID »
READ A RECORD (0 ID#I
PRINT IT

PROMPT DELETE?
IF YES. GOSUB-TO DELETE
PROMPT ANOTHER
TEST FOR ANSWER (Yes To 1330)
IF NOT CLOSE FILE
RETURN

PROMPT- PRESS TO RETURN ETC

\ READ RECORD
\ SET A FOR LOOP
READ ANOTHER RECORD

J WRITE IT IN PLACE OF
< SWAP STRINGS
] GO BACK TO BEGINNING OF FOR LOOP
/ DECREMENT LAST I D •

/ N=0 IF ALL DELETED
/ WRITE-CURRENT LAST I D »
/ RETURN

1250
1260
1270
1280
12*0
1 300
1 >: 1

1330
1340
1350
1360
1370
1 3:50

1390
1400
1410
1420
1430
1440
1450
1460
1470
1480
1490
1500
1510
1520
1530
1540
1550
1560
1570
1580
1590
1600

INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITY
EXCLUSIVE FRANCHISE IN
AMERICAS MOST PROFITABLE
AND DYNAMIC INDUSTRY IS

BEING OFFERED FOR THE
FIRST TIME IN THIS AREA.
INTERNATIONAL COMPANY
WILL PLACE QUALIFIED
INDIVIDUAL IN TURN KEY-
BUSINESS, TRAIN KEY PEOPLE.
PROVIDE INVENTORY.
FINANCE YOUR CUSTOMERS.
AND PAY YOU THOUSANDS OF
DOLLARS "UP FRONT" ON
ORDERS WHERE YOUR
CUSTOMERS PAY ONLY ON
FUTURE ENERGY SAVINGS.
EXISTING CUSTOMERS OF OUR
FRANCHISEES READS LIKE
"WHO'S WHO" OF FORTUNE
500.

IF YOU QUALIFY. YOU WILL BE
FLOWN TO LOS ANGELES FOR
A TOUR OF INSTALLATIONS
AND PERSONAL INTERVIEW.
MINIMUM INVESTMENT OF
$40,000 TO $100,000. CALL
PRESIDENT AT 1-800-323-6556.
EXT. R-137 OR WRITE: FEDERAL
ENERGY SYSTEMS INC.. SUITE
200, 336 N. FOOTHILL RD..

BEVERLY HILLS. CALIFORNIA
90210.

CIRCLE 163 ON READER SERVICE CARD

»»• DELETE MODULE •»•
This module deletes * selected record and
then moves the balance of the records to
to fill the deleted record.
All ID#'s from the deleted record to the end
are chan9ed.Cal 1 s a "Deletin* Subroutine".

•,D\'
THERE ARE ENTRIES THIS FILE" ELSE 1360

REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
OPEN *O.D*\READ »0,N
INPUT "DELETE WHICH RECORD?
IF D>N THEN '"NO SUCH ENTRY. THERE ARE ",N.

GOTO 1430
J-D
READ #07.D»S1+5.A»
'A«
INPUT "DELETE THIS ENTRY"* (Y/N) ",C«
IF C»="Y" THEN GOSUB 1450
INPUT "DELETE ANOTHER^ (Y/N) ",C»
IF C»="Y" THEN 1330
CLOSE #0
RETURN
INPUT "PRESS RETURN TO DELETE "

. C»\REM ••DELETING SUBROUTINE"
READ #OX(N-l )»S1+5,E1*
FOR J»N-2 TO D STEP -1

READ «0V.J*S1+S.E*
WR I TE »(.>/.J»S 1 *5 . E 1 » , NOENDMARK
E1«=E»
NEXT
N=N-1
IF N<0 THEN N-0
WR I TE#07.0 , N NOENDMARK
RETURNSREM »*END DELETING SUBROUTINE"
REM
REM
REM END DELETE MODULE
REM
REM
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eedlesort, continue

Figure 3.7. Sort/Search Module.

TESTSRCH
RE 320 MAIN PROGRAM

'All

1870

4*

NOTE
Y1$ THRU Y5» WILL CONTAIN
A <YORN> OR A BLANK
Y5$ WILL CONTAIN 6 OR LESS
NUMBERS OR BLANK
WILL PRINT IF MATCH IS MADE
iTHEPRICE^ <t 10% OF CHOICE

OPEN FILE i. READ LAST I D «

PRINT A PROMPT
FORM COMPARE STRING

PRINT COMPARISON STRING
SET UP I LOOP TO READ ALL RECORD
READ A RECORD
K1J 1ST 10 CHARACTERS OF At
SET J LOOP
IMPLEMENT DON T CARE
END J LOOP

COMPARE

NOTE (PRCE < 1 10% SEL PRICE.) PRINT
(END OF I LOOP)
CLOSE FILE
RETURN

Super
Paddle

Are the paddle controllers on your Apple
wearing out? Or did you get a new Apple
without paddles7

We ve got good news for you! Super
Paddles. Each paddle control consists of a
high-precision linear potentiometer and a
big (1/2' D) industrial-quality pushbutton
mounted in a sturdy high-impact molded
plastic case which matches the Apple Each
of the two paddles is connected with a
long 5 foot cable to the Apple paddle
socket.
Every component in a set of Super Paddles

is the very finest quality available The set is

backed by a 90-day limited warranty from
the manufacturer as well as Peripherals Plus
moneyback guarantee of satisfaction.

To order, send $39.95 plus $2 00 postage
and handling to Creative Computing, Dept.

C0526, One Park Avenue, Room 458. New
York, NY. 1 001 6. Orders mayalso be charged
to your Visa, MasterCard or American Express
account—by mail include credit card name,
number and expiration data, or if you prefer,

use our 24 hour toll-free number, 800-631-
81 1 2. In NJ only 201-540-0445.

• N J residents add 5% sales tax.

»«• SORT/SEARCH MODULE **»
This module contains the key ingred-
ients of the "Needlesort" system.
It builds * comparison string thru
* series of prompts. Yl» thru Y4»
expects <Y>es or <N>o Answers.
Y5» will accept * 6 di»it or less
number.

1910

J

CLOSE FILE

RETURN

1610 REM
1620 REM
1630 REM
1640 REM
1630 REM
1660 REM
1670 REM
1680 REM
1690 REM
1700 OPEN ttO.D*\READ #0.N
1710 '"ANSWER FOLLOWING PROMPTS WITH (Y/N) OR (SPACE-MEANING DON'T CARE)
1720 'X1»,\INPUT Yl»
1730 'X2»,\ INPUT Y2«
1740 ' X3*.\ INPUT Y3»
1750 !X4», \ INPUT Y4»
1760 'X5*.\INPUT"6 NO.S OR LESS OR SPACE "

. Y5*
1770 IF Y5»(l,l>»" " THEN Y5»* B*
1780 K»=Y1»+Y2»*Y3*+Y4«+Y5»+B»
1790 '"COMPARISON STRING K«= ")*
1800 TOR 1*0 TO N-l
IS 10 READ #0V.I»S1*5.A«
1820 K1»=A«< 1, 10)
1830 FOR J=l TO 4
1840 IF K»(J,J)*" '• THEN KIKJiJIa" "

1850 NEXT J
I860 IF K*(5,5)^" "THEN K1*(5.10)=B»
1870 IF M»(5. 10>=B»<5. 10) THEN 1890
1880 IF VAL(I"1»<5, 10>><*VAL(K»<5, 10)>*1. I THEN Kl»(5. 10)=K»(5. 101

IF I 1»=K» THEN 'A*,

I

1900 NEXT I

1910 CLOSEtO
RETURN

END SORT/SEARCH MODULE
1940 REM
1950 REM
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Why would anyone spend $59.95 for a joystick?

Super Joystick

Star Wars. Played with paddles, it s difficult

at best and frustrating at worst. But with a

joystick, it becomes an entirely new exper-

ience. It s still challenging. Itsalsofun. And

very addictive.

Have you ever used a drawing program

in which one paddle controls the horizontal

movement of the brush and the other

paddle the vertical? It's slow, tedious work.

But with a joystick, drawing is an absolute

joy.

Exceptional Precision

The Apple high-resolution screen is divided

into a matrix of 160 by 280 pixels. To do

precise work on this screen, you need a

precise device Most potentiometers used

in paddle controls are not quite linear. If

you rotate a paddle control at a constant

speed, you II notice that the cursor speeds

up slightly at the beginning and end of the

paddle rotation.

The Super Joystick has a pure resistive

circuit which is absolutely linear within one

tenth of one percent. In other words, it would

give you precise control over an image of

1000 by 1000 pixels, were such resolution

available. Thus it is suitable for high precision

professional applications as well as educa-

tional and hobbyist ones.

Matched to your application

The Super Joystick also has two external

trim adjustments, one for each direction

This allows you to perfectly match the unit

to your application and computer. Say you

want to work in a square area instead of the

rectangular screen. Just reduce the horizontal

size with the trim control.

How many times have you played Space

Invasion and had your thumb ache for hours

from the repeated button pressing? This

won t happen with the Super Joystick. Its

two pushbuttons are big. Moreover, they

use massive contact surfaces with a life of

well over 1 .000.000 contacts. A few games

of Super Invasion using these big buttons

will justify the purchase of the Super

Joystick.

The Super Joystick is self-centering in

both directions. That means when you take

your hand off it. the control will return to the

center. However, if you want it to stay where

you leave it. self-centering may be easily

disabled by removing two springs.

The Super Joystick plugs right into the

paddle control socket and doesn t require

an I/O slot.

Super
Joystick

High-quality construction

The sturdy case of the Super Joystick

matches that of the Apple computer. Every

component used is the very highest quality

available The Super Joystick even uses a

full 1 6-conductor ribbon cable and you can

add a second joystick (using our Select-A-

Port extension unit for example) if you wish.

The first Super Joystick replaces Paddles

and 1 You may not realize it. but the Apple

has the capacity to support four paddle

controls. A second Super Joystick would

replace Paddles 2 and 3.

Peripherals Plus Extension Unlts^
Improve Your Apple II

EZ Port

We invite your comparison of the Super

Joystick with any other unit available. Order

it and use it for 30 days. If you re not

completely satisfied, return it for a prompt

and courteous refund plus your return

postage. You can't lose

By removing two springs, self-centering

can be defeated.

The Super Joystick consists of a self-

centering linear joystick, two trim controls,

and two pushbuttons mounted in an attractive

case. It comes complete with schematics

and a 90-day limited warranty. Cost is

$59.95.

Order Today

Send $59 95* plus $2 00 postage and

handling to Creative Computing. Dept.

C0525, One Park Avenue, New York, NY.
1 00 1 6. Orders may also be charged to your

Visa, MasterCard or American Express

account—by mail include credit card name,

number and expiration date, or if you prefer,

use our 24 hour toll-free number, 800-631-

81 12. In NJ only 201-540-0445.

Experience the joys of using the world s

finest joystick. Order your Super Joystick

at no obligation today.

*NJ residents add 5% sales tax.

Peripherals E!"S

E Z Port extends the game I/O port to the

outside of your Apple II so that you don t

have to open the computer when switching

from paddles to joystick, VersaWriter. etc.

E Z Port goes beyond just extending the

I/O. We utilize ZIP(Zero Insertion Pressure)

sockets With ZIP sockets, you plug in a 1

6

pin DIP plug and throw a small switch which

engages the connections within the socket.

No stress is exerted on the 1 6 pin connector

until the switch is thrown.

Ordinary DIPsocketsare not designed to

be used over and over-eventually they

won t make contact. Also repeatedly stressing

a 16 pin connector will cause pins to snap

off. So. E Z Port will not only outlast other

I/O extenders, your paddles. VersaWriter

and joysticks will last longer too!

Installation is easy: Plug E Z Port s cable

into the game I/O, run the 24 cable to the

outside of the computer, then peel the

protective paper from the special adhesive

strip and attach E Z Port to the side of your

Apple II Now making I/O changes will be

quick, easy and safe!

Only $24.95. Ordering information

below.

Select A Port
Like the EZ Port, the Select A Port extends

the game I/O port to the outside of your

Apple II However, the Select A Port also

allows you to permanently plug in up to four

peripherals simultaneously. It consists of

five switchable I/O ports The first socket

directly parallels the game socket in the

Apple. It can be utilized for sensitive devices

for which diode isolation would interfere.

(There is a switch provided for future ex-

pansion and this socket will override the

other four). It is mounted in a 6 x 2 3/4 x

1/2 sturdy high impact plastic case. You
simply switch on the peripheral to be used

(joysticks, paddles. VersaWriter, etc ) and

you are ready— no plugging or unplugging

of delicate 16 pin connectors. You save

wear and tear on your peripherals, your

Apple II. and your nerves.

Dual Joysticks

With the Select A Port you can also use

two joysticks simultaneously. The Apple II

has the capability to read more than just

two game controllers (paddles) The second

I/O port on the Select A Port is cross wired

so that it can be reversed and will read

Paddles 2 and 3 Just plug another joystick

into any of the remaining three ports and

enjoy dual joystick operation. Dual joysticks

and no more hassles with connectors Only

$59.95.
Send payment* indicated plus $2.00 per

order postage and handling to Creative

Computing. Department C062M. One Park

Avenue. Room 458, New York. NY. 1 001

6

Orders may also be charged to your Visa.

MasterCard or American Express account-

by mail include credit card name, number
and expiration date, or if you prefer, use

our 24-hour toll free number, 800-631-81 1 2.

In NJ. only 201-540-0445.

Peripherals Plus
*NJ residents add 5% sales tax.



Needlesort. continued.

Figure 3.8 Print Menu Module.

TESTSRCH
RE*2«0 MAIN PROGRAM

i

2080

J

NOTE N- BASIC ALLOWS
SUBSTITUTION OF < '

FOR PRINT
PRINT A MENU

RETURN

1960
1970
1980
1990
2000
2010
2020
2030
2040
2030
2060
2070
2080
2090
2100
2110
2120

REM
REM

••• PRINT MENU MODULE »••

**» MENU »«

"SELECT BY NUMBER"\'
"1. ENTER NEW DATA"

UPDATE A RECORD"
EXAMINE A RECORD"
LIST THE RECORDS"
DELETE A RECORD"
SORT"
ESCAPE FROM PROGRAM"

"2.
"3.
"4.
"5.
"6.
"7.

RETURN
REM
REM
REM
REM

END PRINT MENU MODULE

Figure .?. '). Data Entry Module.

TESTSRCH
RE NEW DATA S UPDATE MODULES

2410

PROVIDE INPUT DATA
AND CORRECTION FACILITY
FOR ASSIGNED FIELDS

ITHE ABOVE FORMAT
IS REPEATED
UNTIL LINE 2400)

CONCATENATE ALL INTO AS
PRINT IT

PROVIDE A TEST
AND IF REQUIRED LOOP BACK
RETURN

2440 RETURN

2130
2140
2150
2160
2170
2180
2190
2200
2210
2220

2240
2250
2260
2270
2280
22«0
2300
2310
2 320

2340

2360

2330

2400
2410
2420
24 30
2440

170

REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
'XI*.

\

IF Yl*
X2».\
IF Y2»
IF Y2»
'X V*,\
IF Y3»
IF Y3»
'X4»,

\

IF V4»
IF Y4»
•X5«,

\

IF Y5»
IF Y5»
I NPUT
IF Z*(
IF 2t(
A»=Y1»
'A». J
INPUT
IF C»«
RETURN
REM

»• DATA ENTRY SUBROUTINE «•«

Thi* module enters the data. Provision
is made to chan*» the data of the last
previous field b> entering a < " >
character. During an UPDATE the enter-
in* of a space character will keep
whatever data that is presently in
that field. This Subroutine is called
br- NEW DATA and UPDATE modules.

INPUT "<y/n:>-> ".Yl*
=" " THEN Yl*=A*(l,l)\REM A SPACE KEEPS FORMER DATA
INPUT "<Y/N>? ",Y2*

THEN Y2*=A*<2.2>
THEN 2230\REM A <"> RETURNS TO PREVIOUS LINE

INPUT "<Y/M>? ".Y3»
THEN Y3»=A»< 3,3)» " THEN 2250

INPUT "<Y/N>? ",Y4»
THEN Y4»=A»<4.4>
THEN 2230

INPUT "UP TO 6 NO.S "
. Y5«\ Y5*=Y5»*B»

(1.1)-" " THEN Y5»-A*<3,10)* " THEN 2310
"LISTING TEXT: ••

, Z»\Z*=Z**B»
1.1 )" " THEN Z»=A«(11.75)
I. 1 )=" THEN 2340
+ Y2« +Y3»«-Y4»+Y5»+Z$*B*

IS THIS RECORD 01 ? (Y/N)'
N" THEN 2230

.C»

END DATA ENTRY SUBROUTINE
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Twelvehours
to findthe murderer.
One false move, and

he kills again.
You are about to investigate one of the dead-
liest plots in the annals of crime. A locked
door. A dead man. And 12 hours to solve the
murder. That's where you begin. Ahead of you,
a treacherous web of motives and suspicion. And
only by bringing your utmost skills of logic and in-

tuition into play can you successfully solve the case.

Working from a complete dossier on the crime an
the myriad clues along the trail, you'll find yourself be
coming totally immersed in the investigation. Every
scrap of evidence, every lead, every turn of events is far

DEADLINE to be considered a
activeness is so highly advanced
characters actually possess in-

In fact, they're so free of

wrong move,/
.
one

adventure
lenge is

investi-

too realistic for

game" or "fantasy" And its degree of inter-

that, for the first time in the genre, the
dependent, flesh-and-blood personalities,

your control that should you make the
of them may do you in. Your next great

under ground nor out in space. The real chal-

here. Just try and beat DEADLINE. You'll find the case awaiting
gation at fine computer stores everywhere.

/

<$7 is neither

UEADLINE-First of the INTERLOGIC™ Mystery Series
from Infocom, makers of ZORK™ I and ZORK II.

Now available for Apple* II, ATARI* 400/800, IBM
Personal Computer, NEC PC-8000, CP/M* and PDP™-II.

inFocom
55 Wheeler St., Cambridge, MA 02138

Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer. Inc. ATARI is a registered trade
mark of Atari. Im. CP/M tea Kgfaterad trademark of Digital Research. Inc. PDPisa
trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation.

J
Open the case with $2

front money from Infocom.
To get your $2 DEADLINE rebate by mail, just send Infocom this coupon with your
completed warranty card and sales slip from DEADLINE in their original form. No
reproductions will be accepted. Limit \ rebate per household, address or organiza-
tion. Offer good only in I'.S. A. Void where prohibited, taxed or otherwise restricted.
Rebate request must be postmarked before midnight 7/31/82. Infocom is not respon
sible for lost, late or misdirected mail. Allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery
Infocom. 55 Wheeler St., Cambridge. MA 02138
OFFER EXPIRES JULY 31. 1982 Al
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bay 100% turfac*
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iCM<

CIRCLE 217 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Needlesort, continued.

"Attention Computer Owners"
If you own a mini or micro. ..you could be on

your way to fantastic riches. Put your computer
to a new use by monitoring these investments.

Set up your own office in your home. ..never
work for the other guy again. It is the most
ingenious method ever devised. Make six digits

annually.
First time offered. Complete packaRe-$4S.OO.

We pay postage & handlings. Send check or

M.O. to: C.B.A.S.
P.O. Box lfi.1

Ontario. OH 44862

CIRCLE 1 20 ON READER SERVICE CARD

TRS-80^
COLOR GAME
LIMITED OFFER!

Wf LI SEND YOU OUR BONUS GAM* OF THf MOMTH

; WHEN YOU BUY ANY 2 GAMES
WKi!iS«.HI-RESOLUTION GAMES"

^ GATOR ZONE
THC FIRST ANTI-PtlcmcOMruTCRGAMf %<f% Af*
WMIRf YOU LI FIGHT OR LOW YOUR SHIRT* IK Hj

\ ^ STARBASE -JTAM^^

KQSWC KAtttKAZE 18.95

GALLOPING GAMBLERS
illustrated memory banks
P.O.BOX 289
WILLIAMSTOWN. MA. 01267-0288

TEL.413-663-9648

Mmioi CM
wnI VISA mcvthmI

CERTIFICDCHCCRS OR MOMfv OROtRS ONLY

PMONf OROIRt CAll MON FRI • % CST

CIRCLE 172 ON READER SERVICE CARD

psychology tolau CASSETTES
PSYCHOLOGY TODAY offers a free catalog which
includes a complete up to data listing ol cassettes

available. These tapes feature leading authorities

who share their ideas and findings on a wide range
of important topics in all areas of the behavioral and
social sciences.
To obtain the Psychology Today Cassette catalog.
FREE-OF CHARGE, wnto to CASSETTE CATALOG.

i

P.O. Boi 278. Pratt Station. Brooklyn. NY 11205 J

Figure. 4. File Test Data.

YYYY15000011071 ELM ST LYN. 3 BDRM, POOL. 2CAR GAR.. POOL #1000
YYYN1000008256 LOCUST DOWNEY, 2BDRM, POOL. 2 CAR OAR.. CORNER LOT #1001

YYNY 123000 1534 PALM ST N0RWALK.3 BDRM.2CAR GAR. .CORNER LOT HXCLUS.

YYNN90000 3300 POPLAR AVE. LYN.-2BDRM.2 CAR GAR.. CORNER LOT #1004

YNYY94500 12343 SYCAMORE ST DOWNEY-3 BDRM.POOL.l CAR GAR.. CORNER LOT #1006
YNYN80000 3423 CORNISH ST. LYN. 2 BDRM , POOL . 1 CAR GAR.. CORNER LOT #1010

YNNY^OOOO 4040 CANDIST AVE C0MP.-3 BDRM. CAR PORT, CORNER LOT #1011
YNNN76000 2325 MULLER ST-BELL-2 BDRM. 1 CAR GAR., CORNER LOT #1090
NYYY86000 1234 HARKER LYN-3 BDRM. POOL. 2CAR GAR., #2013
NYYN73000 4345 MIRIAM LANE-LYN-2 BDRM. POOL. 2 CAR GAR.. #1063
NYNV68300 302 LANEY DR DOM. -3 BDRM, 2 CAR OAR., #1067
NYNN43000 4343 GARY C0MP.-1 BDRM, 2 CAR GAR., #2003
NNYY70300 6607 FENWAY ST..C0MP-3 BDRM , POOL , CARPORTS #1121
NNYN 1230002235 BERRY DR. -D0W-4 BDRM, POOL. 3 CAR GAR «XCLUS.
NNNY60000 5534 BRACKEN AVE. -NOR. -3 BDRM, OPEN PKG. #2055
NNNN30000 2245 BEAN AVE-NOR-2 BDRM, CAR PORT- FIXER UPPER #5535
NNNN150O00333 LANEY RD-DOW-5 BDRM, 3 CAR GAR. LANDSCAPED #3303

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
r>

10
u
12
13
14
15
16

Figure 5.

••• TESTSRCH •»»

DATA FILL NAME 'TE^TDATA

»» MENU »»*

SELECT t>v NUMBER

1. ENTER NEW DATA
.:. UPDATE A RECORD
3. EXAMINE A RECORD
4. LIST THE RECORDS
5. DELETE A RECORD
/;

.

SORT
7. ESCAPE FROM PROGRAM

SELECT MODULE 6
ANSWER FALLOWING PROMPTS WITH <Y/N) OR ( SPAuE-HEANING DON T CARE)
CORNER LOT V

2 CAR UAR. -Y
POOL N
3 BDRM ?Y
PRICE 6 NU.S OR LESb OR SPACE 150
COMPARISON STRINu t *= YYNY 150000
YYNY1 25000 l'ji4 PALM ST NORWALK, 3 BDRM.2CAR OAR., CORNER LOT #XCLUS.

»» MENU »•»

SELECT BY NUMBER

1. ENTER NEW DATA
2. UPDATE A RECORD
3. EXAMINE A RECORD
4. LIST THE RECORD:-
5. DELETE A RECuRD
6. SORT
7. ESCAPE FROM PROGRAM

SELEL T MODULE

6
ANSWER FOLLOWING PROMPTS WITH (Y/N) OR t SPACE-MEANING DON'T CARE)
CORNER LOT

>

2 CAR GAR.^>
FOUL
_< BDR"
PRICE 6 NO. 8 OP LESS OR SPACE 50000
COMPARISON i-TKING K »=» 50000
NYNN4SOO0 47.45 GARY COMP.-l BDRM, 2 CAR
NNNN30OO0 Z245 BEAN AVE-NOR-2 BDRM, CAR

C-aR., K1003
PORT- FIXER UPPER #^•535

11

15

*»» MENU »•*

i-ELECT Bv NUMBER

ENTER NEW D>-

UPDATE A RECORD
EXAMINE A RECORD

the RECORDS
DELETE *- RECORD
SOKT
ESCAPE FROM PROGRAM

SELECT MODULE
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SD Systems ExpandoRAM III

256K RAM $879.95
Single User System
SHC 2m. K4K KxpandoRAM II. Versafloppy II. Cf Utt

$1095.00
4 MHz. Z-80A CPU, 64K RAM, serial I/O port,

parallel I/O port, double-density disk controller.

CP M 2.2 disk and manuals, system monitor,

control and diagnostic software.

Add $100.00 for upgrade In ExpandoRAM 111 64

K

(expandable to 2n6Kt

-All board* are assembled and tented-

SBC-200
2 or 4 MHz single board computer

• 8-100 bus compatible • Powerful 4M Hz Z-80A

CPU • Synchronous- asynchronous serial I/O

port with RS-232 interface and software

programmable baud rates up to 9600 baud •

Parallel input and parallel output port • Four

channel counter timer • Four maskable, vectored

interrupt inputs and a non-maskable interrupt •

IK of onboard RAM • Up to 32K of onboard

ROM • System monitor PROM included

The BBCaOOia an excellentCPU board to base a

microcomputer system around. With onboard

RAM. ROM. and I (). the SBC-200 allows you to

build a powerful three-board system that has the

same features found in most five-board

microcomputers The SHC-200 is compatible with

both single-user and multiuser systems.

CPU-3020OA A & T with monitor $299.95

Versafloppy II
5V«" & 8" double density controller

• S-KK) bus compatible • IBM 3740 compatible

soft sectored format • Controls single and double-

sided drives, single or double density, 5'/i" and 8"

drives in any combination of four simultaneously

• Drive select and side select circuitry • Analog
phase-locked loop data seperator • Vectored

interrupt operation optional • Standard CP M2.2

disk operating • Control/diagnostic software

PROM included

The Versafloppy II is faster, more stable and
more tolerant of bit shift and "jitter" than most

controllers. All control and diagnostic software

included.

IOD-1 160A A&T $359.95
For CP M 2.2 and manual set add $99.95

ExpandoRAM III
64K to 256K expandable RAM board

SI) Systems has duplicated the famous

reliability of their KxpandoRAM I and II boards

in the new KxpandoRAM III, a board capable of

containing 2S6K of high speed RAM. Utilizing the

new 64K x 1 dymanic RAM chips, you can

configure a memory of 64K, 128K. 192K. or 256K.

all on one S- 100 board. Memory address decoding

is done by a programmed bipolar ROM so that the

memory map may be dip-switch configured to

work with cither ('( iSMOS/MPMtypc systems or

with OASIS-type systems.

Kxtensive application notes concerning how to

operate the ExpandoRAM HI with Cromemco,
Intersystems, and other popular 4 MHz Z-80

systems are contained in the manual.

MKM-65064A 64K A&T $495.00
MEM-65128A I2HK A & T $639.95
MEM-65192A I92K A&T $769.95
MEM-65256A 256K A&T $879.95

ExpandoRAM II
16K to 64K expandable RAM board

• S- 100 bus compatible • Up to 4MHz operation •

Expandable from 16K to 64K • Uses 16 x 1 41 16

memory chips • Page mode operation allows up to

8 memory boards on the bus • Phantom output

disable • Invisible on-board refresh

The ExpandoRAM II is compatible with most S
100 CPUs. When other SI) System' series II

boards are combined with the ExpandoRAM II,

they create a microcomputer system with

exceptional capabilities and features.

MEM- 16630A I6K A&T $345.00
MEM-32631A 32K A&T $365.00
MEM-48632A 4HK A&T $385.00
MJCM-64633A«4Af^^^^^^^

iB
_$399

;
95

PROM-100
Versatile EPROM Programmer

• S-100 bus compatible • Programs 2708, 27">8,

2716, 2732, 2518 EPROM* • DIPswitch selection

of EPROM type • 2S VDC programming pulse

generated on-boafd • Very fast programming and
verification • Zero insertion force socket •

Programming software included on 8" diskette

MKM-99520K Kit W/software . $189.98
MKM-99520A A & T w software .

.

. $249.88

Multi-User System
8BCSO0. tMK KxpandoRAM III. Vmmflapp) II. MPC-4
COSMOS Haiti I Swr Opmting Sytrm, C BASK II

$1995.00
Two /,mi.\ ( Tl la (4 Mil/). 2.

r>6K RAM. a serial I

ports with independently programmable baud
rates and vectored interrupts, parallel input port,

parallel output port, 8 counter timer channels,

real lime clock, single and double sided single or

double density disk controller for ii'.-i" and 8"

drives, up to HiK of on board ROM, CP/M 2.2

compatible COSMOS interrupt driven multi-user

disk operating system, allows up to 8 users to run

independent jobs concurrently, C BASIC II,

control and diagnostic software in PROM
included.

-All boards are assembled and tested-

MPC-4
Intelligent communications interface

• Four buffered serial I/O ports • Onboard Z-

80A processor • Four CTC channels •

Independently programmable baud rates •

Vectored interrupt capability • Up to 4K of on-

board PROM • Up to 2K of on-board RAM • On
board firmware

This is not just another four-port aerial

I/O board! The onboard processor and firmware

provide sufficient intelligence to allow the MPC-4
to handle time consuming I O tasks, rather than

loading down your CPU. To increase overall

efficiency, each serial channel has an 80 character

input buffer and a 128 character output buffer.

The onboard firmware can be modified to make
the board BDLC or BISYNC compatible. In

combination with SD's COSMOS operating

system (which is included with the MPC-4), this

board makes perfect building block for a multi-

user system.

1OI-1504A A & Twtth COSMOS

I

$408.00

Place Orders Toll Free
Continental U.S. Inside California

800-421-5500 800-262-1710
Fur Technical Inquires or Customer Sen tee call:

213-973-7707

I

Computer Products

4901 W. Rosecrans. Hawthorne, Ca 90250

TKKMK of BALBi Cash, etwefca, cndil cards, or

I'urch.isc Orders from qualified firms and inatilutmn.s

Minimum Order $15. (M). California renidenU add ffl

tax. Minimum fthippinx & handling rharw £1.00,

lYifitit: & avuilibililv rtubicct to chansi'
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Sunnyvale

Printers

I
Computer
Products

Woodland Hills • Hawthorne • San Diego

Accessories for Apple |
Single Board Computer

BETTER THAN EPSON ! - Okidata
Microline 82A 80/ 132 column. 120 CPS. 9 x9 dot
matrix, friction feed, pin feed, adjustable tractor feed
(removable!, handles 4 part forms up to 9.5" wide, rear A
bottom feed, paper tear bar. 100% duty cycle 200.000.000
character print head, bi-directional/logic seeking, both
serial A parallel interfaces included, front panel switch A
program control of 10 different form lengths, uses
inexpensive spool type ribbons, double width A condensed
characters, true lower case descenders A graphics

PRM-43082 with FREE tractor .... $544.95

Microline 83A 132 232 column. 120 CPS. handles
forms up to IS" wide, plus all the features of the 82A.

PRM-43083 with FREE tractor .... $774.95

Microline 84 132/232 column. 200 CPS, full dot
graphics built in. handles forms up to 15" wide, plus all the
features of the S3A.

PRM-43083 with FREE tractor ... $1249.95

PRA-27081 Apple card $39.95
PRA-27082 Apple cable $19.95
PRA-27087 TRS-80 cable $24.95
PRA-4308 1 Hi speed 2K serial board $ 169.95
PRA-43080 Extra ribbons pkg. of 2 $9.95

INEXPENSIVE PRINTERS - Epson
MX-70 80 column. 80 CPS. 5 x 7 dot matrix, adjustable
tractor feed, A graphics

PRM-27070 List $459 $399.95

MX-80 80 column. 80 CPS. bidirectional/ logic seeking
printing. 9x9 dot matrix, adjustable tractor feed. A IW
graphics characters

PRM-27080 List $645 $469.95

MX-80FT same as MX 80 with friction feed added.

PRM-27082 List $745 $559.95

MX- 100 132 column, correspondence quality, graphics,
up to 15" paper, friction feed A adjustable tractor feed. 9x9
dot matrix. 80 CPS.
PRM-27100 List $945 $759.95

PRA-27084 Serial interface $69.95
PRA-27088 Serial intf & 2K buffer .. $144.95
PRA-27081 Apple card $74.95
PRA-27082 Apple cable $22.95
PRA-27086 IEEE 488 card $52.96
PRA-27087 TRS-80 cable $32.95
PRA-27085 Graftrax II $95.00
PRA-27083 Extra ribbon $14.95

Modems
SMARTMODEM - Hayes

Sophisticated directconnect autoanswer autodial modem,
touch-tone or pulse dialing. RS-232C interface, programmable
IOM-5400A Smartmodem $249.95
IOK-1500A Hayes Chronograph . . . $199.95

CAT MODEMS - Novation

CA T 300 baud, acoustic, answerv orginate
IOM-5200A List $189.95 $149.95

D-CAT 300 baud direct connect, answer orginate
IOM-5201A List $199,95 $169.95

AUTO-CAT Auto answer orginate, direct connect
IOM-5230A List $299.95 $239.95

Apple-CAT - Novation
Software selectable 1200 or 300 baud, direct connect, auto
ansurr auto-dtal. auxiliary 3 wire RS232C serial port for
printer.

•OM-5232A Save $50.00,'

16K MEMORY UPGRADE
Add I6K of RAM to your TRS80, Apple, or Exidy in just

minutes. We've sold thousands of these 16K RAM
upgrades which include the appropriate memory chips (as

specified by the manufacturer!, all necessary jumper
blocks, fool-proof instructions, and our I year guarantee.

MEX-16100K TRS-80 kit $25.00
MEX-16101K Apple kit $25.00
MEX-16102K Exidy kit $25.00

16K RAM CARD - for Apple II
Expand your Apple to R4K. I year warranty

MKX-16500A Save $70.00 !!! $129.95

Z-80» CARD for APPLE
Two computers in one. Z-80 A 6502. more than doubles the
power A potential ofyour Apple, includes Z-80* CPU card,

CP M 2.2. A BASIC-80

CPX-30800A A&T $299.95

8" DISK CONTROLLER
New from Vista Computer, single or double sided, single or
double density, compatible with DOS 3.2/3.3. Pascal. A CPM
2.2. Shugart A Qume compatible

IOD-2700A A&T $499.95

2 MEGABYTES for Apple II

Complete package includes: Two 8" dimbtedensity disk
ilni i '.-, Vista double-density 8" disk controller, cabinet, power
supply. A cables. DOS 3.2/3.3. CP M 2.2. A Pascal
compatible.

1 MegaByte Package (Kit) $1495.00
1 MegaByte Package (A&T) $1695.00
2 MegaByte Package (Kit) $1795.00
2 MegaByte Package (A&T) .... $1995.00

DISK DRIVES - Micro Sci
Inexpensive disk dhi<es for your Apple

A2 Direct replacement for Apple Disk II. works with
Apple II controller as first or second drive

MSM-123101 Micro Sci A2 $429.95

A40 40 track drive for Apple II. Improved storagt
capacity and speed over Apple Hrand drives require*
Micro Sci controller,

IOD-2340A Micro Sci A40 $399.95

A70 70 track drive for Apple II. Twice the storagt
capacity and three times faster than Apple Hrand drives
requires Micro Set controller

IOD-2370A Micro Sci A70 $499.95

Micro Sci Controller Disk controller for up to two
Micro S<t A40 or A70 disk drives. IX)S 3 l>, 3 i. Pascal, and
Z-HO SoftCard compatible, includes utility disk and 40 70
track patch.

IOD-2300A Micro Sci controller $95.00

VISION 80 - Vista Computer
tiO column x 24 line vuieo card for Apple II. 128 ASCII
characters, upper and lower case. 9 x 10 dot matrix with 3 dot
descenders, standard data media terminal ctmtrol codes.

CP M Pascal & Fortran compatible. 50 60 Hz
IOV-2400A Vista Vision 80 $375.00

AIO, ASIO, APIO - S.S.M.
Parallel A serial interface for your Apple (see Byte pg II)

IOI-2050K Par&Serkit $139.95
IOI-2050A Par&SerA&T $169.95
IOI-2052K Serial kit $89.95
IOI-2052A Serial A&T $99.95
IOI-2054K Parallel kit $69.95
IOI-2054A Parallel A&T $89.95
CPS MULTICARD - Mtn. Computer

Three cards in one! Real time clock calendar . serial interface.

A parallel interface all on nm card

IOX-2300A A&T $199.95
CIRCLE 1 77 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Z-80 STARTER KIT - SD Systems
Complete Z-80 microcomputer with RAM. ROM. I ().

keyboard, display, kludge area, manual. A workbook

CPS-30100K KIT $299.95
CPS-30I00A A&T $469.95

SYM-1 - Synertek Systems
Stnulc board computer utth IK of RAM. -IK of ROM. keypad.

LED display, JOma A cassette interface tm board.

CPK-50020A A&T $249.95

VIC 20 - Commodore
( 'omplete personal computer with 5K RAM. full color. 61 key
keyboard, 4 dual special function keys, serial ports, cassette

port, composite video output (connects to standard color TV
set>. HASIC language, & expansion port.

COM-VIC20 VIC 20 Under $300.00

PERSONAL COMPUTERS
Also available from Jade Call for Price and Info

AIM-65, Altos, Apple II, Atari,

Commodore, California Computer Sys
Hewlett-Packard, Intersystems
Jade, NEC, Novell, SD Systems

SYM-1, Xerox, and more...

Video Monitors

HI-RES 12" GREEN - Zenith

lr> MHz bandwidth, 700 lines/inch, P3I green phosphor,
suitchahle 40 or HO columns, small, light'-weight £ portable.

VDM-201201 List price $150.00 ... . $118.95

12" GREEN SCREEN - NEC
20 MHz, P3I phosphor video monitor with audio,

exceptionally high resolution A fantastic monitor at a
very reasonable price

VDM-651200 Spect^ Sale Price $199.95

12" COLOR MONITOR - NEC
Hires monitor with audio A sculptured case

VDC-651212 Color Monitor $479.95

NEC-1202U ROB color monitor ... $1045.00

Leedex / Amdek
Reasonably priced video monitors

VDM-801210 Video 100 12" B&W . . $139.95
VDM-801230 Video 10O80 12" B& W $179.95
VDM-801250 12" Green Phospor .... $169.95
VDC-801310 13" Color I $379.95

VDC-801320 Color II $895.00
IOV-2300A l)VM board for Apple $199.95

Video Terminals

TELEVIDEO910
Full featured ine\pennitv terminal

VDT-901210 Lift 795.00 $695.00

TELEVIDEO 950
VDT-9012S0 List $1195.00 $995.00

AMBER SCREEN - Volker Craig
Detachable keyboard, amber on black display, 7x9 dot
matrix, 10 program function keys. 14 key numeric pad, 12"

non-glare screen. 50 to 19,200 baud, direct cursor control,

auxiliary bidirectional serial port

VDT-351200 List $795.00 $645.00

VIEWPIONT- ADDS
lietachahle keyboard. scroll RS2:t2C interface. Itaud rates

from lloto 19200. miMlinrx serial tmtputport. 24xHOdisplay.

VDT-501210 Sale Priced $639.95

DIALOGUE 80 - Ampex
vm-.»aooio£» *;/*.« $8»5.oo
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S-100 CPU Boards
THE BIG Z* - Jade

2 or 4 MHl switchahle Z80' CPU with trial I/O.

accomodates 2708, 27IS. or 2732 EPROM. baud rain from
75 to 9600

CPU-30201K Kit $139.95
CPU-30201A A&T $189.95
CPU-30200B Bare board $35.00

2810 /-HO* CPU - Cal Comp Sys
2 4 MHl Z-80A* CPU with RS-232C serial l/Oport andon
hoard MOSS 2.2 monitor PROM, front panel compatible

CPU-30400A A&T $269.95

CB-2 Z-80 CPU - S.S.M.
2 or 4 MHi Z-80 CPU board with provision for up to 8Kof
ROM or 4K of RAM on board, extended addressing. IEEE
S-100, front panel compatible.

CPU-30300K Kit $239.95
CPU-30300A A&T $299.95

S-100 PROM Boards

PROM-100 - SD Systems
2708. 2716. 27.12 EPROM programmer w software

MEM-99520K Kit $189.95
MEM-99520A A&T $249.95

PB-1 . S.S.M.
2708. 2716 EPROM board with built-in programmer

MEM-99510K Kit $154.95
MEM-99510A A&T $219.95

EPROM BOARD - Jade
16K or 32K uses 2708s or 2716": IK boundary

MEM-16230K Kit $79.96
MEM-16230A A&T $119.95

S-100 Video Boards
VB-3 - S.S.M.

80 characters x 24 lines expandable to 80x48 for a fullpage
of text, upper & lower case. 256 user defined symbols. 160x
192 graphics matrix, memory mapped, has key board
input.

IOV-1095K 4 MHz kit $349.95
IOV-1095A 4 MHz A&T $439.95
IOV-1096K 80x48 upgrade $39.95

VDB-8024 - SD Systems
80 x 24 I/O mapped video board with keyboard I/O. and
onboard Z-80A'.

IOV-1020A A&T $459.95

VIDEO BOARD - S.S.M.
64 characters x 16 tines. 128 x 48 matrix for graphics, full

upper tower case ASCII character set. numbers, symbols,
and greek letters, normal reverse 'blinking video. S-100.

IOV-1051K Kit $149.95
IOV-1051A A&T $219.95
1OV-1051B Bare board $34.95

S-100 Motherboards
ISO-BUS - Jade

Silent, simple, and on sale - a better motherboard
8 Slot (&%" x 8H")

MBS-061B Bare board $19.95
MBS-061K Kit $39.95
MBS-061A A&T $49.95

12 Slot (9%" x 8H">
MBS- 121 B Bare board $29.95
MBS-121 K Kir $69.96
MBS-121A A&T $89.95

18 Slot (14V,' x «*">

MBS-181B Bare board $49.95
MBS-181K Kit $99.95
MBS- 181 A A&T $139.95

S-100 RAM Boards

MEMORY BANK - Jade
4 MHl. S-100. bank selectable, expandablefrom !6Kto64K

MEM-99730B Bare Board $49.95
MKM-99730K Kit no RAM $199.96
MEM-32731K 32K Kit $239.95
MEM-64733K 64K Kit $279.95
Assembled & Tested add $50.00

64K RAM - Calif Computer Sys
4 MHl bank port t bank byte selectable, extended

addressing. 16K bank selectable. PHANTOM line allows

memory overlay. 8080 l Z-80 / front panel compatible.

MEM-64565A A&T $575.00

64K STATIC RAM - Mem Merchant
64K static S-100 RAM card. 416K banks, up to HMHi

MEM-64400A A&T $789.95

32K STATIC RAM - Jade
2 or 4 MHl expandable static RAM board uses 21141. s

MEM-16151K 16K4MHzkit $169.95
MEM-32151K 32K 4 MHz kit $299.95
Assembled & tested add $60.00

16K STATIC RAM - Mem Merchant
4 MHi I6K static RAM board. IEEE SIOO. bank selectable.

Phantom capability, addressable in 4K blocks, "disable able"

in IK segments, extended addressing, low power

MKM-16171A A&T $164.96

S-100 Disk Controllers

DOUBLE-D - Jade
Double density controller with the inside track, on-board Z-

80A', printer port, IEEE S-100. can function on an
interrupt driven buss

IOD-1200K Kit $299.95
IOD-1200A A&T $375.00
IOD-1200B Bare board $59.95

DOUBLE DENSITY - Cal Comp Sys
6W and 8" disk controller, single or double density, u ith

onboard boot loader ROM. and free CP'M 2.2* and
manual set.

IOD-1300A A&T $374.95

S-100 I/O Boards

S.P.I.C. • Jade
Our new 1 O card with 2 SlO's. 4 CTC's. and I PIO

IOI-1045K 2 CTC's. 1 SIO, I PIO $179.95
IOI-1045A A&T $239.95
IOI-10I6K 4 CTCs. 2 SlO's. 1 PIO $219.95
IOI-1046A A&T $299.95
IOI-1045B Bare board w/ manual ...$49.95

1/0-4 - S.S.M.
2 serial I/O ports plus 2 parallel I/O ports

IOI-1010K Kit $179.95
IOM010A A&T $249.95
IOI-1010B Bare board $35.00

S-100 Mainframes
MAINFRAME - Cal Comp Sys

12 slot S-100 mainframe with 20 amp power supply

ENC- 112105 A'lr $329.95
ENC-1 12106 A&t $399.95

EPROM ERASER - Spectronics
( 'lira i lolet EPROM erasers

XME-3100A With out timer $69.50
XME-3101 With timer < $94.60
XME-3200 Economy Model $39.95
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Disk Drives

Handsome metal cabinet with proportionally
balanced air flow system • Rugged dual drive
power supply • Power cable kit • Power switch,

line cord, fuse holder, cooling fan • Never Mar
rubber feet • All necessary hardware to mount 2-

8" disk drives, power supply, and fan • Does not
include signal cable

Dual 8" Subassembly Cabinet
EM 1-000 120 Bare cabinet $59.95
END-0O0421 Cabinet kit $225.00
EM 1-00043 1 A&T $359.95

8" Disk Drive Subsystems
Single Sided, Double Density

END-000423 Kit u 2 FI)I0O-8l)s $924.95
END-O0O424 A & Tw2 FD100 8I)s $1124.96
ENI1-000433 Kit w'2 SA80lRs $999.95
EM1-000434 A & Tit- 2 SA 811 IBs $1195.00

8" Disk Drive Subsystems
Double Sided, Double Density

END-0O0426 Kit w 2 DT8s $1224.95
END-000427 A&Tw/2DT8s ... $1424.95
END-000436 A'lr w/2 SA8nlRs . . $1295.00
END-000437 A& Tw 2 SA85IRs $1495.00

5V4" Disk Drives
Shugart SA400L sngl-sided dbl density 40 track

MSM- 104000 $234.95 ea 2 for $224.95 ea

Shugart SA4B0 dblsided dbl-denstty 70 track

MSM-1O450O $349.95 ea 2 for $329.95 ea

Qume DT-S dblsided dbl density 80 track

MSM-750050 . $359.95 ea 2 for $349.95 ea

MPl B-Bl sngl-sided dbl density 40 track

MSM- 155100 $234.95 ea 2 for $224.95 ea

MPl B-S2 dblsided dbl density 40 track

MSM- 155200 $344.95 en 2 for $334.95 ea

MPl B-91 sngi sided dbl density 77 track

MSM-1553O0 $.169.95 ea 2 for $359.95 ea

MPl B-92 dblsided dbl density 77 track

MSM-155400.. $469.95 ea 2 for $459.95 ea

8" Disk Drives
Shugart SASOIH single-sided double density

MSE-10H01K $394.95 ea 2 for $389.95 ea

Shugart SA8SIH double sided double-density

MSF-10851R $554.95 ea 2 for $529.95 ea

Qume DT-8 double-sided double-density

MSF-75O08O .. $524.95 ea 2 for $499.95 ea

Siemens FDD I (HI-8 sngl-sided dhi density

MSF-201120 $'184.95 ea 2 for $349.95 ea

BUS PROBE - Jade
SIOO diagnostic analyier board, dynamic visual display of

all 96 IEEE S UMI signals, aids in real time analysis offaulty
hardware and software

TSX-2O0B Bare Board $59.95
TSX-200K A'lr $1 19.95
TSX-200A A&T $149.95



This elegant program produces geometric designs by selecting / g
20 random points and connecting them. The end product is \ v_y

suitable for viewing or designing bizarre dungeon dice.

10 DIM Xl20),Y(20): HGR2 : HCOLOR- 3: FOR A - 1 TO 20:X .

INT ( RND (1 ) • 279) 1 :Y - INT ( RND (1 ) • 191 ) + 1 :X(A)
- X:Y(A) • Y: FOR B . 1 TO A: HPLOT X,Y TO X(B),Y(B): NEXT B
: FOR W • 1 TO 300: NEXT W,A: FOR W « 1 TO 999: NEXT W: RUN ©OGll®

David Simons. 7 Barnsiey Rd.. Lynnfield. MA IH'UO. David Simons

Numword is a program which can be used as a module in another program to

convert a single precision number to an English phrase of dollars and cents. I use it in

a checking program I wrote.

For example, an input of 206 will produce an output of "two hundred six and (XV 100

dollars." The program as shown below is written to be stand-alone on a TRS-S0 Model
I so one can become familiar with it.

NUMWORD 6/1
WRITTEN BY MICHAEL SORENS

Michael Sorens

5000 REM *******»x»
5005 REM ixoiiiii
'JOIO CLEAR 200:CLS
5020 dim e=«(?b):kur r »2 to zb:read b*<i>:nexi
5030 INPUT"ENTER AM0UNT"JX
504 CENTS=INT(<X~INT<X> > «100* . 5> IX-INT < X

)

5060 IF X THEN GOSUB 510U til CENTS IHLN FRiNI "AND ••
|

5070 IF CENTS THEN PRINT USING"t»"| CENTS S SPRINT "/10U "j

5000 PRINT"DOLLARS"
i 10

5100 REM RECURSIVE SUBROU II Ml 10 FRINF NUMDt R AS "

3110 DATA THENTY, THIRTY, FORTY, FIFTY, VENTY, EIGHT Y.NINI
5120 DATA ONE, TWO, THREE,FOUR, FIVE,SIX,SEVEN,EIGHT, NINI ,TEN,ELEV

rNELVI (THIRTEEN, FOURTEEN,FIFTEEN(SIXTEEN SEVENTEEN,! LGI L'EN

5i3n ir x>9V" ififn (i x-int<x/iooo>«iooo:x»int<x/iooo>:i no ;

PRINT-THOUSAND " ! : X II

.1)11 II "' THEN V-XJX-INT (X/l 00 >t GOSUB ilOO PRINT"HUNDRE0
5150 TF X>19 THFN PRINT B»<INT<X/10) >

t " "t»X-X 10»INT<X/10)
5160 ir X THEN PRINT B«<X+9>;" "!

5170 RETURN

Michael Sorens. MM Davidson Road, Munition. PA 19001.
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Only Mitch Waite can take the basic building

blocks of microcomputer knowledge and
present them to you in such a friendly and
enjoyable way. Get down to basics with

Mitch Waite's PRIMER SERIES from Sams.

BASIC PROGRAMMING PRIMER, No.

2 1 586, $1 1 .95. A complete guide to BASIC,

today's most widely used microcomputer
language. By Mitch Waite and Michael

Pardee.

COMPUTER GRAPHICS PRIMER, No.

2 1 650, $ 1 4.95. This masterpiece by Mitch

Waite shows you how to create graphics on
your microcomputer video screen, including

colorful drawings, plans, maps and
schematics.

CP/M» PRIMER, No. 21791, $14.95.

A non-technical discussion of the celebrated

CP/M disk operating system for 8080 and

Z-80 based systems. By Mitch Waite and
Stephan Murtha.

MICROCOMPUTER PRIMER (SECOND
EDITION), No. 21653, $14.50. This book is

indispensable to the reader who wants to

gain a solid understanding of microcomputer

systems, from basic hardware through

operating systems and user programming

techniques. By Mitch Waite and Michael

Pardee.

PASCAL PRIMER, No. 21793, $16.95. A
complete, comprehensive introduction to

one of today's hottest computer languages.

By Mitch Waite and David Fox

Learn the basics of microcomputers with

Sams microcomputer books. With Mitch

Waite's PRIMER SERIES, it's easy as ABC.

To order these Sams books or to get
the name of your local Sams retailer, call

800-428-3696 toll-free, or 317-298-5566
and reference AD186-

SAMS BOOKS
Howard W Sams & Co . Inc

4300 West 62nd Street. PO Box 7092
Indianapolis. IN 46206

EASYASABC

Offer good in USA only and expires 9/30/82 Prices subject to change without r

Visit Sams at NCC Booth #8223 and Comdex Booth #1710 in June.
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A Pseudo Word Processor

Bruno B. Wolff, Jr.

After I had purchased a disk drive and
Epson MX-80 printer, I thought. "How
nice, now I can use my Apple to take care

of my typing needs." It didn't take me long

to find out that it was not as easy as it

seemed when I first brought the printer

home. I couldn't get lower case or do
things like save partially done manu-
scripts.

There was another small problem: I had
more or less shot my wad in getting the

hardware so 1 really didn't want to bang
down another stack of my hard earned
cash right away for a word processor. I

decided to write a program that would
take me over the interim and let me do my
writing and printing in the meanwhile. And
so was born the pseudo word processor.

It is something of a disservice to the

many good word processors around to

dub this program with their generic name—
maybe we should have called it a smart
typewriter. Nevertheless, it does do a few
useful things and really costs little to input

and run. You may find it useful for simple

correspondence or for uncomplicated
reports.

The main menu lists 1 1 control commands
and then asks for input of text. The control

characters allow for a variety of options.

Control B lets you reset your tabs.

Control C aborts the session. Use this

Bruno I! Wolff, Jr.. 2(KM E. KcnsiriKion Blvd..

Sborewood, Wl S321I.

only for that letter of resignation you write

every fifteen months or so since you may
lose whatever you have in memory.

Control P issues a paragraph tab. a line-

feed and return. The tab is set at the start

of the run.

Return sends a return and linefeed. You
should use this primarily for inserting blank

lines inasmuch as the program automatically

does a linefeed after 71 characters. You
can keep typing until you run out of memory
or decide to end the paragraph.

When you reach the last character in a

line, the program looks back for the first

space and puts characters after it into the

next line. It doesn't clear the moved
characters from the screen, but they are

cleared from memory.
Control S will allow you to save your file

to disk. The program asks you to name a

file. Control L lists the control commands,
which stay on the screen about fifteen

seconds.

Control N puts you in an update mode
to get a specific line to view it or change it.

In the update mode you may enter a line

number or issue a Control L to return to

the main menu. If you input a line number,
then the program offers you two options-
Control L to redo a line or Control M to

look at another line.

Control W writes to your printer. Depend-
ing on the kind of printer you have, you
may have to make some adjustments before

printing or change the program. Line 221
in the accompanying listing contains within

the quotes a Control I followed by SON,

which is the command to the MX-W) to

print an 80-character line.

Control R writes out your current file to

disk. The program will ask for a name for

the file.

Control A allows you to add lines in the

middle of a document. Unlike real word
processors, the pseudo requires whole lines

to be entered. It does not reshape suc-

ceeding lines; it just pushes them back.

You should pause a second or so while in

the add mode when you start a new line.

The program takes a little time to push the

array back, which occurs right after you
enter the first text character of an added
line. If you add more than one line in this

mode, the move back occurs at each new
line.

Control T allows you to set a tab character

other than the paragraph tab. This is nice

for indented material.

Once in a while you will find that if

there are too many onerrs. you have been
tossed into limbo by Applesoft. If you find

yourself in the monitor, type in 3D0G and
hit return. You will be in Basic. Then type

in GOTO 62. and you will get the master
menu. Right then save your file and try to

continue. If you still have trouble, Control

C out and run again, calling in the saved
file.

I'll be the first to admit that the pseudo
is not going to give Wang or Muse or
Apple pause for thought, but if you are on
a limited budget, try it. You'll like it.
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Unlimited Additions
from California Computer Systems and ASAP
When you want to expand your S-100 S-100 Mainframe — 19 dm mMh», licui itcmci
svstem ASAP has thp CC1 arfrtitinnc v/nn u \r

",<,l,"",mB — v-slot mother- New 1
1 trflb!SS^^ r̂r"- ^mVSSXVJSPm' gKW «-««• memory Board

mainframes — we can expand your brpakpr T)n„hie „,«, - uJL „,» *00 nS

16K Static RAM Board- 200 nS rams. olftnil
'

Ue| $475 '00
p»rt Numbw »wi Pric* $455.00

compatible with Alpha Micro. Cromemco S-100 Motherboard — 12-slot capacity e pnr» c or i«i 1 /n
and others. 16K memory divided into 4K usin9 standard S-100 connectors. Capable

amai ,/u

blocks. Assembled and tested. °' supporting CPU's at 4MHz and above. Pjrt "umber 2830-01 Price: $475 00

Part Number 2t 16-03 Price S300 00 "
Doub|e Pa'h" trace pattern. On-board ._,._

voltage regulator, with termination ASAP also carries the full line of CCS
3ZK Static RAM Board — 200 nS RAMs. Part Number 2501-01 ...

.

Price $150 00
boards ,or Apple " Ca " ,or de,ails

compatible with Alpha Micro. Cromemco
and others 32K memory divided into 8K 4-Port Serial I/O Interface — ** »*•• •u**cl *» <*•"•• «*hou« no**.
blocks. Fully static 21 14 RAMs. Assembled 4 individually-controlled asynchronous c- ter bm> "*••
and tested. ports. Fully buffered inputs and Outputs. ASAP offers a 30KJay buyer protection policy full

Part Number 2032-01 Price: S595 00 Includes ROM circuitry for 2716 2K EPR0M money-back guarantee it not totally satisfied

RAU n„n,mi, DAM a A r
(user Supplied). Ports meet RS-232-C Ordering trtormrfton: name, address, phoneD4K UynamiC RAM Board — For 8080 interface specs 3 control and 3 status ship by ups or Man can for shipping charge

'

and Z80 based S-100 systems. Provides registers per port. Terni,. We ac casn ^
processor-transparent refresh 200 nS. Part Number 2710-01 Price: $285 00 v'*> & faster charge (u S Funds oniyvCS
4MHz. Supports IMSAI-type front panels. Calif res CODs and terms available on approval
Expandable Assembled and tested 2-Serial. 2-Parallel 1/0 Board —Fully

(school pos accepted).

Part Number 2065-01 Price: $550.00 buffered inputs and outputs. Includes ROM

ZB0A CPU Board

-

2 o,r,s«« SStSKSW*,. TSSSfnT'-selectable 158 instructions, including line-per-port handshaking and 8-bit data [oJU] 4^1 -7701
8080 s 78 instructions for total 8080 transfer. Serial ports meet RS-232-C i„ciH« r,.^ „
so,jwarecoinpatibility. 2K monitor ROM interface specs. Port A transmits and .«, I , 'X!ft ,„.and RS-232-C port on-board Assembled receives in asynchronous mode; Port B in (Z 1 3) 595-6431
and tested either synchronous or asynchronous. f7141 RQ1 9RRQ
Part Number 281(H)1 Price: S270.00 Part Number 2719-01 Price: $280.00 ' '

"tDO°

Floppy Disk Controller — Controls up to zj.pnrt Parallel 1/0 Rnarrl two* i /n 0.feM% .fc afe

aXtSSf-™ XSSSSSSSSSSr- compute"!"1- *fc S3700. SKKEXT•—"a
producti, i ".

CP/M" Version 2.2 Free With Purchase Part Number 2720-01 Price: $195 00 1198 E Wlll°* St Signal Hill. CA 90606
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Word Processors, continued...

i SI = !
2 SOSUB 10042

10 OIK At 1200)

20 M * CHRt (41

30 ONERR 6010 1260

4C HONE

49 N I

50 II I

60 INPUT "1RPUT PARA6RAPH TAB '|A

70 INPUT 'SEC0R0ARY TAB ";T

80 INPUT 'PA6E IEN6TH ';L

90 HOW

100 PRINT "CONTROL CHARACTERS ARE:'

110 Al 0:A2 >

130 PRINT ' CONTROL A, ADD TO EIISTIN6 FILE"

140 PRINT ' CONTROL B, CHAN6E TABS'

ISO PRINT " CONTROL C, ABORT SESSION'

160 PRINT ' CONTROL D, DELETE LINES'

180 PRINT ' CONTROL L. LIST COMMANDS
'

190 PRINT ' CONTROL N, UPDATE EIISTING FILE"

200 PRINT ' CONTROL P, PARA6RAPH"

210 PRINT " CONTROL 0, POSITION CURSOR'

220 PRINT " CONTROL R, READ FROR DISK"

230 PRINT ' CONTROL S, SAVE TO DISI"

235 PRINT " CONTROL N, NRITE TO PRINTER"

240 60SUB 1790

250 HOME

260 PRINT " YOU HAT MM ENTER TElT AT LINE "iN; PRINT ' OR A CONTROL COMMAND'

270 t « 32

280 6ET Bt: IF A2 = I AND ASC (Bli 31 THEN GOSUB 900

285 IF ASC (Bl) 21 THEN SOSUB 2100

290 IF ASC (81! 12 THEN 100

292 IF ASC (Bl) = 11 THEN PRINT Dt|'CATAL06': 60T0 280

295 IF ASC IB») 17 THEN GOSUB 20001 60T0 280

300 IF ASC IB«) 3 THEN 840

310 IF ASC IBtl 18 THEN 1130

320 IF ASC (Btl = I THEN 1650

330 IF ASC Ml > 16 THEN 360

340 IF LED (AKNI) > I OR R > 1 THEN N ' H 1: IF Al « 1 THEN N N 1:

SOSUB 900:N R - 1:A3

350 GOSUB 850: GOTO 630

360 IF ASC (BO ( - 13 THEN 390

370 N N 1: IF LEN (AKN - 111 < I THEN A»(N - II » '
'

380 PRINT : GOTO 650

390 IF B« CHRS (191 THEN 1000

400 IF ASC (Bl) . I 8 THEN 430

410 IF LEN (AliNII I THEN PRINT Nil GOTO 280

420 AKN) « LEFT! (AKN), LEN (AKNI) - 1): PRINT Bt;: 6010 280

430 IF ASC (B«> • 23 THEN 700

440 IF ASC (Bt) 4 THEN SOSUB 1850: GOTO 100

450 IF ASC (B«l » 14 THEN 1340

460 IF ASC (Btl 20 THEN GOSUB 880: GOTO 280

470 IF ASC (M) 2 THEN 60

480 IF ASC IBtl • : 27 THEN 500

490 *: - 0: INVERSE : GOTO 280

500 IF ASC (Btl ( 65 OR ASC (Bt! I 90 THEN K »

510 PRINT Bt;

520 IF ASC IBtl < 32 THEN 550

530 Bt - CHRt ( ASC (Bt) Kl

540 AtiNI " At INI > Bt

550 NORMAL

560 l*i 32

570 IF LEN (At(N)l = 71 THEN 590

580 GOTO 280

590 GOSUB 910

600 N ' N 1: IF N I M THEN M N

610 IF LEN IMMII THEN 625

620 PRINT : GOTO 650

625 HTAB J - 40: CALL - 868

630 PRINT : FOR Ml = I TO LEN (At(N)):Ft ' NIDI (At!NI,Hl,l): IF ASC (Ft)

'.96 AND ASC (Ft) I 63 THEN INVERSE

635 IF ASC (FBI 1 95 THEN Ft » CHRI '. ASC (Ft) - 121

640 PRINT Ft) I NORMAL : NEIT Ml

650 IF Al > 1 AND A3 > THEN A2 » 1

660 IF II > H THEN R » I

670 A3 0: GOTO 280

680 PRINT : IF fil = 1 THEN A2 • 1

690 At(N) • ": PRINT Bt: SOTO 280

700 INPUT 'ENTER NUMBER OF LINES OF S»ACIN6 1 TO 3 ';N:

705 PA 1

710 PRI 1: PRINT

740 FOR Jl = 1 TC 3: PRINT : REIT JI

745 Nl =

750 FOR J = 1 TO It

760 PRINT M(J

765 NL NL N2

770 IF N2 ; 1 THEN PRINT I IF IB » 3 THEN PRINT

780 IF NL I THEN %. • 0: 60SUB 1810

790 NEIT J

800 PRINT CHRI '.12)

810 PRI

830 60T0 100

840 END

850 FOR J • 1 TO A:AI(N! » AIIN) '
'

860 NEIT J

870 RETURN

IF LEN (At (Nil < 1 THEN AKN! = '
'

890 FOR Ml LEN UMlMI TO T:AI(NI AKNI » " ": PRINT ' ';: NEIT Ml: RETURN

900 A2 - 0: GOSUB 1730: RETURN

910 CI AKNI

920 FOR J " 71 TO 50 STEP - I

930 IF MIDt (Ct.J.ll ' CHRI (321 THEN 960

940 NEIT J

950 RETURN

960 AKNI LEFT!

970 IF Al = 1 THEN N = N • 1: GOSUB 900:N = N - 1:A3 = 1

980 IF J '. 71 THEN AKN II RIGHT* ICB.7J - J)

990 RETURN

1000 INPUT 'INPUT FILENAME ':EI

1010 PRINT Dti'OPEN ";Et

1020 PRINT DVDELETE ';EI

1030 PRINT OI'OPEN ';EI

1040 PRINT Dtj'RRITE ';EI

1050 IF MIR) » " THEN H ' M - 1

1060 FOR J = 1 TO H

1070 IF LEN (AKJII < 1 THEN 1090

1080 PRINT At (J)

1090 NEIT J

1100 PRINT Dtj'CLOSE ';EI

1110 PRINT Mi
1
LINES NRITTEN TO DISK': 60SUB 1790

1120 60T0 100

1130 INPUT 'INPUT FILENAME FOR LOADING ":EI

1140 HOME : FLASH : HTAB 16: VTAB 10: PRINT "L0ADIN6': NORMAL

1150 PRINT DI;'OPEN ';Et

1160 PRINT Dt;'READ ';EI

1165 Al

1170 FOR M * 1 TO 200

1180 CALL 768

1200 St MIDI (St, II

1210 At(H) • St

1230 NEIT M

1240 PRINT Dtj'CLOSE ';EI

1260 IF PEE*: (222! • 5 THEN 1310

1270 HOME : PRINT ' LOAD COMPLETED': PRINT

1280 PRINT 'FILE SIZE IS "|R - I

1285 N M

1290 SOSUB 1790

1300 60T0 100

1310 PRINT 'ERROR CODE IS ': PEE! .222!

1320 GOSUB 1790

1330 60T0 90

1340 PRINT ' IN THIS MODE YOU'LL CALL FOR A LINE'

1350 PRINT ' NUMBER'

1360 PRINT ' OF. RETURN TO MAIN MENl"

1374 PRINT ' NITH CON'ROL L AND RETURN'

1380 INPUT 84"

1390 IF ASC (Bt) = 12 THEN 100

1400 IF ASC (Bl) < 48 THEN I

1410 IF ASC (Bl! I 57 THEN 1360

1420 P • VAL (M)lR = P

1430 FOR Ml * I TO LEN (AtlPI)

1440 K «

1450 CI ' MIDI lAKP)."

14o0 IF LEN ,CI) ' ) THEN PRINT 'LINE '|Rj" IS A NULL": PRIN'
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1470 IF Mt ICI o< MB ASC CI •: THEN 1490 1800 RETURN

14B0 »CTC I!
1810 PRINT CHRI 112)

1490 K Ol INVERSE : SCTO '.520 1815 PA » PA 1

NORMAL 1820 FOR Jl = 1 TO 2: PRINT : NEIT Jl

1510 IF ASC ICI) 96 THEN r. = - J2l NORIML 1830 IF PA ; 1 THEN HTAB 40: PRINT "PAGE ":PA: PRINT

1520 CI * CHRI ( Mt !C» 1835 PRINT : PRINT

ISM PRINT CI; 1840 RETURN

1540 NEXT HI 1850 INPUT "INPUT THE START AND END LINES TO DELETE ";A5,A4

1550 NOPHAl 1855 Al *

1S60 : PRINT : PRINT I860 FOR Nl > A5 TO 200 - A4 A5 - 1

1570 PRINT 'INPUT CONTROL L TO REDO THE LINE": PRINT "CONTROL N TO LOO* 1870 AKNI) AKNI 1 » A4 - A5)

AT ANOTHER LINE' 1880 NEIT Nl

1572 PRINT "CONTROL H TO RETURN" 1890 H = H - A4 A5 -
1

1575 Al • 1900 RETURN

!i80 SET Bl 2000 VTA8 23: HTA8 1: CALL • 858

1590 IF ASC tell 13 THEN 260 2005 INPUT "INPUT CURSOR POSITION, VERT, H0R2 "jVl.Hl

1600 IF ASC (Ml 12 THEN 1620 2010 VThB VI: HTAB HI

lo05 IF ASC III! M ThEK IJM 2020 RETURN

1610 6010 1S70 2100 CI PEEK (371

1620 N P 2110 C2 INT (CI 1 8)

16J0 AKNI =
" 2115 C3 • CI - C2 1 8

1640 60T0 260 2120 C4 1024 PEE*. (361 C2 1 40 - C3 1 128

1650 PRINT "IN PUT LINE NUHBER AFTER WICK' 2122 Bl PEEK IC4I

1660 PRINT 'YOU HANI TO INSERT HEN LINE' 2125 IF Bl : 31 AND Bl ' 96 THEN r = ll INVERSE

1670 INPUT SI 2126 IF Bl 32 THEN Bl • 11 -

1680 N VAL IB!) 2127 IF t: 76 THEN Bl » Bl - 128

1690 Al 1 2130 B« CHRI (Bl)

1700 A2 * 1 2140 RETURN

1710 N N 1 10042 POKE •68.162: POKE 769,0: P0)£ 770,J2l POKE 771,117: POtE 772,253: POKE

1720 GOTO 260 773.160: POKE 774,2: POtE 775,: .145: P0IE 777,105

17J0 FOR ' 200 TO N 1 STEP - 1 10044 POKE 778,200: POKE 779.169: POKE 780,0: POKE '81.145: POKE 782,105:

1740 MIS) = A* IB - 1) POKE 783,200: POtE 784,169: POKE 785,2: POKE 786.145: POKE 787,105

1750 NE1T B 10046 POKE 788,138: POtE ^.lsB: POtE ^70,185: POKE Wl,0l POKE 7*2.2: POKE

1760 AKNI =
" 793, 11: POKE 794,127] POKE

-

?5,153: POKE 796.0: POKE 797,2: POtE 799,

1770 H = H 1 p».E 799,192: POKE 100,255: POKE 801,2:8: POtE c?2.:43: POtE 6

1780 RETURN RETURN

1 90 FOR Jl ' 1 TO 2000: NEIT 111 RETURN

Why you need The Inspector.
Tf you're serious about programming, you need

J. to set all your utilities together in one place—
read and alter files, locate strings in memory or on

disk. The uses are endless. The manual, alone, is an

inside your Apple. The Inspector comes on an education. And it's always there when you need it.

Eprom that simply plugs into the D8 socket, or on
^^ou need the most powerful disk and memory
M. utility available for pur Apple. You need the

a disk ready to merge with Integer Basic for

automatic loading on boot. Either way, it stays at

your fingertips, ready to call without disturbing Inspector.

your current program.

Wee your local dealer, or order direct for just

l3$4995. Mastercard and Visa holders orderTPhe Inspector puts you in total control of both

Jl memory and disks. You can search forward toll-free, 1-800-835-2246.

and backwards, edit, read nibbles, _^ _
map disk spate, dump the screen T\f^

%. W)/Vsto a printer, examine every secret

of your Apple. Use The Inspector
1.

to repair blown disks, undelete Ja q^^ Wk OAAfGA /\MCROWAHE,INC

files, input "illegal" commands, ^S^rg
K by

1 fe 222 SO RIVERSIDE PIxAZA
CHICAGO. IL 60606

lrt « s°° nl
v WL-JL

bill
312-648-4844

>et*ton

Co^° 9
„ tSzLIHW

4ppfc » » rrti.n mi trajrnurk iif Apptr OimpWrr In,
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Maze Race
Daryoush Morshedian

Maze Race is a two-player car race for the PET.
It has been my observation that most car racing games that

are designed for the Commodore/PET computers suffer from

two weaknesses. First, they provide the player with only one
track on which to race. This means that every time the game is

played, the race is run on the same old track.

Second, most races are one-player games. This means that

one can only race against time I which gets tiring after a while),

not against another player. 1 don't know about you. but I find

those games very boring and definitely not worthwhile.

Maze Race has neither one of the weaknesses mentioned
above. The computer constructs a different maze (racing

track) every time the game is played. It also constructs an

identical maze at the righthand side of the screen for the other

player. The first one who reaches his destination point, marked
by (shift v) is the winner of the round. The overall winner is the

first player who wins three rounds.

Maze Race also has a sound feature for PETs with a CB2
sound box.

The subroutine to draw the maze was taken from Basic

Computer Games by David H. Ahl.

100 REM MfCE RhCE
110 PEN BV DARYOUSH MORSHEDIAN
999 PCK.E59463-. 12 P0KE594S0/30
1000 PR INT"3MW
1010 PRINT" MftZE RHCE!"
1020 PRINT PRINT PRINT PRINT SP*- "»•»»»'»"
1830 PRINTSP*" DARVOUSH H0RSHEDIHN" PRINT
1050 PRINTSRf JUNE- 1981"

I REM
1070 HA-388
1888 REM
1898 REM 3CORE TO Win i-W

1100 REM
1 1 1 SM"

3

1120 IF SW<1 THEN PRINT'SCORE TO WIN CHN T BE <l,
CHEO 70" 3T0P

1130 Pi-
ll 40 3R=3234 7

1150 HIM 11 < 6- 30 '
••' 6

1160 CF* = "5K9"
1178 c ;*-"*«"
1 ISO i.H**CF*
1190 F0RI-1T022 3P*=SF »"»'"

1288 G08UB3SS8
1210 pRiNT'TnnwMimr
1230 PRIHT"LEFT TRACK "CF#;CF#"

"C3*.C3*
1240 INPUT"«M1DRIVER ON THE RXQHT";N1»
1249 INPiJTMWTjRIVER ON THE LEFT";N2*
1250 IFN1*>N2*THENFRINT"NAMES CmN T BE THE SHME"

FOPH-1TO15O0 NEXTH G0T01210
1260 P0"PEEK< 33035 FORHN-1T0400 NEXT PRINTCHR.T 147

REM
1280 PRINT""*"
1290 PRINT"THE KEYS V00 SHOULD UiE " PRINT 'PRINT

t.Er.T y.F$=•i
RIGHT 1Rhl»

l);iryi>ush Monhedian. 1 1.KM ImnwiKKl Riud. Siin Ditto. CA 92131.

1 388
1318
1320
1 330
1 340
1350
1 3,-0

1 388

1400

1410
14 30
1110

1450
1460
1470

1 430
1 430
1 500
1310
1520
1530
1540
1550
i see
1570
15S0
1590
1600
1610
1620
1630
1640
1650
1660
1670
1630
1 690
1700
1710
1 720
1730
1740
1750
1760
1770
1 7S0
1 730
1300
"1310

1330
1840
1850
I860

1830
1 330

1910
1 920
13 30
1 940
1950
1960

;4_EFT DRIVER" JRIGHT DRIVER*"PRINT"
PRINT"
PRINT"
PRINT" W
PRINT" I i

PRINT" fi—t—D \

PRINT"
PRIN1 "

PRINT
PR INT"THE FIRST PLAYER WHO Mil

PRINT-WINS THE GHME.

"

PRINT"MiHO ALCOHOLIC DRINKS WHILE DRIVING'!"
00SUB33S0
MD»="T»-R*-Al-C»~KW-——-NNDERM--—-CJ- 01-N4-S'- TI-

KI—U»— C'—T»—H—01—N"

MDt^rMOOOOVMOOMOMMMHT+MD*
PRINTMD*
ch*=cf* print***; f0rt-1t016 printch*;
ppint"ihi" .ch*.::f*. "jM"
REM
Q0SUB3496
T.T=0 rt=0 RE=0
H=5 V =10

Cj»0 2-0 :: -IHTvRND .1 H-M l

FOR 1-1 Ta H
IF I"X THEN 1

(•PINT CH*.CH* CH* • G0T019
PRINT CHI"
NEXT I

PRINT CHI
c = i W' .:, l =c c-c*i

»1 GOTO 1670
IF R :: H THEN 1650
IF SC ••• THEN 1640
R^l S»l GOTO1660
R-l 3 3+1 G0T01660
R=R*1
IF WR, 3'=o THEN 1610
IF R-l-»0 THEN ;

if m<r-i -3 i :: IHEN 21

IF 3-1 -V THEN :

IF W'R.S-1 -w0 THEN 1330
IF R-H THEN 1

IF U< R+1,3 • .: O THEN 1

:>INT' RHD< ;: •3+1.'
ON :: GOTO 2 340,2 330.2420
IF SC V THEN 1

IF 2"-l THEN 1310
Q-l 0OTO1798
IF Hi F • li*l '.: 8 THEN 1310
X-INT<RND<X >*3*1 •

ON :: OOTO J70
X-INTCRND' :: <*li*l

ON :: OOTi
IF R=H THEM 1330
IF W.p+1 -3 :. THEN 1930
IF SC V THEN 1330
IF 2=1 THEN 1910
Q-l G0T01
IF HCR.S+1 ' THEN 1310
X"INT<RND<X 03+1 >

ON :: GOTO 176

X»INT<RND<: :
•2+1 '

48<2 120
i f s :: v then i ?60
IF 2=1 THEN 1330

IF W'R.3+1 • .: IHEN 1
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ARTWORX.ITSA WHOLE
MEWWORLD OFSOFTWARE

Scene from BETA FIGHTER during creation using the DRAWPIC graprm :s < >dt n >r

HODGE PODGE: by Marsha Meredith
(Atari and Apple)

NOW AVAILABLE FOR ATARI!!! This captivating
program is a marvelous learning device lor children
from 18 months to 6 years. HODGE PODGE consists
ot many cartoons, animation and songs which appear
when any key on the computer is depressed A must
for any family containing young children
PH'CE $19.95 diskette

PM EDITOR: by Dennis Zander (Atari. 16K)
Create your own last action graphics game for the

Atari 400 or 800 using its player missile graphics lea
lures By using player data stored as strings, players can
be moved or changed (for animation) at machine Ian
guage speed All this is done with string variables
(PO$W=SHIP4) This program is designed to permit
creation ol up to 4 players on the screen, store them as
string data and then immediately try them out in the
demo game included in the program Instructions for
use m your own game are included PM EDITOR was
!J?fH°~S'e*e me animated characters in ARTWORK
RINGS OF THE EMPIRE andENCOUNTERATOUESTARiv
PRICE $29 95 cassette $33.95 diskette

D ROCKET RAIDERS bv Richard Petersen (Atari 24K

)

Defend your asteroid base against pulsar bombs roc
kets. lasers and the dreaded stealth saucer as aliens
attempt to penetrate your protective lorce field Precise
target sighting allows you to fire at the enemy using mag
netic impulse missiles to help protect your colony and
its vital structures
PRICE $19.95cassette $23.95 diskette

FOREST FIRE!: by Richard Petersen (Atar. 24K)
Using excellent color graphics, your Atari is turned in

to a lire scanner to help vou direct operations to contain
a forest tire You must compensate for changes in wind
weather and terrain Not protecting valuable property
can result in startling penalties Lite like variables make
FOREST FIRE a very suspensetul and challenging simu
lation PRICE $16.9Scassette $20.95dis*ette

D GIANT SLALOM: by Dennis Zander (Atari. 16K)
Bring the Winter Olympicsto your computer anytime ol

the year1 Use the loystick to guide your skiers path
down a giant slalom course consisting ol open and
closed gates Choose Irom three levels ol difficulty
Take practice runs or compete against from two to

o PILOT: by Michael Piro (Atari. 16K)
Pilot your small airplane to a successful landing using

both joysticks to control throttle and attack angle PILOT
produces a true perspective rendition ol the runwaywhich is constantly changing Select from two levels of
pilot proficiency
rnK' $l«.95cassette $20.95diskette

TEACHERS PET: by Arthur Walsh (Atari Apple
TRS 80.PET North Star and CP'M (MBASIC) systems)

This is an introduction to computers as well as a learnmg tool for the young computenst (ages 3 7) The pro
gram provides counting practice letter word recognition
and three levelsof math skills

PRK;E $14.95cassette $U.95diskette

MAIL LIST 3.0: (Atari. Apple and North Star)
The very popular MAIL LIST 2 2 has now been up

graded Version 3 otters enhanced editing capabilities
to complement the many other features which have made
this program so popular MAIL LIST is unique in its
ability to store a maximum number of addresses on one
diskette (typically between 1200 and 2500 names')
Entries can be retrieved by name, keyword(s) or by zip
codes They can be written to a printer or to another
hie lor complete file management The program pro
du

<;
es ' 2.0f 3u" address labels and will sort by zip

code (5 or 9 digits) or alphabetically (by last name) Files
are easily merged and MAIL LIST will even find and
SS'.W103" en'"«' The address tiles created with

completely compatible with ARTWORX
FORM LETTER SYSTEM
PRICE $49.95 diskette

eight additional skiers
PRICE $15.95cassette $19 95diskette

: THE PREDICTOR by T homas Barker
(Apple Atari TRS 80 North Star and CP/M (M BASIC)
This is a complete package that covers least squares

fitting ol parameters lor two or more variables THE
PREDICTOR can be used lor predicting sales and pro
cess behavior, trend analysis, model building and many
other uses calling lor multilinear regression techniques
Each option in the program is prompted with simple
YES/NO commands making it vary easy to use
PRICE $29 95 diskette

c THE VAULTS OF ZURICH: by Felix and Greg Herlihy

(Atari. 24K. PETl
Zurich is the banking capital ol the world The rich and

powerful deposit their wealth in its lamed impregnable
vaults But you. as a master thief, have dared to under
take the boldest heist ol the century You will tourney
down a maze ol corridors and vaults, eluding the most
sophisticated security system m the world Your goal is
to reach the Chairman s Chamber to steal the most trea
sured possession of all THE OPEC OIL DEEDS'
PRICE $21 95 cassette $25.95 diskette

] BRIDGE 2 by Arthur Walsh (Atari (24K) Apple
TRS 80. PET, North Star and CP/M (MBASIC) systems)
Rated « 1 by Creative Computing. BRIDGE 2 is the

only program that allows you to both bid for the contract
and play out the hand (on defense or offense') Interest
ing hands may be replayed using the duplicate' bridge
feature This is certainly an ideal way to finally learn to
play bridge or to get m'o a game when no other (human)
players are available
PRICE $17.9Scassette $21.9Sdiskette

n ENCOUNTER AT QUESTAR IV: by Douglas McFarland

• . . „. (Atari. 24K)
As helmsman ol Rikar starship. you must delend

Questar Sector IV from the dreaded Zentanans Using
your plasma beam, hyperspace engines and wits to avoid
Zentanan mines and death phasers. you struggle to stay
alive This BASIC Assembly level program has super
sound, lull player missile graphics and real time action
PRICE $21 95 cassette $25 95 diskette

NEW PROGRAMS!
HAZARD RUN: by Dennis Zander (Atari. 16K)

The sheriff has spotted you and you must make the
treacherous run through Crooked Canyon past
Bryan's Pond to the jump at

You can even put thi

up on two wheels to make it through son
A lead foot is not a ,wer as you dodge
trees, rocks and chickens i

HAZARD RUN employs full use of player/mTssile
graphics, re defined chat tUme
techniques to provide loads ol fast action and visual

ent.

PRICE $27.95 cassette $31.95 ci

.

BETA FIGHTER: by Douglas McFarland (Atari 16K)
See who will be the ace gunner in this action game

set on a spectacular Martian landscape BETA
FIGHTER can be played with one or two players and
uses player/missile graphics and delightful sound
CFTCCtS.

PRICE $16.95 cassette $20.95 diskette

DRAWPIC: by Dennis Zander (Atar, 16K)
DRAWPIC provides the user with an unbelievably

easy way to Mnh,cs m,,^ 3 . 7
Just sit back with your loystick and use POINT PLOT
DRAW LINE, RUBBER BAND till and COLOR SET to
create beautiful images on your A
screen images are saved as string data in the program
and can be instantly recalled and combined into new
images usini

graph i

own programs The images ol HODGE PODGE and the
landscape of BETA FIGHTER were made using

PRICE $29.95 (.-asset te $33.95 n, .

T: A TEXT DISPLAY DEVICE: by Joseph Wrobel
(Atari 16K)

I

:

is an auto-loading, co-resident assembly
guage routine which greatly expands the display
capabilities of the Atari It allows you to Ireely inter
mix both text and graphics witho

i .,odi-
tied display lists. PEEKS or POKES This is done by
defining a new device <"T:")

; printing to that d.
puts text onto the
determined by the graphics mod-
PRICE $17.95 r-ass. tt $17.95-1 .

ORDERING INFORMATION

CallARTWORX toll-free number to order
direct:

800-828-6573
In New York. Alaska. Hawaii call-
(716)425-2833
All orders are processed and shipped
within 48 hours.

Shipping and handling charges:
Within North America: Add $2.00
Outside North America: Add 10% (Air Mail)
New York State residents add 7% sales tax
Quantity Discounts:
Deduct10% when ordering 3 or more
programs

Ask forARTWORX at your local computer
store.

Write for FREE Catalogue listing more
information about these and other quality
ARTWORX programs.

150 North Main Street Fairport. NY 14450



STARTING YOUR OWN
MICROCOMPUTER BUSINESS
Starting your own microcomputer business is easy if you

know the right steps to take. Two volumes of the new book

Your Fortune In The Microcomputer Business describe the

things you should know to start right and to build your

business successfully.

Many people have good ideas for a successful microcomputer

business. But they don't know how to put their ideas into

action. These people are plenty smart. That's not the problem.

The problem is in knowing simple things: How to analyze the

market. How to select the right product or service. How to get

enough startup money. How to plan your growth and success.

The answers to these problems are not hard to understand. All

you need is the right information. Your Fortune In The

Microcomputer Business gives you the knowledge tools to

start right, grow and prosper.

This practical reference manual has no hocus-pocus. It does

not tell you how to do astrology or dating services. It does give

you clear, complete, step-by-step instructions on how to get

started right and insure your success!

Volume I Includes:

Maze Race, continue

YOUR
1RTUNE IN THE
ICROCOMPUTER

BUSINESS

Getting Started

The hottest trends in the market

I he seven beet lest market'.

How to read between (he Unca at a trade show

1(7 waye to reach your market

Examples of the beat ada in the buaineu

How to get free advertising

The 21 steps to set up your business

How to start a manufacturing business

How to write a newsletter

How to ejve a seminar

How to start a service business

How to package software for the mass market

How to be a highly paid consultant

Franchising—the good, the bad and the ugly

Interviews with six successful microcomputer businesses

How to use the RLC factor to be street smart, lean, mean and successful

Volume II Includes:
Strategies for growth

Straight facta on incorporation

How to build your organization

How to manage cash flow

How to develop your accounting system

How to manage employees, wages and salaries

How to survive a cash crunch

What to do If things get really bad * '

How to maximiie your profits
^"Jsao

How to grow by acquisition

How to value your business

How and when to sell your business

WRITE OR CALL-DONT WAIT!

YOUR
FORTUNE IN THE
MICROCOMPUTER

BUSINESS

Wildfire Publishing, P.O. Box 420-DV
Carpinteria, CA 93013 Ph. (805) 684-1489

Please send the following book(s) by return mail. 1

understand if I want to return them for any reason within 30

days of receipt, I can do so and get a prompt full refund.

Your Fortune In The Microcomputer Business

Vol. I, Getting Started, S20.00. (Postpaid)

D Your Fortune In The Microcomputer Business

Vol. II, Growth, Survival and Success, $20.00. (Postpaid)

Calif, residents please add SI.20 each tales tax.

Name

Street

Clty- Statc Zip

Enclosed is .or charge my MasterCharge D or Visa D

Card* _
Ex. Dt. _
Signature

M( Interbank *

.• 1M2 Wildfire Pub.
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1970
1 988
1 990
2980
2010
2020
2030
2048
2050
2060
207©
2088
2898
2100
2110
2120
2130
2140
215©
2160
2170
2130
2130
2200
2210
2220
2230
2240
2290
2260
2270
2280
2290
2300
2310
2520
2330
2340
2350
2360
2378
2390
2390
2400
2410
2420
2430
2435
2440
2450
2460
2465
2470
2430
2430
2500
2510
2520
2530
2540
2550
2560
2570
2S80
2590
260O
2610
2620
2630
2640
2650
2660
2670
2630
2690
270O
2710

2730
2.-40

2750
2760

2730
2790
280O
2310

2198

184

X->INT<RN9<
DM X GOTO
GOTO 2340
IF 5-1-0 THEN 2130
IF li 8 THEM
IF R'H THEIi 2120
IF k|<R*l/S>08 THEN 2120
IF 9C '' THEN 2070
IF Z-l THEN 2100
0*1 GOTO 2O80
IF M<R,S*1 • OO THEN 2188
K»IHT<RMD<X>*3*1>
ON X GOTO 2380,2420.2470
X«INT^RNIKX,'*2+1.'
ON X GOTO 2380/2420
IF =.;: V THEN 2150
IF 2»1 THEN 2180
0=1 OOT021C8
IF kl<R.S*l>08 THEN 213o
X-INT<RND<X>*2*1 •

ON X GOTO 2330,2470
GOTO 25^0
IF R=H THEN 2230
IF W<R+1,S'O0 THEN 2.

I F S :: V THEN 2240
IF 2=1 THEN 2270
Q-l G0T0239O
IF W'R-5+1 >O0 THEN 2270
X=INT<RNDOO*2+1 >

ON X GOTO 2428,2470
GOTO 2420
IF 80V THEM 2310
IF Z-l THEN2330
Q»l GOTO2320
IF WvR.S+1 > :>0 THEN 2330
GOTO2470
GOTO 2570
W<R-1,S>"C
C-C+l V<R-1,S,>»2 R-R-l
IF C-H*V+1 THEN 2600
Q»0 GOTO 1670
W<R,S-1>«C

V(R*S-l;>l S'S-1 IP C-H8V+1 THEN 260O

0-0 GOTO1670
W<R+1,S>-C
C-C+l IF V<R.8>-0 THEII 2448
V(R-S^=3 GOT0245O
V<R,i
R-R+l
IF C=H*V+1 THEN 2600
GOTO2OO0
IF Q=l THEN 2530
W<R,8*1>-C C-C+l IFV*R,S>-0 THEN 2500

V<R,S>»3 GOTO2510
VsR,S>"l
S-3+1 IFC»H*V*1 THEN 2600
GOTO 1670
Z=l
ip V<R,S>-0 IHEN 2560

;>->3 0=0 G0T02570
V<R,S>=1 Q-0 R-l S=l G0T01660
00T0 1610
TJ=T.t+l IF TJ=2 THEN 2840
pr i nt" anna"

FOR J-l TO V

PRINT r«B<TB)CH#;
FOR 1=1 TO H
IF VI I J ' 'Ji THEM 2660
PRINT rflB<TB>"
GOTO 2670
PRINT Tfl8<TB> " "CH*J

NEXT I

PRIHT
FOR I -1 TO H
IF '.'•I, .1 '=0 THEN 2 740
IF V' I J '=2 THEN 2740
PRINT TR8<TB>CH»" "

GOTO 2 750
PRINTTRBCTB • CH*,Cm|.lhI,
NEXT!
PRINTTKB' TB ' CH* NEXTJ
IFTT=1THENPRINTTHI' 22 "CM*; TflB<37 'CH#

PRINTTflB<22>, F0RNP-1T016 PRINTCH*; NEXT G0T02730

PRINT CH*;TflB<13>;CH* P0RNP-1T016 PRINT CH*, NEXT

rB=F"5 IF RE-0THENRE-1 GGSUB3290
FORV-lTOlti PL-SR+V FF=FEEk'PL'
IF PF032 THEN POKE PL+P3,P0
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Now for adults.

Textwizard * transforms Atari Intoa
powerfully seriousword processor.

Textwizard™ is no kids game. It's a sophisticated

and complete word processing program for the

"Atari 800 computer.

Here is instant control over the creation, editing

and formating of any writing. Insert words. Replace
phrases. Delete sentences. Move paragraphs. Auto-
matically repositions surrounding text. *Textwizard™
does it all with over 50 simple commands.

On your command, Textwizard™ will search out
and correct mistakes throughout your document.
And it protects you from common operating errors

by warning you before you make them.

Textwizard™ will print out as many original

"copies" as you need. In boldface, elongated or con-
densed lettering, upper or lowercase, with propor-
tional spacing. And you can store your work on a

diskette.

So, whether you write legal briefs, computer
programs, or The Great American novel, Textwizard 1

can make your work easier. And though it's no toy,

it's fun to use.

At $99.95, you don't have to write a best-seller

to afford Textwizard.™ Textwizard™ is another of the
many creative products from Datasoft.

Pata^oJiS Pods
IM

X=X COMPUTER SOFTWARE
Software for people who aren't easy to please.

19519 Business Center Drive/ Northridge, California 91324/(213) 701-5161

Check your local software dealer or
Send check or money order with $2.00 postage/handling. California residents, add 6% sales tax.

'Textwizard will perform on a 32K system with one or more disc drives. It is compatible with the Atari'825, Centronics' 737 and Epson* MX-80 printers.
"Atari is a registered trademark of Atari Computers Inc.
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MALA
1

\ Educational Programs

ilV/~ r J ]
For Your Pet For Only

For 8 Issue Subscriptions/^*

$48
Each MALA" comes to you on
cassette with 4 brand new pro-

grams to load and run on your
Pet. /

camm*oflTfl
svsTEms. inc.

P 11 BHH 33S
imtFURO. ITllLHtLifln 4S04?

(313) R«5 fill!

GAMES FOR YOUR VIC
VIC TREK 'HANGMAN
TANK • YAHTZEE
DAMSEL -NAB PLUS
AND MANY MORE

*"'.'/ $7.95 ^
FREE Program Summaries available
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IS0 1

P»l »4.259705

WARNING!
Electric Power Pollution.

Spikes & Lightning

HAZARDOUS to

MICROCOMPUTERS!!
Patented ISOLATORS provide

protection from . .

.

• Computer error* caused by

power line interference

• Computer errors due to system

equipment interaction

• Spike damage caused by
copier/elevator/air conditioners

• Lightning csused damage
" FULLY GUARANTEED"

• ISOLATOR (ISO 1) 3 isolated 3-prong sockets; Spike Suppression;

useful for small offices, laboratories, classrooms $69.95

• ISOLATOR (ISO-2) 2 isolated 3-prong socket banks; (6 sockets

total); Spike Suppression; useful lor multiple equipment installa-

tions S69.95

• SUPER ISOLATOR (ISO-3) similar to ISO 1 except double isolation

A oversize Spike Suppression; widely used for severe electrical

noise situations such as factories or large offices $104.95

• SUPER ISOLATOR (ISO 11) similar to ISO-2 except double isolated

socket banks ft Oversize Spike Suppression; for the larger system

in severe situations $104.95
• MAGNUM ISOLATOR (ISO-17) 4 Quad Isolated Sockets; Multiple

Spike Suppressors; For ULTRA-SENSITIVE Systems in extremely

Harsh environments $181.95
• CIRCUIT BREAKER, any model (Add-CB) Add $9.00

• CKT BRKR/SWITCH/PILOT (CBS) Add $17.00

AT YOUR DEALERS MasterCard. Visa, American Express

ORDER TOLL FREE 1 800-225-4876 (except AK, HI, PR A Canada)

L±zJ Electronic Specialists, Inc

Technical & Non 800: 1 617655 1532
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Maze Race, continued.

2828 NEXTV CH*«CS*
2330 GOTO 2380
2840 REM
2850 REM ***Gfit1E****
2860 PPINT"fl" F0RRW=1T023 PRINTTriB< 16>" " NEXTRW
2870 PC =33689 PF^3371

1

2880 P1*PF P2-PC
2890 C1'42 C2-81
2900 E2- 32808 El -32830
2910 POKE PI /CI POKE PS
2920 FOR1P'1TO2000
2950 NEXT IP
2960 REM
2980 POKE 59467. 16 POKE 59466,15
2990 FORM- 1 103 PR I NT

"

<ajaiBjBiai»ljaiaj»IitiKai»tiB>tiI«««iniiIsI*M*nialOETSaiaMllsREF)DV <" i

3O00 FORNN-255TO0STEP-25 POKE39464,NN NEXTNN
3010 FORNN-0TO255STEP+25 P0KE59464,NN NEXTNN

F'R I NT"! IBIIIBI
3020 FORH- 1 TO200 NEXTH NEXTN P0KE59467 ,

3030 FORH-1TO10O0 NEXT
3040 F0RV-1T03

3060 P0KE59464 , 1 50 P0KE59467, 16 F0KE39466, 15 PGKE59467,0
3070 PR I NT"!
3080 NEXTV
3085 POKE 158,0 REM CLEhR BUFFER
3090 GET M* IFM*=""THEN3090
3110 IFM»*"8"THEND1»-4U G0T03216
3120 IFM*="2"THEND1-40GOTO3210
3130 IFM*»"4"THEND1»-1 GOTO3210
3140 IFM#="6"THEND1*1 GOTG3210
315G IFM#="W"THEND2=-40 G0T03240
3160 IFM#*"X"THEND2=40 GOTO3240
3170 IFM*»"H"THEND2«-1 OOTO3240
3 1 80 I FM*« "

D
" THEND2« 1 G0TO3240

3200 GOTO3090
321© PT^P1+D1 IFPT-E1THEN3330
3220 IFPEEK<PT>»32THENP0KEP1,32 Pl'Pr P0KEP1,C1
3230 OOTO3090
3240 REM
3250 PT =P2+D2
3260 IF PT'EiTHEN 3330
3270 IFPEEk'.PT>=32THENP0KEP2, 32 P2=Pr P0KEP2,C2
3280 GOTO3090
3290 REM
3300 PRINT"*",
3310 PRINTT«B(PS>, F0RT=1T016 PRINT CS#, NEXT

PRINT"»M"CS*,XF»
3320 RETURN
3330 REM WINNER****
3340 POKE PT+1,32
3350 POKE 59466,0 P0KE59467, 16 P0KE59466,15 F0RN-1T06

FORNN-0TO255STEP23
3360 P0KE59464,NN POKEPT, 86 POKEPT, 214 NEXT NEXT

P0KE59467,©
3370 PR I NT "."J"

3380 PRiNT-sWHsnunr
3390 IF PT*EI THEN S1'S1+1
3400 IF PT'E2 THEN S2-S2-M
54 10 PRINT" "H2«" i_. PI»INTTft*K22>;Nj*" ",S1

3420 IF il-SWTHENPRlMT"S»W"TNB<;i6-LENkNl#^/2>
"S"N1*"B WINSH" G0T03480

3430 IF S2=SW THEN PRIhT"*Mn)"Ti=lB<. 16-LEN'.N2»-;'/2.>
"a"N2*"S| WINS! !

" GOTO3480
3440 FORI=ir030O GETV*
3450 IFV*»" "THENI=30O
3460 NEXT

I

3470 GOTO1440
3430 PRINT PRINT POKE 158, END
3490 F0RL-1T06 F0RL2-1T030 W«.L,L2."0 V«.L,L2^-0

NEXTL2,L RETURN
3500 REM
3513 P0KE59467, 16
3520 POKE 59464,150 FORH-l TOIOOO NEXT
3530 POKE 59467,0
3540 GOTO3510
3550 REM * PRESS SPACE TO CONTINUE
3S60 SK#« " 9l»ieiaiSW»T«tHrtiM««liI»IM*WlM«IW»r

3570 POKE 158,0
3580 forh=i r02000
3590 PRINT SUM," PRESS :SPftCE> TO CONTINUE"
3600 : ,;;--:.IM' SIN' ilU'.ili:' SIN'

_

3610 GETH* IFHf=" "THENH=2OO0
3620 PRINT SI I "

3630 XX«SIM< SIN'SIUvSIN', 1-iN 11
3640 me;:th
3650 RETURN
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The most
important feature
ofa small computer?

It's who you buy it trom.

Because you don't just buy a
computer—you buy a pack-
age. And it has to include a
source lor service, software,

accessories, and expertise for

as long as you own your
computer.

That's why it's important to

choose a store you know will

be around that long. With a staff

of professional computer
experts. With the widest possible

selection of computers, programs, and add-ons
And with the facilities and ability to perform
in-store service and maintenance.
Often while you wait.

Where do you find a
store like that? Throughout the

world, we know of at least 200 of

them— all called ComputerLand.
They're the world's largest network of

independent centers specializing in the
sale and service of small computers. And
when you buy your computer from any
one of them, our system is part of your
system.

ComputerLand
Weknow smallcomputers.

Let us introduce yoo.

Over 200 stores worldwide.
For locations call 800-227-1617 X118 (in Calilornia 800-772-3545;

in Hawaii call 415-930-0777 collect).
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le cart . . .apple cart. • .apple (

Several readers have asked about

machine language entry points for hi-res

graphics. By coincidence, an excellent

source of the entry points showed up at

just the right time. We'll feature the hi-res

entry points in the column this month. As
we have in previous columns, one-liners

from readers will be included, as will the

questions n answers section. I'll also discuss

a new software utility which I think you
will like.

Hi-Res Entry Points

Applesoft Basic includes several com-
mands and statements for writing hi-res

graphics programs. Most of the time

programs using these commands are quite

adequate. Many times though, the pro-

grammer wants a quicker response. To
achieve this, you can take advantage of

the machine language routines included

in the ROMs in the Applesoft Basic Inter-

preter. That is, if you know where the

routines are located in memory. (Note that

the routines are in the same place if you
have Applesoft loaded into a RAM card,

too.)

The December '81 issue of the Apple
Assembly Line newsletter solved the prob-

lem, and with the permission of Bob Sander-

Cederlof of S-C Software, the hi-res entry

information is paraphrased here. But first,

some preliminary information for those of

you who are new to machine language.

Chuck C'arpenler. 222H Monlchiir PI.. CalTOUton,

TX 7MKI7.

Chuck Carpenter

6502 Registers

As you read through the descriptions of

the hi-res routine memory locations and

their use, you will see references to the A.

X. and Y registers. These are internal 6502

microprocessor memory locations. These
registers are used to process variables (data)

during computing functions. The A register

is the accumulator. The X and Y registers

are called Index registers. As you will see

in the descriptions, you must provide the

values needed for the machine language

programs to function. Your program must

store the data in the appropriate register

before the hi-res routine is called.

To better understand how this is done,

a knowledge of machine language is

required. Three tutorials have been included

in this column, one in the May '80 issue

and two in the November '80 issue. There

are also many good books on the subject,

including Apple Machine Language by Don
and Kurt Inman and 6502 Software Design

by Leo J. Scanlon. Since the first one is

Apple oriented, it is an excellent book for

the machine language beginner. Now, let's

look at the hi-res subroutines in the Apple-

soft Interpreter.

Hi-Res Subroutines

Table 1 is a list of the important locations

used in page zero. These locations help

keep track of what is going on during the

computation process.

Table 2 shows the major entry points

you can use for your hi-res machine
language.

Table J f.

S1A.1B Shape pointer used by DRAW and XDRAW
$1C Last used color byte

$26,27 Address of byte containing x.y point

$30 Bit mask for bit in that byte

$E0.E1 X-coordinate (0-279)

$E2 Y-coordinate (0-191)

$E4 Color

$E6 Page ($20 if HGR, $40 if HGR2)
$E7 SCALE= value

$E8,E9 Address of beginning of shape table

$EA Collision counter

$F9 ROT= value
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SVA
MAKING APPLES GROW

THE BUSINESS POWER OF 60 MINI DISKS!!
MEGADYTER WINCHESTER DISK SYSTEM

AMS 5Around the world and across the

notion, business people and serious

Apple II users ore stepping up to SVA
MEGADYTER SYSTEMS — Dig storage at o
low price

Now the SVA AMS 5000 provides 5 to

10 megabytes of flexible and con-

venient on line dato storage This

complete self contained 5" Winchester

disk drive memory system is ottroctively

packaged and reody to run

Imagine the power of accessing more
thon 60 mini disks simultaneously. And
it's so easy to use you won't even know
it's there Most applications using the

CP/M. DOS. PASCAL operating system
will run on MEGADYTER systems.

Enhance those large and complex applications with neor instant pro-

gram ond data access — thot means fast and convenient operation
of accounts receivables or payables, inventories, medicol doto.

insurance billings, etc Increase Data Dose performance with the

superior lorge file occessing capability of the AMS 5000. Call SVA
today for expert application assistance.

•CP/M Trademark Digiiol Research APPLE DOS Trademark of Apple Computer

• • • Rely on SVA for DACKUP doto
protection, archival doto storage, and
data transportability with the AMS
S000 MEGADYTER S' floppy disk

system This system features high
capacity removable medio. IDM 3740
compatible, ond moy be used to

transport doto to other computers.

Preventative maintenance is not
required for the AMS 5000 It's

designed to operate continuously ond
is backed up by SVAs 6 month warranty
with optional long term maintenance

The best news of all is low price — A
complete 5 Megabyte AMS 5000
MEGADYTER memory system is only
- $3,339

To order your AMS 5000. coll SVA today or contact your Apple dealer
Look to SVA for o growing line of Apple Memory System pro-
ducts . . SVA means business!!

CP/M
PASCAL

APPLE DOS

^~\ \ SORRENTO VALLEY >

} Q \7 A \ 1 1 722 Sorrento Volley Ro

/ )r X San Diego CA 92121-101
' ' ' (714)452-0101 TWX 91

ASSOCIATES
Rood
084
0-335-2047
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RAM
For ATARI

48K RAM BOARD FOR THE 400

• Highest quality available

• Roducot power consumption

• Reduce* heat

48K Beard <4oo> S299

32K Baarl iwoooi $150

Intec
Peripherals
Corp

3389 Del. Rot. Avenue
San Bernardino. CA 92404

(714) 864-5269
ATAMI. 400. BOO •»• Tratf«fu*ti> at ATARI. Inc.
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YOU CAN PAY MORE
BUT YOU CAN'T i,

GET MORE)

Model ill 16K

$839
Model III 48K
2 disc & RS232C

$2059

Color Computer 4K

$310
w/l6KExt Basic

$459
w/32KExt Basic

$525
BUY DIRECT These art just a lew ol our great

attars which include Primers Modems Com-

puters. Peripherals Disc Drives Software and

more can toil ntti 1-SOO-S4S 1134

Wehm thatowtit

eotsiMe Mar

Md a lull comptamant

ol "idio Shick Sortwj.t

computer
Write lor your PIUS"
tree catalog

24SA Graat Bood
llrtl.ton MA 01440

, 617 - 486 • 3<»3 V
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EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE
TRS-80. COLOR COMPUTER. PET

& APPLE II

ELEMENTARY
SCIENCE
GEOGRAPHY
ECONOMICS
FOREIGN LANG
GRAMMAR

MATH
HISTORY
ACCOUNTING
BUSINESS ED.
COIN INVENTORY
FARM RECORDS

'Apple Cart, continued.

HGR2 SF3D8
HGR SF3E2
HCLR SF3F2
BKGND SF3F6

HPOSN $F4ll

HPLOT SF457

HLIN SF53A

HFIND SF5CB

DRAW SF601

XDRAW SF65D

SETHCOL SF6EC

Table 2.

Initializes and clears hi-res page 2.

Initializes and clears hi-res page l

.

Clears the current hi-res screen to black.

Clears the current hi-res screen to the last plotted

color (from SIC).

Positions the hi-res cursor without plotting a

point. Enter with (A) = Y-coordinate. and ( Y.X) =
X-coordinate.

Calls HPOSN and tries to plot a dot at the cursor

position. If you are trying to plot a non-white

color at a complementary color position, no dot

will be plotted.

Draws a line from the last plotted point or line

destination to (X.A) = X-coordinate. and (Y) =
Y-coordinate.

Converts the position of the hi-res cursor's position

to X- and Y-coordinates; stores X-coordinate at

SEO-El and Y-coordinate at $E2.

Draws a shape. Enter with (Y.X) = the address of

the shape table, and (A) = the rotation factor.

Uses the current color.

Draws a shape by inverting the existing color or

the dots the shape draws over. Same entry

parameters as DRAW.
Sets the hi-res color to (Xl. where (X) must be

between and 7.

One-Liners

This month, we have two one-liners from
one of our junior programmers. The pro-

grams are hi-res and are shown in Listings

l and 2. The First one draws random triangles

in random colors with sound. The second
draws random lines in random color. My
guess is that Mike was experimenting when
these programs were written.

One note about typing one-liners. Enter

the text of the program without spaces.

Some of the programs have too many
characters after being listed. The Basic-

Interpreter inserts spaces to make the

program easier to read. Often the extra

spaces make the program too long for

direct entry. As you may recall, only 255

characters can be typed into the keyboard
input buffer, but if you leave out the spaces,

an apparently too long program will fit in

the buffer.

A couple of one-page programs were
sent to me too. They are called one-pagers

because the entire program fits on the

screen when listed. Since I had an extra

Write for FREE Catalogue:

MICRO LEARNINGWARE, Box
2134, N Mankalo, MN 56001

(507) 825 2205
VISA 4 MASTER CARD ACCEPTED

We pay 15% royalty for Educational
Programs listed with us.

TRS-80 is a registered trademark of
TANDY CORP.
PET is a trademark of COMMO-
DORE BUS MACHINES
APPLE is a trademark of APPLE
COMPUTER CO

A ATARI'
Kit 88 00 AtaritMIW 73500

K» 5600 MarMMIM 35900

CMUMMcatwM 34500 atari 411 Cassette 8000

Hcnufltaitt 72 00 Atari (It DM 480 00

ALL ATARI SOFTWARE 20% OFF
Plus Loads of 3rd Party Software!

V0TRAX TYPE'NTALK: 340 00
ALSO EPSON 4 CENTRONICS PRINTERS

ZENITH a TELEVOE0 TERMINALS

BBI Mail Order is a company made up ot com
putei professionals We are able to provide

low prices as well as technical support Give

us a call and find out why we consider the

Atari the best home computer on the market

today You won't be disapointed

V

&
II Mill Order

Specializing in Atari Home Computers

f Bo« 365

Newton MKjhUnds MA 02161

(617)964 3060
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Maxell Floppy Disks

The Mini-Disks

with maximum quality.

Dealer inquiries

invited COD's
accepted. Call

FREE (800) 235-4 137

PACIFIC EXCHANGES
100 Foothill Blvd . San Luis

San Luis Obispo. CA 93401
In Cal call (800) 592-5935 or

43-1037
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Super Invasion
Apple II (requires paddles)
licensed from Astar International
48K Diskette DOS 3 3 CS-4505 $19 95
1 6K Cassette CS-40O6 $ 1 9.95
Sorcerer 16K Cassette CS-501 1 $19 95
by Matt Hickey
This is the original arcade game, with

superb high resolution graphics, high speed
action, nail biting tension, and hilarious antics
by the moon creatures Fifty five aliens whiz
across the screen, quickening their descent,
challenging you to come out from behind s ' <

your blockades and pick them off with your r
'-.

'.

lasers before they bomb you. destroy your
shields, or drop down right on top of you.

Super Invasion by John Varela
32K TRS-80 Model I Diskette CS-3520
$1995
16K TRS-80 Cassette CS-3020 $19 95
A low resolution, high speed arcade game

similar to our Apple and Sorcerer versions
The aliens move back and forth across the
screen, dropping ever lower to attack you
as you attempt to destroy them with your
lasers
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Bliiterball and Mad Bomber
By Rodney McCauley
Apple II 48K Diskette DOS 3 3 (requires
paddles) CS-4511 $24.95
A frantic, fast paced romp that can be

played for hours. Blisterball is the first truly
original arcade-type game for a home com-
puter As the bouncing balls drop from above
the player moves his laser base and tries to
shoot them. It's easy at first- with just one
ball Then come two. then three It's getting
harder Four balls come, and finally five
Surviving them, the player gets to shoot at
inelastic bonus balls. If he makes it this far
the second round starts. The balls bounce
lower, the walls close in Shades of Poe and
Newton! Making Superb use of Apple
graphics and sound. BNstorbaN can be played
by one or two people Mad Bomber, included
on the same disk, is another fast paced
arcade game Racks of bombs fill up above
you. Whenever four bombs are in any rack
they start to fall You can shoot them either
in the rack or while they are falling but
since there are racks all across the top of
the screen, you need to stay ahead of them
to survive
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Tsunami
by Rodney McCauley
Apple II 48K Diskette DOS 3.3 (requires
paddles) CS-4526 $29 95

Wave after wave of alien attackers attempt
to overwhelm your defenses. Each wave
comes in a different formation and uses
different attack and defense strategies You
get dozens of superior arcade games com-
bined into one program. If you ever master
the first set of games on the diskette where
the attackers are without shields, then you
are ready for the second set This time the
attackers are sheltered by shields They
can drop bombs right through the shields
but you cannot shoot through them Suc-
cessive waves use different strategies Some
move from shield to shield, allowing you to
shoot while they are in between Others
just come out briefly to attack, and you must
have fast reflexes to get them. Bonus points
are awarded for beating the clock with a
countdown timer displayed on screen This
may be our finest arcade game ever'
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Tom
by Erol Pekoz
Apple II 48K Diskette DOS 3.3 (requires
paddles) CS-4520 $24 95
Defend your home planet against the

invading Torids! Try to protect your nuclear
fuel tanks, which the aliens are intent on
stealing The Torids drop down, steal a fuel
tank and rise up to escape They are also
armed, and will not hesitate to shoot at you.
While you whiz by the surface of your planet
at incredible speed, you must avoid enemy

v

ICBM
Audio visual licensed from Atari Inc
32K TRS-80 Model I Diskette CS-3521

16K TRS-80 Cassette CS-3021 $19 95
TRS-80 version of the popular arcade

game where you must destroy incoming
missiles with your own anti-ballistic missiles
before they destroy your cities with nuclear
warheads.

T

software packages, send
ndiated plus $3.00 postage
g to Creative Computing Dept /— /

l
C0522. One Park Avenue. Room 458New York. NY 10016 Orders may also
be charged to your Visa, MasterCard or
American Express account-by mail
include credit card name, number, and
expiration date, or if you prefer, use our
24-hour toll-free number. 800-631-81 12
In NJ only 201-540-0445 Order today
at no risk. If you are not completely
satisfied, your money will be promptly
refunded
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/"Apple Cart, continued.

LIST
10 REM ONE LINER

CY: MIKE. CAMERON

20 HGR2 » FOR A - 1 TO 1001 HCOLOR-

INT ( RND (1> « 7KX = INT

( RND (1) 250 + I"' :Y " INT

\ RND (1) « 170 10): HPLOT

X.Y TO X - 1,V " » TO X t,

Y - 9 TO X.Y'.S = PEEK ( - 1

6336): FOR U - 1 TO 150 :
NEXT

m: hcolor o: HPLOT x.y TO X

. ,,» - 9 TO X 1-Y " 9 TO

x.y: next

ILIST
10 REM ONE LINER

BY! HIKE CAMERON

20 HGR2 : HCOLOR= INT < RND <1>
' * 7): HPLOT 0,0! FOR Z =1 TO

300-.X - INT < RND <1> 279

>IY - INT < RND <1) » 191).

hplot to x.y: next : for x

i to 30 o: next : goto 10

3

Listing 1. Draws random diamonds in color with sound. Listing 2. Draws random lines in color.

day off because of an ice storm. I decided

to enter the programs and include them

here (remember the January «2 cold wave).

Both are very interesting programs. 1 think

you will especially enjoy the lo-res graphics

program in Listing 4.

Listing 3 is an adaptation of the lores

kaleidoscope program in the original Apple

II Reference Manual. This book, known

as the Red Book, included several Integer

Basic programs, a couple of which were

interesting games using lo-res graphics.

This program is an interesting adaptation

of the old lores program. The program

runs very slowly, so give it plenty of time.

The patterns that are developed are worth

the wait. Bring your camera and take

pictures.

How many Apple 11 Plus owners know

about Integer Basic? If you have the Integer

Card or a RAM card. I'm sure you have

used Integer Basic. The language is the

original Apple language and was developed

for games and educational applications. It

runs much faster than Applesoft for most

applications-especially graphics programs.

The program in Listing 4 was written in

Integer Basic and the results are fascinating.

One of the features of the program is that

it switches pages. That is. while you are

looking at one page, a new display is being

developed on the other. All of a sudden

the display changes when the pages are

switched. The process then continues on

the other page. Fascinating!

When you first run the program, it dtsplay s

two lines of text. Follow the instructions,

set LOMEM and then type the GOTO.

Now sit back and watch the display. It

takes several seconds to get started, so

give it a chance. I used my green-screen

monitor and the results were very good,

but it is much better viewed in color. If

you would like to use this program in Apple-

soft you will need to change the INT

statements. Otherwise the program should

run properly. I'm not going to say what it

does. Type it in and run it: you'll like it.

QUESTIONS *N ANSWERS

Frequently, readers write to me and ask

questions about all sorts of Apple related

things. (Even about Apple and IBM!) The

questions are often specific: something

the individual reader is interested in. Other

times the questions are general in nature

and concern topics of interest to many

readers. The questions asked most often

are about connecting printers, adding on-

line storage, and using RAM cards.

About Printers

Basically, printers come in two types.

There are Receive Only (RO). and Key-

board Send/Receive (KSR). Generally, a

KSR printer will have a keyboard attached

to the printer. You can use the printer to

send and to receive. An RO printer will

only receive the data sent to it. Since there

is no keyboard. RO printers are often more

compact.
There are also serial printers and parallel

Listing 1 Hires version of the old Red Book Lo-Res Graphics

program.

Listing 4 Lo-res graphics in Integer Basic. Draws on both

,a7"and ^.rh,* when complete. Very interesung program.

10 rem high res kaleidoscope
->0 REM ADAPTED FROM LOW RES"

REM KALEIDOSCOPE (RED BOOK)

30 REM BY: STUART RANKIN

.„ f - 30". HGR2 t HOME : FOR W
* 3 TO 1000 : FOR I - TO 95: FOR

j . TO 95

110 A - INT (2.65 « J / <I + 32)

+ I « W / E)

12 A - ABS ( INT (A - -99999))

130 IF A > 7 THEN E - E « 50:A = 7

110 HCOLOR= INT (A)

50 HPLOT Z.Kt HPLOT K.II HPLOT

278 - 1.190 - K: HPLOT 278 -

160 HPLOT K.190 - XI HPLOT 278 -

[,KJ HPLOT 1,190 - K: HPLOT

278 - K.T
170 NEXT J.I.w: END

REM one pager
by: l. j. TIBBITTS

1 CALL -936: PRINT "LOMEM: 6000"

: PRINT "GOTO 10": END

2 x= RND (11>«3:Y= RND d;»>*3

; IF X Y THEN RETURN : GOTO 2

5 GOSUB ZJA-XJB-YJ GOSUB ?i FOR

i=a to b: color=c: hlin x.y at

1 : NEXT i: COLOI

7 VLIN A,8 AT X: VLIN A.B AT

Yl HLIN X.Y AT At HLIN X.Y AT

81 RETURN _„
10 CALL -936t GR : REM TIBBITTS

10? COLOR= RND (15>+i: FOR 1=1 TO

28: HLIN 1,38 AT It NEXT It

GOTO 121
110 C= RND (15)+1
120 FOR K-l TO RND (10): GOSUB

5: NEXT K: IF RND (10)>1 THEN

HOI POKE -16300,0
121 FOR J=0 TO 1021: POKE 2018+

J, PEEK <1021+J>: NEXT J

126 POKE -16299, 0: GOTO 110

192
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A REMARKABLE MAGAZINE

creative
comporting
"The beat covered by Creative Computing
is one of the most important, explosive and
fast-changing."-Alvin Toffler

David Ahl. Founder and
Publisher of Creative Computing

You might think the term "creative com-
puting' is a contradiction How can some-
thing as precise and logical as electronic
computing possibly be creative7 We think
it can be Consider the way computers are
being used to create special effects in

movies— image generation, coloring and
computer-driven cameras and props Or an
electronic sketchpad for your home
computer that adds animation, coloring
and shading at your direction. How about a
computer simulation of an invasion of killer

bees with you trying to find a way of keep-
ing them under control"?

Beyond Our Dreamt

Computers are not creative per se But
the way in which they are used can be
highly creative and imaginative Five years
ago when Creative Computing magazine
first billed itself as "The number 1 maga-
zine of computer applications and soft-

ware, we had no idea how far that idea
would take us Today, these applications
are becoming so broad, so all-

encompassing that the computer field will

soon include virtually everything!
In light of this generality, we take appli-

cation to mean whatever can be done with
computers, ought to be done with comput-
ers or might be done with computers That
is the meat of Creative Computing
Alvin Toffler. author of Future Shock and

The Third Wave says. I read Creative Com-
puting not only for information about how
to make the most of my own equipment but
to keep an eye on how the whole field is

emerging
Creative Computing, the company as

well as the magazine, is uniquely light-

hearted but also seriously interested in all

aspects of computing. Ours is the maga-
zine of software, graphics, games and sim-
ulations for beginners and relaxing profes-
sionals We try to present the new and im-
portant ideas of the field in a way that a 1 4-

year old or a Cobol programmer can under-

stand them Things like text editing, social
simulations, control of household devices,
animation and graphics, and communica-
tions networks.

Understandable Yet Challenging

As the premier magazine for beginners, it

is our solemn responsibility to make what
we publish comprehensible to the new-
comer. That does not mean easy; our
readers like to be challenged It means
providing the reader who has no prepar-
ation with every possible means to seize
the subject matter and make it his own.
However, we don't want the experts in

our audience to be bored. So we try to
publish articles of interest to beginners and
experts at the same time. Ideally, we would
like every piece to have instructional or
informative content—and some depth-
even when communicated humorously or
playfully Thus, our favorite kind of piece is

acessible to the beginner, theoretically
non-trivial, interesting on more than one
level, and perhaps even humorous
David Gerrold of Star Trek fame says.

Creative Computing with its unpreten-
tious, down-to-earth lucidity encourages
the computer user to have fun Creative
Computing makes it possible for me to
learn basic programming skills and use the
computer better than any other source

Hard-hitting Evaluations

At Creative Computing we obtain new
computer systems, peripherals, and soft-

ware as soon as they are announced. We
put them through their paces in our Soft-
ware Development Center and also in the
environment for which they are intended—
home, business, laboratory, or school
Our evaluations are unbiased and accur-

ate We compared word processing printers
and found two losers among highly pro-
moted makes. Conversely, we found one
computer had far more than its advertised
capability Of 16 educational packages.

only seven offered solid learning value
When we say unbiased reviews we mean

it More than once, our honesty has cost us
an advertiser— temporarily. But we feel
that our first obligation is to our readers and
that editorial excellence and integrity are
our highest goals

Karl Zinn at the University of Michigan
feels we are meeting these goals when he
writes Creative Computing consistently
provides value in articles, product reviews
and systems comparisons in a magazine
that is fun to read

Order Today

When you order an introductory subscription
to Creative Computing, you'll save as much as
33%. One year (12 issues) costs $19.97-20%
off Two years go for $36.97, or 26% off And
three years cost $4997~-a 33% saving All

savings are based on the full one-year sub-
scription price of $24.97.

Foreign orders: Add $5 a year for Canada.
Add $10 a year (cash payment in U.S. currency
only) for all other countries outside U.S. and
possessions.

Please allow 30 to 60 days for delivery of your
first issue We guarantee your complete satis-

faction or we will refund the full amount for all

the unmailed issues remaining in your sub-
scription.

To order, make your check payable to Cre-
ative Computing and mail it to the address
below—today!

creative
computing

PO Box 5214
Boulder, Colorado 80322
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Apple Cart, continued...

printers available in both types. You can

use some serial printers as-is. without any

control signals other than the data lines.

Other serial printers require handshaking,

a term used to describe the way in which

the computer and printer talk to each other.

Parallel interface printers include hand-

shaking as part of the computer-to-printer

connections.

The DEC LA-34 is a KSR serial printer

that does not require handshaking. You
can use the Apple II High Speed Serial

Interface Board with this printer, for

instance. The LA-34 will print at 300 baud

(30 characters per second), but runs as

fast as 45 characters in the catch-up mode,

after a carriage return.

The LA-34. since it is KSR with an RS-

232 serial interface, can also be used with

a modem to talk directly to a host computer.

You can take advantage of the wide printing

width to see output as it would be printed

on an 80-character screen. You will use a

great deal of paper, however. Be aware

too. that you must switch the transmitted

data and received data lines when a printer

is used with a modem. Normally, these

lines are pins 2 and 3 in the standard 25-

pin connector.

Other serial printers can accept data at

much higher speeds. For instance, my Epson

MX-80 with a serial adapter, runs at 1200

baud (and will run as high as 9200 baud).

The print head can't run at this speed, so

the input buffer must tell the computer
when it is full of characters. At this time

the handshaking signals tell the computer

to stop sending. When the buffer is cleared,

another signal is sent to start the data

again. Note that in this mode, it is of no

advantage to send the data any faster than

the print head can move.

If you have a system that allows spooling

or buffering of data during the print cycle,

the high speed transmission is more impor-

tant. You can keep the spooling operation

from loading other computing functions

with higher transmission speeds. At least

one manufacturer is making a card that

will let you print and do other functions at

the same time. Some word processors

provide this capability too. Both functions

slow down since the microprocessor must

handle both functions. The faster the print

buffer is filled, the sooner other functions

are taken care of.

There are several serial interface cards

on the market now which include hand-

shaking. Since even the standard RS-232

serial interface allows many handshaking

options, make sure the interface card and

the printer are compatible.

Parallel printers, on the other hand, send

the data as fast as the computer can send it

all the time. Handshaking is built into the

parallel interface. But not all parallel

interfaces are the same.

My MX-80 and Centronics 737 are both

parallel RO printers. The parallel card

used for the 737 will not work with the

MX-80. Manufacturers have tended to use

the phrase •Centronics-compatible" but

some are "more" compatible than others.

Again, there are many parallel interface

boards on the market now. Make sure the

interface board works with the printer that

you want to use.

About Disk Drives

Several companies are making expansion

drives for the Apple system. Among these

are Sorento Valley Associates (SVA). Vista,

and Micro-Sci. The first two are offering

controller cards and software for expansion

to 8" drives. Micro-Sci claims to have 5

1 /4" expansion drives and software for the

Apple.

My experience has been only with SVA.
a company which has a good reputation.

With their controllers you can add up to 4

megabytes of on-line storage capacity in

floppy drives. This capacity is provided

through double-sided, double density con-

troller capacity.

SVA has also announced controllers for

8" and 5 1/4" fixed lor rigid) drives. The

software on the 8" system is integrated

with DOS 3.3. You can have both the

Apple controller card and the SVA con-

troller card in the system at the same time.

The other two companies are new in

the Apple disk drive business. Vista has

been around a while, but I am not familiar

with their products. Vista has announced

a controller and Apple compatible software

for 8" drives. The system is reported to be

very much like the SVA units.

Micro-Sci started about a year ago and

had problems. They advertise a 40-track

drive and a 70-track drive. Software was

reported to be the major problem by those

with whom I have discussed the products.

The 40-track drive does not offer much in

the way of additional capacity. With the

70-track unit, you get about 1/4 megabyte

of storage — about as much as a single-

sided 8" disk. As I learn more about these

disk drive memory expansion systems. I

will keep you informed.

About RAM Cards

Adding a RAM card to the Apple brings

us in a complete circle. Now you can

"softload" many languages and utilities into

addressable memory occupied by ROM.
A few years ago. the rage was to have a

computer that had the programming

language in ROM. When you turned on

the power, the language was ready to use

immediately. Of course, if you had to load

programs from tape, you could understand

why programs in ROM were so desirable.

Now. with fast access disk drives, the more

flexible softload capability has gained pop-

ularity.

Apple's Language System included the

first RAM card that I know of. It is part of

the package you get when you buy Pascal.

Several other manufacturers offer IfiK

RAM cards, most of which are quite similar

to the Apple RAM card. You can load

Integer Basic. Applesoft Basic. Pascal or

Fortran, or use the Z-80 Softcard with

them. The units have switches in software

and hardware to connect or remove them

from the memory circuits.

One supplier has a unit that has its own
memory refresh circuits on it. This means

that you don't have to remove any of the

RAM chips on the main Apple board.

However, my feelings are uneasy here;

the logic is good, but there is always the

possibility that refresh will occur at the

wrong time. I prefer those boards which

get their refresh timing from the same
circuits the main Apple memory does.

Newer RAM boards now have capacities

of 32K. MK. and 128K bytes of memory.
With this kind of capacity you could store

the total contents of an Apple disk in RAM.
In fact, that is the claim made for these

memory giants. Other possibilities include
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16 K COLOR 80 or 8KOS1. These Ad
ventures are written in BASIC, are full fea-
tured, fast action, full plotted adventures
that take 30-50 hours to play. (Adventures
are interactive fantasies. It's like reading a
book except that you are the main char-
acter as you give the computer commands
like 'Look in the Coffin" and "Light the
torch.") $14.95 each.
ESCAPE FROM MARS (by Rodger Olsen)

This ADVENTURE takes place on theRED PLANET. You'll have to explore a
Martian city and deal with possibly hostile
aliens to survive this one. A good first
adventure.

PYRAMID (by Rodger Olsen)
This is our most challenging ADVEN-

TURE. It is a treasure hunt in a pyramid
full of problems. Exciting and tough

!

OS1 only TINY COMPILER OS1 only
The easy way to speed in your programs.

The tiny compiler lets you write and debug
your program in Basic and then automatically
compiles a Machine Code version that runs
from 50-150 times faster. The tiny compiler
generates relocatable, native, transportable
machine code that can be run on any 6502
system.

It does have some limitations. It is

memory hungry - 8K is the minimum sized
system that can run the Compiler. It also
handles only a limited subset of Basic

about 20 keywords including FOR NEXT
' F THEN. GOSUB, GOTO. RETURN ENDSTOP. USR(X), PEEK. POKE - - « /

'

<••>
.

Variable names A-Z. 'and 'integer
Numbers from 0-64K

TINY COMPILER is written in Basic It
can be modified and augmented by the user
It comes with a 20 page manual
TINY COMPILER-S19.95 on tape or disk.

QUEST
QUEST - A NEW IDEA IN ADVENTURE GAMES! Different from all the

others. Quest is played on a computer
generated map of Alesia. Your job is to
gather men and supplies by combat, bargain-
ing, exploration of ruins and temples and
outright banditry. When your force is strong
enough, you attack the Citadel of Moorlock
in a life or death battle to the finish. Play-
able in 2 to 5 hours, this one is different
every time.
16K COLOR-80 OR
$14.95.

TRS80 or 12KOS1

#

ARCADE AND THINKING GAMES
16K COLOR 80 or 8KOS1

TIME TREK, REAL TIME REALGRAPHICS TREK. See the t "4doe. fly
and Klingons explode. No more scoll-mg displays, no more turn taking - This

RASir* J

ea,
,i!ir"

and real displays. In

BAS
S
.C.il4 95

16K,eVe,l,0reX,endedCO,0r

SPACE ZAPPER. Protect your central
starbase from alien ships by zapping them
lint. High res. high speed graphics, right outof the arcades. $14^95 - 16K Extended orJZK Disk Basic for Color 80 ONLYl
1

BATILE f
LEET - Thi ' grown-up ver-

sion of Battleship is the toughest thinkinggame available on 80 computers. There is

£°^ „
,nv0lved as vou seek °u » the 80's

hidden fleet. This is a topographical toughie.

SLASHBALL - A two player game of
strategy and skill, this is like nothing youhave ever seen before. This takes fast
lingers, quick wits and concentration. Plav-

T^f96 6 ,0 65
-

iT is a 9°od 'amily
game. $9.95.

TCm£?YR,NTH ~ 8K OS1 or 16K EX-TENDED COLOR BASIC - With amazingSO graphics, you fight your way through amaze facing real time monsters. The gra-
phics are real enough to cause claustro-
phobia. The most realistic game that I have
ever seen on either system. $14.95

•Jjj^>

OS1

Please specify system on all orders
This is only a partial listing of what we have to offer. We have arcade and
thinking games, utilities and business programs for the OS1 and TRS-80 ColorWe add new programs every week. Send $1.00 for our complete catalog."

AARDVARK-80
2352 S. Commerce, Walled Lake, Ml 48088 TRS 80 COLOR

(313)669-3110
"
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NIBBLESAWAY II
L I Ml InT.MAll IM«AI«0«WWV»OOIi«BACItl»»VitlM
NIBBLES AWAY II second ed.lion rl gre.tlw rnlum ml ..,„ ,mpm.ed ,.,„on ol oo. uil.e. p,„duit NIBBIES AWAY u ,

turn blAlaollht AH lelKbHily
.Lca«»« F ||| ,„

Olh«. urn** ,,,iem» on ine n^Moi ,„,,., ,„.g„„ lt. b ., ,„ „,„ „. „,t»g,n to comp.,. „,,„M in. I«lu,„ „„„! „„" NIBBlis AWaV II

inynupoi fi i#1pbi

*69
Dealer Inquiries Invited. "

ill !*• 1L t il ICr ~ Customer Contact Profiler & Mailer

A Super Mail List Plus more - up to 1000 Entries on single 3.3 Disk (only 1
Drive required) - 2 second access time to any name - full sort capabilities- Dual Index Modes - supports new 9 digit Zip. Easy to follow manual -
Not Copy Protected - 4 user defined tables with 26 sort selections per table
- Beta tested for 6 months - user defined label generation
INTRODUCTORY PRICE %X»9. $99.00 Dealer & Dist. Inquiries Invited.

Sllper PIX HIRES SCREEN OUM P
The Software package that will allow your printer to dump page 1 or page 2 of
the Apple Hires screen horizontally or vertically. Use with EPSON® MX-80
with or without GRAFTRAX® Roms, MX-70 - OKI® Microline 80 82 83
82A. 83A - C. ITOH® 8510 and NEC 8023A. Requires Tymac' Parallel'
Printer Board PPC-100, MX-80 Version $39. all others $24 95

®
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PAWAI.IIL RRJNTIR CAMA Universal Centronics type
parallel printer board complete
with cable and connector. This
unique board allows you to
turn on and off the high bit so
that you can access addition-
al features in many printers
Use with EPSON. C.ITOH.ANADEX. STARWRITER
NEC, OKI, and other with
standard Centronics _ config-
uration. J i -jq

DOUBLE DOS Plut

0OU«Le DOS ««.- « p,gg>b.c»bona in«i piug, ,nl0 |n#

can twitch Mlecl Ml»H„ '

0OS 3 1 ano DOS 3 3

Noih.ng neeos lo be soldered ,u ji plug in and go S.nce M lou. ROMS a/*

$39.00
ouueif wjs »i w . '•«,.••• ««t« OO* DOM*

THE APPLE CARD— Two sided 100% plastic releience card (

L oaded with informalion ol interest lo all Apple owners ss cm********** ** *
t m m<c7Tl

Xll D/\ n/>^ "B"^<% W% An.msuun A'CACk- Q*T.f> * i* »ou<idDU I\UI/Ul 1QUK Look O^f of vou- lurr„ «nd „ ¥ to
bl*H( ih* rnymw t«n*i« anr) MuCdi

<"* v' lee it una utf o' Ih* iijmr i>«d(i<**s i>r lOytt.c* q>«e »o»j

ONLY %29 9b

*• Aniffijiioi WMt \r,

0"lTlJr>a o* you' '|n»

MICRO-WAKE DIST. INC.

wnnnocuiinnonntniiuuuu
P.O. MI 111

fonrtoi rum »J
•T«44
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Apple Cart, continued-

moving DOS (the disk operating system)

into this area of memory. You can get an

additional 10K bytes of main memory for

your programs this way. Note that the

software must be compatible with DOS
for these things to work properly.

A technique called bank switching is

used to access a particular 16K section of

the additional RAM memory. Addresses

are used as bank switching registers. When

a switching register is called, the appropriate

16K section is selected, and the programs

stored there run accordingly. With just

one 16K section, the usual result is to

switch ROM with RAM. The result is

similar to having Applesoft resident in ROM
on the Apple main board, and an Integer

Basic card in slot zero. You can switch

one or the other on with the hardware

switch, or make the switch with a software

call. Most of the software available these

days has the intelligence to make the analysis

during boot time. That's how the master

disk knows whether to load the non-resident

language into a RAM card if it is installed

in slot zero.

A Fast-Load Utility

Speaking of fast loading memory, a new

utility called Universal Boot Initializer (UBI)

will do this for you. As I mentioned above

.

loading programs from tape was sometimes

agonizingly slow. When Applesoft was first

available, it took 1.5 minutes to load it

from tape. The same program takes 20

seconds from a disk. Now with UBI, you

can load your system with the non-resident

language in less than five seconds. Actually,

if you measure only the one time it takes

to load a RAM card, the time is less than

two seconds.

UBI is a product of S&S Software. Box

5, Manvel. ND 52856. The utility is designed

to provide the software developer or end

user with universal boot capability. This

means you can load DOS 3.2. 1 or 3.3 from

the same disk. In addition to the copy

protected utility disk, the package includes

a thorough training disk and a manual to

help configure your own personal boot

disk. Examples of single and dual language

possibilities are included too, for a total of

four sides of software.

There was only one thing I didn't like

about the utility. You can't directly add

the capability to an existing disk. However,

once you initialize a blank disk, you can

use a file transfer utility like FID on DOS
3.3 to move files from a slow boot disk to a

UBI initialized disk.

The well organized manual includes more

than most people want to know about how

the utility works. In addition to the sections

on customizing your own boot disk, the

manual tells you how the UBI came about,

and includes a complete section on how to

copy the universal boot disk.

Because of a problem that occurs when

you include both DOS 3.2. 1 and 3.3 on the

same disk, they become difficult to copy.

The manual suggests ways to overcome

the problem, including the FID method,

and use of a bit copier.

Warranty and replacement policies are

quite liberal. Defective disks are replaced

at no charge within 30 days. User damaged

disks are replaced for $15 with return of

the original disk. A back-up copy of the

original disk is available for $ 10 with return

of the warranty card.

For the software developer, a software

licensing agreement is available. The

individual end-user does not need a license.

UBI also includes a directory formatting

capability. However, additional software

is required to create the customized catalog.

The disks that I use frequently have

been modified with UBI. I have been

delighted with it since I first saw the

prototype model in July '81. If you have

felt that two-stage booting was more than

you needed at times, then you will enjoy

the fast-load, single-step capability offered

with the UBI. The price is $49.95 plus $3

postage and handling. The phone number

is (701)696-2574.

zw
¥j0f>

From "Wr»ck Your Porcupine." Copyright B. KHban 1977. Workman Publishing Co., New York. Heprlnted by arr«>gement with the publish*.
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Complete line of MECC software for
Apple computers now available... creative

competing
software

Educational Excellence
Excellent educational software is the

exception rather than the rule.

Excellence in educational software
It's not easily achieved

Many large publishers have entered
the computer software business Many
have flopped Why' Because producing
good software is not the same as pro-
ducing a textbook

Tough Criteria

Good educational software must
meet specific objects in the teach-
ing learning process It must motivate
and hold the attention of the students It

must not bore the gifted students nor be
over the heads of slower students It

must be "user friendly" to both the
teacher and student And it must be ac-
companied by clear support material
worksheets and all the material neces-
sary to use it effectively

A tall order

But one which MECC has met
The Minnesota Educational Com-

puter Consortium (MECC) was founded
in 1973 with the goal of extending the
benefits of computers to every school in

the state Over the years, MECC has de-
veloped procedures for finding and per-
fecting programs from contributors
throughout the state

Few Programs Qualify

Before a program is accepled lor the

Apple Demonstration Diskette
MECC-701.$19 95
A sample of the different kinds of

applications available on the MECC
diskettes is shown The software dem-
onstrates applications in drill and prac-
tice, tutorial, simulation, problem
solving, and worksheet generation
Samples from music, science, social
studies, industrial arts, reading and
mathematics are provided

Elementary-Volume 1 (Mathematics)
MECC-702. $24 95
The first elementary diskette contains

programs to be used in the elementary
mathematics classroom Games of logic
such as BAGELS TAXMAN and
NUMBER drill and practice programs
such as SPEED DRILL. ROUND, and
CHANGE, and programs about the met-
ric system such as METRIC ESTIMATE
METRIC LENGTH and METRIC 21 are
included on the diskette

Elementary-Volume 2 (Language Arts)
MECC-703. $24 95
The teacher can enter lists of spelling

words in the computer and have them
used by the program SPELL, which
drills students on the spelling, MIXUP
which presents the word in mixed up
order, or WORD FIND which will create
a word find puzzle for the teacher to du-
plicate If words and definitions are en-
tered a CROSS WORD puzzle can he

Elementary-Volume 6 (Social Studies)
MECC-725. $24 95

Historical simulations. OREGON
VOVAGEUR and FURS are included m
the ELEMENTARY-VOLUME 6 disk-
ette Along with these programs are
NOMAD which teaches map reading
and SUMER. a simulation of ancient
Sumeria

Special Needs-Volume 1 (Spelling)
MECC-727. $24 95

This diskette is designed to drill
handicapped students on frequently
misspelled primary and intermediate
words Students answer problems by ei-
ther using the game buttons, the game
paddles or any key on the keyboard

Science-Volume 2 (Senior High)
MECC-709. $24 95
Many of the programs on this diskette

were developed by Minnesota teachers
PEST, which deals with the use of pesti-
cides, and CELL MEMBRANE in which
the user takes the part of a cell mem-
brane can be used in biology classes
SNELL plots light refraction demon-
strating SNELLs law while COLLIDE
simulates the collision between two
bodies Diffusion deals with the diffu-
sion rates of various gasses NUCLEAR
SIMULATION shows radioactive decay
of nine different radioisotopes. ICBM
and RADAR teach angles and projec-
tions on a coordinate system

Teacher Utilities-Volume 1

MECC-715 $24 95
The TEACHER UTILITIES diskette is

designed to aid the teacher and would
not be used by the student unless the
teacher creates questions using the
REVIEW program This program allows
the teacher to set up a list of questions
which can be used either by the RE-
VIEW program or the TEST GENERA-
TOR program The teacher can also
make CROSSWORD puzzles WORD
FIND puzzles BLOCK LETTER banners
and POSTERS using this program
FREQUENCY and PERCENT can be
used to calculate grades and to do sta-
tistical analysis A printer is needed for
some of the programs on this diskette

Programmer's Aid-Volume 1

MECC 720 $32 95
The PROGRAMMER s AID diskette

provides help for the programmer Pro-
grams to be able to UPLOAD and
DOWNLOAD to the MECC system pro-
grams that work with text files mcludmq
tP TO TEXT RANDOM EDITOR Sf?
OUENTIAL EDITOR, and TEXT LIST
along with programs to work with binary
dies BINARY FILE INFO. BINARY FILE
TO FP are included Two programs
TABLES and MERGE allow the user to
create change and merge graphic
shapes for use in a program FREE
SPACE will tell the amount of space on
the diskette while HIDDENCHARACTERS
will locate control character STARTER
will put standard routines such as space
bar music, graphic characlers or input



UNLOCKYOUR ATARI
"ATARI HAS THE CAPABIUTY-
ACE GIVES YOU THE KEY"

As a major publisher and distributor ot

educational materials and games we are

searching for quality microcomputer soft-

ware for children and families to be used

in school or at home. Acquisition and

distribution will be on an exclusive basis.

Games, language arts and math programs

are of particular interest. Send inquiries

to: Fritz Luecke, Xerox Education Publica-

tions, 245 Long Hill Rd., Middletown, CT
06457

Xerox

Education

Publications
245 Long Hill Rd., Middletown, CT 06457

CIRCLE 255 ON READER SERVICE CARD

colorfrack&Jr£^
soundtrack & sand for you ^^

ATARI 400 a 8CQ

$19.95

(CASSETTE) 16k

$29.96
(ACE D»SK ll)24k

THE FIRST COMPREHENSIVE ATARI
POCKET REFERENCE CARD

(includes Basic commands. Poke loca-
tions, internal codes & much more 1

)

ONLY S9.95

ACE DISK II FORMATTED
FLIP/FLOP

6 for $29.95

ORDER NOW-CASH, CHARGE OR C.O.D.

ADVANCED COMPUTING ENTERPRISES
-- 5516 ROSEHILL __C9 SHAWNEE. KS. 66216— (913)262-2875 • (913)631-4180 "^
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^tf®$tf^3®$,3®§^&3§§^&^^^M^rg&$,
ROYAL SOFTWARE

5138 Hollister Ave.

Santa Barbara, CA 93111

YOUR MARKETPLACE FOR:

• Widest variety

• Guaranteed quality

• Fastest delivery

800 Compute 18K $729 00
800 Computer 32K $769 00
800 Computer 48K $839 00
400 Computer 16K $339 00
810 Desk Drive $428 00

825 80 Col Printer $599 00
822 40 Col Printer $329 00
850lnterlece $155 00
Atari 1SK Ram Module $ 8900
Anion 32K Ram Module $18800
Type— N Talk $338 00
CX30 Paddles $ 1 7 50
CX40 Joysticks $ 17 50
CX70 Light Pen $ 84 00
Entertainer Package $ 68 00
Programmer Package $ 54 00
Educator Packege $ 9900
Microsoft Basic 75.00

Mew DOS 2 System $ 2100

EPSON PRINTERS
MX80 Ft $549 00
MX80 $45000
MX70 $39000
MX100 $785 00
MXSO/100 Atari Cable $ 29.00

MICROCONNECTION MODEM . $17800

HARDWARE SOFTWARE
— SAMPLE DISCOUNTS —

Missile Command $ 3350
Asterads $3150
Space Invaders $ 1650
Assembler/Editor $ 5250
Star Raiders $ 33-50

Computer Chess $ 2750
Word Proceeeor (Diek) $11900
Scram $ 1650
3-D Tic Tac Toe $ 3500
Invitation to Programming 42 $ 1850
Invitation to Programming «3 $ 1650
Musk Composer $ 5250
Super Breakout $ 33.50

Basketball $ 33.50

Eastern Front (1941) $ 2250
Touch Typing $ 20 00
Biorhythm $ 1250
Bleckack $ 12.50

Pro-Football $2550
Ghost Hunter $25 50
Midway Campaign $1250
Conflict 2500 $1250
Jaw Breaker $2525
Intruder Alert $1450
Chomp-Othetlo $1050
Flight Simulator $1550
Star Wamor $3550
Crush. Crumble 8 Chomp $27 SO
Baseball $27.50
Sammy the See Serpent $1425
Nukewar $1850
Rever* $1575
Oomoku $16 75
Convoy Reider $1850
Cypher Bowl (Dtak) $4450
Tanktics $20.00

Call or Write for Free Catalog:
HOW TO ORDER: Call for phone orders or send

check or money order and receive free shipping on
software in the Continental United States. CA residents

j

add 6% sales tax. Add 3% for VISA or MC. Equipment
' subject to price change and availability without notice.

PHONE 800-235-5759

• Friendly customer service

• Free catalog

• 24 hour order phone

Voices; $149.00
Mailing List 2.2 $ 29.50
Character Generator $ 18.50
OS/A- $ 7200
Caverns of Mars $ 26.50
Empire ol the Overrmnd $ 29 50
Femasyland (Oisk) $ 5025
Name That Song $ 1250
Bridge 20 $ 1520
Letter Perfect $125.00
Stock Charting $ 21 00
Alphafighter (Disk) $ 16 00
Pornopoly (Disk) $ 2520
The Broker (Dak) $ 8450
Utility Men (Disk) $8450
Cnbbege $ 1350
Cranston Manor (Oak) $ 2950
Basic utility (Dak) $ 3800
Outlaw viowitrer 12.50
File Manager (Dak) $ 79.50
Super Sort (Dak) $ 1525
Assembler Book $ 1295
Atari Games Book $ 1295
Stocks end Bonds $ 1850

805-967-3889

'Atan a Trademark of Alan Inc
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Outpost: Atari, continued.

MELONS
2 DIM A«( 30 ),SINE< 459 )

3 GOSUB 30000
4 DEG
9 FOR 1=0 TO 90:-> I : A=SIN< I >: SINE< I >=A: SINE< 180-1
-A:SINE< 360+1 >=A:NEXT I

10 GRAPHICS 10
IS RESTORE :FOR 1=1 TO 3:READ A:POKE 704+1, A:NEXT
18 FOR P=l TO 2
20 0=1
25 A=30
30 FOR ANG=180 TO 270 STEP 8
40 X=20*S I NEC ANG+90 > +2S
SO Y=A«SINE( ANG

)

55 Z=X:1F P=2 THEN Z=79-X
SO COLOR
65 IF ANG=180 THEN OLDX=Z: OLDY=Y
7© PLOT 0LDX.96+0LDY
75 DRAHTO Z.96+Y
77 OLDX=Z:OLDY=t
80 REM
90 NEXT ANG
95 0=0+1: IF Q>7 THEN 0=1
100 A=A-1
110 IF A>-30 THEN 30
200 FOR ANG=0 TO 180 STEP 10
210 COLOR 8
220 X=4«SINE( ANG+90 )+25
225 Z=X:IF P=2 THEN Z=79-X
230 Y=30*SINE< ANG

)

240 PLOT Z,96+Y
250 DRAHTO Z,96-Y
2G0 NEXT ANG
300 FOR 1=1 TO 25
310 X=RND( 0)«6+23
315 Z=X: IF P=2 THEN Z=79-X
320 Y = RND< O >*50+71
330 COLOR O
340 PLOT Z,Y
350 NEXT I

400 NEXT P
900 REM X=USR< ADR< AC ) )

910 FOR J=l TO 10:NEXT J
920 GO TO 900
1000 DATA 226,228.230,232,230,228,226,70
30000 REM SET UP ASSY PROGRAM
30010 RESTORE 31000
30020 FOR Z=1 TO 27
30030 READ X : A»> Z > =CHR»i X >

30040 NEXT Z
30050 RESTORE
30060 RETURN

SAS
2 DIM A»( 30 ),SINE< 450)
3 GOSUB 30000
4 DEG
8 7 "STAND BY*
3 FOR 1=0 TO 90:-> I : A=SIN( I ):SINE( I )=A: S
-A:SINE< 1+360 >=A:NEXT I

10 GRAPHICS 10
15 RESTORE : FOR 1=1 TO 3: READ A: POKE 704
19 C=1
20 FOR ANG=0 TO 359
30 X=40+3'?»SINE' ANG+90 )

40 Y =96 +80*SINE< ANG )

50 COLOR INT( C )

60 PLOT 65,96
70 DRAHTO X,Y
75 PLOT 65,95
77 DRAHTO X,Y-1
78 PLOT 65,94
79 DRAHTO X,Y-2
80 0=USR< ADRC At > )

85 C=C+0.5:IF C >=9 THEN C=l
90 NEXT ANG
900 = USR( ADR< A» ) )

310 FOR 1=1 TO 14: NEXT I

920 GO TO 900
iOOO DATA 2,4,6,8,6,4,2,2
3yO0© REM «K SET UP ASS f PROGRAM

"TOPE 31000
OR 2=1 TO 27

30030 READ X:A«. Z > =CHR»< X)
30040 NEXT Z

RESTORE
:• RETURN

>=A:SINE< 180+1 )=-A:SINE( 360-1 )=

ROLL
5 DEG
10 GRAPHICS 10
15 FOR 1=0 TO 7:P0KE 705+ I , 1 28+2: NEXT I

17 POKE 70S, 136
20 FOR ANG=180 TO 360+130 STEP 6
30 X=8+8*C0S< ANG >

40 Y = 16+8KSIN( ANG

>

50 COLOR < ANG- ISO V45+1: PLOT X.Y
60 DRAHTO X,50+Y
70 COLOR 0:PLOT X.Y
90 NEXT ANG
120 FOR ANG=180 TO 360+180 STEP 6

130 X=26+8»C0S( ANG

)

140 Y = 16+8*SIN( ANG)
150 COLOR 9-( ANG- 160 >/"45: PLOT X.Y
160 DRAHTO X.50+Y
170 COLOR 0:PLOT X.Y
190 NEXT ANG
220 FOR ANG=180 TO 360+180 STEP 6
230 X=44 +8»C0S( ANG

)

240 Y=16+S»SIN( ANG

)

250 COLOR < ANG- 180 >/'45+l : PLOT X.Y
260 DRAHTO X.50+Y
270 COLOR 0:PLOT X.Y
290 NEXT ANG
320 FOR ANG=180 TO 360+180 STEP 6
330 X=62 +8»C0S< ANG

)

340 Y = 16 +8»SIN< ANG )

350 COLOR 9-< ANG- 1 80 V45: PLOT X.Y
360 DRAHTO X.50+Y
370 COLOR 0:PLOT X.Y
390 NEXT ANG
410 GO TO 500
420 FOR ANG=180 TO 360+180 STEP 6
430 X=50+8«C0S( ANG)
440 Y = 16+8*SIN< ANG)
450 COLOR ( ANG- 180 >/45+l : PLOT X.Y
460 DRAHTO X.SO+Y
470 COLOR 0:PLOT X.Y
490 NEXT ANG
500 A =PEEK( 70S)
510 FOR 1=705 TO 711
520 POKE I ,PEEK< 1+1 )

530 NEXT I

540 POKE 712,

A

550 GO TO 500

INE( 180-1 )=A:SINE( 1 + 1 80 )=-A: SINE( 360-1 )=

+1 ,A+224:NEXT I

BRASS

-10

10 GRAPHICS 9
15 SETCOLOR 4,15,0
20 FOR Y=55 TO STEP'
30 FOR X=0 TO 24
40 C=X:IF X>11 THEN C=24-X
45 C=C+3
50 Z = t+(X)
55 D=INT< SORt 144-C X-12 )*( X-12 ) ) )/2
57 COLOR 15-C
58 PLOT Z,Y+7-D
60 DRAHTO Z,Y+7+D
70 COLOR C

TAHTO Z.180-Y+D
I O NEXT X
1?0 NEXT Y

?V0 GO TO 200
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Special editions for Apple,
Atari and TRS-80 Computers.

/WW*"* 1

Hey kids, are the folks out of the room?
Good, cause I ve got a secret to tell you.
You know that computer they fuss over?
Well. kid. between you and me. this whole
programming thing is a lot simpler than
they realize

What's that? Sure, you can learn Just
get a copy of Computers For Kids. It s a
super book, and it tells you everything you
need to know Huh? You have an Apple?
No problem There s a version just for the
Apple One for the TRS-80 and one for the
Atari too. with complete instructions for
operating and programming
The book will take you through every-

thing programmers learn. Its easy to
understand and the large type makes it

easy to read You II find out how to put
together a flowchart, and how to get your
computer to do what you want it to do
There s a lot to learn, but Computers For
Kkft has 12 chapters full of information.
You II even learn how to write your own
games and draw pictures that move.
Just so the folks and your teachers won't

feel left out. there s a special section for
them It gives detailed lesson ideas and
tells them how to fix a lot of the small
problems that might pop up. Hey. this
book is just right for you But you don t

have to take my word on that Just listen to
what these top educators have to sav
about it:

Donald T. Piele. Professor of Mathe-
matics at the University of Wisconsin-
Parkside says. Computers For Kids is the
best material available for introducing stu-
dents to their new computer. It is a perfect
tool for teachers who are learning about
computers and programming with their
students Highly recommended ."

Robert Taylor, Director of the Program
in Computing and Education at Teachers
College. Columbia University states, "it's a
good idea to have a book tor chidren:
Not bad. huh? Okay, you can let the

adults back in the room Don't forget to tell
them Computers For Kids by Sally
Greenwood Larsen cost only $3.95 And
tell them you might share it with them, if

they're good. Specify edition on your
order: TRS-80 (12H); Apple (12G); Atari
( 1 2J).

To order your copy send $3.95* plus $1.00
postage and handling to Creative Computing
Dept. C0629, One Park Avenue, Room 458
New York, NY. 10016.

"NJ Residents add 5% sales tax

creative competing press

ATARI DATA BASE
MANAGEMENT

SYSTEM
•VSTKM IV—A data base manage-
ment system from DATA BASic is

now available. Use the Editor to
save, edit, and print out your own
data. Several application programs
available. Available on disk only.
Mention this ad and receive a special
introductory price.

Computer's Voice
2370 Ella Dr. -Dept. 122

Flint. Ml 48504
(313)238-5585
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wabash
When it comes to

Flexible Disks, nobody
does it better than

Wabash.

MasterCard. Visa Accepted
Call Free: (800)235-4137

PACIFIC
EXCHANGES
10(1 Foothill Blvd
San Luis Obispo CA
93401 (InCal call

(80S) Ml 10(7 i
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EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE
For the ATARI 400/800 Computers
WORO SEARCH PUZZLE MAKER -Make word
search puzzles with your words or ours and an 80-
colurnn printer 24K Cassette $19.95 24K Disk:
$24.96

MATHFAKS - Reviews simple math facts in the four
arithmetic operations Uses colorand sound Connects
to an optional printer or Votrax Type-N-Talk 1 6/24K
Cassette: < 19.95 24/32K Disk: $24.95
CONCENTRATION -The matching game that is fun
forall Use our subjects or yours Usesioysticksand
the new Symtec Light Pen for the ATARI (Also
available 1 16K Cassette: $24.95 24K Disk: $29 95
ELECTRONIC QRAOEBOOK The teachers aid
for grade reporting Includes weighted scores, letter
and number grades, and several methods of reporting
grades Disk version has more advanced routines
$49 95 M.
All programs come with a manual Disk versions
come with AUTORUN SYS lite

Please add $2 postage and handling per order
Michigan residents add 4% sales tax

Computers Voice
2370 Ella Dr -Dept 121

Flint. Ml 48504
(3131-238-5585
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Outpost: Atari, continued...

WHIRL
2 DIM A«(30>.S1NEC450>
3 GOSUB 30000
4 DEG

-A:SINE< 1+360 ) =A:NEXT 1

!S RESTOPE
S

= FOR I = « TO 8:READ A:POKE 7f I .~**4 , NEXT I

17 G0SU3 2000
20 FOR ANG=0 TO 353 STEP 2

25 0=8
30 x =20*SINE< ANG+90> +4©

40 Y =20*SINEC ANG> +96

42 COLOR O-.PLOT X.YllF ANG<180 THEN 90

43 AS=0
45 FOR W=1 TO 45

SO LOCATE X,Y+U,OW:IF 0W=0 THEN AS=1

55 IF AS=1 THEN 80

57 COLOR O
60 PLOT X.Y+W
70 0=0-1: IF 0< 1 THEN 0=3

80 NEXT U

30 NEXT ANG
35 Z=20:U=20
175 0=0+1: IF 0>8 THEN 0=1

300 X=USR< ADR< A» ) )

310 FOR 1=1 TO S:NEXT I

320 GO TO 900
1000 DATA 2,4,6,8,6,4,2,2 „__,
2000 REM THIS IS THE HEART OF DIZZY

2020 0=1
2030 FOR Y=0 TO 131

2040 COLOR
2050 PLOT 0,Y
2060 DRAWTO 79,191-Y
2070 0=0+0.416666666: IF >8 THEN 0=1

2080 NEXT Y

2130 FOR X=79 TO STEP -1

2140 COLOR
2150 PLOT X,0
2160 DRAWTO 73-X,13t
2170 0=0+1 : IF 0>8 THEN 0=1

2180 NEXT X
2230 RETURN
30000 REM *** SET UP ASSY PROGRAM

30010 RESTORE 31000
30020 FOR Z=1 TO 27

30030 READ X:A»-: Z )=CHRt< X )

30040 NEXT Z
30050 RESTORE
30060 RETURN

RING
100 REM GTIA TEST

US GRAPHICS' 10: FOR Z=704 TO 712:READ R:POKE Z.R:NEXT Z

116 DATA 0,26,42,58,74,30.106.122.138,154

JS G0^
2
25lo?FOr^ = :

2
TO

i

r,M=T=T +T2:GOSUB 2500:NEXT V

400 FOR°x=rTO 8:Z=PEEK<704 +X,:Z=Z+,6:.F Z >Z5S THEN Z=26

"! POKE 704 +X.Z: NEXT X:POKE 77,0:G0T0 400

1000 REM
1010 FOR R=1 TO 8:T6=R
1020 GOSUB 1520:NEXT R

1110 FOR R=9 TO 15:T6=16-R

1120 GOSUB 1 520: NEXT R

1210 FOR R=16 TO 23:T6=R-15
1220 GOSUB 1520: NEXT R

1310 FOR R=24 TO 30:T6=31-R

1320 GOSUB 1520: NEXT R

1400 IF T3=l THEN GOTO 400

^OCoIVr^vIV: GOSUB 2000:PL0T X,Y:FOR V=1 TO L.M:T=T+T2:
,S"

GOSUB 2000-.GOSUB 3000-.DPAHT0 X,Y:NEXT V:RETURN

2000 X-< 30-R )*C V, 1 )+40: Y=( 60-R )«C< V. 2 ) + 80: RETURN

3ooo ?r
V
;i-T thcn'If tnll and v>,.> or r>. then position

X.Y-.POKE 765.T6:XI0 18, «6,,0,0, S:

3010 RETURN

RAINBOW
100 FEN GTIA TEST „„.._ -, o.MrxT 7
,15 GRAPHICS 10:F0R Z=704 TO 712:READ R:POKE Z,R:NEXT Z

116 DATA 0.26,42.58.74.30,106,122,138,154

\H P^T

X
xi4^,0;^AHT0

X
X^5.Isl;pL0T X.4+1 . 153: POS I T ION X.4+1.0:X,0 18..6.

S: '

150 NEXT X

HI Ek^.JESS X^S^PLoV^+I.^POSITION X.4+,.0:X.O 18..6.

NEXT X
COLOR 0:PLOT 65, 159: DRAWTO 0,153

FOR X-J TO 3:Z=PEEK(704 + X):Z=Z+16:IF Z >25S THEN Z-26

OkE 704+X,Z:NEXT X:FOR Y=l TO 5:NEXT Y:GOTO 400

BALL

1!S d!m ^GRAPHICS 10:F0R Z=704 TO 7,2:READ R: R=R.,6+8: C< Z-704 ,=R: POKE Z,R:NE

XT Z
lie DATA -.5,1.3.4,5,7,9,12,13
\\t LIM=22 T2=3. 4153.2/LIM:C0L=3:El=l:DIM D<L1M,2)

,20 GOSUB 1500 -.FOR V = l TO L I M: T = T +T2 : GOSUB 15©0:NEXT V

400 GOTO 1000

500 F0R
=

X=! TO 8:P0KE REG ,C( X ): REG=REG+1 : I F REG>7,2 THEN REG-70S

510 NEXT X:REG=REG+l:IF REG>712 THEN REG=70S

520 POKE 77,0: GOTO 500
1000 REM

::s ,s K.^asiSESWr' CR=o «« Cr=8

Wzl ^ !

^°T0
C
LiM?T=T +T^0SU°B

T
2
X
0i;: DRAWTO X,Y:.F V>=LIM,2 THEN COLOR COL

1025 NEXT V:NEXT R: COL=COL+l : IF C0L=3 THEN C0L=1

1030 E1=E1 + INT( E/2+0.5 ):NEXT E

1200 GOTO 430
,500 DCV.l )=SIN(T): DC V.2)=C0S<T): RETURN „ T11DN
2000 x=(3O-R)»0.6«D(V,l >+40: Y=G0*D< V , 2 > + 80: RETURN

0,0,

0,0,
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Can you improve excellence? We can

By adding our Memotech Memopak to the excellence of the ZX81,
we have achieved perfection.

The growth of interest in computer use
caused by the introduction of the Sinclair
ZX81 has made new and exciting
demands on the ingenuity of electronic
engineers. At Memotech we have
focused our attention on the design of
inexpensive, reliable memory
extensions.

The Memopak is a 64K RAM pack
which extends the memory of the ZX81
by a further 56K. The new memory
extensions are designed to be within the
price range expected by Sinclair users. It

plugs directly into the back of the ZX81
and does not inhibit the use of the
printer or other add-on boards. There is

no need for an additional power supply
or leads.

Increase your memory.
The Memopak together with the ZX81

gives a full 64K, which is neither
switched nor paged, and is directly

addressable. The unit is user
transparent and accepts such basic
commands as 10 DIM A(9000).

ncnorccn
Memotech Corp.
7550 W. Yale Awe.
Suite 220
Denver Co. 80227
Ph. (303) 986-0016

0-8K . . . Sinclair ZX81 ROM
8-16K . . . This section of memory
switches in or out in 4K blocks to leave
space for memory mapping, holds its

contents during cassette loads, allows
communication between programs, and
can be used to run assembly language
routines.

16-32K . . . This area can be used for

basic programs and assembly language
routines.

32-64K . . . 32K of RAM memory for
basic variables and large arrays.
With the Memopak extension the

ZX81 is transformed into a powerful
computer, suitable for business, leisure
and educational use, at a fraction of the
cost of comparable systems.

Free service on your Memopak.
Within the first 90 days, should

anything go wrong with your Memopak
return it to us and we will fix or replace it

free of charge.

Try Memopak with no obligation.
You can use our Memopak in your

home without obligation. After 10 days, if

you are not completely satisfied, simply
return it for a full refund.

rrMail to: Memotech Corp. 7550 W Yale Ave Suite 220 Denver, Colo.
80227

I understand that it I'm not completely satisfied. I can return my Memopak in to days tor a
full refund. _

Price + Qty. a™«.._.

D Check

D Viaa D MC
E«p.

Act. No.

Memopak 64k RAM S 178.95

Memopak 16k RAM S 79.05

Shipping and Handling S 4.95 S 4.95

Total

Signature

Name

Street

City State
T U.S. Dollars

Zip
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Will Fastie

When I finally sit down to write this

column, usually only milliseconds away

from my deadline. 1 don't necessarily know

what the theme will he. 1 know. 1 know. 1

promised displays this month. My intention

was to fill the column with technical details

about the IBM display technology. But a

combination of letters from readers and

some brief thought of my own has changed

my mind.

The only thing that the letters from my
readers have in common is that they don't

have anything in common. Until this month,

that is. during which several of them asked

precisely the same thing: How can a graphics

screen be dumped to an Epson MX 100

printer?

Now that may seem like a very technical

question, requiring much detail. But what

do you really have to know in order to

accomplish this'.' If you have your MX 100

technical manual and your IBM Basic man-

ual, you have all the information you need

to write the program.

The people who wrote simply need that

tip. and maybe a little example to get them

started. They don't need to know how the

graphics card works, where the video

memory is. or anything like that.

Then I suddenly realized that those

owners who cared enough about the really

low-level details of the IBM Personal

Computer would invest in the Technical

Reference Manual. At least, they should.

w.H. Fastie. 7110 Sheffield Rd„ Baltimore. Ml)
21212. Correspondence can only be acknowledged
when a stamped, self-addresaed envelope has been

provided.

Is there any reason for me to propagate

those same details here'.'

You tell me. Tell me what's important

to you. what you need to know, what you

want to learn, and I'll try to accommodate.

If it really is the deep technical detail,

that's fine. For the moment. I'm assuming

it isn't, and that you would rather hear

about new developments and products,

especially software.

Sooo...this month 1 have another col-

lection of more or less independent topics

and I even have something about displays.

Out on a Limb
Two questions I am frequently asked

are: Which Personal Computer operating

system will become dominant? And when

will the 8087 become available? Let me
indulge in some speculation.

There are three announced operating

systems for the IBM Personal Computer.

The only one available so far (press time)

is IBM's DOS (aka MS-DOS or SB-86.

equivalent (?) to 86-DOS). The UCSD P-

system was due in April, and CP/M-86 has

not yet been announced as an available

product. I have heard some rumors that

the Pick operating system will be available

forthelBM.andmanyof usexpect XENIX.

from Microsoft, to pop up in the near to

middle future.

The real question is which OS the owners

of the computer will have. Software manu-

facturers will build their programs to fit

whatever harness is the standard. (Schick

makes razor blades that fit Gillette razors.)

The standard will be whatever is most

readily available, and it's hard to believe

that anything other than IBM DOS will

dominate, primarily because its price is

only $40.

Marketing efforts by Microsoft and

Lifeboat Associates increase the pressure.

Lifeboat's decision to market SB-86 was

surprising: as the world's leading supplier

of CP'M software. CP/M-86 seems a more

consistent choice for them.

The UCSD P-system from Softech Micro-

systems is. in my mind, a viable choice.

Unlike CP/M-86, programs written in the

P-system do not require the buyer of the

software to own the operating system. The

software routines required to make a P-

system program operate correctly can be

delivered directly to the customer.

The catch here is that a royalty for

those "run-times" is required, and this will

in turn mean that the price of software

packages written in the P-system will be

higher. As a result, the P-system. although

attractive to the software developer for

reasons of application portability, will only

be practical for the more expensive appli-

cations.

CP/M-86. on the other hand, will suffer

because of its higher price. No price has

been announced, but I can't imagine that

it will be $40. And if IBM DOS and CP/M-
86are compared, it rapidly becomes obvious

that 95% of the applications could be

handled with either system.

Not only that, a new add-in device has

been announced for the IBM which makes

CP/M-80 (that's right, the 8-bit CP/M)
available on the Personal Computer (see

below). There will be some pressure for

CP/M-86 from software suppliers writing



ANNOUNCING
CI 1220

TWO MEGA-BYTE FLOPPY DISK SYSTEM FOR LSMl BASED SYSTEMS
DUAL DRIVE - DOUBLE DENSITY - DOUBLE SIDED

• DEC RX02/RX01 COMPATIBLE
• COMPATIBLE WITH LSI 11/2 OR LSI 11/23
• DUAL WIDTH DMA CONTROLLER
• BOOTSTRAP, DIAGNOSTICS PROVIDED, RACK MOUNT ENCLOSURE
• 3 MONTH WARRANTY, PARTS AND LABOR

tiNULUbUKt

TWO MEGABYTES FOR LESS THAN THE PRICE OF ONE.

I/
16fJnv If

CO™ple *e]v compatible with DEC operating systems using DEC RX03 protocol and DEC
t "sVDCL 7A

r
^.°
mPat,b e -^ RX01/RX02 media, IBM 3740 format. Dua. width controller operafes

at +5VDC @2.7Asuppl,ed from LSMl backplane and is compatible with any Shugart interface floppy drive.

DON'T ASK WHY WE CHARGE SO LITTLE, ASK WHY THEY CHARGE SO MUCH.

CChrislin Industries, Inc.
31352 Via Colinas • Westlake Village, CA 91362 • 213-991-2254

TWX 910-494-1253 (CHRISLIN WKVG)
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Photo la. Seattle Computer Memory Expansion Board Photo lb. Zobex Memory Expansion Board.

Photo Ic. Davong Systems Memory Expansion Board.

in Compiler Systems* CBasic because it is

not available in IBM DOS. but 1 don't

know how much market pressure this

represents. 1 have been told the number of

programs is significant.

As for the Intel 8087 Numerics Processor.

1 just don't know. My pet theory is that

IBM will announce an upgrade for existing

machines that will include the 8087 and a

new set of ROMs with both a BIOS and a

Basic that know how to take advantage of

the power of the 8087. That might be

followed by upgrades to the other language

systems, and VisiCalc could be a big bene-

ficiary.

How real is this? Beats me. Even though

I have compared the system board sche-

matics with the 8087 data sheet and verified

that the pinouts are the same. IBM has

nothing— absolutely nothing— to say on

the subject. We can only assume IBM
knew what they were doing when they

mounted that extra socket on the board.

The Infamous Slot Guide
Remember when I complained because

there weren't guides in all the options slots

in the system unit? And remember my
discovery that one of my display boards

was warping? I finally got satisfaction.

IBM in Boca Raton (thank you. Jeanette)

sent along a "Card Support Guide." IBM
part number 8529156. IBM said that from

now on. the guide would be packaged

with cards that are long enough to benefit

from one. The guides can be ordered from

IBM in Greencastle, IN. or through your

local dealer.

Once my guide was installed, I found it

much more difficult to insert the adapter

card. However, the board is supported

very well now. which was the original

objective.

Memory Expansion Boards

I have mentioned memory boards before

because I think they are important products

for the IBM Personal Computer. The

obvious reason is the expanded function

that can be obtained, particularly with

VisiCalc (I think version 2 is now available

from VisiCorp (nee Personal Software)),

but also with Basic and the Macro Assem-

bler. IBM Pascal, of course, requires the

memory expansion.

A less' obvious reason is the concern

that the IBM memory board is inherently

less reliable, something that several dealers

have mentioned to me. but which is difficult

for me to validate. The best reason is that

all these memory boards offer four times

the capacity of the IBM board, occupy

only one slot, artd use less power.

1 have learned of several more boards.

Photo la shows the board from Seattle

Computer, lb shows Zobex's offering, and

lc the Davong Systems product. Other

boards are available from AST Research,

and CRC Personal Computer Products.

The Seattle board is the most interesting

because it includes not only 64 to 256K of

memory but also one RS-232 serial port.

So far. this is the most creative board I

have encountered. The port is claimed to

be compatible with the IBM port except

that it does not include the current loop

option.

The smallest board, with 64K RAM and

the port, costs $475, and includes 27 empty

sockets for expansion kit RAM chips. The

largest board is 256K and costs $1075. A
dealer friend of mine has certified the

board and is selling it, and says the quality

is good. (He thinks the Datamac board has

the best quality.) I certainly rate this board

a "slotsaver."

The Zobex board is a 256K board for

$998. 1 know little more than that. Zobex

claims that a unique addressing scheme

allows each 64K segment on the board to

be addressed individually, allowing each

segment to be physically located at any

64K-byte boundary in the memory space.

Davong sells their 64K board for $395.

192K for $845. and 256K for $1075. Their

press release did not say whether the board

included parity, but the photograph shows

four rows of nine chips each, which means

that parity is there. Davong boards are

interesting for price at the low end. as are

the Quadram boards 1 mentioned last

month, but I would check with them to

see if parity is an option or not.

AST Research offers a 64K board for

$495. 128K for $745. 192K for $995, and
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Computer Exchange
ALL MAIL: P.O. Box 1380, Jacksonville, OR 97530 ^P Ad #

WAREHOUSE AND OFFICES, BY APPOINTMENT AT 6791 APPLEGATE ROAD 931 C

hardware:

SAVE

lor

> Apple ll/ll.

CLOSEOUT on
Apple Computer, Inc. products

Applell48K0r64K
Apple III 128K
Disk Drives. II and III

Prolilelll.Hardlsk v «a\, 12750 22%
Interlace Cards C^ CALL 25%
Silentype II or III Up 10 25%

Direct Substitute lor Apple Drives
Micro-Sci A2 is a direct substitute lor Apple II

drives. It will run all Apple II software Save
S350 on a dual A40 disk system
Micro-Sci 5" Drives for Apple H
A2 Drive. 5". 143K
Controller with DOS lor A2
A70 Drive. 5-.2SSK
A40 Drive. 5". t«0K
Controller Card for A 70 or A40
Sorrento Valley

8* Disk Drive Controller 2*2
MONITORS:

12' Color
12' Green
S-B&W
9" Green
12'BS.W
12* Green
13" Color
12' Green

bo»of 10

$395
S 96
S489
$369
S 79

SAVE

18%
15%
20%
1S%
21%

NEC

SANYO:

S199 00%
SAVE

$359 24%

ZENITH
DISKETTES, 5

Maiell
Memorex

SO COLUMN VIDEO CARDS:
Vide, Vldeoterm
MAR Sup R Term
ALS: Smarterm

MISCELLANEOUS:
CCS: Serial Interface 7710A

Parallel Interface 7720A
Other CCS Cards In Stock.

Hayes: Micromodem II

Smartmodem
ISC videostick Paddle

Keyboard Company
Joystick II

Game Paddle
Numeric Keypad

M*R RF ModulatorM SUP R FAN
Microsoft: ZSOSoltCard

16K RAM Card
Mountain:

CPS Multifunction Card
Clock /Calendar

$169
S149
S159
S219
$229
S399
SI19

22%
31%
31%
30%
30%
28%
20%

S 39
S 25

33%
45%

28%
22%
30%
SAVE

$139 22%

$249
$295
$269

$ 99
CALL
$289
$229
$ 35

$ 45
$ 25
$119
$ 25
$ 39
$279
$159

20%
CALL
25%
20%
23%

10%
17%
21%
27%
25%
33%
20%

$209
$239

$329
$129
$ 34

$149
$375
$525

S 75

$159
$289
$209
$119
$549

$249
$ 25
$ 99

up to 35%
Fan Fold. Call for sizes

thickness and prices

LETTER OUALITY PRINTERS
Qume Letter quality printer

Sprint 9 45RO
Sprint 5 45RO

NEC 3510 RO Serial

*f*Oly mpia (Typewriter / Printer

)

ES 100. 18CPS. with lull cable and
interlace to Apple II $1695 22%

PRINTERS:
Epson. See special Epson section at right

Intergral Data

Prism 132. Color Printer w/Graphica $1695 16%
PrismSO. B8W. ASF. W/Graphice $995 12%
445 Tiger W /Graphics 8. 2K $895 23%
560 Tiger W /Graphics $1095 22%
Oxidate M.croline82A $ 495 25%

ORDERING INFORMATION:

Novation Applecat Modem
Orange Mtcre Grappler
Dan Paymar LCA New rev

Saturn System 32K RAM Card
64K RAM CarC
128K RAM Card

VC-Expend for V.sicalc

SSM AIO serial /Para Interface

•ft ALS Smarterm 80 Col Card
Z-Card (Z-S0)

Addram 18K Card
Synergirer Package

Vldex Videoterm SO col

Soft Video Switch
Enhancer II

Full Videx Line. Call

PAPER:

13%
15%
16%
21%
33%
36%
12%
12%
25%
20%
30%
22%
20%
27%
28%
29%
34%

SAVE
$2195 23%
$2395 20%
$1995 20%

WAREHOUSE AND OFFICES, BY APPOINTMENT AT 6791 APPLEGATE ROAD.

Scippkz supply center
CLOSEOUT on

Apple Computer, Inc. products •SOFTWARE ""Apple ll/ll*

SAVE .

with your

Order if you
;

mention

Apple Sottwars
Apple Plot

The Controller
Dow Jones News 8 Quotes
How to i

Microcourier
Many others

Arlsci Magic Window
Aihton-Tate CP/M -Jv

$ 49
$495
$ 89
$ 39
$189
CALL

$ 75

SAVE
30%
21%
28%
22%
24%

CALL

25%

dBase II for Apple tl $495 30%
Aurora Systems

Executive Secretary.wP $189 25%
Beagle Bros. DOS Boss $ 18 25%
Brodorbund Software

Payroll $269 30%
General Ledger $349 30%
Apple Panic $ 21 30%
Arcade Machine $ 32 30%
Red Alert $ 21 30%
Space Warrior $ 18 30%
Many Others In Stock CALL CALL

Budgeco. Raster Blaster $ 22 27%
Calf. Pacific, Ultima $ 30 25%
Central Point Softwere: •*
Copy II Plus ver 4 $ 35 10%

Will copy most copy protected soltware
tor your backup in 45 seconds' NEW

Continental Software
Home Accountant $ 56 25%
Home Money Minder $ 26 25%

Data Meal
Snack Attack $ 22 25%
Thief $ 22 25%

Denver Software
Financial Partner $185 25%

Epson, MX 80 Graphics Dump $ g 30%
Hoyden, Sargon II (chess) $ 29 22%

Apple Pie (specify brd ) $ 99 25%
High Technology

Store Manager $189 25%
Job Control System $469 40%

Howard Software
Tax Preparer $115 25%
Real Estate Analyzer $145 25%
Creative Financing s 1 h 25%

Infocom Zork II $ 29
Into Unlimited.

Easywriter (PRO) $139
Innovative

Apple Spellguard CP/M $219
Insell: +

Electric Duet NEW ^ $ 25
ALD System II or III $110
TransFORTH II or III $ 1 10
Insofl Accountant CP/M $ 355

GraFORTH NEW! $ 69

LJK Letter Perfect $112
Micro Lab

Data Factory, ver. 5.0 $249
invoice Factory $129
Tax Manager $ 95

MicroPro all CP/M jf
Word Star $ 239
Mail Merge $ 79
Spell Star $ 159
Data Star $ 189
Calc Star $ 189
Super Sort $ 129

Microsoft
A LOS $110
BASIC Compiler $ 299
Cobol 80 $ 559
Fortran 80 $149
Olympic Decathlon $ 24
TASC Compiler $ 159
Typing Tutor II $ 19

Muse
Super Text II $113
Castle Wollensleln $ 23
Robot War $ 29

On-Lino
Expediter II $ 75
Superscribe 1 1 / Screen-
writer II $ 95
Lisa 2 5 $ 59
Pegasus II $ 22
Threshold $ 30
Cranston Manor $ 26
Mission Astroid $ 15
Mystery House $ 19

26%

20%
10%
10%
86%
25%

25%

20%
35%
38%

36%
36%
36%
36%
36%
36%

10%
25%
25%
25%
24%
22%
30%

25%
25%
25%

25%

27%
26%
25%
25%
25%
25%
25%

' Osborne (Disk and Book) ^W"^
Some Common Basic Programs, SAVE
75 Business. Statistics and Math
programs for the Apple II $49 50%

Peechlree Softwere all CP/M
Magic Wand $ 250 37%
GL. AR. AP. PRorlnv $189 38%

Personal Software/ VlsfCorp SAVE
Vis.Calc3 3 $189 25%
VisiDex $ 189 25%
VisiFile $ 189 25%
Desktop Plan 11 $189 25%
VisiPlot $ 159 20%
Desktop Plan III $209 30%
VisiSchedule $ 239 20%
VisiTrend and VisiPlot $ 239 20%
VisiTerm (79 20%
Zork $ 33 20%

Softecttlnt'l

Stocktlle $ 250 60%
Stockeeller $ 423 30%

Software Pubfashing:

PFS II (NEW) $ 89 28%
PFSIII $ 69 28%
Report II or III $ 89 28%

Sorcim SupercelcCP/M $219 25%
Stoneware.

DB Master (new version) $ 1 79 22%
Sub Logic Flight Simulator S 28 20%

OTHER BRANDS IN STOCK:
Accent. Adventure International. Astar.
Auto. Simm

. Avalon. Avant Garde Beagle
CPU. Cavalier. Datasolt. Delta. Edu Ware.
Into Com. Lazer. LJK, Phoenix, Quality.
Sensible. Sentient. Sinus. Strategic.
Synergistic and United

CP/M Softwares" and 5"
All AshtonTate. Insoft. Micro Pro. and
PvachtrM CP/M software available for

most 5" and 8" drives, and computers at

similar discounts.

?^==f« 3101-10 CLOSEOUT
^£*S~Z Terminal $ gg5

SAVE
30%

Qz. commodore
VIC 20 Home Computer $249 16%

ta HEWLETT H/P85A * $1,995
PACKARD save

H/P 85 Microcomputer /Moniter /Printer $1995 27%
H/P 87 CP/M Microcomputer NEW! $1995 20%
H/P 125 CP/M Microcomputer NEW! $1995 27%
H/P 82901M 5" Dual Drives $1650 27%
H/P 7225B Professional Graphics Plotter $2060 25%
H/P 7470A Graphics Plotters $1249 19%
H/P 41C Calculator $ 185 25%
H/P 41CV Calculator 2.2K $ 245 25%
Full Accessories and Software Line CALL CALL

A
ATARI'

800 16K
400 16K
Microtek 16K RAM
Microtek 32K RAM
410 Recorder
810 Disk Drive
850 I nferface

Other Hardware
Pull Line ol Soltware

Visicalc

Pac Man Avail 5/82
Communicator Kit

Educator Kit

$666
$333
$ 75
$149
$ 79
$449
$169

17%
26%
25%
25%
17%
26%
25%

2010 30%
2S%

$159
$ 34
$345
$129

21%
25%
25%
27%

(ALiTCtt)
CLOSEOUT

COMPUTER SYSTEMS

8000-15 208K. 4 User, 2 Disk Drives $3995 20%
MTU-1 Tape Backup for Hard Disk $2795 25%
8000-10 208K. 4 User, 10 Meg $6495 25%
Others In Slock CALL CALL

fe SYSTEMS'

SUPERBRAIN
64KQO

While They Last

% 2795 30%

EPSON PRINTERS
MX80
MX80F/T
MX100F/T w/graphics
70/80/100 Apple Interface and Cable
MX80 Friction feed adapter
MXBOGraflrax Chip

$449
$555
$729
$ 95
$ 59
$ 79

31%
25%
27%
15%
22%
20%

/VEC Microcomputer
8001 32K Computer srso 25%
286K Total Dual Drive PC8031 $ 750 25%
32K addon and I/O Unit PC801 2 $495 24%
Ren Tec "The Wedge- 32K $495 17%
8023 Impact Printer F/T $595 25%
Impact Printer Cable $ 49 25%
3510 Letter Oual Printer $1995 20%
NEC PC Soltware CALL CALL

Corvus
CLOSE OUT
PRICES

5 Meg Hard Disk J 2995 21%
10 Meg Hard Disk s 4345 20%
20 Meg Hard Disk % 524S 20%
Omni- Not, Constellation, Mirror, In Stock

Minimum order $100. Cashiers Checks and
Money Orders welcomed. Personal Checks
allow 20 days to clear. Add 3% lor shipping,

insurance and handling. UPS is standard.
Additional 7% for US Postal or APO.
Additional 3% for VISA or MC Include
telephone » No COD. Prices sub|ect to
change and typo errors. Call to verify.Order
desk hours are 8 to 6 PDT. 10 to 3 Saturdays.

STAR INDICATES
BEST BUYS

REFERENCES:
We have been a computer dealer since 1978 Our bank
reference is First Interstate Bank (503) 776-5620. We
belong to the Chamber of Commerce. (503) 772-6293.

* Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc

NO SALES TAX
Oregon Order Desk
(503) 772-3803

TaTlT T CDnC NATIONAL
1ULL. ri\EE ORDER DESK

(800X5471289
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IBM, continued...

256K for $1 145. The board supports parity,

and they also offer a MK upgrade kit for

$145. Note that the MK board plus upgrades

is less expensive than the assembled version.

I have found this to be true from most

vendors. You have todeeide whether you

are willing to bypass the vendor's checkout

procedure. The AST product brochure

has a nice touch —it is sized to fit in IBM-

sized binders, and is even punched.

CRC Personal Computer Products offers

MK to 256K boards in MK increments

priced from $488 to SI 336. They also offer

a smaller board starting with 16K bytes at

$261 and ending with MK at $433 in 16K

increments. Their ad said 'parity available."

which made me think it was optional. 1

haven't talked with them yet.

Covers!

Some time ago 1 mentioned that the

lack of covers for the computer was a

serious problem. Three companies have

emerged with products.

The first is TecMar. the company that

also makes a long list of devices for the

IBM Personal, including the only expansion

chassis that 1 know of. Their covers come
in a set with four pieces. There is a keyboard

cover, a printer cover, a display and system

unit cover, and a cover for the TecMar
expansion chassis that can also fit a system

unit. The set costs $42. They are made of

translucent vinyl plastic.

The second company is CompuCover.
which manufactures covers and has over

300 items in their product line. They make
five different covers: keyboard ($7.95).

system unit ($12.95). Monochrome Display

($9.95). system unit plus display (one cover.

$15,951. and printer ($9.95). A set consisting

of the keyboard and combination system

unit/display covers sells for $19.95. The
covers are made of cloth-backed vinyl and

are available in either saddle tan or black.

Robert Helms. President of CompuCover,
told me that the covers are highly anti-

static and very strong, and would last longer

than the computer.

The third company is Cover Craft. I

haven't seen their covers yet. so I can't

comment.
The big reason to be concerned about

anti-static materials is that they attract

less dust. So far. my CompuCover covers

have stayed relatively dust-free while the

TecMar covers have collected enough to

show a trace if 1 swipe them with my finger.

Some dust has collected inside the TecMar
covers. F.ither set has kept my system much
cleaner than it previously was.

Both sets of covers seem to be constructed

reasonably well. The TecMar system unit

and display cover fits very well, but the

keyboard cover doesn't. The CompuCover
covers fit well, especially the keyboard

cover which is like a glove, but the system

unit and display cover combination does

not have a full back. Although this is okay

from the standpoint of protection (it's the

disk drive that needs the cover most), a

snug fit is not possible. Bob Helms said

CompuCover would change the cover

pattern if they had enough requests, but

that so far he had received no complaints.

Software

Software for the IBM Personal Computer
is beginning to appear. I don't think I will

regularly list everything I find out about,

but there is so little now that 1 can afford

to. Most of what 1 know comes from press

releases, so I can't vouch for anything yet.

As I get some of these packages I'll relay

my impressions.

I should first mention a tool. A company
named Telecon Systems has developed a

C language compiler for the IBM. They
have apparently developed a C family which

can run in RT-1 1. RSX-1 1. SDOS. FLEX,
and CP/M and generate code for PDP-1 1.

8080/8085/Z80.and 6809 instruction sets.

The IBM version runs in a MK IBM DOS
environment. The compiler emits assembly

language source code, so an assembler for

the target machine is required. Telecon
claims compatibility with UNIX V7 and
the Kernighan/Ritchie "standard" descrip-

()l count I lank different I'm computer enhanced.

tion ("The C Programming Language"!.

The compiler costs $350 and the object

code can be sold without royalty obligation

to Telecon.

This brings up an interesting point. At

press time, no one I know had received a

copy of the IBM Macro Assembler. IBM
announced the program for February, and

1 have to admit that as I write, it is still

February. Just barely, though, so it does

appear that IBM is having some trouble

getting its software out. I don't really

understand why.

Interesting because the first vertical

package 1 have seen is Ampersand Cor-

poration's Branchbanker IRA Marketing

Module. The program enables financial

institutions to produce various Individual

Retirement Account projections and analy-

ses, and is designed to be used during face-

to-face interviews with potential IRA
customers. Ampersand sells a complete

hardware and software configuration for

$46<X): I did not get the price for just the

software.

Westico. The Software Express Service,

has announced two products. The first is

called ASCOM. and is a communications

program for "users who need to interact

with remote time sharing services or local

computers to transfer data files and pro-

grams." The program has been available

for other machines and was converted to

the IBM. It costs $175. The other offering

from Westico is MicroGANTT. a project

planning system. 1 have no details. The
price is $395. and the reference manual

alone is $25.

Starware has announced the Mail Man-
ager, a mailing system with sorting, selection

.

and printing features, which claims to be

very friendly. The price is $49.

A data management system called TIM
III has been announced by Innovative

Software. Inc. It is the first piece of IBM
Personal software I have actually seen from

a third party software vendor, although I

have yet to try the system. The price is

$495.

Basic Business Software. Inc.. has

announced five packages. They sound very

interesting— I'm going to try to get them.

They are Common Basic Programs (76

programs from the Osborne book. $35);

Finance Calculator ($30); Amortization

and Depreciation ($30): Plotting ($75) which

plots a file of data points on a printer: and
IBM Basic Utilities ($75). This last includes

a Basic cross reference program, printer

program, mini-text editor, and subroutines

for matrix manipulation, file searching,

and others. If the cross reference program
is any good, it could be worth $75.

Baby Blue

The most interesting announcement was

made by a new company named Xedex on
February 17. The device is called the Baby
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A
ATARI .

* Wiw Gonwuummhowt, Comoro r~^ ^
400 16K $319.00
4O0YOURSto32Kor48K CALL
800 (16K) 659.00
410 RECORDER 84.00
810 DISK DRIVE 449.00
850 INTERFACE 169.00
830 MODEM 149.00
825 PRINTER 575.00
481 ENTERTAINER KIT 85.00
482 EDUCATOR KIT 125.00
483 PROGRAMMER'S KIT 60.00
484 COMMUNICATOR KIT 309.00

Prices subject to change without notice.

Shipping extra. No tax out of state.

Ca. residents add appropriate taxes.

WE ARE AN AUTHORIZED ATARI SALES AND
SERVICE CENTER

COMPUTERTIME, INC.
P.O. Box 216

Kcntfleld. CA 94914

CALL TOLL-FREE

In California

800-227-2520

800772-4064

• 18501 & IB502

• AP101 Apple II with Single Disk Drive $109
• AP102 Apple II with Double Disk Drives 119
• API 03 Apple II, 9 inch Monitor & Double Drives . . 129
• API 04 Apple III, two additional Drives & Silentype 139
• API 05 12 inch monitor plus accessories 99
• RS201 TRS-80 Model I. Expansion Unit & Drives . . 109
• RS202 TRS-80 Monitor or TV set 84
• RS204 TRS-80 Model III 129
• RS205 Radio Shack Color Computer 89
• AT301 Atari Computer & Accessories 109
• P401 Paper Tiger 440 445 460 99
• P402 Centronics 730 737 Line Printer II IV 89
• P403 Epson MX70 or MX80 89
• P404 Epson MX100 99
• P405 IDS 560 or Prism Printer 109
• IB501 IBM Personal Computer 129
• IB502 IBM Monitor 99
• CC80 Matching Attache Case (5") 85
• CC90 Matching Attache Case (3 ) 75
• CC91 Matching Accessory Case 95

compUTtf case company ^
5650 INDIAN MOUND CT COLUMBUS OHIO 43213 (614) BfiS 9464 miSim
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The Best
Medicine

"He said he cnuhl Itx it in hull the time ii was taking
me. to I lei him try..

Your program is finally finished.

You type RUN. Your computer
replies READY. It has just eaten
five hours of your life. What do
you do?
Try to maintain your sense of

humor— reach for The Colossal
Computer Cartoon Book. Laugh
at the original adventures of Edu-
Man Chuckle at cartoons by
Creative Computing favorites
Sandy Dean. Harbaugh. Swan,
and Johns. Smile sympathetically

at the ways others have sug-
gested to get even with the
infernal machines.
The Colossal Computer Car-

toon Book contains hundreds of

clever cartoons to tickle the funny
bone of anyone who has ever
loved or hated a computer.
To order send $4.95* plus

$3.00 postage and handling to

Creative Computing, Dept.
C062DOne Park Avenue, Room
458, New York. NY 1 00 1 6. Orders
may also be charged to your Visa.

MasterCard or American Express
account— by mail include credit
card name, number and expira-
tion date, or if you prefer, use
our 24 hour toll-free number, 800-
631-8112. In NJ only 201-540-
0445.

'NJ residents add 5% sales tax.

creative
computing

Morris Plains, NJ 07950
Toll-free 800-631-8112
(InNJ 201-540-0445)

SOFTWARE HUT
SPECIALIZING IN DISCOUNTED SOFTWARE

FOR THE APPLE COMPUTER
A LIST OF COMPANIES WE CARRY:

Adventure International
ARTSCI
Automated Simulations
Avalon Hill Game Company
Broderbund Software
Budgeco
California Pacific

Cavalier Computer
CE Software
Continental Software
Dakm 5 Level 10
Datamost
Oatasolt

Edu-Ware
Gebelli

Hayden Software
Highlands Computer Services
Howard Software
Innovative Design Software
Micro Lab

Microsoft
Muse
On-Line Systems
Penguin Software
Personal Software
Phoenix Software
Piccadilly

Quality Software
Riverbank Software
Sensible Software
Sentient Software
Sierra Software
Sinus Software

Sir-Tech Software
Software Publishing Corp
Stoneware
Strategic Simulations
Sublogic
Synergistic Software
TG Products

WE STAND BEHIND ALL SOFTWARE AND GIVE 1 7%
AND HIGHER OFF LIST PRICES

PLEASE WRITE OR CALL FOR OUR FREE COMPLETE
CATALOG OF APPLE SOFTWARE.

SPECIAL UNTIL JULY 1, 1982
All shipping of software over $100.00
total will be shipped free of charge

Pay by Personal or Cashiers Check
Money Order
Visa or MasterCard
PA residents add 6% sales tax.

SOFTWARE HUT
2653 S 8th Street
Phila., PA 19148
(215)462-2268
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'ifyou want to learn

PASCAL and BASIC,
here is a startling

and enjoyable

way to do it...

Let the great Sherlock
Holmes himself teach you
programming !

"

—MARTIN GARDNER
Suppose, as these books do,

that Sherlock Holmes solved

his cases by feeding clues into

a computer. In the new
Holmes stories presented
here, the reader follows the

master detective step by
step—and not only solves the

case but learns both the theory

and practice of programming
a home computer.

VINTAGE BOOKS
A division of Random 1 Ioum
Illustrated Paper SI2.95 each, doth S20 each;

now .it vour bookstore or use coupon tit order

m

i
WW-
RANDOM HOUSE MAIL SERVICE
IXpl 11-2 CC-EBP
PW<w »*-nd im' NmMm .in imitated Mow If n»*t

completely Mtisfiea I mn rrturn hookist
rn>stpjid within todays tor full ivlund

tlwn.-nt.in r.\s«. Al Si: W (vi
(
xi <00, .k«h

BmMMyBASK SIMS, pip* S». dulil

N.inu-

AddlVM-

Citv .St.it,._ _/,p_

nwv add H*V pwlMf and handling tor each
book ordered, plus mWi tax when applicable

Prion applv to L S and territories only. In

Canada, write to Random House t>t I .in.ut.i

^W Ambler Drive, MissiuMftja, Ontario
02
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IBM, continued...

Blue CPU Plus, and the product includes

this device and some support software.

The product is an add-in CPU card for

the IBM Personal. It includes a Z80B
processor and 64K bytes of RAM. It enables

the IBM to run standard CP/M-80 programs

after they have been processed by a

provided conversion program.

The conversion adds what Xedex refers

to as a "header." after which the program

can be placed on an IBM diskette where it

appears to be an IBM-executable file. When
it runs, however, the header moves the

program into the memory space of the

Z80 and initiates its execution there. The
CP/M function calls are "translated" into

IBM DOS calls, which are processed bv

the ibm mm.
The best part of all is that the extra 64K

bytes of RAM can be used by the Personal

Computer as additional memory when the

Z80 is not running. The product has a

suggested retail of $600. which is only $60

more than the IBM 64 card! Very interest-

ing.

I found out about this product just before

my deadline, and I haven't had a chance

to talk with the firm. It's high on my agenda,

though, because it's a very clever and
exciting concept. Xedex stated in the press

release that they expect to sell 60.000 units

in the 12-month period after product
introduction, scheduled for April. 60.000! I

wondered about that, but then I read an
industry report that estimated that Micro-

soft's Z80 Softcard is responsible for 20":.

of all Apple II sales. Given the dearth of

software for the IBM right now. I expect

Xedex may have a tiger on their hands.

GTCO Digitizer

Most of the products I mention in this

column have a consumer, commercial, or

educational appeal. Very few have what I

would call a professional or technical

application. The first exception is a digitizer,

the Datatizer from GTCO Corporation.

GTCO is the inventor of the "electro-

magnetic absolute ranging" digitizer, a

technology said to provide high resolution

at low cost. The cost is out of range for a

consumer, though, which is why I think

GTCO appeals to a professional engineering

audience.

A digitizer with a surface size of 11" x

11" is $1419. while the 20" x 20" model
costs W)2f>. The significance of theGTCO
offering is that the price includes Personal

Computer software that can be used for

various kinds of measurements. The press

release gives the following five examples:
material usage; material cost: length,

distance, perimeter; area of irregular

polygon: display XY coordinates to .001

inches.

The IBM PC configuration must include

64K RAM. at least one disk drive. DOS

and Advanced Basic, and an asynchronous

communications adapter to connect the

digitizer.

Retailing

I have mentioned before that there were

very few IBM Product Centers. There still

aren't that many by Computerland stan-

dards, but the number is growing. The list

of cities with Product Centers is San
Francisco.CA: Philadelphia. PA: Baltimore.

MD: Columbus. OH; Orlando. FL: Wash-

ington. D.C.; Los Angeles. CA: Beverly

Hills. CA; Boston. MA; Sunnyvale. CA:
Seattle, WA; Chicago. IL: and New York

City. There are three in New York, located

in Chase Manhattan Bank lobbies.

Sears announced that their pilot test of

computer stores was successful, and as a

result will open 45 new Business Systems

Centers in the next year. This is something

to watch.

It has been rumored that IBM will open
new distribution channels this year, but

IBM would not speculate on the matter

when I asked directly.

I have also tried to find out just how
many units have been sold to date. IBM
will not comment on volumes. There is a

published report that IBM ordered 225.000

CPU chips from Intel for delivery during

1982. Of course, no one seems to have the

slightest idea how many they have already

bought.

More rumor: that IBM had orders for

100,000 machines by the time 1981 ended:

that IBM predicts lOO.(XX) sold for the first

half of 1982: that IBM projects 350.000 or

more installed machines by the end of

1982.

That's a lot of machines. I just don't see

how that many computers could move
through the external distribution channels

IBM currently has in place. A good number
of them, maybe more than 50%. must be
sold through IBM's direct marketing force.

That means mostly in the Fortune 1000

companies. Even so. that is still an incredible

number of systems.

IBM + Sears Does Compute
It has been reported in these pages that

Creative Computing's pioneering founder,

the esteemed and highly regarded David
Ahl. was not able to use his personal Sears

credit card to buy the IBM Personal
Computer in a Sears Business System
Center. I had originally been told that

Scars would accept the personal card. The
official Sears position, stated in a letter to

me. is that the Centers "...honor all regular

Sears retail credit cards." The letter goes

on to say that "It is also our policy, however,
not to place merchandise purchased for

business use on a consumer account." The
letter explains that the Centers also offer

Merchant Credit Accounts for qualified
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IBM, continued....

businesses, and that Sears has introduced
a special installment account specifically
designed for the Business System Center.
One reader has written me to report

that he used his Sears consumer account
to purchase a system. A number have
reported that Sears offered them that
alternative. So what happened? It could
have been a number of things, including
credit ratings and limits, but it certainly
was aggravating for Dave. I score the fight

one point Ahl (it should have been a routine
purchase) and one point Sears (Creative
did get a machine, and on a Sears account
at that).

Users Groups
I promised to mention users groups in

the column. Here we go.

To my eye. the group that looks most
interesting right now is IPCO. Inc., the
IBM Personal Computer Owners Group,
operating out of Pittsburgh. It was founded
by Jim and Cindy Cookinham and Steve
and Windy Hart. What I find interesting is

the size and scope of the newsletter, called
IPCO Info. The first was rather light, but
okay. The second was 16 pages and very
well done. From the first two newsletters,
I get the clear impression that IPCO is

working hard to become the pre-eminent
national users group for the IBM
Personal.

They are very busy—everybody I talk

to seems to have heard of them. The second
newsletter contains a call to local groups
to contact IPCO and offers guidance on
how to start one. U.S. membership is $15.

IPCO. Inc.. P.O. Box 10426. Pittsburgh.

PA 15234.

Needless to say, I'm a member (in good
standing so far) of the Greater Baltimore
IBM Personal Computer User's Group.
Initiated by Neil Gustafson and supported
by my favorite local Computerland store,

the group is embryonic but has published
its first newsletter. No dues set yet. c/o
Computerland. 1516 York Rd., Lutherville,

MD 21093.

IBMicro. the IBM Personal Computer
User Group of the Washington DC Area,
has been formed. No newsletter yet. but
they do have an electronic bulletin board
that members with communications hard-
ware can get to. IBMicro. 1414-C Wright
Circle. Boiling AFB. Washington. DC
20336.

An informal group has been formed at

California State at Fullerton. Three seniors

in Computer Science are the founders.

Contact Bob Martynec. 2633 E. La Palma.
Apt. 8. Anaheim. CA 92806.

I did receive notice of a group formed
in Philadelphia. However, it apparently is

now affiliated with PACS, the Philadelphia

Area Computer Society. The IBM infor-

mation is carried as a column in the PACS
newsletter. The IBM users distribute IPCO

Info at their meetings. PACS. P.O. Box
1954. Philadelphia. PA 19105. dues $10.

Displays

Finally.

My letters have indicated quite a bit of
confusion about the display technology
available from the IBM. Here's a little

clarification.

IBM offers two display adapters, that is.

the electronic devices that interconnect
the computer with a display device. The
first is called the Monochrome Display
and the Printer adapter. This device is

specifically designed to connect the IBM
Monochrome Display. Other direct drive
monitors with a horizontal drive of 18Khz
should work properly.

The adapter, however, does not support
dot-addressable graphics. The only graphic
images that can be displayed are those
that can be built using the character set.

Firms Mentioned in this Column

GTCO Corporation
1055 First St.

Rockville. MD 20850
(301 ) 279-9550

Xedex Corporation

645 Madison Ave.
New York. NY 10022

(212) 247-1400

Seattle Computer Products. Inc.

1114 Industry Dr.

Seattle. WA 98188
(206)575-1830

AST Research Inc.

17925 Sky Park Circle. Suite B
Irvine. CA 92714
(714) 540-1333

Zobex
7343-J Ronson Rd.
San Diego, CA 921 11

(714)571-6971

Davong Systems. Inc.

1061 Terra Bella Ave.
Mountain View, CA 94043
(415) 965-7130

CRC Personal Computer Products
10057 Commerce Ave.
Tunjunga, CA 91042

Basic Business Software, Inc.

P.O. Box 26311
Las Vegas. NV 89126
(702) 876-9493

The Color/Graphics Adapter does allow
graphics. It allows the connection of direct
drive monitors, NTSC monitors, and tele-
visions, any of which can be color or black
and white. An RF Modulator is required
to connect a TV. This adapter has precisely
the same character set as the Monochrome
Display Adapter, so software will operate
correctly on both.

The difference between these two adapt-
ers, other than graphics, is that the Mono-
chrome Adapter generates 7x9 characters
in an 9x14 box, while the Color Adapter
generates 7x7 characters in an 8x8 box. In
addition, the Monochrome Display uses
the P39 phosphor, which has a very high
persistence.

The result on the Monochrome Display
is highly readable, almost fully-formed
characters with good separation (3 to 5
pixels) between lines. The characters from
the Color Adapter are readable, but there

Starware
Suite 802
1701 K Street. N.W.
Washington. D.C. 20006
(202) 337-5300

Westico
25 Van Zant St.

Norwalk, CT 06855
(203) 853-6880

Ampersand Corporation
128 South George St.

P.O. Box M-84
York. PA 17405
(717)845-5602
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23600 Mercantile Rd.
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(216)464-7410

Telecon Systems
90E. GishRd.. Suite 25
San Jose. CA 951 12

(408) 275-1659

CompuCover
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Mary Esther, FL 32569
(904) 243-5793

Cover Craft. Inc.

Amherst. NH 03031
(603)888-6811

Innovative Software. Inc.

9300 West 110th St.

Building 55. Suite 380
Overland Park. KS 66210
(913)888-0154
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IBM, continued...

is less space (only 1 pixel) between lines. A
character with a descender touches a tall

or capital letter immediately below.

All this means that the Monochrome
Display, with its excellent presentation, is

highly desirable for text-oriented applica-

tions, or situations demanding a great deal

of viewing, while the Color Adapter is

required for graphic display applications.

A final note. The quality of text display

on a device attached to the Color Adapter

is solely dependent upon the display device

A reader from Garland. TX writes that a

comfortable format on his Hitachi RGB
color monitor is white characters on a

blue background. If you are using the Color

Adapter for text display, experiment with

your display before you buy it to make

sure you can stare at it for long periods.

Both Adapters At Once
One thing that is not explained well in

IBM documentation nor understood clearly

by most is how to deal with a system in

which both display adapters have been

installed.

The first thing to know is how to set the

switches on the system board to indicate

the dual display. This is stated in both the

Guide to Operations and the Technical

Reference. Switch 1 should have positions

5 and 6 set to OFF. This is the setting that

means either the Monochrome adapter or

both adapters. This setting causes the

Monochrome Display to be the "default"

display. That, in turn, raises the question

"how is the Color Adapter engaged'.'"

That is the vital piece of information

which is not mentioned anywhere in IBM
manuals. On page 4- 176 of the Basic manual

there is an example of how to use the

PEEK function. The example shows how
to test location &H410 and determine which

adapter is installed, but it cannot determine

if both are installed.

Location 410 is called the "equipment

flag" and is initially set by reading the

switches on the system board. The test in

the example program, reproduced here in

Listing 1. is simply looking for a switch

configuration indicating that the Mono-
chrome Display is installed. Note that it

examines the switches—you could pull out

your Monochrome Adapter and the

switches would still say "It's there."

The program in Listing 2 actually deter-

mines the presence of the display adapters.

It di>es so by POKEing a value into the

memory contained on the adapters, and

reading it back. If the value is the same,

the adapter is there. If the value is different,

the adapter is not.

Listing 3 is my adaptation of the program

"B" and "C" from the IBM Dealer Demo
disk. These are the two Basic routines that

know how to switch between displays. You
will note that they modify the contents of

location 410. This gives the appearance

that only one device is installed.

The rest of the sequence in each sub-

routine is required to cause the BIOS

routines to initialize properly for the desired

display.

I wanted to change them so that 1 could

get at one display without destroying the

other, but I could not find a combination

that worked. One reason is that the BIOS

only keeps one set of records—when you

switch displays you clobber the previous

data.

To accomplish simultaneous display you

must write a program that does all the

bookkeeping. During my experiments. I

would write to Color, switch to Mono-

chrome, write there, but discover that my
cursor position was where it had been left

on Color, the Monochrome cursor having

been lost.

Next month: Your guess is as good as

mine. If I can get the information. I'll have

a graphics screen to MX-80(G ) or MX-100
dump program. Q

Listing I. Program to read equipment flag switches.

10

30
40
50

Program to test which display adapter is on the system

Will Fastie - 2B Feb 82
Adapted from page 4-1 76 of the IBM BASIC manual

Note: Program cannot determine if BOTH adapters are present'

IBMMONO is O if color adapter is found, 1 if monochrome adapter

60 DEF SE6 O
7u IF (PEEMS.H410) AND S.H30) = S.H30

THEN IBIiMONO=l: PRINT "Monochrome";
ELSE IBMMONO=0: PRINT "Col or /Or aphi cs"

;

80 PRINT " adapter found."
90 END

Listing 2. Program to determine precise display adapter configuration.

100 ' Program to test which display adapter is on the system
110 ' Mill Fastie - 28 Feb 82
120 * An original work, I guess

' Note: Program CAN determine if both adapters are present'
140 TRUE = -1

ISO FALSE = NOT TRUE
160 MONSESADR » fcHBOOO
170 CGASEGADR = «<HB8im>

180 ' Is the Monochrome adapter there?
190 DEF SEG MONSESADR
200 PRINT "Monochrome memory: ":

210 GOSUB 270
220 ' Is the Col or /Graphics adapter there"7

230 DEF SEG - CGASEGADR
240 PRINT "Col or /Graphics memory: ";

250 GOSUB 270
260 END
270 ' Subroutine to test the first location in the memory segment
280 ' and indicate found or not
290 ' Memory location tested is restored to original value.
3O0 ' Two tests are made with different values.
31C> MEMLOCACTIVE = FALSE
320 ORIGVAL = PEEK(O)
330 ' test 1

340 TESTVAL = &H0: GOSUB 410
3SO - test 2
360 TESTVAL = MfFFi GOSUB 410
370 ' print result
380 IF MEMLOCACTIVE THEN PRINT "FOUND"' ELSE PRINT "not in system."
390 POKE 0, ORIGVAL
400 RETURN
410 ' Subroutine to test location - sets MEMLOCACTIVE if test is positive
420 POKE 0, TESTVAL
430 TRIALVAL = PEEK <0>

440 IF TRIALVAL = TESTVAL THEN MEMLOCACTIVE = TRUE
450 RETURN

Listing .1 Subroutine to initialize to specified display adapter.

65500 REM DISPSUBR - subroutines to switch displays
65501 REM Enter here with DISPCODE set to 1 for Mono. 2 for CGA
65502 IF 1 > DISPCODE AND DISPCODE • 2 THEN STOP
65503 ON DISPCODE GOTO 65S20. 6SS10
65504 STOP
65510 REM DISPC - Simple program to setup Color/Graphics Display
65511 REM - from IBM's "C" program on Dealer Demo
65512 KEY OFF: CLS
65513 WIDTH 80: DEF SEG=0: A=PEEK (S.H410) : POKE S.H4I0, (A AND «<HCF) OR 8.H20

65514 WIDTH 40 :SCREEN 1: SCREEN 0: LOCATE ,,1,6,7: SCREEN 0,O,0
65515 RETURN
65520 REM DISPM - Simple program to setup Monochrome Display
65521 REM - from IBM's "B" program on Dealer Demo
65522 KEY OFF: CLS
65523 WIDTH 40: DEF SE6=0: A=PEEK <ScH4 lO) : POKE 8>H410,A OR «<H30

65524 WIDTH 80: LOCATE ,.1,12,13: SCREEN 0,0,0
65525 RETURN
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Pings...tps-$C strings...tps-$l

At 41 minutes past the hour on the TRS-
80 clock, we pause for a look at Radio

Shack's new Mcxlel 16 and PC-2 computers,

four-color PC-2 printer/plotter, and DT-1

video terminal, ask a question about the

TRS-XOs skin, revisit the programming of

blank lines, check out Disk Scripsit. read

praise of Scripsit. read a complaint about

a CLOAD game, look at new games by

Leo Christopherson and Hayden. and check

out a short program with a surprise

ending.

Very early this year, I asked somebody
in Radio Shack management about rumors
regarding a new computer. He said he

didn*t know about any new computers.

Several weeks later, on January' 19. 19X2.

Radio Shack introduced two computers

and a terminal, but they weren't really all-

new: they were very much based on previous

TRS-XO products, so my friend hadn't really

exaggerated....

TRS-80 Model 16

Take a TRS-XO Model II. replace the X-

bil Z-80A with a 16-bit microprocessor,

replace the single X" single-sided disk drive

with one or two "thin-line" X" double-sided

disk drives, raise the maximum internal

RAM storage space from 64K to 51 2K.

add multi-user capability to the operating

system, change the black keytops to white

and vice-versa, and you've pretty much
got a TRS-XO Model 16. In fact, you can

upgrade a Model II to a Model 16.

The Model II uses one Z-XOA for the

keyboard, the other for the video. The
Model 16 uses a Z-XOA for input/output,

but for a main processor uses a Motorola

Stephen Gray

Figure I. Radio Shack \ tww TRS-80 Model
In uses a Motorola Ih-hit microprocessor

and is compatible with the Model II.

MC6X(X)0. which allows the 16 to access

more memory than the Z-XOA does. Also,

because the data path of the 16 is 16 bits

wide, and because the MC6XIXM) can
perform 32-bit operations internally, the

new computer can process more complex
data and at higher speeds. The MC6X(XX).

by the way. is a generation newer than the

Motorola 6X09E used in the Color

Computer.
The single built-in disk drive in the Model

II stores 416.(XX) characters. The TRS-XO
Model 16 comes in two basic versions,

both with I2XK of RAM: single drive. 1'a

megabytes of storage, at $4999; two drives

for a 2Vrmegabyte capacity. S579X. That's

three lor sixl times the internal-disk capacity

of the Model II. and four times as much
RAM as the basic one-drive 32K Model II

that sells for $3450.

The multi-user feature permits adding

one or two local or remote terminals (such

as the new DT-1 described later) so that

up to three people can use the computer
at the same time.

Upgrading a Model II to a 16

The Model II is upward-compatible with

the Mixlel 16. meaning Model II programs

will run on the 16, but not always vice-

versa. Like the Model II. the 16. through

one of its serial ports, is capable of

bisynchronouscommunications with IBM
and other mainframes. Adding a hard-disk

port permits using up to four of Radio

Shack's X.4-megabyte Winchester-type hard

disk drives.

A Model 16 Enhancement C )ption consists

of two plug-in boards that provide the

Model II with the 16-bit. dual-processor,

multi-user features of the Model 16. for

S14W (plus installation!. The Model lis

disk drive and display remain unchanged

in this upgrade.

Figure 2. These twoplug-in hoards upgrade

a TRSHt) Model II to a Model 16. giving

the user 10-hit. dual-processor, multi-user

operation.
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The TRS-80 Model 16 is aimed al sophis-

ticated corporate users. It is compatible
with Radio Shacks ARCNET local network

(based on Datapoint Corp.'s ARC network),

which supports up to 255 Model II and 16

computers in any combination, and which
is due in mid-1982.

TRS-80 DT-1 Video Terminal

Replace the dual disk drives of a TRS-
80 Model III with a single cover, change
the display from 16 lines of 64 characters

to 24 lines of SO characters, change the

microprocessor, and you've pretty much
got Radio Shack's DT-1 Video Data
Terminal. The price is $699. which coinci-

den tally is the price of a 4K Model III

without disk drives.

Figure 3. Radio Shack \ DT-1 video data

terminal, based on the TRS-NO Model III,

IS designed for multi-user applications of
the Model I6andasa time-sharing remote

terminal.

The DT-1 can emulate the protocols of

four standard terminals— Televideo 910.

Lear-Siegler ADM-5. ADDS 25. Ha/.elline

1410— with configurations selected from

the keyboard, and will maintain a protocol

despite power failures through the use of

an EEPROM (Electrically Erasable Pro-

grammable Read-Only Memory).

The display provides normal, reverse,

invisible, blinking, underlined and half-

intensity video, along with four types of

keyboard-selected cursors: steady or blink-

ing, block or underline.

The DT-1 has both parallel and RS-

232C serial interfaces enabled as printer

ports by a local-monitor mode that also

can position the video cursor using local-

control and escape modes. Ten keyboard-

selectable baud rates, from 75 to 19.200.

are available. An electronic bell is

standard.

PC-2 Pocket Computer
At first glance, the new PC-2 Pocket

Computer looks very much like the older

model that Radio Shack may eventually

call the PC-1. But look closer and you'll

see several differences in the PC-2. which

is list-priced at $279.95.

The new display is 26 characters long

Figure 4. Radio Shack s PC-2 Pocket Computer is a close cousin to its first Pocket
Computer; but the memory can he expanded internally.

instead of 24. and has both uppercase and
lowercase characters. The typewriter-style

keyboard still uses the QWERTY layout,

but the 13 shift -mode characters (dollar-

sign, up-arrow, etc.) have all been relocated

and three more have been added: square-

root, ampersand and @. Also added are

six function keys; in addition, the PC-2 has

18 "soft keys" and 10 pre-programmed
command keys.

However, the big differences are that

the PC-2's memory can be expanded
internally, it can be expanded externally

through a 60-pin I/O connector, it uses

Extended Basic, and it will be usable as a

terminal.

A $69.95 4K RAM module plugs into a

recessed port on the back of the PC-2: up
to 16K of RAM and/or ROM may be

plugged in. (Plug-in ROM-based programs

may thus be in the offing.) The standard

PC-2 memory consists of I6K bytes of

system ROM and 2640 bytes of user memory
11850 bytes of Basic program and data

RAM. 600 bytes of fixed data memory,
and 190 bytes of reserve memory).

The PC-2's Extended Basic has 42 state-

ments. 34 functions and 6 commands, and

includes two-dimensional arrays, variable-

length strings up to 80 characters long,

and string-handling commands such as

LEFT$. LEN. VAL and CHR$. A built-in

real-time quartz clock is ix'cessible from

the keyboard or from Basic.

A fully-addressable LCD dot-matrix

display of 7 by 1 56 dots permits generating

special user-definable characters.

Late in 1982. Radio Shack plans to

introduce an RS-232C interface anil soft-

ware that will let the PC-2 be used as a

terminal with many RS-232C-equipped
computers and peripherals, as well as

providing connection to Radio Shack's

modems for data communications over

ordinary telephone lines.

The PC-2 Pocket Computer, according

to Radio Shack, has "advanced capabilities"

that "open up a great many application

areas, including engineering, scientific and

medical calculations: banking, credit.

insurance, investment and financial

applications. ..its capabilities are closer to

a desktop computer than any previous

pocket computer, yet it costs much less

than typical desk top personal computers."

The PC-2's Extended Basic is upward-
compatible with TRS-80 Pocket Basic, so

programs prepared for the "PC- 1" will run
on the PC-2.

PC-2 Four-Color Printer/Plotter

A four-color printer that can plot graph-
ics, plus a dual-cassette interface, comprise
the PC-2 Pocket Computer Printer/Cassette

Interface, available in mid-1982 at a list

price of $239.95.

The printer/plotter adds 25 commands
and statements to Pocket Extended Basic,

including special statements for plotting

216-by-512-pixel graphics in red. blue, green

and black with replaceable ballpoint pens,

on 2%" cash-register-type paper. Characters

can be printed in nine different sizes, from
4 to 36 per line.

The "PC-1" is manufactured for Radio
Shack by Sharp Corp.. which markets it as

the PC-1 21 1 Pocket Computer. The PC-2
is also made by Sharp.

Aluminum Sprayed on Plastic

If you've used a TRS-80 awhile, and are

in the habit of resting your hands on the

plastic surrounding the keyboard, you've

probably found that the aluminum color

isn't molded into the plastic — it's sprayed

on.

So what can you do to keep it from
wearing off? If you cover the two places

where your palms rest on the surround,

then when you try to remove the tape

later, you'll take off more aluminum paint

than if you hadn't used the tape. Any
solutions? And has anybody found a spray-

on or brush-on paint that matches the TRS-
80's aluminum color?

Blank Program Lines Revisited

From Washougal. WA. Delmar D. Hin-

richs writes:

"You did it the hard way! In your column
in the Jan. 1982 issue of Creative (p. 180).

you suggest adding blank lines to programs

by adding spaces until the cursor goes to

the next line. This works, but there is a

better way.
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TRS-80, continued...

"Instcut of adding ipaoeslothe program
line, use Ih t I arrow] key. This
puis .i line-feed character, ASc II 10. into

the pi ram lii* t requiring fewer
ke\ strokes, this method of adding blank
lines has two real advantages:

1

.

Fewer bytes are added to the program
(1 always seem to be short of memory).

2. The program will list on a printer the

same as it is displayed on the video

display.

"This method of using T may also be
used to break long lines to make them
easier to read. The | may even be used
within a long ON/GOTO. ON/GOSUB.
or DATA statement to make it look better.

For such long lines, it helps to add a space
or two after the j to indent the later

partis) of the line."

Delmar is right, but only for printers

such as the Radio Shack Line Printer VIII.

If you've got a printer like Radio Shack's

Line Printer II. which is really the Centronics

730. you can add a dozen line-spaces with

the down-arrow, and that printer will ignore

them completely, and print, one after the

other, the two lines you had hoped would
be separated by two inches of space. With
the 11/730 and others like it. you must add
spaces the hard way: one at a time.

Disk Scripsit

Radio Shack's Disk Scripsit is almost
exactly like cassette Scripsit (June 1980. p.

166). with only a few small differences.

One is price: the Model I/III disk version

of this word-processing program is $99.95;

on cassette, for 16K Level II or Model III

Basic, its $39.95.

The manuals for the two Scripsits are

almost identical, except where they involve

loading the program. Also, the disk manual
includes a page on "Helpful DOS Instruc-

tions." half a page on "Using Scripsit in

Conjunction with Basic" (save all Basic-

files in ASCII format), additional error
messages, and 2V2 pages on "How to Modify
Scripsit for Use With Special Printers"

(with assembly-language routines), plus two
addendum sheets that say. among other
things, that the Scripsit disk "can be backed
up or copied only twice" (really'.'?).

You get the same three audio tapes with
both versions, with six lessons that guide
you through what, as the cover indicates,

is actually more of a training guide than
a manual. This makes it difficult for you to
look up anything later: there's no index.
So you usually have to depend on the
Instruction Summary Card, which is very
handy if you use Scripsit often enough for

the summarized material to be meaningful.

All these differences aside: if you're
writing anything more than a few pages
long. Disk Scripsit is the way to go. If

you've got a 16K TRS-80 and cassette
Scripsit. you can keyboard only about 3Vi

double-spaced pages of text before the

memory is full, and you have to save it on

tape before you can add any more.
With Disk Scripsit. you can enter over

1(X) double-spaced pages on one 5'/»" disk,

and move paragraphs around much more
easily than on tape, where it is cumbersome
to move material from one recorded section

to another.

Some of the features that make Scripsit

such a pleasure to use include global search

and replace, text centering, page numbering,

hyphenation help, headers and footers,

and justified margins.

In Praise of Scripsit

The following letter is from George
Brubaker. a research associate in the

Department of Chemistry at Wayne State

University, who has a TRS-80 with a low
serial number:

"I have followed your column since its

inception (this is SN 7727 running Scripsit.

the real point of my letter), and find it to

be an excellent focus for those of us who
are TRS-80 devotees as well as newcomers
who are comparison-shopping.

"I've often been asked why I am such a

devoted TRS-80 fan. Frankly, for two
reasons, which might be worth restating in

your column.
"1. This is the most reliable computer I

have ever used. Obviously, it is old. It has

never been serviced because of a failure.

It has been 'lowercased' and it has had the

keyboard replaced (after three years of

full-time service), both by Radio Shack,

and both times with a turnaround of 30
hours or less. In comparison, we are still

trying to find reliable and fast service for

our Apples (which need a great deal of

service) and our PETs (which don't, but

when they do....). Service, then, is a key

LIBRARY
CHECK-OUT • ASSISTANCE

"you'll find Running Business t/liciently Without
A ( nmpuler on the fiction shell

point in Tandy's favor (at least in metro-

politan Chicago, our full-time home).
"2. Scripsit is a nice word-processor,

which has been reviewed several times.

But in each review, a key point was missed,

a point which also bears heavily on the

overall utility of the TRS-80 computer.

That is. Scripsit. Basic and Fortran can

read and write common full A SCll files I in

contrast with the more common compressed

ASCII used internally by most Basic-

interpreters). In essence, that means you

can write and edit programs as well as

letters using Scripsit provided that the Basic

or Fortran program is saved from Scripsit

using the ?S.A option.

"Programs written in Disk Basic and
saved with

SAVE "name".

A

may be loaded into Scripsil for editing lor

formatted printing). If you've ever wanted
to change one line number in Basic, or

change every occurrence of a string in a

Basic program, you already have justifica-

tion for getting Scripsit.

"If you've used both Scripsil and EDIT80
in the Radio Shack Fortran package, you
can appreciate the power of that 'A' option.

Scripsit tabs can be set for Fortran programs
lor Pascal, if you like 'pretlyprint listings'),

and a program may be written and edited

just like a letter. You needn't worry about

the line numbers EDIT80 puts in your
program. Forget em. because the Fortran

compiler doesn't want them: they are used

only to guide the programmer and
EDIT80."

Survivor

I've got a complaint against the Survivor

game in the Jan. 1982 issue of CLOAD.
There's not much problem getting away
from a piranha, ptenxlactyl. giant squid,

tyrannosaurus or even a zombie as you
move toward the treasure. Even a ghoul
can be evaded. But as the treasures increase

in value, the monsters get closer. ..(gulp)...

and closer. The wraith and the demon can
sometimes be outwitted, but the

witches— oh my, the witches!— they stay

close, they breathe down your neck, ready

to leap on you the second you stray from
the safety barrier around the perimeter,

just as you're heading for the $3500 gold
nugget or the $2400 sapphire broach.
The game's author is a fiend, an absolute-

fiend. He lets the early easy wins lull you
into a false sense of confidence, so you're

easy prey to the Green Witch, if you get

that far, which is doubtful. Author John
Howard (may he spend the rest of his life

in Cleveland, writing tic-tac-toe games)
has made sure that long before you escape
the ultimate horror, the Green Witch, and
make off with a total of $ 101 .000 in treasures,

you will die of heart failure or go berserk.

What's more, this fiendish Aussie (of

Toorak. Victoria), had the unmitigated
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LNW SEMI-KITS can save you hundreds of dollars. By obtaining your own parts at the lowest
possible cost and assembling the LNW SEMI-KITS, you can have the most highly acclaimed
microcomputer in the industry- the LNW80. The LNW SEMI-KITS are affordable modules. You
can start with a modest cassette system and expand to a full 4Mhz TRS-80 compatible system with
5 or 8 inch double density disks and color at any time.

A. LNWSO CPU - Made of high quality FR4 glass epoxy double sided circuit material, with plated-
through holes and gold edge connector. It is fully solder-masked and silk screened Here are just
some of the outstanding features you will have when your LLNW80 CPU board is fully assembled
• 1 6K RAM • Color and black and white video • 480 x 1 92 high resolution graphics • 64 and 80
column video • 4 MhzZ80ACPU • Upper and lower case display • 500 and 1 000 baud cassette
I/O -$89.95

B. SYSTEM EXPANSION-Expandthe LNWSO computer board. TRS-80 and PMC-SO computer
with the following features • 32K memory • Serial RS232C and 20Ma port • Real time clock •
Parallel printer port • 5 inch single density disk controller • Expansion bus (screen printer port) •
Onboard power supply • Solder-masked and silk screened legend- S60.05 (tin plated contacts) -
$84.95 (gold plated contacts)

C. KEYBOARD- 74 key expanded professional keyboard- includes 1 2 key numeric keypad Fulfy
assembled and tested. - $99.95

P;.£9.MPUTEB CASE - This stylish instrument-quality solid steelcase and hardware kit gives yourLNWSO that professional factory-built appearance - $84.95 Add $1 2 00 for shipping.
E. SYSTEM EXPANSION CASE- This stylish instrument-quality solid steel case and hardware kit
gives your SYSTEM EXPANSION interlace that professional factory-built appearance - $59.95
Add $ 1 0.00 for shipping.

F. LNWSO CPU - HARD TO FIND PARTS KIT - $82.00
G. LNW80 VIDEO - HARD TO FIND PARTS KIT - $31 .OO
H. SYSTEM EXPANSION - HARD TO FIND PARTS KIT - $27.50
I. LEVEL II ROM set. (6 chip set) - $1 20. OO

VISA and MasterCard accepted Add S3 00 for shipping plus $1.00 tor each additional item. All
shipments via UPS surface Add $2.00 for US Mail. Shipments outside continental U.S.: funds must
be US dollars. Sufficient shipping costs must be included with payment.

ORDERS A INFORMATION - (714) 544-5744
SERVICE- (714)841-8850

LNW Research Corp.
2620 WALNUT Tustin, CA. 92680
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gall to write Survivor,

language, but in Basic.

Voyage of the Valkyrie

One of Leo Christopherson's best thus

far is Voyage of the Valkyrie, the first

game from the Advanced Operating Sys-

tems division of Howard W. Sams & Co..

and "available at computer stores nation-

wide" with a suggested list price of $34.95

for cassette. $39.95 for disk.

"As you move through the island of

Flugloy," according to the press release,

"you encounter bird-like creatures which

fly around yourCRT in an effort to protect

their castle's treasure."

Your first job is a game in itself: map the

island. Half a dozen double-sided gridsheets

are supplied. You teletransport yourself

from one location to another, often right

into a solid object; you'll be destroyed

many times in your mapping.

Some map locations are defended; you

fire at the birds with a complex weapon.

There are ten castles to be captured, each

containing gold; your score is the amount

of gold you have at the end.

A full description of Leo's game could

take pages. There's Wagnerian music played

(via an external amplifier and speaker) "at

various appropriate times during the cam-

paign." ten levels of difficulty (with about

60 birds to defeat at level 0. up to about

600 at level 9). different birds with differing

weapons and fighting abilities, energy to

replenish, a complex Status Report, and

ranks that you climb as you capture more

gold, from private to prince regent.

The 1 2-page manual is as colorful as it is

complete, with a diagram of the keyboard

that shows very clearly what each relevant

key is for.

As usual with Leo's games, the graphics

are superb, as are all the other facets. This

is another of the handful of games that

create high standards for others to aim at.

Mind Thrust

Described on the back of the 12-page

manual as "The first of its kind —an exciting

game that lets you match wits with the

computer," this $16.95 tape for Level-II

16K TRS-80 from Hayden Book Co. doesn't

quite match that claim.

For one thing, there are other games,

more exciting, that let you match wits

with the computer. The most recent one

reviewed here is /ago. (Feb. 1982). Datasoft's

version of Othello, and highly addictive.

For another. Mind Thrust involves just

a little too much luck. It's an 8-by-6-square

board game in which you try to "complete

an unbroken chain across the playing board"

to win. "The player takes turns at either

adding a piece to his chain or attacking

the opponent's chain to make it shorter."

When you are attacked, you announce
which of your pieces you choose to defend.

not in machine "If the point attacked is not defended, the

piece in that square is replaced by an

attacker's piece. All of the defender's pieces

touching the attack point are removed

from the board."

The catch is that skill plays very little

part in deciding whether you are successful

in defending your pieces; it is a random

choice by the computer. If you like a mixture

of "skill and luck" then perhaps you'll like

this game, which has a "legalized cheating"

feature: at any time you can switch sides

with the computer. Any time you're about

to lose, just switch and take over the winning

side.

Short Program #30: Watch Close Now
Jeff Holman. a high-school senior in

Monroe. NC. sent a short program that

does something mysterious— if you don't

know how it works.

"Our Sun Valley High School math club,

of which I am a member, recently purchased

a Level-II 4K TRS-80 for the members to

use in their spare time. (We do not have

data-processing classes.) It was not long

before we started subscribing to Creative

Computing.
"I have since written many programs

(lately I have concentrated on those using

graphics). Some that I am most proud of

are a program that displays output alpha-

numeric characters as one-inch-high graph-

ics characters as soon as the individual

keys are hit (or twice the width if the

SHIFT and right-arrow'keys are hit) and

an Etch-A-Sketch program that allows the

user to draw pictures on the screen. When
the picture is finished, the entire screen is

'saved' in a few strings that can be printed

at any time. (It would be a lot easier if I

knew how to use machine language!)

"I went off on a tangent with string-

packing. Instead of poking graphics char-

acters, a program I wrote pokes alpha-

numeric characters. This particular program

is helpful when pictures' are stored in

memory to be printed on a line printer.

The characters can be typed on the screen

to form the shapes desired as they are

simultaneously packed' into successive

strings.

•I have a zillion-and-one short programs

I'd like to send in, but I'll just concentrate

on one for his letter. I won't say what the

program does (I love surprises!). The real

'meat' of the program is between lines 60

and 90; the rest is just to prepare the

screen.

"I know it's a bit too slow for most

programs, but I'll leave it up to your readers

to 'juice it up.'"

10CLS
20 FOR X= 15360 TO 16384

30 POKE X.RND(64)+ 127

40 NEXT X
50 OKAY-WATCH CLOSE NOW
60 FOR X= 15360 TO 16384

70XX=PEEK(X)
80POKEX.19HXX-128)
90 NEXT X
100 GOTO 100

If you have trouble figuring out how

this works, change 16384 to 16383 in both

places, and then ask yourself why the change

makes a difference. If that doesn't help,

look at the Level-II TRS-80 memory map

in the Radio Shack manual. If you can

write a very short program that produces

the same effect as these ten lines, then you

understand what's going on.

Line 80 reverses each displayed graphics

character to its "negative" but only once.

If you change 16384 to 16383 and change

line 100 to

100 GOTO 60

the screen will alternate continuously

between a display of graphics characters

and their negatives. Changing line 100 to

100 GOTO 20

provides a different pair of positive/negative

displays at each go-around.

NOTE: This short program works as

described with Model-I Level-II Basic and

with Model III Basic. Although with Model

III Disk Basic, the "watch close now" effect

isn't as dramatic, you may still have a

problem figuring out what happened.

"...l see you turned in your expense account on a Mobius strip. ...very tunny.
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FINALLY, a copiable. user modifiable flexible data base

program for the Apple II or Apple II Plus The Applesoft

source code and the fast machine code sort element

are open for user inspection and change The pack-

age is also available with a BASIC language teach-

ing program for use by non-programmers"

The Features Include:

• 30 000 Word Manual
• 34 Page Annotated Source Listing

• Fast Sort Element M 000 mailing

labels in 3 5 seconds)

• 9 999 Records
• Byte by Byte Access
• File Management Utility

• Report Preparation Utility

• Quiry /Search Element

• File Transfer Utility

• I ree Mailing List Checkbook
Utility and Inventory Con
trol Program

lOptionali 17 Lesson Coir

BASIC

THE REPROGRAMMABLE OATA
BASE PLUS I

with 17 lesson

BASIC coursel «D 076 $14995

DISCOUNT

CHECK YOUR LOCAL DEALER OR CONTACT

CHARLES MANN A ASSOCIATES
55722 Santa Fe Trail

Yucca Vallev Ca 92284

|714| 365 9718

CIRCLE 122 ON READER SERVICE CARD

?2100 k
$850

2 DISK RS-232 (ALL RADIO SHACK EQUIPMENT)

TRS-80 MODEL II $3350
TRS-80 8 4 MEGABYTE HARD DISKS (PRIMARY UNIT) $4040

TBs.8ocoi.oR
4»3i5 16j»495 32,»635

WE HAVE COLOR DISK DRIVES — *509 ' 2 3 - *339

I

FREE OUT-OF-STATE TAXES AND SHIPPING COSTS

WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LINE OF PRINTERS. COMPUTERS
AND ACCESSORIES
WARRANTIES HONORED BY ALL COMPANY OWNED RADIO
SHACK STORES OR COMPUTER CENTERS T M TANDY CORP

PERRY OIL & GAS INC.
DEALERSHIP R162i137NORTH MAIN ST PERRY MICHIGAN 48872

- PHONE (51 7) 625-4161 MICH
FOR OUR PRICES

PLEASE CAL1 TOi
WE ACCEPT CERTIFIED CHECKS

|

CASHIERS CHECKS
AND MONEY ORDERS

1 -800-248-3823

CIRCLE 219 ON READER SERVICE CARD

PACKER Machine language program thai edits all or

part of your Base program to run faster, save memory,
or ease editing The 5 options include UNPACK—
unpacks multiple statement lines into single statements
maintaining logic inserts spaces and renumbers lines

SHORT-deletes unnecessary words, spaces, and REM
statements PACK-pecks lines into maximum multiple

statement lines, maintaining program logic RENUM-
renumbers lines, including all branches MOVE - moves
line or blocks of lines to any new location in program
On 2 cassettes for 16K. 32K. 4 48K For TRS-80™
Mod I or III Level II or Disk Basic J29 95
SYSTEM TAPE DUPLICATOR Copy your SYSTEM
format tapes Includes verify routines The Model III

version allows use of both 500 and 1 500 baud cassette

speeds
For TRS-80™ Model I or III Level II $1595
CASSETTE LABEL MAKER A mini word processor
to print cassette labels on a line printer. Includes 50
peel-and-stick labels on tractor feed paper
For TRS-80™ Model I or III Level II 4 Printer $17 95

PRINT TO LPRINT TO PRINT Edits your Base program

in seconds to change all Prints to LPrints (except

Print* or Prints I or LPrints to Prints Save edited

version.
For TRS-80™ Model I or III Level II $12 95

FAST SORTING ROUTINES: For use with Radio
Shacks Accounts Receivable. Inventory Control I.

and Disk Mailing List Systems for Model I Level II

Sorts in SECONDS 1 You II be amaied at the time they
can save Supplied on data diskette with complete
instructions

FAST SORT for Accounts Receivable $ 1 9 95
FAST SORT for Inventory Control I $19 95
FAST SORT for Disk Mailing List (specify data diskette

cassette for 1 drive system) $14 95
ALL THREE ROUTINES $44 95

Prices subject to change without notice Call or write

for complete catalog Dealer inquiries invited VISA
and MasterCard accepted Foreign orders in US
currency only Kansas residents add 3% sales tax

On-line catalog on Wichita FORUM-80 316-682-2113
Or call our 24 hour phone 316-683-481 1 or write:

COTTAGE SOFTWARE
614 N Harding Wichita. KS 67208

TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy Corporation

SOMEDAY ... in the comfort of your own home
or office, you'll be able to shop and bank
electronically, read instantly updated major
newswires, analyze the performance of a
stock that interests you, send electronic mail
to business associates across the country,
then play Bridge with your best friend in San
Francisco and two strangers in Chicago and
Dallas.

WELCOME TO SOMEDAY
Someday is today with the CompuServe Information Service All this

and more can be accessed with a local phone call in most major

US cities For hardware you need a terminal or personal computer

and a modem The CompuServe Information Service costs only $5 00

per hour, billed in minute increments to your charge card.

Ask for a demonstration at a Radio Shack " Computer Center

Videotex software is available for various brands of personal

computers CompuServe Information Service. 5000 Arlmgtop Centre

Blvd.. Columbus. Ohio 43220. (614) 457-8650.

CompuServe
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Personal
Electronic

Transactions
I am happy to hear from you. and encourage

your correspondence. I will try to acknow-
ledge all correspondence, end s asi makes
things easier for hoih of us. Please send your
letters 10 "Personal Electronic Transactions"

C o P.O. Box .154. Palo Alio. CA 94301.

Gregory Yob

A while ago, I took a look at the PET/
CBM Personal Computer Guide which
comes with each PET and discovered that
the sections on using the PET disk drives

were, to say the least, confused. In par-
ticular, the relations between Basic 3.0
("new" ROMs), Basic 4.0, the model 2020
and model 4040 disk drives simply did not
make any sense. So, let me try to light a
small candle on the subject and see what's
what.

To start with, the PET disk drive is an
independent peripheral which talks with
the PET via the IEEE 488 bus. The disk
has its own computers—two of them: one
to talk with the IEEE 4888 and one to talk

to the disk drives—which handle all of the
disk operations. The PET merely sends
commands and data via the IEEE 488 bus.
This situation is very different with other
popular microcomputers.
Most personal computers handle their

disk operations directly, i.e., all of the
directory maintenance, file I/O, etc., goes
through the computer. For example, if you
had an Apple and told the machine to
format a new disk, the Apple would be
completely tied up while the disk was being
formatted.

With the PET, you can tell the disk to do
the formatting, and you can do some other
operation while the disk drive formats the
disk.

As far as the PET disk is concerned, the
PET does not exist. The disk drive sees

only the IEEE 488 bus. This leads to two
very interesting consequences: first, more
than one PET can share a disk drive-
provided only one of them uses the disk at

any time; second, any IEEE 488 com-
patible device can use the PET disk drive if

the device can send the required com-
mands over the IEEE bus.

The HP desktop computers, or even
(heaven forbid) an Altair or North-Star
S-100 computer with an IEEE 488 card
could use the PET disk. Of course, some
programming work would be required.

2020 vs. 4040
Now. about the 2020 vs. the 4040. The
2020 disk drives were the first disk drives
made by Commodore. Several bugs exist

in the model 2020, and the 4040 is essen-
tially an upgraded version of the 2020.
Disk DOS 1.0 and 2.0 refer usually to the

2020 disks, and DOS 2. 1 refers to the 4040
disk. (Note: The 3030 disk is the 4040
adapted to European AC power.)
Now, please take note: The PET disk

model and DOS have no relation to Basic
3.0 or Basic 4.0. If you still have the 2020
model disk, you can get it upgraded to the
4040 by a change of ROM chips. I strongly
recommend that you do this.

Diskettes written by one model of the
disk can be read by the other model but not
written to. If I put a 2020 format diskette

into my 4040, 1 can read the directory and
files, but I cannot write to this diskette.

The reverse situation is also true—with a
major catch. Your 2020 disk will try to

write to the 4040 diskette and the result will

be a mess. When you get a "wrong sex"
diskette, use the COPY command to
transfer the files to the "right sex" disk.

You cannot DUPLICATE or BACKUP
the "wrong sex" diskettes.

The 2020 disk drives are rather unintel-

ligent concerning the insertion of new disk-

ettes into the drives. If you put diskette A
in, use it (which requires the "initiali-

zation" command), and then remove
diskette A and insert diskette B, you are in

danger. You must "initialize" again or the

2020 believes that diskette A is still there,

and if you SAVE a file, diskette B gets

rather smashed up.

The full explanation of this weird be-

havior would take most of a column, but
here is a very brief summary: On each
diskette there is stored a table which indi-

cates where the unused sectors are. This is

called the BAM map. When the 2020 "ini-

tializes," the BAM map is read from the
diskette into the local memory of the 2020
(not the memory of your PET—the PET
disks have their own RAM), and stored to

make any write operations to the disk
operate quickly. If the BAM weren't held
in the memory of the disk drive, it would
have to be read and written to the diskette
many times. If you change the diskette

without re-initializing it, a future write
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Figure 1. Basic 4.0 Disk Commands and Their IEEE 488 Equivalents.

All Basic 4.0 commands can be replaced by iheir equivalent IEEE 488 command.
The IEEE 488 commands which use PRINTS assume that OPEN 1.8.1.S was
performed earlier. For other variations on the commands than the single example
shown, consult your disk or Basic 4.0 manual. The U option in Basic 4.0 means a
different IEEE device number is used in the disk open statement. For example
INITIALIZE Dl ON U7 implies OPEN 1.7.15 followed by PRINT* I. "1 1".

Basic 4.0 1111-488
INITIALIZE 01

HEA0EF: "N[UDISK",M.IN0
catalm di or directory 01
•ACKUP M 10 01

copv n to 11
copy "Ariic.M to iriLC.oi
COLLECT Of
DSAVE "TURTLE". 01

DSAVE "TURTLE", 0»,R
0SAVE "TURTLE". 01, U7
0L0A0 "FISH". 01

RENAME "TURKEY". 0# TO "FOWL"
SCRATCH "F0O ".Dl

C0NCAT "XTRA",M TO "SOME". 01

0OPE«#3."EL0ATA",0I.W
0OPEN>'>,"RHDATA",0l .L25
DCL0SEFS
AECOA0»3.3OO,»7

The functions shown bekm ire noi BASIC
•4.0 loiiiin.iiuK and must Ik- done in the II I I

4KM format:
Open Date file, to Add wore sequential date.
Change Unit Address from 8 to 7.

Verify program DRIVER on drive 0.

.«INtf t,"l |"

P»IBTfl."N»HfUOI'>K.ND"
10A0 "SI". 8 followed by LIST
PRINT*l,"DI-tf" (note reverse order)
PRINTfl ,"CS-1" (note re\ erse order)
PRIMT»t."CI:lFILE-«:AFIlE"
•AIMTel.-'Ve"'

SAVE "l:TURTLE".8 Ithreeesamplei
SAVE "»«:TURTLE".8 fiven here lo

SAVE "t:TURTLE",7 sho» variations)

LOAD "l:FISH",«
PRIMTf I. "Ri: FOWL -TURKEY"
PRIMTA1,"SI:F00 "

P«l«T#l."CI:S0rtE-l:S0HE,i:>TRA"
0PE»3.8.2,"1 EIDATA.SEQ.WRITE" (lis up to you to

0PEN*,8,3,"I :RNDATA.REL,L"+CKRS(25) mamlain the secondary

CLOSE 5 addrrvscvl

P«INTII."P".CHRS(SA).CHRS(k*).CM«S(l)»CHRS(*7)

i I be value s\ is the lecandary address th;it the
file v..is opened to. 4-t and I represents ihe number
MM* in low -hi format.

I

0PENS.8.2."£L0ATA,SEQ,A"
P«l«T«l."rl-WCHRS(l2)CrlRS(«)CHRS(2)CM«S(39)CMRS(7l)

(39 and 71 are 32*7 and 6^7 respect i »ely)
VERIFY "t:0RIVER",8

The advanced disk commands B-R.M-W, etc., must be performed in the IEEE 488
form. See your Commodore Disk manual for further information on these. If you
look at the TEST/DEMO disk programs you can glean some information which is

not in your manual. Happy hunting.

operation will use the BAM map of the

first disk to write onto the second disk

whose BAM is entirely different. The only
possible result is a disaster for your second
diskette.

The 4040 disk drives circumvent this

problem by looking at the "disk ID"
which is a two-byte quantity written onto
each sector of the diskette. When a disk

operation is attempted, the ID found on
the diskette is compared with the ID last

seen. If they are different, the BAM map is

read and the change of diskette is detected.

However, sometimes you can't win.

When a diskette is duplicated by
DUPLICATE or BACKUP, the disk ID is

duplicated also. If diskettes A and B have
the same ID, the problem remains, for the

4040 still doesn't recognize that the disk-

ettes are different. If only Commodore
had looked at the disk drive door and put a
switch there. . .

(Note for 2020 users: if you SAVE a
program and then VERIFY it, the BAM
map is automatically updated. This also

cures the "replace file" bug whose causes

are similar in origin. SAVE "@0
:FOOFILE" followed by VERIFY "0
:FOOFILE" re-initializes your disks.)

Basic 3.0 vs. Basic 4.0

Now, let's tackle Basic 3.0 vs. Basic 4.0.

First, the reason you get "new" ROMs
when you buy a disk drive (provided you
had the "original" ROMs) is that the early

PET ROM set had a fatal bug in the IEEE
488 software. (The IEEE 488 ATN line was
always TRUE in LOAD and SAVE, pre-

venting any data transfers on the bus, so

programs couldn't be moved from PET to

disk or vice versa. Data files work fine on
the IEEE 488 bus for all PETs.)

Basic 3.0 (sometimes called Basic 2.0 or
the "new" ROMs) is merely the original

PET basic with several major bugs fixed.

Your PET sees all IEEE 488 operations as

files, and aside from LOAD and SAVE, all

communications with the PET disk are

conducted as data file operations. This, of
course, is incredibly clumsy. (We do get

used to anything in this field, however
strange it may be.)

So, in Basic 3.0 we have the rituals of
OPEN, PRINT** and CLOSE. To add to

the delight, the PET disk drives use Sec-

ondary Address 15 as the "command
channel," which means that you must
OPEN n,8,I5 to issue commands to the

disk drive. If you OPEN n,8, (some other
number), you are sending data to the disk

(not commands).
So, in short, your PET opens a file

which is in your PET to talk to the IEEE
488 bus. Then your PET sends characters

on the IEEE bus which are seen by the

disk. Depending on the Secondary
Address (provided by the PET as directed

by your OPENing the file), the disk will see

either commands or data. The disk main-
tains its own separate set of file descrip-

tions and does the required operations.

When your PET sees a CLOSE file oper-
ation, this is sent on to the disk, which then
changes its set of file descriptions. Can you
see what's coming?

If you never CLOSE a file in the PET—
say you interrupted a program, loaded
another program which used different file

numbers, etc., and ran it—the disk will

leave its version of the file still OPEN.
If you have troubles with losing files, the

three major gotchas are:

1. Failure to re-initialize after inserting

each new diskette—2020 users only.
2. Inserting a diskette with the same ID

as the previous one. (By the way, changing
the ID in the directory does not change the
ID in the sectors.)

3. Failure to CLOSE all files when done
with disk operations. This- one is hard to
detect, for OPENing the same file or sec-

ondary address will supercede the prior
OPENing and you will not be wiped out—
the PET disks are considerate about this.

The final blow with Basic 3.0 is that the
diskette directories are usually LOADed
into the PET and then LISTed to be seen.

The price is that your current Basic
program is destroyed in the process. (The
filename "$0" is a valid one and you can
read it as a sequential file with the GET*
statement. What you will see is not easily

explained without a disk manual nearby,
however.)

The "Wedge" or DOS Support
program was created to eliminate the
rituals of OPEN and PRINT* for most
disk operations. When the PET is running
the Wedge program and you enter a
"wedge" command, the PET's file OPEN
and PRINT operations are not performed.
Instead, the internal ROM routines which
communicate with the IEEE 488 bus are
activated directly by the Wedge program.
The result is that the PET disks see exactly
the same characters on the IEEE 488 bus
and they respond identically. The Wedge
also intercepts incoming characters from
the disk and in some cases (like the
directory) places them on the screen in-

stead of destroying your Basic program.
If you are using the Wedge, you can still

use the old style OPEN, PRINT* and
CLOSE commands for the disk if you
want to. The PET disks will not know the
difference.

Basic 4.0 has incorporated several com-
mands, such as CATALOG and DSAVE
which act in a manner very similar to the

Wedge program. When a Basic 4.0 disk

command is executed, the same character

sequences are sent to the PET disks as with
the OPEN and PRINT*, and like the

Wedge, the file system is kept unaware of

most of the Basic 4.0 commands. (DOPEN
and DCLOSE are, of course, seen as files

by the PET.)
So, the versions of the PET disk, 2020,

4040, Old and New DOS, or versions 1.0,

2.0, and 2. 1 all refer to the features found
in the disk drives. These have no relation to

the versions of PET Basic. The PET disks

only see the IEEE 488 bus and any IEEE
488 device could, in theory, use the PET
disks.

The PET Basics and the Wedge pro-

grams each have different ways for the
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f PET, continued...
user to issue disk commands. However,

the actual commands sent to the IEEE 488

bus for a given command will be identical

regardless of the version of PET Basic

used.

Figure 1 shows the relationship between

the Basic 4.0 and IEEE (i.e., OPEN &
PRINT#) forms of the PET disk com-

mands. Note that some of these do not

usually appear in the Commodore
manuals. If you are writing Basic pro-

grams to work for all PET models, you

must use the IEEE 488 file form of the disk

commands, i.e., the OPEN and PRINT*
rituals.

Don Ross Rebuts
In the previous column (Feb. '82) I

reviewed some educational programs by

Don Ross. Here is his letter in reply.

Dear Mr. Yob:
Your recent comments concerning my

math programs never mentioned (good or

bad) their educational value, only some
minor programming points. A review of

my program Long Division in The Com-
puting Teacher, Vol. 8, No. 2, stated "I

think this program should be in every

classroom where arithmetic remediation is

going on."
I am enclosing a copy of this review.

Please note that it was written by an

educator.—Don Ross
I do not have space to reprint the other

review, but I will send a copy to anyone
who is interested.

IEEE 488 Extension Card
When I bought my Comprint 912

printer, the interface consisted of a ribbon

cable without a connector. I had to get an

edge connector and wire it up myself.

Later, I got the disks, and along with the

disks came the PET to IEEE cable. Unfor-

tunately, my Comprint cable didn't have

the standard IEEE connector, so I had to

make a choice: printer or disk, but not

both. The solution was to build a little card

with one female edge connector and two

card edges to permit the use of both cables.

Figure 2 shows the construction of this

extension card.

If you build this widget, be patient and

do it carefully. All 24 connections must be

brought out and wired. Use the female

connector to measure the male card edges

to fit precisely.

Two More Utility ROMs
In an earlier column (Feb. '81) I men-

tioned the Disk-O-Pro ROM provided by

Skyles Electric Works which upgrades a

Basic 3.0 ("new" ROMs) to the Basic 4.0

disk commands and adds a few other fea-

tures. Several other ROMs have appeared

which help you in your struggle with the

disk and the PET in general. Each of these

has some nice features—and some
overlaps. I dream of a 1M ROM which has

a// the nice features I like. . . .Meanwhile,

here are two to think about.

XDOS By Prominko
The XDOS 2.2 ROM (Prominico, 1921

Burrard St., Vancouver, BC, Canada V6J
3H3. $97.50) provides the Wedge (Dos

Support) program in ROM form and a few

nice features for helping you select pro-

grams for copying and loading from a

diskette. The ROM is available at all three

ROM addresses, $9000, $A0OO and SBOO0,

so you can select the one that fits your

empty sockets. Once you start with the

appropriate SYS address, XDOS provides

the Wedge—so you no longer have to do

LOAD"*", 8 and RUN—less 500 or so

bytes of memory.
Several "menu" commands read the

diskette directory and build a form on the

screen with the filenames and the selection

letters 0-9 and A-Z. Up to 36 filenames will

appear in the form. If you press the space

bar, the menu will show the next 36

filenames and so on, returning to the first

36 when all of the files have been dis-

played.

Pressing the appropriate select key lets

you load, copy, or scratch files depending

on the type of menu you asked for. MENU
is for loading and running programs, and

does not list the SEQ or REL files.

DMENU only shows the data files.

SMENU shows all files, and you can select

the files to scratch by pressing their

selection letter. RETURN then scratches

the files. CMENU assists neatly with the

tedium of copying only selected files from

one disk to another. (This command is

almost worth the price of the chip.)

Several printer utilities complete XDOS.
Pressing SHIFT RVS * together will dump
the contents of the screen to a Commodore
printer. This can be enabled as required.

You can also send data to the printer from

a direct command by prefacing it with an

asterisk, which is handy in debugging

work. XDOS also re-initializes the disk

after SAVE or SAVE REPLACE which

makes life simpler for 2020 disk owners.

I like XDOS, but feel that its price is a bit

high. Prominico also has a ROM for

sorting which I haven't had a chance to

review.

The + 20 ROM
The English PET users are an active

source of neat things, as any reader of

printout*. (P.O. Box 48, Newbury,
England, RG16 0BD. $29 per year) will

know. The +20 ROM (Grove House,

Holwick St, Alnwick, Northumberland,

England) is priced at about $100, and pro-

vides 22 commands which assist with many
"housekeeping" tasks that must otherwise

be tediously programmed in Basic.

Seven of the commands provide the disk

directory, initialization, program load,

load and run, program merge, and file

opening functions. Other commands flash

the screen, reverse the color of the screen,

scroll up and down, turn the repeat key

function on or off, control the STOP key
action (on or off") and convert PETASCII
to ASCII for your printer.

Also provided are some rather unusual

commands. There is a provision to allow

the *- symbol to be used for INPUT just as

the ? serves for PRINT, a sort for string

arrays, and a "screen input" which lets

you specify the row and column on the

screen to input a given number of

characters—useful in "form filling"

business applications.
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I found most of the + 20 commands to
work, with the glaring exception of the for-

matting command (which set its array to

all zeroes, wiping out any data that was
present), and the commands to enable/
disable the stop key (which did nothing).

All of the commands were sensitive to

spaces; in most cases you can't put a space
between a command and its arguments.

All in all, I And that I prefer functions to

look at least superficially similar to Basic

commands (I have written two major sets

of Basic extensions which do exactly that)

and learning condensed commands that

don't "fit" the Basic style is a bit

awkward. Unfortunately, the price is

about 1 .SK of machine language and ROM
space is precious, so the program writer

must choose between style and features. If

you need the functions provided in these

two ROMs, get them, but be sure your
needs are real.

Hex To Decimal Infinitum

Just as the Eight Queens problem is

always found in a recursive language

manual (i.e., Forth, Pascal, Sail) our lowly

Basic programmers like to do Wumpus
(fine with me) and Hex-to-Decimal con-

version. Back in the October 1980 column
I published this short program by David
Harris:

10 G = 16:A$="0123456789ABCDEF"
20 INPUTHS:FORI = l TOLEN <H$):

FORJ=lTOG: 1FMIDS (HS.I.l

)

=MID$(A$J.1)THENC=C*G+J-1
30 NEXTJ.I:PRINTC:C=0:GOTO20

John Brereton and Rober Baker changed

Line 30 to:

30 NEXT:NEXT:PRINTC:RUN
which saved 6 bytes. Frank Levinson got

it down to 78 bytes:

10 INPUTHS
20 C=C+ASC(HS)-48+7*(H$ >"9")

30 H$=MID$(H$.2):I FLEN(H$)THEN
C=CM6:GOTO20

40 PRINTC.RUN

Very nice. Now, no more copycatting on
three-line programs. Any more Hex/
Decimal programs will result in my asking

Creative Computing to cancel your sub-

scription. Let's see some new ideas!

The Nuclear PET
Ivan Smith's PET Nuclear Power Plant,

which appeared in the August '81 issue of
Creative Computing is quite a nice

program. It is lots of fun to play with, and
like many simulations, you can do rea-

sonably well on the third try, but there's

always room for improvement in your per-

formance. Ivan has put the program into

the public domain. If you want a copy,

send me both a tape and SASE.
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Take one edge connector which fits on
the PET (That's a I2-position 24-contact

connector on .156 centers—AMP 530655-

3 7932) and two Vector 6" x4" proto-

typing cards with 22 positions/44 contacts

on the card edge. Using a hacksaw (or

tinsnips with great care), cut away the

excess card as shown below:

.v

®

(N)

<
<

<
<
<
I

I

.J

1.5"

KEEP CONTACTS
A-N

1.5"

After cutting both

the six traces PADS
the left side of each
with a soldering iron

needle nosed pliers

TOP

Vector cards, remove
P,R,S,13,14& 15 on
card by heating them
and pulling away with

. Using hot glue (or

FEMAll CONNECTOR

epoxy) and a small block of wood, build

the assembly as shown below. Take care to

leave enough room on both sides of the

wood block to allow for the wiring and in-

sertion into the PET.

Ill II M I llll II

'S' (Al

i/MA*A*r

czr

J^-— LETTERS ON CONNECTOR

cr
f0W"

r
W X )IJ

GO ON TOP.NUMBERS ARE PUT
NEXT TO VECTOR CARD

LETTER PADS

NUMBER PADS

SIDE

Prepare 24 wires with the insulation

stripped toW on one end and 1 'A" on the

other end. I used the solid wire used for

telephone work as it is easy to handle; 24

AWG solid core wire will do nicely. Insert

the I '/«" stripped wires into the holes A-N
on the upper card and the remaining wires

in the row above to fit with holes 1-12 on
the other side of the card. Be sure the wire

passes through the corresponding holes in

ORIENTATION
• • »•<• -A-N »
o e t*» —1.12 >FEMALE

^l/VS" C~ *"AN 1VECTOR
*"

1 -' 2 / CARD
CLIP OFF EXCESS AFTER SOLDERING

PI KSI'I ( TIVI

both cards. Once the wires are inserted, use

a good quality electronic soldering iron

(and much patience) to solder the wires at

their corresponding pads on both cards.

Take care to avoid short circuits. Then
solder the other end of each wire to the cor-

responding pins on the female connector.

Note that the orientation of the cards and
the connector is critical to the success of

this project.

SOLDER.LETTERS

/- WIRE. INSULATED END

WHEN FINISHED WITH
LONG ENDS,
SOLDER TO CORRESPONDING
PINS

lV^JT^I—

MOUNT UPSIDE DOWN
ON PET

LETTERS

NUMBERS

Figure 2. PET IEEE 488 Extension Card.
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cts . . .new products . . . ne*

Three Business Systems 1 EH

Information Support Systems. Inc.

announces Voyager, a desktop micro-

computer with a 64K RAM processor.

The system comes with a fully integrated

Business System and Word Processing
Package programmable in Basic and Pascal,

with CP/M capabilities.

Voyager II is a 2 MB. dual floppy system,

and Voyager III is a 6 MB hard disk

system. All are priced under S999.S.

Information Support Systems. Inc.. 2049

Century Park. F. Ste. 2095, Los Angeles.

CA 90067. (K(K)l 23.S-.VS61. (213) 552-1820.
CIRCLE 300 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Desktop Business Computers

Sanyo Business Systems Corporation
has introduced three desktop business

computers. All will be supplied with CP/M.
Sanyo Basic. Diagnostics and Utilities. All

units have business graphics capability,

detachable keyboard, number pad. cursor

control keys, programmable functions keys

and a green phosphor, high impact, non-

glare CRT display screen.

The single 5 I 4" disk drive nuxlel FDS-
KKK) will have the add-on capability of

three additional disk drives for a total of

1Mb. The MBC-2000 incorporates two
328K drives and has the additional capa-

bility of two more drives for a total of

1.3Mb. The MBC-3000 offers two 1Mb
drives with add-ons for a total of 4Mb.

All three machines are supplied standard
with 64K of RAM memory. The FDS-
1000 is built around a Z-80A micro-
processor, and the MBC-2000 and MBC-
3000 use the 8085A CPU.
Sanyo Business Systems Corporation,

51 Joseph St.. Moonachie. NJ 07074.

CIRCLE 301 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Memory Expansion for

Color Computer

Computerware has introduced a board
that expands the memory of the Radio
Shack Color Computer from 16K to32K.
The 16 Plus Boanl does not require

soldering, and fits under the RF shield

cover inside the computer. Complete
installation instructions are included with

the board.

Design of the board allows the graphics

display to reside anywhere within the 32K
of memory. No software modifications arc-

required for existing software. S84»s.

Computerware. Box 668. 1472 Encinitas

Blvd.. Encinitas. CA 92024. (714)436-

3512.

CIRCLE 302 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Memory Expansion Board
for IBM PC
A high-capacity memory expansion

board has been announced by Datamac
Computer Systems. The board will allow

IBM Personal Computer users to address
directly up to 1MB of memory.
The board can be configured in a variety

of sizes: 64K. 128K. 192K and 2S6K-with
parity. Pricing starts at V499.

Datamac Computer Systems. 680
Almanor Ave.. Sunnyvale. CA 94086. (4081

735-0323.

CIRCLE 303 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Hi-Res Graphics for TRS-80

The Grafyx Solution jiives any configura-

tion of a TRS-80 Model III computer a

resolution of 512 x 142 for a total of

9N.304 individually accessible points.

The included graphics package allows

the user to set anil reset points, lines.

rectangles, and complement or clear the

screen using Basic commands such as

PLOT and LINE. Alternate resolution of

256 x 192. 128 x 192. or 128 x 96 are also

possible.

The Grafyx Solution is an add-on circuit

hoard which contains 12.288 bytes of

additional read/write memory that does
not conflict with the TRS-80 address space.

$299.95.

Micro-Labs. Inc.. 902 Pinecrest. Richard-

son. TX 75080. (2141 235-0915.

CIRCLE 304 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Add-In Hardware for IBM PC
The Personal Computer Products

Division of Tecmar Incorporated has
announced a line of add-in and add-on
hardware for the IBM Personal Computer.
The following are some of the products

We will meet or
beat any price
in the U.S.A. on

MICROCOMPUTERS
In fact, no matter what price

you see advertised by Micro

Management, Perry Oil, Pan
American, or any authorized

Radio Shack dealer for TRS-

80 Computers with pure fac-

tory installed memory and
full warranty, we'll beat it!

ATARI
MICROCOMPUTERS

We have consistently offered

the complete TRS-80, ATARI,

EPSON, APPLE, and MAXELL
lines at the best prices in the

U.S.A. And we offer the best

delivery from the largest

inventory in the Northeast.

If you're looking for the best

prices in the U.S.A., check

the others but call Computer
Discount of America.
TRS-80 and Radio Shack are trademarks of Tandy Co

CALLTOLLFREE:
800-526-5313

Computer
Discount
of America

COMPUTER DISCOUNT OF AMERICA. INC
15 Marshall Hill Road. West Milford Mall
West Milford. New Jersey 07480-2198
In New Jersey Call 201-728-8080
CIRCLE 133 ON READER SERVICE CARD.

CIRCLE 169 ON READER SERVICE CARD



New Products, continued.

in the TecMate series: Personal Computer
Expansion Chassis: System Clock with

battery backup: BSR XIO Device Con-
troller: Voice Synthesizer; Winchester Disk

Drive and Controller; High Capacity

U92K/256K) Dynamic Memory Board:

High Speed Static Memory Board: Elec-

trically Erasable EPROM Board: Parallel

Medium Speed Input Output Interface:

Parallel High Speed Input/Output Inter-

face: Serial Medium Speed Input/Output
Interface: Serial High Speed Input/Output

Interface: Multi-System Printer Sharing

facility: IEEE 488 Interface; Analog to

Digital Converter—8 Bit; Analog to Digital

Converter— 12. 14. 16 Bit: Digital to Anak>g
Converter— 12 Bit: Video Image Digitizer;

Music Synthesizer; Prototyping Board:

Extender Board.

Tecmar Incorporated, Personal Com-
puter Products Division. 23600 Mercantile

Rd.. Cleveland. OH 44122. (216)464-7410.

CIRCLE 305 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Apple Expansion

Is it right
Learn about the most exciting micro-
computer product of the year in this

book that describes IBM s amazing
new personal computer

Whether you are a manager
computer professional prospec-
tive buyer, or programmer you

•id the personal sigi :i

cance of IBM s unique product m
lis book

or you?

Gup Corporation

6515 E 82nd Si Suite U0
Indianapolis. IN 46250

Other QUE'" books are

Apple II Word Processing
CP M Word Processing and **-%

Computer" Word Processing Do You Want It
9

Quantity Title

IBM s Personal Computer «• $14.95

Apple II Word Processing (• $19 95

Quantity Title

CP M Word Processing I $19 95

Add $1.50 per book lor shipping and handling Indiana residents add 4% sales tax.

Name

Computer Word Processing <<> $14 95

Address

City State/ Zip

Total enclosed $ „

Card #

. or charge my QVisa nMastercharge QOtner (specify).

— Expiration Date

Signature —

Available at all computer stores and line

bookstor s such as B Gallon s. Krochs
& Brentanos. Stacy s. Coles and Waktenoooks

Phone orders (31 7) 842-71 63
1 8004285331

Make checks payable to: QUE Corp
.

6515 E 82nd St. Suite 110. Indianapolis. IN 46250

The Synergizer from ALS. Inc. offers

Apple users CP/M compatibility, expanded

RAM. 80-column display, and increased

word processing software compatibility.

The Synergizer consists of an imple-

mentation of the CP/M operating system

and three peripherals: Smarterm. an 80-

column display board: Z-Card. the ALS
Z-80A processor for the Apple which

provides CP/M capabilities for both the

Apple II and Apple 111: and Add-Ram.
the 16K RAM board that permits address-

ing of the full memory supported by the

Z8()A processor land the 6502 in the

Applet.

Retail price for the total system is S749.

ALS. 1195 E. Arques Ave.. Sunnyvale,

CA 94086. (4081 727-6805.
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Personal Communication
Terminal

CIRCLE 227 ON READER SERVICE CARD
228

Axlon Incorporated has announced a

portable personal communication terminal

for the home and business market.
The Axlon Hotline Personal Communi-

cation Terminal can be used to transmit

and retrieve information from data bases.

The Hotline measures 1-5/8" x 3-9/16" x

6-3/4" and weighs less than 1 1 ounces.
The tactile keyboard consists of 43

functional keys arranged in typewriter

sequence and provides a 64 upper case
ASCII character set. The display is a 16-

character fluorescent display which is tilted

for easy viewing. The terminal offers a 96-

character display memory, which can be
scrolled 16 characters at a time, and a 16

character display in memory in the transmit

mode.
Axlon Inc. 170 N. Wolfe Rd.. Sunnyvale.

CA 94086. (408)730-0216.
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Searching forsoftware? Go to the source!

creative computing

1982Software BuyersGuide
r inding the right software for

your needs can be confusing today,

with so many different programs on
the market from so many different

manufacturers
But now there's one place you can

go to get the buying information you
need:

Creative Computing
1982 SOFTWARE
BUYERS GUIDE!

Creative Computing puts it all

together for you in this new, com-
prehensive assemblage of product-
review reprints from the magazine.
It's the one convenient place to look

for facts, figures and expert analysis

when you're in the market for soft-

ware!

The SOFTWARE
BUYERS GUIDE is easy to

use Programs are listed by

category for fast reference.

Each evaluation has a

"quick reference box"
showing system require-

ments, format, language,

price, manufacturer and a
brief summary

UnderApplications
Software you'll

findprograms for:

Business

Word processing
Financial and investment analysis

Education
Real estate and property

management
Graphic displays

Music

/SOFTWARE
BUYERS GUIDE

Games and rec-

reation—simula-

tions and strategy;

fantasy, adventure,

action and arcade games;
intellectual recreation

Areas covered in

Systems Software
include:

Operating systems
Languages and
compilers

Assemblers and
disassemblers
Disk utilities

Data base management
Communications
Software development
and programming aids

f<^M

Each section features a

depth evaluations, with

background informa-

tion, a description of

the software package,
photos and illustra-

tions. Creative

Computing's assess-

ment of the package
and a reference sum-
mary Covering over

150 programs, the

SOFTWARE BUYERS
GUIDE gives you the

most comprehensive
overview of the past

year's new sys-

tems you'll find

anywhere!

And there's more!
The SOFTWARE BUYERS

GUIDE also includes a Directory of

Manufacturers, cross-referenced to

type of computer. We put an end to

the frustration of seeing a mention of

a software package by "XYZ Soft-

ware" and not being able to find

where to buy it.

Save yourself time, trouble
andmoney
You could spend weeks shopping
around computer stores and look-

ing through back
issues of Creative

Computing to dig up
the same informa-

tion we've assem-
bled for you in

the SOFTWARE
BUYERS GUIDE.

And think of the money you could
save by getting the right software for

your needs the first time around!
Before you consider buying soft-

ware, get the one convenient source
of information that helps you make
the right decision—Creative
Computings 1982 SOFTWARE
BUYERS GUIDE. Order your copy
today!

Only $3.95!group of in-

complete

SOFTWARE BUYERS GUIDE
P.O. Box 340
Broomall, PA 19008

Please send me the Creative Computing 1982
SOFTWARE BUYERS GUIDE I enclose $5 00 ($3.95*
plus $1 05 postage and handling) $6 00 outside USA
Mr.

Mrs
Ms

(please print full name)

Address

City

Apt

State Zip
•Residents ol CA CO. CT. DC FL IL MA. Ml. MO NJ. NY State OH. SC
TN and VT please add applicable sales tax



New Products, continued

High Quality Printers

Pro-Writer is a dot matrix printer offering

"professional quality printing." It includes

1 20 cps bidirectional printing, logic seeking

and proportional spacing.

Graphics capability is built-in and
includes shape and high resolution features.

The Pro-Writer also has a IK buffer in

parallel and a 3K buffer in serial, increment

printing ability. N x 9 dot matrix, and
correspondence quality print in eight char-

acter sizes. Suggested retail price for the

parallel model is $795 and $845 for the

serial version.

Also available is the Starwriter F-10. a

daisy wheel printer, which includes such

features as: low profile design (6" high).

industry-standard ribbon cartridges. 40 or

55 cps models, standard parallel or RS-

232-C interface (including ETX/AC. X-

ON/S-OFF) protocols, built-in word pro-

cessing functions, plastic or metal wheels,

and low noise operation.

WHY PAY MORE FOR THE BEST CP/M R SOFTWARE?
Our Price List "Discount'

TCS'
General Ledger"" 69' 500 129

Accounts Payable"" 69
-

500 129

Accounts Receivable"" 69" 500 129
Payroll"" 69" 500 129

OSBORNE
General Ledger"" 49" 200 200
Accounts Payable"" 49

•

200 200
Accounts Receivable"" 49' 200 200
Payroll"" 49' 200 200

CBASIC"" 99
-

200 125

TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE 800-227-4587* * VISA-MASTER-AM. EX.

Our Price List "Discount

WORDSTAR"" 249 495 319
MAILMERGE"" 79 150 109
SPELLSTAR"" 169 250 189
dBASE II"" 495 700 595
SUPERCALC"" 199 295 269
SPELLGUARD"" 199 300 239
PERFECT WRITER"" 199" 289 259
PERFECT SPELLER"" 129" 189 159

PERFECT MAILER"" 129* 189 159
SMARTERM"" 49* 200 150
VISACCOUNT"" 149" 199 179

• UNCONDITIONAL GUARANTEE on many products

• FREE CUSTOMER SERVICE HOTLINE 415-974-5990

- Call for shipping charges

Unconditioned 30 day moneyback guarantee
" "800-622-0678 in California (Calif, residents add sales tax)

• RELIABLE UPS BLUE LABEL DELIVERY
• WE SPECIALIZE IN BUSINESS CP/M"

800-SOFTWARE, INC.™
185 Berry St . Suite 6820

San Francisco. California 94105

800-SOFTWARE™ HAS THE BEST CP/M® PRICES!

CIRCLE 160 ON READER SERVICE CARD

TRS-80 DISCOUNT
PERSONAL COMPUTERS
PRINTERS - SOFTWARE

PURE RADIO SHACK EOUIPMEN1

WE CARRY THE FULL

LINE OF TRS-80 $
MODEL II

26 4002 64K I Drive $3279
Ask About Hard Drives

New i Model 16 TRS-80 CALL
MODEL III

26 1062 16K $819
26 1066 48K with

2 Drives. RS232 $2049
TM TANDY CORPORATION

TREE COPY OF WARRANTY UPON REQUEST

BUY DIRECT
AT WHOLESALE PRICES

1-800-841-0860
COLOR COMPUTER
26 3001 4K *309

26 3002 16K Ext Basic $435
26 3003 32K Ext. Basic $569
263022 Color Drive #1 $498
WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG
MICRO MANAGEMENT

SYSTEMS. INC.
Parcel Divition

DEPT NO 3
Downtown PlafO Shopping Center

II SC Second Ave SW • Co.ro Georg.o 31728

«I2 3"'I20Go Phone No

CIRCLE 193 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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A choice of friction feed or optional
bidirectional tractor feed is available.

Leading Edge Products. 225 Turnpike
St.. Canton. MA 02021. (800) 343-6833.
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5 1/4" Winchester Disk
with Backup

Santa Clara Systems. Inc. announces
the introduction of MiniMega. a 5 1/4"

hard disk with floppy backup, designed
to work with most microcomputers.

Host adapters enable interfacing to
Apple II and III. IBM Personal Computer.
TRS-80. NEC PC -8000. all S-100 systems.
LSI-1 1. Multibus, and Motorola 6800. All

CP/M programs will work with machines
now running CP/M.
The MiniMega is available in 5 or 10

MByte configurations alone, or integrated
with a 5 1/4" 1 MByte floppy backup,
packaged in a compact cabinet.

Santa Clara Systems. Inc.. 5f>0 Division
St.. Campbell. CA 95<X)8. 1408) 374-6972.
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Hard Disk and CP/M for Model III

Microcomputer Technology. Inc.. has
announed a 5 and 7.5 MB external Win-
chester hard disk system for use with TRS-
80 Model III computer systems.

The system uses the Micro Systems hard
disk operating system version 3.3.9 which
is file compatible with the TRSDOS.
The 5MB external disk drive is a self-

contained unit which includes a Winchester
drive, controller, power supply and cables
$2799. The Micro Systems DOS plus hard
disk operating system sells for $299.

Also available from MTI is the CP/M
80 board kit.

-
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The addition ofCP/M version 2.2 along
with an 80-character x 24-line display allows
any Model III system to run business
applications packages such as Wordstar.
Datastar. and Mailmerge. $849.

Microcomputer Technology. Inc.. 3304
W. MacArthur Blvd.. Santa Ana. CA 92704.
(414)979-9925.
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Disk Drives for Apple and
TRS-80 Model II

A.M. Electronics. Incorporated
announces 5 1/4" disk drives for plug-in
compatibility with the Apple computer.
The add-on drives, complete with case

and cable, are compatible with Apple disk
operating systems, and software, anil offer

40 tracks of data storage and a 3 milli-
second track-to-track access time. 1345.

Also available from A. M. Electronics
are 8" disk drives compatible with the
Radio Shack Model II computer, as well
as any other computer requiring high
storage disk drives.

The single-headed disk drive is capable
of 1 Megabyte of storage (unformatted),
while the double-headed drive is capable
of 2 Megabytes (unformatted).
The drive is one-half the width of

standard 8" disk drives and operated
entirely from DC power. Track-to-track
access time is 3 milliseconds. $695.

A. M. Electronics. Incorporated. 3366
Washtenaw Ave.. Ann Arbor. Ml 48104
(313)973-2312.
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YOU NEED

SpeedRead+
• Optimized Systems Software, the company that brought you BASIC A * and OS/A * . proudty presents

another PLUS"
• SpeedRead* is the world's first speed reading tutor designed lor use on your personal computer.
• SpeedReed+ begins with training your eyes and mind to function as the incredible precision machine

they were meant to be.

• SpeedReed+ goes beyond mere words— it trains you to recognize phrases and columns instantly — it

exercises your peripheral vision — it increases your comprehension.
• SpeedRead* matches your pace — now and in the future

AVAILABLE NOW!
For 16K ATARI" computers with disk. Introductory Price $59.95
Coming soon for APPLE N\ Inquire about availability of TRS-80" and cassette versions

SEE YOUR DEALER TODAY!
Call or write for a descriptive brochure of SpeedRead-f ' and other fine OSS products, such as OS A •

BASIC At. and TINY C"

ATARI APPLE il TRS no and TINY c ara knhfiwu of Alan Inc . Apple Compmat. Inc . Radn Shack, and Tny C
Aaaoct—aa raapacavaty Ipeacaaad * m a aadamarti o* Fagte Softwara and Opbtmnd Syslama SoNMara

OptimLrad Syataaa* Sollaarr. late.. 1*379 Lanadal* AWa.. Cnawrtlno. CA 95014. (400) 44*.3099
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.• SOFTWARE AUTHORS!
for Apple. Atari. TRS-80. NEC. Hitachi

Brtfderbund Software Is looking lor new authors to join Its

international team ol programmers. If you have a product lor

the micro market, let us show you the advantages of work ng

with our team of design, production and distribution

specialists. --. -«•««••

Call or write for our free Authors Kit today or send us a

machine readable copy of your work for prompt review under ;.

strictest confidence. ^ ^ ^

derbund Softuuor

, ->r^M

- 1938 Fourth Street. Son Rafael. Cfl 94901 • (415) 456-6424

i .. ,.

.

-'--"--J
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TAKE A STEP INTO THE FUTURE AT SOFTWARE CITY.
Software City has literally thousands

of programs in stock. We have a wide

variety of programs for your personal

computer at prices substantially

discounted from the producers'

suggested list prices.

If you have a personal computer or

simply have an interest in computer
programs, visit a Software City location

and you'll see why we are known as

America's number one software dealer!

Armonk. N.Y.

146 Bedford Rd
(914) 273-3677

Montvale. N.J.

(Pearl River Border)

147 Kinderkamack Rd

(201) 391-0931

Pine Brook. N.J.

101 Route 46 East

(201) 575-4574

ATTENTION EDUCATORS
WRITE FOR FREE SOFTWARE CATALOG

SPECIFY: PET / ATARI / APPLE / TRS-80

(Please Use School Letterhead^

Academic Software Div .
Dept. CC

c
/o Software City

22 E Quackenbush Ave

Dumont. N.J. 07628

Teaneck. N.J.

161 Cedar La

(201)692-8298

1982 America's Number One Software Dealer

FRANCHISES AVAILABLE
Box 313. Closter, N.J. 07624

New Products, continued...

Electronic Typewriter Interface

Mediamix announces an RS-232C serial

version of their ETI 2 (Electronic Typewriter

Intelligent Interface). The RS-232C serial

unit provides for RTS or BUSY signals,

plus XON/XOFF and STX/ETX communi-

cations protocols.

The new unit allows the ETI ! to interface

an IBM Electronic Typewriter with IBM.

DEC. Xerox 820. Osborne- 1. and other

computers which are limited to RS-232C

serial type printers. $595.
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The Centronics compatible parallel

version of the Mediamix ETI 2
is suitable

for use with most personal computers

including the Radio Shack TRS-80, Apple.

PET/CBM. Vector. OSI. Altos. Hewlett

Packard and IBM Personal Computer. $495.

Both versions of the ETP feature a 2000

character text buffer and a library of over

39 commands.
Mediamix. P.O. Box 67B57, Los Angeles.

CA 90067. (213)475-9949.
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1200 Baud Full Duplex Modem

Novation announces the 212 Apple-Cat

II large scale integrated (LSI) direct-

connect. 1200 baud, full duplex modem
which allows communication with any Bell

212A compatible data set. It consists of

Novation's 212 Upgrade Module installed

in an Apple II along with Novation's Apple-

Cat II.

All Apple-Cat II operational char-

acteristics and optional features are

retained including: automatic dialing (pulse

or tone); redialing; auto-answering and

disconnect: alternate voice operation: file

transfer and printer interfacing functions:

and deaf terminal mode.
The 212 Apple-Cat II is available for

$725. and the 212 Apple-Cat Upgrade
option to add to an existing Apple-Cat II

is $339.

Novation. Inc.. 18664 Oxnard St..

Tarzana, CA 91356. (213) 996-5060.
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"If your plan is tor one year, plant rice;

For ten years, plant trees; For a hundred
years, educate men.

"

Kuan-Tze
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creative computing RETAIL ROSTER
A DIRECTORY OF STORES AND THE PRODUCTS THEY CARRY

TO PLACE A LISTING CALL COLLECT: LOIS PRICE (212) 725-7226

CALIFORNIA

D.E.S. DATA EQUIPMENT SUPPLY— 8315 Firestone. Dow-
ney 90241 (213) 923-9361 VICVILLE: (714) 778-5455 Com-
modore PET. Vic 20 specialists Latest Software. Hardware.
Books. Supplies. Peripherals in stock In House Maintenance.

COMPUTER JUNCTION— 543 S York Hd . Elmhurst 60126
(312) 530-1 125 Strong support on Apple. Atari. Xerox. NEC
Software Hardware

NEW YORK

MASSACHUSETTS
SOFTWARE CITY. ARMONK 146 Bedford Rd 105O4
(914) 273-3677 Bus Rec Utility Home programs tor all per-
sonal computers at 5-20% oft list

OMNI UNLIMITED: 105 S Los RotHes: Pasadena; 91101:
213 - 795-6664; Commodore. Zenith. Otrona. Victor. Sup-
plies Peripherals

CONNECTICUT
COMPUTERWORKS 1439 Post Rd . East Westport 06880;
(203) 255-9096 12-6 Tues -Fn . 12-9 Thu.. 10-5 Sat

NEECO 679 Highland Ave Needham 02194; (617) 449
1760 9-5:30 Mon-Fn Commodore. Apple. Superbram. Atari

SCIENCE FANTASY BOOKSTORE 18 Eliot St.. Harvard
Sq.. Cambridge 02138; (617) 547-5917 11-6 Mon -Sat. 11-8
Thur Apple. Alan S TRS-80 games; Epyx, Microsoft. Creative
Computing

THE COMPUTER CENTER - 31 East 31st St.. New York
10016.(212)889 8130 10-7 Mon-Fn . 11-6 Sal.. 10-8 Thur

UPSTATE COMPUTER SHOP-RD 1. Box 17A. Whflesboro
13492: (315) 768-8151 10-6 Mon-Fn. 11-5 Sat Apple-
Commodore - Data General.

MICHIGAN
CONNECTICUT INFORMATION SYSTEMS - 218 Hunting-

ton Road. Bridgeport 06608: (203) 579-0472 Mon Sat 10am-
6pm Apple and CP M-related products

FLORIDA

COMPUTERS 101 • 101 Hollywood Fashion Center. Holly-

wood. FL 33023 (305) 981-1011 Atari. Zenith. TRS-80.
NEC. Xerox. Centronics. Epson. All Printers: Sales and Ser-

vice SPANISH SOFTWARE

COMPUTER CENTER - Garden City; (313) 425-2470 &
West Bloomfield; (313) 855-4220; Hewlett-Packard Comput-
ers Calculators. Apple. North Star Large Selection of Soft-

ware Hardware

UPSTATE COMPUTER SHOP. Commercial Drive Route 5A
RD 1. Box 17A. Whitesboro 13492 (315) 768-8151 Apple-
Commodore Altos VIC 20 Software Hardware.

NEVADA
HOME COMPUTERS - 1775 E. Tropica™ #6. Las Vegas
89109; (702) 798-1022 Mon -Sat 10-7 Apple. Commodore.
Atari. Hardware Software. Books & Service

UPSTATE COMPUTER SHOP. 1823 Western Avenue Alba-
ny 12203; (518) 456-3019 Commodore VIC 20 Specialists

COMPUTER CONCEPTS. 509 Chestnut Street. Cedarhurst
11516 (516) 374-0255 Atari. Apple, and other Hardware
Software Peripherals. Magazines Books

GEORGIA
ATLANTA COMPUTER MART - 5091 Buford Hwy . Atlanta
30340: (404) 455-0647 10 6 Mon Sat

ILLINOIS

COMPUTER LAND DOWNERS GROVE 136 Ogden Ave .

Downers Plaza 60515; (312) 964-7762 10-6 Mon. -Sat . 10-8
Tue.. Thurs Apple. Atari. Osborne. Xerox. IBM Personal
Computer. Fortune.

NEW JERSEY
THE COMPUTER UNIVERSE - 155 Route 17S . Paramus
07652; (201 ) 262-0960 Mon; Wed: Fn

. and Sat . 10-6 Tues ,

and Thurs; 1 2-9 23 Rt 206. Stanhope 07874 (201 ) 347 7892
Tues & Thurs 12-9; Wed . Fn. a Sat 10-6 Specializing m
Apple Computers.

OHIO

ABACUS II 1417 Bemath Pkwy . Toledo 43615; (419) 965
1099 10-6. 10-7 Thurs Apple. Osborne. Adds. NEC Atan
Epson 4 IDS Printers

FARNSWORTH COMPUTER CENTER - 1891 N Farns-
worth Ave

. Aurora 60505. (312) 851-3888 10-8 Mon-Fn .

10-5 Sat Apple. Hewlett-Packard series 80 systems. HP Cal-

culators IDS Printers

SOFTWARE CITY. PINE BROOK 101 Rt 46 East. 07058:
(201) 575-4574 Bus Rec Utility Home programs for all per-
sonal computers at 5-20% off list

BARNHART STORES - Urbana. (513) 653-7257 8am-5pm
Atari Computers at MAIL ORDER prices Authorized Alan Ser
vice Center

NORTH COAST COMPUTERS 626 Dover Center. Bay Vil-

lage 44140; (216) 835-4345 10-6 Mon -Sat.. 10-8 Tue. Thur
Apple Atari Vector Graphic Data General

SOFTWARE CITY. RIVER EDGE 111 Grand Ave. 07661

;

(201) 342-8788 Bus Rec Utility Home programs for all per-
sonal computers at 5-20° o off lot

WASHINGTON, DC

LIBERTYVILLE VIDEO AND COMPUTER CENTER; 862 So
Milwaukee Ave; LIBERTYVILLE; 312-367-8660: open 7 days:
Atan Computers. Hardware Software.

THE COMPUTER ROOM. 638 North Michigan. Chicago. IL

6061 1 (312) 337-6744 Apple. Televideo. Osborne Business
Program Specialists

SOFTWARE ASYLUM. INC.. 626 Roosevelt Ave . Carteret
07008 (201)969-1900 M-Sat 10AM-9PM. Sun 11AM 6PM
Huge selection for Atan — up to 25% discount

STONEHENGE COMPUTER CORP 89 Summit Ave Sum
mil 07901 (201)277-1020 10-6M-F. 10-5 Sat Apple. Can-
on. Wicat Authorized Dealer Sales and Service

STARWAREV Suite 551. 1629 K Street Northwest 20006
(202) 337-5300; everything for the IBM Software. Hard Discs.
Color Printers. Modems, etc

CREATIVE COMPUTING Readers will respond to your
stores listing in the RETAIL ROSTER Let them know what
brands of computer-oriented products you sell, what services
you offer Rates are reasonable . . success is lasting' Call
number listed above for complete information and assistance.

creative computing CLASSIFIED
CLASSIFIED RATES: Per Word. 15 Word Minimum REGULAR: $1 50 EXPAND-AD": $2 25 Ads set in all bold type <• 20% premium Ads set with background
screen (.i 25°o premium GENERAL INFORMATION: Prepayment discounts available Payment must accompany order except credit card— Am. Ex Diners MC
VISA (include exp dale)— or accredited ad agency insertions Copy subject to publisher s approval; must be typewritten or printed First word set in caps Advertisers
using P Boxes MUST supply permanent address and telephone number Orders not acknowledged They will appear in next available issue after receipt Closing
date: 5th of the 3rd month preceding cover date (e.g.. April issue closes Jan 5th) Send order & remittance to: Classified Advertising. CREATIVE COMPUTING
Magazine, 1 Park Avenue. New York. NY 10016 Direct inquiries to Candi Huggins. (212) 725-3927

COMPUTER EQUIPMENT

USED COMPUTER TERMINALS Printers, Modems. Surplus
Electronic Parts Catalog $100 SPECIAL Daisy Wheel Pnnt-

er $400 00 RONDURE COMPANY THE COMPUTER
ROOM, 2522-CC Butler St . Dallas. TX 75235 (214) 630-

4621

ELEPHANT MEMORY SYSTEMS 5 DISKS - LOWEST
PRICES' (10 box) Single side $21 96; 20 96 2 •

. double
density $24 96; 23 96 2 • Double side density $32 49: 30 96
2 . Shipping $2.00 per order. Single density soft sectored

Double density soft. 10. or 16 sectors (specify) Add NJ sales

tax il applicable Direct-to Tape Recording Company. 14 Sta-

tion. Haddon Heights. NJ 08035

SOFTWARE

DOS PLUS SPANISH VERSION — $169.95 For TRS 80
Computers 101. 101 Hollywood Fashion Center. Hollywood.
Fla 33023 (305)981-1011 Looking lor Dealers Distributors

GENEALOGY Unlimited system for Apple II User Fnendly
Systems. Inc 6135 Ross Rd . Fairfield. Ohio 45014

SAVE 90V $150 00 for a Z80A system with 64KB of mem-
ory and a real front panel or A$200 00 for a 24x80 full tunction

CRT! Roll your own Technology and save 1 FREE DETAILS
Digatek Corporation. 2723 West Butler Drive. Suite 33. Phoe-
nix. AZ 85021

BUSINESS SOFTWARE

PROVEN BUSINESS SOFTWARE FOR MA COM OSI
CLIENTIME: Time keeping and client billing for the profes-

sional DMS-WHIP Inventory, order entry, invoicing, ac-

ounts receivable A FAST Multi-User system MEDPAK
> A R System for the medical practice Billing, msur-

i forms, collections DMS OPEC Oil Wholesaler mven-

i system DMS-WHIP plus All systems OS DMS level 3
compatible. Specifications, reports, references on request.

Demo packages $50 00 each I O ASSOCIATES INC . 210-C
Law and Commerce Building. Biueliekl, W V 24701 (304)

327-6583

1982 ELECTRONIC
EXPERIMENTER'S

HANDBOOK
Here's a must lor an\ do-it-yourself electron-

ics bufT our new plan-filled guide to practi-

cal, fun projects you can build yourself from
video enhancers* to ultrasonic sound detec-
tors. Over 30 projects in all order your copy
now!

TO ORDER, send $3.95 ($2.95* plus $1.00
post* hand. -$5.00 outside USA.) to:

Klectronic Experimenter's Handbook
P.O. Box 340. Broomall. PA 19008

•RcNiJcntN ..I ( \ (11 IX II II M\ Ml MO SJ St
Suit (HI M I \ iii.l \ I i,l,l jpr.lh.jhk Nak> u\

#VC W! creative computing

1982 SOFTWARE
BUYERS GUIDE
Details on more than software programs, including
applications and systems software, directory of
mi, if li.t.ictorers and more 1 Get the facts you need
before you buy— order your copy today'

TO ORDER:
Send $5 00 (S3 95* plus $1 05 postage &
handling) to

SOFTWARE BUYERS GUIDE
P.O. Boi 340
Broomall, PA 19008

SB 00 outMle of u S A
Hcwdwi' MA Ml MO NJ NV Stale

• N and V I ptene add tppncabwum ta«

psychhgM CASSETTES
PSYCHOLOGY TOOAV offers • free catalog which
includes complete up to date listing of cassettes
available. Thesa tapes feature leading authorities
who share their ideas and findings on a wide range
of important topics m all areas of the behavioral and
social sciences.

To obtain the Psychology Today Cassette catalog
FtCCOf CHARGE, write to CASSETTE CATAIOG

_ P.O. Boi 278. Pratt Station. Brooklyn. NV. 11205J



lews reviews III

Stephen Gray

Basic Faster and Better and Other Mysteries, by Lewis

Rosenfelder. 1JG Inc.. 1260 W. Foothill Blvd.. Upland. CA
91786. 288 pages, paperback $29.95. 1981.

Microsoft Basic Decoded and Other Mysteries, by James Farvour.

IJG Inc. 312 pages, paperback $29.95. 1981.

The IJG Basic book is one of the most helpful programming

books you'll ever read, if you're really into TRS-80 Basic. This

is not a book of "hints and kinks" trivia, or a collection of

programs for playing games or balancing your checkbook.

The author presents functions and subroutines, most of which

he learned the hard way. while developing business programs

to sell, and is "the result of the efforts I've made to make Basic-

programs run better and faster." as he says in the preface.

Each routine and technique "solves one or more specific-

problems that you are likely to encounter when programming

the TRS-80." as the preface continues.

Fifteen chapters look into areas such as Super-Power Function

Calls (using DEF FN), USR Routines. Magic Memory Techniques

(PEEK. POKE, active variable analyzer). Basic Overlays. Number

Crunchers and Munchers. Using Strings in New Ways. Data

and Time Manipulation. Bit Manipulation. Arrays. Searches

and Sorts. Keyboard and Video Trickery. Data Entry Made
Easy. Useful Utilities. Model 2 Modifications, and Faster and

Better Disks. Eleven appendixes provide goodies such as USR
Routine Pointer Addresses, Disk Buffer Memory Locations,

and Disk DCB Addresses, along with the usual decimal-to-hex

and graphics-character tables.

This book isn't for everyone: it is heavy reading that goes far

beyond the usual collections of programs and routines. But if

you write business programs, or just want to know how to write

highly efficient Basic programs, get this book. A pair of disks

were scheduled to be available in the first quarter of 1982. one

containing all the demonstration programs, the other all the

library functions, at $19.95 each.

The book on Microsoft Basic is a detailed, annotated guide

to the operating system and Basic interpreter in the TRS-80
Level-Il ROM. and is a must for all ROMniks.
The first fifth of the book contains six chapters: Introduction.

Subroutines. Cassette and Disk. Addresses and Tables, etc.

The rest, 150 pages, consists of detailed listings of the ROM
memory locations. 62 lines per right-hand page, with over

7.000 comments that often wrap around to the next left-hand

page. The 62-line format exactly matches the Apparat

disassembler's format: the pages are hole-punched for a three-

ring binder, so you can line up the disassembler's output with

the comments.
The introduction provides a wealth of information about

the ROM and Level-11 operation. The subroutine chapter is

fascinating, with the entry points of dozens of calls (the more

general ones), a brief description of each, and the disassembled

listings, with comments.
The IJG books aren't for everyone, but if you want to know

what is going on in the TRS-80 ROM. this one is a goldmine, as

is the Rosenfelder book for those who want "a guided tour of

Basic programming tricks and techniques."

Encyclopedia for the TRS-80, edited by Kate Comiskey . Chris

Crocket, et al. Wayne Green Books, Peterborough, NH. Ten

volumes, approximately 280 to 300 pages each. Hardcover.

$19.95 each. $164 the set: paperback $10.95 each. $83 the set.

1981-1982.

Encyclopedia Loader: Programs on cassette from Encyclopedia

for the TRS-80. Vol. 1. SI2.95; Vol. 2-10. $14.95 each.

According to the advertisements, this encyclopedia "will

never become stale or out of date. That's because the

volumes.. .are being issued one-at-a-time. approximately six

weeks apart. This means that each new volume will reflect the

latest developments and discoveries.... The first four volumes

are being issued during 1981. The remaining volumes will be

issued during the first half of 1982."

Each of the first three volumes seen includes articles in nine

categories: business, education, games, graphics, hardware,

home applications, interface, tutorial, and utility.

Volume 1 includes, among other things, programs to project

retail sales and thus determine stock needs, store your inventory

of gold and silver and produce a total value and a market

analysis, generate an invoice, measure instructional effectiveness.

tabulate student ratings, play Swords and Sorcery (with a 17-

page listing), play The President Decides, create graphics four

ways, keep track of stocks and bonds, create biorhythms. and
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EXCHANGES
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Give your,mind
some fresh air
and exercise.

Only ATARI* could combine so much learning with
so much fun ATARI professionals have designed a com-
prehensive computer curriculum offering practical
state-of-the-art theory and hands-on experience for be-
ginner to advanced levels. Experienced camp directon
have been selected to coordinate a full program of apt «tl
recreation and social activities Young people 10-18
can attend two 4-week sessions in July and August at four
camp locations in Pennsylvania. North Carolina.
Wisconsin and southern California Space is limited so
register now For a full color brochure and application
»",e Department BC . 40 East 34th Street. New York.
NY 10016 (Please include your phone number ) Staff
applicants should apply in writing _
Call toll-free 800-847-4180 (NY ^fc~

'

State and Canada call collect ATARI

'

S
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Sourcebook
of Ideas

Many mathematics ideas can be better illustrated
with a computer than with a text book.

Consider Baseball cards. If there are 50
cards in a set. how many packs of bubble
gum must be purchased to obtain a complete
set of players? Many students will guess
over 1 million packs yet on average its only

The formula to solve this problem is not
easy The computer simulation is. Yet you
as a teacher probably don't have time to
devise programs to illustrate concepts like
this.

Between grades 1 and 12 there are 142
mathematical concepts in which the com-
puter can play an important role. Things
like arithmetic practice. X-Y coordinates
proving geometic theorems, probability'
compounding and computation of pi bv
inscribed polygons.

Endorsed by NCTM
The National Council of Teachers of

Mathematics has strongly endorsed the use
of computers in theclassroom Unfortunately
most textbooks have not yet responded to
this endorsement and do not include pro-
grams or computer teaching techniques
You probably don't have the time to develop
all these ideas either What to do'

For the past six years. Creative Computing
magazine has been running two or three
articles per issue written by math teachers
These are classroom proven, tested ideas
complete with flowcharts, programs and
sample runs.

Teachers have been ordering back issues
with those applications for years However.

many of these issues are now sold out or in
very short supply
So we took the most popular 1 34 articles

and applications and reprinted them in a
giant 224-page book called Computers in
Mathematics: A Sourcebook of Ideas

Ready-to-use-material

This book contains pragmatic, ready to
use. classroom tested ideas on everything
from simply binary counting to advanced
techniques like multiple regression analysis
and differential equations
The book includes many activities thatdon t require a computer And if you re

considering expanding your computer
facilities, you'll find a section on how to
select a computer complete with an invalu-
able microcomputer comparison chart
Another section presents over 250

problems, puzzles, and programming ideasmore than are found in most problem collec-
tion books
Computers in Mathematics: A Sourcebook

of Ideas is edited by David Ahl. one of the
pioneers in computer education and the
founder of Creative Computing
The book is not cheap It costs $15 95However if you were to order just half of the

back issues from which articles were drawn
they would cost you over $30

Satisfaction Guaranteed
If you are teaching mathematics in any

grade between 1 and 12. we're convinced
you II find this book of tremendous value If
after receiving it and using it for 30 days
you do not agree, you may return it for a full
refund plus your return postage.
To order send payment' plus $1 .00 postage

and handling to Creative Computing, Dept
Z0422, 39 E. Hanover Avenue. Morris Plains
N.J. 07950. Orders may also be charged to
your Visa, Mastercard or American Express
account — by mail include credit card name
number and expiration date, or if you prefer
use our 24-hour toll-free number, 800-631-
8112. In N.J. only 201-540-0445.

*N.J. Residents add 5% tax.

creative
computing
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DISCOUNT & BONUS COUPONS!
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PRINTERS, DISK DRIVES, DISKETTES,

SOFTWARE, BOOKS and MORE!
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Reader Service Card

and mail it today.
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JcRoSteiNcI
Standard in Microcomputing Products

AT YOUR LOCAL DEALER OR ORDER DIRECT

MS-II let MicroMind's sturdy steel shelf organize your

Apple' II hardware. Professionally constructed, colored and

textured to match your Apple', and now with new ventila-

tion slots. MicroStand will enhance your home or office

microcomputing system, and is available at microcomputer

stores across the nation.

CS-I Sturdy steel Apple' beige copy holder for ease in

typing from books, magazines, etc.

MS-II

CS-I

s
$49.95 plus $5.00 shipping and handling

$19.95 plus $3.00 shipping and handling

MicroStand
P.O. Box 96

Tolovana Park, OR 97145

1 (503) 436-1429

1 . 1M o« Appk ComputffV Inc

.

create delay loops. Hardware articles show how to read/write

on both sides of your floppy disks, protect your cassette relay

operate a radio-controlled model car with a radio link, and

calibrate your printer. Tutorials discuss TTY interfaces and

introductory TRS-80 programming. The companion tncy-

clopedia Loader cassette includes all but one of the 1 6 programs

in Volume 1. „ r ,, ..

Volumes 2 and 3 are similar in scope, with programs for a

name-and-address file, expense report. Ken,,, curve plotting,

word processing, decoding Morse, tutoring algebra, and articles

on building a light pen. regulating your video monitor, build.ng

a Deluxe Expansion Interface, etc.

As with any encyclopedia, many of the programs, construction

articles and tutorials in these pages may seldom if ever be used,

but they're all there if and when you need them, all written

simply for easy reading. On the other hand. $164 or even $83

may seem like a lot of money to a TRS-80 user who may not

find many of the pages immediately relevant (even though

they do make for good browsing I. It's a safe bet to predict this

encyclopedia will be selling, by mid-1983 (if not before) for

about two-thirds or even half the advertised prices, which

seems about right.

Exploring Computing with the TRS-80 (and common sense!

with programming in Bask, by Richard V. Andree and Josephine

P. Andree. Prentice-Hall Inc.. Englewixxi Cliffs. NJ. 240 pages,

hardcover $15.95. 1982.

Winner of the Thanatos award for the longest book title, this

typewritten book is in two parts. The first 102 pages teach

"what you need to know to use your computer in solving real

problems." with five lessons on tables, computer-assisted solutions.

art and graphics.

Part II is "devoted to special topics you may or may not need

to learn about, depending upon your own particular interests.

Lessons 6 to 17 may be read in any order, or ignored entirely

until needed." These twelve lessons cover tape, games, editing,

simulation, variables, error messages, more graphics, strings

and logical operators, etc.

wrmA

^y Four**"
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Although the cover shows a TRS-80 Model III. this is
misleading. The book isnt about Model III Basic, or even
Microsoft Basic. Page vii says "Most of the instructions used in
this book work on all versions of Basic." However, a chart at
the back of the book shows which instructions work on which
of the "eight most common versions of the TRS-80." including
tape and disk. Models I. II and III. Color Computer and
Pocket Computer.
The authors teach at the University of Oklahoma, and the

book shows a lot of careful preparation, with a slow and steady
introduction of Basic, covering all the details and building on
previous material.

However, not only is the text typewritten, but all the artwork
is done by hand, including the small rectangles around ENTER
and the larger CRT-type rectangles around display material.
These are not done well, and make the book look like a
manuscript. For 515.95. the reader deserves a book that is

easier on the eyes, regardless of its merit. Although a typeset
text means a shorter publication time, and puts the burden of
proofreading upon the authors, this book is not a credit to the
Andrees or to Prentice-Hall.

Computer Programs in Basic, by Paul Friedman. Prentice-Hall
Inc.. Englewood Cliffs. NJ. 285 pages, hardcover $19 95
paperback $10.95. 1981.

What a surprise to open this book and find not a single
program in it. Then you read the small print at the bottom of
the dust jackets cover: "The software resource guide to programs
for business/finance-games-mathematics-science/education."
What we have here is a "fully indexed guide to over 1.600

Basic computer programs recently published in easily accessed
personal computer magazines." according to the jacket flap,
which adds two more "major discipline fields" to the four in

the subtitle: personal interest and utility.

Most of the 259 pages consist of listings with the program's
name, author, source, brief description, number of lines, the
version of Basic used, special hardware and non-Basic software
required, and non-ANSI features of the program, if any.
The 8-page introduction tells how to use the book, how to

get the programs (subscribe to at least three magazines, check
your local computer club, check back-issue ads. buy microfilmed
issues), translating other-computer programs for your own
machine, and "Pitfalls in Basic."

Appendix A lists four pages of Basic statements and functions.
Appendix B gives the names, addresses and some details about
the ten periodicals reviewed. A five-page glossary ends the
book, although it seems that anybody who would buy such a
book wouldn't need the glossary.

An interesting book containing many useful references, this
is hardly worth buying in hardcover, since it was out of date
long before publication: the most recent program was published
in Dec. 1979; the book itself was published April 30. 1981.

Computing in the Humanities, edited by Peter C. Patton and
Renee A. Holoien. Lexington Books. D.C. Heath and Co..
Lexington. MA. 413 pages, hardcover $29.95. 1981.
The eleventh in the Lexington Book Series in Computer

Science, this is a collection of two dozen papers by professors,
lecturers, graduate students and graduates of the University of
Minnesota.
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TERMINALS FROM TRANSNET
PURCHASE PLAN 12-24 MONTH FULL OWNERSHIP PUN • 36 MONTH LEASE PLAN

TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS

LEARSIEGLER

DATAMEDIA

NEC SPINWRITER

LAM Df Cwrller II $1 095
LAM OCCwnt.r IV MS
LAM DECwrrter IV Forms Ctrl 1 .MS
LA120 DEOmter HI KSR 2 MS
LA120 DECwnter III HO 2 MS
VTIOO CRT OCCscooe IMS
VTIOICHTDECuope 1 195
VT12S CRT G>MNci 3 295
VT13I CRT DECK*** 1.745
VT132 CRT DCCkom IMS
VTUJOXC Personal Computer Ophon 2 395

TI745 Portable Terminal 1 MS
TTTtS SuMIe Memory TtrmHul 2 595
T) kuioM 10 Termini! 695
TI785 Portable KSR 120 CPS 2 395
TI7S7 Portable KSR 120 CPS 2 845
TU10 R0 Printer 1 (95
TI820 KSR Printer 2,195

A0M3A CRT Terminal 595
A0M5 CRT Terminal MS
A0M32 CRT Terminal 1 165
ADM42 CRT Terminal 1995
EXCEL 12 CRT Terminal 1 695
EXCEL 42 Smart Buttered CRT 995
C0L0RSCAM 10 Color CRT 3.19S

925 CRT Terminal J50
950 CRT Terminal 1 ,075

Letter Quality 7715 R0 2 MS
Letter Quality. 7725 KSR 3.295

M M01 NMI
t M S 41

S3 M

JM.HIil.TNl'.llll i*030 «SR P*"ttr 30 CPS 1.195
llll'l'll'llllin 2120 KSR Printer 120 CPS 2 195

HAZELTINE

TIMEPLEX

I Eiecutive M 20 1 345
I Eiecuti«e to 30 i.HS
MX 80 F T Printer 74s
MX-100 Printer 195

I E0400 4 Channel Slat Mm 1525
I EMM I Channel Stat Mm 2.050

FULL OWNERSHIP AFTER 12 OR 24 MOUTHS • ION PURCHASE OPTION AFTER 36 MONTHS

MICROCOMPUTERS
APPLE • COMMODORE • HP85 • DEC LSI 1

1

ACCESSORIES AND PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT
MUfflC OOUftiM »MflQBI| R0WM HtfW*MKM< WtOHO **/u .

m.i m

i ra.\ sI\e t corporation
1945 ROUTE 22 -UNION. N J 07083 • (201 1 688 7800

800 526-4965 OUTSIDE N J
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TRS-80* Model
Hardware &

Software

at discount

RADIO SHACK List Price
26-1066 Mod III, 48 K, 2-DWk 2 495 00
26-1062 Mod ill. 16 K 99900
26-1906 Invasion Fore* (T| 1495
26 1590 Super Scripset (01 199 00
26 1591 Scripset Dictionary |D) 14900
26 1569 Mod III VrstCaKC 10) 199 00
26-1592 Profile III Plus 199 00

ADVENTURE INTERNATIONAL
Star Trek 3 5 (T| 1495
Space Intruders (T) 14 95
Max. Manager (0) 9995
Star hunter III 24 95

BIG RVE SOFTWARE
Robot Attack (T) 1595
Cosmic Fighter (T| 1595
Attack Force (T| 1595
Super Nova (T) 1595

OUR PRICE
2 100 00

849 00

11 95

155 00

119 20

ISSN
155 00

11 95

11.

M

79 95
19 95

12.75

11.76
12 75

12. 7S

(T) Cassette Tape (0) - Disk

We represent 20+ mlgrs with 300+ programs Write tor our FREE catalog tor

Mod II. Mod III and Color Computer

COMPUTER HOUSE
P.O. Box 538 Mammoth Lakes, CA 93546

(714) 934-6538
Orders less than 1100 00 add Si 50 lot postage and handling Over S100 00 snipped tree

MC 6 VISA accepted

•TRS 80 is a trademark ol Tandy Corp
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DISCOUNT

TRS-80" COMPUTERS 1

Free

Catalog!

Buy

Direct!

Large

Inventory!

|K^^m;j8|

• 64K Memory
• Built in 8" Disk Drive

• Detachable Keyboard

264002

'328800

TRS-80

Supplies!

lews III p

Toll Free Order:
1 800-835-9056

Kansos Residents:
1 800-362-9091

IRS 80 Is A Rectum
Trademark 01

Ijndy Cotp

Jimscot, Inc.

P.O. Box 607

1023 N. Kansas
Liberal. Ks. 67901
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MICROCOMPUTER IDEA B00K& CATALOG.

U One-Stop Shopping. More

than 1000 microcomputer

accessories and supplies -

from diskettes and line-

printer paper to connectors

and cables - tor Apple. Atari,

Northstar, TRS-80sand

many others Loaded with

ideas tor extra convenience

and efficiency

Easy Ordering. By mail,

phone, or TWX Friendly,

helpful, expert assistance

Fast Delivery. Your order

SEND TODAY FOR YOUR
FREE MICROCOMPUTER
IDEA ROOKS
CATALOG OR
PHONE (408)

727-1970.

shipped in 24 hours from the

Inmac Center nearest you

Overnight emergency ship-

ments also available

Risk-Free Trial. Try ony

product for 45 days Knot

satisfied, return lor full

refund

Guaranteed Quality. Field-

tested for precision perfor-

monce ond compatibility

Backed by warranties ranging

up to 1 years - and some
with Lifetime Guarantees

mman

The book began several years ago with a survey, carried out

on a summer research grant, of faculty members in every

department of the university's College of Liberal Arts that

indicated interest in computing.

The chapters involve the use of computers in four areas:

analysis of language and literature (Greek New Testament

text, analysis of literary style, concordances of troubadour

poetry, etc. I. archeology and history (database for Babylonian

economic documents, simulation of a Roman wine and oil

plantation. CM in archeology, etc.), humanistic education

(computer-based course in ancient Egyptian hieroglyphics.

CAl courses in Sumerian and Latin, etc. I. and the fine arts

(five artists, including Ruth Leavittl.

A few of the papers are on subjects so specialized as to be of

interest mainly to colleagues: the majority provide fascinating

glimpses into the many uses of computers in liberal arts. For

readers who wish to delve further, references and bibliographies

are provided.

55 Color Computer Programs For The Home, School and

Office, by Ron Clark. ARCsoft Publishers. Box 132, Woodsboro,

MD 21798. 128 pages, paperback S9.9.S (shipping SI). 1981.

101 Color Computer Programming Tips and Tricks, by Ron

Clark. ARCsoft Publishers. 1 28 pages, paperback S7.9.S. 1981

.

50 Programs in Basic For The Home, School and Office for the

Pocket Computer, bv Jim Cole. ARCsoft Publishers. 96 pages.

paperback $9.95. Second edition. 1981.

101 Pocket Computer Programming Tips and Tricks, by Jim

Cole. ARCsoft Publishers. 128 pages, paperback $7.95. 1981.

These four slim volumes, dedicated to the Radio Shack

Color Computer and Pocket Computer, provide dozens of

programs a reader may occasionally need, plus a hundred

interesting and largely usable short programs.

55 Color Computer Programs contains programs in six

categories, including: business (invoicing, wages, markup,

salesman's commission, bar chart i. school i stale capitals, hex

chart, math flasher. Canadian provinces!, teachers (evaluating

exam scores, class roll sorter), music (musical scale test, keyboard

music player), home (electric-bill analysis, digital stopwatch,

draw straws, dice I. graphics I kaleidoscope, sketch pad. blinking

man). A four-page appendix lists Color Basic functions,

statements, operators, video control codes, graphic-character

codes, control keys, special characters and error messages.

Some of the business programs are rudimentary, such as

Wages, which is 18 lines long. However, many are usable in

small businesses, either as is. or tailored to the application.

The remaining programs (outside of those for teachersl are

more for the beginning computerist: many are interesting and

informative.

101 Color Computer Programming Tips and Tricks is a

much more valuable book for the computcrnik. with six types

of programs, such as: graphics (dancing spot, painting exercises,

lettering graphics, erasing numbers, how to graph), music

(sound with graphics, music test. R2D2 sound effects), text

(custom cursor, letter repeater, last name first, bubble sort,

search and order), fun and games (digging a tunnel, striped

titles, rainbow billboard), number crunching (commas in numbers,

stringy numbers, random sampler. VAL). odds and ends I memory

peek, character search, seconds timer. 1F/THEN/F.LSE). There's

a great deal of useful information here, all sorts of "hints.
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secrets, shortcuts, and color techniques." as the cover puts it.Many of the programs, which range from three to severaldozen lines in length, are useful as is. or can be used as
subroutines. Many use Basic statements unique to the ColorComputer, such as CIRCLE. COLOR, DRAW PAINT PLAY
etc and thus help the user understand them more fuilv
50 Ptogmms in Basic for the Pocket Computer containsprograms of three types, including: business (pocket datebookmaking change, advertising cost-per-thousand. plus several

similar to those ,n the Color Computer book', education
(slope and distance. dB. metric converter, factors, averages)home (simple and compound interest, mortgage loan. Klingon

thZuJ'ttr TT M P't*rams» totte more practical
than the 55 Color Computer programs, and all can. with minor
modifications, be used on any Basic microcomputer

101 Pocket Computer Programming Tips and Tricks isonce again, more likely to be of interest to the bit-hacker than
the SO Programs book, with seven categories of short programs
including these: fun and games (flashing billboards, one-time
password, secret code, controlled beeping), printer (tables, list
Ol names. English strings, spacing numbers), memories (quickload cleansing variables, dividing variables, comparing strings)random numbers (varying the digits, sneaky seeds random
random), changing numbers (truncating numbers, dump the
integer, fractional feet, print mixing), finding numbers (highest

i!vi

l

Tn^^p
^d

1

i!

?
S

•,
r0<,CS • SU,ndard d™ati"n>- running (timing

loops. GOSUB. label jumps, clean lavout).
These .107 programs provide manv hours of material for

learning more about Basic and the Color and Pocket Computers
and for using either as written or amplified by the reader or as
routines in longer programs. Some are trivial, others are
complicated, but none are beyond anyone willing to key them
in (no tapes are available, and figure them out (explanations
are minimal; REM lines are nonexistent and not often needed
anyway).

ARCsoft also publishes a book of SO More Programsfor theHome. School and Office for the Pocket Computer, at $9 9S
All the programs will also run on the Sharp PC- 1 211 which is
the same machine as the Pocket Computer, but bearing the
label of the manufacturer. Sharp Electronics Corporation

WINE CELLAR

LOOK at win*
aaWaa your callar by «|„,rynrtml, vint.,. .„„/„ „„„„.

y>

DRINK wine
««-ov. bottl. to drink and chana,
ratings if daslrad.

ADD win*
*dd a nav ,|„ ,„ your „,,
chan«a tka ,.,|„, „, .„ „,„ wln<i

DISPLAY statistic*
Cathar and display Information
about your callar.

PRINT inventory
Craata a hard copy ol your callar'a
contanta and valua.

•Po«j 1,»,M«„Klt,«Mmj.t(),,ow, comi)utefin< Chico, CA 9S926
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ulna and r^nlpul,,. thl. |„|. .

»««• lyu.. can h.
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<ypa. on a a.cond dlac. Fact, tyr* can
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Price $49.95
Cal residents add $3
WE Software

800 Greenwich Dr

Tune in...
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Your celebnty partner will help you guess mystery words'
THE GAME SHOW includes 15 subject areas and offers

• 1 4 2 player animated graphics . An en,oyable way lo learn
• An author system lor adding new topics
• A backup diskette & a lull year warranty

Available now at $39

Educational Software for your Apple II
• or II • by

COMPUTER-ADVANCED IDEAS. INC
1442A Walnut Street Suite 34t

Berkeley. CA 94709
(415) 526-9100

•Apple II is a trademark ol Apple Computer Inc
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207 182 Leading Edge
126 183 Leading Edge
186 184 Lifeboat Associates

185 LNW Research

Cover 3 186 LNW Research

221 268 Memotech
36 187 Meta Engineering

96 188 Micro Business World

239 189 Micro D
211 190 Micro Lab

191 Micro Lab
227 192 Micro Learningware

209 193 Micro Management
237 194 Micro Mountain

187 195 Micro Post

136-137 196 Microsoft

190 197 Microsoft

5 198 Microstand

166 199 Micro Technology Unlimited

211 200 Microware Distributing

203 201 Microworks

1 39 202 Muse Software

141 203 NEC America

34 204 NEECO
205 Net Profit Computers

215 206 Novation Inc.

10 207 OkidataCorp.

85 208 Omega Microware

121 209 Omega Microware

221 210 Omega Microware

115 211 Omni Resources

121 212 On-Line Systems

2 1 3 On-Line Systems

193 214 Optimized Systems Software

68 215 Orange Micro

69 216 Osborne/McGraw-Hill

185 217 Pacific Exchanges

119
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133
143-145

230
150
162
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66
215
33
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111

159
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113
171
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190
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238
121
66
125
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13
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219
205
236
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161
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236
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103
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Pacific Exchanges
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Peeling II

Peripherals Plus

Peripherals Plus
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Professional Software
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Stoneware
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Trans Net Corp.
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Arcade Games
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Computers for Kids

Computers in Mathematics
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Problems for Computer Solution

Stocks & Options
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COMMODORE
THE WONDERCOMPUTER
OF THE 1980s.UNDER *300:

WILLIAM SHATNER

H*»'..'tl

"The best computer value in the

world today. The only computer

you'll need for years to come."

POWtR I

PACK

VIC-20" VS. OTHER HOME COMPUTERS

[
Product Features

1 KlllllllMluri

VIC-20
Atari "

400"
IT

»»/4A

IKS. all 1

Color
t omputrr 1

1
Price- S299 95 S45X 95 $499 00 $399.00

|

|

Maximum RAM Memory >2K I6K I6K 32K

Keyboard Style

Pull Sire

Typewriter

Style

Hal
I'llMll

Membrane

Half Sm
Typewriter

Style

Calculator 1

Style

Number of Keys 66 57 40 S3

Programmable

|
i-unction Keys 4 o

1

Graphic Symbols

|
On Keyboard 62

|
Displayablc Characters 512 256 64 256 1

Microprocessor 6502 6502 TI990 6K09 |

Accessible

|
Machine Language YES YES NO YES

1 Upper/Lower

|
Case Characters YES YES NO NO

[ Operates with all Peripherals

| i Disk. I'nnlcr and Modeml YES NO YES YES

| hull Screen Editor YES YES NO NO

1 Microsoft Basic Standard N/A N/A S 9s) (K)
|

1 Telephone ModMB SUN "5 SW9.95 $450.00 S154. 95
|

1 IV

H TELEVISION 1
OR MONITOR

he VIC-20 computer
..the VK

imputer." Why Popular

ily game in town that is

in electronic marvel. . . if it sounds as if I'm in love with my new

computer of the 1980s. The VIC-20 from Commodore, world's

ktop computers. See the VIC-20 at your

'1

I

Commodore Computer Systems

681 Moore Rd. . King of Prussia. PA 14406

Canadian Residents Commodore Computer Systems

.1370 Pharmacy Ave. . Agincouit. Ont.. Canada. MlW 2K4

Please send me more information on the VIC-20.

Name

~ COMPUTER
CIRCLE 127 ON READER SERVICE CARD

City _

_ I'hnru-

L

. State- Zip.



forgets:

MORE THAN JUSTANOTHER PflETTY FACE
Says who? Says ANSI.

Specifically, subcommittee X3B8 of the American
National Standards Institute (ANSI) says so. The fact

is all Elephant™ floppies meet or exceed the specs
required to meet or exceed all their standards.

But just who is "subcommittee X3B8" to issue such

pronouncements?

They're a group of people representing a large,

well-balanced cross section of disciplines—from
academia, government agencies, and the computer
industry. People from places like IBM, Hewlett-Packard,
3M, Lawrence Livermore Labs, The U.S. Department
of Defense, Honeywell and The Association of Com-
puter Programmers and Analysts. In short, it's a bunch
of high-caliber nitpickers whose mission, it seems, in

order to make better disks for consumers, is also to

make life miserable for everyone in the disk-making

business.

How? By gathering together periodically (often,

one suspects, under the full moon) to concoct more
and more rules to increase the quality of flexible

disks. Their most recent rule book runs over 20 single-

spaced pages—listing, and insisting upon—hundreds
upon hundreds of standards a disk must meet in

order to be blessed by ANSI. (And thereby be taken

seriously by people who take disks seriously.)

In fact, if you'd like a copy of this formidable docu-
ment, for free, just let us know and we'll send you
one. Because once you know what it takes to make
an Elephant for ANSI . .

.

We think you'll want us to make some Elephants

for you.

ELEPHANT. HEAVY DUTY DISKS.
Distributed Exclusively by Leading Edge Products, Inc., 225 Turnpike Street, Canton, Massachusetts 02021

Call: toll-free 1-800-343-6833; or in Massachusetts call collect (617) 828-8150. Telex 951-624.
CIRCLE 182 ON REAOER SERVICE CARD


